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PBEFACE.

This tolume, containing the Philosophy of History, has been

written, without hurry or fatigue, in six months, unbroken by

any interruption (from February 6 to August 1, 1853). I have

never been able to accomplish as much before for want of

leisure ; and I am the more grateful for the honom-able protec-

tion accorded me by the elite of the Western public, a protection

which enables me to devote myself exclusively to my great

mission. Although this collective patronage has not yet become

sufScient for my support, as the circular annexed to this preface

explains, its continuous increase inspires me with a moral

security which enables me to work undisturbed. Thanks to

this intervention, the infamous robbery perpetrated upon me
by otir scientific cliques, in order to stifle my philosophic

utterance, has only resulted in placing me in the most favour-

able position for completely developing the regeneration to

which I have from the first devoted my life. Thus the Priest-

hood of Humanity has arisen in its most normal form ; for its

material existence must long rest on the free contributions of

its true adherents, in order the better to guarantee to it that

spiritual independence which is indispensable to its social

destination.

The subject of this volume reminds me secondly of the im-

portant' service rendered to me by the public spirit of M. Vieil-

lard, when he provided me with the means of accomplishing

with perfect freedom the course of philosophic lectures on the

General History of Humanity which I publicly delivered in

1849, 1850, and 1851. Going over the subject thus three
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times facilitated the more elaborate handling in the present

work, suggesting as it did beforehand the principal improve-

ments of which my fundamental treatise was in this respect

susceptible. The following volume also will benefit by this

preparation ; and to perpetuate its memory I append to this

preface the programme of the course of lectures which I intend

before long to resume.

I must also attribute the rapidity with which I have been

able to travel over the vast field of Human History to the

sainted patroness who is the subjective partner of all my labours.

This indissoluble association has shown itself since the publi-

cation of the preceding volume in the Positivist Catechism, a

little treatise which was not embraced in the scheme of the

present work, and was meant as a decisive and systematic step

towards spreading a general knowledge of the Universal Eeli-

gion. It will be easily perceived that I should never have been

able to execute it worthily or even to plan it properly without

the constant aid of the angel with whom I hold converse. Its

success leads me to assiune more completely my final position

as founder of the Eeligion of Humanity, the ascendency of which

is becoming more and more suitable to the essential tendencies

of the situation in the West. The historical summary which

terminates this little treatise, and the fact that it was composed

when I was in the middle of my principal work, made the

Positive Synthesis as a whole more familiar to me, and so

rendered it easier for me to think out the other two volumes.

After this just acknowledgment of the three influences by

which this volume has specially benefited, I must next point

out its natural connection with the preceding volume and the

relation it bears to the corresponding portion of my funda-

mental work on Positive Philosophy.

As Progress consists necessarily in the developement of

Order, it is impossible to study with profit, or even to under-

stand fairly, the dynamical treatment here employed, unless

the statical theory on which it directly rests has first been

sufficiently mastered. I do not conceal from myself that the
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taste for the Philosophy of History, now so universal, will

cause the present volume to be read by persons who know

nothing of the preceding one. But I hope that most of them

will soon recognise the irrationality of such a proceeding, and

that a first perusal will set them to studying the second

volume before finally applying themselves to the third.

If the present volume be compared with the historical part

of my fundamental treatise, it will be found that while the

general coordination becomes here more profound and more

complete, the special explanations are less fully worked out. In

the last respect, my Philosophy of History, in this its definitive

shape, does not fulfil my former promises (Phil. Pos. iv. 3) ; for

I undertook that there should be more details and proofs here

than in the first sketch ; to which, on the contrary, I am now

obliged to refer my readers for that information. I understand

better than I did then the true conditions of the philosophic

regime, and I see that coordinated assertions, which I formerly

regarded as a purely provisional presentation of my doctrine,

must be the normal form of all really systematic exposition. The

progress I have achieved has procured me a certain authority

;

and my conceptions are safificiently matured. I am entitled

therefore to proceed with the same freedom and rapidity as my
principal ancestors, Aristotle, Descartes, and Leibnitz, who con-

fined themselves to a definite expression of their views, leaving

the verification and developement of them to the public. This

exchange of intellectual services is at once more honourable

to the disciples and more profitable to the teachers. The

former thus become more penetrating and confident, while the

latter turn their special gifts to better account in constructing

new theories instead of working out old ones. If such a syn-

thetical organisation of instruction tends to concentrate sociolo-

gical studies in a few hands, that is another reason why I adhere

to the plan that I have finally adopted. For it is urgently

necessary, both on mental and moral grounds, to exclude from

this domain all ill-endowed or ill-prepared theoricians.

It follows from the above explanation that study of the
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present volume by no means does away with the necessity of

returning to the last two volumes of my philosophic treatise,

although the Theory of History becomes more satisfactory here.

The details given in the earlier work allow me the better to

direct my later efforts towards perfecting the general coordina^

tion, especially as regards the two fundamental states of Fe-

tichism and Theocracy, of which I formerly made too little. It

is particularly necessary to turn to my first work for an account

of the Modern Movement which is there treated at more than

three times the length available in my present plan.

As for the social influence of this third volume, it must

specially assist the intellectual reorganisation directly instituted

in the second. Statical Sociology founds the notion of order
;

then comes Dynamical Sociology and establishes the concep-

tion of progress as eternally subordinate to order. Here it is

that the new priesthood, speaking to the Living in the name

of the great company of the Dead, establishes its universal su-

premacy, which the next volume will complete by making it

the direct organ of Posterity. Euling thus the objective popu-

lation of the living with the necessary concurrence of the two

subjective populations of the dead and the unborn, the positive

church has the means of wielding an authority superior to that

of any theological church. For the old priesthood, having

always been incapable of placing itself directly at the social

point of view, could never become the minister of Humanity,

the power which, though hitherto unrecognised, really governs

the whole of human affairs. This new authority, the like of

which was never before known, is already making itself felt in

consequence of the natural concurrence of the present volume

with the second, even without tJie remaining- and decisive

element of strength to be contributed next year by my con-

cluding volume. The general notion of continuous progress

more and more governs modern politics. Hitherto it has been

apprehended in but a confused way, and has consequently been

a source of disturbance. Here it is systematised, and so con-

verted into a necessary support of the fundamental order.
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As for retrograde politicians, this result of the present

volume ought, if not to convert, yet at least profoundly to

modify all of them who are really conscientious and judicious,

and only reject progress from a legitimate though empirical

aversion for' anarchy. They find here a full consecration of all

the previous regimes, each of which, when at its best, was a

necessary element in the human developement, however de-

generate it may have become in its tendency to survive its

usefulness. This empirical clinging to the worn-out is especially

excusable in the Catholic-Feudal constitution, which, as the

last form of the Theological and Military system, had to linger

on in its decay until the advent of Positivism, in order to

furnish the only representatives of order still existing. The

true religion alone can do justice to this party, which, in spite

of its exhaustion, is still widely extended, since it really com-

prehends the pretended conservatives, who, for want of an appro-

priate doctrine, are always driven to retrograde courses when

they are in power. It is called immovable. It has, however,

moved more than any other party since the beginning of the

French Eevolution. Becoming sensible then of its own un-

popularity, it sincerely adopted constitutional monarchy, though

contrary to all its principles. That modification was absolutely

futile ; but it proves that the retrograde party is capable of

duly changing its opinions whenever it shall consider their

transformation necessary for preserving order, of which it has

made itself the only guardian in the West. Its official pre-

ponderance will naturally continue till the rise of the Positivist

Dictatorship. From it and no other party, therefore, will the

statesmen prepared by the Eeligion of Humanity suitably

receive their political investiture.

Upon the revolutionists the effect of this volume will be to

increase the aversion which their chiefs, with some noble ex-

ceptions, naturally feel for a doctrine which has always tended

thoroughly to discredit them. The true partisans of progress

will learn here that to direct it fittingly they must connect it

with the order which it developes, and must regard each step as
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resulting from all those that have preceded it. Now these two

conditions must profoundly impress them with the incapacity

of the guides they have so deplorably chosen. The notion of

progress is entirely positive in its origin, and is, therefore,

directly incompatible with a necessarily immovable metaphysic,

which takes for its type a pretended state of pure isolation

anterior to all human growth. Positivism comes forward to

Oust the demagogues for ever from a domain which they could

never have usurped if the retrograde policy had not driven the

people to shape its social aspirations provisionally according to

a doctrine that is never anything else than negative. Hence-

forwards the revolutionary leaders must be regarded as the

principal enemies of the new faith, because it is robbing them

of popular confidence, to which the other camp does not pretend.

The Conservative or retrograde politicians have no doubt made

the mistake of not favouring, in the name of order, the free

propagation of a doctrine which, ever since it made its first

appearance in 1822, has furnished the only true and decisive

refutation of anarchical teaching. But at least they have never

thwarted its spontaneous developement, whereas the Eevo-

lutionists have always tried to arrest it by any and every means.

After having promised me in 1847 the scaffold of Condorcet,

they had to be content in 1849 with predicting for me the

hospital of Tasso ; and now they spare no calumny to turn the

people away from Positivism. Following the fundamental

principle of Negativism, each of them recognises no other

authority than his own, with respect at least to the most impor-

tant and difficult questions. They cannot, therefore, but rebel

incessantly against the discipline instituted by the Eeligion of

Humanity.

But the new priesthood will soon show them how efficacious

is that discipline which alone will deliver the West from a

party that has become the principal obstacle to the final re-

generation. Positivism will even deprive them of the sympathy

inspired by persecution ; for it will dispose governments always

to respect freedom of exposition and discussion, the abuses of
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which will be harmless when order shall be systematically

defended by the aid of an adequate doctrine. Stripped of the

prestige of martyrdom, the three or four hundred incurables

who disturb the whole West will speedily subside into the social

nullity suited to their mental and moral nature. Their con-

tradictory Equality, which objects to superiors but not to in-

feriors, will vanish in a state of Liberty. Liberty, therefore,

is what they fear, now that free discussion confirms the con-

demnation pronounced on their doctrines by experience. Al-

though the demagogues call all those who cultivate Veneration

servile, the respective attitude of the two parties towards

material power shows in which of them true independence is to

be found.

Nevertheless, while unmasking worthless chiefs. Positivism

ought never to neglect the conversion of the really honest

revolutionists who unfortunately still trust them. Minds the

most unsettled by subversive dogmas are susceptible at the

present day of the most complete discipline, if only they are

really disposed to Veneration and sincerely love Liberty. Those

alone are to be regarded as quite incurable who have neither of

these saving virtues, but trade on the anarchy of our time in

order to raise themselves, at any cost, to an eminence they do

not deserve. However, even putting aside such exceptionally

unworthy characters. Positivism must regret that the unreason-

ing resistance of Conservatives to any innovation whatever

obliges it, as was explained in my last preface, to address itself

in the first instance to Eevolutionists. For one can hardly

reckon on the steadiness of converts gained in an irrational

(lamp where the question of progress is always isolated from

that of order.

I have met with some valuable exceptions, especially among

proletaries, but I have never disguised from myself the natural

fragility of such adhesions, so that any falling away will find

me quite prepared.' Few stood the trial involved in the dicta-

' Among these revolutionary "backsliders I am sorry to be obliged to notice the

distinguished artist (M. A. Etex) who was stated in the preface of the last volume

t& have become a Positivist.

VOL. III. a
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torial crisis of December 2, 1851, even among those who had

at first re6eived most favourably the scheme of a more complete

dictatorship propounded in the new doctrine. The majority of

them, when they fell back into the revolutionary state, showed

their moral deficiency by ceasing to subscribe to my subsidy,

as if the founder of Positivism deserved to starve because he

approved of the abolition of the parliamentary regime.

It is in the opposite camp then that the true religion must

henceforth chiefly look for converts, as was specially pointed out

in the preface to my last volume. There Positivism can assume

its normal attitude, because there the paramount question is

that of Order, which Positivism alone can solve, and which stirs,

particularly at the present day, anxieties more deep-seated than

the vague sympathy for an isolated conception of Progress.

But the Grovernments of the West are too much given over to a

retrograde empiricism to welcome the new polity as they ought.

This is why I am obliged to address myself to the East in order

to sketch the direct relations of Positivism to European conser-

vatives. By way of doing so I have offered the part of this

treatise already published to two eminent chiefs, in the two

manifestoes appended to this preface. Although the first of

these manifestoes cannot yet" have arrived at its destination,' its

' The following letter, sent direct by post, and remaining as yet unanswered,

•will siiffioiently explain this unexpected delay :

—

To His Majesty Nicholas I., Emperor ofBussia, St. Petersburg.

Paris, Thursday, Archimedes 20, 65.

(April 14, 1853.)

SlEE,

I have determined to present to your Majesty the first two volumes of

my System nf Positive Polity and the little episodic work called the Positivist

Catechism, which is intended to describe succinctly my doctrine as a whole. These

three volumes ought to reach you, along with a special letter of December 20,

1862, calculated to give you some idea beforehand of the nature of the new faith.

You would have received the whole ere now, if I had not counted too much on a
special means of transmission which seemed to me preferable to the ordinary

mode. But being compelled to resort to the latter, I applied recently to the

Russian Embassy, where I was informed that they could not, by their rules,

undertake to transmit it without a direct and special authorisation. It is this

leave, Sire, which I now venture to request of you. The free circulation which my
fundamental work has always had in Russia encourages me to hope that a worthy
reception will be accorded to the treatise which completes it, and which is a proof

that from the very centre of Western agitation can arise conceptions neither
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importance determines me to publish it at once. Besides, this

may be the most effectual way of laying it before the person

to whom it is addressed. The second letter was transmitted

withoTit any obstacle to the noble Vizier, during his short retire-

ment from the oflSce which he has since worthily resumed.

It will at first be thought that as the Czar has shown a dis-

position to disturb Europe since my Eussian manifesto was

written, I had better have deferred publishing it until these

unforeseen disorders, which cannot last long, should be at an

end. But besides that I read this piece to the Positivist Society

December 29, 1852, the need for its full publication appeared

to me upon the whole to be too urgent to brook such delay. I

am therefore bound to express at the same time my formal dis-

approbation of the Czar's conduct in deviating if only for a time

from his usual policy. The scrupulous preservation of peace in

Europe is, in the existing political system, an axiom so universally

admitted, that the mere appearance or threat of violating it

can only proceed from want of energy. No chief, however, is

better placed than the Czar for duly resisting the mistaken

impulses of a backward people, whose blind enthusiasm he does

not share. Indeed with the people itself the enthusiasm is more

factitious than real.

The second manifesto is less important than the first

;

but I would point out that it has an indirect as well as a direct

use. While it elucidates the polity of the East, it may also

react on Western thought and help to place it at the true point

of view for the reorganisation both of Islamism and Catholi-

cism ; for since the end of the Middle Age these two problems

are in their essential features the same. The habit of regard-

ing them as connected will do more than anything else, both m
the East and in the West, to make men see what must be the

frivolous nor subrersive. Haying regard to the involuntary delay in the trans-

mission of my books, I venture to press for a prompt despatch of an authorisation

which will permit me to show the just respect of a true philosopher for the only

statesman of Christendom.

Salutation and Eespect,

AT7QUSTE COMTE.

(10 Eue Monsieur-le- Prince.)

a2
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nature of that universal religion, the search for which has been

the main preoccupation of both halves of the Eoman World.

Before concluding this preface I must give two personal

explanations, the one rectifying a gross error, the other fulfil-

ling a pious duty. When I am able to found the ' Occidental

Review,' its quarterly publication will afford me the means of

making such announcements suitably. Till then, as I have no

access to the journals of the day, I can only publish these

special reports in my prefaces, where they are certainly some-

what out of place.

From the outset of my career I have never ceased to repre-

sent the great Condorcet as my spiritual father. This regular

filiation appears clearly from a comparison of our doctrines,

since my foundation of Sociology consisted chiefly in duly

carrying out the plan conceived by my predecessor for subordi-

nating Polity to History. But the personal analogy between

us, I make bold to say, goes to confirm our relationship as

philosophers; for in both cases there is a Mathematical prepara-

tion resulting in a continual tendency and a constant endeavour

to carry the scientific spirit into the domain of Society.

Such points of contact, to say nothing of my constant

declarations, ought to satisfy all impartial and judicious minds

that it is absurd to trace my labours to the original prompting

of any one else than Condorcet^ Nevertheless my unfortunate

connection in early youth with a depraved charlatan has sug-

gested to envious and frivolous persons an hypothesis which,

notwithstanding its irrationality, has been widely circulated.

An ephemeral sect, worthy in all respects of the chief whom it

invented for itself, had a principal hand in spreading this fable,

which enabled it at once to gratify its hatred and to make capital

out of my earliest writings. This was why I thought it right to

insert a special note on this subject in the last preface of my
fundamental work. I should have confined myself to that

decisive explanation if I had not afterwards found that it had

not prevented several writers, some of them well disposed

towards me, from thoughtlessly propagating a supposition more
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ridiculous even than it was odious. Any one who set the

doctrines side by side might long ago have seen how little

truth there was in this self-contradictory calumny, according to

which my first inspirations were derived from a source which

repels them. But, lest my silence should contribute to prolong

this misconception, I return, for the last time, to painful

memories in order to declare here that I owe nothing to that

personage, not even the smallest instruction.

When he got hold of me I was not quite twenty years old,

and my enthusiasm, which till then had found its heroes only

among the dead, soon led me to regard all the conceptions

which sprung up in my own mind during our intimacy as due

to his original inspirations. When I had recovered from my
illusion, I saw that the only result of this connection had been

to hamper my spontaneous meditations, previously guided by

Condorcet, and that I had gained from it absolutely nothing.

From other persons whom I knew in those days I gained light

on secondary points, as I have always been glad to acknowledge.

But from my acquaintance with this man I gained nothing of

either scientific or logical value.

Such barrenness of result is easily explained by his nature

and education. He was a mere writer, and that a vague and

superficial one. He only differed from other literary men in

being less lettered than they, though in want of scientific

instruction he was quite on a level with them. Of original

creation he was always incapable. Even his mistakes he stole

from other people's brains.

His transient renown will be looked on by posterity as one

of the characteristic symptoms of our mental and moral

anarchy, resting as it did on nothing but rampant charlatanism

without a grain of real worth. The heart and the intellect of

this personage are exactly painted in the cynical resume of his

life which he was fond of giving ; one half of it, according to

him, had been devoted to buying ideas, and the other half to

selling them.

I must now conclude this preface by deploring the peculiar
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ill-fortune which recently deprived me of an eminent disciple,

who would, I doubt not, have become one of the best supports

of Positivism. When I noticed in the preface of the preceding

volume the worthy adhesion of a noble citizen of Philadelphia,

I little thought that a fatal malady was about to rob me of the

ill-fated Wallace at the age of thirty-five.

I had only three conversations with him—which, however,

were of a decisive character—and our correspondence in the

intervals was as short as it was precious ; but I saw enough to

convince me of the loss he has been to Humanity. With his

rare qualities of heart, intellect, and character, he must have

powerfully expedited the difficult transition which is the task

of the nineteenth century. His speculative culture, esthetic as

well as scientific, was worthy of his fine natural gifts, and was

free from all affectation. But, from what he spontaneously

confided to me, I had reason to think that, notwithstanding the

literary attempts of his youth, he would have distinguished

himself more in active life, in a country where great citizens

are of more account than magistrates. As an estimate of his

true worth I venture to compare him with the most eminent of

American statesmen, Jefferson, although, from the inequality

of their developement and the difference of their situations, the

intellectual and moral resemblance between the two men is not

easily recognisable.

Whenever I see a really superior man thus pass away

before his time, I deplore the fate of Humanity in being

powerless against the external laws which rob her of her best

organs. Although the subjective mfluence of the dead perpetu-

ates the services they rendered to their race in life, it can never

make us forget that we lost Bichat, Vauvenargues. and Bellini

before we had felt their full ascendency. Theological optimism

prescribes a stupid respect for such calamities. But the Posi-

tive Eeligion bids us deplore them as the most painful of the

imperfections in the Universal Order. jNIay these legitimate

regrets at least dispose us to be more sensible of the value of

great men while we have them with us, that we may surround
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their lives with everything that can further their office instead

of letting them waste their energies in the struggle with envy

and misery !

In concluding this communication I must signalise the

noble example set by my unfortunate friend Wallace sponta-

neously in his last hours. He had become my largest subscriber,

and this objective patronage he subjectively perpetuated by

leaving me an annuity of five hundred francs. His worthy

brother, whom he charged with the execution of his last wishes,

accomplished this special duty with admirable delicacy.

Adguste Comte.

10' Eue MonBieur-Ie-Prince.) Paris, Dante 23, 65. (Sunday August 7, 1853.)
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OF THE

COUESE OF PHILOSOPHICAL LECTURES ON THE GENER.Ai

HISTORY OP HUMANITY.

Delivered gratuitously, on twenty-nine consecutive Sundays, at the Palais-Cardinal,
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during each of the three years, 1849, 1850, and 1851,

BY THE AUTHOR OF THE ' SYSTEM OF POSITIVE PHILOSOPHY.'
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III.l

To His Majesty tlie Ozar Nicholas, St. Petersburg.

Paris, Bichat 19, 64. (Monday, December 20, 1852.)

SiKB,

A philosopher, who is r steady republican, ofiers to the most

absolute of existing kings a work which explains systematically how
Humanity is to be regenerated both socially and intellectually. But such

a proceeding is easily explained by its special circumstances. For this

thinker, ever since his first decisive step in 1822, has always combated the

Sovereignty of the People and Equality more radically in the name of

progress, than any retrograde school has been able to do ; and this autocrat,

from his accession in 1825, has always worthily placed himself at the head

of progress in his vast states, while preserving them by his wisdom and

firmness from the agitation of the West. Such being its antecedents, the

communication I am now making may serve as a type of the normal

relations which in a well-ordered society should exist between true theo-

ricians and eminent practicians. In France my attitude as a philosopher

is necessarily anomalous, because the unfitness of the upper class obliges me
habitually to appeal to the lower ; a cqurse which gives a revolutionary colour

to the best counsels. In Eastern Europe alone can enlightened theories

now find chiefs disposed to appreciate and able to utilise them. This

contrast is a natural result of Western anarchy, which generally lodges

power in the hands of the most mediocre, because it profoundly disturbs

the most difficult of social functions, the abstract classification of individuals

according to their proper worth.

The nature of this vast malady is such that its treatment must be left

chiefly to philosophers ; for it consists in a sort of chronic insanity which,
since the end of the Middle Age, disposes each individual to recognise, in

ultimate analysis, no authority except his own, at least in the most com-
plicated and important questions. It results from the hopeless decay of the

old faiths, and it will never be remedied until a new faith arises proof

against the dissolving influence of discussion. Not only is the disorder in

the world of action a mere consequence of the spiritual disorganisation, but
this latter is more an intellectual than a moral disturbance. The social

sentiments, no doubt, are already much impaired, especially the most
common of them, Veneration ; still, they are the sole support of Western
life, and if they are unsettled it is because the corresponding ideas are

unsettled. That the latter should thus react on the former was inevitable
;

but the process has now been carried so far that it is seriously threatenino-

our true aptitude for society
;
for it has almost entirely suspended the

instinct of Continuity of successive generations, the most distino-uishino-

characteristic of Humanity, and has left no feeling but one of a coarse

' The second piece of the Appendix, consisting of the Author's fourth 'Annual
Circular,' has been omitted, as not relating to the subject of the present work. Ed.
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Solidarity with our contemporaries, which thus often becomes a source of

disturbance. The collective revolt of modern thinkers against all the

authorities of former times has gradually produced in each individual an

habitual insurrection of the mind against the heart, tending to destroy all

human discipline. The whole West is thus drifting towards a savage

commimism in which true Liberty would be crushed under a degrading

Equality.

It is an unprecedented situation. We shall understand it better if we '

contrast it with the only ease in history which to some extept resembles

it—the passage of the Western world from Polytheism to Monotheism.

That long and painful transition was more, social than intellectual; and

therein lay its principal difficulties, which consisted in a profound alteration

of ancient civic life in order to the entire abolition of slavery. The Mpdern
Revolution, on the contrary, coming after that decisive transformation, is

chiefly intellectual, its main tendency being towards a radical renovation of

human conceptions. Here we notice the silliness of our learned doctors

whose theoretic impotence and temporal ambition dispose them to represent

as political a question which is essentially religious. Incapable of founding

a faith really new, they confine themselves, each in his own way, to restoring

the old one, shorn of the institutions indispensable to its completeness. In

the pursuit of this phantom, their efforts only tend to prolong indefinitely

the revolutionary state, by continually inciting the populace in every country

to new political attempts which can lead to nothing unless they rest on a true

philosophic reconstruction. Thus it is that in our day theoricians are the

most dangerous sources of disturbance because they are at bottom no less

retrograde than they are anarchic. Deplorable as is the stationary, or

rather obstructive, empiricism of Western governments, it is really more

conducive to every kind of progress than the theories of our philosophers,

by the very fact that it maintains material order in the midst of spiritual

disorder.

In this confusion, which many had honestly begun to think hopeless,

the source of the remedy becomes evident the moment we carefully

examine the disease. The fact is that the revolt of modern intellect is far

from being absolute. It has indeed rejected beliefs which had become

really hostile to human reason ; but it has submitted with docility to the

growing authority of the new dogmas of science, though not acquainted

with their demonstrations. True, this submission is at present limited to

Natural Philosophy. But from its continual extension we are entitled to

infer that it will apply also to the higher domains of Morals and Sociology,

provided that their theories are worked out alter the same method which

has regenerated the lower sciences.

The chief difficulty then of Western reorganisation consists in rendering

Social Science as positive as all the sciences preceding it. When that is once

efifected, each of the general maxims needed for our private or public con-

duct can be firmly established ; for they will rest on true demonstrations,

always open to the examination of competent minds, and spontaneously

accepted by the vulgar. Such a reconstruction is possible because the

future of Humanity, like every other future, is the result of a past that may
be completely understood, but which no intervention of the present, how-

ever energetic, can modify except in a secondary degree. This was why my
principal precursor, the eminent Condorcet, tried to found Polity directly on

History. His admirable effort was doomed to fail because the preliminary
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sciences were not at that time sufficiently elaborated. But he left me the

clue to the construction of Sociology when the outlines of Biology should

be adequately traced. Thenceforward my principal task was to discover the

fundamentallaws of the human evolution. The historical theory to which

I was led soon proved capable of embracing all real knowledge ; and the

systematic unity of which modern reason was in want was constituted

by the foundation of a completely positive philosophy.

This philosophy, which shows that a movement supposed to be purely

critical has really an organic tendency, had no sooner appeared than it made

its way into Russia. Your government, though exercising a wise vigilance

over the importation of Western books, never impeded the free circulation

of the six volumes of my ' Positive Philosophy,' published between 18.30 and

1842, From some valuable communications—-I may specify two personal

interviews with the old Count Eomanzoif on his return to Paris in 1836—

I

had soon reason to know that the better class of readers in Russia do not

look on the French intellect as hopelessly given over to anarchical sophisms.

I desired here to express openly the gratitude which I shall always and justly

feel for this honourable distiaction.

I need say no more on my philosophical foundation, with which you are

sufficiently acquainted. What I particularly desire to submit to your

eminent judgment is the religious construction firmly built on that founda-

tion. The work I am sending you relates exclusively to that subject.

According to my encyclopedic classification, social speculations are

subordinate to the whole body of positive theories on the simpler and more
general phenomena. Hence the most difficult of all studies are confined to

a few minds of the highest class, and those only when suitably prepared.

We have here therefore a discipline to which none can refuse submission, and
which is calculated to deliver the West from sophists and rhetoricians. At
the same time the logical and scientific preponderance henceforth acquired

by the social point of view cannot but lead the modern Intellect to return to

its proper allegiance to the Heart, and so put an end for ever to Western
anarchy. But this twofold tendency can only be realised by extending

Positivism to the principal human domain, that is to say by applying it

directly to the Affijctive Life.

The positive spirit always consists in acquiring a sufficient knowledge of

reality to improve it as much as possible. It arose at first out of practical

wisdom, and it gradually regenerated the whole field of speculation. The
last step in its conquest of these two domains was the foundation of Socio-

logy, by which it embraced the most complicated and most modifiable

phenomena. But this did not enable it to regenerate Religion. For as it

is the business of Religion to regulate human existence, it has above all

things to take account of the principal motors thereof, that is to say, the
Feelings. Positivism, therefore, could only accomplish the religious reo-ene-

ration of the West by condensing itself into a single dogma, which should;
be as fit to direct our Affections as our Thoughts and our Acts. To esta-

blish such a single dogma is the peculiar and direct aim of mv second
career. Although the treatise which has this for its object is not vet
finished, the two volumes sent herewith form its most difficult and decisive

moiety. Moreover their perusal should be preceded by that of the Posi-
tivLst Catechism, containing a summary but complete exposition of the new
religion, the full developement of which may be afterjvards studied in the
Positive Polity.
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Thoroughly as this religious construction had been prepared by my
philosophic foundation, I should not have been able to carry it out properly
if I had not myself at the rijjht moment undergone a searching moral re-

generation under the holy influence of a woman—an influence which
during the last seven years has been continually strengthened, and perfected
by her death. For the modern spirit could only be renovated by one who'
had been radically imbued with it. This had been my case, and I had
therefore full experience of its anarchical opposition to the normal rule of
the Heart, the cultivation of which in myself was indispensable to the
-accomplishment of my last work. I should hold myself chargeable with
both ingratitude and self-deception if I did not draw due attention to this
angelic influence; moreover it affords an example of the ultimate state of
human reason, in which Man will think under the spontaneous inspiration

of Woman.
Thus by a due cooperation of Heart and Intellect, and in the central

seat of modern anarchy, arose the fundamental dogma of Humanity, the
only possible basis of the Universal Religion which had been sought in vain
for twenty centuries in the West and in the East. Henceforth our Unity
consists in always connecting our life, whether public or private, with this

immense and eternal Being, composed of all individuals really capable of

assimilation. Our whole developement, whether individual or social, is

governed by her normal destiny, which in its turn is ever subordinate to

the immutable laws of the Universal Order ; nor can our feelings, thoughts,

or actions be fully regulated in any other way than by loving and knowing
her in order to serve her. The mere general conception of Humanity at

once gives us the sacred formula of the Positive Religion : The principle,

Love; the hasis. Order; the end, Progress. For the better guidance of

actual life, this universal rule is divided into two mottoes for ordinary use

:

one moral and esthetic. Live for others; the other political and scientific,

Ordei- and Progress ; the first being more specially appropriate to the

affective sex, the second to the active sex.

The spontaneous germs of this final religion necessarily exist even in

the earliest state of mankind. Amid the variety of religions incident to the

long childhood of our race, we can always discern the worship of Humanity
underneath the two worships which naturally precede it, that of Family
and still more that of Country. This twofold preparation is most clearly

seen in the case of those exceptional families, which through a succession of

generations have been devoted to the principal public service. The organs

of this hereditary office are, from their position, more likely than other men
to catch the social point of view, and, if disposed to do their duty, soon

rise above the supernatural destination which would prompt them to isola-

tion, and feel themselves to be servants of Humanity, instituted by the Past

in the interest of the Future. Every normal supremacy tends to react in

this way on those who wield it, and the more deeply and definitely in pro-

portion as the authority is more vast and varied.

As the different modes of Polytheism were always closely connected

with polity, they never hindered the ancients from developing the feelings

naturally excited by collective activity. But Monotheism, especially the

Christian form of it, could only systematise human life by concentrating it

on an essentially personal end, which assumed such overwhelming import-

ance that it would have precluded all social progress if affective and pi-ac-

tical impulses did not always get the better of speculative obstacles. Posi-
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tivism will revive this spirit of earlier times ;
and the nohle instincts, which

of yore impelled the Scipios, the Csesara and the Trajans to devote all their

powers to the constant service of Humanity, will prevail apain and for ever-

more. That end too will now be directly aimed at, which it could not he

while our intellect was mainly occupied with chimerical speculations, and our

highest activity was wasted in mutual hostilities. The complete advent

of the Great Being could not even be conceived as long as Theologism and

War prevented the requisite universality of opinions and manners. It was

thus that the Modern Movement served as a preparation for the Positive

Religion, by gradually substituting real knowledge for supernatural beliefs,

and the industrial life for the military.

Notwithstanding this necessary opposition, it is the first duty of Positivism

to render full justice to all earlier regimes as having been spontaneously in-

stituted by Humanity to direct her laborious initiation. It is even more

true of the race than of the individual that life must have two successive

stages: the first purely preparatory, and destined mainly to develope our

powers by a natural exercise of them ; the second definitive, in which we

regulate the use of those powers by an adequate appreciation of the laws re-

lating to them. But in this final state we are only marching systematicalli/,

though of course more completely and directly, in the same path which we

had before pursued empirically. For though supernatural beliefs promised

a solitary immortality, what men always aimed at was to live honourably

in the memory of their fellow-men. And similarly in the midst of military

manners we easily detect the natural human preference for the peaceful

charms of domestic life, which is allied to the only form of public activity

capable of becoming universal.

Although the preparatory regime seemed opposed to Positive belief and

Industrial activity, it never ceased to bring us gradually nearer both, as long

as the Theological spirit and Military life continued indispensable to the

developement of intellect and sociability. The We.st of modem times owes

all its advantages, first to the Mental evolution of the Greeks, then to the

Active career of Rome, and lastly to the Affective training of the Middle

Age. This threefold preparation itself rested on the universal foundation

laid by primitive Theocracy. Thus Positivism explains and glorifies all the

preceding regimes, no one of which became essentially vicious till it was
drawing near its fall and was unduly prolonging a rule that was. naturally

provisional. Even these late degeneracies may oftener than not be excused

on the ground that it was impossible to avoid them when there was no

theory to point them out, and no means of intervening to prevent them ; two
privileges exclusively belonging to the normal and only systematic order.

This spontaneous capacity for understanding and honouring the whole
Past is the most characteristic property of the Positive Philosophy, which by
virtue of its uniformly relative spirit could alone give to historical concep-

tions their indispensable completeness. Under the religion of Humanity,
History becomes the Sacred Science, as being directly devoted to the study

of the destinies of the Great Being. Upon it chiefly is based the just

authority of the Positive priesthood, which alone is fit to form conclusions

as to the Future of the human race from an interpretation of its Past. The
main object of all other real theories is to lead up gradually to this science.

For it is only by a twofold relation with it that they can have an encyclo-

pedic unity. On the ime hand, the progress of the various sciences, which
has so profound an influence on human progress as a whole, must be unin-
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telligible to one who is unacquainted with them. While, reciprocally, no
one can be really master of any science unless he studies its special his-

tory, which again is hound up at every step with the general history of

Humanity.

Not only does the Positive Doctrine lay stress on the preeminence of

historical conceptions, but the Positive Worship promotes it. The habit

of adoring worthy ancestors, public as well as private, becomes in fact in-

dispensable to the regular developement of the instinct of Continuity, the

principal type of sociability. The cultivation of this feeling is so urgently

needed at the present day, that I have thought it my duty already to pro-

pose to the West an historical Calendar, calculated to systematise the daily

commemoration of the entire past.

What the Positive Doctrine and Worship have commenced, the Positive

Regime completes. It, too, contributes to the normal preponderance which
belongs to History as the true guide of human life. The fundamental

principle of human Order is this : The Living are esseittially and increasinply

governed hy the Dead. It is only when this fact is recognised that the

general notion of immutable Laws can really prevail in Polity, to the utter

exclusion of all arbitrary Wills, human as well as divine. As for human
Progress, both intellectual and social, its kind and degree are determined

in each case by the general direction in which Humanity is necessarily

moving. When this truth is seen, the Present finds a sure rule of action in

what is its natural aim : to carry out the transition from the Past to the

Future in such a way as to prevent or repair fluctuations and deviations.

This historical basis having been laid, we are better able to estimate the

capacity of Positivism for regulating the whole of human existence.

Under its intellectual aspect, the Religion of Humanity sanctions most
profoundly all sound scientific studies ; but at the same time imposes upon

them a wise encyclopedic discipline by constantly subordinating special

research to broad general views. The entire system of positive theories

may thus be condensed into two grand sciences, Cosmology and Sociology,

studying respectively the Earth and Man. • These are necessarily insuscep-

tible of further condensation, as neither can be reduced to the other, notwith-

standing their mutual relations. Without Cosmology, Sociology can have
no logical or scientific consistence, both by reason of its greater complexity,

and because the human order depends upon the material order. But, reci-

procally, when once Sociology is constituted, it furnishes the only discipline

for Cosmology, giving to the relative spirit its due predominance, and

banishing every absolute tendency ; for we ought only to study the World
with a view to the study of Humanity. The true Encyclopedic Hierarchy

is instituted by breaking up each of these two theoretic domains into its

different essential elements. Hence we get, first, the Inorganic series,

consisting of Mathematics as the foundation, and Astronomy, Physics, and

Chemistry comprehended therewith ; secondly, and depending on this neces-

saiy basis, the Organic series, commencing with Biology and specially

characterised by Sociology, properly so called, with Morals for the ci'owning

science.

From the subjective point of view, this natural classification institutes

Positive Logic by determining the unalterable succession of our abstract

studies, no fundamental step of which can be omitted, even by the most

gifted thinker, jinder penalty of radical failure. From the objective point

of view, it marks the universal order of beings or existences Thus, when
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we look ftt it as a whole, we gather from it the most general law of the

World of Man, according to which the nobler phenomena are always

subordinate to the coarser, these latter being also the more regular, because

the simpler. The increase of dignity then is everywhere accompanied by
an increase, not of independence, but of submission. But, inasmuch as the

most complicated phenomena are also the most modifiable, the superior laws

always react upon the inferior, and thus are ever ameliorating the natural

order, which uecessarily rests upon the preponderance of the latter. The
most eminent of all known beings is at once the most dependent and the

most active in a general economy, of which it is the only true Providence.

Under its moral aspect, the chief characteristic of tlie Positive Religion
is that it is founded upon, and lends its support to, the benevolent instincts,

the natural existence of which was necessarily denied by Monotheism,
though it had been represented in a confused way by Polytheism. To live

for others becomes at last the law of happiness as well as of duty, in conse-
quence of the scope afforded by social life for those inclinations in following
which all individuals spontaneously cooperate. The moral discipline of
Catholicism did not profess to do more than bridle the personal instincts.

That of Positivism consists chiefly in a continuous stimulation of the sym-
pathetic affections, the normal activity of which furnishes the best check
upon our selfish tendencies. The true Pieligion devotes all human life,

private as well as public, to universal improvement, beginning with our ex-
ternal situation, and so proceeding to the amelioration of our own nature
the principal object of our interest, whether as individuals or collectively.

It treats egoism as our greatest infirmity, from which, owing to our bodily
needs, we can never entirely escape, and strives to subordinate it habitually
to altruism, the empire of which can never become oppressive. When that
is effected, the constant attention we are obliged to pay to our personal
wants is purified by being regulated in conformity with the social purpose
for which we exist.

But this full developement of the sympathetic instincts exhibits suc-
cessively three natural stages, no one of which can be dispensed with.
Love relates first to Family, then to Country, and not till after these to
Humanity. This normal progression affords the only solution to the great
problem—how to make Sociability prevail habitually over Personality.
Hence domestic life is the necessary basis of the whole Positive reo-ime as
being the only source whence the true social sentiments, both of Coutinuity
and Solidarity, can derive their first training—a source too from which they
must never cease to draw fresh strength in the course of their ulterior
developement. This is why the Universal Worship exalts the affective sex
into the Moral Providence of Humanity. The three domestic types of that
sex furnish each of us with the three guai'dian angels who ought constantly
to keep us back from evil, and urge us to good. Nor does this holy ofiice
terminate with their death, but rather tends to be ever more perfectly ner-
formed.

Woman's province is limited, and with her own free consent, to the
sanctuary of Plome. Her business there, especially as mother and' wife is
to improve the inner nature of man

; while he, ruling by virtue of his
active qualities, is bound to preserve her from labour outside the home and
from the degradation of wealth. Accordingly the Positive Religion confers
upon her the superintendence of all education, and even the direction of
msicMcijom of that essentially esthetic kind which can be given in the family
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and which prepares for the scientific training to be imparted by the
Church.

Under this feminine influence, Art, the soul of Worship, developes its

aptitude for strengthening our best feelings by their ideal exercise in worship,

the habit of which alone can prevent or remedy the hardening tendency of

speculation. Initiated by Woman into esthetic culture before the Priest

introduces us to science, we acquire a disposition always to cultivate the
. instinct of perfection which must lend a charm to active life, and even help

to guide it.

Under its political aspect the chief feature of Positivism is that it

everywhere substitutes duties for rights, as it does laws for causes, by the

radical elimination of arbitrary wills, that so the relative may supersede

the absolute. Thus, every worthy citizen becomes a social functionary, net

only exercising a special office, but taking part according to his qualifications

in the general economy. Confidence and responsibility—such are the two
perennial conditions of service as between man and man, the conditions

iinder which independence and concert are brought into thorough harmony.
When power and wealth are constantly connected with their social purpose,

it is at once seen that they must be concentrated in the hands of individuals

and that the possession of them must be justly protected, if they are to be
useful to the public ; for great duties require great powers. Thus it is that

the universal preponderance of the human point of view ennobles and con-

solidates both obedience and command.
As the Positive Religion makes happiness consist in the full play of the

sympathetic instincts, it disposes every one to seek principally for the

pleasures of family life, these being naturally accessible to all, and iudeed
in a special sense the privilege of the lower class. This being recognised,

worthy members of the higher class will see that their principal civic duty,

whether as individuals or as a body, is to secure everywhere the material

conditions of such an existence, by a righteous employment of the capital

which Humanity has entrusted to their disposal. To live withmii conceal-

ment becomes the habitual rule of their conduct, because their aim is to

deserve public esteem ; and for this they have to look chiefly to the prole-

tariat, which is prepared, by means of the education giveJ to all ranks alike,

to add weight to the judgments expressed by the priesthood with respect

to the patriciat. There is no subversive parliamentarism, but the humblest
citizen spontaneously exercises such consultative influence as his virtues and
lights command. The worthy exercise of power implies, as its necessary

consequence and complement, freedom to transmit it. Hence it is a funda-

mental law that each functionary chooses his successor, subject to the

approval of his own superior.

This rule must extend even to property. There must be complete free-

dom to bequeath and to adopt, in order that responsibility may increase with

authority. The principal remedy, then, which Positivism has to offer for

the standing inconveniences of material property, consists in replacing the

theocratic inheritance, founded solely on birth, by the sociocratic inheritance,

which is more modifiable and better regulated. Moreover, as Positivism is

above all things intended to discipline the various forces wielded by Man,
it does not so much ask how they have originated in each case as how
they are usually exercised ; and, from the latter point of view, it is always

for the interest of the public that functionaries should be permanent.

When the plebeians are satisfied with their habitual position, they will pro-

VOL. III. b
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perly protect the patricians against the turbulence of ambitious spirits in the

lower ranks.

The whole of this system, intellectual, moral, and political, depends for

its working on the constant care of a worthy Priesthood, completely dis-

tinct from, and always independent of, the government, properly so called.

This fundamental separation between counsel and command was admirably

commenced in the Middle Age ; there however it proved incompatible both

with the preponderance—of course absolute—of theological beliefs, and vdth

military activity, which always tends towards an entire concentration

of power. But it takes place spontaneously in a regime which combines the

scientific spirit with industrial life. The normal division between theory

and practice is here completed by being extended to the principal cases oi

each.

The systematic direction of the education given to all classes alike rests

solely with the priesthood, which thus obtains a basis for its consultative

influence on the whole of human life, private as well as public. All of us

have to work together for the continuous improvement of Humanity, but

the noblest share in this work is specially reserved for the priesthood. For

the systematic amelioration of our threefold nature, physical, intellectual,

and moral, necessarily constitutes the indivisible domain of the spiritual

power, which alone is sufficiently acquainted with its laws. The temporal

power confines itself to carrying out the habitual impi'ovement of our

material condition, in accordance with what it knows of the external order

from the teaching of the priesthood. By virtue of the confidence reposed

in it by all, the religious authority becomes the normal arbitrator in the

chief disputes which may arise, whether domestic or civic. It consolidates

the family by sanctioning the just influence therein of woman ; and it does

this chiefly by means of the law of eternal widowhood which is distinctive

of Positivist Marriage. By its nine social sacraments it solemnly connects

all the essential phases of each person's life with the universal harmony.

In civic life the priesthood becomes the normal director of public

opinion, and is alone able to coordinate its difierent principles and give

them a wise application. Speaking as the sole organ of Humanity, it con-

secrates in her name, relying on the past and providing for the future, all

practical authorities, which, if they had not such a title, could not command
sufficient veneration until they had been long exercised. Being the only

competent judge of the dead, it is thus led to judge also the living, who are

governed by the dead. All its social functions may be summed up in the

statement that it classifies men according to their personal merit, that is to

say, according to their fitness to represent Humanity, independently of their

special office, but without ever altering the grades of the practical hierarchy.

The priesthood ought especially to encourage such a mode of estimating

men among the proletaries. For as human labour is necessarily gratuitous,

the true reward of the worker consists in a just esteem, which is often refused

to the powerful.

But this growth of real dignity can only become complete by means of

the subjective life. There the priesthood rules, and its rule is freely accepted

when it has passed a definitive judgment on the cai-eer of each individual.

In a regime where public opinion is systematically developed, even the

humblest types ought to receive that posthumous glorification, the degree

and duration of which are measured by the services they have rendered.

Lastly, with respect to the widest human relations, the priesthood is the
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only power whicli can be universal in its extension. Political authority

cannot long be exercised over too dissimilar populations without degene-

rating into tyranny. The whole of Western Europe cannot be embraced
imder one temporal power. Most even of the states which, since Charle-

magne, have composed this Western Republic, are become too large in con-

sequence of the temporary though indispensable incorporations due to the

spontaneous break-up of the Catholic-Feudal system. These violent or

factitious aggregations will soon be dissolved when the reconstruction of

the spiritual agglomeration shall have rendered the temporal concentration

superfluous.

Religious union, on the contrary, is naturally suitable to^ the whole
human planet. If this universality so much desired and even hoped for

does not yet exist, the reason is to be found chiefly in the impotence of the

beliefs which have hitherto directed the preparation of it. Theological

faith, by reason of its essentially subjective nature, never succeeded in imit-

ing more than a feeble minority of the human race. But the complete

reality which distinguishes the Positive faith will enable it to assume a

universal and freely accepted ascendency when the more backward popula-

tions shall have duly reached the normal level of the West. Then one and
the same priesthood will directly bind together all peoples by a uniform

education, similar manners, and common festivals. Its intervention will be

accepted in their disputes, and its direction in their concerted schemes for

progress.

- If the Positive clergy is to render all these intellectual and social services,

its first need is entire independence of every temporal power. But in the

normal state the practical authority can never seriously endanger the funda-

mental separation of the two powers, although it may often desire to tyran-

nise over the priesthood. For it will never pretend to rob the latter of its

principal oflBce, education, since that requires a long and difficult theoretic

training. The danger will rather lie in the opposite direction. For the

speculative corporation might easily acquire such deeply-rooted popularity

that some of its members might be tempted by a culpable ambition to

usurp temporal supremacy, and so make socioeraoy degenerate into theocracy.

Here is the rock on which the Final Regime might most easily make ship-

wreck ; and there will be incessant need for the spontaneous vigilance of

good citizens and the systematic care of worthy priests to check this retro-

grade tendency, which unfortunately corresponds to the natural infirmity of

the best human types.

This is why the first promise of the priesthood will be a solemn renuncia^

tion, not only of all temporal office, but of all wealth, even held collectively,

whether acquired or hereditary. Every member of the Positive clergy,

from the simple vicar up to the high priest of Humanity, will have no

means of subsistence but a fitting annual subsidy, at first arising from free

private contributions, and ultimately provided by governments. The priest

who should make any other profit out of his office, even by the sale of his

books or by lectures, would be liable to deprivation. The only ambition

that any theorician may rightly feel is, to merit in his own person the pre-

eminence which his class justly enjoys in the public esteem. This disposi-

tion will be all the easier because the number of the Positivist priests will

be small, both from the difficult preparation they have to go through, and

on account of the expense they involve. A complete and always demon-

strable doctrine, rarely requiring svstematic interpretation, will allow of a
' b2
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great reduction in the number of the contemplative clasB, -which has hitherto

been swelled exorbitantly. All the spiritual necessities of the hundred

and twenty millions of Occidentals will always be met by a body of twenty

thousand theoricians, or of a hundred thousand for the whole earth, each

representing a coat of fifteen thousand francs a year, which would include

not only their salaries, but all expenditure necessary for the due perform-

ance of their functions.

This supreme corporation, at present consisting only of its founder,

is bound already to practise worthily the rules of conduct which will

enable it to preside over the regeneration of the human race. For the

spiritual power, though more susceptible of diffusion than any other,

(since every soul of either sex may share it in a secondaiy degree,) is also

the most susceptible of condensation. It necessarily begins with a single

brain, in which however are contained all its essential institutions, not only

of dogma, but of worship and even of regime. This law, which may be

verified in the case of the gTeat Saint Paul, the only real founder of Catho-

licism, must be even more suitable to Positivism as being a more complete

and better coordinated religion. It was necessary therefore that my own

conduct, both private and public, should by anticipation furnish as far as

possible the type of the priesthood which I am instituting.

So fully do I feel this obligation that I have been gradually led to con-

vert all the incidents of my own career into so many decisive manifestations

for the guidance of my successors, especially as regards that fundamental

rule, the refusal of temporal greatness. Inherited wealth I never possessed;

and of all my professional resources I was at last robbed, by the persistent

injustice of our scientific cliques, notwithstanding the sincere but unavailing

sympathies of our difierent governments. Since that time I have been able

to exemplify in my own person the normal situation of the Positive priest-

hood, by publicly renouncing, first, all temporal office, next, every sortof scien-

tific post or pension, and lastly all pecuniary profits from my freely undertaken

labours, whether of writing or lecturing. My subsistence depends solely

upon the voluntary annual subscriptions of my adherents. Although this

subsidy is still insufficient, it will steadily increase, and I shall soon find

myself spontaneously protected by the ilite of the Western public against all

unworthy attempts to disturb my religious career.

As I am thus certain of being able to use to the best advantage my last

ten years of full cerebral vigour, I congratulate myseK on having an oppor-

tunity of exemplifying in my own life the attitude required for the just in-

dependence of the new priesthood. The small acceptance which my doctrine

is liltely to find with those who in the West have the distribution of high
temporal positions, gives me ground for hoping that this example will bear
fruit among my assistants or successors, whoever they may be, even inde-

pendently of their own spontaneous abnegation. For the West contains

the only public which is now prepared for the early advent of the Positive

lieligion, universal as it will become in two or three centuries.

At present. Positivism is only suitable to the Occidental Republic which
was founded by Charlemagne on the basis of the Roman Incorporation, was
developed afterwards under the Catholic-Feud m1 regime, and has finally

gone through the twofold Modern Movement of general decomposition and
special recomposition. Indeed this is not the only distinction which
must be drawn. Of the five populations of the West, the central one alone

is fit to commence the regeneration, which will be duly welcomed by the
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neigh'bouring nations, first in the South, then in the North. If the whole

course of the past has reserved this perilous privilege for France, to no

other country has it given the political attitude requisite for producing the

change, which could only arise out of a free empiricism necessarily destitute

of coordination. This is why all the real statesmen of the last century

instinctively respected not only the negative preparation which brought

about the French explosion, but even the stormy course of the latter, as

long as it preserved its true character. Its principal feature was the advent

of the Republic. This completed the dissolution of the old system, and

made it possible to conceive and work out the new order.

History will always determine the character of the French Revolution

by the radical upheaval of 1793, without dwelling on the vague prologue of

1789, which is now accepted by the counter-revolutionists of all colours.

French royalty, having become definitively retrograde in the second half of

the reign of Louis XIV., succumbed for ever with Louis XVT. after a century

of increasing putrefaction, which pointed to such an issue. Never was it

again established, notwithstanding the different official illusions which pre-

vailed, while men mistook words for things, and forgot that its two essential

characteristics, inviolability and hereditary succession, did not belong to any

one of our subsequent dictators. But in consequence of the universal empiricism

,

people did not suiTiciently feel that the situation of France was necessarily

republican until the overthrow of our last sham monarchy. The four years

which have elapsed since have spread, though confusedly, among all

Frenchmen the conviction which was previously confined to such theorioians

as were guided by a sound historical doctrine. Nevertheless Positivism

alone can give solidity to this republican tendency, by clearing it of meta-

physical beliefs, which at first favoured its growth, but are really foreign to

it. Moreover, through Positivism alone can the French Republic purify

itself from all subversive leanings in its external as well as its internal policy.

However, the Positive doctrine is still far from being sufficiently influential

to direct our revolutionary movements immediately impending. These

must continue to feel their way empirically as they have done in their

recent course, which has been substantially as follows:

EMPIEICAL BEVBLOPEMENT OF EEBNCH EEPTJBLICANISM,

(^Note written on the 17th of June 1852.)

1. The French Government has to be Republican, and not Monarchical.

(Crisis of February 1848.)

2. The French Republic has to be social, and not political. (Crisis of June

1848.)

3. The Social Republic has to be Dictatorial and not Parliamentary.

(Crisis of December 1851.)

4. The Dictatorial Republic has to be Temporal and not Spiritual, with

entire freedom of teaching and even of discussion.

5. Decisive advent of the systematic Triumvirate, the shape to be taken by

the Temporal Dictatorship, announced by Positivism, since 1847, as

the preparatory government adapted to the Organic Transition.

The plurality thus at last introduced into the supreme magistracy of

France is not peculiar to the generation of transition. It is only more indis-

pensable there, in order the better to get rid of retrograde tendencies on the
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part of practicians to usurp spiritual power, but for which it would he easy to

bridle anarchical ambition on the part of theoricians. But m the normal

state this threefold division of power will be quite conformable to the in-

dustrial nature of the temporal authority, which will never be concentrated

in the hands of a single chief, in order that it may correspond better to the

different forms of practical work, agriculture, manufactures, and commerce.

In each Positivist republic, as in the international relations of all of them,

political unity must result from nothing but the common preponderance of

the fundamental doctrine. The only point of difference between the pre-

paratory and the final dictatorships will relate to the class from which the

triumvirs will be chosen.

In the final dictatorship they will come from the industrial patriciat,

three members of which will become chiefs of the nation, without any

election properly so called, by the free choice of their predecessors. But

the present generation of employers are still in the leading-strings of the

legists, and are far from having acquired the generality of views and the

elevation of sentiments requisite for their arrival at political power. To

become true patricians, worthy to govern the labourers of the West without

exploiting them, they need to finish their social education under the just

pressure of some eminent proletaries raised exceptionally, for the space of

a generation, to be supreme chiefs of the French republic.

The tenure of oflace by these revolutionary dictators will not be limited in

point of time. But it will be possible to replace them regularly whenever

the case shall arise. Their election will always rest with Paris, subject to

the approval of the provinces ; and as the vote will be quite public, and

each man may delegate the exercise of it if he pleases, universal suffrage,

the last form of our political malady, will gradually die out. Both these

antidotes will also be applied to the triennial election of the Assembly.

This body, which will be purely financial, will vote the budget as a whole,

and will discuss the accounts of previous income and expenditure, but will

have no legislative functions.

From the first, this proletarian triumvirate will announce the progressive

tendency and the practical character of its dictatorship by two decisive mea-

sures : the entire abolition of the French army, which will be replaced by
eighty thousand gendarmes ; and the suppression of every sort of theoretical

budget, whether for churches, universities, or even academies. Its funda-

mental programme will always be to maintain material order energetically,

to give a discerning encouragement to the growth of industry, and scru-

pulously to respect the intellectual movement. It will prepare the way for

the normal ascendency of public opinion, by submitting all its projects,

selections of persons not excepted, to free and universal consultation long

enough beforehand for the collection of all opinions worth having, even
from foreigners. But the decision of the triumvirs, whatever it may be,

will always be upon their own just responsibility, and will be completely
independent of these first opinions, which moreover will generally be dis-

cordant. Internally, their policy will tend to a constant diminution of the
temporal centralisation, in proportion as the spiritual reorganisation makes
free progress. They will prepare the way for the peaceable dismember-
ment of France into seventeen independent republics of which Paris will be
merely the religious metropolis, as she will soon be of the whole "West,
and eventually of the whole World. In its relations with the rest of Europe,
the French dictatorship will regenerate diplomacy in accordance with the
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relative spirit of Positivism, both in the West, where it will appeal directly

to populations still unprovided with worthy chiefs, and in Eastern Europe,

where it will address itself to cautiously progressive rulers.

By opening the eyes of retrograde governments to the dangers of a blind

repression, it will turn the Western peoples from vain political agitation,

in which an imitation of the French type only results in prolonging a

metaphysical influence that needs to be extinguished everywhere. While
the suppression of our army will reassure the rulers of Eastern Europe
against any warlike disturbance, our diplomacy will prudently aid their

praiseworthy eiforts for the improvement of their peoples. It will preserve

the latter from the contagion of anarchy by letting them see that it is

destitute of social aim, and it will, cure the former of any admiration for

Western empiricism by teaching them to appreciate better their national

advantages. Although our true republicanism must spontaneously extend

to all peoples, even the best prepared are not ready for it immediately.

Half a generation will elapse between its decisive establishment in France,

and its real introduction into the rest of the West, first in Italy and Spain,

then in Germany and England.

Every premature movement in these four populations impedes the

general solution by tending to displace the centre in which it is to be

worked out. As for the immediate extension of the regime which suits

France to the different countries of Eastern Europe, and a fortiori to the

rest of the globe, it is nothing but a dream inspired by the vain metaphysics

from which our true theoricians and worthy practicians will agree to deliver

the world. At the present day to wish to abolish royalty in Russia would
be even more absurd than to pretend to establish it again in France,

although ultimately it must cease everywhere as being the last vestige of

Theocracy.

Such considerations are sufficient to show that the rulers of Eastern

Europe who are worthy of their position, far from having reason to dread

the triumph of Positivism in France, will, on the contrary, find it a solid

guarantee of order and peace. No doubt the Religion of Humanity must
long be peculiar to persons endowed with the choicest qualities of heart

and character ; though such soula, it may be observed, are less rare pro-

portionally among the proletaries than among their superiors, in the West,

and especially in Paris. But before it aspires to popular success it may justly

expect that its profound social aptitude will give it political ascendency

in a community unprovided with any sort of convictions and constantly

menaced with complete anarchy. The anti-civic doctrines of Catho-

licism prevented it from reaching the government until it had converted

society. Positivism, on the contrary, must expect that conversion to its

theories will not take place on the largest scale until its practical superiority

has come to be spontaneously appreciated. The doctrine and even the

worship, preeminent as they are in themselves, will be chiefly recommended

to the Western public by the excellence of the regime.

The political advent of Positivism is so urgently needed, in the present

situation of France, that a thousand worthy adherents would be enough to

make the country see that it affords the only issue from our revolution,

because it is the only means of at last reconciling progress with order. Our
empirical conservatives who are imperilling the substance while they are

vainly struggling to keep a worn-out form, will not be long before they feel

the superiority of those systematic conservatives who consolidate the sub-
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stftnce by means of a better form. In the meantime, our routine revolu-

tionists, seeing that the demagogues have become the principal support of

retrogression, will respect Positivism as offering the only political creed ht

to direct the republican instinct vphich finds itself at last betrayed by its

once worshipped metaphysics.
_ ...

By the happy cooperation of these two opposite tendencies, the Positivist

party, in spite of its numerical weakness, will soon become the rallying-pomt

for all honest and clear-sighted men, who only remain attached to the

various existing schools till they can obtain better guides. Then our party

will have the upper hand politically, although our religion will still not have

acquired a decisive ascendency. It is only needful that the religion should

have made sufficient way at first to constitute spontaneously this worthy

nucleus of true sociocrats, which will soon be swelled by the best aristocrats

and democrats.

Over and above the general service to be rendered by Positivism in over-

coming Western anarchy, the dangerous influence of which spreads in all

directions, it has a special interest for the progressive governments of Eastern

Europe, because it throws light on the whole of their peculiar political de-

velopemeut.

The fundamental laws demonstrated by sociology respecting the nature

and destiny of Humanity, are necessarily true for aU peoples, subject to

secondary modifications, which can always be estimated, relating chiefly to

the unequal rates of speed in the evolution accomplished by all alike. An
historical theory answering exactly to the most complete case must also

apply to all the other cases, since they do but reproduce, in a succession of

localities, phases which have already been estimated in the succession of

ages.

A skilful application of this theory wiU be a valuable compensation

to the backward populations for their retardation, for it will enable them

to pursue their progress systematically instead of, as at first, empirically.

The Positive Theory of Human Transitions warns these peoples against a

servile imitation and points out to them the course best adapted for each

nationality, so that they may rise to the final level of Humanity more readily

and more peaceably than was possible in the case of the original evolu-

tion.

When the meritorious chiefs of Eastern Europe know by observation of

the Western case the necessary goal—in their own case more distant—of the

universal movement, they can thenceforward smooth the way for, and at the

same time hasten its attainment in their own countries, by preserving their

peoples from the storms that marked the first renovation. Cautiously

moving in advance of their respective civilisations, t^beir business is to direct

the final transition from theocracy into sociocracy. There is at the present

day increasing room' for the exercise of such an office, even in the case of

Eussia, though that is the case least removed from the Western type—

a

fact indeed which makes such watchfulness more urgently needed.

Notwithstanding the human infirmity which makesus like to govern with-

out being criticised, no Czar worthy of his place will fear to submit his noble

policy to the salutary examination of a doctrine which will lead to its being

better appreciated. Moreover, from the extreme diversity of the theological

beliefs prevailing in this vast empire, the divine sanction claimed for its

chiefs is vague and precarious. The doubts thus inevitably suggested to

many of their subjects tend to spread to all the others; for the first germs
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of metaphysical anarchy are to be found in every sort of theology, -which

is always absolute and vague. The chief of an empire in which are to be

found the three monotheisms, Jewish, Christian, and Mahometan, mingled

with several sorts of polytheism, and even with pure fetiohism, ought to feel

that the Religion of Humanity alone can become universal, and confer a

sanction that will be respected everywhere.

At your accession. Sire, the Russian crown was in uncontested possession

of an ecclesiastical supremacy that had long been rendered necessary by the

degradation of the priesthood. But the Positive church will never have to

fear such a usurpation. Thanljs to the scientific training wisely given you
in your youth, you feel too deeply the encyclopedic qualifications required

for the new priesthood to think of encroaching on the domain of theory.

There would be more reason to fear this from the lowest members of the

literary class in the West.

"When the time shall be ripe for the necessary transformation of the

Russian royalty into a republican dictatorship you will have a worthy
successor, who will be able to accomplish it peaceably under Positivist in-

spiration, without losing any real authority by the change. All he will

have to do will be to replace the theocratic mode of inheritance by the

sociocratic, as is quite possible in a progressive government. Every noble

chief will willingly renounce a mode which imposes upon him beforehand

an heir often very unsuitable, and will welcome a rule which allows him to

choose his successor freely from any rank, under the obligation only of first

adopting him into his family. The principle of castes, so long the universal

basis of the constitution of Society, ceased to have much attraction for the

superiors when it became less useful to the inferiors. Long ago the best

Roman emperors showed little attachment to their dynasties, and furnished

noble examples of adoptive succession. This institution, which has become

so familiar to mere industrial chieftains, will easily become the practice

with worthy autocrats, who perhaps secretly desire it. But it cannot be

wisely introduced until there has been a sufficient preparation of public

opinion, of which the Roman government had less occasion to take account.

When this decisive transformation has been accomplished, the Russian

dictators of the next century will be in a position to direct suitably a great

political operation founded on the Positivist principle, which restricts the

territorial areas of temporal governments. They will then be able to carry

out maturely and systematically the . peaceable dismemberment of the

empire ; for none can be so sensible of its overgrown size as its worthy

chiefs, notwithstanding the outcry in the West about their unmeasured

ambition. This vast sovereignty has, in a minor degree, a social purpose

resembling that of the great Roman incorporation : pacts imponere morem,

It is still useful in preparing very dissimilar populations for the advent of

the Universal Religion, just as the sway of Rome prepared the West for

Catholicism. But the Russian empire is less homogeneous and less spon-

taneous, and ought therefore to cease more speedily in proportion as the

spiritual reorganisation shall advance. Such a dismemberment will natu-

rally begin with the case in which annexation has been most artificial,

most violent, and most recent. The same principle, however, which bids

the great Eastern Empire acquiesce in the approaching separation of what
is really a portion of the West, affords a means of avoiding all the subver-

sive tendencies likely to be set up at the present day by Polish independ-

ence. Instead of reconstituting the whole of ancient Poland, as empirical
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politicians desire, to fall again under the retrograde yoke of an unworthy

aristocracy, Positivism will advise that this imperfect nationality should be

so far broken up that its different peoples may be unable to bring on any

European disturbance.

As for the social improvements which the rulers of Russia are already

pursuing, a sound historical theory will lead them to avoid all ill-advised

imitation in order the better to make use of local antecedents. For instance,

while carrying out with admirable perseverance its noble abolition of serf-

age, your government is at the same time gradually extinguishing the great

territorial fortunes, in imitation of the Western movement, which was

spontaneously hostile to the aristocracy. But this is empiricism ; and it is

artificially raising up in Russia a grave social danger, of which in the West

V7e are now well aware, especially in France, where the insufficient con-

centration of wealth will seriously embarrass the practical reorganisation.

Positivism will therefore advise the Czars to respect and value such ac-

cumulations, and only to try to transform their possessors into industrial

chiefs—principally agricultural—as is possible now that their military

character has for ever disappeared.

Again, the exceptional control which your government exercises em-

piricaily over the intellectual movement may be improved by the aid of a

wise system. In the West there ought to be no interference of the police

with publications of any sort except a strict enforcement of complete

signature—a regulation which French legislation has recently borrowed

from Positivism. Any other intervention on the part of the temporal

power would henceforth be tyrannical, and could only hamper the religious

reconstruction. But in the present state of the Eastern populations, their

worthy rulers may and even ought to assume a greater influence over

thought. You already exert such influence wisely to preserve Russia

from a multitude of writings with which the West is infested. Positivism

will advise you to go further as regards your national literature. Your
care should be extended to the authors themselves, who should be required

to furnish personal guarantees. In the anarchical West the rough and

inadequate test of signature is all that can be exacted. By imposing upon

writers, with due discretion, the conditions of qualification and probity, you
may usefully anticipate the more perfect discipline which the Positive

Religion will institute.

Having thus indicated the bearings of Positivism, both general and
special, I venture to propose to you, Sire, that you should publicly accord to

doctrines which are completely organic a patronage equivalent to that

bestowed by the great Frederic, and even by your celebrated ancestress, on a

work which was essentially critical. None of the Western rulers at the

present day can afford this noble patronage; they are all absorbed by
anarchical disturbances and reactionary projects. Yet it would be more
valuable to the Positive philosophy than it was to the Negative, which
found easier access to, and was more favoured in its growth by the spon-
taneous disposition of almost all classes in the West. My own persecution

is but the natural foretaste of the reception which the managers of our
different cliques, especially the literary ones, are preparing for Positivism,

when it shall begin to extend. For the Religion of Humanity is a direct

menace to all the ill-founded supremacies which have gradually grown out
of our modern anarchy.

But besides silencing an incompetent and subversive Literature, it has
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to sanctify Science ; and this it can only do by disciplining the savants, to

the extent of proscribing; as idle and even mischievous nearly all the labours

of our academicians. Although according an honour to Art such as no
previous religion could bestow, by incorporating it profoundly with itself,

Positivism requires from artists a generality of thought and a generosity of

feeling to which unfortunately their present speciality and venality render

them very alien. It summons the chieftains of Industry to a temporal

supremacy such as they hardly dared to dream of; but on condition of

moral and intellectual qualifications which their successors alone will

possess. Proletaries and women are the best support for Positivism ; but

its doctrines will, for some time to come, shock the anarchical habits of the

former and the retrograde illusions of the latter. Such being its situation,

the Universal Religion must look to some high quarter for an assistance

which though, as a rule, only moral may sometimes- need to be also material.

This it cannot find in the West. Hence it is that I address the present

communication to the chief least affected by all these disturbing influences,

to him whom I have long regarded as the only real Statesman of the nine-

teenth century.

Already, Sire, as became you, you have authorised the free circulation

of my Positive Philosophy. When you shall know enough of my Positive

Polity, which completes that work, I hope that you will nobly favour a

prudent propagation of it, especially by expressing your decisive approbation

of it as a whole. The natural chief of European conservatives ought not to

be long in seeing the value of a doctrine which consolidates and developes,

the conservative policy by raising it from its present empiricism to the

completely systematic state required by its principal destination.

Salutation and Respect,

Atjgtjsib COMTE.
Born at Montpellier January 19, 1798.

10, Eue Monsieur-le-Prinee.

P.S. Positive morality requiring me to live without concealment, I have

always given a proper publicity to every important step I have taken. I

shall therefoi-e think it my duty, Sire, to append this letter, with your reply,

to the Preface of the third volume of my System of Positive Polity, which

will appear towards the middle, of 1853.

To Sis Excellency BesoJiid Pacha, late Grand Vizier of the Ottoman

Umpire.

Paris, Homer 7, 65. (Friday, Feb. 4, 1853.)

Mt Lobi),

In the present century there is a characteristic contrast between

the policies of Eastern and Western Europe. The governments of the

West, having become incapable of directing the social movement, now only
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exercise a 'blind repression, -which, though still indispensable to the imme-

diate maintenatioe of material order, tends to perpetuate the revolutionary-

situation. But the rulers of the East have really remained at the head of

their respective nations, and alv?ays strive to fulfil -worthily the twofold

function of every government—to promote what is good and resist -what is

evil. This noble attitude is no-w not less marked in Turkey than in Kussia.

Your administration happily contributed to it by its -wise continuance of

the -work energetically begun by a reforming Sultan. It -will never be

forgotten that you have completely marked out the two lines of jirogress

which are now of most importance to Mussulman civilisation by giving a

striking example of monogamy, and by suppressing the slave-market -which

still dishonoured the capital of the Osmanlis. These special motives have

determined a true philosopher to address to you personally his systematic

exposition of an intellectual and social renovation, for -which the East no

less than the West is -waiting.

The temporary leisure consequent on your honourable retirement from

power gives me room to hope, at the present moment, that you -will pay

sufficient attention, first, to the Positivist Catechism, -which -will give you a

general vie-w of my doctrine, and then to the System of Positive Polity,

which for ever establishes it. When you have read these two books, you
-will feel that, under the impulse of a decisive situation, the genius of the

West has at last shaken itself free from secondary and local views and -will

henceforth be occupied with conceptions directly relating to such needs as

are common to all civilised peoples.

For many centuries East and West have been seeking with equal ardour
for the Universal Religion, but till now have never been able to attain it.

In both quarters it came to be recognised that Polytheism could only
i\xnaSa. national beliefs, and Monotheism was then looked to as a sure source
of unanimity. But experience and reasoning have completely demonstrated
the emptiness of such a hope. The two great attempts of the white race to
establish a monotheistic universality have mutually neutralised one another,
the Roman world being irremediably divided between Catholicism and
Islamism. This double failure is no matter of wonder to the disciples
of sound philosophy, which directly points out the impossibility of such
an agreement upon opinions essentially vague and necessarily undemon-
strable.

The spontaneous accord between Orientals and Occidentals -with respect
to the scientific domain which they have simultaneously cultivated, forms
an instructive contrast with these irreconcileable divergencies. Takin" this
fundamental fact for my clue, I was led to discover the reallv universal
religion, which puts aside every theological belief, and embraces" the whole
of human existence, collective as weU as individual, in a completely
Positive faith. Having had the happiness to hold this view from my early
youth, I have been able to devote my whole life to systematise and de-
velope this final solution of the highest of all problems.

The emancipation of the higher minds from theology, since the end of
the Middle Age, necessarily proceeded -pari passu in both East and West
though under different forms. For it resulted principally from the deci-
sive conflict which compelled men to feel that the incompatible pretensions
of both Monotheisms to the universality reserved for Positivism were
alike ill founded. The genius of Islamism must even be less opposed than
that of Catholicism to the final advent of the Positive Religion, inasmuch
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as it has always tended more towards reality, in yirtue of its simpler creed
and its more practical direction.

The incomparable Mahomet, observing the profound contrast between
the two dogmatically identical religions of Rome and Byzantium, duly
recognised the intellectual and moral advantages belonging to the normal
separation between the two human powers. But his eniinently social turn of

mind enabled him to see that this improvement, to be decisive, required a
more advanced civilisation than that which went along with the theological

principle. With a presentiment that so premature though admirable an
attempt must fail, he contented himself with instituting a transitional regime
which was simpler and better adapted to the nature of Theologism.

The East had therefore to leave it to the West and to the true Catholic

regime to initiate the glorious social revolution consisting in the two
gradual emancipations of women and labourers. But the Orientals became
better fitted than ourselves to reap the definitive fruits of the great move-
ment which followed this decisive prelude. For they were thus preserved

from the principal intellectual and social difiiculties entailed on the modem
inhabitants of the West by the too mystical character of their beliefs, and,

above all, they have been saved from the metaphysical disorder involved in

the spontaneous decomposition of their artificial regime.

Although by reason of the whole preparation required for the Positive

Religion, its birthplace was necessarily in the West, Islamism must be held

to have rendered the East more favourable to its final admission. For, on

the one hand, that religion has protected the populations against the revolu-

tionary poison, since its doctrine was not susceptible of the Protestant or

Deistic degenerations, while its regime was far from admitting the

hereditary principle in its strictest form. And on the other hand it has

maintained the normal supremacy of governments, because it has made
Mussulman rulers always more disposed than Christian sovereigns to look at

the social problem as a whole, in consequence of the less imperfect harmony
subsisting between their theoretic conceptions and their practical notions.

Hence the final regeneration may triumph in the East without arousing the

anarchical agitation to which the West was condemned by its initiative

;

the philosophers being obliged there to address themselves to the lower

classes, because they cannot get the upper classes to understand them.

Reasoning from this historical estimate of the genius of Mahometanism,

I do not doubt that its present representatives, when their first astonish-

ment has passed away, vrill welcome the Positive Religion as offering them
spontaneously- the unexpected satisfaction of their chiefest aspirations.

Passing straight from Islamism to Positivism, without any metaphysical

transition, they will feel that they are worthily continuing the admirable

designs of their great Prophet, the 'universal glorification of whom is

systematised for ever by the Positivist worship.

The Osmanlis will thus be led to repudiate a vain political unity, and

will cease to grieve over the necessary dismemberment of their empire. For

they will see in it a normal application of the sociological law which every-

where restricts the territory of temporal dominions to its natural size.

Moreover, the Ottoman rulers will be relieved from their anxiety, as disas-

trous as it is chimerical, with reference to the approaching aggressions of

a power still less homogeneous than their own, and therefore still more
irubject to this spontaneous dismemberment. And since, according to the

fundamental spirit of Islamism, the only purpose of political concentration
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is to procure and consolidate a uniformity of opinions and manners, they

will soon recognise that this great end is better secured when God is replaced

by Humanity.
Salutation and Respect,

AUGTJSTB COMTE.
10, Eue Monsieur-le-Prince.

END OF THE PREFACE.

Additions and Corrections.

37, line 13, for 'should' read 'would.'

87, transfer marginal heading ' Culture of Plants ' to fourth paragraph

below.

131, heading of Chapter III., for ' appreciation ' read 'account.'

228, line SO, for ' divergations ' read ' divagations.'

235, line 20, add footnote, ' Some commentators have considered the opening

lines of the Iliad to be spurious.'

255, last marginal heading, /or 'in Chemistry' read 'on Chemistry.'

269, marginal heading, for 'ApoUonius of Perga's Initiation opens' read
' ApoUonius of Perga opens.'

397, line 21, for ' would have ' read ' had.'

489, second marginal heading, for ' remarked ' read ' marked.'
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The germ of the Metaphysical Spirit may also be detected

Theory of Direct Transition from Fetichism to Positivism
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By distinguishing between Life and Activity
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The Synthesis continues to be' Subjective, but is rdative instead of absolute .
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The Gods being created by Man, their power was an indirect sanction of the

struggle of Will against Necessity ....
Thus Theologism speculatively contrasted Man with the World, and praeti

cally encouraged him to modify it ... .

Dangers accompanying these services ....
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Permanence of Species .....
(i) Scientific Aptitude (pp. 139-150)
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of scientific speculations.....
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matics and Astronomy .....
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Mechanics a modern science.....
Reaction of Polytheistic Science upon Philosophy
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Scientific influence of the conception of Matter as passive

Logical artifice of Inertia .....
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It led to the Atomic Theory.....
(e) Esthetic Aptitude (pp. 150-152). Full treatment reserved for Chap. IV,

Polytheism favoured Art chiefly by developing Public life. In itself Fe-
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Superiority of Polytheism in the creation of collective images
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Belief in invisible Beings developed conception of Subjective Life

,(ii) Practical Properties (pp. 152-156). Full treatment reserved for Chap. V,

(a) Industrial Aptitude. Man could now hope to modify the world

With Polytheism the Organisation of Industry commences and Capital begins

to be accumulated ....•
(6) Military Aptitude ,..•••
Sedentary existence essential for the efficacy of War
Polytheism alone adapted for Conquest on a large scale

Slavery common to industrial and warlike peoples in ancient times ;
but to

be estimated here with reference to the latter .

Its value as a military institution. It enables the Warriors to govern and

the Labourers to be educated ....
Feticiist preparation for Slavery . . • •

Polytheism alone could develope its two social purposes

(3) Affective (or Social) Properties (pp. 156-165) .

Preliminary inquiry into theory of Social Evolution as a whole (pp. 156-161)

Each of the three Sympathetic Instincts requires a separate social phase for

its special developement......
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common beliefs and spiritual authorities
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As Spiritual Authorities Old Men were siiperseded by Priests ,

Beliefs about Humau phenomena could not at that time be Positive .

Because these were not only very complex and dependent, but also very

incomplete .......
Astrolatry had sketched the application of religious belief to social phe

nomena.,,..,.,
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POSITIVE POLITY.

800IAL DTNAMIGS; OB, GUNEBAL TBHATISE ON
HUMAN PBOGBESS (PHILOSOPHT OF BI8T0BY).

GENEEAI, INTKODUCTION.

The distinctive characteristic of the present age will be the

importance it assigns to History, hy the light of which philo-

sophy, politics, and even poetry will henceforth be pursued.

This universal preference for the historical point of view is at

once the essential principle of Positivism, and its general result.

True positivity consists above all things in substituting the

Eelative for the Absolute ; its ascendancy therefore is com-

pletely established when we learn to see that the orderly change

already recognised in the Objective World extends also to

Humanity itself, the variations of which thus govern our con-

ceptions of every kind. At the present day, no other authority

30uld conquer the deep dislike felt towards the encyclopedic

system, and so establish the supremacy of the true Theoretic

Unity. On the one hand, it follows from the decisive influence

3xerted by the advance of the sciences on human progress as a

vhole, that historical conceptions must be subordinate to the

issential notions of Natural Philosophy, using that term in its

videst sense. But on the other hand, no science can be really

mderstood apart from its special history, which again cannot

)e separated from the general history of Humanity. Hence the

irue historical spirit is naturally universal. It receives from

VOL. III. B
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all quarters provisional materials, and its special office is to

convert these everywhere into definitive conceptions. Its

province is not even limited to the achievements of the Intel-

lect. Bound as it is to give an account of Human Progress as

an indivisible whole, not one necessary element of Human
Existence must be neglected. It was thus that modern thought,

in spite of its excessive tendency to the abstract, was at last led

to combine with Speculation not only Activity but also Imagi-

nation and even Sentiment, in order that its conceptions might

be sufficiently real.

The importance which the historical point of view is about to

assume will be best understood if we consider its Social bearing,

when we shall see that it is as necessary to the Heart as to the

Intellect. In fact the anarchy of the West consists chiefly in

the interruption of human continuity ; first Catholicism cursing

Antiquity ; then Protestantism reprobating the Middle Age

;

and lastly Deism denying filiation altogether. Nowhere is

there more call for the intervention of Positivism, to furnish

the one satisfactory solution of this revolutionary state of

opinion, by overcoming doctrines, all more or less subversive,

which gradually stirred up the Living to revolt against the

whole mass of the Dead. When History has rendered this

service, it will soon become the sacred science, occupied, as it

normally should be, with the direct study of the destinies of

the Great Being, in which notion all our sound theories are

summed up. Thenceforward, systematised Polity will connect

all its undertakings with History, seeing that they must depend

upon that stage of the grand Evolution within which they fall.

Even Poetry will assume a new life and will prepare the

Future by its idealised pictures of the Past.

It follows from such a convergence of reasons that Sociology

consists essentially of Social Dynamics, the sole source from

which the priesthood derives at once, its general counsels for the

direction of public life, and its principal authority as the

supreme organ of Humanity. It was for this reason that, in my
fundamental treatise on Positive Philosophy, I was obliged to

treat of Sociology under its Dynamical aspect and to make the

Statical aspect subordinate. But in this my final and con-

structive work I must systematise the theory of human Move-
ment by connecting it with that of human Existence, the
subject of the preceding volume. I have already shown, at the
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close of that volume (ii. 384-7), how Social Dynamics form

the necessary complement of Statical Sociology, which without

them would remain incapable of guiding actual life, where

a crude application of Statical laws would often cause serious

confusion.

Nevertheless, theory as well as practice would suffer, unless

we conceived of Progress as subordinate to Order. Once

separated from this Statical basis, History would lose seriously

in consistency and, before long, in morality. For its laws of

evolution would remain too empirical, and in demolishing the

Absolute it would be apt to set up Instability in its place.

Besides the flat immorality of such a disposition, the historical

spirit has a natural tendency to make us disdain Sentiment,

from constantly dwelling on results without taking account of

intentions. It might thus so far misunderstand its true

mission as to procure a sort of systematic sanction for those

most mischievous corrupters of society who think to magnify

the importance of public life by disparaging that of private life.

But all these intellectual dangers are at an end the

moment we found Social Dynamics in accordance with their

true natm-e ; that is to say by making Movement uniformly

dependent on Existence, as in the other sciences. Even in my
first work, though specially devoted to Progress, this necessary

condition could not be neglected; and I had frequently to

suspend the Dynamical investigation while I established its

Statical basis, as the need from time to time arose. The pro-

visional course I there adopted was in itself an indication of

the method to be pursued in the definitive construction of

Social Dynamics, which I briefly announced at the end of my
treatise on Positive Philosophy.' The present volume is the

fulfilment of that promise. It will place in a striking light the

normal superiority of this final method in giving a precision

and coherence to historical conceptions, which otherwise they

would never attain. Thus condensed, they will be better adapted

for practical application.

We become more familiar with the laws of Progress when
they are subordinated to those of Order ; for these latter are

bhe easier to recognise directly, although their greater degree

Df abstraction makes it difficult to reduce them to a system.

" These important pages will only be found in the original. They are alto-

jether omitted in Mies Martineau's Condensed Translation.

—

Tb,
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In the historical sketch at the end of the first chapter of the

preceding volume (ii. 70-11 9), I was already able to mark out the

essential features of such a method. By no other could the true

Philosophy of History be constructed, so as to combine the spirit

of induction with the force of deduction, the rightful claims of

each being respected. Its principal conceptions would remain

exposed to serious fluctuations, were it not thus directly con-

nected with the corresponding laws of Human Nature, which in

their turn would never be sufficiently clear to us if we could

not observe their influence in the Movement of society. It was

this reciprocal action which constituted the chief difficulty in

my discovery of Sociological Laws, at a time when Dynamical

and Statical conceptions were equally vicious, and I had to be

rectifying both together. But now that we have got over that

preliminary difficulty, Movement, through which alone we got

our first glimpse of the laws of Existence, must submit to be

systematised in accordance with those laws.

To go to the root of the matter, the difference between

erecting Social Dynamics into a science and determining its

relative rank, corresponds to the difference between the classifi-

cation employed in the Positive Philosophy, and that arrived

at in my present treatise on Positive Eeligion. The former

went on the supposition that the one grand object for which

other sciences exist is Sociology ; whereas here we see that it is

Morals, with which, as has been shown in the previous volume,

(ii. 353-5) Science ends and Art begins. Not that there is any

real contradiction between the two views, for in the former,

Morals were included under Sociology, though indistinctly. If

then we treat them as normally distinct, it is only to perfect

the abstract Hierarchy of the Sciences, by carrying out our

grand principle of arrangement according to Increasing Com-

plexity and Decreasing Generality. The importance, both

theoretical and practical, of this step will soon be felt by all

true thinkers, and will be regarded by posterity as the princi-

pal philosophic feature of the second phase of my life. Now
from it follows as a corollary the subordination of Social

Dynamics to Social Statics, because, as was stated at the

opening of the preceding volume (ii. 2), Morals have a special

affinity with conceptions of Order, as Polity has with those of

Progress,

To complete this Introduction I must explain briefly the
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sequence and the respective objects of the seven chapters which

together -will form my Philosophy of History.

The first will establish my fundamental theory of Evolu-

tions as based on the systematic demonstration of the thre6

grand Laws of Sociology. Since my discovery of those laws

(in 1822), I have frequently had occasion to put them forward

under different aspects. But I could not expound them as a

doctrine till now, their true principle

—

Progress is the develop-

Tnent of Order—not having been laid down till the close of my
treatise on Positive Philosophy. It will be seen in the course

of this demonstration how profoundly rational Dynamical

theories become, when they are suitably subordinated to Sta-

tical conceptions. Divested thus of everything empirical, the

laws of Evolution will connect Human Progress as a whole with

the constitution of Human Nature in its broad general features.

Thenceforward, when we apply them to History, we shall see

how inevitable has been, the succession of our principal intel-

lectual or social phases. And yet we shall never lose sight of

the fact that these phenomena are the most modifiable of all.

For when I have pointed out the path by which progress in

the first instance has been made, as the work has been sponta-

neously taken up by the more advanced populations in succes-

sion, I shall proceed to examine the modifications suitable to

backward populations whom we are now in a position to in-

fluence in a really systematic way. Thus in the first chapter I

shall complete my account of the main stream of progress, by

laying down the General Theory of Human Transitions, thereby

rendering it possible not only to interpret the past but to direct

the future. From this estimate of the variable and the in-

variable in the Human Evolution, it will be seen how impor-

tant it was, that the originally inductive conception of thB

dynamical laws should be rendered deductive.

In the second chapter I shall commence my direct explana-

tion of the past by an account of Fetichism. This is the

universal starting point. It is the one stage of our Initiation

which can never be avoided, either in the case of the individual

or in that of the race, and its spontaneous preponderance

essentially continues during the other preliminary stages.

Although therefore this earliest age is the least known, it is

the one of which it is most important to form a just estimate.

A rationar examination of the most backward civilisations will
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enable us to understand it sufiSciently, notwithstanding the

meagreness of documentary evidence as to our ancestors.

The study of Fetichism will lead me naturally to that of

Theocracy, to which I shall devote the third chapter. For

Theocracy in its earliest stage is always purely Fetichist,

though its principal development must eventually be Polythe-

ism arising gradually out of Astrolatry. Of all theological

organisations, this is the only one really durable. It is entirely

based on the great institution of castes, the principle of which

survives through all the succeeding theological phases, and is

the only bond which holds society together during their ascen-

dency. This is Polytheism in its conservative form ; and as all

progress took its start from this point, we must acquaint our-

selves with it, first, in its proper form, as the earliest type of

systematisation ; secondly, under such spontaneous modifications

as it admits, though these have always been of stunted growth.

From a rational study of it, under this last aspect we may
obtain valuable hints as to the not distant transformation of

vast populations to Positivism.

Amongst the most gifted portions of the race Theocracy at

length passed away. Then they entered on the immense

transition leading finally to the revolutionary crisis which we
now behold. We must study this transition with most care so

long as it still retains any organising force, that is to say, till

the close of the Catholic-Feudal period. In its organic phase it

divides into three stages, each necessary, and preparatory for the

final consummation. The first relates especially to Intellect,

the second to Activity, and the third to Sentiment. This

spontaneous succession is the key to the whole period comprised

between Theocratic antiquity and the modern Eevolutionary

movement. The. fourth, fifth, and sixth chapters of the volume
will therefore give an account of the Grreek Elaboration, the

Roman Incorporation, and the Catholic-Feudal Initiation

respectively. Viewed as a link in this series, the Middle Age
will be seen to be a spontaneous outgrowth from the whole of

Antiquity, while it is at the same time the least durable of the

three Organic Transitions, and the one with which backward
civilisations can most easily dispense.

When this last preparatory stage had done its work, the

Theological and Military system was essentially exhausted. The
process of decomposition continued, and, the last trace of
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organic force having disappeared, tended only to pure anarchy.

This however was inevitable, owing to the radical impossi-

bility of then instituting the Final State, of which the true

nature was not even known. Thus arose the twofold Eevolu-

tion which separates the present crisis of the West from the

Middle Age. I shall devote my seventh and last chapter to

advancing a sound theory of the five centuries during which

this Eevolution has been going on, carefully marking its two

simultaneous movements—the total break-up of the provisional

regime and the gradual elaboration of the elements of the

order to be finally established.

The six divisions, of which my explanation of the past in

this volume consists, are of about equal length, notwithstanding

the very unequal periods of time to which they correspond,

because each succeeding stage of the preparation for Positivism

requires a closer examination. In conclusion I shall briefly

review the ground we have traversed and show that the vast

Initiation, through which Man has been passing, is now com-

pleted. Our Normal State, the nature of which, apart from

considerations of time, was determined in the last volume, will

have in the next to be studied directly and decisively, with a

view to shaping henceforth the different tendencies of Humanity

towards its final settlement.
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CHAPTEE I.

POSITIVE THEOET OF HUMAN EVOLUTION ; OK, GENERAL LAWS

INTELLECTUAL AND SOCIAL PEOGKESS.

ijECT AND The fifeneral results of the last volume may be thus sumn
,AN OP .

IS CHAP, up ;—the normal type of Human Existence is one of compl

15. " unity. All progress therefore, whether of the individual oi

lity is the the race, consists in developing and consolidating that unity.

Bvoiiitioii Looked at in this light, the Social Series is but a prolon

Existence, tiou of the true Animal Series. The terms of the first ind(

are successive, while those of the second are simultaneous. I

in both alike we find a continually increasing complexity wh
would involve a conflict of the component elements if it i

not always accompanied by an increasing perfection of gene

unity. Just as life, even in its lowest forms, surpasses

inorganic compounds in both these respects, so, as we

higher in the biological scale, we arrive at last at Humani

the most complex and most harmonious being of all (Phil. I

vi. 827). From that point commences a new development

unity, and the series is continued in the collective evolution of

dominant species. There is now a relation not merely betwi

contemporaneous but between successive elements. There

Continuity as well as Solidarity ; and the harmony characterii

of the Great Being becomes more and more perfect.

ciaiDy- In the second volume (ii. 293) I showed that the whole

mmedup Social Statics may be summed up in the single principle of

1 Law: operation, provided that word be understood to include the cc
an IS ever
coming biued action of successive generations as well as of coutempor

3118. families. Now under the influence of these two converg

social forces the unity of the individual is ever being develop

and a closer connection is established between the two essem

properties of religion, by virtue of which it binds n

together, and regulates their conduct.

All systematic study of human Progress must then con
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In the development of its one law—Man is ever becoming more

religions (ii. 381). In fact Social Dynamics are nothing but

an explanation of the past in accordance with this fundamental

principle obtained from Social Statics, a principle which also

indicates what the future of our race will be. For although the

type of unity determined in the preceding volume will never be

actually readied, there will be a continual tendency to approxi-

mate to it.

By thus keeping dynamical notions in a general subordina- The object

1 • T T • • of this chap-

tion to statical prmciples, we ensure that the exammation of ter is to es-
' -"^ tablishSpe-

History to which this volume is devoted shall be of a strictly ciaiDjnami-
cal Laws.

rational character. But though when our work is completed

we shall be able to sum it all up in the law of religious develop-

ment above mentioned, that law will not, in such an abstract

and general form, be a sufficient instrument of investigation.

We must first deduce from it particular laws applicable to each

of the main phases of human progress, and to the direct expla-

nation of History. To do this is the object of the present

chapter, without which the spectacle of the past would remain

unintelligible.

The statical elements of our nature being three in number. These vvi

Feeling, Intellect, and Activity, we might expect that there teiieot and

would be as many dynamical laws to correspond to them. But notdiredtiy

we remark for the present, that they are necessarily reducible

to two, one for the Intellectual, and the other for the Practical

development. For the Moral development there is no special

law, and the general principle of the increase of unity will be

found sufficient to explain it when the way has been prepared

by the examination of the other two modes of progress.

How is this important difference to be accounted for ? We why there u

must remember that according to the cerebral theory established ?a°v7 for'the

in the first volume of this work (i. 553), the Affective region of evoiutlou.

the brain has not like the regions of Contemplation and Action

any direct contact with the external world, but receives its im-

pressions at second hand through those groups of organs.

Hence the mutual influence of contemporary families and of

successive generations cannot directly modify our propensities.

It affects them only by means of the changes which it works in

our thoughts and actions. If man were to become stationary as

regards thought and action, it is impossible to conceive any

general or regular alteration of his moral state. Individual
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variations there might be resulting from the conditions of

vegetal life. But how these conditions operate is at present

unknown, nor can they produce any general results worthy of

notice, becaTise, occurring in different individuals, they would

neutralise each other. Conversely, our propensities affect the

progress of society only as they modify our opinions and conduct.

In other words, progress depends directly on the intellectual

and active faculties alone.

The modifications then of society, whether in thought or

action, are in the last resort governed by the external Order
;

our own individual instincts being subject to the same inevitable

influence in an indirect way. If these latter were capable of

having direct and habitual relations with the outer world, the

irregular perturbations to which they are exposed from the

vegetal viscera would prevent any human Harmony (ii. 311).

But these irregularities, though always imminent, are repressed

by the preponderance of the External World, acting uniformly

and continually on all individuals.

It is only during disease of the body or brain, that this

external regulative force is overpowered by the perturbation

within. We then have a temporary interruption of imity.

Here may be seen the full philosophic bearing of my theory on

the nervous isolation of the affective region of the brain (i. 553).

So indispensable to the Positive explanation of Social Statics,

and consequently of Social Dynamics, is this theory, that, even

if it had not been directly established on biological groimds, its

sociological consequences would have been a sufficient though

indirect reason for accepting it.

However that may be, we may now reduce the general laws

of human progress to two rules, connected but distinct, ex-

plaining the simultaneous development of the intellectual and

active faculties. The course of our affective development is

sufficiently marked out in advance by the broad principle that
,

it depends on the degree of harmony in our ideas, and of co-

operation in our actions (ii. 318). In other words, IMan becomes

more Sympathetic in proportion as he is more Synthetic and

more Synergetic. It will be our duty however, as we explain

step by step the spectacle of history, to examine carefully this

valuable reaction of speculative and practical progress upon the

affections and its tendency to strengthen that inward source

of human vmity. But this is not the direct object of Social
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ynamics. What they are immediately concerned with, is the

>ntinuous movement of thought and action resulting from

le development of the external conditions which control the

3stinies of the true Great Being. The influence of this twofold

rowth in indirectly strengthening the affections gives the best

leasure of its real importance. For as our life is before all

lings a unity, of which the source is always Moral, all Specu-

,tive or Practical progress not tending ultimately to promote

lat characteristic unity, whether in the individual or in the

ice, must be regarded as illusory.

The fundamental laws of the human evolution being thus Dynamically

.
the Intellec-

iduced to two, belongmg respectively to the speculative and tuaiEroiu-

;tive faculties, I must, before establishing them, determine precedence

leir coordination relatively to one another. The real supre- tive;

lacy must be assigned to the speculative faculties, though the

ast energetic of the three grand divisions of the cerebral

'stem. Such a coordination may seem anomalous ; yet it has

.ways been usual to make the progress of Humanity consist in

le advance of' the intellect. Thus my true philosophic father,

le great Condorcet, called his book a ' Sketch of the Progress

f the Human Mind,' though it dealt in its own way with the

hole of human existence.

No doubt we can now trace this habit to the metaphysical Thonph sta-

jgime which regarded man as a mere thinking-machine, and cuiatioh is

eglected Feeling, and even Activity, because it could find no to Aetmty.

ppropriate place for them in its empty theories. Still it residts

rincipally from a very legitimate, though hitherto but dimly

pprehended, motive, which will ensure its continuance, subject

) suitable rectifications, when a sound philosophy shall have

iumphed. For although the intellectual faculties are in

lemselves weaker than the active, they appear to tell more on

rogress, especially on the progress of the race. But the

jrnamical estimate is, at bottom, in no way inconsistent with

le statical ; for it admits that Speculation is always essentially

irected by Activity, and never escapes from its control entirely

: for long together.

To explain this control' we must consider intellect and Explanation
of this ap-

stivity as tending spontaneously towards the same general parent con-

DJect—the universal Order. Intellect strives to understand

lis Order, that activity may succeed in modifying it. In con-

iquence of our bodily necessities, our whole practical existence
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is subordinated to this preponderating order, whicli also becomes

the object of all our speculations. The province of intellect

therefore, coincides with that of Activity, and the latter spon-

taneously supplies the stimulus which sets the former to work.

Even when the mind appears most absorbed with self-derived

suggestions, it never ceases to obey this twofold impulse from

without, failing which its operations would be disorderly as

having neither principle nor purpose.

The fact that men long searched for causes rather than laws

constitutes no exception to this fundamental law. For really

they were only trying to reach the first cause of the order of

nature, in order to influence it. No powerful and sustained

effort of the intellect was ever due to mere pleasure of con-

templation. When the wisdom of Theocracy proclaimed its

principal precept. Know in order to Improve, it did but for-

mulate the instinctive tendency to reject abstract speculations

pointing to no concrete result. Before the advantage of

studying Natural Laws was clear, to search for Supernatural

Causes could not but seem more iiseful for practical purposes,

and even for scientific prevision. But as soon as this mis-

take was corrected by experience, a change came over specula-

tion, and researches which had once absorbed the highest intel-

lects were at length abandoned to inferior or ill-trained minds.

Abstract speculation then, with no practical object, is a

dream of intellectual pride. All revolutions in thought have

been born in turn of the exigencies of our practical situation.

Our needs determine our instincts, our instincts prompt our

activity, our activity regulates broadly the exercise of our

intellect. Nevertheless, the importance of the intellect is

extreme, because without such an instrument activity would he

helpless ; for the steps we take, even individually, to modify

the Natural Order, will be profoundly influenced by the con-

ceptions we have formed of it. But socially, this office of the

intellect becomes much more prominent. For it is the sole

source from which are derived, first, the community of opinions

indispensable to any cooperation, and, afterwards, the conse-

cration necessary for a spiritual authority.

If then Intellect appears to direct human progress, it is in

virtue of these two qualities—the capacity to know and the

capacity to agree. Although therefore it is really but the

instrument of the Active faculties, themselves set in motion by
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le Feelings, the efforts of the Intellect must be the most pro-

linent feature of History. Only we must always remember

lat those efforts are not self-prompted. Such is the reason

hy 'the Intellect, notwithstanding its cerebral inferiority, is

le principal object of study in Social Dynamics.

Thus, of the three regions of the Brain, the most powerful. The Kk*

le Affective, is without any distinct dynamical law. Of the Law then

bher two, it is the feebler, the Intellectual, which claims our cemedwibh

tiief attention as respects its special coiurse of development. Thoughtfto

'his apparent anomaly ought not now to offer any serious of Action is

ifficulty. As for any secondary difficulties that may remain, (First Ee^'

he continual use which will be made in this volume of the

xplanation above given will gradually dissipate them. For

he present it is enough that I have reconciled the principal

ontradiction appearing to exist between the statical and

ynamical aspects of human nature. Our chief business then

3 to study the general law of the Intellectual Evolution, and

fterwards, as strictly complementary to it, that of the Practical

Evolution. But in giving our chief attention to the former,

re must never forget that it is a Social rather than an Indi-

idual growth, though the spontaneous development of mind in

he Individual must follow essentially the same course.

To enter on this capital investigation with effect I must

istablish, first its main object, and secondly its true principle.

The one object of the human intellect, even when it was Thought is

triving to penetrate Causes, and still more since it has con- ^Sfaias

rented itself with discovering Laws, has always been to under- SSati^emn-

tand. and to modify the universal Order. The Intellectual theMretW-

5volution then of man must embrace all the principal opinions wiubeoon-

le has held with respect to that vast field which comprises his the course of

)wn nature, whether social or individual. These however which, how-

nay be at once reduced to the Theoretic conceptions round amed'hythe

fhich our Practical ideas group themselves. Only we must (SndEe-

lUow for the spontaneous reaction of the latter upon the former,

)r our explanation of the Speculative Evolution will be inade-

quate.

Especially must this allowance be made in studying the

jeriod during which these two orders of thought were not

lufficiently in harmony, that is to say, during the larger portion

)f the past. The different phases of Theoretic Eeason were

luring that period determined by the continual exigencies of
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Speculative
Conceptions
are either
Moral, Phy-
sical, or In-
tellectual

;

the First
Dynamical
Law will be
concerned
with the
Filiation of
the last.

(Third He-
duction.)

The Law of
the Filiation

of Intellec-

tual Ooncep-
tiohs will

have to

be comple-
mented by a
Second Law
Classifying

the Sciences,

Practical Eeason ever in search of conceptions which should

assist it to understand and to modify nature. Still, however

great this influence of Practical Eeason may at any time have

been, the Fundamental Law of the intellectual movement

remains independent of it. Our Dynamical investigation then

reduces itself to a direct examination of the march of Specu-

lation.

From this simplification we proceed to another. Thought is

the product of the brain ; and the history of thought must he

broken up into three divisions to correspond to the three con-

stituent parts of the brain, Feeling, Intellect, and Activity. .

Although each separate step we accomplish in Speculation, as

well as in Action, is due to a concurrence of all these faculties,

yet, take the whole mass of our speculations, and they range

themselves under one or other of the three heads. Hence, if our

study of the universal Order is to be complete, we must have

three distinct and parallel classes of theories, Moral, Intellectual,

and Physical. The last deal with both the External World

and the Human Body on which our Practical efforts naturally

concentrate themselves. The other two deal respectively with

the Feelings which prompt our Action and the Ideas which

guide it.

All three of these classes of theories, which assign the Laws

or, during the theological and metaphysical stages, the Causes

of the corresponding phenomena, are included in the Intellectual

movement. But its Fundamental Law must relate essentially

to the progress of Intellect itself, the sovereign judge of all.

For the spontaneous evolution of the human Understanding

necessarily governs the changes in our opinions, with respect to

the Moral and Physical worlds. Hence the Dynamical inves-

tigation to be pursued in this chapter undergoes a third and

last simplification. Eeduced to its essence, it consists in deter-

mining the phases through which the Intellect itself passes,

irrespective of any special object of study.

But this fundamental Filiation of our conceptions of every

kind being established, we shall have
. to determine also the

general order in which our theories on different branches of study

are affected by it. Without such a Complementary Law, the

Law of Intellectual Progress proper would not suffice to explain

the changes of human opinion exhibited in history. It appears

then that, whereas we spoke above (p. 9) of one law for the
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mental evolution, it finally, in the positive conception, requires

two laws, inseparable indeed, but still distinct: one of Filiation

common to all our theories ; the other of Classification, coordi-

nating them according to their subject-matters. The latter

figures in this place as dynamically subordinate to the former..

Nevertheless this treatise will subsequently demonstrate that

the Law of Classification is statically independent of the Law
of Filiation ; and this has been already indicated by the frequent

use I have made of each of them in the two preceding volumes,

as a result of my fundamental work, the Positive Philosophy.

The object and plan of this opening chapter having been fikstBocio-

thus sufl&ciently marked out, I must now proceed to explain law : (Law

its principal theory by establishing the general law of the opConcep."

Historic Filiation of human conceptions. imsT'
^^'

This Dynamical investigation rests like every other, and statical doc-

even more than any other, on the corresponding Statical voimnemust

doctrine. My first step therefore must be to recapitulate the piitniatedT""

leading views of the preceding volume with regard to the per-
^^' °"^

'

manent constitution of the Intellect. We shall then have pre-

cise and coherent principles to guide us in framing a theory of

its growth.

The whole economy of the human mind is subject to that First oondi-

general law prevailing throughout the Eeal Order, according to tS mr-
™'

which the nobler phenomena are everywhere subordinate to bought de-

those which are grosser but also simpler and more regular, sensation. .

Thus it is that Man is entirely subordinate to the World, as

each living being is to its own environment. Now by a legiti-

mate extension of this Biological dependence to the Mental

functions, we at once get the essential principle of the Intel-

lectual Economy (ii. 310-318). For it consists in the necessary

and continual subordination of our Subjective Conceptions to the

Objective Materials from which they are constructed; a truth

substantially established by Aristotle in the aphorism : There is

nothing in the Understanding that did not originally spring

from Sensation ; elucidated by the addition of Leibnitz

:

except the Understanding itself; and completed by Kant's

distinction between Objective and Subjective Reality. Eut
from the Biological point of view, this dependence of Intellect

on Sensation is perfectly analogous to that of the bodily Func-
tions upon the Environment which controls the whole vital

Existence,
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Or, more
broadly, on
the Knviroii-
mcnt.

Second con-
dition of
Mental Har-
mony : Men-
tal Images
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than Exter-
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sions.

Porthe ,

Brain is not

It is the Environment which feeds, stimulates, and regulates

each Function ;—Three indispensable conditions if the living

being is not to act blindly but to produce regular and calcu-

lable results. By the same threefold title does it govern the

understanding itself. Thus the true Intellectual Economy,

discerned, though imperfectly, by the most eminent and

ancient of my precursors, is shown by the Positive Philosophy to

be a simple application of the principal Biological law, on the

Adjustment of Organism and Environment ; which again is but

one form of the universal law of the Natural Order, on the

subordination of higher phenomena to lower. Thus corro-

borated, the luminous aphorism of Aristotle acquires a coherence

that will henceforth be proof against all sophisms.

Besides putting the statical principle of the human under-

standing into its final shape. Positivism adds to it a necessary

Complement, without which it would not form a sufficient

foundation for Intellectual Dynamics. If the Subjective is to

be completely subordinate to the Objective, it is not enough

that the materials of our Thoughts should invariably be derived

from our Sensations. It is further necessary that the picture

in the mind should be fainter than the corresponding impres-

sion on the senses. Unless that condition were satisfied, the

Brain would not be strictly Subordinate to the Environment,

vastly as the latter preponderates, and the mental intercourse

of Man with the World would be reducible to no regular law.

For the pictures in the Mind would be ever confusing the im-

pressions on the Senses, and this to such a degree as often to

render even our humblest cognitions worthless. What would make

the confusion the more hopeless, is that the same object wiU

often under different circumstances convey different impres-

sions, each of which would tend to predominate if the influence

of the World Without, outweighing them all, did not repress

the anarchy Within.

To bring out more clearly this complementary condition of

Mental Harmony we must remark that the Mind is never

merely passive in its relations to the World without. The im-

pressions conveyed from the Object are always more or less

modified by the state of the Subject. Even in the most trifling

judgments formed, the hypothesis, according to which each

group of sensations decides on the character of the particular

object judged, is furnished purely by the Brain. True, the
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Brain has constructed this hypothesis out of materials derived

in the first instance from without. But those materials may
be applied and combined in so many different ways, that there

is plenty of room for confusion, and even for error, if the Brain

itself has any such tendency.

The Intellect is in a state of continual balance between two

opposing forces, tending to make it, the one too passive, the

other too active. On the one hand it has to reflect faithful

impressions of the External "World, and on the other to con-

struct the link for them without which they would remain

incoherent. Now to reconcile these conflicting tasks would

often be found impossible if recollections could become as

forcible and distinct as sensations.

We see then that Aristotle's aphorism was not a sufficient

basis for Mental Statics till Positivism had added this comple-

mentary law. Both alike depend upon the great Biological law

which subordinates Man to the World ; and either can be

deduced from it, according as the external influence is regarded

from the Nutritive and Stimulative side, or from the Eegula-

tive.

Although the second condition of Mental Harmony is of no i" Dreams

,

use except to complete the first, and notwithstanding that both the second'

• n ,1 J 1 11 condition is

of them sprmg irom the same natural source, tney are so far absent,

distinct that their habitual coexistence may be interrupted.

Madness, properly so called, is such an interruption, being

always characterised by excess of Subjectivity, as Idiocy is by a

deficiency of it. Not that in madness the World Without

ceases to furnish the materials for the construction going on

Within ; for in dreams and the wildest delirium, the external

origin of the elements worked up by ,the brain can always be

traced. The derangement consists solely in the fact, tliat in

consequence of too great cerebral excitement, the recollections

become more vivid and distinct than the sensations. In that

state the Outer cannot regulate the Inner, though it continues

to feed and stimulate it. We see now why Aristotle's principle

was utterly insufficient to establish the theory of Madness

;

and the normal state could never be thoroughly understood till

contrasted with the abnormal. The full importance of the

complementary law introduced by Positivism is thus brought

out, in the process of proving its strict independence of the

earlier law, though our system finally combines both. For
VOL. III. c
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The suborai-
nation of the
SabjectiTe
to the Objec-
tive varies
between the
extremes of
Madness and
Idiocy.

Intellectnal

Evolution
consists in
a certain
succession of
these varia-

tions.

Mental Har-
mony being
a relative

term.

The Law of
their Succes-

sion consists

Mental Harmony nothing more is necessary, tut nothing less

would be adequate.

I had to dwell the more carefully here on this explanation,

because it has a direct bearing on the real connection between

the statical and dynamical aspects of the Positive theory of the

Human Understanding. On the one hand, a suitable subordi-

nation of the Subjective to the Objective marks the normal

state of every mind. On the other hand, the Subjective really

governs the Objective in certain pathological cases, some inter-

mittent, others continuous. Thus according to the principle of

Broussais, that the phenomena of health and disease are essentially

homogeneous, the subordination of the mind to the outer world

may exist in many different degrees between the two opposite

extremes of idiocy and madness (i. 527, ii. 359).

The whole development of the human intellect consists in a

regular series of such spontaneous variations, the general law of

which has here to be determined. It can be discovered in the

first instance only by studying the evolution of the race, that

alone being on a sufficiently large scale and sufficiently regular

;

but, as the foregoing indications show, it will hold good also of

individual life. Any one in fact may verify it for himself by

observing dreams, which are an intermediate state between

reason and madness ; or rather a dream is a temporary, but real,

and often well-marked state of insanity.

Now that Positivism is everywhere substituting the Eela-

tive for the Absolute, Mental Harmony ought no longer to be

regarded as something fixed and unvarying. That was the idea

of the theologians, and still more of the metaphysicians, but it

is incompatible with any systematic conception of human pro-

gress. The equilibrium required for mental harmony, between

suggestions from within, and impressions from without, is

eminently modifiable, yet its variations always obey certain

laws, even when they reach the pathological state. To

discover their general law is here the chief difficulty of Social

Dynamics. All the modes of equilibrium which may occur

successively in the development of the race, are repeated

simultaneously in the different individuals. This consensus

goes to show that truth predicated of human opinions, and

sanity predicated of individuals, are both relative terms (ii. 373).

To discover the constant law, according to which one mode
of mental harmony succeeds another, we must go back to the
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general principle which always connects Dynamical investiga- in omin-

tions with Statical theories, namely that Progress is nothing ordination oi

but the development of Order. Now as the equilibrium of the tive to tho'

mind consists in the subordination of the Subjective to the
'

Objective, it follows that intellectual progress consists in

rendering that subordination more perfect.

Carry this subordination as far as we will, our doctrines Though

never represent the outer world with exact fidelity. Nor is it tive tmth is

_ unattainable
needful that they should. Truth in any given case, social or ana unne-

individual, means the degree of exactness in representation

possible at the time. For positive logic is but the construc-

tion of the simplest hypothesis that will explain the whole of

the ascertained facts.

Any superfluous complication, besides causing a waste of The simplest

labour, would be a downright error, even though a fuller cmnpatiwe

acquaintance with facts might at a later time justify it. In facts being

fact, without this rule subjectivity runs wild, and the mind the«racone.

tends towards madness, as is so vividly brought home to us by

the admirable portraiture of Cervantes. But in proportion as

oiu: observations are extended, we are forced to adopt more

complicated theories in order adequately to represent facts. A
vicious persistence in the simple explanations with which we
start would, under pretext of stability, tend towards idiocy.

The logical procedure I have indicated is a necessity, and
therefore the human mind always kept to it essentially, though

long unconsciously. That it did so spontaneously is sufficiently

accounted for by the constant preponderance of active life, which

always demands such theories as combine reality with simplicity.

Thus it is that, looked at as a whole, the intellectual niove- ,

ment has consisted in an ever closer approach to reality in our

doctrines as to the world without, by means of a continually

increasing complexity in the theories suggested from within.

To make this fundamental explanation sufficiently clear. But the La

we must in employing it distinguish carefully between the Ippulg^niy

Preparatory stages of Humanity and its Normal state. For, as I ^ato^'pe.

am about to show, the force of subjectivity varies inversely as
"'"'•

the progress of the former, but directly as the completeness of

the latter.

During our long nonage as individuals or as a race, that is

to say, while the search for causes prevails over the study of

laws, the progress of reason consists chiefly in more and more
c 2
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restraining the suggestions from within, in order to make them

more conformable to the impressions from without. In the

earliest stage of all, before observation has had time to store

up a single analogy capable of guiding our tendency to syn-

thesis, we have only our own brains to draw upon for colliga-

tions, so that our first steps are the result of a purely subjective

logic, and the sway of Subjectivity is at that time almost

unlimited. From the first rise of the objective method it

rebelled more and more against the earlier method, and

struggled to assert its own preponderance. The new tendency

was already well marked in later antiquity ; but it is most cha-

racteristic of modern thought during the special preparation

required for the Positive spirit. We "thus see that, in the

period which has elapsed from the first birth of thought to its

present maturity. Subjectivity, though at first preponderant,

has had less and less share in framing our theories ; a fact

which seems to contradict the rule lately laid down as to the

general direction of the intellectual movement.
In the Nor. But howevor protracted may be this Preparatory period

—

Subjectivity and eveu among the choicest intellects it is but iust completed
will resume or
its sway. —it cannot be the Normal state of human reason. When the

universal religion shall have acquired sufficient ascendency, the

boundless future opened to our intellect would soon cause us to

forget such a past, but that an evolution essentially similar

will be repeated in the case of each individual. So far from

the objective method ever bearing a sway comparable to that

of its predecessor, the latter in a regenerated form will resume

its rightful empire, which will not again be shaken, because it

will be the sole possible source of any synthesis (i. 361-368).

I gave the first decisive example of the final state when I

laid down the outlines of systematic Biology at the beginning

of the present treatise, the chief characteristic of which will be

its employment of this subjective logic, my fundamental work

on Positive Philosophy having paved the way for its introduc-

tion. Doubtless a preponderance of Subjectivity in its old

shape would now-a-days tend towards madness by neglecting

external data on pretext of dignity. But in spite of the

prejudices of the scientific world, we must equally recog-

nise that the modern ascendency of Objectivity, by repressing

the. imagination under pretext of reality, is now tending to

idiocy.
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Empiricism and Mysticism are the eternal Scylla and There issnch
^ •' •'a thing as

Charybdis of human reason. But the time has come when oijecimAb-
' solutism,

the true Positive spirit can mark out the course between them

by a right estimate of what a sound theory is and what it is

wanted for. While always subordinating Imagination to Ob-

servation, this Final Eegime nevertheless calls forth the highest

powers of the intellect. For it is the Intellect alone which

creates the intercourse between itself and the External "World,

seeing that the latter contributes nothing but the materials

for it. Under the Final Eegime we shall eschew the absolute

on the side of the object no less than on that of the subject,

and content ourselves with aiming at such theories of the ex-

ternal Order as wiU enable our practical wisdom to ameliorate

it systematically.

In this normal state Subjectivity, as I have indicated above, ™^^°u'
will certainly play an increasingly greater part. For the hy- <=heck.

potheses it forms must needs become gradually more complex

if they are adequately to represent observations, seeing that

these will continually become more complete and precise, in

proportion as our necessities call forth a thoughtful activity, of

which at present hardly the rudiments are visible. Sensible

that the value of true theories lies in their practical results,

men will even reject inopportune facts, a premature attention

to which would but embarrass our hypotheses on the plea of an

idle accuracy not practically needed.

When disciplined by religion, the scientific spirit will never Theories

forget its principal office, but will resume with dignity its misabieeven

rational freedom, which at present is fettered by the scruples of aemonstra-

the empirical school. A theory subjective in its origin will

be held admissible when it sufficiently explains the essential

phenomena, without waiting for the objective verification, and

even where that complement to demonstration can never be

obtained.

I had no hesitation in claiming this privilege of the Normal As. for Jn-o I o stance, the

Eegime, after fulfilling the prelimmary conditions of it, when Positive

I established my cerebral theory in the first volume of this Brain,

work. My decisive application of that theory in the second

volume, and the still wider use I shall have to make of it in

constructing what remains of my religious system, will soon

overcome the opposition of academic pedantry, although the

anatomical verification may long remain insufficient. For the
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time is at hand when, among the better minds, the logical au-

thority attaching to a theory closely bound up with the highest

speculative and the most important practical ideas will prevail

over the almost superstitious credit still accorded to special facts.

But the preponderance of Subjectivity in the Final Eegime

will be something very different from what it was in primitive

times, in consequence of the all-important substitution of the

relative for the absolute. In the attempt to penetrate Causes,

our synthetic fictions, as being the only possible guides for our

earliest intellectual steps, must have free play, regardless of the

conditions imposed by reality, which are out of place in the

domain of fiction. It is enough if these first attempts at syn-

thesis satisfy a rough natural logic while generalising and

coordinating our spontaneous conceptions. The search after

Laws, on the contrary, until it is systematised by Positivism,

breeds a no less absolute pretension to objective knowledge

;

and then the dignity of reason is sacrificed to material reality.

In the Normal state we first of all recognise that the subjective

ought always to be subordinated to the objective, and then we

complete that fundamental principle by conceiving the subor-

dination as purely relative to our needs, to which our procedures

have to be adapted. Thus giving up all idea of an objective

synthesis, we establish one that is subjective, the theoretic

nature of which is determined by the practical use to which it

is to be put.

The final change then in our logical method amounts to

this : that we do advisedly, in order to give a wise direction to

our activity, what in primitive times we did instinctively, to

gratify an idle curiosity. We form of our own free will hypo-

theses capable of verification in order to establish laws suffi-

cient for our conduct : we do not aspire either to form an exact

representation of the world or to gratify mere intellectual .

cravings. We do not seek for a mental unity apart from that

general unity which results from a just subordination of specu-

lation to action, and of action to affection.

This explanation will suffice to mark the necessary and

continuous tendency of the intellectual movement looked at as

a whole. I can now proceed to establish directly the dynamical

law which governs our gradual progress towards this Normal
state, so different, at least in appearance, from our Primitive

state. The determination of this law, the only possible basis
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for a philosophical examination of history, is the principal

object of this chapter.

The ffoal towards which this preparatory movement of the Themove-
, T, . mentwe are

intellect tends we know already. It consists in so subordmatmg investiga-
ting consists

the subiactive to the obiective that the logrical order represents in a gradual
^ •' °

n • subordina-

the physical, and that we can, where suitable, make reflection tion ot the
•^ ' '

Subjective

do duty for observation. This intellectual state was clearly totuebbjeo-

explained in the last volume (ii. 72), and not as a state of the

' intellect only, but in its relations to the other permanent facts

of human nature, both social and individual. With Positivism it

becomes systematically preponderant ; its further development is

thenceforward strictly gradual, and always regulated beforehand,

so as to be safe from any revolution.

Compared with this final state, the preparatory march of in spite of

-.-T ^.-- appeai-ances

the intellect seems to consist in a long series of radical changes, this was ai-

^ ways its

But the positive theory of the mental evolution will modify character.

that estimate which irrationally breaks the continuity of pro-

gress. In his judgments of the past, as in his conceptions of

the future, the true philosopher always sees a development

of one and the same tendency towards complete unity, each

generation getting a little nearer to it than the last. To every

discerning and relative thinker it is clear that the impulse

which modified opinions long ago is none other than that

which directs true speculative progress now, namely, a craving

for a complete harmony between conceptions and observa-

tions. Such will be the general conclusion of sound historical

doctrine.

Seen in its full completeness the fundamental law of the Lawofihrec

Intellectual Evolution consists in the necessary passage of all stated. This

human theories through three successive stages: first, the only with
^^

Theological or fictitious, which is provisional; secondly, the to^state^'^"

Metaphysical or abstract, which is transitional ; and thirdly, stages)'."

the Positive or scientific, which alone is definitive. Of this

Law of the Three Stages I have to demonstrate here only so

much as concerns the order of succession in the two that are

Preparatory. For the preceding volume sufiSciently explained

the Final stage and the general tendency towards its full reali-

sation ; and that explanation will be completed with more pre-

cision in the following volume where I treat of the future of

Humanity. Here I have only to demonstrate the twofold pre-

paration required for Positivism, the advent of which, as
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belonging to the domain of social Dynamics, is naturally left

undetermined by Social Statics,

logicil™'
To understand the first stage we must examine it first in

stogD, pp. t]je (.g^gg Qf |.{jg individual, then in that of the race,

(a) Influence
'^^^ '^^^^ °^ t^^se examinations establishes the necessity in

sl^'theiisra
^^® earliest times, chiefly on intellectual but also on. moral

Individual, grounds, of a fictitious synthesis, which would long remain as

indispensable as it was inevitable.

(«) intoiiec- The most remarkable thing about this synthesis was its
tnal apti- °

c i a. j. j.

tude- It is incomparable spontaneity, owing to its perfect adaptation to

the needs and means of the mind in its earliest state. Causes

will be sought after as long as laws are undiscovered, and laws

cannot be discovered without a long series of observations. The

primitive logic is naturally adapted to such inquiries. Its

answer to them—the only answer that suits them—consists in

referring everything to the human type, and conceiving all

phenomena as produced by Wills analogous to our own, and for

the most part superior to ours only in a degree proportioned to

their effects. To complete the synthesis, it is supposed that the

feelings thus manifested relate essentiaDy to man's destinies,

influencing them most frequently for good, but sometimes for

evil. This gives us at once a provisional harmony between Man
and the World—the only harmony possible so long as the immut-

able preponderance of the latter remains unrecognised. In a

word, the laws proper to physical facts being unknown, those

facts were grouped in the mind under moral laws, the outlines

of which from the first naturally suggested themselves to Man.

So suitable to our primitive situation is a logic of this sort

that, given the appropriate conditions, it prevails equally

among the most exalted minds and the humblest—even those

of the brutes. Every attempt to speculate as to events the laws

of which are not yet known, natm'ally aspires to determine their

causes, and this always leads to the hypothesis of Directing

Wills. We cannot escape this twofold tendency except by

abstaining from speculation, and that is not always possible or

even proper. Whatever maturity human reason may attain,

every one will find himself always prone to think of inanimate

matter as animate, in order to supply the shortcomings of law

by cause.

Nor is it only when some passion impels us to speculations

which we might avoid, that this disposition shows itself. It is
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just as strong -when there is the best reason for our inquiries, as

long as the laws relating to them remain unknown. The

anarchy of the West at the present day furnishes too many

examples of such a tendency in social speculations, these being

often taken up by men who do not recognise any necessary law

of social phenomena, and so treat them all as produced by arbi-

trary Wills, either divine or human.

Substantially this primitive logic amounts to a substitution

of meditation for contemplation, as in the Final State. The

only difference is that the subjective guess has no objective

basis, which is as tinattainable then for Laws as it would be

useless in the quest for Causes. Speculation at this stage,

instead of being stimulated from without, is prompted by

Feeling, the only incentive adapted to such inquiries. With
respect to all events which interest us, an at least general

knowledge of an invariable Order is the only check upon our

spontaneous tendency to form our opinions in accordance with

the hopes or fears resulting from our desires. Politics are not

the only department of thought in which this tendency is still

observable. It is exemplified every day in the slightest physical

conjectures, whenever for their rational formation an acquaint-

ance with concrete laws would be requisite. Those laws are

at present for the most part unknown, and so in the absence of

external motives the intellect cannot help pronouncing accord-

ing to the internal impulse.

This process is not only inevitable but indispensable. No itisindis-

other could stir the intellect from its primitive torpor, because

it affords the only means possible at that time for connecting

our observations with each other. True, no conception can be

real or durable unless it has an objective basis, and that is why
our first synthesis is necessarily chimerical and transient, in so

,

far as it is purely fictitious. But on the other hand, some
theory is as indispensable for observation as for prevision. No
fact can be remembered while isolated ; oftener than not it

escapes notice, as is the case with the many physical events,

celestial and even terrestrial, which have no interest for man.

These two necessities, mutually incompatible yet equally

insurmountable, confine the mind at first in a circle whence

there is no issue but by the Fictitious Synthesis, which, as it

seeks not laws but causes, has no need of an objective preamble

and therefore rises spontaneously. In my treatment of history
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I shall show by many glaring instances how speculation has

suffered, when modern empiricism, under pretence of reality,

has prematurely discarded this primitive mode of connecting

observations, before it was in a position to establish any other.

This purely subjective logic is at first as legitimate as the best

scientific methods are now. It furnished the only means then

available for connecting facts, and so developing observation

whence was to arise the Final Synthesis.

(P) Practical For want of reality, this earliest speculative regime is radi-

cally unfit to direct practical progress, and it is to the irresist-

ible exigences of the latter that the principal modifications of

the former are due. Yet even from the practical point of view

the fictitious synthesis possesses an important property, not

indeed mental, but moral, in virtue of which it is no less indis-

pensable to the decisive awakening of Activity than to that of

Intelligence. For it holds out the prospect of unlimited empire

over the material world, by the belp of the dominant Wills to

which prayer is addressed, and thus exerts a powerful and con-

tinuous stimulus on our aspirations and even on our hopes. If

a knowledge of natural laws had been possible from the first, it

would have preceded the necessarily slow growth of our power

to modify nature, and the result would have been a fatal check

to our activity. For we should have been discouraged by the

immobility of the Eternal Order, which, being its essential

characteristic, would be recognised sooner than the secondary

variations of which it is susceptible.

These spontaneous illusions are long valuable because they

give us the energy and perseverance required for our earliest

industrial progress and for the scientific researches prompted

thereby. Even among the moderns, philosophic minds have

recognised their prolonged importance in astronomy and che-

mistry. The ardour for grand social improvements which is

so universally prevalent among "Western nations is largely due

to the belief in analogous chimeras as to perfectibility, and

would be damped by a faulty appreciation of social laws (ii. 62).

To speak generally, a consideration of the most complex pheno-

mena will be enough to convince us that the fictitious synthesis,

which at first suited all human speculation, is still, for the

majority of men, a moral and intellectual necessity.

(y) Fsthetio In Ai-t its efficacy is still more incontestable than in Specu-
ap

1
u e.

j^ation and Action, as resulting more directly from its peculiar
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spontaneity. The primitive belief that all ohjects are alive

and concern themselves with Man is eminently adapted to

stimulate and direct ideality, by surrounding us with sympa-

thies which promote the expansion of all our sentiments. So

strongly marked is this property of the earliest supernatural

faith, that it has been erroneously supposed impossible to obtain

an equivalent for it under any other intellectual regime. The

Final State however must certainly surpass the Primitive Syn-

thesis even in this respect, as my last volume will prove.

The Social efficacy of the Theological stage is much less («) influence
•'

. .
of Fictitious

direct, and will require more explanation. It will be fully syntbesis on

dealt with in the course of this volume, but I must briefly

indicate it here.

Although here also the influence results from the sponta- Being ossen-
° ^ ^ tiaUy Per-

neity of the synthesis, it is foreign to the nature thereof, which sonai, it did
•' •' ' ° ' not diivclhj

was always essentially personal. As the theological faith is promote

inspired from within, the human type, which it supposes to b^ss.

prevail everywhere, is conceived in a mode necessarily indi-

vidual, never collective. Each man frames or accepts the

supposition for himself, as if he lived in isolation. Its field

is long restricted to the world of matter, and does not embrace

social phenomena ; hence, though widely extended, it does not

react on society.

This personal tendency ought even to be regarded as a it even tends
^

r.
., .

logically to

necessary consequence of the spontaneity characterising the individual-

Primitive Synthesis. There is in fact a natural connection

between Egoism and the Absolute. The explanation of all

phenomena by arbitrary wills, and the direct subordination of

each existence to unlimited powers, must point to isolation.

So natural is this tendency, that when the Fictitious Synthesis

becomes fully systematised in Monotheism, it is necessarily led

to deny the existence of all altruistic sentiment.

However, as history shows beyond dispute that the primi- But imii.

tive faith did exercise a certain social influence, the doctrinal moted social

explanation must be, that Vv'hile Theologism could not find a («) lurnish-

place for or cultivate the social sentiments, it indirectly yet opinions, c^)

continuously stimulated them. It exerted this precious in- sj'rituai

fluence in virtue of two kindred but distinct tendencies : the

one, to produce a community of opinions, the other, to found

spiritual authorities. We have here the two conditions of any

true social organisation.
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nalurully

The essential uniformity of human nature disposes us all to

think in the same manner, when oiu: situations are sufificiently

similar. This disposition is too strong to be neutralised by the

vagueness inherent in supernatural beliefs in consequence of

their purely subjective source. The fact that they are spon-

taneous, and not framed after reflection, tends to prevent dis-

cordance ; and a still greater influence in this direction must

we attribute to the instinctive sociability which insensibly

urges every man to an intellectual communion no less precious

to the heart than to the intellect.

Even in the most trifling opinions that we form from our

own personal observation of facts, we may every day see how

needful to us is the assent of others. Unless we have it we

hardly dare trust our own judgment. The serious mental con-

fusion experienced by highly intellectual men, when they have

been too much in the company of lunatics, proves that this

mutual influence extends even to pathological cases. Its in-

tensity depends on superior strength of character rather than

of mind.

Such is the double path by which om- sympathetic instincts

lead us naturally to uniformity in all om- opinions, not except-

ing those which are most largely derived from our own inspira-

tions. The tendency is in this case the more powerful because

it concerns more important doctrines, with regard to which we

feel greater need of agreement.

The very vagueness of supernatural beliefs is often favoui'-

able to unanimity, because it faciUtat&s the acceptance of the

modifications in them implied by the spiritual ascendency of

strong minds over weak. From their vagueness, too, these

dogmas more easily take that social bent which is unconsciously

communicated to them by our altruistic instincts. Nay, even

our selfish instincts strengthen this bent, for they prompt each

individual to protect himself against the oppression of his

neighbours, by invoking the supernatural powers from which

the earliest sanction of all human discipline spontaneously pro-

ceeded. Further, notwithstanding its anti-social nature, the

Primitive Faith engenders a deep feeling of respect and even

love for divine beings, and so directly favours the growth of

our love for one another!

I need not here explain at length how spiritual authorities

spontaneously grow up under the Fictitious Synthesis. That
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point will be specially treated in my historical survey. I must grow out ot

however disting-uish between two sources of them which have of belief ; ,

been erroneously confounded—one common to all beliefs, the where this

other peculiar to a supernatural faith. As to the first, every natural.

general doctrine supposes a teaching in the first instance, and

indeed a continuous interpretation, both of which may be either

empirical or systematic. This grows at once into a spiritual

authority, which soon extends its sway over the whole life of

each individual. Though the Fictitious Synthesis is sponta-

neous, it cannot dispense with such an office, wanting which

its vague character would prevent it from attaining sufficient

fixity or true community. Spiritual authority grows with the

importance of doctrines, and as they become more imiform.

Only modern anarchy could imagine such a subversive dream

as a Faith without an Organ. As to the second source, the

special interpreters of supernatural beliefs would soon acquire a

sacred authority, as being needed to intervene between men
and the divine powers. Such is the twofold source of the

theocratic character which all spiritual authority at first ex-

hibits.

We see now why the Fictitious Synthesis was long able to The Beiiej

exert a profound social influence, notwithstanding its directly Authorities

personal character. It will easily be conceived how its two Srengthen
J T.I •± j^ ' • jj_ ••ji each other.
tendencies, to a community ol opinions, and to a spiritual

authority, would mutually strengthen each other. The spiritual

authority could not attain considerable proportions except by

the spread of supernatural beliefs. But these again were

largely indebted to the authority for the development and

consolidation of their empire. Without its help their vague

character would have exposed them to the risk of sponta-

neously withering away. We must even recognise that the

principal utility of the Primitive Faith was always due to its

priesthood.

Thus Mental necessity. Moral motives, and Social needs But though

concur in demonstrating that the Fictitious Synthesis was no tioussyn-

less indispensable than inevitable, as the only possible starting- ineTdtabie

point for civilisation. But the same considerations also prove pensawe^it

that its service was to be, from all points of view, purely Provlion^.

provisional, until the Positive Faith should have taken shape

sufficiently to lead instead of merely to modify. Under the

steady pressure of Sentiment and Activity, even independently of
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Intellectual preference, the search after Causes, the recourse to

the aid of imaginary beings, and supernatural discipline, were

always confined to departments of knowledge not y.et accessible

to Positivity.

As soon as the substitution of the relative for the absolute,

of the real for the imaginary, and of altruism for selfishness,

becomes sufficiently practicable, it obtains everywhere a spon-

taneous assent, which soon surmounts the resistance of the

primitive system. So congenial is this tendency to all three

parts of our nature, that very often it appears before the time

is ripe, as I shall prove historically by many decisive examples,

even in the remotest antiquity. It would be superfluous here

to dwell further upon an explanation for which the first half of

this treatise has so thoroughly prepared the way. In what

remains of it, I have only to study more clearly the two in-

evitable processes which, since the first start of civilisation,

have been dissolving Theologism and preparing the way for

Positivism.
"

Between these two incompatible systems the Metaphysical

spirit spontaneously effects a transition. Its function extends

no further. To give a better idea of this intermediate state I

must first indicate the three necessary phases of the Fictitious

Synthesis, although this chapter is not the proper place to

examine them in detail, or to point out their interconnection.

It is in the transitions from one to another that the action of

the Metaphysical spirit is most conspicuous. This must cease

when the last phase is accomplished.

Humanity, in its passage from infancy to maturity, exhibits

Supernatural Faith imder two forms which are quite distinct,

though they are generally confounded; first Fetichism, and

then Theologism properly so called, which, as being the only

form now well known, often gives its name to the whole system.

These two broad divisions of the Fictitious Synthesis differ

radically in their conceptions of the directing Wills. In the

first, or more spontaneous state, these are supposed to reside

in the bodies whose phenomena they seem to explain. The

second and more fictitious does not localise them, but attri-

butes them to Beings each of whom is independent of the

bodies he governs. Thus the fetichist sees the human type in

an object more directly and sensibly; while in the god of the

theologist the same type is more complete and more modifiable,
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Although necessarily consecutive, these two forms of the These two

Fictitious Synthesis are hardly ever sharply separated. Which- eeiaom en-

ever is preponderant, the presence of the other may generally be cMe each

detected. Thus the passage from Fetichism to Theologism is

everywhere an insensible process, although it is the most pro-

found and decisive of our preliminary revolutions. The affinity

of the two systems consists in this,—that the first deals rather

with objects themselves, the second with the different pheno-

mena common to several objects ; that being the natural course

of contemplation, whether individual or collective. Now the

spontaneous preponderance of one of these two modes, would

never cause the other to fall into entire desuetude. Minds

most devoted to concrete contemplation sometimes fall into

abstract contemplation, for example with regard to diseases,

and, above all, to death, which is everywhere personified. The

opposite disposition is still more easily conceived.

"When Theologism supersedes or rather absorbs Fetichism, Theoiogism

it takes two forms successively, one Polytheistic, the other cimdedinto
Polytheism

Monotheistic, the distinction between which is undeniable, andMono-

although as a rule undue stress is laid tipon it. It consists not

so much in the plurality or unity of the fictitious Beings as in

their independence or subordination. The truth is, they always

remain very numerous as long as Theologism preserves a true

social or even intellectual activity. But the divine hierarchy

may consist either of gods, each with a province of his own, as

in Polytheism, or of angels and saints ministering to a supreme

being, as in Catholicism. The spontaneity of the first mode
renders it both more complete and more durable. It is in

every respect the principal stage of the Fictitious Synthesis.

The second being systematised, and therefore capable of being-

discussed, can have no solidity mental or social. Its function

dwindles to softening the change from Theologism to Positi-

vism, the last organic transition ; one, in fact, which other races

may omit, when it has been gone through once for all by those

of Europe.

We have here then a development of the Fictitious Syn- nnring these
three ages

thesis through three natural ages, a development which is thePioti-

general to all branches of knowledge, and which yet, so far from tiiesis is

intensifying the Synthesis, weakens it, owing to the increasing replaced by

pressure of Positivity. This latter on the other hand, while in but appa-'-,,,.. .1 1 T 1 ... ''™'y ^y the

course of elaboration, is necessarily marked by a speciahty, Metaphyai-
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which though ever diminishing, long hinders it from reacting

directly on Thought as a whole. Positivity having not yet

taken shape as a philosophy, its work is provisionally delegated

to the Metaphysical spirit, which thus seems to become the

essential agent of the transition, whereas it can never be any-

thing but an instrument of it.

Because Now Ontology is not special. In its way it is no less

Tt'tar''''' general than the Theology from which it springs. Like Theo-

thefMeta-'° logj? it essays the search for Causes, and in a fashion equally

spirits in absolutc ; only for deities, the spontaneous creation of the

^emmi. mind, it substitutes entities, the creation of systewMtio thought

;

and these, from the very fact that they are shadowy, are the

better adapted to a transition. For each entity may be viewed,

either as the spiritualised representation of the deity which it

supersedes, or as a name for generalised phenomena, according

as the thinker is more disposed to Theologism or Positivism.

Thus the famous controversy between the Eealists and the

Nominalists, in whatever department of knowledge it arises, is

the turning point in the Metaphysical state.

But the This fluctuating condition of the human mind is incompa-
latter being ..i, .,, . ... a
purely sol- tible With any genuine organising mnuence, even m specu-

end simuita- latiou, and still more in action. All the Metaphysical sphit

Theologism. cau really effect, is to dissolve the Theological spirit without

in any way filling its place, being impotent for construction.

It next tries to corrupt the Positive spirit in order to set up

its Entities above Wills and Laws alike. But here its attacks

are harmless, for as there is no affinity between the two, there

can be no true admixture of them. This is why the ofiBce,

be it intellectual or social, of the Metaphysical spirit necessarily

ceases when the Fictitious Eegime is no longer able to direct

Humanity.

When Ontologism acts upon an excessive Theologism, its

solvent force is really useful, in speculation as weU as action,

though always negative. That is its contribution to the revo-

lutions which precede Man's maturity. But whatever results

of these are organic are always due to remnants of Theologism

whicli have escaped the corrosion of the Metaphysical spirit.

The steady decline of the Theological spirit is really the

work of the Positive spirit, and of nothing else. It is to he

measured by the substitution of relative for absolute concep-

tions. In the succession of the three phases belopging to the
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Fictitious Eegime, the unseen but real agent is Positivity,

although Metaphysics figure as the ostensible instrument of it,

because it is their nature to embrace all departments of thought.

Facts- have already been advanced showing that the transition

from Fetichism to Theologism was due to the spontaneous

birth of the Positive spirit, which was then rising from the

concrete observation of existences to the abstract observation of

phenomena. Ontology springs from such a revolution rather

than directs it. In the substitution of Monotheism for Poly-

theism its action is distinctly traceable, but not before. Even

then its success depended on the unnoticed support it received

from the progress of positive knowledge, which already dis-

posed men to cast off theology altogether. If the Theological

Eegime was prolonged for a while, it was solely to meet social

necessities, as my survey of history will show.

In the monotheistic stage. Ontology becomes incurably sub- in modem

versive, because its dissolving force has nothing to act on but o™oVetro-

a Theologism already reduced to the lowest point compatible maroMoai.

with any social eflB.cacy. Then stands confessed the necessary

tendency of all Metaphysical thought to set up scepticism in

philosophy, corruption in morals, and disorder in politics.

Nevertheless the anarchy of modern times being not only

inevitable but indispensable, this corroding influence retains a

lingering utility until Positivity is sufficiently systematised.

But when Laws have been extended to all departments of

knowledge, so as to be in a condition to supersede both Wills

and Entities, then the Metaphysical spirit becomes retrograde

without ceasing to be anarchical. Divorced from science,

from which it borrowed all its force, and from theology, which

alone gave it something to do, it vainly aspires to absolute

dominion at the very moment ordained for its entire extinction.

Henceforward it forms the principal obstacle to the advent

of the Final Synthesis, for which it had indirectly smoothed

the way.

I have thus presented in one view the intellectual and second so-

social considerations on which rests the general demonstration law :

^"^

of my Law of the three stages. But before stating it I had CLATsraoA-

established that, to complete the fundamental theory of the sciENmno

speculative evolution, it is not enough to show, as a matter of tions) pp.

history, the filiation of our conceptions, unless we supplement

that law^by a second, which shall classify the sciences as a matter

VOL. HI. D
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of doctrine. We are now in a condition to appreciate the import-

ance of this second law to any special application of the first,

and even to the general illustration of it.

Although each class of speculations really passes through

these three successive stages, the rate of progress is not the

same for all. Hence while some speculations have already

become Positive, others still remain Metaphysical or even Theo-

logical ; and so it will be till our race has entirely accom-

plished its Initiation. This temporary coexistence of the three

intellectual states furnishes backward thinkers with their only

plausible excuse for denying my Law of Filiation, which has

been discovered now more than thirty years, and will never

encounter any other serious objection. Nothing will com-

pletely clear away this difficulty but the complementary rule

which lays down that the unequal rate of progress is caused

by the different nature of the phenomena in each class. It

is from this dynamical point of view only that the Law of

Classification requires to be examined in this place. But in-

dependently of its dynamical use, it admits of a direct statical

explanation, which I must also indicate here—although the

full development of it belongs to the next volume—in order

that the encyclopedic hierarchy of the sciences may be con-

clusively determined (p. 44).

This second Sociological Law from its nature presents two

distinct though inseparable characters, the subjective and the

objective, according as it is applied to our conceptions or to the

existences which correspond to them. The first aspect demands

our chief attention here, that the agreement between the law

of Classification and that of Filiation may be more clearly

brought out. When these have been pieced together, we shall

have our instrument for historical investigation.

Looked at from this logical point of view, the order in which

our principal theories complete their passage through the three

stages is determined by their dependence on each other. Of

course it is possible to study all the sciences at once in outline

;

and that in fact is what we do, because we want them for prac-

tical purposes. But such simultaneous cultivation of them

embraces only the inductions peculiar to each class of specula-

tions ; and principles sufficient to constitute a science cannot

be developed from these bare inductions, except in the simplest

departments of knowledge. Everywhere else sufficient princi-
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pies can only be established by subordinating each class of

scientific inductions to the whole body oi deductions obtained

from domains less complex and so less dependent. Thus, from

the doctrinal point of view, our different theories rest one

upon another according to an invariable order ; and in that

order, as a matter of history, had they to make their decisive

appearance; the most independent having necessarily and

always grown up soonest.

But how comes it that the sciences are logically dependent oorrespond-

on each other in this order ? Because there is in nature a Sder ot le-

corresponding subordination of the phenomena to which they ob^ecuve"

respectively relate. Our theoretic classification is not a thing wMoHs one

that can be altered at pleasure, since it is based immutably on ing Gene-'

a sound philosophy. In framing then our second sociological increa^iifg

law, the main point is to determine the natural order of de- °™^ °^ ^'

pendence among phenomena. We discern it by applying the

fundamental principle : Decreasing generality, increasing

complexity.

Phenomena which are more general, that is to say, common The objeo-

to a greater number of objects or modes of existence, always sicaiprm/'

govern phenomena which are less general. Not that the latter Sfloatfon'S^'

cease for a moment to obey directly their own peculiar laws ; oenemuty.

but while the general law governs the special, the special law

only modifies the general. By thus arranging all the different

ultimate phenomena, according to their decreasing generality,

we construct a natural hierarchy in which each class governs

that which follows it, and modifies that which precedes

it. Such is the objective foundation of the second sociological

law. But before it can be of any use either in theory or

practice, we must notice two properties belonging to it

from the subjective point of view, one moral, the other intel-

lectual.

Under the first head we remark that the coincidence The subjeo-

between decrease of generality and increase of complexity is a pKiwo^'

constant and necessary one. Phenomena common to several inteiieotLi:

cases must always be independent of the influences special to Generality is

each case. Thus the most general laws are not only scientifi- i,y°iM?eas-°'^

cally most independent, but in virtue of their simplicity are pifxity?'

also logically the easiest to study. Hence another and a broad

reason why the construction of theories should always conform

rigorously to the encyclopedic order, so that the mind may
D 2
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never attempt the more difficult speculations without the suc-

cessive degrees of preparation afforded by those which are

easier. As a logical maxim this rule would hold good even if

we were to suppose that the different fields of speculation do

not depend on each other.

DeoreSto'
^^ remark secondly, that decrease of generality is always

aenerauti^ie and uecessarily attended by an increase of dignity. For we
byinoreas- naturally measure the real nobleness of the different exist-
ing Digmty, '

ences that pass under our view by the true human type,

because we know of none higher. Now that is also the most

special, aud most complex case of all. A comparative exami-

nation of all the domains of nature profoundly confirms this

moral significance of my second sociological law.

From the simply mathematical existence which is best

exemplified in the heavenly bodies, up to the complete human
existence, an immense series may be constructed, chiefly bio-

logical, each term of which is at once more particular, more com-

plicated and more dignified than all those which precede it.

This hierarchy exhibits the increasing dignity of the different

positive studies, in proportion as their objects become less mate-

rial and more human. It furnishes a rational basis for the noble

prejudice which always branded with the just title of material-

ism the spontaneous tendency of the inferior sciences to domi-

nate and even absorb the superior by crude deductions. Yet

it affords fresh proof that the superior sciences need the inferior

as a preparation, not only because of the dependence of the

object studied, and the training of the student, but that the

calmer speculations may always pave the way for the more

passionate,

threetests
'^^^ principle of the true positive classification has thus

cation'ofttio
^^^^ viewed under three aspects, the physical, the intellec-

be dSer-"^
*° tual, and the moral. With its help I must now construct the

mined. Encyclopedic Series, in its grand divisions, with special refer-

ence to the service that series is to render to the philosophy of

history.

They them- The Very proof of the hierarchic principle suggests at once

nish tiie first a primary series, which embraces all positive theories, and is

floation: ' fuUy bome out by liistory. For it is enough, to begin with, to

teiicctuai'i distinguish three essential classes of natural laws, moral, intel-
lysica

. lectual, and physical, with a subordination similar to that of

the phenomena corresponding to them.
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At the outset of this chapter I sketched this division, -WMohaiso^

deducing it subjectively from the true theory of the brain, the tothetripie

three grand elements of which are Feeling, Intellect, and theiurain.

Activity. But it must now be established objectively; and

here is our first opportunity for applying our canon of classifi-

cation to history.

The physical, or External Order,—including therein the d) Piiysicai
Ir J ^ ' ° Order, more

laws of both Matter and Life,—is as superior in generality and general but
'•

, , less comples

simplicity to the Human Order, whether intellectual or moral, and noWe
^ ^ ' thanHuipan

as it is inferior in dignity. The latter works under the domi- order (intei-
° •' lectnal and

nant influence of the former, though reacting upon it by secon- Moral).

dary modifications. Thus the easier and calmer study of the

first should always precede and prepare that of the second.

Hence resulted the historic division of the whole field of philo-

sophy into Natural and Moral.

The outlines of these two departments of speculation were

necessarily sketched by the ' earliest efforts of human reason.

Practical Activity, whether industrial or military, spontaneously

stimulated the search after the -physical laws which govern

its exercise ; while the Intellect of priests and the Sentiment

of women would be occupied in studying the human order,

with a view to a wise modification of it. In the latter depart-

ment however the success would be but empirical and provi-

sional, since Moral philosophy could not be cultivated syste-

matically and decisively, till the way for it had been prepared

by some study of Natural laws. This explains why the only

real steps made in speculation during the whole Initiation of

Humanity belong exclusively to Natural philosophy, and even

there, complete success was, for a long time, achieved only in

the most elementary branches.

The division of the Human Order into intellectual and moral (2) inteiieo-

is also a result, though a less obvious one, of our principle of more gene-
ral but; less

classification. For the field of Speculation, besides being less complex and
.

noble than
noble, IS less special and less complicated than that of Moral order.

Emotion. That these three tests necessarily coincide becomes

more evident here than anywhere else, in consequence of the

natural coincidence, in this department, of the objective and

subjective points of view. In this agreement of the consti-

tution of the human faculties, as shown in the cerebral theory,

with, the encyclopedic rule, there is nothing surprising, since

both are governed by the same^law of classification.
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The mental order necessarily dominates the moral, although

the latter profoundly modifies the former, a reaction which roay

be observed throughout the positive hierarchy of the sciences.

For each affection supposes a previous and sufficient knowledge

of the corresponding object. On the contrary the laws of the

intellect are subordinate to none but physical laws, whether

material or vital. For their special study the special preparation

is therefore natural philosophy. As soon as it was itself fairly

started, natural philosophy furnished spontaneously a valuable

collection of logical facts, on which alone the study of mental

philosophy can be solidly based. The truth is, that in every

research accomplished by the mind we may trace the reflection

of the laws of the mind itself. But as the true progress of the

intellect takes place in the race and not in individuals, intel-

lectual science can only be thoroughly appreciated when it is

identified with sociology properly so called—sociology which I

established on its true basis when I discarded for ever he

worthless study of the individual mind pursued by metaphysi-

cians.

Not one of the true mental laws, statical or dynamical,

could be known until the human mind had by exercise reached

a suflSciently advanced stage of development. Doubtless the

analogy subsisting between the laws of the intellect and those

of the other vital functions furnishes valuable hints with respect

to the former. But though by that method we obtain the

indispensable verification, we should never make a decisive

discovery. The same must be said of the direct light furnished

by the study of brute intellect, our acquaintance with which is

always too loose to reveal the laws in question, though it is

most useful for confirming and even completing them, as I

proved in the first volume of this treatise (i. 505). This difiEcult

discovery could not be made till human reason, by reaching the

positive stage, had furnished the most complete and only deci-

sive case for examination.

Now the life of the Individual would be too narrow a field

for this purpose, even though we could eliminate from it the

influences of Social life. In truth, the progress made by each

individual mind is never sufficiently marked even in the

choicest intellects to give the clue to the intellectual progress

of the race. It is therefore only by the positive study of human

progress as a whole that we can discover the real laws of the
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inind. When these are once found, the individual life furnishes

the best possible verification of them, since the individual and

social growth must always be essentially similar. When by

observing the progress of the Eace I had discovered the law of

the three stages, a study of the Individual afforded me a most

useful confirmation of it. But I might have observed the

Individual for ever without making the original discovery.

We must even regard the chief use of this general agreement

as consisting in the power it gives us of better understanding

and more perfectly working out individual progress. Better

pattern we could not have.

- He who would fully realise how completely the special study Nor can they

of the Mind is included in Sociology, must remember that the irom a Bur-

laws of the mind could not have been discovered from any single collective

1 • 1 1 j,i
development

phase of history—that for such a purpose nothing less wide than tui this is

the whole course of progress as yet accomplished would suffice.

In truth the whole past does but carry us th-rougli the Initiation

of man to the dawn of the Normal State, which, though not

actually reached, is now quite within our ken. But before the

preliminary stage was closed it was impossible to estimate the

nature or the growth of human reason, because its characteristics

were not sufficiently clear ; and each one-sided manifestation of

it, monotheistic, polytheistic, or even fetichistic, might equally

claim to be its universal type. In the case of the species

even more than in that of the individual, there can be no

decisive study of the intellect till we examine its adult state ;

always premising a previous consideration of its gradual prepa-

ration.

How necessary this precept is we see but too clearly at the Heai Psy-

present day from the radical disagreement existing on every kind therefor^a

of notion relating to Mental Philosophy. Twenty-two centuries ofSoi™°

have gone by, and the fundamental truth broadly laid down by

Aristotle encounters objections and misrepresentations essentially

the same as those with which the sophists of his day greeted

it (p. 15). I venture to afBrm that my creation of sociology and

the complete inauguration of Positivism involved therein were

indispensable not only to the completion and systematisation of

his principle but also to its undisputed acceptance. A real

knowledge then of the Laws of Mind can only be furnished by the

* M. Comte always denied himself the use of the word Psychologk, because in

his time it was identified with the doctrines of a Metaphysical school,

—

Te.

logy.'
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Positive study of the whole course of human devolopment, and

is but a department of Sociology.

But, conversely, Sociology is essentially reducible to true

Mental Science. For the study, whether statical or dynamical,

of the human intellect, comprehends the exercise of Practical

Eeason no less than the gTowth of Speculative Eeason. Al-

though the latter assumes most prominence when we are

demonstrating the fundamental law of progress (that of the

Three Stages), it is on the former that we mainly rely when we

seek to interpret history; because each successive phase of

speculation has been stimulated by the promptings of Practical

Eeason, as was pointed out early in this chapter (p. 12). Looked

at thus in its full extent, Mental Science must needs form far

the largest part of Sociology.

Sociology must in truth embrace not only the Intellectual

but the Active faculties, while it leaves to moral philo.sophy

the peculiar and direct study of Sentiment, the ultimate motor

of human life. Now the principal achievements of om Activity,

whether it be personal or social, depend necessarily on

Mind. When the philosophy of the Mind is placed on its

normal footing, so as to include on the one hand a theoretical

knowledge of the order of nature, and on the other a practical

acquaintance with the means by which that order may be modi-

fied, nothing remains as regards Activity but to consider its

proper purpose. That, in fact, is the normal domain of the

Third Sociological Law, as I stated at first. But although this

complementary law is indispensable, it is none the less evident

that the main element of Sociology is Mental Science in the

widest sense.

Leaving Sociology, it only remains for me to describe the

third term of the grand progressive series, which gives us the

true encyclopedic hierarchy ; I mean the study of Moral Laws,

the necessary goal of all healthy speculation.

The field of Morals is at once more special, more covipl&c,

and more noble than that of Sociology strictly so called, the

exact rank of which has just been determined. More special,

because Active life and even Speculative life are more general

to all real existences than Affective life ; at least if we take the

latter in its fullest sense, for its gTand characteristic is socia-

bility. Below that step in the biological scale at which com-

plete distinction of sex begins, we have an immense series of
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animals incapable of any form of association, wliicli yefc con-

tinue to act, and even to think, for their food if for nothing

else. Secondly, Moral laws must needs be more complex than

Intellectual or Sociological laws, because they work in subordi-

nation to the combined operation of these, though not without

profoundly modifying it by reaction. Although in the true

harmony of our nature, Intellect and Activity become merely

the necessary servants of Feeling, it is only through these

two intermediaries that tlie latter, on its central throne, can

receive impressions from, or react upon, the external world.

Thus Moral Science, or the positive study of the field of Senti-

ment, is always complicated by the sciences studying the fields

of Intellect and Activity. But there we liave the reason why
(thirdly). Morals is the most eminent of the sciences, both

because of the superior dignity of its object, Man, from which

we get our type of true nobleness, and because, as I am about to

explain, of its theoretic plenitude.

Till Moral Science is instituted, all branches of speculation, it is also the

even Sociology, using that term strictly, can be only prelimi- science™to?

nary ; they can do no more than prepare gradually by the preuminary!

abstract study, first of Matter and Life, then of Mind, for the

concrete study of the indivisible being Man, the only ultimate

object of every Imman speculation. Till that point is reached

Science is unfinished ; but there its analytical conceptions

receive their final condensation, and it becomes synthetic.

Then it allies itself systematically with Art, which necessarily

and spontaneously has always looked at the order to be dealt

with, as a whole. Thus at last we have Human Eeason

normally constituted, all its efforts, theoretic and practicalj

converging directly towards their sacred destination, the con-

servation and perfecting of the true Great Being.

The name Morals, by which this crowning science is usually Ana it aione

designated, suggests too exclusively its main object. Still it wluittein-

must be carefully preserved, that we may accustom ourselves to Boayon^

regard Feeling as the fundamental principle of true unity. '*'°'

Feeling in fact does constitute tlie essential domain of both

theoretical and practical Morals, since it is the keystone of our

nature, and directs our conduct. Hitherto tlie systematic study

of it could only be sketched, or rather prepared, first indirectly

in Biology, then directly in Sociology, where, however, In-

tellect and Activity are more prominent. But the proper
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study of Feeling belongs to Moral Science, which treats it,

not only as influenced by the material world and society, but

as reacted on by the vegetative viscera, a relation that no other

science could notice. This intimate connection between the

bodily existence and the economy of the brain had, in fact,

to be put aside in Biology as premature, and in Sociology

as exercising no sensible influence on the Collective Order.

But when we come to study the Individual Order, it

acquires a capital importance both theoretic and practical,

and to neglect it would be to ensure radical failure. We
now see how real a difference there is between Morals and

Sociology, and how the former necessarily surpasses the latter

in plenitude and in dignity, though objectively subordinated

to it.

The above is a sufficient account of the grand scientific

progression of which the three terms are Natural Philosophy,

Sociology, and Morals. The scale of Order, in its most general

shape, turns out to be the same as that of Progress, viz. Physical,

Intellectual, Moral. Such a conformity is the crowning mark of

the reality and scope of this fundamental progression (ii. 357).

Nevertheless this scale as it stands will not serve as the

Encyclopedic Hierarchy which, for ordinary use in science, and

even in practice, must be a more expanded series. But the

complete scale is easily deduced from it. We have only to

break up the first term sufficiently to exhibit the rise and

filiation of its irreducible elements. Sociology and Morals

neither require nor admit of any division ; besides, they link

to each other directly and obviously (ii. 353). But the subjects

of Natural Philosophy are too heterogeneous, and if they are

lumped together, neither the origin of Physical theories, nor

their connection with Intellectual and Moral theories, is at first

sight clear.

Natural Philosophy must first be divided into two great

sciences. Cosmology and Biology, studying respectively the

material and vital orders. Of these the latter must remain

undivided, being evidently the link between Cosmology and

the two Human sciences. But Cosmology may and indeed

must be further broken up, because as it stands we can conceive

neither how it was born nor how it gives birth to Biology.

Accordingly, this second partition is not less ancient than the

first.
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It consists in distinguishing: researches strictly Mathe- cosmology
o o »* suDdiviaea

matical from those directly Physical. The former deal only into Mathe-
•1 •!

^

^ jnatics ana

with Existence in its most universal form reduced to its three Physics,

necessary attributes, number, extension, and motion. Under

all three aspects this earliest of the sciences may rise spon-

taneously, since the smallest exercise of human reason must

give rise to the first numerical, geometrical, and mechanical

notions. Mathematics then are necessarily the logical, and

even the scientific foundation of Cosmology, and not only of

Cosmology but of all sound philosophy, the object of which is

to study systematically the Eeal Order. Although dealing

with three forms of Existence, and so requiring subdivision.

Mathematics must be conceived as a single Science on account

of the intimate connection of its three aspects.

It is the second part only of Cosmology which studies Physics sub-
r J OJ diTided into

directly the material order. Mathematics being simply pre- Astronomy,

paratory thereto. It may keep the broad name of Physics, (proper), ana
r J

P ,
Chemisu-y.

But we at once feel the need of a further division. For it is

not sufficiently apparent how Physics, in this wide sense, link

on to Biology on the one hand, or even to Mathematics on the

other. To bring out the scientific continuity, we must make a

more precise application of our hierarchical principle. From
the trunk, to which we leave the name of Physics, we must

separate two branches, Astronomy and Chemistry : by the first

of these Physics link on to Mathematics, by the second to

Biology. The scientific continuity is then so unbroken that

unphilosophic minds are often puzzled to distinguish between

the provinces of two consecutive sciences.

Cosmology, or the study of Material Order in the broadest Historical

sense, having been thus by successive processes resolved into four ot this ar-

irreducible sciences, we arrive finally at a septenary arrange-

ment of the Encyclopedic Series, which at first was ternary.

My sketch of the steps by which the definitive state is reached

is as much confirmed by history as is my account of the earlier
,

steps by which science first took shape. In fact the only

branches of Natural Philosophy cultivated by the ancients were

Mathematics, Astronomy, and Biology, and these only in rough

outline, and almost simultaneously, as our different physical

needs prompted. Although Aristotle's systematic conception

of the four elements prepared the way for Chemistry, that

science did not arise till the Middle Age under the stimulus of
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industry. The last link in the chain of speculation was added

in the West in modern times by the institution of Physics

properly so called, which in its distinct shape was necessarily

posterior to the two sciences between which it was to form the

positive transition.

Such then is the natural order in which the different classes

of human speculation are developed, according to the decreasing

generality and simplicity, or increasing dignity of the phe-

nomena they deal with—Jlathematics, Astronomy, Physics,

Chemistry, Biology, Sociology, Morals (ii. 352). Even at the

Theological birth of our different theories, when they started from

spontaneous fetichism, this fundamental series is observable.

But it is more sharply marked in the order of their arrival at

the Positive state after the Metaphysical transition.

To establish my Encyclopedic Series, as a complete in-

strument of historical investigation, one more observation must

be made, which is that, its source being objective, it determines

the concrete order of Beings or Existences no less than the

abstract order of Phenomena. The systematic coordination

then of practical conceptions, coincides with that of theoretical

conceptions ; so that the catenation and classification of the

arts are the same as those of the sciences- The Theoretical

and Practical aspects may be connected by one general axiom,

which completes the Hierarchical Principle, or Law of classifica-

tion : The more comjplioated phenomena become, the more

susceptible are they of Tuodification. Thus Modifiability and

Dignity necessarily go hand in hand.

The Second Sociologic Law has now been sufBciently

demonstrated. The two together form the theory of the

Mental Evolution. When we shall have found the general law

which regulates the progress of Activity, the three together

will form the theory of Social Evolution as a whole.

Coming after all we have already said, the demonstration

of this third and last fundamental Law of dynamical sociology

will not task us severely, so naturally does it follow whether

from a true knowledge of human nature or from a sound ap-

preciation of the past. The main difficulty consists in duly

limiting its special domain. To this I will at once address

myself.

To begin with, there are two sorts of Activity : there is the

speculative Activity, called Expression, which is but an in^
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strument of the Intellect, and there is the true practical Theoretical

. .

' ^ or Practical.

Activity which governs the Intellect. Biologically there is no

distinction between them, both being muscular exertions de-

termined by the active region of the brain in obedience to

some instinct. But sociologically they differ by the purpose

and results of the muscular exertions. The first does but

manifest the internal state of the animated being. The second

modifies the external world ; and in virtue of that influence, to

say nothing of its superior intensity, is entitled to monopolise,

as it has always done, the appellation of Activity. Yet expression

of the thoughts or sentiments, whether vocal or mimetic, is pro-

duced by the same muscles, speaking generally, as external

action.

Although this distinction is purely sociological, it is very

important as bearing upon the fundamental division of the

two human powers. An entirely speculative life is but an anti-

social chimera. Every thinker feels a natural craving to com-

municate the result of his contemplations and meditations.

Now such communication is the sort of Activity appropriate to

the speculative class. A philosopher who should constantly

refuse to impart to others the fruits of his speculative labours

would become a real parasite, receiving all from society, and

making it no return. His duty then is to speak and write

suitably to his destination as a citizen. Although this sort of

Activity has not, like the other, any material results to show,

it is often attended with equal dangers. In a word, theoricians

act upon men, practicians upon things ; the former modify our

. inner nature as much as the latter do our outward situation.

But although Speculative Activity is no less real and im- The former

portant than Practical Activity, it must be completely put 'iidetoe.'

aside here, because it requires no new sociological law. Being-

only the instrument of the Intellect, it necessarily follows the

march of the Intellect. All the notions belonging to it come

under the theory of language. The main principles of that

theory were established in the last volume, and they only

require to be completed dynamically by a view of the normal

variations of human expression, such as an historic examination

will naturally exhibit.

In this place then I must attend exclusively to Activity From Prao-

propeiiy so called, which is ever modifying the External World tiTity

in obedience to the unalterable requirements of our nature, Temwai^
Power.
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corporeal or mental. This work, which is always going on,

gives rise to new influences, which in sociology are mixed up

with, and have a constant tendency to dominate those of

intellect. But before we can trace its stages we must draw a

second distinction needed to complete the first.

This distinction consists in drawing a careful line between

the examination of the Means and that of the End. For here

again the first belongs to the Intellectual Evolution ; conse-

quently that Third Sociological Law of which we are in search

has nothing- to do with it. Whatever be the direction of our

Activity, it is essentially the Intellect which selects the Means

to be employed. In fact that is its chief occupation, the

principal purpose of speculation being to perfect Means. A
dynamical estimate of Means therefore comes under the two

laws of mental evolution, looked at in its full natural extent, as

previously explained. These two limitations made, the Third

Sociological Law is finally reduced to a determination of the

general order in which the various ends of human Activity

have succeeded each other. To assign it any wider field would

necessarily confuse it, by irrationally mixing up with the Active

Evolution influences already examined in connection with the

Speculative Evolution.

Thus limited, the law of which we are in search is ascer-

tained with little ' diflSculty. For the only direct source from

which our material wants are or can be satisfied is labour

properly so called, that is to say, action of a useful kind on man's

environment. In treating of Social Statics, I have systematised

that mode of Activity as the only one suited to our Normal

State(ii. 146-148). But while describingits features, I intimated

that its final ascendency had to be preceded by the provisional

preponderance of another sort of Activity destined to last, though

with ever decreasing force, during the Initiation of Humanity,

and indeed to bear a necessary part in it (ii. 320). The moment

has now come for explaining directly this essential distinction
;

for it is the peculiar domain of the Third Sociological Law.

Labour does at last become the only mode by which

material wants will be satisfied; but not until the whole

population of the globe is taken into account. For to each

partial association another solution commends itself at first as

readier and more spontaneous, which is to impose upon certain

other men a rule analogous to that which our race exercises
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over the auxiliary animals. For production indeed of wealth,

direct labour is indispensable ; but accumulated products avail

little unless ,|hey pass from hand to hand, and voluntary ex-

change is nil the only mode by which such transmission may
take place. There may be forced exchange, that is to say,

conquest, by which those who disdain pacific Activity, and

cannot prevail upon others to give them freely and regularly what

they need, will subsist. It is true that this mode of livelihood

is not available for all ; still each hankers after it, flattering

himself that he is best qualified to win at the game. In early

times therefore the leading form of Activity, especially of a

collective kind, is War, though Labour is never entirely absent,

the results of war being in their nature uncertain.

Man is spontaneously impelled towards military life by two Theunitary

very powerful instincts : the repugnance he long feels for any inevitable

daily labour; and a downright taste for destruction. The sunctive.

latter instinct which is always more energetic than that of con-

struction, is besides continually developed by his exertions in

procuring animal food. Both brain and stomach therefore

concur in making military Activity preponderate over pacific

at the outset of human association.

We ought now to be able to see that a Military Kegime was it isoiBoin-

as indispensable as it was inevitable. Take first its influence because it

'

on the individual. Nothing else at that early stage could not only in-

develop the principal Mental and Moral qualities of man. the three

Although its ascendency is at first largely due to sloth of mind instincts.

and body, it soon begins to act as an habitual stimulus on both,

because attack calls forth- defence. Of all forms of the chase war

is soon seen to be the most difficult and dangerous, the prey being

here on a level with the hunter. Every one of the Active and

even of the Intellectual faculties is incessantly sharpened by the

.efforts and contrivances required on each side. On the Affections ,

the influence of military life is less favourable, since it directly

stimulates the various personal instincts. Still it specially

cultivates, though within too narrow a circle, Attachment

between equals. Veneration towards superiors, and even Be-

nevolence to inferiors. But this threefold Sympathetic influence

can only be sufficiently appreciated by examining, what was

long the best feature of Military life, its tendency to promote

collective action.

It develops this admirable character spontaneously ; for Attachment,
' J. J 3 Veneration,
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war is a form of Activity which can never succeed withoui

association of some sort. Eeduce it to its most rudimentary

shape, even to simple brigandage, still you must have a partial

solidarity, temporary perhaps but always profound, and having

a tendency to continue even after its end has been attained.

Before the need of union for defence, and still more for attack,

personal feelings naturally give way, and so habits of discipline

are formed, in which each individual finds the best guarantee

for his own safety. The value of this social influence will be

understood if we consider how many and how strong are the

tendencies which make such a subordination repugnant to our

imperfect moral nature. This is why we must look on war as

having long been the best school of obedience, and the prin-

cipal source of command. Then again the qualifications for

this sort of command are such as can be easily judged, especially

in the infancy of the military art, and thus the mass of associated

warriors submit cheerfully to real superiority, and repel ill-

founded pretensions. Lastly, success in war develops gene-

rosity in the chieftain, who can easily distribute almost inex-

haustible rewards.

These are the normal characteristics of Military life ; and

there are tendencies inherent in Industrial life which, by the

side of them, long show to great disadvantage. Industry in its

infancy is an affair of the individual, or at best, of the family.

It retains this selfish taint even when it has reached a vast

development, as we see but too plainly in our own day. Hence

arises the chief obstacle to normally systematising human life

on a Pacific basis ; while Military life has a moral aptitude,

which renders it easily susceptible of complete organisation.

We now see how it is that though Industry is the only form of

Activity which can be continuous, and can be shared by a whole

population, this natural superiority has hitherto been neutralised.

Whatever be the public utility of Industrial services, as long as

it is not suitably present to the mind and feelings of each

individual cooperator, its chief value as a moral reaction is lost.

In spite of the superior nobleness of the instinct of construc-

tion, that of destruction remains the more worthy, as it is the

more energetic, if the former is exercised for personal satisfac-

tion, but the latter for a social purpose. The moral element

at the bottom of voluntary exchange almost disappears, v^hen the

substitution of Labour for Conquest seems to be only replacing

violence by fraud.
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But besides this moral superiority which lone- remains cha- And in po-
r J o

liticaleffl-

racteristic of Military life, it behoves us still more to notice cacy.

here its political efficacy, that being the side from which it

was destined chiefly to influence the whole Initiation of

Humanity.

Our attention ought for that period to be concentrated on systematic

systematised Conquest, which is the normal result of Military nomafre-
"

Activity when suitably developed. It brings about naturally two

kindred transformations equally indispensable to the training

of om- race, the extension of society among the conquerors, and

the preponderance of industrial habits among the conquered. >

It is with Labour as with Science. Although they are the war the

only principles compatible with true universality in the domains wards in-

of Action and Intellect respectively, it is the opposite principles

of "War and Theologism which alone can preside over the earliest

enlargement of human relations. The necessity in each case is

to be explained on grounds essentially analogous ; so that after

my previous demonstration of them in the Intellectual case

(p. 25), I may pass over the Practical case with a short and easy

explanation. For industrial progress is at first shut up in a

vicious circle, from which nothing but war can give an opening ;

a service similar to that rendered by theologism to the rise of

science. In each case the difficulty in the way of progress

arises from the opposition of two equivalent necessities ; and

in each the solution is due to a spontaneous issue.

The only nieans by which human association can be carried war indis-

to its fullest extent is Labour. But the first steps in the de- tur^tab-

velopement of labour suppose the preexistence of large societies ; of:—™

and these can be founded only by War. Now the decisive sJcieUel^

formation of large societies came to pass naturally from the

spontaneous tendency of military activity to establish universal

dominion. In my survey of history I shall explain the special

conditions requisite for the sufficient realisation of this tendency

;

for though common to all peoples, it was necessarily a failure

in the majority of cases. We are concerned here only with the

general principle, which is clearly incontestable. Notwith-

standing the dangers inherent in these great military in-

corporations, and their natural instability, their existence was

indispensable if industry was to grow tip. Although after a

time a community of ideas, even of a theological kind, had the

power to draw together vast associations, such spiritual union

VOL. III. E
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could only become complete and solid among populations

already cemented by conquest, as I will explain by-and-by.

(2) Indus- Secondly, we must remark that the systematic developement

of military activity furnished the only means at first of

establishing an industrial existence among the vanquished,

according to the incomparable hemistich of Virgil,

Pacisque imponere morem.

Conquest made it impossible for masses of men, as slavery did

for individuals, to ameliorate their situation otherwise than by

labour. Man's early tendencies to war are everywhere so pro-

nounced, that they would drag him incessantly into barren

struggles, if the irresistible compression resulting from a

common yoke did not intervene to forbid all destructive ac-

tivity. For we feel even greater repugnance collectively to a

life of fabour than we do individually. Even among modern

populations, where the immense majority has long been accus-

tomed to live by labour, it is still only too easy to excite to

conquest by playing on pride and vanity, which again are often

a cloak for cupidity. The fierce wars that raged in the

Middle Age between the Italian cities, which had only just

obtained freedom by industry, show clearly how indispensable

external compression long remained to internal pacification.

This need necessarily lasts as long as the whole Human Pre-

paration is going on, that is to say, until the manners and

opinions proper to our Normal State are sufficiently in the

ascendant.

Such are the different moral and political qualities in virtue

of which the military type of society necessarily presides over

the first steps of human progress. I have thus demonstrated

the only term of the Third Sociological Law presenting any con-

siderable difficulty—I mean the proposition that Primitive

Activity must be of the military type. For the previous volume

explained what shape Activity will take in the Final State, and

I need not go over the ground again here (ii. 318-336).

The muitary The decisive preponderance of industrial life in the "West

evidently iu modom timcs is already accepted as incontestable by all

and was ai- judicious obsorvers. I ha\-e but one remark to make on it. I

^eotcd to have demonstrated that Activity in primitive times must tate
in peace,

^j^^ gljape of War. But that very demonstration, taken as a

whole, represents the necessity as provisional. The barren con-
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tests of petty communities in primitive times seemed likely to

go on for ever. But such could not be the case with the Syste-

matic Conquest which is the great social end of war. Conquest

of that kind necessarily ceases as soon as it has reached the

fullest extent of which it admits. Then comes the direct rise of

industrial existence, indirectly prepared by the military regime,

the principal representatives of which always had a presentiment

that such would be the end. If then the general Law of the

Practical Evolution had been reducible to its two extreme

terms, we must have regarded it as having been more or less

known in every age. In the midst of the most warlike popula-

tions poetry always proclaimed the final advent of a pacific

state of society.

But however natural was the succession of one extreme to But between

the other, their opposition necessitated an intermediate state war and

IT. 1 ..'I 1 1 ' *
I ^ peace^atran-

adapted to direct the transition, just as metaphysics intervened sitionai

between theology and science. But this indispensable element intervene.

,

of the Third Sociological Law remained unknown till my time

for want of a sound estimate of the Middle Age. Since modern

manners have become sufficiently marked, many thinkers have

systematically pointed out in what their broad contrast with

those of antiquity really consists. Although they did not

adequately realise how necessary military civilisation had been

in early times, they had already formed a worthy conception of

the ultimate preponderance of industrial life. In this sense

Hume must be regarded as the founder of the law of the

Temporal or Active Evolution, afterwards judiciously elucidated

by M. Dunoyer under the luminous impulse of the French

revolution. But no one determined the middle term, without

which the law could be but of little use for explaining history.

Now in my meditations on sociology I soon saw that I must TUstransi-
•' "•'

tional stage

concentrate them on an appreciation of the Middle Age as the '^ Defensive

real key to a true philosophy of history ; and so I was not long

in filling up this great chasm by determining the intermediate

stage. My Law of the Spiritual Evolution suggested that

Defensive Activity must discharge in tlie practical Order a

transitional ofi&ce analogous to that of the Metaphysical Spirit

in the speculative Order.

The fact is that the Systematic Conquest of antiquity, as which oim-

developed finally by Eome, could not have led directly to inter Eoman

industrial civilisation unless it had embraced the whole of our venaei
times.
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species. Such completeness being impossible, Military Activity

continued to flourish among the peoples which had escaped the

gradual incorporation. But thenceforward this activity was

chiefly directed against the population of the Eoman Empire,

which thus came, at first spontaneously and afterwards syste-

matically, to change its attitude of aggression for one of defence.

Thus the association founded on Conquest had to be succeeded

by Feudal civilisation, that the way might be prepared for the

Industrial regime. Applying this general principle, I explained

the temporal significance of the Middle Age ; of its spiritual

significance De Maistre had already caught a glimpse. Thus

the discovery of the Third Sociological Law is really due to

Positivism, though less exclusively so than the other two. Here

we may notice a new and marked example of the logical law

that The sound appreciation of every intermediate state is sub-

sequent to that of the two extremes which it is to connect

(i. 417 ; ii. 296).

It remains for pie now to mark the necessary harmony

between this general law of the Temporal Evolution and the

pair of laws governing the Spiritual Evolution. It is only when
the three are finally combined, that they become a complete and

effective instrument for their common purpose—the explanation

of the Past ; and it will then be seen how utterly useless

were all partial glimpses of the Third Sociological Law. But,

what is of more importance, it will be demonstrated that such

a system is as sufiicient as it is necessary for the direct con-

struction of the Philosophy of History, guided by the teaching,

of Social Statics.

These three consecutive modes of Activity—Conquest,

Defence, and Labour, correspond exactly to the three successive

states of Intelligence—Fiction, Abstraction, and Demonstration.

This fundamental correlation gives us also the general ex-

planation of the three natural ages of Humanity. Its long

infancy, covering all antiquity, had to be essentially Theological

and Military : its adolescence in the middle age was Metaphysical

and Feudal : and lastly, its maturity, which only within the last

few centuries has become at all distinguishable, is necessarily

Positive and Industrial.

That we may get a clear conception of this triple dualism,

we must examine, as we did in the case of its component

elements, first the two extreme pairs, and then the middle pair.
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Notwithstanding the diversity of their origin and character, Fu-st Duai-

„> . ism: Eela-

Theological authority and Military power have sufficient affinity tionofMeo-

for as close a combination as their nature admits and their lorconqnest.

purpose requires. For beliefs which cannot be demonstrated,

and commands which may not be discussed, must afford each

other mutual support. Polytlieism is the principal state of the

Fictitious Synthesis, and Polytheism spontaneously adapted

itself to • systematic Conquest, the essential end of War, by

permitting a complete incorporation of the conquered. Never-

theless the necessarily absolute tendency which belonged equally

to both these primitive powers, always hindered a complete

alliance between them. As each aspired to exclusive supre-

macy, their combination supposed a previous abdication, on the

part of one, of the independence alike dear to both. This is

why ancient civilisation, though sometimes promoted by their

continual rivalry, was often disturbed by it, notwithstanding

their spontaneous coexistence and their political solidarity.

There was no sufficient harmony between them except when

one submitted to the other. War lending itself to propagate

theocratic domination, or Theologism to consecrate military

ascendency.

Between the two powers composing the final couple the ThMDuai-

union is naturally more complete and durable, because it does tfou of Poai-

not require the sacrifice of any legitimate independence. There industry,

is a counsel that can be demonstrated, and a command that

may be discussed. Equally disclaiming all mysterious pre-

tensions, and both emanating directly from the fundamental

inclinations of human nature, the Priesthood and the Grovern-

ment concur freely in the direction of real life both public and

private. Each of them spontaneously finds in that field its

proper destination, according to the natural division between

speculation and action. Without repeating here the statical

explanations ofthe preceding volume (ii. 336-346), I have only

to add that the two powers, Theoretic and Practical, may be

developed to any extent without giving rise in the modern

regime to perturbations comparable to those they caused in the

ancient. For the normal separation of them, which was impossible

when their character was absolute, has become both inevitable

and indispensable now that it is relative. The systematic study

of the Eeal Order, and the wise introduction of such modifi-

cations as it admits, are functions too closely connected not to
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establish an intimate alliance between their respective organs.

Besides, it will always remain so obviously impossible for either

Wealth to obtain an intellectual, or Science a material supre-

macy, that no serious usurpation will have any chance of success.

Struggles no doubt there will be even between the component

elements of the positive pair ; but.they will proceed only from

the passions innate in man, and will not be specially due to the

system. Pride on the one side will occasionally be met by

vanity on the other. Sometimes the practical man will dis-

dain the lights of science ; and more often the philosopher will

forget that Speculation does but minister to Action.

To complete our insight into the first and last pairs, it is

well to notice the natural antipathy of the Spiritual element in

each for the Temporal element of the other. Although the

Theological spirit is not, as a matter of history, incompatible

with a development of Industry, the former cannot consecrate

the latter •without a real inconsistency, which was felt though

never consciously recognised. For as industry presupposes

everywhere immutable Laws, it is in doctrinal contradiction

with Theology, which constantly asserts the supremacy of

arbitrary Wills. Similarly the secondary assistance which

Science and War naturally afford each other cannot disguise

their radical antipathy. The Positive spirit protests against

Military domination as much as the latter dreads Positive dis-

cussion.

It is now easy to complete this appreciation of the harmony

between the corresponding phases of the Intellectual and Active

movements by characterising the intermediate pair.

In placing the principal Metaphysical state in the Middle

Age, I may seem at fi.rst to be forgetting the purely negative

nature which I previously attributed to the ontological philo-

sophy. But this apparent contradiction arises only from the

fact that at the present day we judge this spirit merely by its

modern degradation, and do not go back to its more honourable

career. The corrosive action peculiar to Metaphysics comes out

when it tries to dominate Theologism instead of modifying it

by a gradual dissolution. But so long as Ontology remains

subordinated to Theology its purely negative character is kept

in check, and it gives rise only to useful transformations which

do not destroy all efficiency for organisation. Such was the

case in the Middle Age. At bottom Polytheism is the only
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true Theological state, because there alone imagination reigned

without control. Monotheism is always the result of an essen-

tially Metaphysical Theology which pares down fiction by

rationalising.

Bearing this explanation in mind we can easily estimate the

spontaneous harmony of the two elements peculiar to the Middle

Age. Nevertheless we must not expect to find this transitional

couple anything like as closely connected as the definitive, or

even as the provisional couple.

The attraction of the two powers of the intermediate pair

for each other is not caused merely by the vague nature and

equivocal character common to both. There is a more deep-

seated afiinity between the Feudal instinct peculiar to defensive

war, and the Monotheistic spirit resulting from, the moderated

action of ontologism on theologism. In fact Monotheism

harmonises with Defence as much as Polytheism does with

Conquest. The feudal lords formed as complete a transition

between the military and industrial chieftains, as ontology did

between theology and science. "We may even distinguish on

the Temporal or Feudal side an element corresponding to that

negative tendency which characterises the Spiritual or Meta-

physical side. For the revolutionary instinct of modern Occi-

dentals may be traced back to the vicious tendency to resist a

central authority, which in the Middle Age became so common
that it has led some, with an irrational exaggeration, to accuse

that great Organic Transition of anarchy (p. 6).

Such are the three dualisms, in the necessary succession of ]?orrtTH so-

which we at last find the Fundamental Theory of the Human law claw

Evolution, that evolution having, as a preliminary step, been fectivb

reduced to its essential elements, the Intellectual and the pp. 65-58.
'

Practical, as was explained at the beginning of this chapter (p. 9).

We have established first, the Dynamical Laws belonging re-

spectively to Intellect and Activity, and secondly, the complete

natural harmony of* those laws. But for the construction of the

true Philosophy of History this is not enough. It is further

requisite that the application of the Dynamical Laws to history

should always remain subordinated to the Statical theory of

Unity, according to which the Speculative and Practical elements

of our nature are never more than necessary ministers of the

Moral element.

In every normal existence Affection maintains a continuous Humanfco-
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control over Speculation and Action, although it is only in-

directly through them that it can receive and adapt impressions

from the world without (p. 9). It is with reference to Affection

therefore that every step in theory or practice must he judged.

Since our evolution consists at bottom in the developement of

our Unity, and since the exclusive source of that Unity is

Feeling, all progress, intellectual or practical, which does

not influence Feeling, must be looked on as either abortive

or purely preparatory.

Such is the only standard by which we can properly measure

Human Progress as a whole

—

Civilisation, as we so well call it,

because it always starts from civic union. Any theory of history

which should stop short of that point would remain profoundly

insufficient. It might even become mischievous, as has too

often been seen, because it would dispose men to neglect Moral

influences and concentrate their attention on Theoretical and

Practical progress, which notwithstanding its necessary sub-

ordination is the only feature of the historic spectacle which

strikes the eye.

This perversion of historical study ceases to be' possible

when Dynamical sociology accepts with dignity its subordination

to social Statics which I constructed beforehand for its universal

guidance. By studying Existence before Blovement, we are

forced to remember that Feeling is the principle of Order,

while Progress can never be more than its developement.

Although this developement is afterwards of necessity carried on

by the agency of Intellect and Activity, the influence of its

Affective origin always remains distinct.

Notwithstanding that it is thus fundamentally dependent

on its two instruments. Feeling is not only the essential

spring of true progress, but also its main end, since our Moral

amelioration is of much more importance, public as well as

private, than any advance in either Speculation or Action. It

may therefore be asked in what its own general Evolution con-

sists. No doubt it does not require a distinct law. For as was

explained at the outse.t of this chapter (p. 9), the Affective

movement must always be conceived as being the resultant of

the Speculative and Active movements reacting upon Feehng.

Nevertheless as this resultant is the sole test of Human progress,

it will be proper to give an account of its general direction, in

accordance with the Evolutions of its two components.
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This last complement of my dynamical theory may be stated J^"'^"
thiis. Feeling has its three successive stages, the spontaneous ^^''"n

correspondence of which with those of Intellect and Activity

is now recognised as the necessary consequence of the joint in-

fluence of those two evolutions. In other words, the Social

Instinct had to be purely civic in Antiquity, collective in the

Middle Age, and universal in the Final State, as its modern

aspirations indicate. For Intellect when Theological and Activity

when Military both tended to render all ancient associations

partial, forcible incorporation being their only means ofobtaining

much extension. Still more evident is the natural tendency of

Science and Industry to realise at last the universal assimilation

which is characteristic of the Social stage of Humanity. Between

the ancient and the final systems of association, the Middle Age

instituted, as in the other cases, a spontaneous transition, the

joint influence of Monotheism and Defensive War, creating the

free collective aggregate called Christendom, thus binding

together many populations without sacrificing their independ-

ence. This- tendency to voluntary coalition became so pro-

nounced that it awakened even in that age, in the East as well

as in the West, admirable aspirations towards one grand social

union. Although such longings were premature at the specula-

tive and practical stage then reached, their wide' prevalence did

still foreshadow decisively and irrevocably the final constitution

of Humanity.

The law which I have just given for the Affective Evolution The gradual

derives indirect but decisive confirmation from the correlation thePersonav
Instincts

which must always exist between the extension of altruism and affords &

the restriction of egoism. For the history of civilisation as a conflrmation

whole exhibits a continual diminution in the preponderance,

and even in the intensity, of the personal instincts. Oscillations

of course we find, in periods of anarchy, but even these are more

apparent than real. It is enough here to cite the two principal

,
examples. The nutritive and sexual instincts have exercised a

steadily decreasing influence in the evolution of the race, just

as they do in that of the individual.

Although this negative progress, as we may call it, does not Hence the

admit of such sharply distinguished phases as the positive women is

growth of sociability, it furnishes a valuable general verification criterion of

_ „ , . 11,. Social Pro.

of it. In fact this increase m purity not only results from the giess.

developement of our sympathies, but in turn promotes it. The
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steady amelioration of the lot of women and the gradual ex-

tension of their influence, furnish the best measure of this

progress, both in its negative and positive shapes, towards true

moral perfection.

With respect to this Law of the Three Affective Stages, we

should also remark the exact harmony between the two points

of view from which our whole nature. Intellectual, Practical, and

Affective, may be regarded. From the Statical point of view

Feeling is more powerful than Intellect and Activity, and

we might therefore expect that Dynamically its evolution,

although but the resultant of their evolutions, would be more

pronounced. Now that is precisely what appears from the short

explanation just given, which showed the three systems of

Sociability to be more sharply marked, and yet more closely

connected, than the corresponding triple divisions of Speculation

and Action. We must not however forget that if a movement

which is the resultant of two other movements seems clearest,

it is because an explanation had already been given of the two

components.

Although this last Dynamical Law is not logically distinct

from the two preceding it (inasmuch as it follows from them)

its high importance and its frequent employment permit, and

perhaps require, us to treat it here as if it was logically distinct,

without fear of any serious misconception. We should thus

have four Sociological Laws. But we may still reduce them to

tJiree by combining once for all the first two, which will gene-

rally be employed in close connection when we are studying the

Intellectual movement. There would thus be three Laws of

Evolution, belonging respectively to the three elements of our

nature—Speculation, Action, and Affection. In the course of

the present volume I shall have frequent occasion to prefer this

last arrangement, due warning having been given to prevent

any ambiguity. Similarly in Biology, the three laws of

Animality having been added to the three of Vegetality, we

may usefully append as a complement to that total a seventh

law respecting Vital Heredity, although logically it is included

in the others (i. 475-493).

The fundamental theory of the Human Evolution being

now sufficiently established, we may use it for the direct con-

struction of the Philosophy of History. Be it observed how-

ever that it applies only to the original movement effected
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through the natural succession of certain populations more

advanced than the rest. Before closing this introductory chapter

therefore, I have still to mark out the Normal Modifications

which this movement may undergo in more backward civilisa-

tions. Whether they are left to work it out spontaneously for

themselves, or intervention on the part of the advanced guard

of Humanity brings it about more systematically, a knowledge

of the nature and extent of these variations, especially in the

latter case, is necessary for the art and even for the science of

Politics. At present however, all we have to do is to establish

the philosophic principle applicable to such an investigation,

which must afterwards be developed as we describe the normal

course of history.

This principle then is the general complement of Social Eeai Order
* -^ or varies only

Dynamics, and from it a sound polity must obtain the positive '^ i«i™«*

theory of Artificial Transitions. It rests necessarily on the mena.

Statical doctrine of Modifiability, which completes and closes

the preceding volume. Now I have demonstrated that by a

systematic extension of the great aphorism of Broussais (p. 18),

this theory may be entirely condensed into one universal prin-

ciple : Every modification, artificial or natural, of the Real

Order, consists only in the greater or less intensity of the phe-

nomena of that Order. If the word order is reduced to signify

arrangement, which is its true philosophical acceptation, this

general rule becomes a necessary consequence of the fundamental

dogma of the Positive religion, the invariability of all laws.

For it consists in recognising that, in spite of variations of

degree, phenomena always preserve the same arrangement ; any

change of nature properly so called, that is to say, of class,

being besides recognised as contradictory. If the arrangement

of phenomena relatively to one another were as variable as the

quantity proper to any one of them is, there would not be

sufficient fixity of species for the constitution of an economy

admitting of rational prevision, and consequently of artificial

modification (ii. 363).

Our whole real existence then requires that the variations

of the universal Order should be confined to the intensity of

the phenomena, never affecting their succession any more than

their nature ; and then, however extended or complicated the

changes may become, they will not prevent a genuine pre-

vision, such as may guide human intervention. We may expect
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however in those cases, to find it very difficult to ascertain the

true quantity of the effects we are considering, whether in theory

or practice. Such in its finished shape is the principle of

Modifiability, partially treated in the last volume, and hence-

forth inseparable from Positivist doctrine.

By applying this principle to the social movement, we easily

distinguish what is variable from what is invariable in the

Human Evolution, as marked by the combined operation of the

laws demonstrated in this chapter.

The first invariable element is the general direction of the

progression, whether individual or collective. For Progress is

never anything but the simple developement of Order. If it

consisted of movement, sometimes in one direction, sometimes

in another. Order would be radically disturbed, so that not only

would it be impossible to connect Dynamical conceptions with

Statical, but the latter would lose their reality, in other words,

there would be an end of all Science. Eetrogression, whether

personal or social, can never be anything but partial and

temporary, even in exceptional cases. It generally turns out to

be a deceptive appearance, resulting from a too minute observa-

tion of the human movement, which is always an oscillatory

progression. If we concentrate our attention upon one portion

of a looped orbit, instead of following its mean path, we may

conclude that the general direction of the curve is backwards,

when it really never ceases to move forwards.

As our Evolution can be nothing but the developement of our

Nature, the three Laws of Evolution which I have established

in this chapter amount in substance to this, that we are always

becoming more intelligent, more active, and more loving. How

could a progress of that kind be capable of inversion without at

once tending towards death ? But what we are here studying

is life, first in its long infancy and adolescence, and then in its

commenciijg maturity. Many ages have yet to pass away before

the true Great Being will have to turn her attention to her

own decline, in order as far as possible to foresee and regulate it

like any other destiny that can be estimated and modified.

But this is not all. If we examine the notion of death

closely, we shall recognise that it only applies directly to corporal

existence, or even to mere vegetative life. It does but indirectly

reach the cerebral functions, and that owing to their fatal de-

pendence on the nutritive economy. Theiefore it is that these
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noble attributes are perpetuated by the subjective existence

when he in whom they were manifested has objective successors

who, as they multiply from generation to generation, definitively

incorporate him with Humanity.

A second invariable element in our evolution is the order of s- of the
crder m

succession of the different human phases. This is as unchange- wwoh the
^ ° stages, suc-

able as is their common direction, in the individual no less ceeaeach
'

other.

than in the species. For since each phase is one step more

towards their general end, no alteration of their arrangement

could take place unless the movement as a whole had changed

its direction. History, if soundly interpreted, will confirm what

has been said as to the invariability of these two elements.

The irrational hypotheses of some learned persons who pretend

that there was a Positive state anterior to the Theological, have

been decisively upset by superior learning. Equally exploded

is the theory of Christians respecting Polytheism and Fetichism,

which they suppose to have grown out of the degeneration of a

primitive Monotheism. These aberrations, of Atheists in one

direction and Theists in the other, are but the fruit of em-

piricism, which disposes each man, especially when he is at the

absolute point of view, to see his own opinions everywhere.

The order of succession of human phases, whether individual when there

or collective, is so fixed that it holds good even in oscillations retrogres-

which appear to be retrograde. Even in minds where Positivism same order

is most firmly established, strong passion, though not lasting though 'm-

long enough to bring on actual disease, may reproduce for

a time the Metaphysical or the Theological state up to the

point of primitive Fetichism. And so, a fortiori, individuals

and peoples who have never yet emerged from the Fictitious

Eegime—a description which applies to almost all cases as yet

seen—may return exceptionally to the anterior phases, which,

at bottom, are but the same Synthesis in inferior degrees of

developement. The principle of Modifiability stated above

then obtains a striking verification.

Although a temporary return from Positivism to Theologism Even -when

-1 /, • n . 1 .,. J,
this retro-

might seem irreconcilable with invariability ot arrangement, gressionis

that principle remains unshaken for the true philosopher who, tivism to

while holding fast to the doctrine of mental continuity, or the

evolution of one stage of thought from another in a certain

order, conceives also Positivism and Theologism as one and the

same work in different degrees of completeness. In fact I have
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proved above that they only differ by their greater or less

subordination of the Subjective to the Objective. As human

reason passes through its normal developement, this spontaneous

submission steadily increases, at all events up to certain limits

not yet reached, though I have already indicated them. But

a perturbation of sufficient violence may on the contrary

diminish the subordination exceptionally, without however

going so far as Madness properly so called, which is always

marked by an excess of Subjectivity, as I have before explained.

greioMare ^^^ mental variations then, even the morbid, reduce them-

tbnsT)Tto-
selves to simple changes of intensity, in conformity with the Law

tensity. of Modifiability . Although among peoples they may last longer,

and so become more appreciable than in individuals, they are

not really more profound. On the contrary, their intensity

must be less in the former case, since the mind of the individual,

from its dependence on vegetative life, is exposed to perturl)-

ations from which the mind of society remains exempt, as I

have explained above.

Thisrnieap. However this may be, in the succession, whether normal or
pliesnotonly
ill the Intel- abnormal, of the different degrees of intensity which produce
leotuai, but mi i
intheAotiTe the different liumau phascs. Continuity always remains unbroken.

tiTeEvoiu- There is no passing from one to another except through the

intermediate conditions, whether the movement be forwards or

backwards. Thus the order of the phases remains invariable.

We recognised this fixity first in the case of the Speculative

Evolution, which is at once more easily appreciated and more

susceptible of alteration ; and we may take it as true of the

Active, and even of the Affective Evolution, without my being

obliged to recur to it specially in those cases.

Illustration I will coufiue myself to recording here the valuable phe-

Author'B nomena I was able to observe in the case of my own cerebral

porai-yde- malady in 1826, mentioned in the preface to the last ^'olume of

my Positive Philosophy. I have already made use of them in

my public lectures. My derangement having been protracted

by empirical treatment through eight months, there was the

better opportunity of observing my different states. The com-

plete course of this exceptional oscillation enabled- me to verify

twice over my then recenf;ly discovered Law of the Three

Stages ; for while I passed through those stages, first inversely,

tlien directly, the order of their succession never varied.

During the three months in which the medical treatment
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aggravated my malady, I descended gradually from positivism

to fetichism, halting first at monotheism, and then longer at

polytheism. In the following five months, in proportion as the

efforts of nature, in spite of treatment, brought back the normal

state, I reascended slowly from fetichism to polytheism, and

from that to monotheism, whence I speedily returned to my
previous positivism. In thus furnishing me with a decisive

confirmation of my fundamental law of the Three Stages, and

causing me to feel more thoroughly the necessary relativity of

all our conceptions, this terrible episode of my life enabled me
thereafter to identify myself more completely with, any one of

the human phases in accordance with my own experience. The

continual advantage I have derived from it in all my meditations

on history, allows me to hope that readers suitably prepared will

also be able to utilise this brief account of a memorable anomaly.

It only remains to say that the perfect continuity of my philo-

sophical labours before my derangement with those succeeding

it, proves clearly that, relatively to the whole course of my in-

tellectual progress, this serious disturbance was simply an

oscillation, to which exceptional causes gave a more extended

sweep than is reached in dreams or in states of passion.

To give sufficient precision to this general account of the in rapid pro-

_ STGSS or r6-

possible variations in the fundamental Evolution of Humanity, trogression,
^ 'the inter-

I must here add that the movement may be accelerated to such mediate
stages maj

an extent as to render the mtermediate stages imperceptible, beimperoep-

particularly in the case of the individual.

That the human intellect, whether in the individual or the HenoePeti-

race, should commence by Fetichism is inevitable, since that tionsurSer*'

state arises spontaneously before there can be any interference guidance'"

with our reason, either empirical or systematic, and even earlier Sgtt into

than artificial language. Although the other extreme of the

speculative progression may be more modified, notliing will

ever prevent our reason, provided its exercise is sufficiently

prolonged, from finally arriving at complete Positivism. But

the speed of progress through the intermediate stages may
sometimes be so great as to amount to a suppression of some

or even all of them. The following chapter will prove that

Positivism might succeed immediately to Fetichism, without

any halt at Polytheism, and still less at Monotheism. This is

a possibility of which in the case of individuals we should rarely

avail ourselves, as I shall presently explain ; but in the case of
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peoples it may become most valuable, although more difficult

of application. If then the human movement may artificially

iDe so accelerated as to avoid entirely the halt at Polytheism, it

will, a fortiori, be possible to escape Monotheism, as will be

demonstrated in the third chapter. The immediate passage

from Polytheism to Positivism will frequently take place in

individuals even spontaneously, when Western education shall

be worthily reorganised, as several instances already indicate.

But in the progress of the race it must become of capital im-

portance, since the most numerous populations are still Poly-

theistic. The true Theory of Human Evolution has here opened

systematically to our practical wisdom a noble field of action

upon phenomena eminently modifiable. The following volume

will treat of it with suitable fulness. But there as everywhere,

and even more there by reason of the greater difficulty, we feel

that our power for Progress depends necessarily, first on our

knowledge of Order, and then on a continual respect for its

fundamental arrangements.

In this opening chapter the positive theory of the human

evolution is sufficiently established. Such explanations as are

still needed can only be obtained as we gradually apply the

theory. In fact the system of the Three Laws of Social

Dynamics itself amounted to a general coordination of the mass

of historical facts before our eyes. I have therefore now to

proceed to the direct and special examination of its different

essential phases, with a view to determining not only the true

character of each of them, but also its catenation with that

which precedes and that which follows it, according to the plan

indicated in the introduction to this volume.
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CHAPTER II.

POSITIVE THEORY OF THE AGE OF FETICHISM, OR GENERAL

ACCOUNT OF THE SPONTANEOUS REGIME OF HTJMANITT.

The Initiation of Humanity is, as I have proved already, pnrrATonY

necessarily divided into the two broad periods of Fetichism pp.*G5-68.'

and Theologism, the fictitious synthesis being in the one

spontaneous, in the other systematic. The better to ex-

plain the first, I must here offer some preliminary remarks, to

put in a clearer light our fundamental theory on the nature of

man, in order to give it all the precision it needs, now that it

has to be applied dynamically.

Although the universal preponderance of Feeling over Howdoin-

Intellect and Activity be sufficiently recognised, a question still ActfivitT"*

remains which if left unsettled might embarrass our historical tf^'^y totaoh

investigation. Intellect and Activity are the necessary servants serviocTof^*

of Feeling; but what is their mutual subordination? As ^^®"°s'

yet, we appear to be treating them as equal, which would be a

contradiction of, the aphorism in which I summed up the

Human Harmony : Act from affection, and think in order to

act. According to this dogmatic line. Activity alone would be

the direct minister to Feeling, and Intellect would be but

under-minister. It is important here to clear up this apparent

contradiction before studying the growth and operation of the

organism compounded of these three elements.

This preliminary explanation depends on the general dis- TheircoonJi-

tinction between theoretic and practical Activity, introduced Sccoraing'to

in the last chapter at the commencement of the theory of the Aotwity."'

Active Evolution (p. 44). But we have now to conceive of

it in a more complete and systematic manner, and to remark

two inverse relations, equally normal though not equally im-
portant, between Intellect and Activity.

The fact is, that habitual obedience to Feeling takes

VOL. III. B"
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two alternative forms—the carrying out of impulses, and the

communication of emotions. Its two ministers, Intellect and

Activity, cooperate in each of these offices, which together

make up their whole destined work. But which of them is the

principal and which secondary depends upon the form of satis-

faction craved by Feeling, the mainspring of our whole

existence.

When we feel an impulse to modify in some way the

external world, it is Activity which takes precedence, Intellect

being merely its adviser. As this is the most .essential and

frequent case, the formula for Human Unity contained in the

aphorism above quoted had to be drawn up in accordance with

it. The first half of that line describes direct Activity in

which Courage is predominant ; the second, that well considered

Activity over which Prudence presides. Although the latter

alone is of real use when once the operation has become com-

plicated, it must yet be always preceded by the former, not

only in order that some sort of solution may be provisionally

sketched out, but that there may be a sound appreciation of

the problem. For the human Intellect, being better fitted to

improve than to create, makes little way with speculation where

the enterprise in hand has not first received some sort of empi-

rical and provisional execution. Man's feeble understanding

can then study this spontaneous product profitably and im-

prove it systematically ; whereas Meditation would have been

vague and without result, if instinct had not furnished such

an empirical basis for, special Contemplation. Here then we

have the most ordinary and the most important Harmony of

human nature—the case in which Intellect does but assist

Activity to satisfy Feeling ; in other words, is but the under-

minister of Feeling.

But in the second general case of service to Feeling, the

relations become inverted. When we feel impelled to commu-

nicate our emotions to others, the Intellect rises to the dignity

of principal minister of the Heart, and Activity confines, itself

to furnishing the necessary means of material expression, which

Intellect alone can employ according to their moral purpose.

Although Exposition is not the most eminent of the five mental

functions (i. 577), it becomes both the habitual motive and the

direct object of their combination and complete exercise. Be-

sides that our Conceptions are always meant ultimately for com-
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Inunication, it is only hj their fitness for that purpose, that

their maturity can be well estimated, as I have more par-

ticularly set forth in the preceding volumes (ii. 209, i. 578).

This second general mode of Human Harmony is doubtless

not so fundamental as the first. But it is quite as certainly

necessary and normal. We shall see this most clearly if we
consider its social purpose. In the purely personal and

individual life, the only direct use of expression is to pour

out the heart, as for instance in prayer (i. 583, ii. 204). Its

principal use, however, is not to furnish this solitary satisfac-

tion, but to communicate our feelings to others with a view

to obtain from them either simple sympathy or active co-

operation. Although under this last aspect the end aimed at

belongs to Activity, Intellect takes the lead as long as it is

a question of establishing the concert that precedes active

cooperation.

The Harmony, then, of the human Faculties takes two

shapes, unequal in importance but cooperating, in which

Intellect and Activity alternately take the lead in their joint

service of Feeling, the supreme motor of our existence.

When the Intellect is employed in an esthetic direction, it

governs Activity, which then becomes purely theoretical, accord-

ing to the distinction established in the preceding chapter

(p. 45). When, on the contrary, Activity remains essentially

practical, Intellect takes the subordinate position, and places

the resources of science at the service of Activity.

The above explanation, though Statical, and complementary The second

therefore to the theory set forth in the last volume, has been modraof

introduced here in the Dynamical portion of this treatise, Sostpromi-

because we are immediately about to give it an important ch?sm?the""

dynamical application, which is this. Although the two ^^toi.^
'"'"

inverse modes of Harmony indicated above always exist side by

side, yet one of them belongs more especially to Fetichism,

as being spontaneous; the other to Theologism, as being

systematic. Now without these preliminary remarks, the long

established habit of considering the second too exclusively

would have hindered us from properly applying the first to

those historic periods of which it is the only key.

The way is now cleared for a systematic explanation of we shaii ex-

Fetichism. My direct exposition of this portion of Social Abstract
'

Dynamics must be arranged under two general heads—the thencon.'
Crete Eesulta

F 2
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Abstract and the Concrete. Under the first I shall treat

separately the different essential properties of Fetichism ; under

the second I shall show what sort of manners necessarily result

from those properties when combined as a whole. Such a divi-

sion is substantially equivalent to considering successively the

life of the Individual and the developement of Society. The

proper order to follow in this twofold study is the same as that

which was adopted in the last chapter with respect to the whole

Human Evolution, where we examined, first the Intellect,

then Activity, and lastly Feeling, with reference to which the

final judgment on each human phase must always be pro-

nounced.

I need not here insist afresh on the fundamental distinc-

tion between the Fetichist spirit which looks on all objects in

nature as animate, and the Theological spirit which regards

them as passively subject to supernatural powers. Anyone

who at the present day should persist in confounding these two

modes of conceiving causation would by that alone show his

radical inaptitude for sociological studies. I must, however,

institute a special comparison between these two broad divi-

sions of early philosophy, in order to demonstrate, contrary

to the prevailing prejudice, that the first is superior to the

second, not only in spontaneity but also in truth. This two-

fold contrast will place in the clearest light the intellectual

properties of Fetichism.

The direct examination of Polytheism in the following

chapter will prove that its rise was more important for social

than for intellectual progress. The same statement will be

proved to be even more true of Monotheism, when I come to

treat of that phase. These two conclusions should add much

strength to my fundamental demonstration, that a Synthesis

which can only gain in authority over Practical Life in propor-

tion as it ceases to govern Speculation, must be purely pro-

visional in its nature (p. 31). Here, however, I merely lay down

the principle of such a judgment when I establish the InteUec-

tual superiority of the first phase of the human Initiation.

In the matter of Spontaneity, the preeminence of

Fetichism is indubitable. Not only does history always find

Fetichism at the birth of every civilisation, but in the growth

of the individual there is ample evidence that this is the

necessary starting-point of all intellect, whether human or
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animal. It is still, and -will always, be, possible for the best

minds to verify by their own experience our involuntary tend-

ency to philosophise like fetichists, when we seek for Causes

for want of knowing Laws.

Every true theorieian should openly recognise and imaffect- xjseM even

edly submit to this mental necessity, which often throws back Tisionaiiy,

the best-cultivated understandings on the simple method of

infancy. Provided we never mistake their nature, these

fetichistic explanations will always retain a part of their

primitive usefulness, not only because they give animation to

language, but because thought itself benefits by the passing

analogies which they suggest.

To avoid this frame of mind would be simply to renounce all Where laws
RITfi Till'*

reflection on the numerous facts of which the special laws are known,

quite unknown to us. But this pretended wisdom would not be

always expedient, even though it should remain constantly

optional (p. 24). For an explanation of some sort is often in-

dispensable, as it was at the first start of human reason, if only

to prevent a mental torpor which would be more deplorable

than even such puerile speculations.

It is easy to see this now, with respect to that lofty order of or are sup-

conceptions which, for most minds in the present day, is still unimowabie.

outside the domain of rational positivity. If all those who
regard Morals as not reducible under any natural law were to

abstain at present from contemplating that noble field of

thought, they would tend towards both mental degradation and

social indifference. All that, in the public interest, is needed of

these backward minds is that they should recognise their

unfitness for politics, and should no longer aspire to manage the

general afi'airs of Humanity.

With regard to the majority of Concrete questions, that is concrete

to say in almost all practical cases, we shall never know the fii-^he'most

Eeal Order well enough to be able to dispense entirely with all 1™™.™'''°

recourse to Fictitious Synthesis as a means of supplementing .

Positive Laws. For it is our Abstract speculations only which

can be raised to complete positivity. These do indeed, by means

of deduction, exercise an ever increasing influence over the whole

body of concrete researches, and so place them gradually on a

more logical footing. Still, Concrete Laws will rarely be

discovered by deduction : they will scarcely spring otherwise

than from a wise empiricism (p. 25). But this method is
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seldom completely successful even for the lowest laws, owing to

the difficulty of discerning an Order composed of many elements,

except through the medium of the theories relating to those

elements.

The two methods then of positive reasoning, the Empirical

and the Systematic, do not always supplement each other's

deficiencies. However well combined, they will never be able

to dispense with the aid of the Fictitious Synthesis ; although

this, as it has already lost all influence over abstract, so it will

have less and less share in concrete speculations. But the

mixture of Empirical Inductions and Systematic Deductions,

which will always be the occupation of Practical Ee'ason, will

never entirely cease to be complicated with the heterogeneous

cooperation of the earliest method employed by man.

We fall back then involimtarily on the Primitive Logic, not

merely in those exceptional cases where our passions drag us

into speculations which we might eschew, but also in studies

which we have the best reasons for pursuing (p. 24, Phil. Pes.

V. 46). Under what restrictions it is to be normally incor-

porated into the Definitive Eegime of human reason, will be a

subject of direct inquiry in the next volume, when all our in-

tellectual prejudices connected with theology, with metaphysics,

and with science itself, shall have been cleared away by the

historical theory we are here working out.

Whatever be the motive, transient or permanent, which

throws us back on the spontaneous employment of the Fictitious

•method, it is to be remarked that we always prefer the Fetichist

form of it to the less direct and more complicated hypotheses of

Theology and Metaphysics (ii. 76). The speculations in which we

now recur to the Fetichist hypothesis are such as could never arise

in Fetichist times. When we are ignorant of laws and wish to

peneti-ate causes, do we involuntarily set up deities or entities ?

No ; but we always fall back on the supposition that the objects

of our attention are in direct possession of life, and we explain

their phenomena as resulting from their feelings. This natural

disposition makes it easy for completely emancipated minds to

transport themselves across the long interval which separates

them from the initial regime ; while among the different

theologists it overcomes the superstitious antipathy inspired hy

their habitual beliefs.

Such a demonstration proves beyond dispute how superior
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Feticliism is to Theologism in spontaneity, the most important and Positive

property of the Fictitious Synthesis, in its office of guiding the mode ot

earliest steps of human reason. But it will be found to be no

less superior in logical and—using the word in its wider sense—
scientific correctness. Complete positivity is the normal type

of mental maturity, and the Fetichist is less distant from

positivity than any sort of Theologist, His general approxima-

tion to Eeality is more exact inasmuch as it is more natural

;

in fact we do not improve upon it till we get to the Positive

state. Fetichism therefore would still prevail, if social

exigences had not forced om* ancestors to take the Theological

path in their inevitable preparation for Positivism.

The better to establish this important notion, so directly Polytheism

contrary to all existing opinions, I must continue to compare mode ot

Fetichism with Polytheism more particularly, that being in with which

every respect the principal kind of Theologism. The demonstra- Fetichism.

tion will thus be at once more decisive for really emancipated

thinkers,and less likely to shock those still preserving theological

sympathies, from which very few minds at the present day are

completely free. For where these backward inclinations now
exist they relate to Monotheism, though Polytheism deserved

them more.

The hypothesis of the Polytheist is theoretically inferior to

that of the Fetichist both as to method and as to doctrine.

From the logical point of view the Fetichist hypothesis Polytheism

conforms spontaneously to the fundamental rule of Positivism further from

in being the most simple that will account for the facts, while than Peti-

the Polytheistic hypothesis directly violates it. Consequently

the former can be brought to the test of verification, which the

latter never can be. To attribute life to the External World

is no doubt an error of capital importance. But we can show

that it is an error, and then we can get rid of it. This is no

longer the case when for direct, you substitute indirect wills,

belonging to beings purely imaginary. For the existence of

these beings can no more be decisively disproved than it can be

demonstrated. The hypothesis thus eludes our grasp, and its spe-

culative influence can only cease when the regime of Causes has

fallen into complete desuetude, and that of Laws is permanently

established. The mind might, on the contrary, pass without any

breach of continuity, from purely Fetichist to strictly Scientific

habits of thought, the earliest state being regarded as a first
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approximatiou to reality. In fact the hypothesis of direct life

is as suitable to the relative study of Laws as to the absolute

determination of Causes ; while the divinities of the theologist

or the entities of the metaphysician can serve for nothing except

to give us the conception of causation. ;

Thus the Fetichist method starts in the normal path of the

true logic, while the Theological method goes radically astray

from it. The former spontaneously confines itself to the degree

of subjectivity which is indispensable to us, the latter becomes

much more subjective than its theoretic purpose requires. It

is our just repugnance to this excess of fiction which makes us

naturally prefer the Fetichist mode in those exceptional cases

where for want of the Law we aspire to the Cause. This pre-

ference which we feel as individuals asserted itself in the evolu-

tion of our race as a whole ; and the superior spontaneity of the

Fetichist regime is explained by its greater simplicity. If, to

mark this general comparison more clearly, we carry it even into

pathology, I do not doubt that insanity, especially when chronic,

is more frequent and more obstinate among Theologists than

among Fetichists, a surmise which I hope will be verified by

judicious travellers.

(h) scientiBo Considered next, from the Scientific point of view, in the
Aptitude, , , , ,

^, ....
pp. 72-84. special and narrower \ise of that word, the theoretical superiority

of the earliest regime of Causes is equally incontestable. We
must first distinguish two general forms of Fetichist doctrine,

according as it deals with the inorganic world or with living

nature.

Fetichist With regard to the latter its mistake is very excusable. It
doctrine ° *'

unperior to (Joes but exaggerate the fundamental analoa:ies bv which man
Theological °o

iastoorga- really rosemblos the animals and even vegetables. Not only
nicKaturc, •'

j
was this tendency for a long time inevitable, but it strengthened

at first our synthetic faculties, and its moral reaction develops

our sympathetic instincts. Under both these aspects the

Theological doctrine goes further wrong in an opposite direc-

tion. For Theologism exaggerates the differences much more

than Fetichism does the resemblances. Both regimes busy

themselves with Causes ; but the second carries us directly awarj

from the true Scientific state, whereas the first leads us towards

it. Human life is thus irrationally separated from the mass

of animal and vegetable life to which Fetichism had too mucli
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assimilated us. To say nothing therefore of its Moral defects,

which will be examined presently, the Theological doctrine with

respect to animate nature is further removed from truth than

the Fetichist.

As to inorganic nature Fetichism is less satisfactory though And also m

equally excusable. But in doctrine as in method its superiority Nature.

to Theologism continues to be as marked here as before. Its

scientific error consists in not distinguishing life properly so

called from spontaneous activity. But how could we expect

such confusion to be escaped in those days, when we see it still

prevailing among the majority of cultivated minds, as is shown

especially by the conceptions of atheistic or pantheistic

biologists ? It does not carry us as far away from truth as

Theologism does in the opposite direction, by its cosmological

hypothesis of the universal passivity of matter.

When we aspire to penetrate to Causes properly so called, where the

we may avoid attributing physical phenomena, whether celestial sees Life,

or terrestrial, to supernatural beings ; but to do without the sees sponta-

hypothesis that material objects have affections and wills like tivity.

those of men is beyond our power. When "we subsequently give

up the idea of knowing anything beyond Eeal Laws—that is to

say, when we confine ourselves to seeking for general facts—we
set aside this hypothetical assimilation of life and death as

incompatible with the superior regularity of the Material

Order. But by the fundamental division of Physical science

into Cosmology and Biology, the existence of spontaneous

activity throughout nature is maintained, cleared only of those

human attributes which had been mixed up with it by

Fetichism. Without such universal activity—more intense, of

course, and more varied in living beings— the Natural Order as

a whole would become unintelligible.

Theologism was necessary to the Social evolution of AutheSoU

Humanity as a means of passing from the Fetichist regime to tahftraoes^'

the Positivist state, and we must value it accordingly. At the feotua/co?!'

same time we must regret that the original justness of our Thajiogism.

. intellect should have been so much impaired during that long

transition. Even at the present day, the least imperfect

sciences retain profound traces of the errors peculiar to the

second general mode of the Absolute Synthesis. I have already

in my fundamental work on Positive Philosophy noticed the
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prevalence of this irrational influence even in mathematics,

where the principal conceptions are still distorted by the cloudy-

hypothesis of the inertia of matter (Phil. Pos. i. 548).

Thus Fetichism is theoretically superior to Theologism in

doctrine as well as in method, even as regards the inorganic

world. Until the full advent of Positivism, it was really, as a

whole, the best exempliiication of sound logic and the nearest

approximation to the General Order. This judgment is irre-

sistibly confirmed by the Encyclopedic Progression established

in the preceding chapter as most suitable from the historical

point of view, when we divided natural laws into Physical,

Intellectual, and Moral.

Physical laws, as was to be expected, utterly baffled our

researches during that long period in which abstract speculation

could not sufficiently disengage itself from concrete elaboration.

Moral laws, on the contrary, were continuously and sponta-

neously developed by every contact between man and man,

even of the smallest and purely domestic kind. Though in

their earliest shape necessarily empirical, they were much more

efficacious than is supposed by modern reason, which indeed is

still indebted to them for its best notions in the department of

Morals. As for Intellectual laws, they could only be sketched

out last of all, either systematically or even empirically—an

instance of the logical fatality always governing intermediate

cases (p. 52). The distinct study of them had to wait for the

slow arrival of a real priestly order ; and besides, the priests could

not make nearly as much progress in that direction as the

women could with regard to Moral laws, or even as the practical

chiefs with regard to Physical laws. Until the entire accomplish-

ment of the Human Initiation, no decisive progress cordd be made

in true Mental science, as its present state shows only too clearly.

It was upon the Physical and Moral orders then that specu-

lation had long to concentrate itself, stimulated continuously

by Feeling and Activity. It was impossible that any deep

thought should be directed to the Intellectual order until philo-

sophy began to feel the want of a complete mental systematisa-

tion which chiefly depended thereon. As for real knowledge of

it, that was destined to baffle all the efforts of thinkers until

the Collective Evolution of Humanity at length furnished a

sufficient basis for it, as was explained, once for all, in the last

chapter (p. 38, &c.).
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It was thus that the encyclopedic question presented itself The earliest

to the infancy of human reason. To harmonise knowledge it therefore

was necessary to combine directly Physical science and Moral to a comw-
n 1 TIC •1-1 'i-i-

nation of

science, by applying one to the other as tar as was possible witn Morals ana

things so heterogeneous, the gap between which could not be Physical

bridged over, till the intermediate science of the Mind should explained by
Moral

be constituted. This combination might take place in two causes,

ways : Physical la^fs might be regarded as governing Moral

laws, or Moral laws as governing Physical. Now the former

mode, which ultimately obtains our preference, was at first

unsuitable for want of an objective basis. The Moral order, in

spite of its greater complication (which men at that time could

not appreciate), was at the outset much less unknown than the

Physical, and therefore it had to preside exclusively over the

Universal Synthesis. Besides the impossibility of proceeding

otherwise, this was the only way to move in conformity with

the fundamental rule of sound logic which lays down that we

should always pass from the more known to the less knoivn.

Thus arose the Fictitious Synthesis, supplying the want of

Physical Laws by Moral Causes.

From the above reasoning it follows, that of the different of this Fie

forms of the Fictitious Synthesis, Fetichism is logically and thesis Feti-

scientificaHy the best, because it attributes all material phe- themost

nomena to the direct affections of the corresponding material mode,

objects. Its spontaneous ascendency ought therefore to be

considered as no less normal, at the outset of Humanity, than

is the systematic ascendency of Positivism, in our final state.

Notwithstanding their apparent opposition, which, so far as it is

real, is much more historical than dogmatic, these two extreme

regimes are equally suitable to the situations of our iiitellect

respectively corresponding to them. It was only the interme-

diate regime instituted by Theologism that was truly contrary

to the general laws of human reason, although it was pro-

foundly justified by social necessities.

When this justification for the transitory ascendency of Polytheism,

Theologism had ceased to exist, its natural irrationality became AtheismTand

glaringly manifest, even after it had undergone all possible areiessra-

reductions. We may observe this irrationality for ourselves in of the same

the theologists of the present day, down to the very atheists

and pantheists who parody Positivity, but are at bottom the

last representatives of the Theological spirit. Having become,
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without any social excuse, the most inconsistent organs of the

regime of Causes, they continue their search for the Absolute

while rejecting the only solution which it admits. They utterly

spoil the initial Synthesis, robbing it of its happy subjectivity

to give it a delusive objectivity, in accordance with their

characteristic materialism, which, by an abuse of the true ency-

clopedic subordination, strives to explain our Moral nature by

the Physical world (i. 39). To compare the simple theories of

existing Fetichists with the misty dreams of these pompoua

doctors, would be to give the former too easy a victory. But

when we confine the historic parallel to the different regimes

which really directed the human intellect, without attending to

minds that are diseased, or have gone out of the beaten path,

we are still forced to the conclusion that the most ancient

and most spontaneous was also, under all intellectual aspects,

the best.

That this conclusion may have its full sociological force,

we must observe that it also follows directly from the universal

principle of positive logic, namely, that we should suitably

subordinate the Subjective to the Objective, by always con-

structing the simplest hypothesis that will satisfy the whole

body of observed facts. Now Fetichism institutes as much

as possible this fundamental submission of Man to the World,

carrying it even to the extent of the adoration of matter, in

accordance with the affections and wills which it attributes to

external bodies. As for the broad hypothesis of universal hfe

upon which it is based, I have already sufficiently demon-

strated its superiority in all respects over the other opinions

to which the search for causes has given rise. From such a

synthesis alone could the subordination of the subjective to the

objective have sprung in the first instance. But further I will

show that no other intellectual regime, until Positivism, has

been so well adapted to this, the principal destination of all our

theories.

For although, under the succeeding forms of the Fictitious

Synthesis, human reason became more and more submissive to

the External Order, the mental discipline thus actually

developed was not a result of the dominant opinions. It was

always due to the increasing reaction of the Positive spirit,

the spontaneous growth of which gradually replaced Absolute

Causes by Relative Laws. By transferring to imaginary beings
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the Wills which, Fetichism supposed to reside in real objects,

Theologism tended to exempt our intellect from all true

submission to the Natural Order, the usual conception of which

became therefore coloured by the indirect influence of our own
mental state. Theologism was always threatened with this

degeneration ; the only corrective being the Fatalism inculcated

by the priests, in accordance with their habitually practical

aims ; whereas the Fetichists, who were long without a priest-

hood, spontaneously avoided these subjective deviations, and

attributed the governing Wills directly to natural objects,

the existence of which, being within human ken, then regu-

lated human imagination. Thus Fetichism forbade as sacri-

legious, divagations which Theologism authorised and even

inspired, in spite of all the efforts of Theocracy (p. 104).

This high quality of Fetichist Philosophy is not seen by Therefore

modern thinkers, simply because they do not place themselves wastheoniy

at the proper point of view. Proud of their semi-emancipa- Fictitious

tion, they forget that the Fetichist believed profoundly in the favourable

realilJy of his dogmas ; and so this doctrine of the Vitality of

Matter, although in fact purely subjective, might be mentally

as efBcacious as if it had an objective basis. Only, its

empire could be no more than provisional, since the longer

the External Order was studied, the more difficulty would be

found in assimilating it to the Human type. But far from

having been always hostile to this rise of science, as is now
supposed, the Fetichist Eegime for a long time aided the

spontaneous growth of it, by consecrating Concrete Observation,

the destined parent of Abstract Contemplation.

For want of that systematic Eelativity which is only subordina-

attained through Positivism, peoplestill reproach Fetichism with inteueet to

a tendency which true philosophers should regard as its high FeticwSm,'"

privilege. They reproach it with subordinating Intellect too

much to Feeling. They forget that being the Initial Syn-

thesis it was necessarily without an Objective basis, and was

therefore obliged to borrow its theoretic principle from the

Heart.

From the fundamental doctrine established in this treatise As now in

on the true nature of Unity, it follows that the Final or
^°'"™'"'-

Positive Synthesis of human speculation must also rest on

Affection. No other basis can be found for that general

systematisation of our whole nature, without which the special
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Intellectual Syntliesis would remain impossible. The difference

between the Initial and the Final Synthesis is that, in the

latter, the principle of Love directly inculcates on our intellect

subordination to the External Order, which is now objectively

appreciated and seen to be preponderant. But till that

fundamental necessity could be demonstrated the Heart had

to supply its place, not only by furnishing the spiritual im-

pulse, but by suggesting the theory from which resulted

Fetichism. The Initial Synthesis is thus no more open to

the reproach above mentioned than is the Final, if its relation

to the corresponding situation of the human understanding ig

remembered. So profoundly insufficient was the Intellect at

that time, that if the Heart had not spontaneously taken the

initiative, speculation would never have advanced a step.

The degree At the present day such an ascendency of feeling over

sutordiDa- reasou would constitute an excessive subjectivity bordering on

in Fetichism madness ; it would in fact only differ from madness on the

be almost Condition that the individual remained clear in his judgment of

toSnSy. his, intellectual state. We often yield to the natural tempta-

tion to found our opinions on our desires in those numerous

cases where .the special laws remain unknown (p. 24). But

these spontaneous beliefs seldom last long; indeed we gene-

rally recognise them to be illusions, at all events after a short

experience. If we not only admitted them as habitual modes

of thought, but also lost our conviction of their inanity, we

should be really insane with respect to the order of facts con-

cerned, as is the case in prolonged dreams.

But it was Nevertheless the primitive state of human reason ought to

mai state of be judged completely normal, notwithstanding that it pro-

son.
^ ""

foundly fulfilled these two conditions of modern insanity in

every brain and for every speculation. This apparent contra-

diction is easily explained by my previous observations on the

eminently relative nature of insanity, the Biological examina-

tion of which ought always to be subordinated to the Socio-

logical, since the species governs the individual. The extent,

persistence, and unanimity of the so-called aberrations of

Fetichism would alone be quite sufficient to convince every

true philosopher that, as a whole, they constituted the best

system which our theoretical situation then admitted.

Logical ad- But not Only may this primitive tendency to believe what

tte tendency one desires be justified relatively, it must be directly judged
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conformable to the fundamental principle of sound logic. Of to beiieve

its moral reaction I say nothing here, as it will be estimated sire.

further on ; I am but continuing to point out its intellectual

influence. It is to be regarded as the necessary complement of

the universal principle, that the simplest hypothesis explaining

the facts is the best.

This general precept is in truth no less normal for the

Affections than for the Intellect. For every synthesis requires

that we estimate the External Order with reference to our own
destiny, unless we embark in a search for the Absolute, more

vicious objectively than subjectively. Nothing can restrain our

spontaneous propensity towards the opinions which most favour

our dominant instincts but a real knowledge of the Economy
of Nature. But further, this propensity is theoretically legiti-

mate, so far as it contributes to facilitate the Universal

Synthesis by increasing both the simplicity of our hypotheses

and our union with the External "World.

Although the order of nature is not as favourable to man as it is weii

is imagined by monotheistic optimism (i. 43), the existence and shouMtake

progress of Humanity are a proof that it is not radically hostile vouiawe

to him, and that it even becomes more and more favourable Eeai order,

mainly through his own wise action upon it. Since our

principal business is to study its good dispositions with a view

to their better developement, it is important that our own frame

of mind should be such as to prepare us to discern them. »

Everyone admits with respect to the Beautiful, that to be

critically appreciated it must first be admired ; and the same

rule is no less applicable tp the study of the True and the

accomplishment of the Good.

Every feeling of antipathy for which no sufiBcient reason can This maxim

be assigned tends to spoil the developement of the Intellect as bntiithe

much as the satisfaction of the Heart. Hence in the primitive the Human

situation of the human mind, where for want of an External

basis speculation necessarily takes its rise from an Emotional

source, that source must chiefly be our benevolent inclinations.

In that primitive state therefore, despair, depreciation, and

suspicion, even with regard to the Material Order, if they were

not rejected sponta/neously by our most powerful instincts,

would be discarded systematically. For they lead us to compli-

cate our hypotheses and so to stray further from the truth.

These general maxims are even more true of the study of the

Orders.
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Human Order as it really is, although it is still further from

perfection than the Material Order. The real spectacle unfolded

by history will never be properly appreciated but by those who

profoundly venerate the past as a whole.

Individual human nature is even more imperfect than

general human nature, because more complex. Yet even hero

the wise man will give play to our spontaneous predilection for

the most favourable hypotheses as being necessarily more simple

than those suggested by fear or distrust. I have often con-

gratulated myself that I have almost always followed this rule

in my judgments of persons, even where experience has ulti-

mately contradicted my first suppositions. In such problems

indeed, any suspicion entertained in advance of evidence

constitutes a logical complication as vicious as that of the

geometrician who loads a curve with parts over and above those

actually indicated by the equation. What may turn out to be

right would, in either case, be a matter of chance, and would not

alter the irrationality of the deviation. A superfluous compli-

cation of our hypotheses, whether it proceeds from the heart or

the intellect, always tends to lead us into indefinite aberrations,

by producing an excessive subjectivity under no direct control.

Hence the unsophisticated trustfulness of the Fetichist must

appear to Positivists to be as favourable to our intellectual

developement as to our moral amelioration, so long as it is not

inconsistent with an effectual study of the Natural Order. This

regime of man's infancy is equally suitable to his maturity

;

only, it will be modified in the latter stage in accordance with,

the progress of real knowledge, the Eelative taking the place of

the Absolute.

Our sound theories never can or need be more than imperfect

and approximate representations of the External "World. Such

being their nature and use, we have a certain amount of liberty

in framing them, which liberty we shall best employ in making

them as satisfactory as possible to our good inclinations. First

and above all, we must do what we can to simplify them, that

they may be more useful for speculation. Secondly, we may

and indeed should give them as much beauty as the indeter-

minateness still clinging to them permits, for this will lighten

the labour of meditating on them. Lastly, we ought to make

their moral character as perfect as possible, because every

Intellectual exercise has its reaction on the Affections. Such
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is the threefold complement, Scientific, Esthetic, and Sympa-
thetic, which the fundamental principle of sound logic requires

for the construction of all hypotheses, objectively framed and

subjectively revised.

The conscientious application of this complementary rule can The absolute

alone give any system to that combined use of Signs, Images, and FetioMsm

Sentiments which is the spontaneous instrument of all Specula- placed by

tioh. Ever since modern anarchy divorced the Intellect from the optimism oi

Heart, men have regarded the Morality of hypotheses less than

their Beauty, and much less than their Simplicity. Nevertheless

everyone who rightly appreciates our cerebral constitution as a

whole will see that the first of these qualities has really a more

profound though a less direct influence on our mental operations.

It acquires an increasing importance in proportion as our

speculations become more complicated. The Fetichists there-

fore spontaneously inaugurated true logic when they applied to

the External "World, the only object of their theories, that

happy instinct which supposes moral perfection everywhere. If

this is wanting, there is an intellectual craving unsatisfied, be

the hypothesis ever so beautiful and simple. Positivism will

consecrate this normal disposition and will turn it to farther-

account by bringing it to bear especially on the most noble and

difficult studies. Becoming Eelative instead of Absolute, it

will acquire a freer developement, and, when it is I'ecognised as a

Subjective institution, any scruples suggested by its want of

Objective basis will vanish.

To complete my account of the Intellectual qualities of PetioUsm

Fetichism, it remains for me to notice that, as regards the two temptsp°eou-

highest fields of speculation, this initial system is necessarily socMo'^or

one vast blank. As its fundamental principle consisted in ° * '

seeing the human type everywhere, there could be no continuous

synthetic study of Morals and Sociology. These superior laws

relating to the Human Order, being empirically sketched and

thought to be sufficiently known, served only as an explanation

of the inferior spectacle of the External World, the material pre-

ponderance of which was already profoundly felt (p. 74). Any
theorising by Man upon his own nature, either individually or

collectively, would have been no less impossible than inopportune

in- that primitive stage. The Fetichist mind always remained

incapable of such a refinement, and never attempted, in that

great field of thought, to rise above pure empiricism.

TOL. III. G
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Tkis unavoidable gap could at first be filled up only by

Polytheism ; and this is the chief speculative merit of that

system, as I will explain more particularly in the next chapter.

As soon as the moving Wills were imagined to reside outside of

real objects, they at once acquired an influence extending beyond

the merely material use which they had at first subserved ; and

although this primitive office of fetiches continued to be the

principal attribute of Gods, they were soon introduced into

moral and even intellectual explanations, when the develope-

ment of human affairs gradually made the need of these felt.

But the superiority of Polytheism over Fetichism as regards

Moral and Social speculations must be pronounced to be more

apparent than real, if we consider how small, after all, was the

success for a long time attainable in the systematic study of

human nature. This highest field of thought could not he

approached as it deserved, before the various inferior sciences

were sufficiently advanced. No decisive step could be made

towards the true theory of the Human Order until a tolerable

knowledge of the Material and even of the Vital order was

possible ; that is to say, not until our own day. Indeed as

regards true knowledge of Moral laws. Polytheistic science

never advanced beyond the spontaneous results reached empirior

ally by women.

As regards Mental laws, the continuous efforts of the

priesthood, followed by those of the philosophers, properly so

called, were even less successful in instituting a systematic study

of them. Capable of judging everything directly except itself,

the human understanding can only be known to itself indirectly

by the observation of its operations, especially its collective

operations, on a sufficient scale ; and even at the present day

this observation is hardly wide enough to be decisive, as I have

already explained. If we except the incomparable discovery

substantially achieved by Aristotle (p. 15), but always contested

even till the rise of Positivism, the theoretic study of the Mind

during Polytheism never produced anything but contradictory

errors, among which we with difficulty descry some glimpses of

truth, and these purely empirical.

The general progress of the Human Intellect was therefore

in no way retarded by the necessary impotence of Fetichism aS

regards the highest speculations. In the eyes of a true

philosopher, the artless ignorance which in this respect disi
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tinguishes the humble thinkers of Central Africa is worth more
even in point of rationality than the pompous verbiage of the

proud doctors of Grermany. For it proceeds from a real though

confused feeling that anyone who remains unfurnished with the

scientific basis is unripe for such speculations ; and of this basis

our metaphysicians are more disgracefully ignorant than the

lowest negroes.

Theologism, apart from any design on the part of its organs, ?y attempt-

had the advantage of extending to the human Order, which ooverMentai
o ° ^ and Moral

Fetichism could not reach. But the advantage was only to its laws, Poiy-
^ '^ tneiam

Social destination, as I shall presently explain. Its aptitude 8?\°?'^P''\

for Speculation was in no way increased thereby. However speculative

unsatisfactory in point of reality were the Theological explana-

tions of Intellectual and Moral phenomena, the very attempt to

supply them made the priestly system more complete, and so

developed its Political authority. Thus the inferiority of

Fetichism in this respect tended only to hinder it from directing

the gradual extension of human Association without really

affecting its Intellectual influence.

Pursuing the last consideration further, we shall even recog- The impo-

nise that this incapacity reacted happily on the principal Spe- chiOTiforthe

culative use of Fetichism, as the earliest belief about causation, oifattonr!

For I have shown above (p. 71) that its Intellectual office con- Srabi™"'^'"

sisted especially in laying the foundation of human Logic by
establishing in an elementary but decisive form the subordination

of the Subjective to the Objective. Now by confining itself to

the External Order, it the better consolidated what it had ener-

getically instituted—the submission of Man to the World. If

Fetichism had uselessly troubled itself about the Human Order,

the nascent intellectual conviction as to the inflexible prepon-

derance of Materiality, which is the first foundation of any
construction whatever, would have been seriously disturbed. If

we consider what grave disorder the Theological spirit did in

fact create in this respect, we shall feel that the restriction of

the Fetichist philosophy to the domains of, Matter and Life

was as indispensable as it was inevitable.

This full estimate of the solitary speculative defect of

Fetichism still leaves its Intellectual superiority to every other

Fictitious Synthesis beyond dispute ; and no further Abstract

explanation is henceforth needed, beyond such elucidations as

will come out in the Concrete examination. Besides the natural

G 2
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difficulty of its demonstration, the doctrine I have here advanced

is too contrary to all existing opinions not to need the most

careful developement ; without this, I should not have been able

to utilise it fully in my general view of history, which it will

influence profoundly. But here, as when I was treating the

general theory of our Intellectual Initiation, my business was

chiefly to explain the scientific and logical efficacy of the belief

in Direct Causation, the superiority of which in point of reality

over all the other modes in which causes were afterwards to be

conceived, has been radically misunderstood owing to our pre-

judices.

As for the Esthetic aptitude of Fetichism, it is too evident

to require a special examination now. For a system which

directly assimilates to ourselves all objects, even the most

inert, is eminently favourable to the rise of the poetic, the

musical, and even the plastic art. If, nevertheless. Polytheism

produced the principal developement of the fine arts, I shall pre-

sently prove that it did so more by certain social reactions

than by any Esthetic power of its own. The forms only of art

would be strongly affected by the Theological dogma, which was

in no way indispensable to the imagination. Supposing Fetichism

developed into a vast society, general poetry and its two special

auxiliary arts would receive therein an impulse not less decisive,

and more derived from the Affections, than under the best Poly-

theistic regime, and would, like science and industry, tend

more directly towards their final state under Positivism.

In this abstract estimate of Fetichism it was necessary to

deal chiefiy with its intellectual properties, the only ones which

are radically misunderstood in our day. For the same reasons

which determined my treatment of the Fictitious Eegime as a

whole, in the preceding chapter, I am now dispensed from

dwelling long on the Active and Affective aptitudes of its

Fetichist phase, except so far as they may be elucidated in

the Concrete examination. I must nevertheless concisely de-

scribe both the one and the other, in order to prepare suffi-

ciently for that examination, though in nowise anticipating it.

As regards Activity, the Fetichist system would appear

radically vicious, if any regime ought to be judged by its doc-

trine without reference to the corresponding situation. But it

is sufficient here to call to mind the fatal mistake thus committed

by the best Eomans when they rejected nascent Catholicism, in
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order to warn the judicious reader against this tendency to sepa-

rate irrationally the different essential aspects of an existence

really indivisible. Now it is by duly weighing these necessary

relations that we shall estimate soundly the true influence of

Fetichisra on the developement of Activity, both Industrial and

Military.

From the Industrial point of view, Fetichism was sponta- FeticMsm,
^ ' -^

^ m spite ot

neously suitable to our chief primitive needs. Its doctrine, it ife do^trjne,
•J i- ^ does not

is true, tended directly to limit our Activity. For by instituting fetter inaus-

the adoration of matter, it seemed to forbid as sacrilegious any twty.

attempt to alter the conditions surrounding us. But the emi-

nently concrete and special character of the worship naturally

authorised the inconsistencies which every Synthesis contrary to

any essential tendency of Humanity must submit to.

In the first place Fetichist adoration usually concerns indi- I'or, first,
* ^

, individual

vidua! obiects, and hardly ever extends to their species. It is objects are
•J ^ 'J J- worshipped,

,

evident that this limitation must prevail with respect to the not species,

inorganic world, and even the vegetable kingdom, which fur-

nishes the principal fetiches. But it also prevails almost always

with respect to animals'. If some species are worshipped col-

lectively, this exception is due to the influence of the priests,

which Fetichism developes in its latest stage, as I shall explain

further on. Services, especially of a destructive kind, rendered

to society, procured this distinction for certain animals.

Secondly, the Fetichist worship is hardly more general as to And, second.r J o
]y^ difEerent

the worshippers, than as to the objects worshipped. Although famiUeshave

tribe fetiches exist, it is most common for each family to adore letiohes.

speciallyobjects peculiar to itself, and many even are sacred only

in the eyes of certain individuals. This limitation might, if

needful, be proved by the private enmities of which it becomes

a frequent source.

Putting these two broad considerations together we shall

see how unfounded are the reproaches of industrial inactivity

which Fetichist adoration seems at first sight to deserve, and

which would apply much more to Monotheistic worship. The
consecration of individual animals, vegetables, or minerals

hinders no one from modifying or even destroying the species

of which they form part. The Fetichist is not in the habit of

respecting any of the objects selected for a purely private

w;orship by other families than his own.

Thus the primitive religion leaves a double opening for suttheten-
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the destructive form of Activity, wMch it appears to prohibit.

However, its main tendency is no doubt to conservation, and

it is important now to recognise that in this respect it is

.exactly suited to the principal needs of our earliest situa-

tion.

The fact is that the destructive instinct being more ener-

getic in us than the constructive, first from our cerebral con-

stitution, and secondly from our carnivorous habits, its activity

largely preponderates at a time which admits of no regular

discipline. Moreover, the primitive situation of Humanity
furnishes a continual and legitimate employment for this spon-

taneous preponderance, in removing the material obstacles

which necessarily stand in the way of infant civilisation. "Were

it not for the vast destruction of animals accomplished by

the hunting tribes, and the analogous ravages by pastoral

populations on vegetables, we should never have entered into

possession of our planet.

Now this destructive Activity, being both spontaneous and

prompted by motives, no influence less steady than the adora-

tion of matter, characteristic of Fetichism, would have availed

to moderate it. Had it not been for siich a religious discipline,

not requiring priestly management, the blind energy of the

generations destined to clear the stage for Humanity to

perform its part, would haA^e exterminated many sorts of both

animals and vegetables, the real use of which could not then

be foreseen. This immense benefit of Fetichism wiU be

better appreciated if we consider the brutal ardour for destruc-^

tion shown by civilised men, whenever the checks which bridle

this powerful instinct give way for a time under exceptional

circumstances.

But besides furnishing this necessary check upon our

principal primitive Activity, the Initial Eeligion specially

facilitates our first industrial conquests. Too exclusively

interested at the present day in triumphing over inorg'aiiic

matter, we forget that the primitive victories of Humanity

must have consisted above all in the domestication of certain

organic, and at first even of certain animal, species. Although

the importance and the difficulty of such a partnership have

been habitually misunderstood since Monotheism has prevailed,

everyone may easily appreciate them, by supposing it sudi

denly to fail us. Even confining such a supposition to animals,
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to make it more imaginable, we feel at once that the loss of

one principal species alone would at the present day upset

human industry ; and that too, although we should retain all the

results due to such help since the dawn of civilisation. Those

who are not carried away by the empirical enthusiasm of

modern Occidentals for the mechanical and chemical arts re-

cognise, as all antiquity did, that agriculture is necessarily the

most essential of industries. Now the domestication of two

animals capable of discipline was a greater step in agri-

culture than any which has been made since, in spite of

the exaggerated importance now attached to their inorganic

substitutes.

The spontaneous aptitude of Fetichism for this fundamental pjfntsT
*'

partnership, everywhere instituted under its ascendency, will

appear indisputable to everyone who can sufficiently get rid of

the haughty prejudices which hinder us from rightly imderstand-

ing how it was brought about. This great achievement is attri-

buted to a happy combination of craft and force, by which in

the first instance we subdued certain animals, whose descendants

have inherited their discipline. But this vulgar account,

inspired by the hardness and ignorance of Monotheism, is as

frivolous as it is ungrateful. It forgets that the association is

still eminently volimtary in the case of every species really

useful, and that the primitive alliance was always chiefly due

to the fraternal manners towards animals promoted by

Fetichism. It is sufficient here to recognise, that if the

horse or the dog chose even now to withdraw from our rule,

we should find it difficult to bring them back to it. The

free consent of these eminent auxiliaries was, a fortiori, in-

dispensable to their original domestication.

This precious alliance, the real som-ce of our chief practical

successes in war as well as in industry, was spontaneously in-

stituted by Fetichist manners, which were more fitted than any

others to make the sociable animals feel such a union to be both

pleasant and useful. Without here anticipating explanations

specially reserved for the Concrete Examination, I must,

however, point out the principle and the nature of this

fitness.

It results directly from the universal adoration instituted

by the Primitive Eeligion. Although that adoration rarely

extended to any species as a whole, and did not even em-
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brace every species, its habitual practice sufficed to inspire us

with feelings most favourable to worthy relations with any in-

dividual animal. Fetichist beliefs give us a sense of brother-

hood with animals, which is both more reasonable and more

useful tha.n the cruel pride of Monotheists. At the present

day, all those who are really acquainted with the manners of

animals know how largely such feelings contribute to win for

anyone the confidence and submission of these free helpmates of

Man.

Although the law of hereditary transmission has during

long ages facilitated their domestication, this cooperation wiU

never be maintained unless we recur to the worthy habits

which originally procured it for us. If new species have hardly

ever been associated in this important partnership, under the

different regimes which succeeded Fetichism, we must set it

down to the necessary insufficiency of these, as regards both

the liberality of manners and the insight into fact required for

such an extension. By first fairly and respectfully judging our

primitive dispositions, and then systematising them, the Final

Keligion will necessarily procure a better developement for them,

as I will explain in the following volume.

In spite then of the exaggerations inseparable from every

Absolute belief, Fetichism was eminently favourable to our

Practical Evolution, by spontaneously determining first the

conservation, and then the association, of the disciplinable

animals. Though less evident and indeed less complete, as

regards the useful vegetables, its salutary influence long re-

mained indispensable to the rise of agricultmre. Be it observed,

that Fetichism acquired this twofold aptitude direct from its

doctrine, independently of priestly influence, which regularised

it indeed, but not till towards the close of the regime.

"Whereas Monotheism, now so bepraised for its doctrine, owed

what real utility it had exclusively to the continuous wisdom

of a progressive priesthood.

Such are the Industrial properties of Fetichism, and

admirably were they adapted to the corresponding situation.

Its Military efficacy is certainly inferior, although less dis-

puted. The vast impulse it gives to destructive activity does

in truth naturally dispose its believers to war, besides making

frequent occasions for fighting. It must even be admitted that

the necessarily narrow limits of each Fetichist religion are a
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direct cause of both public and private hostilities among the

different primitive populations.

But these fierce struggles are still far from constitiiting
^^*j^^j|*g

that true War which will ever deserve the profound attention, 2°* ^"^

and, I venture to say, the respectful admiration of the genuine

philosopher, in virtue of its great social destination, sufficiently

demonstrated in the preceding chapter (p. 49). What efficacy

the combative habits of Fetichism had in that direction could be

merely of a preparatory kind, besides being less in degree than

its efficacy as a preparation for Industry. Their principal

historic influence was not even direct, being negative rather than

positive ; for the thorough repression of these barren conflicts

became afterwards the noblest motive for military domination.

The Systematic Conquest proper to antiquity long remained p°^'jg°g*„

incompatible with Fetichist beliefs even when they had esta-
gJ^^*trSa^.''*

blished the first condition of such conquest by substituting sta- trio stage.

^ionary life for nomadism. In fact, as long as they differed so

much in different nations, there could be no incorporation of van-

quished populations, and hardly even a religious sanction for

individual slavery. All struggles of Fetichists ended in the exter-

mination of the vanquished exceptwhere individuals were adopted

by the victors, a not unfrequent occurrence. The rise of Con-

quests belongs exclusively to Polytheism, as will be explained in

the sequel of my historical examination. Fetichism however

became suitable to Conquest when its Astrolatric stage was

reached, because there was then a doctrine which could spread

over a wider field. But this late developement came too close

to the age of Polytheism to have time to bring out the aptitude

of the Fetichist Eegime for conquest, at least among those

populations whose social growth has been historical.

After this description of the Practical properties of Fetichism s. Afleotive

I must complete its Abstract examination by a summary Praperties,

explanation of its Affective properties.
^^'

The evolution of Feeling can never be anything else than Apparent

the continuous resultant of the moral reactions respectively due tionsinFeti-

to the simultaneous evolutions of Intellect and Activity, It is ners caused

only by this principle, established in the last chapter (p. 56), of inteiiec-

that we can account for the contradictions in Fetichist manners Aotive infiu-

which have been everywhere observed. The two general in-

fluences which contribute to form them are, in fact, ordinarily

opposed to each other, though by no means equal in force.
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No Absolute doctrine can be as favourable as that of

Fetichism to the direct and continuous growth of our Sympa->

thetic instincts. Being purely an emanation from man's brain,

its principle was necessarily personal, like that of every

Fictitious Synthesis, and could therefore give no consecration to

social life, which Positivism alone can systematise. But this

Primitive Eeligion will be pronounced to be rather individual

than egoistic if we consider not the source but the nature of

its fundamental dogma. For towards all objects, even thos&

without life, it inspires us with dispositions eminently suited to

cultivate habitually our best affections.

Although Fetichist adoration always proceeds from personal

motives, its perfect spontaneity corrects the profoundly egoistic

character, which was only to be completely developed in the

Absolute Synthesis, when this became systematised and Mono-

theistic. Even when Fetichist worship extended to maleficent

forces, the existence of which was openly and artlessly admitted,

the veneration thus excited always gave a nobleness to the

corresponding fear. In all the other cases, and they are much

more numerous, the habitual homage rested on love and

gratitude.

No doubt love and gratitude, the source of which always

remains personal, could not inspire truly disinterested senti-

ments, if these latter were really foreign to our natures. But

the disinterested sentiments being innate, love and gratitude

are well calculated to develope them. They act, in Fetichist

times, like the analogous dispositions towards Grod cultivated by

Monotheism, which has been so much extolled for its moral influ-

ence. Their action on Sympathy is in truth more extensive and

spontaneous in Fetichism than under any of the regimes which

separate it from Positivism. It could only be soundly ap-

preciated since the natural existence of the Benevolent Affec-

tions has been demonstrated in modern times.

When we inquire next how Fetichist worship reacted on

Society, we see that these universal habits of confidence and

respect, pushed even to adoration, must be a happy corrective

of manners inspired by an Activity mainly destructive. The

Theoretic and Practical influences which determine the Moral

growth are here in continuous antagonism, and thus alone can

we account for the incomparable warmth of affection often

observed among cannibals. But to judge rightly the general
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influence of Fetichism on Sociability, we must decompose the '

latter into private and public, for the aptitude of the former is

very different in the two cases.

As regards Private Sociability the efficacy of the Primitive («).Private

Eeligion is truly admirable. We certainly Owe to it the the Family)

,

^
. . constituted

constitution of the Family, the necessary base of all social byPeti-
•^ ^

^ ,
chism.

order. In these elementary relations, the peculiar limitations

of Fetichist beliefs have even a tendency to fortify the funda-

mental bond, by giving more concentration to the affections so

consecrated. The three elements. Active, Affective, and Specu-

lative, of all human association, begin to be distinctly marked in

each family, as soon as the material situation is such that the

women and old men can sufficiently modify the domination of

the adult heads of households.

Although the establishment of polygamy was everywhere due uoraivts&yxt
o L J o J ,1

^
enQQ of wo-

to the primitive energy of the sexual instinct, we must not judge men begins

that initial institution with the blind reprobation of modern standing
^

,
Polygamy.

Occidentals. In spite of its twofold imperfection, conjugal and

maternal, it is always the first mode of human marriage, the

general properties of which it realises to a certain extent.

Christian exaggeration, which represents it as incompatible with

all habitual tenderness, is refuted even at the present day by

the frequent experience of the most civilised Orientals.

Polygamy withdrew women from active life ; and thus only

in a rudimentary form could their moral influence commence.

Though not very apparent, this influence was already real even

over their husbands, and still more over their sons whose educa-

tion was naturally left to them. Moreover, as it involved ex-<

pense, it furnished one of the principal incentives to accumula-

tions of wealth, which were long difficult to form, and yet were

essential to general progress. Thus the Affective element of the

moderating or Spiritual power had already taken distinct shape

in the Fetichist family, and its influence thereon can be easily

appreciated among most Negro populations.

"With regard to the Speculative element of that power, speculative

represented by the old men, the same assertion is at bottom om^Men
°

true, in spite of one apparent difficulty. If the aged are as a •wltStand-

rule left to perish, it is because of the extreme poverty too abLdon-

common in the primitive family. In the best marked cases, perish."

this abandonment is so little a proof of filial indifference, that

each victim nobly prepares himself from childhood for solemn
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"Worsliip of
Ancestors.

(6) Public
Society (or

the city) not
constituted
by Feti-

chism.

The doctrine
not beiu^
capable of

extension.

submission to this fatal necessity, which is often accomplished

amidst the most touching manifestations of affection. We
must only rank it among the hard exigences imposed by the

External World on the infancy of Humanity, at a time when

the providence of the Great Being is not yet able to modify

sufficiently the Material Order. But the closing scene is always

preceded by a period during which the old man is treated with

veneration, and the counsels of his experience exercise a power

in the family, moderating the necessary preponderance of its

active head.

This holy influence becomes more august after death, even

in those early times. Fetichism is eminently fitted to give it

this consecration, by the spontaneous rise of the worship of

ancestors, which everywhere dates from the Primitive Eeligion,

and is a natural institution, at that time quite unconnected

with the subtle polytheistic dogma, that attributes the most

distinctive phenomena of Man to a being within him capable

of existing apart from his body. It is an institution resulting

directly from the principle of Fetichism, in which life being

supposed to be universal, death is regarded as only prolonging,

in a new mode, an existence which is not denied even to the

lowest forms of matter. The Primitive Eeligion, then, institutes

the spiritual authority of Old Age not merely in its objective,

but even in its subjective shape, and hence is developed in due

course the priestly power, the name of which everywhere reminds

us of its domestic origin.

Thus, in the elementary association of the Family, our best

sentiments, both of Continuity and Solidarity, are put into

decisive though incomplete shape, and are spontaneously conse-

crated by Fetichism. But for miore extended relations its

influence could not be so favourable. We owe to it the Family,

and even a rough sketch of the City ; but it could not institute

the Church, except in its Astrolatric phase, from which it soon

passed into Polytheism, as I will explain below.

This limitation of its Social efficacy follows necessarily from

the impossibility of extending its beliefs over wide areas, notr

withstanding their universal spontaneity. But it is important

that this insufficiency should be well understood, for it furnishes

the Philosophy of History with the only general explanation of

the rise of Theologism in the original Evolution of Humanity.
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The Domestic union founded on Love is naturally conse- Fetiohism

crated by FeticHsm, as I have just shown. Fetichism can also thegeimoi

sketch out the Civic union which depends on Activity. For we not of spM-

owe to it fixity of residence, without which such union cannot tiou.

hegin. But it is not sufficient to institute the wider though

looser bond which depends only on Belief. Far from drawing

independent cities closer in that way, the Primitive Eeligion

excites habitual conflicts between them, in consequence of thfe

natural differences between creeds essentially domestic and

almost personal. It is only under Polytheism that the Church,

properly so called, can commence, that is to say, a society purely

spiritual and vaster than the temporal associations between

which it forms the only permanent link. The different Fetichist

beliefs are spontaneously analogous; but they are not suffi-

ciently similar to unite populations which are not directly

drawn together by the habitual sentiment of a cooperation in

action, even supposing that Fetichism and practical Industry

could subsist side by side.

Having thus marked out and limited the entire Affective

aptitude of Fetichism, I have now finished the Abstract Esti-

mate of it. From, this difficult explanation, taken as a whole,

we already see reason to regard this Initial System as essentially

superior to all those which separated it from the Final Systein

of Positivism. Between the two there is necessarily a funda-

mental affinity, some indication of which it behoved me thus

early to give.

This general conclusion will be profoundly strengthened by oonchete

the Concrete Estimate which I am now to set forth. But I mos^pp^ss-

must first establish an essential distinction, already incidentally
^'^^'

applied, between the two necessary phases of Fetichism, which, Preliminary

from being purely spontaneous, became in due course truly awsTo^oT

systematic before generating Polytheism. As the principal i?to"s^nta.

results of Fetichism belong to both modes, and both must oMsmpro'-''

therefore be embraced in one examination, I should have either systematic

to neglect necessary distinctions, or to interrupt the unity of ^^I'^^t^'''

my exposition too frequently by calling attention to them, if I

could not properly treat one phase as coming after the other.

My Abstract Appreciation of the Fetichist Eegime repre- Fetichism ia

sented it as, upon the whole, essentially conservative. Eminently pro^slonai

suitable to our earliest Intellectual needs, and spontaneously mSrran*?*

favourable to the corresponding form of Activity, it worthily
"°"'**'™
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And themost
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ment.
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consecrates the fundamental Sentiments which, when developed

and consolidated, determine the principal aim of the social

state. Even its single capital defect, the inahility to form vast

associations, tends to unite more closely the members of eacli

tribe.

It is not astonishing then that this regime has everywhere,

more than any other, inspired an obstinate attachment, too -well

exemplified in our days by the unhappy victims of the infamous

slave trade. Despite the vaunts of Monotheists, Fetichism is

not only the most ancient but the most durable of all the pro-

visional Syntheses, since it still subsists among many popular

tions. If religion had been destined to remain for ever fictitious,

this, its primitive mode, would certainly have been also eternal

^Nevertheless, as Fetichism was once imiversal, while it is

now confined to a minority of our species, its nature, however

conservative, must be capable of spontaneous changes. If these

are attributed to invasions, the difficulty is only thrown further

back ; it still confronts us in the case of the conquerors. Be-

sides, the mutual hostilities of Fetich^sts can in no way modify

their respective beliefs. Accordingly, at the conclusion of the

present chapter, it will be demonstrated that Polytheism is

spontaneously generated by Fetichism. That explanation I

shall not here anticipate ; but I cannot avoid laying the found-

ation of it somewhat prematurely, when, to smooth the way

for the Concrete Appreciation, I describe the principal modifi-

cation that Fetichism undergoes.

In its universal adoration of matter, Fetichism at first

accords no distinction to the heavenly bodies. Judging every-

thing with reference to his own destiny, man long addresses Ms

principal homage to terrestrial and even animated objects,

which he thinks concern him more than the stars do. The

dependence of the seasons upon the sun is not so obvious as is

pretended, and would long be unrecognised, especially in the

equatorial regions, where pure Fetichism still prevails. In

much later times we see how difficult the early philosophers

everywhere found it to get the notion accepted. Even here, in

the midst of Monotheism, the principal phenomena of our

atmosphere are still regarded with more awe than all those

of the heavens, and it is with them, more than anything else,

that men connect the idea of supernatural power.

However, the regularity of the celestial spectacle could not

fail at length to attract habitual attention, when the Positive
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spirit arose spontaneously, under Fetichist inspiration, frojn the ™^^™°

first mathematical notions, as I am going to explain. This ^^^^°'

Speculative progress is naturally connected -with the great

Social revolution examined already, which consisted in the

definitive substitution of Stationary life for Nomadism. The

invariability of the apparent motions Of the heavenly bodies

could not, in fact, manifest itself with sufficient clearness to

populations always on the move. But when observations were

made from a fixed residence, this invariability would soon be

recognised, first in the stars, then in the sun, and even the

moon, and lastly in the principal planets.

That point reached, the adoration of the heavenly bodies

increased in importance, and Fetichism gradually passed into

the state of Astrolatry. These new fetiches tended to prevail

over all others, and so to systematise the primitive worship, in

proportion as men appreciated their characteristic regularity

and their inaccessible situation. But this preponderance

could only become decisive under the influence of the priest-

hood, the rise of which is itself intimately allied with Astrolatry.

Fetichism must exist for a long time without needing, and
petf?"'

even without admitting, any special priest. As long as its ^'^H^^ ^

beliefs remain essentially domestic, each head of a family ^^ '5^''*"!,?'

spontaneously conducts the worship of those thoroughly access- *'^'

ible objects whose wills can be directly interpreted. Only,

when the institution of Old Age has been sufficiently established

in place of abandonment, the Elders, in consequence of their

superior knowledge of sacred rites, obtain a religious credit

which strengthens their consultative influence. Nevertheless,

until the advent of Astrolatry, Fetichism could not admit a

priesthood proper, except for public fetiches ; and as the attri-

butes of these were special, the authority of their priests was

naturally limited. This constitution changes gradually, as the

worship of celestial bodies tends to prevail over that of bodies

terrestrial.

In virtue of their inaccessibility, the sidereal fetiches soon which are

give rise to a distinct priesthood, to interpret their wills, and sibmty, (2)'

to transmit the homage of their worshippers. Their regularity ^ ™ ^*

iponsolidates and developes this tendency, by making men hope

to understand their intentions better than those of other super-

human powers. To each believer, however, it seems that such

completer insight can only be gained by special preparation, for

which few think themselves fitted. The knowledge of the fixed
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(3) UniTer-
sality. This
last qnallty
contributes
but little to
tlie founda-
tion of As-
trolatry

;

stars indeed is not really difficult, except for nomadic popula*

tions, and soon becomes common among all stationary fetichists

from its normal connection with agriculture. But with familia-

rity it becomes unimportant, except so far as it is subordinated

to the theory of the sun, of the moon, and even of the planets;

Now the knowledge of this belongs exclusively to the priest-

hood properly so called. Thus it was that the two essential

characteristics of the celestial fetiches concurred spontaneously

to cause the formation everywhere ofa priestly corporation, which

would in turn much develope the worship from which it arose.

To the scientific mind of the present day it may seem

strange that I have not introduced into such an explanation

the third attribute of these bodies, namely that they alone

admit of universal adoration, as being equally observable

among all peoples. But, in the first place, the mere fact of the

universality of the celestial spectacle would have no real value,

were not the spectacle important in itself, and, secondly, it was

recognised later than the two principal characteristics. The

different appearance of the heavens, as seen from ditFerent spots

on earth, must long have made it very difficult, even as regards

the stars, to realise clearly that the spectacle was one and the

same for all.

Besides, it is to the Priesthood alone that we must ascribe

the first decisive perception of this identity, as resulting from

the unchanging configuration of the constellations, although

their altitude might vary. The identification of the planets

would a fortiori be exclusively due to a priesthood. How great

the difficulty becomes in their case is shown by the fact that

throughout antiquity Venus preserved the double name of

Phosphorus and Hesperus, belonging to what appeared to be

the two distinct stars naturally indicated by the periodical alter-

nation of her apparent displacements, as she sometimes precedes

and sometimes follows the Sun.

Thus the universality of the celestial spectacle ranks last of

its three characteristics, in a Sociological estimate of Astrolatry,

which is chiefly concerned with the decisive introduction of the

Priesthood by that phase of Fetichism. For we see that, so far

from contributing towards that social change, the quality of

universality could not obtain sufficient recognition till the

change was accomplished. But although it had nothing to do

with introducing, it would do much towards extending and

consolidating, the Priesthood.-
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In those respects its importance becomes at last prepon- But miich to

derant, since it radically corrects tlie only essential defect which pnestiy in-

cur Abstract Examination revealed in Fetichism (p. 92). For

this religion would then be capable of spreading more widely

than the transitional state of Theologism, and even as widely

as the definitive state of Positivism ; though the latter would

be universal in more senses, in virtue of its Theoretic Eeality,

and its Practical Morality. This eminent capacity of Fetichism

was everywhere nipped in the bud by the necessary advent of

Polytheism. But even so, history affords several decisive

instances of astrolatric union among vast populations politically

independent of each other.

This is not the place for a direct examination of the capital Examination

mnuence of Astrolatry on the gradual transformation of f eti- try, as a

, 1* p 1
transition to

chism into Theologism. That will come at the end of this Polytheism,

chapter. I must confine myself here to describing the profound

change which comes over the Primitive Eeligion as soon as

Astrolatry prevails. It is memorable not only for its natural

consequences, but because it is the first important revolution

undergone by Humanity, the opinions, manners, and even

government of which are simultaneously modified.

This revolution would be better understood if its connection Germ of

with the two greatest of social events—the institution of sta- Astrolatry.

tionary life and the establishment of the priesthood—were not

forgotten. However that may be, I must not conclude its

preliminary examination without pointing out thus early the

unseen but decisive influence of nascent Positivity. For if the

Astrolatric Eegime did much to develope astronomical studies,

it owed its own birth to the first rough and spontaneous com-

mencement of them.

I can now proceed without break or confusion to the Con- Concrete Ap-

crete Examination of Fetichism, that is to say, to estimate wiiihoM

definitively, as a whole, the intellectual and social state, which saiiy, aiiow-

actually results from the combined . operation of the essential made tor in-

properties described in the Abstract Examination. Although Enviroc-

it is my business here to consider especially the completest

instances, this examination must be understood to apply to all

historical cases. But lest this universality of application

should be thought to involve serious diflSculties, I would beo-

the reader never to forget the great influence long exercised by

VOL. III. H
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the Material Environment over human developement, not only

on its Practical, but even on its Theoretic side.

While Humanity was still in her infancy, and could not

sufi&ciently modify her planet, she was in stricter subordination

to it than is now supposed. The effect of climate has been

irrationally exaggerated ; but it is impossible not to recognise

the secondary perturbations which each Environment, as a

whole, must always, though in diminishing ratio, introduce into

the speed of the corresponding progress. As Social Dynamics

ought not at the present day to make special allowance for

these, save in some exceptional cases, it behoved me to give

notice beforehand of this necessary reservation, lest my histori-

cal allusions should often appear paradoxical.

To estimate sufficiently the Speculative Eesults of Feti-

chism we must examine separately, first its Philosophic, then

its Scientific, and lastly its Esthetic influence, following the

order which suits every truly Synthetic regime.

Under the first aspect, my Abstract Examination of the

Feticliist system assigned sufficient reason for the admiration

it deserves, as having in all respects worthily sketched the

outlines of the fundamental education of human Eeason.

Theologism, especially of the Monotheistic type, in its igno-

rance and blindness, has never understood the immense benefit

which Fetichism thus conferred on us ; but the Final Eeligion

will before long procure it our unanimous and perpetual grati-

tude. In proportion as the Spontaneous period of our evolu-

tion shall be better understood and more respected, every man's

personal recollections will lead him to bless this necessary

regime of both individual and collective infancy. Comparing

it with the other modes of the Absolute Synthesis, the sequel

of this volume will confirm its theoretic superiority, notwith-

standing its political inferiority. But I must here describe its

principal philosophic results, apart from any such comparison.

These, like all its other results, are due to the combined

operation of its properties, moral as well as mental. For this

regime, though more spontaneous than its successors, was reaUy

more synthetic, and yet less systematic. At the present day

this latter contrast seems a contradiction ; but it applies to all

the phases of the human Initiation. The fact is that as the

fitness and efficacy of the Fictitious Synthesis result chiefly

from its spontaneity, it becomes always less complete and
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homogeneous in proportion as it is more systematised and co-

ordinated. For then Eeason enters more and more, and distiu'bs

the preponderance of Feeling.

This conflict is prolonged and becomes increasingly serious Reason and
Feeling are

till the advent of Positivism. The Final Regime is led by its not again in

1 j_'j'-r»n- t L ^ • f T !• harmony tiU

characteristic Keality to take Affection for the necessary basis Positivism is

p - , , reached.

of the true systematisation, which is as complete as it is

homogeneous. If we have already got to regard the epithets

synthetic and systematic as always going together, it is because

we are beginning to have a dim perception of the Normal State,

while we forget the Preparatory States in which these two at-

tributes would be profoundly contrasted. This ultimate recon-

ciliation between Feeling and Eeason was even foreshadowed in

the Fetichist Synthesis, in which the preponderance of the first

and the feebleness of the second were alike spontaneous, and

oppression of either by the oth.er was still out of the question.

The more carefully Fetichism and Positivism are compared
f^jf^^j"'

the more their fundamental aflfinity is recognised. Although "' jetioMsm
<J o o and Positiv-

of these two extremes, the one is a spontaneous, the other a 's™.

systematic Synthesis, they resemble each other in their Sub-

jectivity, the necessary condition of any coordinating system

if it is to be universal (p. 22). Their essential opposition lies

only in the general contrasts between the Absolute character of

the first and the Relative spirit of the second, the one aspiring

towards Causes, the other searching for Laws ; the one em-
ploying the human type for worship individually, the other

socially (p. 27). But these radical differences did not at first

evoke any antagonism, and besides did not appear till late. For

Fetichist Absolutism is very different from Theological, the

one being instinctive, and resulting from an insurmountable

necessity, whereas the other supposes a deliberate preference for

the search after Causes, rather than the study of Laws. The
spontaneous ascendency of Fetichism is no way hostile to the

simultaneous rise of Positivity. But this latter cannot go

on developing, except at the constant expense of Theologism.

In all essential points the philosophic influence of Fe- Fetichism

tichism is in admirable conformity with the best precepts of Logic'-

Positivism ; a fact which helps to account for each arising as

it did. The fundamental preponderance of the Heart over the

Intellect, which Systematic Positivism establishes with so much
trouble finally, among minds vitiated by Theology and Meta-

H 2
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physics, arose without effort primitively, from Spontaneous

Fetichism. This one and only principle on -which a Human
Synthesis can be built, from the first led to the instinctive

establishment of the true logic, which has always remained

popular in spite of the efforts of learned doctors to spoil it, the

logic which assigned to Feelings, Images, and Signs, their

rightful share in the elaboration of Thoughts (ii. 200).

In which Under the impulse of Fetichism, Feeling swayed logic spon-

ahara. taueously, as it will sway it systematically when Positive disci-

pline shall overcome the resistance of the sophists, who pretend

to regulate the Intellect without any help from the Heart.

The happy disposition of fetichists to treat all objects and

events with habitual trustfulness is eminently conformable to

true rationality (p. 79 &c. ). For it conduces to the simplifi-

cation of all our hypotheses. This consists in the elimination,

artificial in Positivism, natural in Fetichism, of every purely

subjective element foreign to the objective purpose of the

hypothesis, which is to assign, in the one regime a Law, in the

other a Cause. Now whether such a complication is Moral as

in the Theological period, or Mental as in the Metaphysical,

the elimination is equally proper, and is important in propor-

tion to the real intensity of the disturbance occasioned.

The touching logic of the humblest negroes has in it there-

fore more true wisdom than the narrow and unbending method

prescribed by our literary and scientific specialists, who, on the

plea of forming unbiassed judgments, by the dry light of Eeason

alone—an impossible aim—generally discard with suspicion

and alarm any explanations suggested by our moral or esthetic

instincts (p. 26). I have besides already remarked that the

Fetichist principle is in spontaneous conformity with the funda-

mental rule for instituting sound hypotheses (p. 71). For those

which it suggests are always such as might be verified if true,

and consequently admit of a decisive refutation ; whereas the

Theological and Metaphysical hypotheses evade this test, and so

their empire only ceases by desuetude.

There is no- Lastly, although Fetichism is necessarily occupied with

actual dog- Causes, its doctrine would not be unsuitable at first to Laws

chism to dig- if the study of them could begin so early. It, in fact, results

Btndyof from a general assimilation between the two fundamental

elements of the great theoretic dualism, Inorganic Matter and

Vital Activity (i. 468). Before it was possible to sufficientlj^
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appreciate the difference between these, an exaggeration of their

resemblance was the only means of discovering which of them

was really subordinate to the other.

We must then go back to Fetichism for the true origin of
^o™j,5.'°,"„3.

a logic which, in spite of the stupid pride of our pedants, would 1^^™!™^''^^

necessarily lose its chief value if it was not popular and perma- •Peticusm

:

nent. But besides thus spontaneously founding a soimd method,

the Primitive Eeligion manifested its philosophical power by

direct doctrinal results. Though these have been exposed to'

Theologico-metaphysical deterioration, they have not ceased

to guide the whole body of human thoughts, and they only

want Positivist systematisation to become the eternal base for

meditation of the normal kind.

The first of these results is the necessary subordination of (a),saBorai-
•^ nation of

Man to the "World, a rule which Fetichism consecrated by the Mantotiie
' ' World.

adoration of matter, the only shape which that fundamental

institution could then take. I examined it before under its

Theoretic aspect (p. 76), and I must now judge it as a whole,

its Social no less than its Intellectual of&ce. There is no

sense in reproaching Fetichistn with having too much material-

ised this rule, the first foundation of all human wisdom, prac-

tical as well as theoretical. For our reason must recognise the

universal j)reponderance of material force before aspiring to

modify it by moral force. Indeed, without such recognition,

the purpose ofmoral force would have been inconceivable. Obser- .

vation of the spontaneous reasoning of children and the un-

educated classes is sufficient to establish that we begin with a

predilection for physical superiority, without which the other

forms of superiority would become illusory. Physical supe-

riority is at once the most easily estimated and the most indiS" <

pensable to our earliest needs.

Were it not for this ascendency the Human Order could

no more exist than the External Order. It is important even

for the consolidation of our Morality, which is always incom-

patible with the empty independence dreamt of by vainglorious

sophists. For this habitual submission to physical supe-

riority is really the first basis of our principal approximation

towards perfection, which constantly supposes a true humility

;

and this was, in a rude shape, better realised by Fetichist in-

stinct, than by Theological discipline.

In this spontaneous conception of our Fundamental Sub- Positmsm
^ ^ corrects the
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ordination, the final systematisation will find nothing essential

to rectify except as regards the fatalism which always tainted

it, following from the absolute character of every Fictitious

Synthesis. But this vice, which only under Theologism attained

mischievous proportions, is the less to be imputed to Fetichism,

because our capacity for modifying the Material Order not being

at first susceptible of any decisive developement, there was as

little possibility of knowing that we possessed it as there was of

injuring it. This impossibility even contributed to estahhsh

more firmly the dogma of the Subordination of Man to the

World, which is the foundation of all wisdom.

Our practical even more than our speculative developement

requires that the preponderance of the External World should

be felt for a lengthened period, to the end that our Active

faculties may be sufficiently preserved from the divagations to

which they are liable. Now, if we had from the first been able

to modify largely the Material Order, we should not have snffi-

ciently recognised its continuous ascendency. Every one at

the present day should easily comprehend this tendency, from

observing how difficult many learned doctors find it to see the

invariability of the laws relating to the most modifiable of all

phenomena, namely, those of society. Since then there are

still people who deny the Eeal Order because it is modifiable,

the first conception of it amon,g Fetichists needed to be conso-

lidated by complete fatalism ; the logical consequences of which,

I may add, their practical reason eluded as ours does.

This great philosophic step, the belief in the preponderance

of the External World, too much lost sight of afterwards when

ph-enomena were largely attributed to the caprices of gods, was

essentially due to pure, that is to say, strictly spontaneous, Feti-

chism. But Astrolatry completed it by a valuable addition,

which it is important to mark as historically the root whence

sprang Science in the narrower sense of the word. In exalting

the celestial above the terrestrial bodies as objects of worship,

that final phase of Fetichism made the initial conception of the

Material Order more perfect. For it sketched in outline the

second step in Subordination, namely, that of the more Particular

phenomena to the more General, as I will proceed to explain.

The primitive notion of the External Order did not dis*

tinguish Materiality from Vitality. Nevertheless, taking them

together, it treated Human existence as subordinate to them,

and this although they were spontaneoiisly conceived according
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to the Human type. That sufficed to institute in outline, but *?'?''
*'',T

decisively, the universal principle of the final systematisation,

by thus early establishing the submission of Nobleness to Force

(p. 15). Astrolatry completed this principle by separating

Vitality from Materiality, as being, equally with Human exist-

ence, subordinate to the Celestial Order. Although the phe-

nomena by which Cosmology links on to Biology caused a

certain confusion to remain between Matter and Life, a con-

fusion that could not really cease till the rise of Chemistry in

the Middle Age, the universal preponderance of the Tnost

general and least modifiahle phenomena was thenceforwards

recognised (i. 436).

Thus it is to Fetichism that the Positivist Classification of Adistmction

the Scienpes is indebted, both for its general principle and for be considered

its first decisive step. All those who know how to discern the tionofthe

value of thoughts beneath an incapacity for expression, will method.

recognise this double service. Under the last aspect the Pri-

mitive Eeligion ought even to be regarded as the true source

of the Objective Method, which at the present day is bringing

about the final reorganisation of the Subjective Synthesis, after

having gradually modified it by the slow working out of the

sciences (p. 20).

Complete Subjectivity belongs only to Fetichism proper.

It is only in that spontaneous start that our mind proceeds

directly from Man to the World, its absolute explanation of

the External Order being founded on the Human type. But
with Astrolatry begins the inverse tendency of thought, all

phenomena, even those of Matter, being subordinated to the

events most remote from Man. This is not the place for esti-

mating the thorough dislocation which such a contrast must
gradually introduce into a system which thus lost its primitive

homogeneity. Nevertheless, while reserving this examination

for the end of the chapter, I must here signalise as a second

service inferior to the first, the appearance of the Objective

Method under Fetichism, which thus contained all the germs

of the philosophic movement.

Thirdly, we must refer to Fetichism a notion of capital (7) Perma-

importance, that of the permanence of natural species, which Species

though seriously impaired under Theologism, and insufficiently

respected by scientific empiricism, furnishes the last preliminary

step necessary for the rise of Positivism. By attributing directly

to real bodies all the directing WiUs, Fetichism consecrated the
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independence and perpetuity of each of them, with only such

exaggerations as were inseparable from an Absolute conception,

and which indeed strengthened its efficacy. This immense

service, without which we should have wandered into endless

divagations, was in danger of being radically undone when

Theologism transferred the superhuman influences to purely

imaginary beings, under whose capricious power matter was

supposed to be entirely passive. In the course of this volume

I shall point out the extent of the danger thenceforward

threa.tening human reason. It was only saved by its inherent

soundness from giving itself up to the esthetic charm of the

Metamorphoses, always ingenious and often touching, which

Polytheism authorised but could not regulate. At present I

have only to notice in what way the substantially true belief of

Fetichism was scientifically important to the Positivist principle.

Without Its importance lies in this, that all notion of the Eeal
this doctiine -.^ ,

^
notions of Order would necessarily fall to pieces, if species, that is to say,

not arise. substaucos, could arbitrarily change. For since natural 'laws

always relate to the constancy of the general arrangements

between simultaneous or successive phenomena, they would

become incompatible with an indefinite variation of the seat

peculiar to each phenomenon. If, as every Theological faith

supposes, animal, vegetable, and even mineral species could be

transformed into one another at the pleasure of divine powers,

would the events passing in those substances admit of any other

permanence than might suit Almighty caprices? Modem
science, especially in Biology, has been too subject to this

subversive tendency, which is still distinctly perceptible even

among atheists most priding themselves on their semi-emanci'

pation. It is to purely spontaneous Fetichism then, that

human reason will always remain indebted for this necessary

complement of the true Philosophical Regime.
Emanating Qur estimate of the three services thus rendered by Fetichism
from a uni- •ill,
versai faith, to Philosophy will be complete, if we are duly sensible how
these three ^ •' r ' J

. • n
doctrines much more thev tell in the end, for having sprung ongmaiiy
were im- •'

i i n
planted from the only trulv universal faith which hitherto has been able
everywhere. "^ ^

to prevail. The human mind has passed through many succes-

sive revolutions ; but Spontaneous Fetichism was necessarily

common to all intellects in primitive times, just as it will

always preside over the start of the individual mind in infancy.

Its philosophical influence therefore has been at work every-

where, and has even survived through all subsequent deteriora-
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tions, never ceasing to reach even the humblest understandings.

Upon this, the sole fund of ideas common to our race, Positivism

must respectfully fall back, in order at length to systematise the

universal religion, of which Fetichism spontaneously sketched

the outline. For Positivism would never succeed in popularis-

ing the principal scientific conceptions witliout this Fetichist

preparation, which already disposes uncultivated minds to accept

sound philosophy more favourably than the Metaphysico-theo-

logical influence formerly allowed them to do.

The chief theoretic work of Fetichism was to consist in (*) scientiflo

Influence,

spontaneously laying these general foundations of all our pp- 105-109.

speculations. It could not therefore anticipate, even in outline,

the special theories reserved for later regimes, when abstract

culture, under the impulse of theology, should disengage itself

from the concrete study of practical questions. Nevertheless

we also owe to it the first start of Science properly so called,

inasmuch as it was really compatible in all minds with certain

elementary speculations, before ever these were taken up by

priests.

But this Scientific influence of Fetichism, besides being less scientific re-

-r»i .1 1 • . n suits could

important, was less peculiar to it, than the Philosophic influence oniycon-
cem the sim-

examined above. In fact the Primitive Eeligion led dogmati- pie3t pheno.

cally to the latter, while to the former it always remained

foreign though not hostile. The study of laws could only arise

at first with respect to phenomena sufficiently simple to have

escaped spontaneously from the regime of Causes.

This means no more than the first Numerical speculations, in- Kudimen-
taiy Aiith-

eluding the purely arithmetical part of Astronomy (i. 414). As meticand

for Geometry its very name would suffice to show that it could caiAstro-
nomy

;

not be rationally cultivated until stationary life became the

rule, and a priesthood arose, those being the two social character-

istics of the Astrolatric stage, by which Fetichism passes into

Theologism. We must, afortiori, defer our historic examination

of the first decisive discoveries in Geometrical Astronomy till

we come to estimate Polytheism, notwithstanding the special

preparation made for them during the latest phase of Fetichism.

With Arithmetic and Arithmetical Astronomy it is different.

These were always within the reach of man, even in the vicissi-

tudes of nomadic life.

Limited as was this primitive field of rational Positivity, This was the
^

, ,

"^ ^ first domain

and notwithstanding the disdain with which academic Empiri- ofPositiTity.

cism regards it, by true philosophers it will always be judged
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highly important. They will ever see in it the only initial

domain in which the study of Laws could take shape, while the

doctrine of Causes was in its highest ascendency. The subse-

quent growth of the Positive spirit was to rest on this spon-

taneous birth of numerical conceptions ; for. the same simplicity

which preserved them at first from the Absolute Eegimej

naturally connected them with all other conceptions.

It is true that metaphysical subtlety strove in ancient times

to bring these too under the Absolute Eegime by seeking the

Causes, properly so called, of the principal properties observed

in numbers. But unsophisticated Fetichism was incapable of

this vain refinement, which, then as now, amounted to a real

disease of the human intellect, wanting to know the Cause

although it knew the Law. Numerical phenomena, in virtue

of their supreme simplicity, are the only ones in which general

facts can be reached by induction, without any deductive assist-

ance derived from less special speculations. That is why

fetichist thinkers, happy in being able to lay hold in them of

the first abstract Laws, were never tempted to pry into their

Causes. If they sought for Causes of other phenomena, it was

only because they were ignorant of the Laws pertaining thereto.

Numeration. The first thing to be recognised is that the institution of

Numeration, the primitive base of the whole Scientific system,

belongs especially to the Fetichist age, although its principal

developement took place under Polytheism when it was wanted

in practice. Always closely connected with our needs, it

furnishes our speculative capacity with its first essential task,

in which our faculties of generalisation and coordination are

gently drawn out. The remoteness of its origin can only be

overlooked by those, who do not see that numbers could be

hierarchically ranked by means of the successive addition of

units, apart from and prior to any special notation. Although

the systematic establishment of the latter necessarily came

much later, the spontaneous conception of the former certainly

dates from the first exercise of human reason, even before

language was sufiiciently developed to furnish it with the best

terms. Now the theoretic value of this first step in abstraction

lay in the fundamental conception, though artifices of nomen-

clature and notation of course had their special importance.

caiouiatton : But we must suppose that with Numeration, properly so

properties of Called, Came the first numerical calculations, for which it

Numbers.
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furnished the UDiversal base, and to facilitate which was its

chief purpose. It is important even that we should attribute

to the same epoch less direct speculations as to the elementary

properties of numbers. This threefold arithmetical start takes

place once for all in the evolution of the race, as is confirmed

by the spontaneous process in children, whose decisive initiation

into rational positivity begins in the same way.

With regard to the higher part of this earliest field of Theory, sacred num-

some special explanations are here needed on the true origin of

certain numerical speculations, healthy enough in their spon-

taneous shape under Fetichism, but afterwards vitiated by

Metaphysical mysticism. They concern what may be justly

called the philosophical or religious properties of numbers,

ignored by our academic doctors. Sociology alone can give a

just estimate of them. It rests on the logical properties of the

first three numbers, already pointed out in the fundamental

introduction to this treatise.

Ingenious experiments have demonstrated that with animals Abstractedlyor -we cannot

distinct numeration is not carried beyond Three. But there is "-^^1^^°'^^

no use attempting to claim for our species a more extended

privilege^ which depends alone on the assistance of signs, a

creation of Society. Without these we are as' directly incapable

as the animals of reckoning distinctly beyond that universal

limit. Moreover in both cases it is a question of abstract co-

existence only, which is always confused after Three ; whereas

animals as well as men may form an exact estimate of concrete

coexistence beyond that point, objects dispensing with words.

It is on this Abstraction alone that the principal philosophical

character of each number depends, in virtue of its logical

function. When we closely examine this intellectual pheno-

menon, we recognise in it the source of the mental properties

which I formerly assigned to the Sacred Numbers, of which

One always represents systematisation, Two combination, and

Three progression.

Any given existence, looked at dynamically, presents three logical pro-

, successive stages—a beginning, a middle, and an end. From first three

the statical point of view, it consists in the permanent correla-

tion of two opposed but not disparate elements. Looked at

as 'a whole, it presents itself always as one. Thus every Con-

struction in which unity of principle does not reign, every

Compound which is more than binary, and every Succes-
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sion which exceeds three degrees, is necessarily vicious, the

operation being ill begun or remaining unfinished. Fetichist

thinkers are disposed by their completely subjective synthesis

to feel these fundamental properties of the only numbers

conceivable without signs, especially when numeration begins

to be studied, and concentrates attention on the rudiments of

arithmetic.

All philosophical speculations on numbers result from the

subordination of the other numbers to the first three. Such

speculations must therefore especially concern those numbers

which being indivisible are justly called prime, as being uni-

versal roots. Thus is explained the predilection everywhere

evinced for them. I need only specify here the predilection for

the number seven, which is formed in two ways from the three

radicals ; either by a couple of progressions, followed or preceded

by a synthesis, when the destination is statical ; or by a progres-

sion of couples, followed or preceded by a synthesis, when the

destination is dynamical. This twofold logical aptitude, com-

pletely independent of signs, operated in all minds profoundly,

although its positive laws have been up to the present time

ignored
;
just as we were governed by gravity before its scien-

tific study was accessible to us.

Such is, in my eyes, the origin of the universal institution

of the Week. It is only by assigning it to this essentially

Subjective source, that we can explain why it everywhere pre-

ceded Astrolatry, which has been wrongly thought to have

created it on Objective grounds. I venture to assert that

rational observers will find it among tribes which have not yet

remarked the number of the planets.

As for the Fetichist sketch of Celestial Arithmetic, if we

put aside useless enumerations of stars, we shall find that it

was more extensive and important than astronomers suppose,

It would precede and prepare the way for Celestial Geometry, as

this latter would for Celestial Mechanics, although from the

doctrinal point of view, the distance was smaller and the

dependence less essential in the first case than in the second.

Celestial Arithmetic is now absorbed in the final coordination

of Astronomy, where its influence is not appreciable.

Its proper domain comprehends the whole of those astrono-

mical notions which only require exact reckoning without any

Geometrical theory. Now these purely Numerical calculations

were, during a long time, more multiplied and more important
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than, at the present day, we imagine. They always included

direct approximations towards the principal periods belonging

to each planet, and a comparison of tliese with the solar or

sidereal year. But besides this elementary domain, they

comprehended at first, though necessarily in an empirical

manner, the principal events resulting from the situations of

the heavenly bodies relatively to one another, which were thus

susceptible of some prevision before their true theory became

possible. The importance of sacerdotal castes has been much
exaggerated with regard to these astronomical calculations,

which only supposed numeration assisted by a writing of any

kind. Even before the rise of Astrolatry the old men, who

were precursors of the priests, could, though nomads, easily

make all these reckonings in rough outline.

Their concrete importance must by no means lead us to

undervalue here the superior merit of the abstract speculations

which I first examined. It is to these above all that the human
mind will be always indebted for its first start in Mathematics,

the decisive awakening of the true scientific spirit. In the

introduction to this treatise (i. 377), I have already signalised

their philosophic import as the first revelation of the grand

dogma of Positivism, since the humblest instance of real pre-

vision, even purely numerical, supposes the fundamental in-

variability of the Natural Order, whether in ourselves or the

world without (i. 356).

Having sufiiciently marked out the Philosophic and Scien- cc) Esthetic

tific services rendered by Fetichism, I must conclude my pp. i09-ii4.

'

examination of its Intellectual Eesults by an estimate of its

Esthetic services.

They are of two sorts: some are general and definitive, and Thisiseither

have to do with the essential formation of human Language : (Langirage),

others are special and preparatory, and relate to the outlines of (Fine Arts),

the different Fine Arts decisively sketched by Fetichism, which

taken as a whole complete the institution of Language.

As was shown in the preceding volume, this fundamental (a) Lan-

institution consists in a sufficient harmony between the two lation'of

simultaneous modes which all the superior animals spontaneously VocaiLan-

employ to communicate their feelings and thoughts, in address-

ing themselves to the eye and to the ear. Mimetic means pre-

vail everywhere at first, as being more natural and expressive.

But afterwards in any species they become subordinate to Vocal

means which are more complete and usual. This universal
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subordination is the necessary starting-point for the gradual

rise of human language above all the others.

In language, whether of Man or of brutes, and whatever the

sense to which it is addressed (ii. 190), Progress consists in

developing its twofold purpose, Affective and Intellectual. Bat

in this spontaneous growth, more or less common to all the

sociable species, Humanity is distinguished by its tendency

always to make the communication of Thoughts, whether

theoretic or practical, predominate over that of Feeling. The

first, in fact, has more to do with public life, the principal

characteristic of our race ; whereas the second relates mainly to

private life, which alone is developed in other races also.

Nevertheless the greater developement of the Intellectual as

compared with the Affective destination, constitutes the general

Law governing the variations in every animal Language, in

accordance with those of the corresponding society, in which

the Intellectual growth becomes at once a result and a means.

For in all species alike this tendency brings about the final

subordination of the Mimetic art to the Vocal. Our species

does but present the most pronounced case of it, as might be

expected from its superior sociability.

However, the continual increase in this direction, like that

of the corresponding subordination of the Subjective to the

Objective, belongs really to our age of Initiation alone. When
that long preliminary period of childhood and adolescence shall

have been everywhere accomplished, the Normal or Positive

state will restore the importance of Feeling in Language, while

it will augment the influence of Subjective Inspiration in

Thought, in accordance with the indications given in the pre-

ceding chapter (p. 42). But this is not the place for drawing

out a distinction, which will find its natural place in the fdl-

lowing volume. It is only announced now, in order to prevent

mistake about the particular tendency which it is my business

here to deal with exclusively. I shall go on, therefore, to treat

it as though it was destined never to change, without fear of

causing serious misconception.

According then to the Dynamical Law of all Language

stated above, the language of Man, when it takes its decisive

' Vocal f First Transformation—Music subordinated to Poetry.

Progress |_ Second Transformation—Poetry subordinated to Prose.

Mimetic f Sculpture, "1 „. , , . ,„ . .

Progress \ Painting }
Hieroglyphics-Wrmng.
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start, exhibits two progressive and connected movements, one

relating to the Vocal art, the other to the assistance lent thereto

by the Mimetic art. Each progress is marked by a decreasing

importance of gestm-es and an increasing importance of sounds.

The first consists in two successive transformations, wherein

Humanity tends to render its spoken language more Intellectual

than Affective by the subordination, first of Music to Poetry

strictly so called, and then of Poetry itself to simple Prose, the

last general mode of usual discourse. In the second progress

the Mimetic art generates successively the two principal arts of

form, first Sculpture, and then Painting, in order to supplement

the natural incapacity of the Vocal art to perpetuate the im-

pressions it produces. The spontaneous concurrence of these

two means of fixity, in the continual tendency to make Language

more serviceable to Intellect than to Feeling, leads to the

adoption of Writing properly so called. This, however, long

remains in the hieroglyphic stage, in which- visible language,

although thenceforward subordinate to oral language, remains

completely distinct from it, and consists of a system of signs

which convey their meaning, not through the medium of words

but directly. That more complete subordination, in which

forms are merely used to represent sounds, in order to give

them permanence, that is to say, alphabetic or syllabic writing,

comes much later, and determines the entire systematisation of

human Language.

With the exception of this final institution, which belongs ah these

to Polytheism, Fetichism certainly presides over all these sue- oeS writing

cessive transformations, resulting in the decisive foundation of kmgtothe

the Language peculiar to Humanity, the Statical examination age!"

of which was given in the preceding volume. This immense
service of our most distant ancestors furnishes one of the most

characteristic examples of the blindness and ingratitude of

Monotheism with respect to all anterior states, arising from its

unfitness to judge them. Even looking no further than our

present languages, we can recognise that their common basis

necessarily dates from the first age of Fetichism.

To place this beyond doubt we have only to observe how the Fetiohist eie-

Affective character still predominates in them, notwithstanding STieTn m»
• the long growth of Intellect, which does no more than modify

the impulse originally given them by Feeling. The two prin-

cipal elements of human discourse abound in all Fetichist

languages, which are generally rich in substantives, and even in

ments trace-

able in m<
dem Ian-
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verbs, as might be expected where things are regarded mainly in

the concrete. This natural reason renders them, it is true, poor

in adjectives, and still poorer in abstract substantives, which do

not make their appearance till phenomena are looked at col-

lectively. But none the less do they contain all the essential

elements of the most complete Language.

Numerous as the faiths and the societies to which they cor-

respond, these Fetichist languages everywhere exhibit the com-

mon attributes which testify to the preponderance of FeeUng

over Intellect, and of Private Life over Public. In spite of

their natural diversity, which has been much exaggerated by

superficial observers, their fundamental affinity foreshadows thus

early the final connection between the universality of Eeligion

and that of Language, of both which the outlines are sponta-

neously sketched at the same time by Fetichism (ii. 220, 382).

Their deficiency in declensions, and even in conjugations, results

from their character being more Affective than Intellectual, and

does not seriously interfere with a purely oral communication,

in which gesture always helps out words.

It needed all the irrationality which, till the advent of

Positivism, marked the general theory of human signs, to pre-

vent the best minds from regarding the Primitive Eeligion as

the necessary source of an institution which must be due to the

concurrence, of the whole species. The only religion completely

spontaneous and truly universal, it alone could everywhere

direct the popular efforts, through which were successively

accomplished the great revolutions destined to prepare the

decisive foundations of human language, at first hardly distinct

from the languages of other animals. In a very enlightened

age, the Emperor Augustus had the good sense to admit that

his unexampled autocracy was utterly powerless to introduce

even a trifling modification into the Roman alphabet. This

noble submission of personal power to the reason of society

ought to have led our vainglorious theorists to perceive more

clearly the essentially popular, and therefore Fetichist, origin of

all the important institutions relating to human Language.

That part of language which is pre-eminently Esthetic, in-

cluding the whole of the Fine Arts strictly so called, where Feel-

ing openly predominates over Intellect, does not require so much

explanation here, even as respects Poetry, because the efficacy of

Fetichism in that direction is less disputed. Although our prin-

cipal Esthetic advance must have been accomplished under Poly-
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theism, for reasons which I shall examine in my historical

estimate of that stage, the reader must already feel that the

nature of the Primitive Eeligion was, in that respect, capable

of producing results very superior to those actually accom-

plished. Being more spontaneous and more emotional than any

other religion, it rendered more direct and more familiar the

double relation in which Images stand, to Signs on the one

side and to Feelings on the other, and by which they form the

connecting link between these two (ii. 202).

Although Polytheism was necessarily better fitted to Poetry.

develope our imagination with respect to purely ideal exist-

ences, Fetichism was at bottom more poetic, because its

natural preeminence, as regards real beings, gave more play

to our best sympathies. Primitive Poetry, like primitive

worship, was concerned above all with the world of Matter, to

which the lamentable epithet ' inert ' has since been applied,

because it has lost, though not for ever, the life which in our

eyes then animated it, and alone adapted it for human song.

Nevertheless, besides its faithful painting of animals, Fetichist

Poetry was happily extended to the idealisation of our principal

Sentiments, by incomparable pictures of domestic life, which

was more relished among our first ancestors than by all their

successors. As respects public life alone did it remain really

inferior, for want of a sufficient extension of human association.

If the vast societies which were possible under Astrolatry could

have lasted long enough, their spontaneous developement would

have doubtless left us epic and dramatic monuments equal

to the great compositions of Polytheism, and probably more

touching.

As to the special arts, if I merely mention the most Dancing,

natural and expressive of them all, the Mimetic properly so

called, it will be felt how favourable to them Fetichism always

was. We must even go back to times antecedent to the

definitive establishment of spoken language, to find the best

types of the Dance, which has since gradually degenerated, in

all its essentials, until it no longer deserves to be called an art.

Sculpture and Painting were the true esthetic successors of the

earliest form of mimetic art.

Now it is certainly to Fetichism that the first decisive steps sculpture

in these belong, especially in Sculpture, of which such remark- ing.'

able examples are still afforded us by Negro artists in spite of

VOL. Ill, I
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their imperfect instruments. The whole growth of Sculpture is so

much in keeping with Fetichism that it was especially developed

in the first and most durable phase of that regime. • Neverthe-

less as Painting was naturally unable to make much way till

settled habitation had mostly superseded nomadism, this art

belongs more to the Astrolatric phase, during which that social

revolution was, as a rule, accomplished. In spite of the brutal

destruction perpetrated in America and among the Malays by

monotheist conquerors, there are remains, even now, whicll

decisively prove the aptitude for Painting of the last Fetichist

regime.

Music. I need not extend this historical examination to the most

emotional of the fine arts. Since the capacity to enjoy is at

bottom identical with the capacity to produce, the difference

being merely one of degree, the profound influence of Music

on existing Fetichists would sufficiently prove their talent for

it. Nor are direct results wanting in confirmation, the rarity

of which is not surprising. In the growth of an art so con-

formable to the fundamental character of the Primitive Keli-

gion, each of its two grand phases has natijraUy a share.

Melody belongs specially to Spontaneous Fetichism, whereas

Harmony begins to be developed under Astrolatry.

(2) Practical All the Intellectual results of Fetichism having now been
Results, pp. ^ ^
114-U8. estimated, I must next pomt out its Practical results. In my

abstract examination of its Practical properties, I had only to

consider the ends, whether industrial or military, towards which

its Activity was directed, putting aside the special means

thereto, as really belonging to the speculative domain (p. 46).

But in this concrete examination of its Practical results, the

special means whereby they have been realised cannot be put

aside. They will accordingly be brought under this head, the

concrete examination of the Intellectual results having been

confined to such as were purely theoretic.

Under this This domain is technical and embraces only the different

nefui Arts arts which aim at ameliorating man's condition by modifying

cinded?"'" the External Order, whether material or vital. As for those

which improve our own nature, they are inseparably connected

with each other, and together constitute the most eminent of

all, namely, the Social, or rather the Moral, art which is

entirely distinct from the Technical arts, and ought always to

direct their employment. Though it is universally cultivated,
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it is the spontaneous province of the loving sex, and still more
the systematic business of the priesthood. The historical

examination of it will be included in the Concrete appreciation

of our Affective or Social evolution. It is not concerned with

Activity, the theoretic form of which is nothing else than the

developement of our means of expression, as has been already

pointed out (p. 45).

Fetichism really sketched in outline all the essential Eeiatmgto
*^ both Orga-

branches of the true domain of Activity in both its organic and "'<= '•^^ i"-
•f o organic

inorganic departments. orders.

In the Vital Order we owe to it the domestication of (a) organic

animals, as I have already remarked (p. 86). This alliance, Taming oj

fraught with such consequences, and the first basis of our indus-

trial system,made no further progress of importance. It naturally

belonged to the Primitive Eeligion, which inspired, with respect

to animals, those truly fraternal manners which alone could have

succeeded in taming them. Notwithstanding the exaggerations

inherent in beliefs of an absolute kind, this spontaneous frater^

nity even then gave promise of our Normal State, in which fra-

ternity will be perfectly reconciled with every real inequality,

whether it is between men and animals or between men and

men.

The true human hierarchy is but the summit of the animal retioWat

T ,
presenti-

hierarchy, which again only exhibits in a more pronounced form "H«nt of the

the principles which determine the classification of all nature League tor
developing

(p. 8). Systematically compared, each hierarchy may serve as "le Earth's

a type of the other, sometimes for the precision, sometimes for

the intensity of the essential distinctions, which always turn on

the degree of Unity. Now Fetichism directly prepared this

final conception when it instituted the fundamental assimila-

tion of all beings. Uninstructed instinct had a sounder presen-

timent then of the general work to be performed by our race,

than vain reason could attain in the succeeding stages. For we
must attribute to the Fetichist regime, the first sketch of the

great notion established in the introduction to this treatise,

which represents the Vital Order, under the direction of Huma-
nity, as gradually modifying the Material Order, by which,

however, it never ceases to be dominated (i. 498).

It is very important that we should connect with our first TUsimpiiea

ancestors this ripe appreciation of the true political art, which Moral dispo-

1

2

^'*'™'
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consists in incessantly improving the whole real world, by the

largest developement of a wise activity. That we get it from

them cannot be denied, when we recognise that Fetichism

alone, hitherto, has sanctioned the moral dispositions required

in us for this eternal synergy of Vitality against Materiality,

In fact, fraternity is not only always compatible with inequaUty,

but is the iirst condition of all true subordination, since no

hierarchy can consist of antagonistic beings,

toiieohiai^a''
'^^^ domcstication of animals is an evidence, not only of

quirements. the moral powcr of Fetichism, but of intellectual achievements

which now-a-days are too much looked down upon. For it

could not have been accomplished without being accompanied,

and even preceded, by real knowledge respecting the creatures

in question. How valuable this was we shall the better feel,

if we consider that no further progress of consequence was

made in the moral and mental study of animals, until the

advent of Positivism. Theologism, especially of the Mono-

theistic type, allowing them to be regarded with a cruel pride,

was little fitted to assist an investigation which can never suc-

ceed if devoid of sympathy.

ddSon °3 '^^^^ ^^^ ^^® place to point out the superiority, even at the

place ttiough
Present day, of this Fetichist knowledge over our vain disser-

mteth? tations, because it relates exclusively to man's Practical pro-

S^mto g'^sss, and is not to be enumerated along with the Intellectual

results of the system. However that may be, these notions

are so bound up with Fetichism, that we find them even among

tribes of himters, some of which have got so far as to employ
'

the horse, and, above all, among pastoral peoples, with whom-

the domestication of animals is often carried far. All this

practical developement is essentially prior to sacerdotal

influence, which ordinarily does no more than regularise and

consolidate it.

Destruction The Same special knowledge is also connected, though less

beasts. Completely, with the vast destruction of animals which Feti-

chists had to accomplish in order that man might really have

possession of his terrestrial domain. Vainly does scientific

pride strive to put this great service out of sight, by attri-

buting its principal results to pretended physical catastrophes.

To destroy the untameable species among the larger animals

—

the only formidable rivals of man—was as much the work of
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the primitive populations as to incorporate the tameable ; the

two operations being naturally connected.

As for the arts concerned with inorganic existence, Fetichism m inoiga-
nic 0rd6r

certainly gave the rudiments of those which chiefly relate to our i'ood;cioth.

most direct inaterial needs, namely food, clothing, and even

shelter. That the corresponding professions were little de-

veloped, resulted rather from the insufficient extension of

human society than from inaptitude for handicrafts. We have

direct proof of this in the remarkable works executed by

Fetichists at the present day with rude tools. The great

societies founded on Astrolatry, though quickly destroyed,

lasted long enough to leave convincing proofs of their skill

in almost all the mechanical arts. Thus the only real fault of

the Fetichist regime, in this respect, is its unsuitability to the

formation of vast societies.

In considering these useful arts, we should be specially alive Even the

to the importance of always placing ourselves at the Synthetic these Aits

point of view, so as never to neglect any of the essential aspects garfea from

of our indivisible nature. The need of this rule was fully proved rather than

when we just now attributed the principal industrial successes point ot

of Humanity to the moral dispositions of Fetichism. But it

extends even to the humblest arts, for^ having a human pur-

pose, they cannot be historically judged on purely material

grounds. I will only instance clothing, in which we ought

to see a moral and social institution, rather than an invention

of mere physical utility. The. fact that it arose in all climates

olearly proves that the end sought was not so much material

protection as inward purification. It was the earliest real step

in that noble discipline which man has instituted for the direct

improvement of his own nature, by a continuous repression of

his coarsest and strongest instincts.

A struggle so necessary for our conservation could not wait

for the slow rise of a priesthood, which did not, as some have

thought, originate, but only systematised it. The dangers

attending a free play of the sexual instinct must have been soon

felt by the women, whom it threatened, and by the old men,

who had ceased to be its slaves. No priestly influence has

hitherto done as much as the spontaneous wisdom of these two

classes did, to develope the institution of clothing, and even the

other practices which bear upon our personal piu:ity.
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With respect to the arts which lie between the Organic

and Inorganic fields of human industry (p. 43), the insufficiency

of Fetichism must be held to be more apparent than real. For

we are certainly indebted to it for the institution of fire, the

first basis of all our chemical operations, the principal difficulty

of which was thus surmounted in advance. We see the primi-

tive doctrine, long before Astrolatry, spontaneously extending its

universal sanction even to purely artificial states of fiie, for the

conservation of which at first there was need of such an adorar

tion, regulated subsequently by the priesthood.

To Fetichism then must be attributed the decisive institu-

tion of the whole range of useful arts, the higher, the lower, and

even the intermediate, and that with no more serious imperfec-

tions than such as resulted from its insufficient aptitude for

public life.

To complete the Concrete Appreciation of the Fetichist

regime, it only remains that I should judge its Social results.

Our Abstract Examination has already marked its complete

aptitude as regards the Family, all the elements of which

spontaneously develope themselves under its rule, when the

surrounding conditions are not too unfavourable.

What I said then on polygamy showed sufficiently that it

ought to be judged by comparison, not with the better forms

that human marriage afterwards took, but with the purely

animal state which had preceded it. We shall always have to

carry our minds back to that primitive institution, if we would

appreciate the gradual transformation of the sexual instinct,

disposing man to feel more and more the just influence of

woman. The reclusion prescribed by Fetichist marriage

testifies to the importance which the dominant sex already

attaches to the loving sex. It even indicates, with a necessary

exaggeration, the purely domestic life ever appropriate to

woman, her primitive liberty having been but the result of a

brutal abandonment. Besides, its constraint is compensated by

a leisure without which the true feminine qualities would never

have been developed.

The fundamental principle on which the Family is esta-

blished

—

Man ought to suppoH WoTiian—could not have arisen

in a more decisive shape. In the state of society resulting from

primitive manners, polygamy is often a valuable corrective of

the terrible animosities which then separated the different
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communities. It tends to moderate their struggles by multiply-

ing family alliances. Sometimes it thus unites hostile tribes

by awarding to the conqueror the widows or daughters of the

conquered. Even in much later times it is a peculiarity of this

institution that it affords a means of worthily recompensing the

services and devotion of women. There have been many
instances among Mussulmans of a just transformation of slaves

into wives, from a motive of gratitude or admiration. A gene-

rosity equivalent to this, arid under better forms, will hereafter

be regularised, but not until the normal manners of Humanity

have been sufficiently developed.

In this earliest constitution of the household, we must note Adoption.

also the spontaneous appearance of the principle of adoption,

the frequent exercise of which, even then, worthily foreshadowed

the systematic extension awaiting it under the final regime.

This practice, like polygamy, often repairs the principal disasters

of P'etichist wars by taking the children of the conquered into

the families of the conquerors. The two institutions are besides

connected under two aspects ; for polygamic manners would pre-

dispose to adoption, whether a man had many wives or none.

To the Primitive Eegime also must be attributed the spon- slavery.

taneous foundation of another domestic institution, of which the

initial mode was long necessary, and which, in its regenerated

form of free labour, will always remain highly useful. Although

the principal developement of slavery is necessarily connected

with the Polytheistic age, in which alone it fulfilled its chief

purpose—namely to support military societies—it certainly

originated with Fetichism. It there frequently becomes, like

polygamy and adoption, a compensation for the ravages of war,

when the material situation is so far improved that the

conqueror can utilise the labour of the conquered. This we
frequently observe among pastoral peoples, and sometimes even

among those who hunt on horseback.

The Abstract examination of Fetichism has already proved Petiohiam '

that it is much less suitable to civic than to domestic life. I the germ

have however shown that we owe to it the first outline of the Sfef
°

City no less than of the Family, although it could not develope

the former to the same degree. The touching affection of each

negro for his own tribe indicates that the Primitive Eeligion

has a spontaneous aptitude for- producing small but strongly

constituted societies. It is however opposed in two ways to
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the direct extension of human association beyond such narrow

limits, first by its multiplicity of beliefs, and secondly because

it is unfavourable to the decisive rise of a spiritual authority.

In matters temporal its tendency is towards the same imperfec-

tion, since it is incompatible with any vast developement of

military authority, the only sort then possible.

Established But radically defective as P''etichism was with respect to

Abode, public life, that did not prevent it from presiding exclusively

at the first of the revolutions of society, the one which in reality

was the most decisive, since it furnished the necessary basis for

all the others. I allude to the establishment of settled habita-

tion, and the appearance of a distinct priesthood, for which

Humanity, as I have proved, will ever be indebted to its

Primitive Eegime. These two immense social services are

naturally connected by the link of Astrolatry which followed

the first and led to the second. Astrolatric priesthood I have

already sufficiently described, and its developement belongs to a

later time ; but the establishment of sedentary life must be

specially examined here, as being the principal social result of

the Fetichist Eegime.

And love for The aptitude of the Primitive Religion in this respect is

incontestable, since it is a direct consequence of its special

characteristic—the adoration of matter. Our attachment to

our native soil must have received a powerful sanction when our

principal worship was habitually addressed to objects happening

to be fixed there. There is nothing comparable to the affection.

,

of Fetichists for their localities, even when these are disadvan-

tageous. A more complete, though less spontaneous, patriotism

afterwards came of the steady growth of public life, and nothing

else could have produced it.

Mere mate- Had it not been for this artless sentiment, so worthily

would not hallowed by the Primitive Eeligion, the energetic propensities

endlsNo™ which drive man to a wandering life would never have permitted
^'

settled habitation, the principal advantages of which cannot be

appreciated till it has been sufficiently developed. It is a

mistake therefore to attribute this transformation, as is com-

monly done, to calculations founded on material necessity. The

economic difficulty was as little recognised as the importance

4 of the remedy, which nothing but a religious impulse, could

have caused to be adopted. Moreover, the whole tendency

of the Fetichist regime seconded this impulse by giving ex-
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traordinary value to domestic ties, which are always incom-

plete without fixity of abode, and dispose even animals thereto.

To this general tendency polygamy, in a more special sense,

contributed, by withdrawing us more from a wandering life.

An exaggerated conception of this transformation is gene- cessation of

^^ . ? NomadiBm
Tally entertained. It is imagined that there was an abrupt not abrupt.

•change from complete vagabondage to immovable residence.

The first state only existed among exceptional types, which have

not yet disappeared. On the other hand, the second stage long

remained insufficient. There, as everywhere else, we must

Tecognise that progress was slow and gradual. To form an

adequate conception of this decisive revolution, it is important

•even to connect with it the general institution of property in

land.

All obiects that are used by one individual alone, and by individual
J -J 7 J Property in

him continuously, were always subject to personal appropriation,
^(""^^^^yi

•at least among freemen. "Were it not for the social disorder "^^"^ ^^^ general.

•caused by modern anarchy, anything so painfully anomalous,

and yet so common, as the absence of property in furniture and

even in clothing, would be incomprehensible except in slavery.

But the appropriation of the soil is a much later institution,

and its roots are less natural. To the generality of families

indeed it is not suitable, except to the extent needed for a

dwelling, which, from the material point of view, forms the

complement of clothing and furniture, while under the moral
aspect it becomes necessary as the seat of private worship.

"With that exception, most citizens must always remain without

property in the soil, which for the good of society has to be

concentrated in the hands of a few proprietors. The explana-

tions in the second volume (ii. 145, 334), completed by those in

the fourth, place this beyond a doubt even in the case of agri-

cultural labourers. But we are not therefore to conclude that

the soil remained unclaimed until the complete establishment

of sedentary life.

Long before land was appropriated by individuals, it was itwas.pre.

subject to collective property, an institution too little under- coueotive

stood now-a-days, though we may still observe numerous and

decisive examples of it. This earliest form of property must

have always existed, even among the lowest tribes of hunters,

who must needs possess the vast tracts indispensable to their

existence. Their wanderings, though seeming to be unlimited,
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were always confined within this natural territory, which was

usually surrounded by other territories of the same kind. Even

when this obstacle to further extension does not exist, a tribe

does not abandon the tract it has occupied, unless the means of

subsistence furnished thereby are entirely exhausted. This

collective property usually implies that a particular worship and

language have spread. It is in truth a vast domestic domain,

since each tribe is in the habit of regarding itself as sprung

from the same family. The cessions of territoiy consented ta

by Fetichist tribes would be sufficient evidence of the reality of

this possession, and their frequent hostilities are only too strong

a confirmation of it.

Between this collective appropriation, and complete per-

sonal appropriation, we must also notice one more natural

transition, by which agriculture begins to supersede pasturage,

before the true sedentary life has been established. The tribe

cedes a part of its domain for some years to families who

wish to cultivate it, in order to appropriate to themselves its

principal produce. Thus arises a sort of collective farming,

usually without rent and temporary.

In this way the collective appropriation of the soil, common

to all primitive peoples, leads to a domestic and partial appro-

priation of it, in proportion as cultivation prevails over hunting

and pasturage. For it is soon felt how important such posses-

sion is to the permanent success of that sort of industry. But

the mere material motive would not at first have attached

each family to its portion of land, if the moral impulses result-

ing from Fetichism had not spontaneously determined such

fixity. For the practical advantages of fixity would not be

appreciated until it had been to some extent realised.

In recognising these two successive steps towards an insti-

tution necessarily of late growth, we see how profoundly

irrational are the difi'erent metaphysical dreams, some anarchi-

cal, others retrograde, which suppose that the soil of the West

suddenly passed from an entirely unoccupied state to the form

of property now prevailing.

The great Intellectual and even Practical results of Feti-

chism have been already set forth : its Domestic influence has

been shown to be admirable, and it now appears that, not-

withstanding its natural insufficiency with respect to public

life, it contributes powerfully towards the rise of the State.
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But this service coincides necessarily with the approach of its

dissolution, since its Astrolatric phase spontaneously gives birth

to Polytheism. This fundamental transition I have now to

examine. My general estimate of our Primitive Eegime

would not be complete if I did not thus directly connect it

with my philosophy of history as a whole.

High as are the intellectual and moral properties of Feti- TiuKsmon
°

.
fbomEeti-

chism, and great as are its results both theoretical and prac- cmsM.pp.

tical, its profound political insufficiency stamps it as a purely

provisional state, admirably suited to the infancy of our race, |^°£^™^°*

but tending to make that infancy eternal. For by this defect
jj^o^gga^^gf

it prevented the formation of the Great Being, whose princi-
^"jjf-oi^t '.

pal attributes, in all other respects, it exhibited in rough

outline. The only sign of the appearance of Humanity was a

multitude of little groups, each aspiring to universal expansion

and all incapable of attaining it.

With such dispersion, the different aptitudes of Fetichism

itself could not be fairly developed.

While profoundly consecrating Feeling, Fetichism afforded AstoFeci-

it no field for developement except private life. Now Feel-

ing, when not connected with public life, falls short not only

in dignity but in solidity. Here therefore we find Fetichism

laying the necessary foundation of the social state, but not able

to build it up. It stimulated the first growth of Feeling, but

did not direct it towards its principal end.

From its political insufficiency it became yet more im- As to Ac-

favourable to Activity, which was thus deprived of all great

habitual purpose, whether industrial or military.

With respect to Intellect, its completest domain, Fetichism As to intei-

could satisfy only our earliest infancy, in which observation perteotionin

prevails over reflection, and even the contemplation of objects must be cx-

over that of events (p. 31). As the need for the second pre- ther.

paratory regime was caused especially by this imperfection of

the first, a fuller examination is here necessary than was

required for Feeling and Activity.

Fetichism founded admirably our spontaneous conception of reticMsm

the whole real or objective world ; but it was radically unsuited concrete

to direct us in systematically constructing the universal or not their Ab-
1 • i- 1 -n ,1 Ti-r , 1 ^ , , stractQuaU-

subjective harmony. For the Natural Order can be truly wes.

known to us only as regards phenomena, vv^hich are simple,

and never as regards existences, which are composite (p. 69).
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Again, the laws which direct our activity are not concrete but

abstract, activity having to do not with substances but with

their properties. Fetichism, therefore, in consecrating an

observation which was exclusively synthetic, only instituted a

pure empiricism, as barren in practice as it was incompatible,

with theory.

It prepared the way for sound philosophy by proclaiming the

permanence of every species, the first basis of any Eeal Order.

But it could not go on to direct the elaboration of the

Natural Harmony which consists in the constancy of the rela-

tions of succession or similitude in different phenomena, varying

in nothing but intensity. This immovability of arrangement,

in the midst of variety of degree, is necessarily unnoticed

by the concrete contemplation which alone is consecrated by

Fetichism. In fact the variation of intensity obscures the

constancy of arrangement, except where the attention is

directed to general phenomena instead of to particular

bodies.

If we fix our attention on particular bodies, they appear

to admit of arbitrary perturbations which would suggest to

us the wildest fancies, if Fetichism did not meet us with its doc-

trine of permanence of species. But then again, as this dogma

is at that stage held absolutely, the objects to which it apphes

appear to be exempt from any modification, artificial or natural,

except that real changes are explained by the conception of

new substances similarly immovable. The Speculative spirit

loves to discover constancy in the midst of variety ; the Prac-

tical spirit loves to introduce variations, but with an instinctive

submission to law. Now Fetichism keeps back both spirits

alike, by leaving us to fluctuate continually between complete

immobility and unlimited disorder.

From whatever point then it is judged, this intellectual and

social regime had to cease entirely, or, after preparing the way

for several forms of progress, it would have prevented the final

realisation of any of them. But although its characteristic

persistency made it last longer than any of the other provisional

systems, its natural dissolution, or rather its spontaneous trans-

formation, became as inevitable as it was indispensable.

Humanity got through the most decisive and difiicult of all

the revolutions belonging to her Initiation without any pro-

nounced struggle. The happy spontaneity of this change,
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which now helps to obscure its high importance, resulted from

the fundamental defect of the Fetichist dogma with regard to

contemplation of the Abstract, upon which scientific meditation

chiefly depends. For contemplation of the Concrete, being only-

suitable to esthetic meditation, could never suffice for either

our theoretic or practical needs, which always relate more to

conception than to expression.

Profound as is the philosophical contrast between the inertia ^^^ig^^j^P"'

and the activity successively attributed to matter, the human
j^fjfj^?*

mind passes spontaneously from the second hypothesis to the

first, as soon as it begins to study phenomena rather than

examine objects. We may see this decisive transition repeated

every day in the individual growth of our children, as their

observation, from being synthetic, becomes analytic. In fact,

we have only to extend to phenomena the explanation at

first applied to objects, and gods at once take the place of

fetiches, the active existence of each material object becoming

passive.

'

Being thus led to consider every property common to And so to be-
°

.
J r r J lietlngods

several obiects independently of each of them, the mind, who are ge-

t I- t 1 t 1 neralisations

seeking causes m default of laws, naturally attributes the personified.

phenomenon to some supernatural "Will, which can no longer

be supposed to reside in any of the real substances. But the

conception of this purely subjective being always continues to

be formed from some one of the objective types which, by
abstraction, it generalises. This twofold operation is so

natural to our minds, that children spontaneously accomplish it

during the second septennial period, and sometimes before the

end of the first. A single decisive example will be sufficient as

an illustration.

Contemplation of the concrete was never so predominant as Thus Death
came to be

entirely to exclude all abstract contemplation. With the personified.

humblest tribes the general notion of Death always arose from

a spontaneous comparison between some particular cases, the

fatal phenomenon common to all of which struck them forcibly.

Only superficial observers can be misled by the absence oftraces

of this process in language.

At the present day, to the mind which has ceased to search

for Causes and only aims at discovering Laws, by connecting

each phenomenon with others according to an observed or fore-

seen relation, this general fact of Death suggests merely an
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abstract conception, fixed by a special denomination. But under

the absolute reginie, which alone suits the infancy either of the

individual man or of the race, the process is quite different.

There, Death becomes a distinct being with attributes formed

by generalisation, and with an arbitrary power which accounts

for its diversity of operation (p. 31). As for its special per-

sonification, that always results from the simple idealisation of

some individual type. Many maladies still furnish us with

habitual examples of the same process, which is especially per-

ceptible with respect to fever.

Abstract ob- In this wav the necessary mixture of abstract with concrete
serration, "^ "^

whiob contemplation always generated some germs of true Polytheism

retichism, in the midst of the purest Fetichism. Both these mental ope-
vtas in fact * ^
the latenc ratious have been gradually developed by our practical impulses,

Positivity. which directed our intellect towards the study of general laws,

because these alone could be a guide for action. Now general,

laws can be concerned with nothing but phenomena, the only

normal domain of our speculations and activity. It is there-

fore to na.scent positivity that we must ascribe the spontaneous

transformation of Fetichism into Polytheism which takes place

when the study of events begins to prevail over the observation

of objects. The latter continues to be necessary, but only as

the basis of the former, since every property must be seated in

some object.

nataSii7 ^^ ^^ ^^®y ^°^ ^° complete this explanation, by pointing

SoTrtii*"''^
out the general fitness of the Astrolatric phase to help on most

powerfully this gradual revolution, which had already been

carried a long way before the natural rise of the worship of the

heavenly bodies. In fact, the inaccessibility of the stars, their

peculiar regularity, and even their universality as a spectacle,

are so many motives for referring to them all terrestrial pheno-

mena which do not easily lend themselves to the personifications

of Polytheism, Thus was gradually formed the earliest Astro-

logy, daughter of Astrolatry and mother of Astronomy, hy

spontaneously exaggerating the real subordination of the earth

to the heavens.

Astrolatric This scientific tendency is profoundly ' strengthened by the
priestbood i.,, , i.n, .i,-!,
pared down logical character peculiar to the study of the stars, in wnicn
Fetiohistex- , . ,

^
,

"^

,

pianations. there IS less difference between abstract and concrete contem-

plation than in any other department of knowledge. Lastly,
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Social influences largely contributed to develope this transition.

For the priesthood, which was born of Astrolatry, would be

ever increasing the scope of its speculations and its practical

authority, by checking purely fetichist explanations, so as more

and more to systematise the primitive faith. It is true that

the stars, as thus conceived, do not coincide with the corre-

sponding Gods. But the usual names of the latter would be

sufficient to indicate how they were always derived from the

former, when the extension of terrestrial and especially of

human attributes, made it necessary to apply the universal

Polytheistic transformation to the celestial bodies also.

From the Fetichist spirit, then, under the latent impulse of The gem off '
' r theMeta-

the Positive spirit, spontaneously springs the Theological spirit, physical

But we must remark that, from this same source proceed not also •» &e.
*-

,

tecfced.

only Grods, but also those accessory emanations known as

Entities. Here, therefore, is the true origin of the Meta-

physical spirit also, the natural office of which is to smooth

the way for all our mental revolutions. Entities are in fact

something intermediate between Gods and Fetiches, having a

sort of mysterious capacity for accommodating themselves to

either. For while they cannot be separated from the concrete

objects which the Fetichist worships, they are yet, like the

Gods, generalisations from phenomena. But this ambigtious

character, which calls up no distinct image in the mind, is a

sufficient indication that they could not arise except as a con-

sequence of the rise of supernatural powers. When men came
to believe in Gods, they would look on concrete objects as so

much passive matter. But in place of the activity ascribed to

these latter by the Fetichist, the Theologist would suppose

them to possess a certain special aptitude to undergo the divine

influence. For a God could not govern a particular substance

from a distance without leaving in it a fixed emanation as his

representative. This ontological spirit thus shows itself, from

its very birth, critical towards the fetichist systeia which it

modifies, although it remains organic as long as the theological

system which it aids is in vogue.

Such is the general principle of the greatest of the revolu-

. tions through which Humanity passes in its progress towards

maturity. Its essential consequences naturally belong to the

following chapters. We shall judge it to be almost as much a
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social as an intellectual revolution, if we regard the final phase

of Fetichism as a normal transition towards Polytheism. For

it is thus connected with the greatest temporal and the greatest

spiritual modification which Humanity has up to this time

undergone, in the rise, almost simultaneously, of settled habi-

tation and a distinct priesthood.

S'^SraLi •' ^^^-^^ conclude this decisive chapter by establishing in

FeSchfam t
^^6ory a principle of general application which, in the following

PosiUTism. volume, will assume a high practical importance.

In describing the character of Fetichism I have often had

occasion to show its fundamental affinity to Positivism. ThaC

the two extreme regimes should come thus close to one another,

is of radical importance to the true philosophy of history, in

which there could be no unity of conception without such a

conformity. We now recognise, what was stated by anticipation

in the preceding volume, that Positivism differs from Fetichism

only by its theoretic distinction between Life and Activity, from

which results its practical substitution of the worship of produc-

tions for that of materials.

™^^g^ In consequence of this close affinity. Humanity might pass,

s^rtemaao"^
without any intermediate stage, from its Primitive to its Final

guidance. state, thereby avoiding all the intellectual and moral dangers

involved in the Theological transition, and the subsequent

Metaphysical anarchy. But it would be vain to hope that the

mental, and still more that the social process- could be shortened,

in the original evolution, which had always to be worked out

empirically, by the spontaneous steps above explained and con-

stantly verified in a manner that excludes any other supposition.

The intermediate stages can only be omitted, where the develope-

ment of an individual or a community, can be systematically

directed, and sociological laws are so far known, that the points

of contact between the two extreme regimes can be cultivated,

and their conflicting tendencies got rid of.

There will be an opportunity for a valuable explanation of

this case in the next volume, as respects the numerous fetichists

of central Africa, happily beyond the reach of Western empi-

ricism. But this being the only instance in which such a reno-

vation is sufficiently marked as applied to communities, I shall

be able to extend it suitably, to the more easy but less complete

improvement of the individual evolution. Here I must confine
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mjyself to a general indication of the principle on which it

depends.

This may be reduced to a decomposition of the fetichist

dogma, into the two essential elements necessarily confounded

therein. Embracing the whole External Order, and leav-

ing out nothing but the Human Order, the type by which it

spontaneously explains everything, this system comprehends at

once the inorganic and the vital kingdoms. It is only with

respect to the first that the fetichist principle requires ra-

dical rectification ; as regards the second it is merely a general

exaggeration.

The fetichist mind may then be directly led to distinguish By aistin-

between Activity and Life, by drawing out the real differences tweenLife

essentially separating these two spectacles of nature, which it

is always contemplating. . Astrolatry much facilitates this way

of looking at them, by bringing into contrast celestial regu-

larity, and vital instability. But this direct transition is suffi-

ciently normal to be consistent with even the first phase of

Fetichism. The conception is one which will not be com-

pletely grasped, unless this volume should be studied by some

Negro thinker, as it may be, now that all forms of civilisation

are so much intermingled.

When once Fetichist philosophy can undergo this decisive The Synthe-

decomposition, it must pass rapidly into the Positive state, tobesub-

For the theoretic d'jiaKsm between life and death, which only is relative i»-

admits of a relative synthesis, thus takes the place of the unity miute.

confounding the two, which was consecrated by the absolute

synthesis (p. 100). Then Laws thrust aside Causes irrevocably,

though the systematisation continues to be subjective, in

accordance with the immovable preponderance of the Human
type, which however is no longer the individual but the

species (p. 27).

While this change consolidates and systematises the philosophy The inter-

founded by oui- Fetichist ancestors, the immense lacuna, which "age^ are

that philosophy could not but present at first, is entirely filled wSh^adTan-

up (p. 81). For the Vital order being thus distinguished from
'°*°"

the Material, becomes a deep-seated link between it and the

Human order so as to constitute at last a truly complete system.

The principal intellectual office which Theologism had to dis-

charge, becomes then superfluous, since by the direct change

VOL. III. K
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to Positivism theoretic completeness is better attained, as also

the practical purpose, which is the only real reason for the

intermediate faiths.

Having now quite completed the historical examination of

Fetichism, I must make use of the new light it throws on the

whole Human Evolution, to perfect, in the following chapter,

my former general judgment on the principal Theological

phase.
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CHAPTEE III.

POSITIVE THEORY OP THE THEOCEATIC STATE ; OR GENERAL

APPRECIATION OF CONSERVATITE POLYTHEISM.

The last chapter established a basis for the whole Philosophy prefatory

of History. For it showed that we can trace in the Spon-

taneous regime of Humanity the various essential germs of avastti-an-

the other preparatory states, and even the fundamental out- tweenFeti-

line of the Final Order. Although the original evolution Positivism.

could never pass at once from Fetichism to Positivism, yet was social,

the possibility of omitting Theologism, when the course of inteuectuai.

developement can be properly systematised, warrants us in

representing this intermediate stage as a vast transition. But

since it was both indispensable and inevitable, the greater

part of this historical treatise must be devoted to a careful

examination of it, with the proviso that we always keep in

view its true purpose, which was rather Social than Intel-

lectual.

It was the Political inadequacy of Fetichism that more Butitcouid

than anything else rendered the Theological regime necessary, purpose only

This regime could not, however, fulfil its distinctive mission encing'tiie

without considerably modifying both the evolution of Specula- and'Aotive'

tion and that of Activity, by the constant combination of

which the advance of Sociability is regulated. This transitory

system must then be considered here in its whole extent, while

we take care to avoid all illusion as to its nature and duration.

Though it is less coherent than Fetichism, we must as before

divide the appreciation into Abstract and Concrete. I shall even

have to dwell at far greater length on the second division than

was necessary in the case of the Primitive regime, so as to

enable me to give an adequate explanation of the various phases

of this Transition. To it I shall devote this and the three

following chapters. The last of these will deal with Mono-
theism. But it must be remembered that this extreme and

K 2
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complementary phase of the Human Initiation was really

nothing more than a concentration of Polytheism, which alone

constitutes in all respects true Theologism.

To examine fully the Intellectual Properties of the Poly-

theistic regime, we must consider in succession, its Philoso-

phic aptitude, its Scientific eflScacy, and its Esthetic influence.

It is not essential that the subsequent Concrete Appreciation

should in every case follow this order, which however is the

normal one.

Viewed Philosophically, Polytheism had for its chief object

to supply what was wanting in Fetichism, by extending to the

Human Order the Provisional Synthesis, long confined of

necessity to the External World. The principal results of this

decisive complement are really connected with the Social

destination which is the essential characteristic of the whole

regime of Polytheism. Still, by instituting in a rudimentary

form the great Theoretic Dualism of Man and the 'World, it

directly exercised an important influence upon the Intellect.

This conception had till then been impossible.

For the Fetichistic Philosophy could only sanction its more

fundamental element, which it was forced to regard as the

sole one. This concentration of our thoughts on the External

Order tended to strengthen the general basis which Fetichism

had spontaneously supplied to our true Intellectual Eegime,

for it intensified Man's sense of his subordination to the World.

But this inestimable service could not be rendered without pro-

ducing a most injurious influence both in Theory and Practice

;

since the noblest speculations were excluded from the domain

of Doctrine, and the restriction of that domain to the least

modifiable phenomena gave rise to an absolute Fatalism. No

doubt these two tendencies were at the outset inevitable and

even indispensable, but too long a protraction of them would

have effectually prevented Human Eeason from ever fairly

starting on its course. It was Polytheism alone that could

emancipate us once for all from this First Childhood, by so

remodelling the Fictitious Synthesis as to make it both include

the Human Order, and represent the External Order—^not

excepting the Material part of it—as largely modifiable.

Though the Absolute regime was thus rendered too arbitrary

in either Order, it admitted of no other natural issue, if it was

to fulfil its purpose as a preparation.
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Hence the two systems of Causality—the first Direct, the

second Indirect—concurred, albeit vmequally, in the funda-

mental education of human reason. While the long reign of

the first lasted, Man learnt to submit to the World but had

no hope of modifying it. During the Transition instituted by

the second, our Intellect marked out its final domain—the

modification of Materiality by Humanity. So long as these

two great services are isolated and considered apart, as is the

modern custom, one is chiefly struck by the serious dangers

that attended them. But the later necessarily linked on to the

earlier ; and if we pay proper attention to this close connection

we soon see that it spontaneously neutralised the defects of

both. When the first Fictitious Synthesis had sufficiently

consecrated Order, the second came and sanctioned Progress.

Could Theologism have preceded Fetichism, its influence

upon speculation would have been utterly subversive, as tending

to set Movement above Existence. Impossible though such an

assumption be, I must here point out this Theological leaning

so as to show the fuU importance of the Fetichistic antecedents

which counteracted it.

As long as Direct Causality continues, our subjective devia- without this

tions are necessarily kept within the limits assigned by the preparation

phenomena actually occurring in the bodies where the presiding ™uid°ha™

Wills dwell. But this is no longer the case when each substance nnde^Poiy-'

passively submits to the arbitrary sway of an external Being, ^'^™'

and that Being a pure creation of the imagination. Then
Subjectivity admits of no other effectual curb than the general

habits of Permanence formed under the prolonged discipline

of Fetichism, and continued through the natural rectitude of

our Intellect notwithstanding the decay of the Fetichistic

regime. Positivity in its nascent state is too deficient in

energy, and still more in generality, to offer a successful resist-

ance to the extravagances of Theology. Strong as its Fetichistic

bases were, our very mental constitution was often rudely shaken

when Causality became Indirect. A special illustration of this

disorder was furnished by the serious changes which the Dogma
of the Permanence of Species underwent when Polytheism gave

an unrestricted sanction to arbitrary metamorphoses.

We can thus see how the general guarantee of its Feti-

chist education proved a spontaneous protection to Human
Eeason against the divagations attendant upon Theology. As
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supernatural beliefs, in spite of the reality ascribed to then

remained without any external foundation, they were wholly a

the mercy of the disturbing influences issuing from their interna

source. The disorder would speedily have become irreparable

had not the Priesthood which of necessity arose under Astrolatrj

before the ascendency of Polytheism, instituted a continuou

discipline based on the general body of Fetichistic antecedents

This normal guarantee rested principally on the dogma o

Fatalism, the true origin of which I have already pointed out

It originated invariably with Fetichism, but acquired increasec

importance under Polytheism, to which accordingly it is usuall]

referred. The Second Absolute Synthesis extended this dogmi

with the general body of its doctrines to the Human Order

and by constantly applying it developed its natural aptitude

for checking the extravagances of Polytheism. Fatalism is the

necessary corrective of every Theology, and what is more, it musi

outlast the various Preparatory Eeligions and be intimately in-

corporated, after proper reconstruction, with the Final Eehgion.

No more is needed for its complete renovation than that, instead

of remaining absolute, it should become relative under the

general influence of the Positive principle.

As Fatalism always has for its object to indicate Order, it was

obliged to represent Order as unmodifiable, so long as its modi-

fiability could not be apprehended and was even inopportune.

But it also brings out the secondary modifications of Order,

after there have been decisive manifestations of them, such

manifestations being always free from anything arbitrary. This

Eelative Fatalism is sanctioned in the fullest manner throughout

the Positive Eeligion, by which it is definitively extended to the

Human Order, both individual and collective. Theologism

could carry out this general application only in outline and in

a provisional way, the idea of Fate being as incompatible with

the doctrine of Theology as it is appropriate to that of Direct

Causality. Its influence under Polytheism was always due to

the wisdom of the priesthood who borrowed it from Fetichism

for repressing subjective extravagances.

By the Positive principle, on the contrary. Fatalism in the

true sense, independent of all artificial discipline, forms the

natural groundwork of the Final doctrine. In that doctrine it

indicates at once both the fundamental constancy of the Universal

Order and the perfect regularity of its secondary variations.
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Such relativity when definitive will effectually save this im-

perishable dogma from all the dangers that were imminent as

long as it retained its absolute character. So far from disposing

us to inaction, it simply regulates our Activity in such a way

as to increase its range, and at the same time render it more

effective. A vagrant and barren liberty, a liberty after all in

constant subjection to the unforeseen influence of the various

impulses that act upon us, whether external or internal, is thus

habitually superseded by the full developement of a noble system

of universal improvement.

Fatalism then, originating in the doctrine of Fetichism, Histoi7of
' = =

.

' the idea of

was alien and even opposed to the Theological prmciple
;
yet I'ate.

when Polytheism became general it could not but acquire new

importance in the hands of the priesthood as an instrument for

checking the subversive tendencies of the Second Causality.

Subsequently the Monotheistic Systematisation gave it a, dog-

matic sanction by instituting Providential Optimism, though

Catholicism made ineffectual attempts to evade this conclusion.

After these successive revisions the idea of Fate is incorporated

with the Final Positivism better than it was with the Primitive

Fetichism. In Positivism it is directly the necessary founda-

tion of all human wisdom, in Practice as well as in Theory.

Though a part only of this explanation is required here, I give

the whole now, as I shall frequently have to apply it in each

part of my historical construction when dealing with a dogma
which cannot be dissociated from our mental developement.

Having adequately described the spontaneous discipline

which the Age of Fetichism provided beforehand for the use of

the Priesthood, so enabling it to check the aberrations of Theo-

logy, I can fully define the Philosophic efficacy of Polytheism.

Polytheism, in extending the Absolute Synthesis to the TheTheo-,

Human Order, traced out in its own way the fundamental insti- ism,—Man

tution of the great Theoretic Dualism, which tended from that worid,_

time forward to take the place of the Unity of Direct Causality, edty Poiy-

And so Man came to place himself for the future in contradis-

tinction to the World, and even strove to control its general

order, with the aid of the resistless Wills, between whom' and
himself he supposed a free alliance could be formed. So long

as Fatalism kept sufficiently in check the dangers of this regime,

it was fortunate that Human Eeason should be subjected to the

only influence that could at the outset develope in it the instinct

tlieism.
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of improvement, after the instinct of conservation had received

from Fetichism a too exclusive consecration, necessary though

this was.

Efficacy of This efficacy can be rightly appreciated by none but thinkers

due to its who are completely emancipated from all belief in Theology or

Metaphysics. For it was due mainly to the purely chimerical

nature of the doctrines in the Second regime of Causality. I

hope to make this general explanation clear to every reader who

is as free from Atheism as from Theism.

The Fetichistic conceptions, being direct and concrete, were

profoundly real. Their defect lay solely in the exaggeration

and confusion that are inseparable from a Spontaneous Synthesis.

They became chimerical only after they had been systematised

by Astrolatry, this systematisation being founded on the abuse

of stellar influences. Even then they retained a certain objec-

tivity. For the hypotheses employed were still verifiable (p. 71).

Pure subjectivity gained the upper hand only when Causahty

became indirect. Then we confined ourselves no longer to

endowing bodies with hypothetical attributes. We devised

beings that were entirely fictitious, and the dominion of these

beings, as it was nearly arbitrary, afforded explanations for all

phenomena whatever. The only general restraint upon their

interference was supplied by the spontaneous persistence of

Fetichistic Fatalism suitably extended by the wisdom of the

Priesthood. It is in this that the Theological Method properly

so called consists, the only method by which the system of

Causes can be completely developed,

whichmodi- But as it could excrt no marked influence till Human Eeason

primitiTc had loug acquired confirmed habits of stability, its characteristic

dangers were necessarily checked by this Fetichistic preparation.
'

The influence of Theology, though it could oot overcome the

primitive Fatalism, completely renovated it, and led \is to

regard it as modifiable, which no other influence could have

done. Now this most important aptitude was due solely to the

essentially subjective nature of supernatural beliefs, objective

as they were thought to be.

The Gods For this subi'ective origin enabled Theolojadsm to sanction
being crca- tj cd o
ted by Man, indirectly the constant struggle of Will against Necessity, after
their power •' ^^ "

.

was an Fctichism had fully established the fundamental subordmation
indirect "^

t% ^

sanction of Man to the World. Substantially, all the Wills that Poly-
o£ the Strug-

.

"
,i_ I,

gie of Will theism made to reign over us were necessarily human, thougn
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we were unconscious of it : whereas the Fetichistic Wills, in against Ne.
cessity.

spite of their fictitiotis nature, were independent of us, as they

were incorporated with real substances. Every true philosopher

then should regard the intervention of the Grods as a spon-

taneous institution of Humanity enablirig her to react upon

Materiality which till then had ruled her absolutely.

Precisely because the Gods were purely chimerical, their Thusiheo-

1.-J. J J.1, / T.- T. \- logism spe-

arbitrary power served as the orsran ot our higher aspirations, ouiativeiy
' ^ °

1 • nn contrasted

which at the outset could find no other general issue. Ihe Man with° the World
Divine Wills never really guided our desires of improvement, and praoti.

but they gave them a spontaneous sanction as well adapted for comaged

11 -r. 1 n
himtomo-

developing as for consolidating them. Being always subordi- i3ify it.

nated to our own inclinations, they habitually tended to sanction

Good as alone suited to the whole even of our individual, and

much more of our collective, existence. When they seem to

impel to Evil, they do but faithfully reflect the moral imperfec-

tion of the souls which feel the impulse. This explains why
the dominion of Theologism, which would seem at first to be

as disorderly as it is unlimited, was at once less efficacious and

more salutary than the blind criticism issuing from the anarchy

of modern times supposes. In the name of the Gods, Theolo-

gism contrasted Man with the World in the theoretic domain,

and opposed Nobility to Force in the practical domain.

Owing to the absolute nature of Theologism, these two Dangers ac-

services could not be rendered, without introducing changes thesesor-"^

that threatened to undermine both theory and practice. But
the developement of Fetichism effected by the Priesthood saved

us from the principal dangers attending tliese changes. Neither

in theory nor in practice could the continuous progress of

Humanity have been inaugurated in any other way. P'or the

Primitive Eeligion had been able to do no more than consecrate

Order. I shall resume this explanation below in regard to

Activity ; here I must restrict it to Intellect.

So restricted, it consists in recognising that Theologism, in Tendency to

order to realise its distinctive purpose, had to aim at recon- the°wodd*to

structing subjectively the unity, then necessarily objective,

which Fetichism established in the Physical Order, the sole

domain embraced by the Spontaneous Synthesis. Could the

Gods have gained a complete mastery over Fate, the World
would, theoretically, have been subjected to Man in such a
way as directly to overthrow our mental harmony. But that

dan.
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harmony had been so deeply rooted in us by our Feticbistic

education, that this danger could never be really formidable.

Still I must indicate in a general way the signs of its existence

the better to explain the fundamental economy of the Poly-

theistic regime.

This tendency of every Theologism to subordinate the

World to us by remodelling the Fetichistic explanations, finds

direct expression in the universally accepted dogma of Meta-

morphoses. I shall presently examine this dogma from the

Esthetic, and even from the Scientific point of view. But I

must now consider only its use in Philosophy.

This dogma is in every case a distinctive feature of the

Second Causality, in which the human type, though thence-

forward indirect, is more fully developed than under the

Primitive Causality. It is then employed for forming a con-

ception of absolute origins, which could not engage our atten-

tion while Contemplation was Concrete and direct vitality was

attributed to inanimate objects. The material and even the

vital world was henceforth supposed to be passive, and all

activity in it to have a human origin, through various divinely

effected Metamorphoses.

I have already pointed out (p. 103) the constant tendency

of such explanations to undermine the Fetichistic dogma of

the Permanence of Species. But the natural resistance of the

Primitive Fatalism always saved us from this prodigious error,

which gained a firm hold only in exceptional cases and among

minds over prone to abstraction. The permanent conflict be-

tween these two influences led in all cases to the Spontaneous

compromise by which Fetichism (the natural organ of Practical

Eeason) makes to Theologism (the necessary precursor of

Theoretic Reason) this concession—that the primary origin of

every species is the result of a human metamorphosis. In return

for this homage, the Divine influence is restricted to this abso-

lute origination ; and the relative propagation, which alone is

of essential importance, is left to the ordinary laws of the descent

of species, so as to maintain the integrity of the real types.

From this explanation of the most important conflict of

all, the reader can form an idea of the general reconciliation

effected, under Polytheism, between the Fate of Fetichism

and the Providence of Theology. The latter—which became

retrograde only after it had degenerated imder Monotheism—
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long guided Progress while the former preserved Order. Theo-

logism in reality grew out of Fetichism and could never

thoroughly supplant it, yet in every instance so far modified it

as to originate by the only method possible at the outset the

theoretic dualism of Man and the World, and the practical

reaction of Will upon Necessity,

Thus much for the Philosophic properties of the Second
^'tft„T*'^''

Causality. It remains for me to describe its Scientific in- pp- 139-150.

fluence.

To form an accurate view of this influence, I must investi- Preiimiuary

gate more carefully the combined action in all normal cases of coming the
combined

the two sources, the one general the other special, by which aowon of the

Polytheism spontaneously grew out of Fetichism, as shown in chisticsour-

, . , , „ cesofPoly.
the previous chapter (p. 126). theism.

I began by explaining how the constant developement of The General

Abstract Contemplation was a direct source of Polytheism in Abstract'^

the very midst of every Fetichism. The impulses of Practice tion!^™^
"^

combine with the aspirations of Theory in developing this

decisive tendency. For action and prevision both equally

require that the study of phenomena should prevail as against

that of existences (p. 123). This tendency may even be

the means of occasionally introducing the indirect system of

Causality without the direct system having previously estab-

lished Sedentary Life and the Priesthood of Astrolatry, but
generally speaking it is not strong enough for this purpose till

after both these have been established. We might conceive

in this way of an exceptional Polytheism among certain nomad
tribes, which should not have arisen from influences traceable

to communication with the regular Polytheists.

In the great majority of cases the Second Causality is Thespedai

formed by the combination of this direct and general influence As"roiat°7.

with the indirect and special influence of Astrolatry. The
Priesthood that comes into existence with the worship of the

Heavens always aims at making that worship supreme over

the worship of terrestrial objects, by subordinating all the other

Fetiches to the Stars. This gives rise to the abuse of stellar

influences. The stars moreover are employed for systematising

the Primitive Eeligion by a hierarchy of flctitious Wills. This
final stage of Fetichism brings it very near to Polytheism, by
habituating us to the supremacy of Beings that are inaccessible

though visible.
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Still, ascribe to the Stars what power we may, they cannot

permanently supersede the Gods properly so called. For these

latter exercise a far wider authority, especially in the sphere

of the Human Order. The chief divinities gradually come to

be regarded as distinct from the stars in which they take their

rise, in proportion as the combined progress of Intellect and

Sociability forces us to develope the Absolute Synthesis more

and more till it includes the Mental and Moral domain. As

this developement soon comes to absorb the attention of the

priesthood and the instinct of the people, the growth of the

human attributes tends to conceal the material origin of the

Gods, though this latter can always be detected.

Though normally connected, these two Fetichistic sources

of Polytheism always remain distinct. They may even become

opposed, when the Astrolatric priesthood has taken deep root

among vast populations whose Intellectual and Social progress

is retarded by an, environment either too favourable or too

adverse. But usually there is no conflict, and the diversity of

origin only shows itself in the natural tendency of each source

to make its own character predominate.

Astrolatry, the special source of the Gods, gives direct pro-

minence to their Material attributes ; whereas their general

source, abstract contemplation, assigns them principally to

Human departments. These two classes of functions are

always found in combination, but from the unequal proportions

of the alloy we are able to detect which source was the pre-

dominant one. Every leading God busies himself with human

interests, but his power is usually based on the part he plays in

relation to the external world, though not always to the

celestial portion of it. Although it is of the essence of Theo-

logism to place Man above the World, the fundamental sub-

ordination of Man to the World had been so firmly established

by Fetichism, that Polytheism could do no more than modify it.

We even find philosophers, when too exclusively given up

to speculations of the most general order, conceiving of the

Gods as wholly unconnected with Human affairs. Such a

belief of course could never be popular, but the fact of its being

entertained at all proves that in every case the Material func-

tions naturally predominated. This is also shown in an inverse

way by the inferior rank of those divinities who had only

human attributes without any function in connection with the
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external world : such were the Muses, among a people too dis-

posed nevertheless to make the intellect supreme. Still the

functions assigned to them as Deities on earth modified so

much the importance belonging to them as heavenly bodies

that the primacy among the Grods was rarely connected with

the principal luminary, except where Astrolatry, through being

planted in a favourable medium, had been strongly organised

at the commencement. When we see a simple planet standing

for the principal Grod of the ancient Western world, we may
be sm-e that the conflict between the two influences must have

gradually deprived the Sun of his natural ascendency, although

these religious revolutions can scarcely leave any historical traces.

The confusion produced by the Monotheistic Systematisation And can be

is no bar to our following up even to the present day this neces- in christian

sary difference between the two Fetichistic sources of Poly-

theism, a difference often carried to the extent of a radical

contrast. Moreover we may be sure that this difference has

become more marked in proportion as the Positive spirit has

advanced. For that spirit must have been notably developed

under the influence of Astrolatry, and consequently must have

tended to revive that influence when it was itself on the in-

crease. The Christian use of the word Heaven and its deriva-

tives is ambiguous ; but we can distinguish the two religious

meanings denoting at once the whole body of stellar influences

and the providence of the supreme Grod. Dante's poem through-

out gives clear evidence of this connection.

But, whether converging or diverging, the two Fetichistic Respective

sources of Polytheism were both equally favourable to its the^wo''"

scientific influence : they were so, however, from different pSytheiatic'

points of view. In conformity with their respective natures,

the one encouraged the direct and special growth of real know-

ledge, the other the indirect and general preparation of rational

Positivity. The concrete influence of Astrolatric Theologism

and the abstract tendency of General Polytheism combined

spontaneously—and they did so even during the civil and

religious conflicts that were provoked—to procure for the

Positive spirit its two chief Theoretic qualities, reality and
dignity. Though it is the Final Synthesis alone that can once

for all unite these two complementary attributes, the Polythe-

istic Initiation successfully prepared the way for their normal
reconciliation. This necessary Transition developed in all
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directions the desires of Prevision already connected with the

needs of Action, and moreover led to the discovery of such

scientific results as could then be obtained.

Polytheism Polytheism being, by its General root, the offspring of

itatradf' Abstract Contemplation, must naturally have tended to de-

MMittath'in velope it, both by improving its method, and by enlarging its

Method and n^. •„
in Doctrine. domaiU.

(a) Method. Viewed Logically, Polytheism powerfully aided the elahora-

iSa^^f°°' tion of the whole body of Theory, by supplying all intellects

with Images extremely well adapted for fixing the attention

habitually upon general phenomena apart from particular

bodies. In opposition to the opinion of the learned, I have no

hesitation in regarding the personification of attributes as

having been for a. long time more necessary to Science than

to Art, so difiicult is it for us at the outset to keep ourselves at

the abstract point of view. Such images always present acces-

sory features that tend to embarrass our meditations concerning

the principal phenomenon, particularly ova deductive medita-

tions. It is for this reason that the true Scientific Eegime

has more in common with the habits of Fetichism than with

those of Polytheism ; for that regime, instead of forming ima-

ginary Collective Beings, borrows its Abstract Images directly

from the bodies observed by putting aside all qualities not

connected with the purpose of the Theory. But, though

Science ultimately requires an idealisation by subtraction and

not by addition, this method was unsuited to om: earliest ab-

stractions in which vagueness was the one thing above all otheis

to be avoided.

We shall not see how valuable to thought the Polytheistic
Images gave ° "^

coherence to Images Were unless we remember that the theories which they
theMedita- =>

/
tions on promoted had a purely provisional use. Throughout the whole

of Antiquity abstract research could achieve no definitive success,

except in Mathematics. Unable as yet to discover Laws, the

human mind had under the Second Causality simply to prepare

the way for the stiidies that would decide those discoveries, and

to extricate itself from its Theoretic torpor by communicating a

general and continued stimulus to our various fundamental

speculations. Now the Polytheistic Images were indispensable

for promoting and diffusing this mental exercise, which was

rather inductive than deductive. The provisional bond which

observations had at that time to find in Causes as a preparation
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for Laws, would have , lacked coherence without this sponta-

neous support.

Thus the second period of our Childhood instituted,, through

Polytheism, the second general element of Human Logic

—

Images as employed to assist the elaboration of Thought,

whilst the first period had based this definitively on the mental

reaction of the Feelings. The Concrete nature of Polytheistic

idealisation directly facilitated the thorough combination of

these two spontaneous institutions. It was for Monotheism

to complete this preparation by developing the Logic of Signs

to aid the Meditations appropriate to our Adolescence, medi-

tations that are rather deductive than inductive. But the

inactivity of this third element in early times was a means of

consolidating the habitual union of the other two, so long as

language was obliged to be employed only for its direct and most

important purpose. The special aberrations that resulted from

the abuse of signs among the populations who had not thoroughly

-undergone the Polytheistic Preparation, prove the necessity of

this logical phase in which Images combine with Feelings for

elaborating thoughts independently of words (ii. 208).

This beneficial influence should lead us to form a sounder EaoiiPoiy-

view in regard to the vast extension which Polytheism stood in

gradually acquired when the number of the Gods became generaiispi-

almost as great as that of the terms in ordinary language, nomenZ
*"

though far less than that' of the ancient Fetiches. When we
understand that each Grod represented a collective phenomenon
before general relations could be in any way detected, we shall

feel how frivolous are the taunts usually levelled against this

wealth of Deities now that a blind Monotheism hinders the due

comprehension of Antiquity. The Entities that ruled at a

subsequent period were less favourable to the consolidation, and

still less to the diffusion, of the intellectual exercise required

for Theory, while they were not accompanied with real notions

to any greater extent.

Considered directly as to Doctrine, Greneral Polytheism (is) Doctrine,

would seem to be less eflScacious in that sphere than as to Polytheism

Method, since it furnished no decisive contribution except in gro-^hS

Mathematics. But its purely preparatory destination affords tody'of'sci-

an explanation of its Theoretic influence as well in Doctrine fations?^""'

as it did in Method* To it we owe the initial growth of

the whole body of scientific speculations, in consequence of
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the homogeneity it established between all our thoughts, and

the provisional links it supplied to all our observations.

Polytheism The First Causality as it was limited invariably to existences,

foresee the could not satisfy our general desires of Prevision called forth by

Gods. our needs of Action. Under the Second which deals princi-

oourages ob- pally with phenomena, we aim at foreknowledge of the presiding

phenomena: Wills by Carefully observing the various effects they produce.

The plurality of the Gods was always indispensable for this

Theoretic object, in order that the real differences might be

properly represented. If the Monotheistic Concentration had

come too soon, our scientific education would have been impos-

sible, owing to the confusion inseparable from the vague uni-

formity of the explanations by Divine agency.

As for in- To make this Theoretic aptitude of Polytheism more clear,

two o)asse5 I must here give particular instances of it in two important

neglected by classcs of general researches, which, owing to the condemnation
ei>m.

ijjj^jjjy passed upon them by Christianity and Islam, have been

long discontinued, and which the Positive Eegime alone can

revive.

Meteorology. Although, as a concrete study. Meteorology admits of no

really successful employment of Theory, I shall always regret

that the prolonged investigations of the Ancient Priesthood in

this wide field should have sunk into entire oblivion under the

influence of subsequent prejudices of various kinds. These

Polytheistic observations could not have led to general previ-

sions, but they would have contributed indirectly to the improve-

ment of our chief Physical researches, and directly to the

amendment of the empirical laws which are the only ones that

we can discover respecting such phenomena. The stupidity of

modern compilations on this subject ought to induce a sounder

appreciation of the illusory conceptions which guided and sus-

tained tlie perseverance of the Ancient Priesthood, whose efforts

were at bottom more rational than those of om: so called Me-

teorologists,

intei'preta- In the second place, the interpretation of Dreams led, under

Dreams. Polytheism, to the institution of a valuable investigation of

mental and moral phenomena. Had not men been sustained by

the chimerical hope of discovering in this way the wills of the

Grods, and so of foreseeing human events, they could not at that

time have formed a conception of the unremitting zeal required

for such difiScult observations. These observations subsequently
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fell into disuse, when the pretensions of Ontology supplanted

—

though to no purpose—the aspirations of Theology. Eational

Positivity must revive these speculations, substituting in them

the subjective for the objective with a view to studying the

internal state instead of the external spectacle.

So modified, the doctrine of Dreams would have a real

Theoretic value and an important Practical utility. For it

would improve our knowledge of the cerebral reactions, and even

of the general harmony subsisting between the Body and the

Soul. Although the Genius of Antiquity could not have this

twofold end directly in view, its noble perseverance must often

have been the means of suggesting felicitous inductions in this

important domain, the systematic study of which was so prema-

ture. True philosophers now see in the mystical masterpieces

of Catholicism an unrivalled series of observations, real though

empirical, on the whole of human nature. But this view

applies with still greater force to the Polytheistic collections-

and should make us regret their loss all the more. For in these

the Practical aim of the investigation guided the procedure more

fully and more effectively, besides which the efforts of the

Ancient Priesthood were on a larger scale and more lasting than

those of the Catholic mystics.

For the noblest then as well as for the simplest phenomena, These stu-

Polytheism instituted a continuous study in which all intellects universally

actively took part, and for which no substitute has hitherto been Advantages

found. The catholicity of its influence was no less valuable in veraaiity.
,

regard to Doctrine than it was in regard to Method, since our

fundamental evolution can be affected only by results that are

in the truest sense popular, whether in Theory or in Practice.

By multiplying relations generally, and by always making the

human end of primary importance, its conceptions, chimerical

though they often were, necessarily prepared the way for our

Normal Eegime, in which the utility formerly attending the un-

real previsions of Polytheism (as to the external spectacle) will

be consolidated and developed by the reality of the previ^ons

(as to the internal state) ultimately to be attained by Science.

While Polytheism, through its general source, Abstract The special

Contemplation, thus gave a theoretic training to all intellects, Poiythe°ism

it drew from Astrolatry, its special source, an influence which, reaiTsden-

though restricted to cultivated minds, was of no less importance inMlttTe'-'*

to the Human Initiation as a whole. It was this special in- Astronomy.

VOL. III. L
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fluence alone that produced real scientific results. These result

which were necessarily confined to the simplest speculatioii

exercised an increasingly powerful reaction upon the whole Ei

cyclopedic System. To estimate them properly, I must first gii

a more precise account of the initial step taken by Fetichisn

from which the Mathematical Spirit originates. We must incluc

here in the Mathematical Spirit its application to Astronomy.

Mathematics and Astronomy constituted the field of ration!

Positivity in the earliest times, and were always limited to tl

domain of Number, the simplest and most general domain c

all. Arithmetic, in the age of pure Fetichism, never wen

beyond Numeration, which it must be remembered is closel

connected with the elementary operations, and also with th

fundamental properties of numbers. If we go back to th

actual starting-point of our scientific education we find that

for the race as for the individual, it is invariably the humbl

theorem to which Don Juan confines his belief.' This is ii

fact the simplest numerical relation not constituting a pui(

verbal equivalence. It is our earliest attainment in Abstraction

and popular instinct will always set it up as the decisive type o:

positive demonstration. Constant familiarity with it has mislec

many into insisting that it is self-evident. But the truth ii

that the mind, both in our individual and collective infancy-

has for a long time no conception of it. The reaction it neces-

-sarily exerts on the whole Human Eeason at once gives rise tc

an instinctive sense of the Fundamental Order, both internal

and external. This far-reaching influence of the very simplest

oi our scientific discoveries is in fact most complete and most

apparent in our First Age, when the mind works with more than

usual earnestness at its earliest lessons in Theory.

Under pure Fetichism, the Numerical Calculus does not

extend beyond Multiplication, and to this there is no exception

in the questions of Astronomical Arithmetic that now arise.

Condorcet ^ has made a judicious observation on the theory of

Division in connection with the training of the individual, and

this observation applies with special force to the progress of the

race. Division is, as he says, a difficult and critical step in

scientific education. Owing to the abrupt increase of com-

plexity in mathematical reasoning when we reach Division,

• ' Je crois que deux et deux sont quatre.'—Molifere, Le Festin de Pierre^

act iii. ec. i.

' Moyens d'apprendre k compter, 9° Le9on, Obs. (A).
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the majority of cultivated intellects are still unequal to this

Theoretical test: the Calculus of Fetichism is air that has

hitherto been completely universal, and in this it resembles

the Eeligion of Fetichism.

Division, with the elementary notions concerning Fb:actions Division due

which it necessarily involves, always belongs to Astrolatry. It try.

is then called for by Astronomical questions, while up to that

time no Practical need had stimulated this discovery. It

originated mainly in the operations for determining the periodic

times of the various planets in terms of their synodical periods,

when the terrestrial or solar year is previously known. But

this gradual developement of Arithmetic—be it that of pure

Fetichism or the special developement under Astrolatry

—

ought never to be separated from the spontaneous growth of

Algebra, since the elementary conceptions of Algebra are formed

when the Arithmetical questions that correspond to them have

been completely elaborated.

Starting with this numerical basis laid by Fetichism, the Polytheism

Mathematical Spirit advanced under Polytheism to the stage of metry.

Geometry, which will always be its chief domain. It would be

impossible to conceive of Greometry as originating in Practice

at an earlier period than this, as such an origin presupposes in-

dividual property in land, and this there could not be till the

Sedentary existence was fully established. The influence of

territorial property may have an historical importance, but the

greater part of the progress of Greometry, in the earliest no less

than in modern times, was due to Astroiaomy which is the off-

spring of Astrolatry.

This was the only mode of employing Greometry likely to -^^nd oeo;

lead to a thorough investigation of the abstract laws of space. Astronomy,

these laws being thus connected with the system of religion.

In the Concrete Appreciation I shall assign to the various Poly-

theistic regimes their respective shares in the mathematical

progress thus made. For the present I confine myself to giving

a general recommendation always to connect the developement

of Geometry with the corresponding developement of Algebra,

as Algebra owes more to its Geometrical source than to Arith-

metic, often erroneously assumed to be its only source. Algebra

is continually emanating from both these sources, and imless

this be recognised, it is impossible to form a correct idea of the

nature, method, and object, of the Algebraical Calculus.
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Mechanics Mechanics alone remained to be added,—the third essentie
a modern

i in-
science. element, which now completes the Mathematical domain b

establishing its chief Encyclopedic relations. This is a scienc

of which the Ancients knew nothing beyond the partial germ

indicated in the following chapter. The fundamental concep

tions of Mechanics are really more bound up with Astronom'

than are those of Greometry itself. Hence they could not aria

till the theories of Astronomy should require them, and thii

could not be till modern times, as I shall explain subsequently.

Eeaction of Thus uarrow though the field of science was in ancient times
Polytheistic . , ._^

Science upon it must, by rcasou of its Encyclopedic position, have exercised i

powerful reaction upon Philosophy, as will be shown in detail

in the following chapter. These Numerical and Geometrical

conceptions, being simpler and more general than any others,

entered into all our speculations without exception, and thus

introduced in every department an unfailing sense of the Uni-

versal Order, of which they disclosed the primary laws both

logical and physical. This developement was sufficient in

amount for fully displaying the characteristics of the Objective

Method which originated with Astrolatry as I showed in the

preceding chapter (p. 103).

And what is more, the final harmony between this Method

and the Subjective Method emanating from pure Fetichism was

to a certain extent anticipated by Sacerdotal Polytheism. Theo-

cratic wisdom sanctioned both methods alike, giving precedence

to the Subjective when the end in view was the consolidation

of Order, while the Objective was looked to as the instrument

of Progress and the guarantee of Eeality. As their agreement,

however, at the commencement could not be systematic, it

gradually gave place to a necessary conflict between them. This

conflict, to which the break-up of Theologism was in the main

due, could not cease till Positivism was thoroughly established.

Preparation Although Polythcistic science admitted of no complete and

other de- lastingf results outside of Mathematics, the impetus it gave to
partmentsof °

,
i o

Science. thought cEused persevering attempts to be made in all other

Art of the departments, attempts, however, which were of more service to

Art of the Method than to Doctrine. We are too apt to forget that this
Haruspices

.
^ "

Eegime promoted a contmual cultivation of the different

branches of Natural Philosophy -within the Priesthood. Divi-

nation alone, quite independently of the incentive arising from

the needs of Practice, sufficed for the institution of a careful
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course of observations in all the departments of Natural Philo-

sophy, observations that were eventually turned to good account

in spite of their chimerical object. The earliest important

collections of Physical facts came from the Art of the Augurs,

and of Anatomical data from that of the Haruspices. A true

philosopher when he now views the scientific observations made
while the more erroneous and less excusable hypothesis of the

classic Fluids was in vogue, can better understand the higher

value of the Theoretic inspirations due to Polytheism.

A similar value belongs even to those fundamental aberra- fcientiflo in-
° nuence of

tions towards which the Second Causality tended, when it en- tiie concep-
•^ ' tion of Mat-

deavoured to systematise the spontaneous Synthesis of the First t?r as pas-

by assigning to every object a human origin (p. 138). Its con-

ception of matter as passive, although thoroughly erroneous, was

the only one that could favour the growth of Natural Laws at the

commencement, because it got rid of the notion of a disorderly

activity that was incompatible with any rational prevision.

Thus the way was prepared in a confused manner for the Logical

Logical institution of Inertia, without which the Positive Spirit inertia.

could never overcome the primary difficulties of Abstract Science,

as we see particularly in Mechanics, where the simplest rule can-

not be generalised without this hypothesis (i. 398). The arti-

fices of Theory, in fact, always consist in successively endowing

a substance, regarded at first as purely passive, with all the pro-

perties that make up the active existence we wish to study in it,

throwing aside those which are marked by a higher complexity.

Now, in consequence of the tendencies implanted in us by Feti-

chism, this Logical process would not have been attained but for

the spontaneous preparation afforded in the first instance by the

tendencies of Polytheism.

If we pursue the analysis of the reaction thus exerted upon soientiflc in-

Theory, we shall find that there was a real scientific value even the doctrine

in the Dogma of Metamorphoses, by which Polytheism directly phoses!'™"'^'

jeopardised belief in the Permanence of Species. In addition to

its influence upon Philosophy by placing Man in contrast with

the World, this Dogma had a tendency to improve the general

conception of the External Order. For the genius of Fetichism,

necessarily concrete as it was, had at the outset ascribed to sub-

stances such invariability that it was impossible to conceive of

any radical change in them.

The purely arbitrary variability introduced by Polytheism Atomic"
**

Tlieory.
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was in itself more dangerous than this absolute immutability

But, acting on the basis already laid by Fetichism, the Poly,

theistic dogma could not gain suflScient hold for the full

developement of its mischievous influence upon Theory. Jr

this conflict the fundamental conception of Invariability was

not radically impaired, but merely modified in such a way as

to prepare gradually for its final renovation when the Relative

takes the place of the Absolute. The Dogma of Metamorphoses

was the historical source of the Corpuscular or Atomic Theory,

which (as will be shown in the following chapter) was indis-

pensable to the efiectual progress of the whole of Natural

Philosophy (i. 421).

Such are the various scientific properties which enabled

Polytheism to fulfil, more or less directly, its main inteUectual

mission, as the general inaugurator of Progress both in Theory

and Practice. The reconciliation of this Progress with the

Order founded on Fetichism long depended solely on the

wisdom of the Priesthood, who incessantly checked subversive

tendencies by means of a continuous worship of the Past. For

Positivism alone can systematise the permanent combination

of the two instincts which Fetichism and Polytheism were

forced to consecrate in succession, instincts always opposed tiU

now, though both equally necessary. I could not then have

properly estimated the long services rendered by the Polytheistic

Priesthood in regard to this combination if I had not first of

all adequately considered the chief dogmatic influences, both

favourable and adverse. Hence it is that I have had to dwell

at such length here on this purely Theoretical side, in my

Abstract Appreciation of a regime whose destination was

essentially Social.

I have now, before entering on the Moral and Political

aspects of Polytheism, to examine its Esthetic aptitude and

Practical efficacy. But of these a summary view will suffice.

For in the two following chapters respectively, they wiU na-

turally form the subjects of a special exposition which must

then precede the Concrete Appreciation of the regimes to

which they belong. Here I must confine myself to the general

features presented by Art and Practice under Polytheism in all

its forms, and which the Theocratic form displays better than

any other, as being more in conformity with the fundamental

harmony of the second period of Man's childhood.
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Furthermore this examination must be' confined to what is

required for a complete judgment of the Social properties of

Polytheism.

First, as to its Esthetic aptitude. It must be evident from Polytheism
^ ^ favouredArt

what has been said in the preceding: chapter (p. 113) that this chiefly by
JT o i \A / developing

power is considerably exaggerated through confounding results PnbiioUfe.

with tendencies. In itself Fetichism was more esthetic than Fetiohism
was more

Polytheism, though it could not yield such decisive productions faTourawe^

on account of the insufficiently advanced state of society. The Polytheism.

Second Causality was really more favourable to Art only because

it gave a fuller developement to Public life, without which there

can be no lofty esthetic inspirations. -

The Fetichistic doctrine was at bottom more favourable

than any other to the universal and continuous growth of

Feeling, the essential source of all the Fine Arts. In this

respect our First Age can be surpassed only by our F'inal

State, when the ascendency of the Heart will be systematised

and the admiration formerly inspiredby natural; objects will be

transferred to human productions.- In regard to Imagination

properly so- called,—which is concerned with' the means of ex-

pression, and not with the principle, of Art,—the superiority of

Polytheism to Fetichism. was more apparent than real.

In fact the purely fictitious images of Polytheism were

susceptible of less esthetic power than those which in the

primitive age. had represented perceptible objects. In this

respect too our Maturity will come closer to our First than to

our Second Childhood. A more extended Social field was all

that Fetichism required for the full manifestationM of its

admirable poetic power. It must ever be a subject fer deep

regret that the great Astrolatrous states of Mexico and v Peru

should have succumbed to Christian barbarity before they had

attained a fuller developement, as also that Mussulman brutality,

should at an earlier period have wrought a similar destruction;

in Malay lands, especially in Borneo. Had it not been for this

twofold lossj true philosophers and the real public would now
entertain very different opinions concerning the comparative

esthetic merits of Fetichism and Polytheism.

Be this aS' it may, we must concede to the Polytheistic superiority-

doctrine a special aptitude in the case of Collective Images, ism inthe

It is true I have shown that such Images are more suited to coiieotivo

Science than to Art, Still this power of Polytheism, flowing
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as it did naturally from its Abstract source, must have con-

siderably promoted its Esthetic developement, by allowing the

direct personification of compound beings. In all cases of this

kind Modern Art has invariably been forced to imitate Antiquity,

though the imitation could not but be ineffectual after the

downfall of the beliefs upon which the influence of such a

means of artistic creation mainly depended. It is reserved for

the Final Synthesis to reconstruct this powerful artifice, which

is intimately bound up with the whole of the Positive worship,

by disposing us to take real types as the best representation

of collective existences.

The Esthetic influence that was really peculiar to Polytheism

will be found to have depended chiefly on the unanimous belief

in, and familiar developement of, the Subjective Life. And

hence the Human Initiation will always be indebted to our

Second Childhood for a preparation that was indispensable to .

our Maturity in organising its fundamental worship. As it

should be Man's highest aim to live with those who exist no

longer and with those who shall exist hereafter, he needed to

be qualified for such companionship by intimate association

with invisible beings.

Such was the necessary apprenticeship of Man's habits of

gratitude and love, which he will henceforth transfer to the

whole of his ancestors and descendants. Though the purely

chimerical nature of these preliminary Beings must have con-

siderably impaired the moral influence they exerted upon their

worshippers, the reality ascribed to them sufficed to prevent

the complete failure of the education thus given. The need

of such an introductory esthetic process may be directly verified

by observing those exceptional populations whom Polytheism

had not moulded sufficiently, owing to the premature advent

of Monotheism, which is much less competent to direct this

preparation.

I must restrict myself here to the above general view of the

Esthetic aptitude of Polytheism. The Concrete Appreciation

will bring out more fully the real influence exercised upon Art

by the Worship and Eegime of our Second Childhood.

In regard to the evolution of Activity, it will be enough for

the present to examine from the abstract point of view the

powerful impulse which it must have received from the Indirect

system of Causality.
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We have first to.consider Peaceful Activity, the progress of
[ri^i'lp'ti-

which was at that time of secondary importance, yet always ^an conw

necessary, and such that the advance made prepared for its m^yy^the"

final ascendency. It is easy to see how favourable Polytheism ™'^'^-

must have been to this kind of Activity. For Polytheism

efi'ected as great an improvement in Practice as it did in Theory,

when it summoned Man to modify a World which Fetichism

treated too respectfully (p. 85). Although Man's action always

remained subordinate to the power of the Gods, the regular

interference of these latter was not then productive of the

dangerous apathy which was induced at a later period, especially

under the influence of Monotheistic Optimism. Moreover the

Wills of the Gods were the sole religious guarantee of the

Fundamental Order, which Fetichism alone had directly

sanctioned but for the subsequent support of which it had left

merely an inadequate Fatalism. Led henceforth to regard

matter as passive, we should have exercised upon it a destructive

activity had we started with the idea that it could be modified

except under the impelling agency of the Gods.

So far from encouraging in us indolence, this sovereign

domination—while thus regulating our energy—roused us

habitually to the noblest efforts. The capriciousness and

plurality of the Gods contributed to save us from the torpor

that might have been produced by an excessive reliance upon

their help. Had it not been for the resistless aid they gave us,

the absence of all knowledge of the Laws of Nature would have

proved too g^eat an obstacle to our earliest attempts to interfere

with the external Order. With this support Man conceived

the hope of exercising over the World an unlimited command,
and that at the very time when his real power was most

restricted. These illusions, though capable of becoming

dangerous in the end, were for a long time necessary to our in-

dustrial education, an education essentially due to Polytheism.

Fetichism had duly prepared the way for it, by clearing the with Poiy-

ground to serve as the scene of Man's action, by taming the organisation

animals that are capable of association, and by firmly establishing commraioea,

sedentary existence. Polytheism directly reared upon this three- begins to le

fold basis that admirable Practical superstructure which has lated.

ever since continued to advance without interruption, until by
slow degrees, and as the result of a universal cooperation (pp.

87, 115), it has become the general guarantee of our material
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security, and even of our moral dignity. Then commenced

those invaluable accumulations by which each generation of

Mankind is subordinated to the one that goes before, and

prepares for the one that is to follow ; and from that time forth

these accumulations have gone on incessantly increasing. But

I shall treat of this more fully in the Concrete Appreciation.

Such was the important use of Polytheism in regard to

Peaceful Activity which long repudiates any truly collective

character, invariably necessary though such character be. Theo-

cratic Wisdom, however, made admirable albeit inadequate

efforts to ennoble it as much as possible. Military Activity

which, from its very nature, becomes at once Social, will be

specially examined in one of the following chapters, so that

here I shall only consider the general aptitude of our Second

Childhood for this decisive preparation.

Here too, as with Peaceful Activity, the Fetichistic in-

troduction was essential for rendering the Polytheistic develope-

ment possible, yet could not supersede the necessity of this

latter. The preparatory work of Fetichism may be summed

up in the sedentary stage at its close. Under Astrolatry it

inaugurated the military movement (p. 89) which became the

chief result of Polytheism. Then it was that struggles hitherto

fruitless gradually led to the system of conquests required for

rendering the Human Initiation complete, and which could

have been organised in no other way.

War can exercise a beneficial influence only when the

sedentary existence has become habitual, and this is true no less

in the case of the victor than of the vanquished. For the suc-

cessive incorporation of conquered populations around a fitting

nucleus would be illusory, or even impossible, if their territories

were not annexed to the central city. Tribes that have no

settled residence can neither conquer nor be conquered. In

spite of their habitual hostilities. War can never realise among

such tribes its true social destination. Thus the Fetichistic

preparation was of no less importance in the developement of

War than in that of Industry.

But when this necessary basis had been provided, Polytheism

alone was adapted for the system of conquests which it every-

where conducted. For no other form of Absolute Eeligion

could lend itself in a sufficient degree to military incorporation. .

Fetichism could not, as it was too dispersive, except in its final
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form of Astrolatiy. Monotheism, on the other hand, could not,

by reason of an excessive concentration. It is solely in Poly-

theism that the energetic nationality of the victorious worship

is admirably combined with an honourable welcome accorded to

the worship of the vanquished foe. Between the extermination

practised by Fetichism and the degradation inflicted by Mono-

theism, Polytheistic annexation afforded the only possible issue

that could allow those vast incorporations which the Human
Initiation required at the outset.

This fundamental aptitude was rendered complete by the slavery,

tendency of Polytheism to sanction the great Private institution

which was indispensable for the full creation of Public life.

Although Slavery in ancient times was common to industrial common to

populations and to martial nations, it must be estimated prin- ™^ J^^l^^

cipally with reference to the latter. Its origin was essentially j^™'
j,,^.

military ; it was necessary moreover that its twofold social ^g'^^^^gj.^'

destination should in the main be military likewise. Among
gnoetothe

the Ancients, as among the Moderns, it has always tended to ^^''^'^•

degrade equally both the master and the subject when it has

been introduced into peaceful cities :—the master has become
indolent, the subject has been oppressed.

As a military institution, on the contrary, it is of extreme "s value as
•' •' a military

service to both of them, by furnishing in each case the precise .institution.

stimulus required for progress. Without this basis in Private thewar-
rioz'S to go-

Ufe, the Warriors could not have properly developed their col- ™™. ^^^^

, .

r r J r tHeLabour-
lective activity, such activity being incompatible with the ab- ^^^^ to te

sorbing pursuits of Industry. On the other hand, the labourer

is thus enabled, under the ajgis of a patronage that is never

hostile, to devote his energies to the one form of activity ap-

propriate to him, and from which in the end his freedom will

come, as before he found in it the guarantee for his personal

security. These two general tendencies of ancient slavery

would always exist side by side, though the full developement

of them both could not be simultaneous.

Fetichism had spontaneously prepared the way for this ^etichist

. ,•, ,. •, i /^
Preparation

necessary institution, even more than for Conquest its correla- for slavery.

tive, from the time when Industry had progressed far enough
for the victors to be able to turn the vanquished to profitable

account instead of destroying them. The preference for Private

life that characterised Fetichism allowed Slavery even then to

display its touching tendency to perfect the Domestic consti-
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tution by connecting it, through a fitting extension of the

Family, with the Civic state.

But it was reserved for Polytheism to develope the two social

purposes of this institution, these purposes being to enable the

warriors to govern, and to educate the labourers. Its influence

here depends upon the same essential grounds as in the case of

Conquest, only they must be applied in an individual instead

of in a collective sense. The Polytheistic doctrine was ex-

clusively adapted for sanctioning the authority of the master

and the obedience of the subject, by habitually allowing them

to maintain a friendly intercourse without destroying the dis-

tinctions of rank, a course incompatible with the inflexibihty

of Monotheism, which tolerates only oppression or enfranchise-

ment.

Polytheism as a whole has now been treated under the

heads of, first and chiefly, Theory, then Art, and lastly Prac-

tice. To complete its examination from the Abstract point

of view I have still to consider directly its Affective or

Social properties, which are the chief source of its historical

destination.

In this, more than in any other case, we need to determine

beforehard how far Fetichism, in spite of its Political inade-

quacy, had already carried the Human Initiation. For this

purpose I must define more fully our Social evolution taken as

a whole. In this way only can we thoroughly understand the

necessary Transition in the fundamental education of Man's

Feelings which Polytheism alone could conduct.

This Preparation, whether individual or collective, must

offer three distinct phases in succession, intended respectively

for thoroughly bringing out our three Sympathetic instincts,

—

first Attachment, then Veneration, and lastly Benevolence,

the relations corresponding to which are of increasing range

and gradually formed as the instincts are brought out. It is

true that we develope these three affections simultaneously,

through constant communications with our equals, superiors,

and inferiors. But, for the perfect operation of any one of

them, it is essential that that one should predominate over the

other two.

Now this normal predominance naturally follows the course

of the three Ages, individual or social, corresponding to the

three stages in the progress of Intellect and Activity. Our
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Fii-st Childhood forms Attachment, a feeling as consonant with
{JXtm™'''

our dependence as with the restriction and intimacy of our re-
°;^'^°^t*^_

lations. In the Second Childhood Veneration exercises the

most commanding influence, because we can form a better idea

of the ties of relationship while oui power is still insufficient

for making ourselves free. Lastly, in our Adolescence Benevo-

lence is strongest, since we are conscious at once of our inde-

pendence and of the protection which we have it in our power

to bestow. Such is the course of our moral progress, and—for

the race as for the individual—it admits of being altered only in

exceptional cases; and these are always more apparent than real.

This normal succession, thus clearly indicated by the wMoiicor-

T „ respond to

Positive theory of Human Nature, is fully verified in the Feticwsm,
•' •'

. Polytheism,

general course of the Social Evolution, Here the three Ages andMono-^ ° theism.

of the Collective Initiation exactly correspond to those of the

Individual Preparation. Thus Fetichism had principally to

develope Attachment, Polytheism Veneration, and Monotheism

Benevolence. Starting with this threefold basis, Positivism

now establishes the final harmony of the three successively

developed instincts. The necessity of this course is more
clearly marked in the case of the race than in the individual,

for in the case of the race it is easier to grasp the connection

of the different phases and the extent of the relations that

correspond to them.

In the preceding chapter I fully explained how Fetichism PetioMsm

was specially adapted for founding our moral existence, by Family, ma-

spontaneously constituting the Human Family. The other "two supreme.

preliminary Ages of course improved this private life; still

they could but influence it indirectly, through the reactions

exerted upon it in the spheres of Theory and Practice by
Public life, the developement of which was reserved for them.
Previous to the advent of our Normal State, the first Human
Eegime was the only one that could fully consecrate Domestic
existence, by making ova Feelings directly supreme over our

Thoughts, and even over our Acts. Hence to all noble hearts

it can never be a cause for regret that this introductory phase

should have lasted longer than any other, as is proved by its

continuance to our own day. Had we not undergone this long
preparation, the necessary basis of our whole social system could

not have been established with a solidity sufficient for resisting

the shocks of modern anarchy.
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Domestic existence, at least when complete, trains our three

sympathetic instincts simultaneously. Still it developes At-

tachment most, especially when the Family is limited to the

fundamental pair. Notwithstanding the inequality of ages,

Family relations are too intimate and too narrow to allow a

full developement of Veneration and Benevolence. To complete

our moral apprenticeship, by the cultivation of these two sen-

timents, ties of increased extent and diminished intensity are

needed, in which the Veneration and the Benevolence shall be

voluntary. Civic life, which Polytheism admirably developed,

could alone give to Veneration such a training as had been

given to Attachment under Fetichism. Lastly, it was for

Monotheism in its turn, though here the work was less

thoroughly done, to finish this education of the affections by

creating a special tendency to Benevolence through the in-

fluence of those aspirations after universality which formed its

chief feature,—aspirations which it is reserved however for

Positivism to realise.

The Social mission of Polytheism is defined by this statico-

dynamical theory well enough for enabling us to judge Polytheism

fairly, without blindly expecting from it aptitudes altogether

foreign to its scope. Its special object was the developement of

Activity, after Fetichism had thoroughly trained Feeling, so

that Monotheism might the better cultivate Intellect. Hence

this Age had to keep in view the City mainly, as the preceding

one had kept the Family, and as the following one must keep

the Church. Such were the means required for gradually consti-

tuting our real unity, both collective and individual, this unity

consisting always in Living for Others.

This fundamental tendency of Humanity will not be suffi-

ciently brought out unless we dwell more especially on our

relation to the general body of our successors. "We ought to

love and help our contemporaries as more direct and palpable

fellow-labourers in the common and unintermitting work by

which the whole of the Future is united with the whole of the

Past. But every great soul always labours for Posterity, and

refuses to be overmuch absorbed in the Present.

This disposition is as prudent as it is noble, for it places us

before the only judges who are really competent, while it

purifies our sympathies by directing them towards beings who

do not yet exist. Moreover it affords both individuals and
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peoples the only sure protection against the aberrations peculiar

to that form of Egoism which is at once the highest form and

the least amenable to discipline. For Vanity—the best named

of all our propensities, as being the only one that misses its end

through aiming at it too persistently—could never exercise

any really dangerous seductions, were we to keep prominently

in view a judgment which can no more be perverted than it

can be evaded. In working for others then our labour shotild

always be m.ainly for Posterity, but we are not on that account

to disregard the esteem of those among our contemporaries who

themselves inspire us with respect.

Sound moral unity was never understood in any other way, Altruism is

though it is only now that such unity can be rendered system- tie, then ci-

atic. In fact every noble life has spontaneously associated uniyersai.

itself with Posterity. But this destination can be developed

only by degrees, its developement following the natural extension

of our continuity in the three Ages of the Human Initiation,

—

iirst, purely Domestic ; next, essentially Civic ; at last, com-

pletely Universal.

A Fetichist labours in the main for his own posterity, and FeUoMst
liv6s for Ills

this labour suffices for regulating the only moral existence that own poste-

can then be formed. When we become Polytheists we have in thei'st for

view chiefly our Civic posterity, as we are now engaged in a patriots;

collective activity, the results of which can be fully realised for general

only by the general body of our successors in the same nation.

But with Monotheism, the immediate precursor of Positivism,

came such a presentiment of the final universality that we were

able at once to consecrate all our grandest works, even those

that were purely spontaneous, to general Posterity, the only

centre towards which all human effort can really converge.

Stretching ever further under this threefold preparation, ThePositiv-

the principle of Altruism acquires in the Normal Systematisa- thVoreat"^

tion the widest extension permitted by the aggregate of Fa-

talities circumscribing Humanity ; that extension being secured

by connecting every existence, whether collective or individual,

with the true Great Being. The constantly Eelative nature of

the Final Eeligion will be the means of preserving our sym-

pathies from the deterioration to which they are liable in con-

sequence of their absolute character. A constant sense of the

profound imperfections of the Universal Order prevents us from

too deeply lamenting that the active exercise of our benevolent

Being.
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affections is confined, outside of our own species, to the animal

races we are able to tame.

a^e forma
"^^ finish this view of the general progress of our Sociability,

of sooiabiii- J must notice how each of its phases issues from the one that
ty prepares ^
for the next, precedes and leads on to the one that follows. The domesticity

of Fetichism qualified us for Polytheistic Civism, not only by a

necessary preparation of our affections, but also by the direct

influence of that kind of personality which taints the first and

lowest form of Altruism. For the Family, when completely

constituted, begins to be animated by a collective Egoism

which, in the Age that follows, urges each one to make his own

kinsfolk gradually predominate.

Transfoima- These affections, in spite of their natural alloy, will always
Hon ol Pa-

' r
i . i_ j i

miiy afleo- havc a sharc, though continually less and less, m the develope-

Patriotism
; ment of Civic existence, the original consolidation of which was

essentially due to them. I shall explain further on how they

acquire dignity among Families who, having become sufiE-

ciently masters of their own city, aspire to raise it above other

cities. It is thus that Domestic affection becomes spontaneously

converted into a real Patriotism to which our private ties can

always be worthily subordinated.

taioMsm'^nto
'^ final exteusiou of the preparatory Sociability takes place,

tiro
^''''™" ii^ the same way, when the dominion of the City becomes so

enlarged that there is an habitual perception of the ultimate

universality of human relations. This dominion is due at the

outset to collective affections that are profoundly hostile to

other nationalities, but, it eventually developes our true Philan-

thropy which had been paralysed till then by the restricted

nature of our communications. The Wisdom of the Theocratic

Sage and the instinct of the Warrior converge spontaneously

towards this noble goal of the Affective Preparation, a goal

which every great mind anticipated from the very first. For

such minds invariably aimed at a moral harmony which is in-

compatible with our early condition when the growth of

Altruism is under the control of Egoism.

Black, Tel- Until the Normal State has fully combined the three

White races fundamental aspects of our nature, the three corresponding

character- phasos of our educatiou will be represented by the three great

ing, Acti- varieties of the human species. In the Black race Feehng

teu'ect're-
°"

predominates, in the Yellow Activity, in the White Intellect,
spec ve y. Corresponding to this difierence we have a more decided anf'
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lasting preference in the several cases for Fetichism, Polytheism,

and Monotheism—which in succession have given a fuller

developement in each race respectively to Domestic Union,

Civic Cooperation, and Eeligious Harmony. This dynamical

distinction between the three races tended to strengthen t^e

statical distinction of which however it was originally the

result. But when the Positive Eeligion is universally accepted,

these two provisional sources of difference will be once for all

removed by means of an amalgamation, partly spontaneous and

partly systematic, which will improve our whole cerebral con-

stitution.

The above Sociological Theory will be frequently employed tms Theory

throughout the remainder of this treatise. Hence I have Bvoiutionas

taken this opportunity for stating it at large, nor could it befrequcntiy

be better understood than in connection with so important a

case. I must now make special use of it in examining the

Social function of Polytheism.

Our three preliminary Ages, in successively contributing to special ap-

our moral education, display unequal aptitudes for their re- ittoeiud-'

spective missions. Monotheism, which scorned its two pre- socm Pre-

decessors and vaunted its own superiority, was in all respects Polytheism,

the most defective of the three for the attainment of its special

purpose, as will be shown when I examine it in detail. But
Polytheism, which always knew how to respect its Fetichistic

antecedents, conducted worthily its own part of the Human
Initiation, although the preceding Age had more effectually

discharged its ofiBce of laying the foundations of civilisation.

According to the above theory, the Second Preparatory Poiytneiam

Phase had for its main object to institute the City by develop- iiSn°offloo

ing the only kind of collective activity that was possible at the cit'v.™'*
^*"'

outset. B3'' connecting itself with the First Phase which con- Svmera!
stituted the Family, it enabled the third to found the Church, be spMiaiiy

The destination of Polytheism then being essentially Civic, it
*''''™'*-

was requisite that there should be a continued and widely-

spread special training of Veneration, the essential basis of all

true discipline.

This is the part of our moral education that fell to the share it perfeotea

of this age. Eegarded from this point of view. Polytheism institution.^

f

will appear highly satisfactory. It really improves the Family, BSh»i""''

though only by the reaction which the City exercises upon it. tio™nstitu..'

Moreover, it often furnished the rudiments of the Church, by church. But

VOL. III. M
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establishing unity of religion among peoples politically in-

dependent. But the complete examination ofthese two accessoi']

influences must be reserved for the Concrete Appreciation.

Confining our attention then to the distinctive function ol

Polytheistic Sociability, apart from the Family, which wa«

already realised, and from the Church, which was premature,

we find that this Sociability was admirably adapted for develop-

ing Public life, to which Fetichism was suited only at its close

when it passed into Astrolatry. This spontaneous aptitude of

the Second Causality is mainly due to its tendency to create

simultaneously a sufiicient community of beliefs, and genuine

spiritual authorities (p. 27). Both these closely connected

elements of progress were commenced under Astrolatry, but they

could not be fully developed till the Absolute EeUgion had been

extended to the Human Order, which extension constitutes the

main feature of Polytheism.

In habitually preferring the study of Man to the study of

the World, the Ancient Priesthood was not actuated mainly by

its desire of power. This was the only doctrine then possible

;

and in applying it chiefly to the noble object of government,

the Priesthood gave satisfaction both to om- Theoretic tenden-

cies and our Practical impulses. It was quite essential for

the direction of Civic life, that the Doctrine should bear

principally upon human phenomena.

When material progress had led in the Age of Fetichism

to the Institution of Old Men (p. 92), these spontaneous pre-

cursors of the Priests were long able to discharge the spiritual

functions that gradually fell to their share by the aid of

ordinary experience alone. For these functions were limited

to Domestic government, the only kind of government that

could then be developed, and for which women already possessed

a store of useful precepts. But for the government of Cities

there was habitually required a dogmatic study, suited for the

People as well as for the Priesthood, and this Polytheism alone

CDLild found.

No real theory could be formed concerning Human pheno-

mena at a time when rational positivity was necessarily con-

fined to the mere rudiments of ^Mathematics and Astronomy.

It was indispensable therefore that the spontaneity of Theology

should at that time make up for the inadequacy of Science in

a domain separated from the Positive Spirit by the long and
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intricate preparatory researches required for the Material and

the Vital Order. Had there not been this issue for the intel-

lect, Society could have made no progress, and the natural

ascendency of Feeling would have indefinitely prolonged the

Fetichistic state.

To make this clearer, I must observe that the Theological Because
these -were

initiative was more necessary for Social than for any other not only

. „ Tery com-

studies, not only on account of the superior complexity oi piex and de-

Social studies and their dependence as a rule on the whole also very in-
^ complete.

body of studies that precede them, but also for a reason

peculiar to themselves. The reason is, that in their case, it is

long before observation can secure an adequate field, so that

even were the mind suflBciently predisposed to attempt them,

it would be impossible to form the Theory of Society (p. 39)

;

whereas, in all other studies, the phenomena are continually

present and merely await competent observers. The general

extent of the condition thus imposed upon speculation is

determined by the consideration that, exactly as in the case

of Intelligence, so in that of Sociability, it was indispensable

that the whole of the Human Initiation should be accom-

plished before we could obtain a complete spectacle for our

higher meditation,s. Eemembering this peculiar difBculty, we

should the more respect the perseverance of the Ancient Priest-

hood in developing the Polytheistic doctrine in a social direction.

It certainly proves the ingratitude and frivolity of the charges

of systematic hypocrisy indulged in by modern critics, who
nevertheless admit the sincerity of the Theological explanations

for less complex phenomena.

The Absolute Philosophy was able to originate this im- Astroiatry

portant extension without instituting Polytheism properly so edtheappii-

called. For the last phase of Fetichism succeeded in doing so, u^'^beuei

by extending the whole body of sidereal influences to the phenomena.

Human Order. But the course thus adopted by Astroiatry

was no less arbitrary than that of Polytheism, while the Poly-

theistic method had the advantage of being more direct and

of wider scope, and at the same time more spontaneous and

popular. The superior claims of the Polytheistic method,

however, never led to an abandonment of that of Astroiatry by

the Public and still less by the Priesthood. For the Sociology

of Astroiatry connected best with the Past as also with the

Future, in consequence of the sanction it gave to Fetichistic

31 2
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Fatalism and its encouragement of the Positive Spirit. Con-

versely, the Sociology of Polytheism was most suited foi

regulating the Present, especially by its developing Civic

Veneration. When their rivalry was no longer restrained by a

practical destination, the first alone survived, lasting on through

Monotheism until the approach of Positivism.

In spite of the longer duration of the more ancient method,

the extension of Causality to what in the end was its chief

domain—the Human Order—must, for the reasons above given,

be connected principally with Polytheism proper. The Mono-

theistic Concenti ation, be it observed, was not equally well

adapted to the Sncial destination of this Synthesis. For both

heart and mind must have paid more willing homage to a

noble hierarchy of independent divinities than to the arbitrary

sovereignty of one sole Grod.

The City of the Gods could be but a reflex of the Hiunan

City. Still it sanctioned the spontaneous constitution of this

latter, and led to its systematisation. Admirable was the way

in which the fundamental adjustment of independence and

cooperation was hallowed by the constant example of the Grods

themselves. This wholesome plurality long neutralised the

egoistic character inseparable from the purely individual

source of every Absolute Philosophy. It was not till after the

Monotheistic Systematisation that egoism became fully de-

veloped, each believer being then m-ged to associate himself

directly only with his God. Monotheism was thus led to a

dogmatic denial of the innate existence of our sympathetic

instincts, whereas Polytheism comprehended them, at least im-

plicitly, in its uniform consecration of all our propensities (p. 27).

These inductions suffice for the abstract view of the aptitude

of Polytheism for developing Public Life. It will be fully

brought out by the whole Concrete Appreciation. I must

moreover abstain at present from any but the most general ex-

planations of two other social properties in the Eeligion of our

Second Childhood that have alone been as yet sufficiently re-

cognised.

No one would dispute its general fitness for the spontaneous

consecration of human authorities who can henceforth find no

substitute for its Theocratic sanction, now hopelessly enfeebled,

except by receiving from Positivism a Sociocratic investiture.

But what is less seen at the present day is the normal
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superiority of Polytheism to Monotheism in the consecration

thus ^iven, the latter being unable to connect it habitually

with the divine lineage of the human chiefs. Although the

intensity of such a sanction must often have induced rulers to

make tyrannical claims, it must have had an extremely bene-

ficial effect upon the subject classes in general. For no less power-

ful influence would have sufficed to overcome the strong love of

personal independence among primitive men and to cultivate in

them the instinct of Veneration.

The aptitude of Polytheism for promoting the discipline of (P) nmne
ni ,. 1 1

rewards ana
Man by a powerful system of rewards and punishments needs punish-

but little elucidation here. I must however note its superiority Both these

, T, X 1 • 1 • • • 11 '^I^ted priQ-

to Monotheism m this respect, a superiority even more marked cipaiiy to
-"^ "^

present life.

than in the case I have just been considering. Monotheism was Apotheosis.

led into the most dangerous exaggerations by restricting itself

to a future life. Polytheism, on the contrary, although it gave

further extension to life than Monotheism did (p. 180) looked in

the main to real existence, of which the fictitious state was but

the developement, at least in the popular belief which alone is of

importance in such a case. But its superiority is still more

evident when we consider that its discipline was as well calcu-

lated for rewarding as for punishing. While Monotheism acted

essentially by terror alone. Polytheism attracted men to the

service of Humanity by the noble prospect of their own apo-

theosis, a reward discriminatingly bestowed so long as Theo-

cratic prudence prevailed over Military ferocity.

These rernarks on secondary points are complementary to coucRKnii

my exposition of the principal Social properties of Polytheism, ciatton of

The Abstract Appreciation being now terminated, I must pp-°6^s-m.'

devote the second half of this chapter and the whole of the two _ ,. .* Prehminary

following ones to the Concrete examination of the various remarks on
° division of

regimes of which Polytheism admitted. First of all then I Polytheism
° "^ into Conser-

must state the grounds for the general division of these regimes ™''™ or

into two great classes, in which Polytheism, whether it remain anaProgres-

Conservative under the rule of the Priesthood, or whether it ^'^'^7-
'

pp. 165-170.

become Progressive through the predominance of the Military

element, is always working towards its historical destination

—

the establishment of Political life.

To make the difference between these classes clear I must Necessary

,.,, , ., ,.,. -r^,, confusion of

explain the general necessity which, m every Polytheistic the Spiritual

regime, entailed the normal confusion of the Spiritual authority rai powers
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and the Material power, notwithstanding the invariable diver-

sity of their natural sources.

These two Powers, springing respectively from Intellect and

Activity, can never coincide completely, although their separa-

tion must always be more marked in proportion as civilisation

becomes developed. They are distinguished while govemmeiit

is still simply Domestic, at least after the Institution of Old

Men has arisen. And even before this important advance has

been made, we can trace in Woman's intervention, essentially

Affective though it be, the first germs of a speculative influence

designed for moderating the masterdom of Activity (p. 91).

In founding the Gity these two Powers cooperate, bringing

Families together for Spiritual purposes by the same worship

and by common festivals, for Temporal purposes by a collective

activity, at once offensive and defensive. But this institution

—essentially Polytheistic, though originating with Astrolatry

—

at once brings out the natural rivalry of the Theoretic authority

and the Practical power which carry on a constant struggle for

the headship of society. Their equally absolute character

must even cause the conflicts between them to be more severe

then than they can be under the Eelative Eegime.

This explains how it was that in every period of Ancient

history political harmony could be established and preserved

only by the complete subordination of one of these Powers to

the other, although they could never both be really combined

in the hands of the same chiefs. Their complete independence

is in reality adapted only for the Modern Order, in which indeed

it is both inevitable and indispensable. But Theological doc-

trine and Military activity are alike repugnant to it, since

both always create an equal tendency to absolute dominion.

The Ancient Priesthood, as the recognised organ of Super-

natural Beings, was invariably forced to aim at command and

could never restrict itself to giving advice. Its absolute

nature precluded it from accepting counsel as its function

—

which however is the only function suited to Theoricians—

.

except when the portals of government were closed to it. So

far from voluntarily submitting to the rule of the military class,

it spontaneously conduced to its ruin by making a peaceful

activity predominate.

At the same time the Warriors were no less constrained to

aim at complete social supremacy for themselves, as without it
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no system of conquests could be developed. Confiding in the

natural independence of the Practical power, they prided

themselves at that time upon having the direction of the only

activity that admitted of a collective character. Their submis-

sion to the Priests must always have seemed to them, suffi-

ciently degrading to prevent their acquiescing in it except as

the result of circumstances over which they had no control.

In spite of this continued hostility, whether open or con-

cealed. Civic existence brought about a subordination of one of

these two Powers to the other, such subordination being neces-

sary to its harmony.

Theoricians must have seen that Theologism could not pos- Each couia

sibly guard against the arbitrary deviations inseparable from aweassist-

its absolute and fictitious nature unless it were permanently ap- other.

plied to Practical government. Though proud of their mental

superiority, they perceived in a confused way that Intellect

cannot suffice for the habitual association of Families when

there is no common Activity to keep up the Civic union. They
must therefore have regarded the developement of War as in-

dispensable for the adequate diffusion of Sacerdotal authority.

On the other hand, even those Practicians who are least

inclined to relish the advice of Theoricians can never afford to

look down upon a spiritual consecration. War always demands

a strict discipline, increasing in intensity as the expeditions

become more frequent and extend to a greater distance. Now
though material influences are never given up the military

chiefs soon perceived that their own personal claims to respect

however great cannot supersede the necessity of a religious

sanction if they would exact an obedience both adequate and

lasting, and for obedience to be such, it must continue honour-

able and miist be consecrated.

Such are the respective influences that lead in the end to Hence they

the formation of a long alliance between two Powers that are but never on

heterogeneous and even hostile. Notwithstanding the mutual

affinity between commands that may not be discussed and beliefs

that cannot be proved. War and Theologism are long before

they coalesce on this civic basis (p. 53). Harmony between them
cannot be established except as the result of a situation so strongly

marked in one direction or another that it effectually subordinates

one of the Powers to the other by a suitable process of develope-

ment and repression.
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Thus arose the two antagonistic regimes which Polytheism

required for adequately realising its Social destination. While

their natural incompatihility prevented them from synchronising,

their common end required them to be successive, yet among

different peoples. The contrast between them corresponds

essentially to that between the two normal roots of the Poly-

theistic doctrine. For Astrolatric Polytheism is best adapted

to Sacerdotal ascendency, both by systematising it, and by

enabling it to spread without any considerable developement

of Conquest. General Polytheism, on the contrary, favours

Military supremacy, at first by its superior spontaneity, after-

wards by securing for the Warriors in virtue of their divine

lineage a consecration that renders them as far as possible

independent of the Priests.

Hence we have naturally two Polytheistic regimes: one

simply a continuation of the Fetichistic state, and essentially

adapted for Order ; the other more fully developing the reaction

of Will upon Necessity, and conducing in a higher degree to

ProgTess. But, as a consequence of these respective aptitudes,

it was indispensable for the success of the latter regime' that it

should come after the former one, which alone could supply an

adequate basis for the whole Human Movement. Although

thus forming successive social stages, they none the less required

different populations, owing to the extreme dissimilarity of the

modes of life peculiar to the two regimes. Hence this iadis-

pensable combination of conditions was inevitable only under

the pressure of circumstances, especially those of an external

kind, which gave a predominance to one or the other form

according as the situation was favourable to it or not. Among

the majority of peoples there was naturally no such pre-

dominance ; and as they sympathised simultaneously both with.

Sacerdotal and Military Polytheism, their social destiny thus

depended upon the influence exerted on them by other popula-

tions whose characteristics were sufficiently marked.

It is here that the reaction of the material environment on

political developement is best displayed. This is a subject

which has given rise to many irrational conceptions, especially

in modern times. This reaction goes on continually diminishing,

as civilisation enables Man to modify the World more and

more. But though the World at first seems to dominate us

absolutely, the power it exercises can never affect the natural
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independence of the Laws of Sociology, these laws admitting

only of variations of intensity, -as was shown in detail in the

last chapter of the preceding volume.

Since, then, the influence of the environment on Man is a Greatest in

regularly decreasing one, it was necessarily at its maximum in times;

times anterior to all historical data, even the most indirect.

For it must, during the first Age—the Age of Fetichism—have

brought about the provisional division of our species into three

distinct races, which division afterwards became the chief source

of the concrete differences in the developement of Man. After

,the action thus exerted at the commencement, the material

environment has never been able to modify the progress of

Society to such an extent as it did when it gave a decided

superiority either to Conservative or to Progressive Polytheism.

The choice must everywhere depend on the continuous Determined

impulse towards either intellectual culture or military activity, Polytheism

which the sum of local influences may rather give. nations.

When the pressure of Material exigencies is so slight that oircumstan-

the requisite accumulations can be rapidly made, the universal aWetoTheo-

attraction of Domestic existence naturally causes our peaceful theism.

inclination to predominate. As such a situation favours Specu-

lative progress at the same time that it developes Social

fraternity, the Old Men are easily converted into Priests, a

change required through the premature advent of the sedentary

stage, and the consequent introduction of Astrolatry. Then it

is that the Sacerdotal regime becomes fully developed, provided

that the situation be such as not only to divert men's thoughts

from attack, but also to supersede the necessity for defence.

This happens when the Theocratic population is surrounded with

barriers adapted for facilitating its industrial labours ; such as

the valley of a great river, a girdle of deserts or mountains, &c.

It is easier to understand the social reaction of the material ciroumstan-
ces favour-

surrounding's which lead, on the other hand, to a powerful awetoMiii-° .
' r taryPoly-

developement of Military activity before the progress of Intellect theism,

is far enough advanced to allow the Priesthood to exert an

adequate influence. A rigorous , climate or a barren soil at

first delays the Institution of Old Men, and afterwards induces

them to become rather the precursors of a warlike Senate than

of genuine P^^ests, as is indicated by the etymology of the two

words, an etymology that will always remind tis of the difference

of their Civic tendencies. The rise of the Home also is here
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attended with difSculties. It is in fact not .so much a residence

as a military centre for offensive, as well as defensive purposes.

To render this twofold analysis complete, it must he observed

that the first regime alone could afford sufficient grounds for

the second, the connection between them being a necessary one.

For the military tribes could not have been solidly organised

had there not been already in existence by a natural process of

growth industrial populations who from their peaceful mode of

life would offer these tribes a prey as easy as it was inviting.

But when the Theocratic state has had time to thoroughly

imprint its characteristics on a people, it gloriously survives

attack : either a suceessful resistance is offered, or it may be

the conquerors are converted and devote themselves to propa-

gating the Theocracy they had endeavoured to subdue.

Such are the natural influences which lead to the necessary

breaking-up of the Polytheistic world into Theocratic or

Military peoples. After Conservative Polytheism had suffi-

ciently prepared the fundamental Order of Humanity, Pro-

gressive Polytheism working upon this basis was able to conduct

from a suitable centre the effectual organisation of Collective

Activity, this being the chief end of our Second Childhood.

'Concrete ap- I must uow devote the remainder of this chapter to the

polyth^am Coucreto Appreciation of the Theocratic state, from which our

ter-wiu're^*" various fundamental institutions, both social and intellectual,

Theocratic have hitherto sprung. Substantially, our judgment of. it is

,

orm on y.
j^^j-gady in a Very forward state, by virtue of our abstract ex-

amination of the general properties of Polytheism. These

must in fact belong most especially to its theocratic variety as

being the most normal and permanent. I have now only to

describe its principal results, first, Philosophic and Scientific;

then Esthetic and Industrial ; lastly. Political and Moral.

preUminary But it behovcs me to preface this inquiry by an explanation

Ttoooratto of the Theocratic constitution which must at length be rescued

tiontpp. from a condemnation that is no less frivolous than it is im-

grateful. The founder of the Eeligion of Humanity will always

regard it as a sacred obligation to render due honour to all his

predecessors. This duty is especially incumbent upon me m
the case of my most distant ancestors, whose cooperation was at

once more meritorious and decisive, while their self-abnegation

allows me to do no more than express my gratitude to them

collectively (p. 204).

170-17S.
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The Theocratic constitution, which is as simple as it is This rests
' ^ on Castes

stable, invariably rests upon the necessary combination of two and their
^ -J ^ •/

^
subordma-

fundamental institutions, naturally connected, though admitting |o.n ^ a

of being completely separated. One consists in the hereditary caste.

nature of all professions ; the other in the common subordination

of all the castes formed on this hereditary principle to the

sacerdotal caste. It is easy to see the necessity as well as the

spontaneity of this Civic regime, which sprang directly out of

the Domestic government founded by Fetichism.

The hereditary transmission of every social function affords By Castx;
•J 'J alone could

at the outset the only means of consolidating the general results ot
•^ o o indusbryand

division of human labom-, and of preserving our acquisitions of science have
' i- <=> ^ been pre-

every kind, whether processes or results. No real theory being scrred, and
•^ * .* o processes

at that time possible, there could never be any genuine teaching, taught.

Everything had to be learnt by imitation. The success of this

traditional method depends upon constant practice, which must

commence at a very early age, and be spontaneously carried on

in the Family.

Until the castes were iirmly established, the principal

industrial, and even scientific discoveries, must have been

frequently lost, and thus the need of this mode of preservation

would come to be generally felt. But this regime tends to

perpetuate and develope not only processes and results, but also

aptitudes, in virtue of the law of Vital Heredity, a law of

whose general reality there can be no doubt, though its special

rules are still unknown. Education, which in modern times

often counteracts hereditary influence, invariably tended in

those days to favour it, at least in the case of the fundamental

dispositions.

The more important and difficult the function, the greater tms is pro-

was the necessity of this regime. Hence it is that the Sacerdotal true of ti'io

Priestly

caste everywhere presents itself as the most ancient of all, the caste,

others owing to it their systematic organisation. Nothing in

after times could prove more clearly the hopeless extinction of

this primitive regime than the abolition during the Middle

Age of hereditary succession in the priesthood. Thencefor-

ward the sole essential vestige of the Theocratic state remain-

ing in the West was Eoyalty, which continued till its overthrow

in France.

This original method of transmission tends to disappear as casto be-

our conceptions become gradually more and more coordinated. neceslaiT
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For when the coordination has proceeded so far that it enables

us to appreciate and develope aptitudes independently of Do-

mestic tradition, the method is one which becomes both useless

and oppressive. Still, when the Castes are converted into Classes,

the only change that takes place as a rule is, that each func-

tionary is allowed to choose his successor where he pleases out-

side of his own family, and to receive him into the family by

adoption. This Sociocratic method, which renders the hereditary

principle complete by applying it to materials as well as to

functions, is employed at first—and herein it is the inverse of

the Theocratic method—for the less important functions, from

which it is now being extended by the Positive Systematisation

to the highest.

No less necessary than it was spontaneous, the institution of

Caste long formed the sole guarantee of Solidarity as well as of

Continuity. It is by this institution that the City was consti-

tuted, when each family was naturally invested with a true

Social character, in virtue of its being devoted, generation after

generation, to certain assigned functions exclusively. At the

same time Caste gave dignity and strength to Domestic govern-

m.ent, by directly connecting it with the Civic constitution.

Still this regime was inadequate for fully instituting the

City, because it left the Castes essentially independent of one

another, notwithstanding the constant sense of the mutual

assistance they rendered, owing to the limited nature of their

respective functions. Here we have, in the gradual developement

of the Social instinct, a phase that is too little appreciated. In

this phase Sympathy extends beyond the Family so far as to

take in all those who follow the same profession. Though not

reaching, when thus enlarged, to the level of genuine Civism, it

will always constitute a fundamental feeling that leads to partial

communications between different Cities, especially in connec-

tion with the principal ofEces.

The natural want of Solidarity in this social system brings

out clearly the general need of the spontaneous authority exer-

cised by the Sacerdotal caste over all the other castes of which

it is the only systematic bond. Were it not for this second

basis, the Theocratic community would soon be broken up into

independent, and often antagonistic, tribes, incapable of being

united by any habitual sense of human relations as a whole.

Since there could be at that time no genuine Civic union—for
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such union can result only from a common and continuous

activity—the bond formed by the Priesthood was the one sole

source of Political unity.

To understand the power of this bond, we must not attend priestiy

exclusively to the religious functions of the dominant caste, traced aii

What should be chiefly dwelt upon is the admirable universality and had

that characterises the Theocratic Priesthood. Being the sole influence on

depositary of all the conceptions that had been arrived at both tions.

in Theory and in Practice, it kept up special and continuous

relations with each of the castes. From its synthetic character

it busied itself with everything, stopping short only at the point

of material execution. From this it abstained, the better to

embrace the whole range of consultative functions. Thus the

ruling caste could have no sjpeciality except the exclusive control

of general government, and this was closely bound up with its

religious office.

Now that modern anarchy has secured the temporary triumph An nnn-

of a dispersive analysis, this Theocratic synthesis is thoroughly of Encycio-

misunderstood. Our specialists strive to represent its concen- tnre.

tration of attributes as a Social monstrosity, whereas it really

offers the best possible type of the HumanEegime. No subsequent

period has been able to show views and efforts at all comparable

in their fulness to those of the ancient Theocrats, who were at

once legislators, judges, physicians, astronomers, philosophers,

and poets, while at the same time they were pontiffs. This con-

centration of all Theoretic offices, instead of being in any way
anomalous, was in spontaneous conformity with the real nature

of the Human Order. It will form—as shown in the preceding

volume (ii. 26-5)—a still more marked characteristic of the Final

Priesthood, who will have a clearer perception of the necessary

indivisibility of Theory.

Theocracy did what it could to originate this fundamental Pnestiyai-

perception at a time when abstract conceptions were just be- Temporal
'

ginning to be formed, being limited as yet to their germs in necessary,

Mathematics. The one capital defect of this regime was the tinedinthe

entire confusion between counsel and command (ii. 342). This the regime.

serious imperfection, which could not but entail by degrees the

ruin of an admirable constitution, was however for a long time

both indispensable and inevitable. It is inseparable from the

absolute nature of the primitive religion, and it is the sole means
of establishing the necessary independence of the Contemplative
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Class, without which there can be no great progress, either in-

tellectual or social. In those rude times, when material force

naturally predominated, Theoricians could escape being trampled

upon by Practicians only by becoming universal chiefs through

the medium of the religious worship.

Still they were never able, as is supposed, to gain possession

of government in the strict sense of the term. In government,

whether public or private, the Priesthood never took part.

Neither the command of armies, nor the conduct of industrial

enterprises, ever belonged to the Priests, in whose eyes every

Practical function involved a real degradation. The mistakes

current upon this point arise from a vulgar confusion of true

Theocracy with those degenerate temporal Theocracies in which

the Warriors, after gaining the upper hand, ruled under Sacer-

dotal forms.

The fundamental division, then, between Theory and Practice

was established at the commencement in as normal a way as

possible. Its sole defect—and that a necessary one—lay in the

abuse of moral influence, resulting from an absolute doctrine

inconsistent with simple advice. But this tendency, which was

ever on the increase, was quite enough to corrupt and discredit

the dominant Priesthood when the time at length came for

Activity to cast off the exceptional yoke of Intellect.

It is easy now to complete this general examination by

showing how Polytheism is spontaneously adapted for such a

constitution.

In the iirst place, the Second Causality consecrated the

foundation of the various castes in a perfectly natural way by

placing each of them under the special control of a divinity

who is originally some representative of the caste deified on

worthy grounds. Secondly, it sanctioned their general hierarchy

and common subordination to the hereditary Priesthood by the

normal classification of the different Gods, the chief of whom

were of course the ancestors of the priestly race. The harmony

obtaining between the Polity and Eeligion in these two respects

has been foolishly ascribed to calculations that would have been

no less absurd than immoral. It really was the natural result

of the Subjectivity peculiar to the Polytheistic doctrine, and is

no evidence of either hypocrisy or servility. This subjectivity

always rendered the Polytheistic doctrine, though without our

knowledge, the faithful exponent of our tendencies and wants.
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Thus much for the Theocratic constitution considered To judge

directly. But to pass upon it a definitive judgment we must fairiy we^

look to its historical destination. Now, when regarded from this membei'its

decisive stand-point, the admirable nature and the thorough purpose.

inadequacy of this regime are both brought out with equal

clearness. For it really instituted the Normal Order as far as

the circumstances of the time would allow, yet it could not

properly guide the evolution of our Second Childhood.

The chief danger attending it was the result of its noble it was a

tendency to systematise Human existence before our various premature

forces had been adequately developed. The consequence was, tion.

that in the end it thoroughly impeded their most distinctive

developement. This had to be accomplished under Progressive

Polytheism, which was less synthetic but more elastic.

Theocratic Wisdom, always placed as it was at the true it treated

general point of view, employed Intellect directly in its perma- as"a means

nent mission, the preservation and improvement of Humanity, provement

It saw clearly the fundamental importance of Public life, for Life."™
"

which there had been too little scope under the previous re-

gime, yet it never separated Public from Private life which that

regime had fully instituted. It regarded Civic existence as

intended essentially for the consolidation and developement of

Domestic existence on which Man's happiness chiefly depends.

To this practical end, Theocracy subordinated all specula- it treated

tion, never encouraging the developement of it simply for its the'highlst

own sake. Its supreme rule was, ' Know thyself.' When I

complete this by adding, ' To improve thyself,' I do no more
than bring out the sense in which the general precept was

always understood by the Sacerdotal genius, which avoided the

subsequent extravagances of the Philosophic spirit (p. 12).

Morality, in which Theory and Practice unite, was now, there-

fore, proclaimed to be the master science, the one sole end of

all our intellectual efforts ; and this was in conformity^ with the

true constitution of the Encyclopedic Scale, the fundamental

term of which had already been worthily sketched (p. 74). This

Wisdom was in no way fortuitous, but was the residt of the

Social destination of a Priesthood constantly placed at the head

of government. The leading part it thus took in action enabled

it too to restrain within moderate bounds the aberrations of

its Theological doctrine, a doctrine whose natural elasticity it

knew thoroughly well how to turn to the utmost advantage.

science.
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By always connecting 'Theory with Practice, this noble

Priesthood strove to establish in a direct manner our true

unity, both collective and individual. It attempted, even at

that early period, to secure the permanent ascendency of the

one form of activity that is capable of becoming strictly uni-

versal. It did so by taking special pains to develope Industrial

life, which was closely associated with Domestic life by the in-

stitution of Caste. The natural leaning of the Priesthood to-

wards the arts and manners of peace was quite in harmony with

Theocratic rule, continually threatened as it was by the rivalry

of the Military element. But this habitual preference never

blinded them to the essentially, egoistic character that long

attaches to the Industrial instinct, and which taints it even in

its existing state of developement (p. 48) . Every true philosopher

must regard with profound admiration the continued efforts of

the ancient Theocrats to ennoble this existence, as far as possible,

by developing the social tendency provided for it by the in-

stitution of Caste.

Intellect and Activity then were understood and cultivated

by the primitive Theocracy, in accordance with the type which
,

is suitable to the final Sociocracy. And so this regime, which

has been blindly charged with being retrograde, accomplished,

as far as the situation allowed it, the most important and diffi-

cult step in the progress of civilisation, namely, to establish the

first elementary type of the normal constitution of Humanity

under the guardianship of the Gods. While, on the one hand,

the Present was regulated with a view to the Futm'e, it was,

on the other hand, duly subordinated to the whole of the Past,

and thus continuity was as much developed as solidarity.

Springing as it did, in all cases, from Astrolatry, the Theocratic

regime spontaneously incorporated all the remains of Fetichism.

The Fetichistic worship was often sanctioned for the lower

castes, though Polytheism was generally accepted among the

higher. The veneration of all ancestors, whether private or

public, spontaneous in Fetichism, became in Polytheism a

general and systematic duty. For its importance was under-

stood by the Priesthood, imbued as they were with a lasting

sense of the fundamental value of the Fetichistic antecedents,

which remained the surest guarantees of Human Order.

Vastly superior though it was to all subsequent regimes.

Theocracy could not fully realise the general object it was pre-
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maturely aiming at, and even failed essentially in the partial

evolution of our Second Childhood. All the admirable efforts

of the Priesthood to subordinate Intellect to Activity were

doomed to be unsuccessful, in consequence of the mischievous

supremacy which this constitution was forced -to confer upon

mental influence, through not being able to separate counsel

from command. Their noble perseverance was equally in-

capable of renovating Industrial existence, which still retains

its selfish character, presenting thereby a formidable obstacle to

om" modern Sociability, an obstacle it will not be able to over-

come until all human relations have been systematised by

Positivism.

And thus Theocracy was unable to accomplish a task which itbequeath-

the sum of Human Fatalities reserved for Sociocracy. Never- ceedmg
"

theless, its fundamental attempt was no less indispensable than type of

it was inevitable, for it furnished all the other phases of our foSnaatiou*

Preparation with a general type and with special bases. Hu-
manity could henceforth go through her Initiation without ever

being unmindful of the Final Unity, the chief features of which

were simultaneously traced out in the Theocratic Synthesis—

a

Synthesis which failed only in consequence of the situation, both

Theoretical and Practical, that necessarily prevailed during our

Second Childhood.

I may sum up with precision this definitivejudgment ofTheo- it tried to

cracy by a suitable application of the Statical conceptions laid church be-

down in the preceding volume with reference to the three forms taa i^en

or degrees of Human Association : first, Domestic ; next, Civic

;

lastly, Religious (ii. 250, &c.). Starting with the Family, which

Fetichism had fully instituted, Theocratic Polytheism attempted

to found the Church directly, passing over the City. This view,

which is in exact conformity with our natural mode of procedure

in the case of all mean terms (p. 52), explains at once both the

failure and the beneficial effects of this regime. It was unsuited

for founding the City, a task which implies a collective activity;

and for this very reason it could not found the Church, an in-

stitution which always has for its object to unite independent

Cities, whereas Theocracy confined itself to uniting Castes. But
not only did it provide the means of Order and Progress for the

subsequent preparatory stages ; it moreover furnished a direct

pattern of the Final State by placing Man's whole existence

under the control of the only power that is competent to regulate

VOL. III. N
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it, allowing for the corrupting influence whicli was at that time

inseparable from the doctrine by reason of its being absolute.

Although the Theocratic Priesthood struggled incessantly

against the simultaneous^ defects of its doctrine and situation,

its admirable efforts could not supersede the necessity of our

working out by other means the twofold evolution that fell to

our Second Childhood. Nothing but a decisive though partial

developement, first of Intellect, and afterwards of Activity,

could give adequate play to forces which Tlieocracy attempted

to discipline before they were distinctly characterised. This

developement was the necessary object of the two forms of that

Progressive Polytheism, which resulted from the predominance

of the Military element. These will be examined in the two

following chapters.

This general view of the Theocratic regime will contribute

to the accurate determination of its special results, which I

shall examine in the order above indicated (p. 170). It would

be impossible without this common basis to convey an adequate

idea of the different effects of the most Synthetic of aU the

constitutions that have ever directed Humanity. Accordingly

the examination of these effects must always be guided by the

nature and object of the regime, and both these have been

explained fully enough here.

The Theocratic Philosophy is strikingly distinguished by

the way in which it combines a Synthetic character with a

Practical tendency, and that Philosophy is rightly denominated

Wisdom by reason of its consecrating Intellect to the per-

manent service of Humanity. Although the Theocratic sages

could not thoroughly appreciate Abstract conceptions they were

right in condemning speculations that were incompatible with

that supreme end of all our efforts. As the attention of the

primitive Priesthood was always concentrated upon govern-

ment, they were thus led to keep their ordinary meditations as

free as possible from the vagueness and arbitrariness that

characterise the absolute dogmas of a Fictitious Synthesis.

Their efforts will not seem too Practical, if we bear in mind

that Theory was then quite in its infancy. This Practical

tendency, which at that time was by no means unfavourable to

the true progress of the human mind, is one that does honour

to a regime in which the social supremacy of Intellect was

an encouragement to idle speculations, such as are always pre-
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ferred to real problems by inferior thinkers who conceal their

mental poverty beneath the cloak of dignity.

Thus Theocratic Wisdom instituted the normal type of the By making.

Contemplative existence, an existence freed from material master

anxieties in order that those who lead it may pursue their founded tho

meditations on the public good without interruption. By dioHierar-

making science consist principally in Morals, in which Theory " ^'

is inseparable from Practice, the Encyclopedic Hierarchy was

founded (p. 41). That Hierarchy was now capable of com-

prehending all sound speculations by degrees as their necessary

relation to this common object should be clearly brought into

view. Astrolatry had already separated the Vital from the

Material Order, and pure Fetichism at the outset had made

the universal ascendency of the Material Order to be adequately

felt. But the Vital Order could not be properly connected

with the Moral Order for want of the mean term Sociology.

This capital science on which the constitution of the whole

Encyclopedic system depends, was for a long time incompatible

both with the individual nature of Theological conceptions and

with the inadequate developement of social phenomena (p. 39).

But though the Theological Synthesis, by placing each Although

individual under the constant guidance of the Grods, hindered trea*eenfon

the recognition of Man's necessary dependence upon Humanity, dmtX'the

the Theocratic situation tended to correct this fault. For a pSeltsfeit

Priesthood whose attention was continually fixed upon the timt'teac^

Social point of view, could not fail to have an empirical sense Humanity.

of this subordination. Although Man's developement was in

too early a stage for the detection of its special laws, the

existence of such laws must have been indicated in a confused

way by the Practical impiilses which often gave evidence of

decisive relations between Action and Prevision in that Order

which was the most modifiable of all.

While the Priests thus spontaneously provided against the

ill consequences of their doctrine, they were disposed also, by
the same social motives, to modify the doctrine itself, and,

taking advantage of its indefiniteness, to make it better adapted

to the regime.

The most striking example of this tendency is furnished by They uti-

the beliefs connected with Eternal Life. These beliefs, which doctrine of

if left to themselves might have inspired boundless extrava- ^^^T^
gances, were thus applied artificially, though without calcula-

''™*'""'*
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tion, to the consolidation and improvement of the Human
Order. That Order which had now become the chief occupa*

tion of the Gods as well as of the Priests, was immediately

governed by individual powers, temporarily united to our bodies,

but endowed with an eternity of their own, an eternity which

was the common attribute of all divinities. The perpetual

Transmigration of these souls or spirits, after remaining for a

long time arbitrary, eventually furnished Theocratic Wisdom

with a salutary means of completing the sanctions of Morality.

The present life was always of paramount importance so long

as Polytheism flourished, but this dogma connected it directly

with the future and even with the past life. The suppression

of the past life by Monotheism was a serious inconsistency, tlie

result of the diminution of Theologism under Positive influences.

It is of importance not to confound this provisional beHef

in a fictitious eternity, either with the objective existence

which Fetichism bestowed upon the dead in virtue of its

animating all objects with life, or with the subjective existence

which Positivism recognises after death in the case of Man's

characteristic functions (ii. 54). But in explaining our bodies

by our souls, the Theological grew out of the Fetichistic dogma;

and in connecting the futiure with the past, it prepared the way

for the Positive dogma.

In the case of the higher divinities the constant reaction of

the Theocratic regime upon the doctrine of Polytheism tended

to improve the general conception of the Human Order. The

hierarchy of the Gods could at first be only an involuntary

reflex of the hierarchy of Man. But it was extremely well

suited for idealising this latter, by sanctioning the premature

aspirations by which our feelings not unfrequently anticipate

our conduct, especially in the social domain. There can he no

better illustration of this aptitude than the general contrast

between the imperfect condition of women among the Ancients

and the admirable influence which they ascribed to the Grod-

desses, those prophetic types of the affective sex.

Moreover, notwithstanding the necessary predominance of

Practical influences. Theocracy managed to modify Polytheism

in such a way as to prepare for the subsequent developement of

the Theoretic genuis. This action is very clearly marked in

the case of the dogma of Metamorphoses, from which the

Priests by the exercise of their reason drew improved ideas
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regarding the Material world, long before it became a source of between

graceful fictions to the Poetic imagination. It is a mistake substanos.

to ascribe to the Philosophers who succeeded the Priests the

general conception as to the distinction between Form and

Substance, two things invariably confounded by the Fetichistic

instinct. This is a conception which a mere empirical acquaint-

ance with the processes of Chemistry would necessarily give,

and such processes were at an early period well known to all

the Priestly castes.

While engaged in these various applications and modifica- Tbeocjaoy

tions of the Polytheistic Philosophy, Theocratic wisdom in- toiogy.ana
. . cherished

stinctively anticipated the final ascendency of the Positive the germs ot

Positive

Philosophy, and always tended to prepare the way for it by thongiit.

encouraging the only Positive study then possible. Already

comprehending both the Theoretic unprofitableness and the

Practical dangers of Ontology, it sought to make Theologism

continue until the advent of Positivism, and could its desire

have been realised we should have been spared the anarchy of

Metaphysics. But more than this, it directly traced out the

general conception of real laws, both logical and physical,

starting from the only types of rational positivity that could

guide its synthetic meditations. The Fetichistic genius had

already created abstract science, by the spontaneous rise of

Numerical speculations, Now Theocratic Wisdom adequately

developed the reaction of these primary Mathematical concep-

tions upon Philosophy, and for the first time systematised

them. In this systematisation there was nothing of that

mysticism which Metaphysical subtlety introduced at a later

period, especially in the case of the sacred numbers (p. 107).

And this brings me to the influence of Theocracy upon 0) scienti-

n . ,1 .-, , ,. m, "^
-^ flo Influence,

Science, the other department of Theory. pp. isi-ise.

Theocracy, to begin with, made considerable improvements Theocracy

in the Arithmetical processes, which it received from Pre- Arithmetic:

astrolatrous Fetichism. Looking to their general foundation. Decimal ko-

we are indebted to Theocracy in that part of Arithmetic for

the special Notation which, forming the complement of Numera^

tion, will always enable us to perform with ease all our elemen-

tary calculations. The synthetic spirit of Theocracy shines

conspicuously forth in the philosophical conception on which

this scientific artifice depends. For the tendency we have to

indicate the value of the respective numerical units by the

tation

:
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position of their digits, is a consequence of the natural relation

subsisting between value and position. Now in order to

detect in the nomenclature of numbers this constant connec-

tion which serves as a basis for admirably simplifying the

w;riting of them, there must be a recognition of the Logical

Law which always inclines us to advance from the general to

the particular in applying any kind of classification. Sucli an

artifice therefore could originate only among encyclopedic

thinkers, whose practical character impelled them in all their

inquiries to adopt methods that were in conformity with the

spontaneous procedure ofMan's Intellect. The fortunate custom

of hieroglyphic writing—a mode of writing peculiar to Theo-

cratic civilisation—led to the permanent adoption of hiero-

glyphics in the case of Numbers ; and we are thereby furnished

with a lasting evidence that this invaluable Notation could

not possibly have come to us from the Military populations,

to whom the alphabetical mode of writing naturally belongs.

In addition to this fundamental artifice, the Arithmetic of

Fetichism was enriched by the Sacerdotal castes, at first with

a secondary improvement, and subsequently with a most im-

portant extension. These were the Multiplication Table, and

Division. The Multiplication Table is much older than the

philosopher after whom it is named in the West. That all

products are necessarily reducible to products of the first nine

numbers is a proposition of so easy and ordinary a kind, that

it could not fail to have suggested itself to corporations who

were frequently obliged to undertake laborious calculations,

especially in Astronomy. As to Division, which the Fetichistie

arithmeticians never reached, I have already pointed out (p. 147)

how the Priesthood must have been led to it by the Astro-

nomical problems with which they had to deal. This important

discovery completed the fundamental operations of Integtal

Arithmetic, and furthermore opened up a vast field for nume-

rical speculations by suggesting the general theory of Fractions,

a theory of which all the essential conceptions date back as far

as the Theocratic age.

While the Polytheistic Priesthood improved and developed

Arithmetic, and even so much of Algebra as is inseparable

from Arithmetic, it created Geometry, a science which, for want

of an adequate Practical impulse, could not be created until

Sedentary existence had given rise to property in land, just
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before the advent of Astrolatry. As might be expected from

this natural origin—an origin which language will always call

to mind—the Concrete character of the Theocratic speculations

shines conspicuously forth in all the earliest Greometrical studies.

For these studies have reference in all cases to the Theory of

Surfaces and the most elementary part of the Theory of Volumes;

the Theory of Lines—with which in our Dogmatic method

Greometrical reasoning commences—was never attempted.

This inversion must have considerably impeded the develope-

ment of the Sacerdotal Geometry, thus confined by its Practical

destination within a field that was too limited and inade-

quately prepared. Yet such a state of things was well calculated

to produce a true perception of the general character of Geo-

metrical studies, in which the final object invariably is to

reduce all comparative measures of Space to simple relations

between Straight Lines. For this very reason a Geometry

of Volumes and Surfaces could not but eventually lead to what

was its necessary complement, a Geometry of Lines.

This primitive boundary coidd be overstepped only by more

abstract thinkers. The domain within it was explored to a

greater extent than might be expected from the over-concrete

tendency of the Sacerdotal genius. After the Priesthood had

established all the fundamental conceptions in the case of

Eectilinear Surfaces, they pushed these conceptions so far as

even to deduce from Eegular Polygons the Quadrature of the

Circle, without however being able to solve the complementary

problem of its Eectification. In Volumes they never got

beyond the measurement of Prisms, and hence of Cylinders,

when entire and right. But they established the theoretical

relations that hold good in the case of the simpler transform-

ations of Rectilinear Areas. I have no hesitation in regarding

as of Theocratic origin the law of the three squares of a right-

angled triangle, although it may have been arrived at in other

quarters also.

Admitting this, it may be concluded that the Priesthood laia the

supplemented this capital theorem by the three following rela- toun^atii™^

tions :—first, that between the Areas belonging to the sum of
°* -^^^ebra

:

two Straight Lines ; secondly, that corresponding to their

difference; and lastly, that which results from combining their

sum and difference. These four elementary laws will always

have a considerable historical interest, as having formed the
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true Greometrical source of Algebra which we see among existing

Theocracies is still essentially confined to the various transform-

ations and combinations that can be effected by their aid.

With them must be connected the extension of Arithmetic to

the extraction of Square Eoots, an operation called for by the

needs of Practice. These needs may possibly also have led the

Priesthood to the extraction of Cube Eoots, by the aid of the

analogous though less evident relation that obtains in this case

with respect to Volumes.

The Theocratic Priesthood always gave a legitimate prece-

dence to Astronomy, the highest department in its scientific

domain, and one directly bound up with the regime that

sprung from Astrolatry. But the imperfection of abstract

Geometry precluded as yet any effectual developement of the

chief Astronomical theories. The predictions of Theocratic

astronomers—about which there have been serious mistakes

among the learned in modern times—were arrived at, without

the aid of Geometry, by means of Numerical calculations

founded on the empirical periods disclosed by prolonged and

careful observation of the complex phenomena of the heavens,

especially in the case of Eclipses.

Nevertheless the Priesthood, after they had established the

fundamental doctrine of Astronomy—the Diurnal Eotation—

sketched out the theory of the Sun and Earth, and even that of

the Moon, besides making preparation for the special study of

each Planet. All the essential conceptions required for the

construction at a given place of an ordinary Ephemeris, solar as

well as lunar, must necessarily date back as far as this regime,

which habitually connected these previsions with the whole

system of the principal worship. These early solutions were in

the truest sense rational, since they were obtained by forming a

general conception of the spectacle presented by the heavens.

They had, however, to be arrived at for the most part by purely

Mechanical processes, with but little aid from Geometrical

diagrams, and with still less aid from Algebraical deductions.

We must not exaggerate the normal superiority of these two

indirect methods to such an extent as to make us luidervalue

the capabilities of the direct method at a period when Astro-

nomical investigation, whether the measm-ements were in angles

or in time, required no greater amount of precision than such a

method would allow,
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In spite of the imperfection of their instruments and institution

methods, Theocratic astronomers were of necessity led, under caieadar,

the influence of special social needs, to effect a far greater im-

provement in the study of the two principal movements than is

now-a-days supposed* In the case of the Sun dr Earth particu-

larly, they understood how to make up for the want of precise

measurements by oft-repeated observations, it being their object

to discover the essential inequalities that threw into confusion

the whole of a worship in which all the periods were judiciously

referred to the predominant star. Thus we are indebted to them

for the important institution of Mean Time, which, though not

required in purely theoretical Astronomy, is necessary for secur-

ing an exact correspondence between any of the previsions of

theoretical Astronomy and our ordinary observations. In insti-

tuting the Calendar, Sacerdotal Wisdom duly recognised the

essentially subjective character of the Month. The Military

populations blindly endeavoured to give this period an objective

constitution, thereby distorting the true Year. But Theocracy,

when it admitted that the two extreme terms alone were defined

objectively, might have turned to better account the artificial

construction of the Months and Weeks so as to have brought

them even then into proper adjustment.

To complete this view of Theocratic Astronomy, I must EeUgions
T6&S0T1 f01*

trace directly back to the period when Celestial Geometry was not admit-

fairly started a scientific doctrine which was destined, when the Motion o£

time was opportune, to exert a vast reaction upon Philosophy.

The conception of the double motion ofthe Earth must have natu-

rally presented itself to the meditations of the Priesthood as an

hypothesis well calculated to simplify all Astronomical theories,

if it could ever be properly reconciled with Physical phenomena.

But this special difficulty of reconciliation was not the only cause

that retarded the definitive adoption of this hypothesis. Theo-

cracy could never admit it, so long as the Absolute Synthesis

was generally accepted ; for it is impossible to adapt this

Synthesis to an assumption which, by destroying the unity of

the Cosmos, ruins the whole fabric of Astrolatry, and calls forth

.the Eelative Eegime.

Such are the various essential results of Sacerdotal Science No definite

in the only part of the Encyclopedic domain which could then [he other

be effectually cultivated. In. all the remaining, branches of tdnS*'"
Natural Philosophy no studies were possible but those of a crfcy.^''"'"
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purely preparatory kind, and of these the permanent value waa

confined to their affording materials for future theory. But

here too Theocracy worthily maintains its synthetic character.

The almost entire loss of the books that issued from these

ancient corporations—who, however, wrote but little, because

they were constantly engaged in action—prevents iis from

forming an exact idea of the Chemical and Biological concep-

tions that are really due to them. But their Practical tendency,

and the Social objects they had in view, must undoubtedly

have led them to make a careful though empirical course of

such abstract observations as were necessarily bound up with

their concrete occupations. The principal traces of such observ-

ations are found in Biology, the Eeligious Worship and the

practice of Medicine having led to valuable Biological conclu-

sions. Statical in the main, but also Dynamical.

Itself born of Abstract Contemplation, Polytheism every-

where and always encouraged this one sole source of Positive theo-

ries. But it was impossible that its influence could be equally

favourable to the decisive growth of the corresponding scientific

Meditations (i. 581). For the sciences can be developed only

in succession, as the inductions peculiar to each class of events

require to be coordinated by the deductions which emanate

from a simpler and more general domain. I have just shown

how Theocracy, which sprang from Astrolatry, discharged this

fundamental yet special part of its Theoretic functions. In all

the more complex phenomena I feel confident it conducted an

exploration that was necessarily empirical with far more success

than is attained by the vaunted rationality of our Academic

specialism, in which a dispersive influence is not atoned for by

any synthetical aim. From its Encyclopedic tendency Theocracy

was not unfavourable to such constructions as were suited to the

time, and from its Practical character to preparatory studies

that would be of service in the future; and in both these

respects it was far superior to the blind specialisation that

results from our modern anarchy. Accordingly the only Sub-

jective unity possible provisionally was employed by the ancient

Priesthood for guiding in a wise spirit both the special medita-

tions and the general contemplations required for the vast ob-

jective elaboration upon which the definitive synthesis was to he

founded.

Tlie same distinctive attributes are displayed to the fullest
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extent in the Esthetic influence of Theocracy. This influence m Esthetic

T T , . -,
Influence,

I now proceed to consider. pp. ist-iso.

Its primary Esthetic function was to complete and system- Theocracy

atise Human Language, the rudiments of which had been matised

adequately supplied by Fetichism. The general result of

modern philological researches is to show that all the regular

languages can be traced back to the Theocratic age, previous to

which their essential elements only can be found. The power

of the Polytheistic Priesthood to modify language was a neces-

sary consequence of its invariably synthetic spirit and the con-

tinuity of its rule. Forming the only social bond of castes that

were thoroughly heterogeneous, it naturally became the sole

regulator of their spontaneous idioms, and by combining these

idioms on a systematic plan was led to frame by degrees a

complete and durable language. Owing to their Eeligious func-

tions, and to their being consulted in the various departments

of Practice, the Priests had at their disposal daily means, both

public and private, for securing the general acceptance of the

formulas they had constructed.

No authority, either spiritual or temporal, could in after The work

times gain a similar influence, nor was an adequate destination has lasted

any longer to be found. Consequently all later changes in Language
Tinii rsccivs

human language have been limited to a spontaneous modifioa- aflnaisys-

tion of the fundamental type roughly planned by the Fetichistic tion trom

instinct) and reduced. to rule by Theocratic wisdom. The most

ancient and protracted phases of the Human Initiation could

alone perform a Avork that natmally belongs to the two periods of

Childhood, in which Expression is preparing for Conception, with

the race as with the individual (ii. 209). When the Universal

Religion shall have made sufficient progress, the final Priest-

hood will everywhere undertake an ultimate systematisation of

Language, in accordance with the whole of the modifications

that have been the spontaneous outgrowth of modern civilisation.

But Positivism, in extending to Expression the renovation

undergone by Conception, will preserve the necessary continuity

;

for it will incorporate the fundamental elements as supplied by

Fetichism and the form as superadded by Theocracy by reason

of its natural affinity with both these preparations.

As to Writing, the complement of ordinary Language, the Bierogiy-

ancient Priesthood really did no more than give permanence miyVniver.

and regularity to the Hieroglyphic mode spontaneously insti- wriung^ta.
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tuted by Fetichism. In spite of its serious disadvantages, ws

must never forget that it is the only mode which up to the

present time has been truly universal, because it directly por-

trays language in its most natural form (p. 109). If we ascribe

Hieroglyphic writing to the Priesthood, we do so only because

the Priesthood developed and arranged it so as to make its

employment easy and general, and because the Priests became

the exclusive guardians of it, as they did of Theocratic manners

and customs, when the conquering tribes succeeded in enforcing

the adoption of Alphabetical characters.

In Art properly so called, it is difficult to determine the

influence of Theocracy, owing to that profoundly synthetic

tendency which led it invariably to subordinate all the means

at the disposal ofArt to the Religious Worship. And there they

can be accurately estimated only by keeping in view their

conformity with the manners which they had to consolidate

and develope, manners that are now too little appreciated.

But the thorough relativity of Positivism will soon lead to a

better conception of this Esthetic constitution, to a concept

tion of it as the prophetic type of the normal state of the Fine

Arts.

A systematisation so premature must no doubt have impeded

all developements of a special kind, stiU more in Art than in

Science. But the esthetic splendour of the ensuing regime

will never prevent true philosophers from being deeply impressed

with the higher dignity of Theocratic Art. Under Sacerdotal

Polytheism, far more than during the subsequent phases of

provisional religion, Worship was, in accordance with its

nature, the simultaneous idealisation of Doctrine and Eegime,

Now Theocratic Art formed the general instrument of the

Worship from which it was never dissociated. The Final

Religion alone will be better able to incorporate all esthetic

functions, by establishing a fuller correspondence in the case of

the Positive Worship with the Doctrine and Regime which that

Worship is intended to idealise.

From the nature of Theocratic Polytheism, Public education

under it consisted mainly in two systems of collective festivals,

one perfectly general, the other peculiar to certain castes.

Scientific instruction was always confined to the Priesthood.

Now Art was the life and soul of these popular celebrations,

the object of which was to enforce by means of vivid represent-!
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ations the more ordinary doctrines and rules. This sacred

function must have powerfully contributed to ennoble and con-

solidate the synthetic character of Art, by always demanding

the complete concurrence of all our means of expression. But

this admirable combination precludes those for whom it no

longer exists from properly appreciating the value of each

esthetic element taken separately.

"With this Social destination Theocracy gave to all the Fine AuthePine

Arts, even the special (p. 113), powerful means and worthy ex- executed by

ponents. The abundance and variety of the types deified by

Polytheism both required and allowed a considerable amount

of artistic embellishment, for widely diffusing, nay, even for

clearly defining, the religious conceptions and rules which the

doctrinal turn of mind could not at the outset lay down with

sufficient precision. To mark out the essential features of each

divinity was no doubt a purely rational process which the

Priesthood alone could perform : but when this had been done,

a work of the imagination was always required for providing

the God with a suitable costume and history, these being in-

dispensable to his popularity. Now this subsidiary esthetic

process could not be fully successfid unless it emanated from

the same source as the central conception. Hence it is that all

esthetic functions, under Theocracy, belonged invariably to the

Priesthood, and never gave rise to a really distinct class.

The subsequent existence of Artists in the ordinary sense professional

has really been one long anomaly, which Positivism is about to not exist'

terminate by restoring to the genius of Expression that disci- cracy, ana

pline and dignity which it lost when' separated from its Theo- de'rPosi-

cratic stem. In every truly normal society a man is degraded

by devoting his whole life to the exclusive exercise of purely

secondary faculties (i. 223) which ought always to assist our

essential functions, whether mental or moral. The ideal, when
thus released from its subordination to the real, impels us

directly towards madness by developing an habitual excess of

subjectivity. A boundless vanity then bears sway, and at the

same time there is a complete absence of dignity, owing to the

mercenary spirit produced by a specialisation whicli permits the

artist to be simply the passive exponent of the inspiration of

others. Art, after being set free from the trammels of Theocracy,

came under the less noble and more iron yoke of material

necessities, and of a monstrous cupidity, from the influence of

tivism.
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which it had been exempt so long as the execution of works of

Art was one of the occupations of the whole Priestly body.

Notwithstanding the admirable Esthetic unity of Theocracy,

we may, in dealing with it, estimate separately not only the

general Art or Poetry, but also its two special complements

addressed to Hearing and Sight respectively, provided that we

never lose sight of the destination common to them all (i. 234).

In Sacerdotal Poetry we have displayed at once the sublime

nature of its functions and the dignity of its organs, as is seen

most particularly in the Hebrew scriptures. We are less able

to form a judgment on the Art of Sounds, and the triple Art of

Form, but such specimens of them as the Theocratic age pro-

duced will always be distinguished by an imposing grandeur,

which the more perfect execution of later times has never

eclipsed.

This concise view will serve to obviate any future misappre-

hension as to the chief esthetic results of a regime which, by

establishing well-marked persistent manners, satisfies the first

condition of Art, and secures for it continuously a noble mental

and moral destination, together with eminent organs.

I must now determine the Practical influence of Sacerdotal

Polytheism. This influence must be viewed here as essentially

Industrial. No doubt Theocracy lent its aid to the developement

of Military activity, by providing it with the bases of a regular

discipline, and even by improving its chief processes, whether

offensive or defensive. But this twofold influence was contrary

to the genius of the Priesthood. That genius was eminently

peaceful, and repelled War as tending to destroy Sacerdotal

authority by making the Temporal chiefs paramount. The great

expeditions sent forth from Theocratic communities afforded

a general means of rendering the ambition of the Warriors

harmless at home by giving them an object abroad, and

drafting them off to colonies from which they were never to

return. Even when the Military had gained the upper hand

of the Sacerdotal caste, former habits almost always retained

sufficient hold to prevent the continuous growth of a true

system of Conquests. Hence in judging of the Practical in-

fluence of Conservative Polytheism, the Military results must

be left out of consideration. In like manner I shall eliminate

the Industrial ef[ects, when I come to examine Progressive

Polytheism.
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It is easy to see that we are indebted to Theocracy for the Theocracy

effectual rise of Industry, even more than for that of Science useM arts

or of Art. By the institution of Caste, Theocracy made the iesuus?ana

whole developement of Practice to depend upon the Sedentary Sd eoono-

existence in which it had itself originated, and which is the wealth,

necessary basis of all normal activity, whether peaceful or

warlike. It consolidated all the arts created under Fetichism,

by securing the transmission of processes and the preservation

of results. The Second Causality was less adapted than the First

for spontaneously protecting our various materials, but such

means of consecration as the doctrine allowed were turned to a

judicious account by the Priesthood for guarding against or

remedying destruction and waste. Thus was our common
stock of wealth—animal, vegetable, and mineral—systematically

placed .under the continuous patronage of special divinities,

who not unfrequently superseded the necessity for human agents.

The Sacerdotal caste was always the more bent upon regu- Foresha-

lating and developing our Peaceful activity, as it saw in such twYst con-^'"

activity its best possible security against the ascendency of the to reaction

Warriors. Its synthetic Wisdom really approximated to the Spon Mate-

final conception of Human Polity, as having for its object to
"" ^'

improve the Universal Order by controlling the continuous

reaction which Life exerts upon Matter (p. 116). The Positive

Systematisation alone will be able to institute a more complete

and normal doctrine for the whole of our Practical existence, the

chief laws of which could not be sufficiently known to the chiefs

of the Theocratic Initiation.

For the origin of our Industrial constitution we must every- constitution

where go back to this Sacerdotal synthesis, in which the Castes Igricuunre)

gave a regular organisation to the professions developed by Money, '

the Sedentary life. Agriculture then became the general basis
""^'^ '™'

of the manufacturing industries concentrated in the towns.

Theocratic customs placed impediments in the way of foreign

commerce with a view to securing national stability, but they

were very favourable to internal trade, which to industry is

always more important. Thus the institution of Money was

consolidated and developed. This institution originated with

Fetichism, but what Fetichism had done was inadequate, owing

to the very limited extent of communities in primeval times.

We must also refer to the Priesthood the effectual developement

of Maritime Navigation. This was as early as the age of
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All useful professions were habitually held in honour, being

regarded in the light of public functions, and each of them

could boast of having a divine founder, the leading inventors

having been deified in the earliest age. This Industiial con-

stitution, it should be observed, was independent of Slavery.

In ancient times Slavery was essentially an institution peculiar

to the warlike populations ; it never had any considerable in-

fluence in Theocratic states, notwithstanding the collective

oppression to which the lowest castes were often subjected.

But however favourable this regime may have been to the

rise of the arts and manners of peace, it was, as I have already

pointed out, necessarily incapable of properly systematising

them on account of its inability to develope a truly collective

activity, such activity being long confined to the Mihtary

instinct (p. 46). Then too the very institution of Caste

hindered a due enlargement of Industrial undertakings by con-

centrating all labour within the family. This method was ex-

tremely well adapted for consolidating Domestic existence,

which is sadly shackled among our modern workmen. But it

would not allow of Employers in any true sense, and hence

there could be no practical operations on a grand scale, which

there must be, if the collective character of Industry is to get

the better of its individualising tendency. The Priests and

Warriors accumulated vast treasures, but these were industri-

ally unproductive, owing to the repugnance manifested by the

higher castes for directing the labours of the lower ones. In

these lower castes each man traded simply upon his own insig-

nificant capital.

Thus the Theocratic regime—notwithstanding its ability

to sanction professions that are useful, and to improve them so

far as individual practice is concerned—^was unable to effect in

them a regeneration which could follow only after the Human

Initiation was complete. In order to rise from the primitive

egoism to the final altruism, our Industrial constitution required

the series of modifications which it has undergone in the West

since the abolition of Serfage. It was not likely therefore that

Theocracy could attempt with any chance of success a change

for which we in the present day are scarcely ripe. Still it was

instinctively felt that there must eventually be such a change,
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and judicious preparations were made for it as far as the

circumstances of the time would permit (p. 50).

We may conclude then from this general view of the DedsiTe

Practical domain, that Sacerdotal Polytheism could merely theVity re-

carry our Industrial constitution far enough for producing a MiuLry™

general conviction that Peaceful activity must bear undisputed ohiefsuo-"'

sway in the end. But as the time had not yet come when cracy wJ°'

activity could be rendered truly collective, it was for Military mentltre-

Polytheism that the full developement of Civic existence—the
°°™

'

chief end of Theologism—was reserved. It is only in our Moral

education that Theocracy was thoroughly efficacious, and here

we shall always be indebted to it for the definitive developement

of Veneration, that sole normal basis of human discipline, a

basis originating in all cases with the Polytheistic Priesthood.

This brings me to the direct examination of the Social (3> Affec-"
tive (or So-

influence of the Theocratic regime, an influence which forms ciai) Results,

pp. 193-202.

the chief claim of Polytheism to our eternal gratitude.

The great aim of Causality, when it became Indirect, was The Purpose

to lead us during the Second period of Childhood to study ismwS''^"

chiefly the Human Order, after our fundamental subordination than intei-°'

to the External World had been established beyond question itfsoJl™^

during the First period. This was the essential destination of Bmpwdai,

Polytheism, but, as I have before explained (p. 83), it was na'."""*""

necessarily rather social than intellectual. The Polytheistic

doctrine was of course in no way competent to sketch the

definite outlines of a study so premature, and lacking objective

materials no less than a subjective preparation : yet it stimulated

a general and continuous investigation of human nature, in

which practical experience tended to correct doctrinal errors

(i. 346, ii. 103).

It is to Sacerdotal Wisdom, however, that we must look in yet Theo-

the first instance for the Practical efficacy of an influence that uShe^"

was Theoretically erroneous. The synthetic spirit of the Poly- poiyStio

theistic Priesthood concurred with their social authority to sanotSn em-

make them deeply conscious of the intellectual dangers of the ce"ts!'

^'^°"

Theological faith ; hence, while they managed in a way that

deserves respect to develope its admirable power of consecration,

they never ceased to restrain the extravagances naturally

springing from it. No Theologism, not even the Polytheistic

could systematise any but the purely personal existence, when
it placed each one under the direct and entire control of the

VOL. III.
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Grods, a control naturally incompatible with the formation of a

truly social doctrine (p. 27). But the Priests with a true

instinct utilised the only doctrine at that time possible to

sanction the essentially empirical suggestions of their own

good sense. They effected this by availing themselves of

the confusion necessarily obtaining at the outset between

counsel and command, a premature separation of which would

have effectually precluded so wise a course. The Theocratic

genius, in putting the Second Causality to this use, felt that,

until the -idea of Humanity could be directly apprehended,

these higher speculations were exclusively reserved for the study

of Natural Laws, a study which Theocracy had successfully

commenced in the lowest domain.

Our whole Moral existence, both private and public, was

sufficiently consolidated and developed by Theocracy, to enable

it in after times to resist the destructive tendencies of a dis-

persive developement, terminating in the continually increasing

anarchy that unavoidably marked the close of our Initiation.

Fetichism in its spontaneous way had admirably instituted

Family life, but could neither create Social relations, nor

regulate Personal morality. The Polytheistic Priesthood,

starting with this basis, took in the whole sphere of Human
Morals, systematising them to a degree that could not be

surpassed—all subsequent progress notwithstanding—till the

advent of Positivism. This primitive coordination (a co-

ordination that was necessarily empirical, as no sound theory

of Human Nature could then be formed) received from Theo-

logism an essentially egoistic character. It took acts alone

into consideration, without penetrating to the feelings that

prompted them, a natural consequence of the over-practical

tendency of Theocracy. But these defects were inevitable, and

a remedy for them was found in the instinct of the People and

the wisdom of the Priesthood. After all they have never

proved a bar to the real efficacy of the Theocratic moraUty

which in a more or less modified form always continued to

regulate Man's life till the Sociocratic morality was sufficiently

prepared.

Personal existence was subjected by Theocracy to an

admirable discipline, for which no substitute has since been

found other than the spontaneous sanction accorded by the

public reason to the habits thus contracted. The nature of
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Theologism of course compelled the Priesthood to base their Personal

precepts on purely individual motives. It was, however, only reaiiy a'so-

in the consecration of the rules that stress was laid on such
""' ^"''™

'

motives ; they had very little to do with the institution of the

rules which had always a social purpose. If we consider how
repugnant this regime must have been to the coarseness of pri-

mitive Man, we shall see that it could not have been established

without a constant concurrence of the most energetic influences

:

but when such influences subsequently died out, the most impor-

tant of the observances survived, their value having come to be

generally recognised.

This Theocratic discipline extended to all the essential parts Eeo^iiation

of our Physical life, the control of which was afterwards left hawts

:

too much to the judgment of the individual. The institution Hygiene-

of Clothing, the first guarantee of sexual purity, was developed,

and with it were connected the principal observances intended

for curbing that one of all our instincts which causes most
disturbance (p. 11 Y). We have long since been accustomed to

rest the great majority of our sanitary practices, both public

and private, on grounds directly human, but we are indebted

for them in the first instance to the Priesthood, who could not

secure their general acceptance without calling in the aid of

the supernatural. Besides, let the nature of the doctrine be
what it may, such precepts cannot exert an adequate influence

unless they are directly connected with the general system of

religion. The minor Physical rules, now that they have lost

the Theocratic, without having yet received a Sociocratic con-

secration, cannot overcome our coarser impulses, not even in

the case of the physicians who recommend their adoption.

The most important results achieved by this Personal Diet,

discipline were in connection with the Nutritive instinct which
could never be adequately controlled in any of the succeeding

regimes. The rules relating to diet were not always intended

for the individual merely, but were often suggested by im-
poi-tant Social considerations as well. This was especially the
case in the limitations placed on animal food, with a view to

rendering man more susceptible of discipline by diminishing an
energy that was the cause of disturbance. Such regulations

independently of their special influence, show generally how it

is possible to induce vast populations to accept difficult and
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permanent restrictions when they are made to rest upon stable

and common convictions.

In the constitution of the Family, as it issued from Fetichism,

Theocracy effected essential improvements of a kind that always

bore upon its social destination. Its principal service was to

check Incest, which had long proved an obstacle to the com-

bination of families by holding out seductions that were only too

natural, and the evil results of which are not obvious. In spite

of the imperfection of these early steps in progress, we can now

recognise their value when we see the dangerous resistance

offered in Modern Europe to the wholesome rules as to con-

sanguinity bequeathed to us by the Middle Age.

The Theocratic Priesthood retained Polygamy, but restricted

and regulated it by imposing duties upon the active towards

the affective sex. Moreover, its tolerance in this respect must

be regarded as being based upon a social requirement more

urgent than monogamy, an improvement not suited to that

age. For it was necessary first of all to establish the universal

obligation which enjoins upon the man to support the woman

(p. 118). Now the extreme accumulation of wealth among the

higher castes would not have allowed this fundamental condition

to be fulfilled unless Polygamy had been practised by the chiefs.

Furthermore Theocratic Wisdom, in sanctioning Polygamy,

saw that it woidd conduce to the developement of Sedentary

existence, to the increased discouragement of War, and even to

the strengthening of the bonds by which the various classes

were knit together.

In the Parental and Filial relations, as in the case of the

conjugal tie. Theocracy introduced a decided improvement by

making the influence of Society felt in the interior of Families;

the Priesthood being naturally Society's best organ. The

time had not yet come when the early omnipotence exercised

by a father over his children could be directly restrained by

giving it a social destination. But the Theocratic Priesthood,

by constantly exerting their influence, duly prepared the way for

a reform which could not be commenced till the Middle Age.

The institution of Old Men (p. 95) had preceded the Priest-

hood in all cases by a considerable interval. But the Priests

were never unmindful of their necessary precursors, and always

endeavoured to strengthen their Domestic influence, even though

it might occasionally come into competition with the influence
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of the Sacerdotal Caste. In order to consolidate and develope

the sense of continuity, Theocracy had to sanction the Worship

of private ancestors, upon which the Worship of public pre-

decessors rests. Kow this observance created an increased

respect for the living representatives of the Past, both in the

City and in the Family. Furthermore the Old Men remained

the special organs within the families of this part of the

common Worship, as they did in the case of all the institutions

that originated with pure Fetichism.

This brings me to consider directly the necessary influence W Puwio

of Theocracy upon Social existence in the strict sense, first 197-202.

viewed Morally, next Politically.

Morally, Humanity will ever be indebted to her Second (») Moral

Childhood for thoroughly training Veneration, such training Deveiope-

being the chief end of this Age from the affective point of view, veneration
° ox largely due

Military Polytheism largely developed this fundamental dis- toPriest-

position (i. 566), but only by securing for it a more active in Military

destination. This destination, however, would have had no ties.

effect if Sacerdotal Polytheism had not previously trained the

feeling to a sufficient extent. And this holds good even for

those populations among whom the Theocratic regime could

take no permanent root.

This noble instinct had received a preliminary training The Family

under Fetichism, with the two other sympathetic affections, a field for

But the only part of our Moral Initiation in which our First otvenera"

Childhood could thoroughly succeed was that concerned witli society is

Attachment proper, a feeling to which limited relations are getheroniy

particularly favourable. Veneration, which is intended for ties- tawtot

of every kind, was not adequately trained in the Family, the rived from

sphere within which Fetichism essentially confined it. Hence
°°°'^"'^-

it was indispensable that the human heart should receive the

education of Theocracy, this being the only education that

could give an adequate developement to that feeling on which

all true discipline rests, after the preparation it had received

in the family was complete. The Theocratic consecration, after

continuing in force through all subsequent regimes, still con-

stitutes the sole guarantee of our respect for authorities of every

kind, though its hopeless enfeeblement in the present day
makes the urgent need of a Sociocratic consecration to be
deeply felt.

The Second Causality being at once more fictitious and
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more absolute than the First, there were two serious drawbacks

that accompanied the Moral Initiation it directed. These were

the instability of the Doctrine, and the inelasticity of the Insti-

tution. Although from the nature of the case inevitable, these

defects must be regarded here as forming by their joint operation

the historical source of the revolutionary character which all

the regimes subsequent to Theocracy necessarily presented in a

greater or less degree.

Theocratic Veneration, being instituted with the aid of

beliefs doomed to perish, was deficient in stability. As it was

accorded chiefly to Birth, it must have filled the chiefs with

a pride that would often be abused. But these two imperfec-

tions never prevented it from adequately realising its provi-

sional destination, which bore essentially upon the subject

classes.

Our tendency to resent discipline is so strong at the outset,

that it can then be efTectually overcome only by appealing to

the supernatural. It must moreover be admitted that the

Monotheistic beliefs, supposing they could have arisen in the

earliest ages, would not have had sufficient power for this

purpose. For Theocratic Veneration, which the Theological

emotions did no more than strengthen, depended mainly on the

divine origin of the chiefs, and this was the case even where

the Caste regime had not taken root. Now Monotheism, being

incompatible with such a belief, could only make up for the

want of it by giving a supernatural sanction to powers of

human origin. But this indirect guarantee, which depended

too much on the Priesthood, and even on the People, was in no

way comparable to the direct and personal veneration inspired

by chiefs sprung from Grods, and often themselves qualified for

future Grodship.

In judging this regime, it is usual to ignore the innate

existence of the sympathetic instincts which it tended powerfully

to encourage in all classes. The pride it developed among the

chiefs was not incompatible with the habitual manifestation of

a Benevolence which was all the more pure in that it was quite

unconnected with any feeling of duty. The essential object at

that time was to establish powerful authorities, leaving to the

future the task of disciplining them, so as not to embaitasg

their formation by an anxiety that would have been both

inadequate and premature.
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But it is in the case of the subiect classes thatfithe bene- And on the

ficial influence of the Theocratic regime is most conspicuous, lent.

and deserves the admiration of true philosophers. It was this

regime alone that could implant habits of subordination

capable of resisting the subversive tendencies that have been

continually on the increase during the five centuries of the

Modern Eevolution. Though charged with fostering a spirit

of slavishness, the truth is that it everywhere inspired a

voluntary obedience, which presents a noble contrast to the

forced submission of modern Occidentals, who have arisen in

open insurrection against the whole Past.

Theocratic Veneration, though accorded chiefly to Birth, Theocratic
' °

.
Veneration,

had no tendency, as is supposed, to dispense with Merit, since *''°?s'L°?°"

Merit in those days could be fully developed only among the Birth, did
•J i- ^ cy Qot ignoro

hereditary chiefs, whether spiritual or temporal. It was in Merit.

their case exclusively that family honour concurred with the

education given in the home to draw out the dispositions of

heart and mind required for an authority that admitted of no

better preparation. For the time was not yet come when
spiritual ascendency could be founded directly on personal

merit, either mental or moral, and until it did come the social

claims of Merit were a cause rather of disturbance than of

reform.

Modem writers, in their invectives against the hereditary Veneration ,

character of Theocracy, fail to perceive that in Fetichist instead of

families the only claim to spiritual authority rested, after the the interme-

institution of Old Men, on Age ; and that therefore a decisive towards

advance was made in human government when Birth became for Merit.

the substitute for Age. Without this first step of progress it

would have been impossible to prepare for the Social accession

of Merit, which, as it implies a public education superior to

the training given in the family, is really applicable only to

the Positive state. In fact the preference shown in the City

for Birth as compared with Age depended essentially on the

superior qualities accompanying the former ; these were ascribed

to the divine origin of the chiefs, but were really due to the

aggregate of hereditary influences. Clear evidence of this is

furnished at the very outset of Theocracy, when women are

called to the throne and even to certain priesthoods, in virtue

of an hereditary descent which at that time overcomes not
only the real inferiority of their sex, but also the strong repug-
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nance to their supremacy. Age, Birth, Merit, form a natural

progression in the continuous improvement of the Human
Eegime, the last term of the series requiring to be prepared

for by the succession of the other two, which are the more

spontaneous and the more readily discerned.

pmiuon of Thus we may form an idea of the social grandeur of those

enabM*^ sacerdotal races who, proud of their supposed origin and real

stituteJiidg.
antiquity, feel themselves to be, even now, superior to all

Dead
"' "'^ temporal dynasties. It was their hereditary supremacy alone

which enabled them worthily to originate in a rudimentary

form that most exalted of spiritual functions, the solemn

judgment of the Dead. This supreme office of the Theocratic

Priesthood has, since their time, remained in abeyance, even

during the Middle Age,, in consequence of the usurpations of

the Temporal Power. The Sociocratic Priesthood will only

have to revive and to complete it by decisively systematising

the practice and extending it to all classes.

The alleged Before concluding this part of my subject I must not omit

,
human Tices to uoticc the roproach of immorality which Monotheists, with
by Poly-

1 .' '

theism a blind ingratitude, bring against Polytheism in aU its modes on

tic calumny, accouut of its alleged tendency to deify all the human vices.

This absurd supposition, which would render the existence of

Antiquity a contradiction, rests upon no other grounds than

the Polytheistic mode of explaining each passion by a special

God. For this God, the Monotheistic theory substitutes a

Demon, which comes to just the same thing. Polytheism,

especially in its Conservative form, always regulated human

life as far as it could be regulated at that time, and more than

it has been at any subsequent period. The discipline it pro-

vided could have a direct and adequate influence only upon

the subject classes. Yet indirectly it reached the chiefs, even

those of the spiritual order, by developing in them, if not

the sense of Social duty, yet the Social instinct, which was

strengthened by the unceasing attention both of Gods and

Men. But, in conformity with the invariability of human

nature. Polytheism never sanctioned in any class a single

opinion that was really immoral, and it often furnished con-

spicuous examples of each of those virtues to a monopoly of

which Monotheism subsequently laid claim.

Viewed Politically, the Theocratic regime does not admit

of so favourable a judgment. Sacerdotal Polytheism, faihng
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as regards the City by the very fact of its prematurely attempt- m Political

ing to found the Church, was obliged to leave to Military HereTheo-

Polytheism the decisive establishment of the principal human detectm.

association. The only union outside of and beyond the Family

which it really instituted was Caste.

None the less, Theocracy alone was destined to supply the stiiiitpre-

moral basis of Civic existence, and moreover directly prepared Political

. T
existence by

the way for it by consolidating and developing territorial pro- aeyeioping

perty, its political foundation. In order to discover the origin especially

of large estates, we must invariably go further back than the perty;

early conquests—the influence of which has been much ex-

aggerated—till we reach the gifts both public and private that

were freely offered to the Priesthood of Polytheism or even of

Astrolatry. These vast possessions, at once the result and the

condition of a high social influence, are often to be assigned a

purer origin than are the smallest gains of a labour that is

usually selfish and frequently fraudulent. All sedentary

populations soon perceive that the concentration of property,

especially of rural property, is the main security for its right

use, which is always founded upon trust and responsibility.

Accordingly these populations were disposed of their own free

will to endow the hereditary Priesthood with material accumula-

tions which it alone, in consequence of its mental and moral

superiority, was able to turn to .the best advantage for Social

purposes. Could Civic continuity have been established in the

old Theocracies to such an extent as to admit of their carrying

industry to the height it has reached in modern times, the large

capital held in this way would have taken its final direction

more readily than it did by coming from the military chiefs.

But though the institution of Employers was incompatible with

Caste, that regime prepared the way for it by securing the

general predominance of the class that was most fitted, both

in heart and mind, for soundly appreciating the entire sphere

of Practical existence.

Before concluding this head I must point out how Theo- which couu

cracy gave to Property, particularly to landed Property, a most takerfroor

powerful consecration, and a most perfect constitution. Its ^weSui'

power for consecration still continues among the Polytheists

who have not long emerged from Fetichism, chiefly in Oceania,

where the institution of Taboo, public as well as private, allows

the Priesthood to protect immovable property in its earliest

sanction.
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stage of formation. It is impossible to conceive of any other

source for the original sanction of a proprietary right so easily

infringed, and too little respected in modern life, now that the

consecrations of Theocracy are worn out.

itrigutiy Theocracy alone gave a normal completeness to the poli-

weaitiiag tical Constitution of Property of every kind, by connecting

t'lf' ii»™u<ni the wealth with the profession, both being inherited together

to the luno- under the Caste regime. And thus, at the very outset, prepara-

tion was made for the final connection which Sociocracy must now

establish between Instruments and Functions. The earlier

regime requires in this respect but one general modification,

the substitution of Selection for Birth in the succession to all

social offices, whether public or private. As for the authority

and the responsibility of predecessors, far from being diminished,

both one and the other will be increased. But in the interval

between Theocracy and Sociocracy, Property is anarchically

constituted owing to a mischievous separation of Wealth from

Power. This separation is no less irrational than it is immoral,

and its continued increase in modern times is the main cause

of the dangerous invectives launched against the abuse of

capital.

Connection This terminates the Concrete Appreciation of Theocracy.
BETWEEN .

coNSEKTA- I must now brma; this chapter to a close by a direct expiana-

pkoghes- tion of the historical connection between Conservative and
SIVE POLT-

-r. T^ 1 • • 1

THEISM, pp. Progressive Polytheism. But a brief notice is previously
202-210. o vi r 1

required of two exceptional cases : in one of which the Theo-

Preiiminai-y cratic regime rests upon Monotheism, in the other is inde-
consicler-

^ ^ ^ \ -F-.iirm. j. e
ationoftwo pendent of an hereditary Priesthood. The importance oi
exceptional ^ "^

• i i i
Theocracies. Judaism and even of Buddhism has been considerably ex-

aggerated ; still these two great anomalies call here for a few

special explanations, explanations which will tend to throw addi-
,

tional light on the general theory just established.

(1) Judaism Evory uormal Theocracy is necessarily Polytheistic ; whether

Polytheistic {^ comcs from Fctichism through Astrolatry, which is the
dogma. ^ •"

r HI, I. t-Monotheism more Ordinary mode ; or throuo-h the general growth of Abstract
never pre- j ^ o o o
ceded Tiieo- Contemplation. As Monotheism is never anything but a con-
craov

:

^
-l il,

densed and concentrated Polytheism, its advent cannot he the

result of any spontaneous and popular tendency. It always

presupposes a long series of philosophical meditations which

could arise only in a Theoretic corporation whose opinions

gain acceptance through formal teaching. At the same time

craoy
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this intellectual priority of Theocracy to Monotheism has an

important Social influence, as the excessive concentration of

the hereditary Priesthood is thereby avoided. Under Poly-

theism, the Priesthood is naturally shared between different

sacerdotal families whose mutual rivalries act as a check upon

their common ascendency, although their general rank re-

latively to each other is settled by the spontaneous hierarchy

of their respective Gods. This necessary balance of power

causes that admirable self-abnegation which will ever be a bar

to our distinguishing any name in the collective government

of the sacerdotal castes, no member of those castes having

acquired individual celebrity, even in Theory. The abuses of the

Theocratic regime, being due chiefly to an over concentration

of authority, would soon have proved intolerable if Monotheism

had strengthened at once both the Social ascendency and the

internal discipline of the predominant Priesthood.

Nevertheless the Sacerdotal castes, in consequence either of But the

this very political influence or of &n intellectual tendency, f^H^^™'

speedily displayed their natural preference for a concentration
^"J^?'*'^'^?'

of Theory which appeared to them calculated to consolidate "^^P'™"-:

and develope their Practical authority. It was mainly for teri^s.

the sake of spreading this belief among the Temporal chiefs,

before it could be accepted by the people, that the principal

mysteries of Antiquity were instituted. But the same reasons

which impelled the Priests towards Monotheism would turn

the Warriors away from it, these latter being always inclined

to prefer Polytheism as affording more satisfaction both to

their intellect and their ambition though they were gene-

rally anxious to be initiated into these mysteries as a distinc-

tion.

Owing to this perpetual struggle^ which often provoked warriorg

violent commotions, the Theocratic castes were everywhere led Mytilism

;

to attempt Monotheistic colonisations so as to secure for them- conflicts ana

selves an asylum where they would be safe from military per- theistLo'emi-

secution in the midst of a population devoted to the developement ^ich astte

of their social utopia. In this way arose the small Theocracies Exodus.

based, contrary to the general rule, upon Monotheism. The
most important and best known of them was founded between

the two opposite valleys of the Nile and Euphrates by Egyptian

and Chaldean colonies, with the secret encoui'agement of the

leading priesthoods of Egypt and Chaldea,
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These had
the ordinary
character of
the Theo-
cratic re-

gime, but
were less

stable.

(2) Bnd-
dhism re-
jected the
Hereditary
principle for
the Priest-
hood;

But in-

consistently
maintained
it for other
functions.

These exceptional Theocracies, whatever be their origin, ex-

hibit while they last all the essential features of the regime ex-

plained in this chapter. But the special case of Judaism is

extremely well adapted for verifying the general law which rests

the true Theocratic constitution upon Polytheism. For here in-

stead of the thorough coherence of Polytheistic Theocracywehave

a radical instability which brings out clearly the purely artificial

nature of Monotheistic Theocracy. The unpopularity of the

belief developes the oppressive rule of an over-concentrated

Priesthood always absorbed in the task of upholding Mono-

theism among subjects ready at any moment to lapse into

Polytheism. In spite of this incessant care, or rather in con-

sequence of the antipathy it arouses, the Warriors gain the

upper hand of the Priests more speedily than they do in the

regular Theocracies. It is to be regretted that we are obliged

to draw from these Theocracies, whose span of existence was

so brief, the personal types of the Sacerdotal regime, which,

suppressing individual celebrity in all other cases, brought it

into prominence only here. The admirable nature, both mental

and moral, of the Hebrew Lawgiver whom the modern West

has incorporated will never make us unconscious that he is

necessarily incapable of representing the true Theocrats.

With this exception—in which it is only the Theological

Doctrine that is impaired, the Social Constitution not being

seriously affected—must now be contrasted that other one in

which the Sacerdotal regime is profoundly disturbed while the

Polytheistic Doctrine is retained in all essentials.

The abuses of the Sacerdotal regime at length gave rise, in

several instances, even among the Priests and particularly

under the protection of the Warriors, to attempts at reform

;

and of these Buddhism furnishes the best type. But they could

never, though there were long and severe struggles, in any

true sense renew a constitution which was in all cases destined

to last until the Final Positivism should be tmiversally esta-

blished. Direct evidence of the purely subversive tendency

of these attempts is furnished by the thoroughly inconsistent

nature of their chief innovation, in which the necessary con-

nection of the two fundamental institutions of Theocracy is

ignored (p. 171). The hereditary practice, while retained for

professions in general, was abolished solely for the sacerdotal

functions, which were then open to men with a turn for Theory,
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of whatever caste, after certain tests had been undergone.

This radical inconsistency—which kept the hereditary principle

generally, while setting it aside in the one office for which it

was best adapted—was prompted chiefly by a vague tendency

to make personal merit predominate at a time when its full

social recognition was impossible.

This anomaly serves no purpose here except to verify more Buaahist

fully the necessity of the institution the reform of which was uke ProtM;-

aimed at. Whatever abuses may have been occasioned by the mereiyweak-

hereditary practice of the Theocratic Priesthood, those of the saoerdotui

Buddhist protestation, consolidated as it was by a very general out reform-

celibady, soon proved to be greater still. A pretended vocation syetem.

for Theory was often a mere cloak for a blameworthy hankering

to escape from Practical labour, and to secure, as the reward of

a trifling preparation, the means of supporting an existence as

arrogant as it was slothful. From this we can better imderstand

how the hereditary practice of Theocracy was naturally adapted

for strengthening both the Synthetic spirit and the Practical

character of the Polytheistic Priesthood. The support given by

the Temporal chiefs to Buddhism, like the leaning shown in after

times by the kings in the West for Arianism, proves clearly

that though this heresy might mischievously weaken the power

of the Priests, it could do nothing to regenerate the Theocratic

system.

On comparing the two exceptions I have just been consider- inieriority

ing, we see that the second by no means deserves to be placed to Judaism?

on a level with the first, since it has never succeeded in founding dha to

anything, though it has gained many more followers. The
Buddhist lawgiver, notwithstanding his moral perfection, was

too deficient intellectually to warrant us in making him, like

the Jewish lawgiver, a type of Theocracy. Moreover, of what-

ever use this Polytheistic Protestantism may have been indi-

rectly, through its general influence upon the Intellect, especially

in Art, its claims in Theory led principally to the developement

of a subtle ontology as noxious as it was chimerical.

I have now to show how Conservative Polytheism links on in what

to the subsequent part of the Human Initiation by serving as Progressive

the basis for Military Polytheism, to which exclusively our aucoeedcou-

Western Civilisation is to be traced back. Polytheism?

This point would be one of the chief difficulties in the Theauation

Philosophy of History, were not the explanation to follow natur- eachmo'^
'
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requires a ally from the theory established in this chapter. In fact I

puiation,
' have already proved (p. 168) that the filiation between Sacerdotal

and Military Polytheisna could never be direct when the types

were strongly marked. Theocracy is not stationary, as has been

pretended. On the contrary, it has long been undergoing every-

where profound modifications. Still the manners which it

establishes are at once too decided and too persistent to admit

of this transformation.

Theocracy In all Theocracies the Warriors at length gain the upper

because the hand of the Pricsts, when Intellectual culture and Industrial
need of Ool- m • , ,

leotive Ac- progress are no longer suincient to conceal the fundamental
tivity b6-

J. c3 a
comes press, need of a truly collective activity, which at that time can be no

because the other than Military. The Priesthood puts off this inevitable
Bubordina-

. .iii n .

tion of Ac- revolution as long as possible by endeavouring to develope in all

Intellect is directions Theoretic aspirations and Practical tendencies. A
mere comprehension of the necessity of this policy is enough to

make us reject the charges of retrogression blindly urged'against

a regime in which the Priests can only avert the ascendency of

the Warriors by encouraging everywhere and always progress of

a peaceful kind. But, unceasing though their care was, it could

not overcome the fatal contradiction of the fundamental consti-

tution of human nature involved in Theocracy, it being a law of

our nature that Intellect must normally be subordinate to

Activity. No doubt the Theoretic progress of Humanity, to be

effectual, required the social ascendency of the Contemplative

class : but the need of subordinating speculation to action always

made men feel that command belongs to Practicians just as

counsel does to Theoricians.

But ti-niy ' still, when the Warriors at last prevailed over the Priests,

peoples the Theocratic constitution was never changed into a true

into the Military regime. Popular prejudice simply allowed the ascend-

phase. ency of Practice to be substituted for that of Theory, but the

habitual tendency of the Theocratic system of society remained

essentially unaltered, the characteristic institution of Caste still

continuing to have a commanding influence. Though immense

warlike expeditions were undertaken, no system of Conquest

could be established among populations who had a radical an-

tipathy for war, and who, in their way, had a sense of the

Normal State of Humanity—thanks to the ineradicable educa-

tion which they owed to the Priesthood. This revolution always

ended in only developing the chief defects which Theocratic
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Wisdom had with difficulty kept under. Thus the degeneracy

of this regime—which modern criticism entirely misconceives

—

was essentially due to the triumph of the Military element.

All the great Theocracies will necessarily continue to exist, in

spite of all efforts, until the Universal Eeligion succeeds in

establishing, more easily among them than elsewhere, a final

state of which they themselves have always furnished the pro-

phetic type.

If the reader compares this chapter with the previous Affinity oj

volume, he cannot fail to perceive a fundamental affinity ^th soclo-

between the Theocratic scheme of life, and that of Sociocracy. Transition
*

Notwithstanding their essential differences, it is possible to the^ther*"

make the passage from one to the other perfectly direct, if not Srect.°

in the spontaneous evolution, at least by the aid of systematic

guidance (p. 128).- In the following volume this transition will

be specially considered, with a view to gaining a clear idea of

the necessary extension of Western Positivism to the Theocracies

of the East. Here I must limit myself to the most general

indications which, while they prove the possibility of this

transition, will make us see more clearly the necessity of the

historical method by which Humanity has gradually risen from

Theocracy to Sociocracy. But the artificial transition would

be imperfectly understood if I were not to distinguish between

the Intellectual and the Social question.

Intellectually, every truly philosophic mind in the present Though po-

day can easily conceive the immediate transformation of Poly- coi™raiy

theism into Positivism, without passing through any form of naiiy""^"

Monotheism. The previous chapter explains how the Philo- Mth"fs^°'

sophy of Laws might have followed that of Causes before •wm'bemOTo

Causality became indirect (p. 128). Still when Grods have v^rte/to'

taken the place of Fetiches, the Positive doctrine can no thmMoM-

longer so advance as to be finally predominant in the spontaneous ^'^
^'

evolution except after a sufficient concentration of the Second

Causality. Nevertheless, this previous reduction even then is

demanded rather by Social needs than by Intellectual con-

ditions. Be this as it may, Positivity, when it is at last system-

atised, can gain acceptance more readily among Polytheists

—

particularly when Theocratic—than among Monotheists, since

the former are less absolute than the latter.

The unity presented by every Monotheistic Philosophy, inteiieotuai-

unreal though it be, induces a strong disposition to reject the Hmaut^ot
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Laws will

SGom natural
to Polythe-
iet, while

' Mouotheist
clings to his
unreal
Unity J

Socially,

because
Theocracy
and Posi-
tivism alike

favour Peace
and Indus-
try.

In such a
direct
transition

the Military
Caste will

become an
Industrial
Patriciate.

Positive doctrine, necessarily characterised as it is hj a multi-

plicity of real laws quite incapable of being reduced the one

under the other, notwithstanding their mutual subordination.

A judicious plurality of Gods allows the Philosophy of Causes

to make far better preparation for the Philosophy of General

Facts. It is enough in this case to transform the Gods into

Fates, and to coordinate them in such a way as to represent the

true Encyclopedic Hierarchy. When the impulses of Practice

sanction rational prevision, Laws can then be speedily substi-

tuted for "Wills, especially among Theocratic peoples with whom
Polytheism is usually derived from Astrolatry, for Astrolatry is

particularly favourable to the constancy of relations. If this

initiation into Positivism is properly managed, it seems to me
that two generations ought to be enough for definitively com-

pleting it.

This hope is strengthened by the general concurrence of

Social influences with Intellectual tendencies. Theocratic

manners can have no difiiculty in falling in with the religion

which proclaims universal peace, and makes the industrial state

at length prevail. At the same time the Sacerdotal castes

can duly appreciate the one regime able to deliver them from

military oppression by restoring the Social dignity of Intellect.

Positivism, it is true, enjoins upon them to exchange command

for counsel, but as the rule of the Warriors leaves them very

little real influence, they ought to be ready to submit without

reluctance to this necessary condition, which, as they will see,

is more in keeping with the true ascendency of Theory. The

Theocrats, who have now long been a prey to an anarchical

agitation, having Merit for its watchword, cannot fail to like

a doctrine which, while it places Merit above Birth, rates Birth

at its true value, as also it does Age.

The Military caste can easily be converted into an Industrial

Patriciate among peoples where war is impossible. Its wealth

enables it to carry out effectually the transformation of Castes

into Classes with the aid of a religion which consecrates Domestic

life, and developes Paternal authority by substituting Selection

for Birth in the hereditary transmission both of Capital and

Functions. Finally, it would be superfluous to point out the

sympathies which must be inspired in Women by the substitu-

tion of complete Monogamy for Theocratic Polygamy, and by the

definitive accession of the affective sex to its true social dignity.
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Such are the reasons, both theoretical and practical, which But in the

place beyond dispute the fortunate possibility, of a direct and eToTirtion

even rapid transition from Theocracy to Sociocracy, by artificially ttocS'
transforming Polytheism into Positivism. But this mighty

"°"^'^''^'=''

regeneration can only be systematic, and requires a scientific

appreciation of the two stages. An inadequate knowledge of

these would prevent us from understanding, and still more

from regulating, their immediate filiation. The foregoing proof

therefore would suffice for indicating that the spontaneous

evolution must be worked out in a different way, by con-

stituting Military Polytheism as the indispensable historical

link between Theocracy and Sociocra,cy.

As this necessary link, however, could never be inserted in The change

the same population, the movement of Humanity seems here to t'ons'is no

be discontinuous, since we change our ancestors (p. 168). But cmUnuity.

the Philosophy of History is in no way affected by this change, if

we can show that it was always indispensable and never acci-

dental. Now these two conditions follow naturally from the

whole of this chapter, which I shall conclude with a direct

summary of their proof.

According to the theory above established, the principal For it was

Theologism had for its special objects, on the one hand to i'lfi^^thi"'

carry our moral education further by developing the instinct of S* th™n(i;

Veneration, and on the other to prepare for the advent of

the Great Being by the formation of Country. Fetichism had
laid the common basis of these two general elements ofprogress

by definitively constituting the Family 9,nd by duly training

Attachment. But to complete them effectually it was requisite

that Polytheism should direct, first the provisional systematisa-

tion of the Human Order, and secondly the commencement of •

Collective Activity. Now, these two preliminary processes could

not possibly coexist either in time or in space, although both

equally belonged to the Second Causality. The Active evolution

of Antiquity rested upon and so necessarily came after the

Affective evolution, and yet the two evolutions required distinct

peoples, the peaceful habits of the one being incompatible with

the warlike manners of the other.

This necessary separation was effected spontaneously, though Ana inmiia-

by no means accidentally, as the result of natural causes which conntofthe

portioned out the populations of Mankind between Sacerdotal SMroS!
°'

and Military Polytheism, according to the manner in which
"'^'''^"

VOL. III. p
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they issued from the fundamental Fetichism. The tendency

towards Theocracy and the inclination for War would be

simultaneously manifested in all communities, but it was im-

possible that either one of these tendencies should predominate

universally. The continuous influence of the material environ-

ment must more than anything else have decided each sedentary

population to devote itself either to peaceful cultivation or to

social activity. It will be seen that these two cases are equally

widespread, if we take into account the unequal size of the

tribes with which they are respectively concerned. Although

Sacerdotal spontaneously concurred with Military influence for

the first enlargement of human association, yet a Theocratic

ascendency admitted of more subjects than a Warlike Patriciat,

except when the latter could fully develope its system of Con-

quests.

Thus the first series of our Social ancestors attempted to

found the Church directly without being able previously to

institute the City, all they could do towards it being to establish

thoroughly the moral basis of human discipline. Starting with

this preparation, the Second Series—that specially belonging

to Western civilisation—tended indirectly towards universal

association by fully developing Civic existence with the aid of

the only activity that is spontaneously collective. All the

remainder of the Human Initiation, not excepting its In-

tellectual part, was necessarily accomplished by these Military

ancestors, whose near relationship to us ought, however, never

to make us unmindful of our Sacerdotal initiators.
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CHAPTER IV.

POSITIYE THEORY OF THE GEEEK ELABOEATION, OK GENERAL

ACCOUNT OF INTELLECmAL POLYTHEISM.

That the nature and purpose of this chapter may be rightly iNmoDuc.
TOHY SiE-

understood, the general explanation at the end of the foregoing marks, pp.

must be stated more in detail.

The Affective Evolution can be nothing else than the cour (i) Destina-

tinuous resultant of the moral reactions ultimately proceeding gressive

™'

from the Active and Speculative evolutions (p. 55). It follows pp.2ii-218'.

from this principle that the first may conversely stand as the SS^to^g
representative of the other two together. Now evolution of ™owt"of''^

Feeling is always summed up in the gradual growth of Social sooiawuty.

Sentiment, to which all our sympathetic instincts spontaneously

converge. Therefore that growth—its double origin being

always borne in mind—naturally furnishes the truest measure

of the Human developement as a whole. In fact, it directly

marks our steady advance towards a state of harmonious union

between the different faculties of human nature.

Looking at it from this synthetic point of view, I can

state both more precisely and more systematically the historical

theory I established at the end of the last chapter regarding

the necessity of a cooperation of the two Polytheisms—sacer-

dotal and military—to the normal developement of antiquity.

When in the preceding volume ' I laid down the maxim ; The tot

Devotion of the strong to the weak ; Veneration of the weak S^order
for the strong, as the twofold moral foundation of Social Order, tlolTuhe

it behoved me in formulating that Dualism to arrange its terms Song!"
""*

in the sequence adapted to the final condition of Humanity. But
I noted at the time that the inverse arrangement could not but
prevail during the whole period of the preparatory evolution. It

is the natural course indicated by our individual experience

which teaches that advance in Sympathy ever begins with the

' ' Positivist Catechism,' p. 339 of Dr. Congreye's Translation,

p 2
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particular, and then extends to the general (p. 156). The
training of the race still more absolutely involves such an order

for there a universal prevalence of Veneration becomes indis-

pensable as a basis for the proper developement of political

forces.

Only the second term, then, of the Social Dualism could

be cultivated in a direct and systematic way in ancient civili-

sation. The first had to be left to such indirect and sponta-

neous training as is involved in the impulse, which all worthy

chiefs must feel, to requite sincere Veneration with voluntary

Devotedness (p. 198). The task incumbent on the time was,

at all costs, to build up strong human authorities. For this,

the whole energy of moral culture was concentrated on the

sentiment on which those authorities rest, and they were not

hampered at their rise with a discipline that would have been

as inopportune as it was impracticable. To train Veneration

was the main function of Theologism in succeeding Fetichism,

which had not gone beyond instituting the Family. Fetichism

and Theologism by their joint action founded the social hier-

archy ; but its right organisation devolved on Positivism alone,

Monotheism having been no more than a necessary precursor

of the latter, furnishing a premature outline of the final system.

But this moral evolution required, in the nature of things,

two distinct preparations, which, though ultimately convergent,

could never be simultaneous, because the conditions under which

they were respectively accomplished were spontaneously antago-

nistic. In fact it was essential, first of all, to regulate the growth

of Veneration as a part of the inner life of each individual, and

then, to develope its external destination, the City, which alone

is in conformity with its true social character. These purposes

were successively fulfilled by Sacerdotal and by Militaiy Poly-

theism.

Following immediately on Fetichism the theocratic regime

extended irrevocably to all human relations, even to such as

were subjective, the sympathies bred around the domestic

hearth. During its long sway men were led to treat each other

as brethren by regarding all their ancestors as a collective

Fatherhood, and all their successors as a common Progeny,

indicated by the happy term ' which in some languages denotes

at once descendants and nephews, thus blending Continuity

' Nepos, Neveu, Nephew in old English.
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and Solidarity. But in order iirmly to establish the subjective

form of Sociability (ii. 54), Theocracy speciallysought to develop©

those well-defined ties of relationship which only the past can

supply. It was left for Sociocracy to train our sense of relation

to the future, when a true theory of the whole human evolution

should have rendered us capable of feeling as strong a sympathy

in that direction also. The developement of a generally diffused

feeling of Veneration was achieved by transferring to Birth the

supremacy at first yielded to Age, and ascribing a divine origin

to the leading families. Its principal purpose always con-

cerned the governed ; and in this it was directly efficacious,

cultivating in them a habit of voluntary submission, the primary

basis of all true morality. On the governing class its action

was indirect, tending to excite spontaneous devotedness in the

worthier of them.

That inward preparation accomplished, Military Polytheism Moitar/

completed Man's moral apprenticeship by giving a practical gave it a.

character to a sentiment at first too purely abstract. The nation,

definitive constitution of civic life supplied this necessary com-

plement. For civic life alone is the stepping-stone from family

affection to universal love. It was natural that such an advance

should be reserved for Military Polytheism, which exclusively

presided over the only form of activity that is spontaneously

Collective.

Theocracy was less incompetent than Fetichism as regards Theodracy

public life. Still it could, not develope that life sufficiently, mfavour-'^

nesting on the social supremacy of the Intellect, the sacerdotal veiopement

regime would naturally cherish only that peaceful activity ° ° "' ^'

which offers the directest scope to mental effort. But while

thus sketching out the Normal Order, Theocracy most seriously

impeded the moral preparation for it. Industrial life v/as then

deeply tainted with individualism. It could not be penetrated

by a transforming social spirit, until the whole of the Human
Initiation had been accomplished.

But this necessary shortcoming in regard to Activity was Ana indi-

not the only imperfection of the theocratic constitution. It fafonrabie

was quite as gravely, though less directly, injurious to In- meiirot"'^"

tellect, only the earliest developement of which it was at all

competent to guide. The Intellect, being invested with a

supremacy at variance with man's real nature, was turned too

exclusively towards practical aims. In the end this disqualified

Intellect.
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it for adequately pursuing abstract thought, from which alone

the final synthesis could possibly issue. And to this deleterious

influence upon Mind was superadded the moral corruption

arising from the imhealthy social ascendency accorded to an

Intellectual class ; a corruption which existed even before the

inevitable rebellion of unsatisfied Activity had altered the nature

of the caste regime.

Polytheism The Systematic Theocracy which replaced spontaneous Fetich-
could only . , i ^ r^,^ 1 • ^ I-

become pro- ism was thus defectivem two respects. Though eminently favour-
trrsssivG in n
fi-esh miiim. able to the growth of Feeling, which had already begun, it was

never able to call fortli sufficiently the two general ministers

of Feeling—Intellect and Activity (p. 65). To collective Ac-

tivity it was directly hostile ; and indirectly it became opposed

to abstract Speculation. Nor, although far from inflexible,

could a regime hitherto the sole type of a complete order be

capable of the deep-reaching transformation, which alone might

have rectified its two essential vices. Sacerdotal civilisation

allowed the two Transitions that were to be wrought under

a military state of society to arise outside its own pale. When
the final results of these shall have been worked out, the still

existing Theocracies will duly merge in the universal association

about to be systematised by Positivism.

lu becoming Such a conclusion obliges us to regard all the remainder of
progressive o o
it also be- the human Preparation as necessarily directed by Progi'essive
came revolu- ^ j j a
tionary. Polythcism, which could thrive among those peoples alone

where Theocracy had never fully prevailed. The second half

of the present volume deals with that fresh developement, which

will be seen to have been prolonged down to our own times, if

we duly connect with it what are in truth its necessary con-

sequences, indirect as they perhaps appear to be at first sight.

Here, too, is the point where the immense transition from

Theocracy -to Sociocracy first assumes the revolutionaiy character

which ever since has been necessarily becoming more marked.

Kfienmii A first proof of this revolutionary character is obtained by
proof of this -^

. r. -r* t-.ii' •
i,

is the short comparing the total duration of Progressive Polytheism witn
duration of

r b & J
_

its various that of Thcocracy or Fetichism. If we regard it as spon-

taneously prolonged by medieval Monotheism and the subse-

quent state of Metaphysical anarchy, it may be said to have

lasted for thirty centuries, since in the history of Western

progress it dates back to the Homeric times. Yet this phase,

long as it is, and itself subjected to frequent and profound
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modifications, constitutes but an episode. Its ultimate result,

within its own limited area, is awaited by both fetichists and

theocrats with just pride in their own tmequalled antiquity.

Secondly, this general judgment is confirmed by a more a special

special investigation of a twofold kind, which makes it clear that it was sub.
VGrSlTC of

during the whole interval from Theocracy to Sociocracy Military botn con-

Theologism has destroyed without replacing. It profoundly souaarity.

impaired the sacerdotal system of society both in Continuity

and in Solidarity, by spontaneously encouraging purely sub-

versive tendencies. These tendencies were, no doubt, as indis-

pensable as they were inevitable ; but there must be no illusion

as to their character, which was necessarily revolutionary.

For it was the historical source of our present anarchy, the

serious nature of which can thus be better estimated.

With regard to Continuity, the impairment of it under Mill- («) continu-

tary Polytheism, serious as it was, is not to be compared to the paired be-
cause there

deterioration with which I shall have to reproach Monotheism, was a

particularly "Western Monotheism, in so rudely breaking with the mae and

whole of its real antecedents. For the former was essentially in-

voluntary and solely due to the necessity previously explained,

by which we were then compelled to change our ancestors

(p. 209). Nevertheless human Continuity only remains strictly

complete when the filiation is one of blood as well as of civili-

sation, which it is in the passage from Fetichism to Theocracy.

When the training ofthe race cannot be carried forward without a

change of country, it becomes necessarily discontinuous, because

men cannot adequately realise the succession, especially during

the childhood of the race. Hence arose the spontaneous sepa-

ration which will ever distinguish the two ages respectively

marked by sacerdotal and military Polytheism.

The latter, indeed, must everywhere have been built upon For in the

.

a foundation of the former, but a foundation imperfectly oracy,

developed and therefore too faintly marked. Hence an in- existfng.was

sufficient consciousness of the preparation. One followed upon growth'^

the other in virtue of the preponderance of warriors over priests

which in time modifies all theocracies. But in the case we
are considering, that revolution came about before caste had

been able to take firm root even within the sacerdotal body.

Military Polytheism therefore developed according to its natural

bent, as it never can do where theocratic manners have been

fully established before the warriors prevail. For this very
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reason it soon effaced all memory of sacerdotal antecedents!

among the peoples under its influence, yet without arousing'

hostility towards their true ancestors. Moreover, their gratitude

was almost always divided between their own theocrats and

civilising colonists who imported institutions from the purely

theocratic countries. Such are the different reasons of the real

impairment of Continuity which spontaneously takes place when

Humanity passes from Conservative to Progressive Polytheism,

Both forms, however, throughout remained strongly impreg-

nated with the primordial Fetichism which was their common
source. In the descent from that stock alone did Continuity

remain strictly.unbroken till Monotheism attempted to destroy

our true filiation. Military Polytheism, indeed, being less system-

atised than its predecessor, more readily assimilated and spon-

taneously retained portions of the fetichist worship, particularly

in the case of the household gods, which are to be regarded

as pure fetiches, independent of the national priesthood.

Turning now to Solidarity strictly so called, we find a

serious deterioration as regards both the universal relations

of mankind and the narrower bond of citizenship.

Under Theocracy there was always a disposition to conceive

Polytheism as capable of being equally adapted to all peoples

by means of a uniform doctrine everywhere consecrating pacific

manners. It was then that the provisional religion made the

nearest approach to a true Catholicity, which Monotheism has

since claimed in vain as its exclusive privilege, a claim belied

even in the present day by the aptitude of sacerdotal Poly-

theism for uniting the vastest populations. Military Polytheism,

on the contrary, necessarily acquired a national character. It

could not otherwise have properly performed the social task in

which alone its divergence of doctrine had originated. To

blame the narrowing tendency inseparable from its specific

objeciEs would be unfair. Still, looking at the whole of human

relations, we are constrained to note that for a time Military

Polytheism removed us further from universal association.

Later on it prepared the way for that association by presiding

over the political incorporation of the non-theocratic tribes.

On civic life its effect was even more emphatically revo-

lutionary, from the radical clianges to which it subjected the

institution of Caste, the general basis of order in ancient times.

As warlike interests gi-ew more and more predominant, the
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industrial castes, without being ever actually abolished, were Few, and the

gradually absorbed into the militai-y caste. Soon also the latter

either seized the chief priesthoods in order to ensure the dis-

cipline indispensable to warfare ; or else the pontifical families

transformed themselves into a temporal patriciate with an

equivalent result—the subordination of priests to warriors.

This double blow struck at Birth as the social corner-stone was counter-,
balancing

compensated by the enormous developement of the institution
f^^^^^

°*

of Slavery. It had been a mere accessory of the theocratic

system ; it now became the necessary basis of military develope-

ment. But wherever military life obtained full play, free men
preserved only a single hereditary distinction which was at once

spiritual and temporal, that between officers and soldiers.

When reduced to these two elements the caste regime was stmggies of

Many
often shaken by their deep-seated mutual hostility, even before against Few

•' •' resulted in

It began to melt away under the action of Monotheism, partial re-

,
cognition of

which aimed at abolishing slavery. In the West their almost the then re-.. ,„ Tolutionary

perpetual struggles soon introduced a modification into the principle of

principle of Birth, which affected the social position of the

Military caste, just as Buddhism affected that of the Sacer-

dotal caste in the East. Here as there, order was always dis-

turbed on the plea of giving Merit its due, for which the

time had not yet arrived ; and in both instances the result was

alike subversive, though in different ways, according to the

varying conditions of each case. The illusory examination-tests

of the Eastern theoricians found their counterpart in the anar-

chical custom of the Western practicians by which the whole

body of inferiors usurped the power of appointing their supe-

riors, at first from within the limits of the military-sacerdotal

caste, but ultimately from among all free men.

The above examination shows that Polytheism could become Hence Thoo-

truly progressive only by being essentially revolutionary, and th^mTy^'

that it always inclined to dissolve the existing order of society tiT^forn'of

without providing an equivalent substitute. To this distant an^d°thft""^

source, then, do we trace the fated incompatibility between thlwtoT

conservatism and amelioration so largely developed among us ™w!
"'

moderns. Positivism alone can thoroughly reconcile the two.

During the First Infancy of the race Fetichism spontaneously

laid the foundations of human order in its different essential

aspects, but was unable to promote the necessary progress in

any department. Polytheism in its turn could only stimulate
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progress by arousing directly subversive tendencies everywhere.

Upon these there was but one check : the wisdonx of the priest-

hood, supported by the antecedents of Fetichism. We must

therefore regard Theocracy as the only regime tridy adapted

to the nature of theological doctrine. After its decay nothing

was possible but a series of transitions, more or less revolutionary,

until the time should be ripe for the rise of Sociocracy.

MiJtat'
'^^^^ judgment of Theologism from the social point of view

ToSionw^'
thoroughly accords with its intellectual origin, which was alto-

Theoto'tam''
gather incompatible with real coherence. "When Causality

rSo'n'Sto
^^^^'^s indirect in order to become complete, it necessarily

thflbsoiute
fo'^fsited the spontaneous fixity inherent in its previous incom-

ttaHuSan P^®*® ^^^ direct form (p. 132). A philosophy that explains the

Order. World on the assumption of its resemblance to man is always

intelligible, and the only one suited to the early needs and

tendencies of the race. Moreover it conforms to the funda-

mental principle of sound logic : that every hypothesis ought

to be susceptible of verification (p. 71). But its applicahiUty

is naturally limited to the External Order, whether inorganic

or organic, so that it becomes alike frivolous and irrational

when extended to the Human Order by the substitution of gods

for fetiches. Humanity cannot be included in the synthesis

of Causes, from the very fact that its type is found in Man.

But Humanity strictly comes within the sphere of the phi-

losophy of Laws, being at once the objective end and the sub-

jective source of that philosophy. It was only in response to

social wants that the absolute religion had to embrace, in its

own way, the general investigation of the Human Order hy

transforming Fetichism into Theologism. But the necessity

of this transformation cannot disguise its tendency to act as a

spontaneous solvent both moral and mental, a tendency which

increased in every direction as soon as Military had taken the

place of Sacerdotal Polytheism.

(2) Progrea- Nevertheless, though we pass such a judgment on Theolo-
sive (or

? o jr j n
Miiitarj) gism, we should none the less carefully study this gradual dechne

diTMediuto of the Absolute Synthesis, when its purely provisional purpose

and Social bas boeu recognised. I have dwelt enough on the really
(or Military

,

=" °
,

proper), pp- organic portion of the Human Initiation, which was composed

of Fetichism and Theocracy with their connecting link of

Astrolatry. I must therefore now proceed to the equally

necessary consideration of its essentially revolutionary portion,
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wherein I include Monotheism as a complementary stage. But
,

I have first to complete this introduction by establishing the

general division of Progressive Polytheism into Intellectual

and Social, iij order to elucidate its natural fitness for filling

up the two gaps—mental and social—peculiar to conservative

Polytheism.

I have already set forth both the direct impotence of Why did ,

Theocracy with regard to collective activity, and its indirect polytheism

, , , . . ,. , , tend to de-

anadequacy as to abstract speculation, m consequence oi tne Teiopeintei-

over-practical tendency that resulted from power being con-

centrated in the hands of the Priesthood. How it is in the

nature of Military Polytheism to correct the former short-

coming needs no further showing. But its tendency to rectify

also the latter — though displayed in a different national

medium—calls for a special explanation which must be the

key-note of the whole of this chapter.

A twofold progress everywhere noticeable at the outset of I'irst we
* ° "^

« -, . 1 notice two
military civilisation will show in the first place its general steps in pro-

. ^ \, . « gress com-

aptitude to supply what was wanting in the theocratic type of mon to aii

Society, intellectually as well as morally. All tribes with whom Polytheisms,

war is of paramount interest are speedily impelled to substitute

alphabetic characters for hieroglyphics, and monogamy for

polygamy. When collective activity becomes dominant in the

state, its earliest mark is seen in these two decisive changes,

which spontaneously appear in the domains of Intellect and

Feeling. The one necessarily touches all classes ; the other

mainly concerns the chiefs, for they alone were really poly-

gamists (p. 196).

Taking the moral question first, we can easily understand 'f> ^o™'
n ~L ^ J Step—Mono-

which way Military civilisation would tend, when we consider e™y-

how naturally incompatible is the existence of the warrior with

the manners necessitated by polygamy, whether the wives of

each chief be left at home or follow him to the camp. Sacer-

dotal policy had long turned this antagonism to account, for

discouraging habitual expeditions, which tended to dissolve the

theocratic regime to the profit of the military caste. Hu-
manity, then, owes to the warrior-peoples this first improvement

in the most fundamental of all institutions. So closely was

monogamy bound up with military life among the ancients,

that in proportion as the latter expanded did the former grow

stable and complete. Though at first simply a matter of
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practical conveniencej it would soon perceptibly react on feeling,

by enabling man the better to appreciate woman.

It is likewise to our second series of ancestors that we are

indebted for the alphabet. That institution alone completed

the unity of human language by permanently connecting its

two natural modes in a visual reproduction of vocal expression,

which was thenceforth to prevail over the other mode (p, 188).

Hieroglyphics had constituted a double language too circuitous

and obscure for the rapidity indispensable to military com-

munications. Hence all warlike peoples, even the least

cultured, are distinguished from the theocratic nations by the

possession of an alphabetic writing that releases them from

dependence on a special caste for the communication of their

plans and the preservation of their documents. Even in those

instances where the alphabet might seem to have sprung from

an industrial, and therefore indirectly from a sacerdotal source,

its military origin can be shown. For these debateable cases

all occur in reference to maritime peoples, with whom commerce

was but an accessory of war, and the specially collective nature

of whoso warfare would, of itself, lead them to simplify their

written messages.

After considering these two special reactions of Military

Activity on Feeling and Intellect, we are in a better position

to appreciate its less direct tendency to promote the general

evolution of Intellect by stimulating the all-important develope-

ment of abstract speculation amidst an exceptional people.

For this purpose an essential distinction has to be noted

between the different tribes in which warlike life hinders

Theocracy from being definitively established. In the normal

case, the Military movement tends towards its social purpose

by instituting a system of conquests. Success along that path'

cannot, however, fall to the lot of more than one nation, whose

,

ascendency prevents, or suppresses, all rivalry. This decisive

evolution of Progressive Polytheism will form the subject of

the next chapter. I shall there trace the growth of civic life

till it brings us to the phase which is the immediate prelude

to Universal Association.

But it may happen that a group of tribes sufficiently warlike

to have escaped the Theocratic regime is debarred from a career

of conquest by an exceptional concurrence of local and social

influences unfavourable to military expansion. It is then that
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Collective Activity, ever stimulated yet never obtaining satis- deveiopes

faction, indirectly brings about a most valuable result. The ^ Greece,*^

most highly-gifted natures—since a civic career is denied them
—are driven to cultivate a life of speculative thought which,

by the nature of the case, is liberated from sacerdotal trammels.

At the same time the Public, not being completely absorbed

in war, afford a passive encouragement to this ardour by freely

appreciating the productions of Art and the speculations of

Philosophy.

Such an exceptional civilisation is determined in the first Where locai

place by local conditions. A territory excessively broken up prevented

checks the continuous growth of military supremacy as much unfflcation,

as it thwarts at an earlier time the extension of the theocratic

union. Where there is a numerous cluster of small islands, in

the vicinity of a continent divided by low-lying isthmuses or

vast gulfs, and seamed with frequent mountain ridges, the

local conditions clearly negative the possibility of those strictly

gradual conquests which alone produce decisive social results.

The same influences, however, keep up enough mutual strife

to prevent the military spirit from lapsing into a torpor that

might lead to a revival of theocratic manners.

To the above physical conditions certain social influences But ensured

must now be added for completely constituting the exceptional mamSsand

case in which the latent reaction of the military principle
''"'^"^^

diverted Progressive Polytheism from its natural tendency

towards civic developement, and stamped it with a character

essentially intellectual. These complementary circumstances

are, easily suggested by the fundamental conditions postulated.

For if several small communities are settled in a territory

such as that described, they will naturally have the same

manners and language. Theocracy,, native or foreign, though

unable to weld them into unity, has fashioned them too

much alike for any one group to prevail by force of arms over

the rest.

We thus obtain a general explanation of that great political why such a

anomaly whereon, at that time, depended our intellectual wasoDiy™

destinies; an anomaly not really more accidental, however, pused,"^'""

than the normal case, since the twofold condition which it

implied was frequently realised. But neither rule nor excep-

tion could be exemplified with full success by more than one

among the peoples capable of aspiring to either of the two
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forms of leadership. For it was but a limited progress, in

science or even in art, of which Military Polytheism admitted,

when it assumed an intellectual character. So that when the

evolution of Thought was once accomplished in a particular

nation, none other could share in a glory which, like military

ascendency, was at the time a monopoly.

On further comparing the two forms. Intellectual and Social,

of Military Polytheism in all their bearings, it is easy to perceive

that they required different populations for their manifestation,

and that it was necessary for the former to come first. The
opinion arrived at on both these points rests on the same con-

siderations, more fully detailed, which previously explained

how it was in the order of things that Progressive Polytheism

should follow upon, but localise itself differently from. Con-

servative Polytheism (p. 168). Military developement and in-

tellectual success presupposed habits so incompatible, that

the one could not have arisen amidst a people first given up

to the other. Ultimately indeed the propagation of the in-

tellectual movement was aided by that very military power

which, had the case been reversed, would itself have been

suppressed.

This necessary division of Progressive Polytheism into In-

tellectual and Social serves to mark the essentially revolutionary

nature of the special transition which it had to institute

between Theocracy and Sociocracy. Two systems strictly

complete, of which each in its own way embraces hiunaa

existence as a whole, are thus separated by two regimes radi-

cally incomplete, one exclusively concerned with the develope-

ment of Intellect, the other with that of Activity. These two

successive transitions are seen to be not only partial in their

scope but also restricted in their localities, so as to contrast

all the more strikingly .with the universality of the systems at

either end of the scale. Although Fetichism and Theocracy

cover far the largest part of the human Initiation, I have

been able to devote the first half of this volume to that

thoroughly normal past without ever requiring to name any

one people, since the movement was common to all. But in

all the remaining portion of the philosophy of history, an expo-

sition so purely abstract would be an affectation and out of

place. I have now to deal with evolutions as localised as they

were partial, each of which, when its characteristics have been
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set forth, must remain identified by name with the scene of its

essential manifestation.

Of these two successive stages, intellectual and active, the Thoincorpo-

second when sufficiently developed tended to incorporate with inteuectnai

- , . , civilisation

itself the chief results of the first. Then the combination bytheAo-
tive led to

of the Active and the Speculative evolutions soon necessarily the Affective
civilisation,

produced an Affective resultant (p. 56), qualified, it might have which waa

seemed, to re-impress on society the synthetic character of Feti- sided,

chist and Theocratic sociability. In this wise, and under the in-

spiration of Monotheism, there arose in the Middle Age a direct

tendency to systematise anew the whole of human existence.

But this attempt, premature though natural, and in no way
comparable to the systematisation accomplished by Theocracy,

could not, from the feebleness of the doctrine and the un-

ripeness of the situation, be otherwise than abortive. The
whole result of the Monotheistic systematisation was to create

with regard to Feeling a transition as partial and localised as

had been the speculative and the active developements whence

it sprang, and the revolutionary characteristics of which it even

so intensified that they eventually pervaded the whole modern
period of preparation. All that portion of the past, then,

which lies between Theocracy and Sociocracy consists of the

necessary succession ofthree Organic Transitions exclusively con-

secrated, the first to Intellect, the next to Action, and the last

to Feeling, followed by the Critical Transition which is now
coming to a close (p. 6). In this sequence of phases, each

shorter than its predecessor, and all comprised in the thirty

centuries of Western history, we get a sense of the profound

contrast between the second series of our social ancestors and
the first, between the special preparations and the general

initiation which preceded them.

In comparing the two decisive Transitions, intellectual and intellectual

practical, successively directed by Military Polytheism, we find is°i)MplSy

the negative tendency common to both most prominent in the sSp^^I
earlier one. When the warlike impulse is sufficiently strong tooratlc!™'

to throw off the theocratic yoke, but not strong enough to

develope a gradual and systematic activity, it necessarily

impels towards a real social anarchy. This is no longer the

case when its normal purpose can be properly realised, for this

spontaneously entails a continuous discipline, at least as regards

practical life. Each of these cases, however, meets the needs
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of the Transition to which it corresponds. Freedom from

restraint was at the time as favourable to Mental expansion

in the one instance as conformity to rule was afterwards indis-

pensable to the developement of Activity in the other. This

necessary diversity between the two kinds of Military Polytheism,

politically speaking, gives the key to the historical purposes

respectively served by Democracy and Aristocracy, Bach of

these was an outcome of the military usurpation over Theo-

cracy, and each did its part in preparing Sociocracy by the

successive developement of Intellect and Activity.

But these two forms of government, which tallied with the

two successive modes of Progressive Polytheism, had both alike

to be preceded by a short phase of monarchy. The final pre-

ponderance of warriors over priests can never emanate from

either senate or people, using those terms strictly, but is every-

where due to a king. Kings alone are able to consummate

such a usurpation when the time is ripe for it. In well-

marked theocracies the royal monocracy consolidates itself,

but its military principle is modified by sacerdotal influence,

which though controlled in the political, still retains as-

cendency in the moral sphere. When military developement

precedes and prevents the definitive establishment of theocratic

habits, monarchy, from its utter unfitness to direct the con-

tinuous growth of collective activity, soon disappears. Its

sole use is to break the priestly yoke. That done, it simply

paves the way for either democracy or aristocracy, according

as the Military Polytheism takes an intellectual or social direc-

tion. It is here to be noted that these tliree classic forms of

government necessarily exhibit an equally revolutionary cha-

racter when their history is compared with either the initial

Theocracy or the final Sociocracy, the only complete types of

human order.

I have now sufficiently explained, first the specific purpose

and then the grand twofold division of Progressive Polytheism.

Our attention is now claimed by the direct subject of this

chapter, a special examination of Polytheism in its Intellectual

form.

That examination, however, is not to follow the plan of the

two previous chapters. It is concerned with an essentially in-

complete and local case, and the normal distinction between

Abstract and Concrete estimate would here be unsuitable. I
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shall proceed straight to the results of the intellectual evolu- tioninchap.

tion under each of its three heads. I shall, however, take care serveTor nii

that such examination is always preceded by a special explana- °^^' ^'^°'"

tion of the corresponding 'properties, when it shall happen that

these have not been sufficiently indicated in my abstract

appreciation of Conservative Polytheism. Indeed the order

wherein I shall consider the different aspects of the question

before us is determined by the coincidence which exists natu-

rally between the need for particular changes and the historic

succession of their accomplishment.

A direct application of this rule to my inquiry into in-

tellectual Polytheism leads me to break up the Grreek Elabora-

tion into Esthetic, Philosophic, and Scientific, that being the

sequence in which those three evolutions, though necessarily

simultaneous, each in turn assumed prominence. But before

entering on their special treatment I must set forth the

Social characteristics and results of the Eegime wherewith

they were coupled. For though its distinctive purpose might

have no reference to sociability, yet the Social system could

not adapt itself to the developement of the Intellect except by '

undergoing dynamical and even statical modifications which

require to be well defined.

Looking at the Greek regime as a whole, and particularly social (ob

at its outset, we perceive deeper traces of its theocratic origin eesul™^
than in the case of Eoman Polytheism. The latter, in spite of

PP-^^'-^sa-
^ ^ r Estimate of

its greater regularity, had been compelled by its developement genemi oia-

of Collective Activity to diverge further from the sacerdotal Greek so-

type. Grreek Polytheism, on the contrary, in which the military more am-

stimulus could only subserve mental developement, remained aomauwith

truer to the essential principle of Theocracy. Throughout its

history it showed an ever-increasing tendency to degenerate

into pedantocracy, because the disposition of the public un-

consciously chimed in with the aberrations of the thinkers.

The danger of such degeneration—which was only stopped by the

absorption of Grreece into Eome—never threatened Social Poly-

theism. There Action had obtained its normal preponderance

over Speculation, a preponderance never again to be reversed.

What distinctly indicates the more pronounced and pro- Greek

tracted affinity of the Grreek regime with the theocratic consti- °u™i™i"of

tution is the superior authority that oracles, properly so called,
^'^^°"'^^'

retained in it. They figure in history as its characteristic in-

VOL. m. Q
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stitution. To appreciate rightly these makeshifts for the true

sacerdotal rule, they must in some instances be regarded as the

stunted germs of a native theocracy, in others as the fragmentary

remnants of a priesthood introduced by colonists. The two

cases can always be distinguished, not only by the signs of their

relative antiquity, but also by the very nature of the oracle,

according as it has sprung from fetichist or from astrolatric

Polytheism. Dodona and Delphi may respectively serve as

well-marked types. But what we ought chiefly to notice is the

importance and number of these theocratic rudiments or frag-

ments when Greece first entered upon her task of intellectual

construction, in the times of which Homer sings.

Despite their natural isolation, these oracles intervened

worthily in social matters, whether in adjudicating on novel

cases of incest arising out of monogamy, or in protecting in-

dustrial life amidst military lawlessness. They branded the

fated crime of CEdipus in energetic terms. They ascribed all

the misfortunes of Ulysses to outrages committed upon herds

of oxen, when the priesthood had established them as the sole

inhabitants of a certain marshy island, and had placed them

under the protection of the Sun. Throughout their long

existence, indeed, these Greek types of true Theocracy, though

so often taxed with feebleness and servility, ever showed them-

selves worthy of the sacerdotal office, and nothing could ever be

laid to their charge except a false oracle, which was soon de-

tected.'

Yet these venerable institutions were in no instance able to

overrule the subversive tendencies necessarily at work wher-

ever the permanent rupture of the theocratic bond had not been

made up for by a real growth of military discipline. Greek

history, as a whole, offers the painful spectacle of a nation sacri-

ficed that speculative genius might be decisively developed in a

few privileged individual organs. For in setting up Intellect

above everything else this people underwent a degradation unex-

ampled, and down to the present time unremedied, lack of Order

being ill-compensated by a form of Progress in which the great

mass could never have more than a passive share. In the three-

fold mental evolution of Greece the Esthetic developement alone

was susceptible of successes at once decisive and popular. The

attempts at Philosophy got no further than to raise questions

' Herodotus, vi. 66.
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and indicate methods. In )Science, only partial results were

attainable. Now the importance thus accorded to the faculties

of expression would preclude a worthy national life, even in a

merely intellectual sense, by tending to subordinate everything

to rhetorical talent. The essential defects of the theocratic

principle were encouraged to develope to the full; but the

admirable discipline of the sacerdotal regime was no longer

there to counterbalance the vain supremacy of Intellect. Had
not Eoman conquest at last put a stop to this course of error

and anarchy, each petty community of Greece would in the end

have succumbed to the most shameful of all yokes, by falling a

prey to some literary tyrant.

This general view of Greek society is but too fully confirmed Estimate of

when, on a special examination of its main elements, we learn aemmta.

how profoundly they all suffered from the simultaneous absence

of sacerdotal discipline and military stimulus, the only regulat-

ing influences of the ancient world.

That progress in domestic life which consisted in the substi- Private Life.

tution of monogamy for polygamy is so slightly perceptible as of women,

to be almost doubtful. In reality, woman was less deprived of

the honourable companionship of man in the harems of Asia

than in the gynsecea of Greece. While public life never

really arose, for want of a collective and continuous activity,

the disorder of private life consequent on the want of moral

discipline showed itself especially in the low esteem accorded to

the affective sex by a society essentially given up to pleasures

of the mind. All superior men, and even most philosophers,

habitually lived in the midst of courtesans, the only women
capable of entering into their intellectual enjoyments. A
fatally significant word will ever commemorate the special Hetmm

tendency of this people towards the sexual debasement naturally

induced by the evil preponderance of Intellect over Feeling.

The great poets alone rose to worthier conceptions of woman-
hood in the noble types of goddesses which they created in their

unfettered Utopias. But where they merely aimed at a faithful

portrayal of prevailing manners they convey to us a vivid sense

of the oppression exercised over the women. Of this we have
an instance in the strange plea on which Orestes, with the

approval of Minerva, repels the reproaches of the Eumenides.'^

It were superfluous here to dwell on the evils of a situation

' JEschylus, Eumenides 658 ; Euripides, Orestes, 552. (Dindorf's editions.)
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which, by the removal of all habitual restraints, perforce in-

volved the unsettlement of public life. How gravely Continuity

was affected is seen by the notable falling off in the worship of

ancestors, even the domestic ones (p. 197), when Greek manners

are compared with those spontaneously instituted by Fetich-

ism and worthily systematised by Theocracy. What, however,

specially marks the derangement of public life is a growing

disdain soon felt for predecessors, fetichist and theocratic

alike, who were supposed to have been incapable of relishing

with sufBcient refinement the pleasures which alone were now

sought after.

In civic life the severe blow levelled at the regime of Caste,

uncompensated by advantages accruing from any strictly col-

lective purpose, began to exercise on property, more particu-

larly landed property, a morally and often also a materially

solvent action, never afterwards suspended save for a short

interval (Phil. Pos. v. 406). The retention of inheritance in

regard to property, when suppressed in regard to function, de-

prived riches of the social character wherewith theocracy had

consecrated them (p. 202). Established henceforth on a per-

sonal basis, wealth remained exposed to the attacks of envy and

sophistry. So inconsistent an arrangement was at the time

inevitable for want of power to discriminate between provisions

and instruments of production (ii. 135). Yet it could not but

arouse and nourish very subversive tendencies by shaking the

old principle of the transmission of property without replacing

it by a new one. The majority of Greek legislators, not merely

the utopists, but even the practical statesmen, held themselves

free to dispose of every sort of wealth in an arbitrary manner.

Wise theocrats, contemplating this series of divergations from

afar, at once judged soundly of the anarchy involved. So after-

wards did the Eomans, by whose noble instrumentality that

anarchy was brought to a close.

It is with regard to political discipline, however, that the

radical imperfections of the Greek situation become most ap-

parent. Unbridled turbulence, occasioned by the fatal absence

of social purpose, habitually places mediocre demagogues in the

front rank, except when some crisis, called forth by imminent

danger, vests power in the right hands. But the marked in-

gratitude of these unruly little communities towards their best

servants, even in such exceptional cases, gives us an idea of the
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disorder which was the rule, Intellect, which, when it pretends

to rule, is sure to be subject to the worst inspirations of the

Heart, under pretext of guarding against oppression, set itself

to invent sophisms that should relieve the public from all sense

of obligation. Ostracism alone would suffice to betoken the

thorough immorality and profound unreasonableness of a people

whose real nature will be best understood by contrasting it with

its theocratic predecessors and its military successors. The

view here taken should increase our veneration for the admirable

leaders who, with a presentiment that they were furthering the

onward movement of Humanity, voluntarily devoted themselves

to the perilous service of those ungrateful and seditious multi-

tudes. Did the existence of the sympathetic instincts stand in

need of historical proof, that proof would be amply furnished

by such numerous instances of a self-sacrifice for the most part

as independent of divine rewards as of human approbation.

Coming at last to the widest relations, we see how strikingly Attitndeto

different is the childish self-conceit of Grreek nationality from moS"^'

either the wise universality of theocratic aspirations, or the
^o^'"^'*'^-

noble proselytising sociability of Eome. If these anomalous

communities cared little for true Solidarity among themselves,

they cared still less to recognise it with nations outside of their

own circle; while as for Continuity with any foreign civilisation

they never really conceived it. All communities not sprung

from themselves were invariably styled Barbarians. But their

blind pride, or rather their unparalleled vanity, did not impel

them in any way to deserve the pre-eminence they claimed over

all other nations, not excepting the wisest or even the most

powerful. And within the narrower circle of their mutual re-

lations these arrogant little states displayed the same collective

•selfishness. Marked as was their community of language,

worship, and even manners, the military tendency, baulked of

its normal course, was always and everywhere plunging them

into quarrels, which nothing but the gravest external dangers

could induce them to suspend. On such occasions their joint

resistance was often compromised by their reciprocal animosi-

ties, and even the best leaders were too ready to avenge the

grievance of their own state at the risk of ruining Greece.

I may usefully sum up my judgment on Greek society by Anarchy re-

connecting its various perturbations with the anarchy caused attempt^tS

through a premature attempt to abolish the principle of Birth, th^prtodpie
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of social before that of Merit could be substituted for it. For even then

the subversive efforts, from which in their last stage we are

suffering now, were already put forth on the plea of personal

superiority. No real change can be made in the rule of

human classification until Theocracy is replaced by Sociocracy,

the advent of which, though inevitable and near at hand, is

as little understood by the party of Progress as by that of

Order. The abstract comparison of individuals will then he

determined by their personal worth, but their social rank will

always depend upon the place they may fill in the concrete

hierarchy of offices (ii. 269). Not only so, but Birth and the

still earlier institution of Old Age, now scouted by blind revo-

lutionary prejudice, will again become titles to respect. In

superadding the Sociocratic principle to the Theocratic and

Fetichist principles, the final system will impressively conse-

crate for all time the value of those two criterions by which in

the ancient world social classification was regulated. It must he

evident how anarchical of necessity was any movement excited

thirty centuries before our time towards the most difficult and

longest delayed of social renovations, a renovation for which

even yet we are hardly ripe. But this anomaly was indispens-

able to the developement of the Greek intellect
;
just as that

equally vicious anomaly, the rule of Mind, which theocracy was

obliged to sanction, had long been indispensable to the growth

of speculative life.

The one This first conclusion established, I must complete my judg-

rendere^dto^ ment of Greek sociability by signalising the eternal glory it

bjar^ol deserved for having worthily protected Intellectual Polytheism,

Fiiseoitho while in the performance of its destined task. An incomparable

resistance, completed at last by an admirable military expedition,

saved the centre of intellectual life from undergoing the oppres-

sion of a degenerate theocracy (p. 174). Under the heroic im-

pulse of Themistocles and Alexander two exceptional phases

occurred—a century and a half apart—which for some years nobly

interrupted the barren continuity of internal struggles. But of

these the first only, by its indisputable necessity, its decisive

success, and its thorough dignity, claims our gratitude in the

same degree as our admiration. The second was less due to a

real need for retaliation than to a desire that mutual animo-

gities should be suspended by a collective enterprise.

This twofold conflict was a natural result of the constant

Persians.
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more than any other been impaired by the final preponderance

of warriors over priests, was driven by the military stimulus to

spread till it reached this dangerous neighbourhood, the sol-

vent influence of which it soon came to feel. Notwithstanding

the superficial affinity of the Greek mind with the theocratic

principle, these relations necessarily produced a deep-rooted

antipathy. In the one case, though there was ever a tendency

to give Intellect the first place, there was no power of establish-

ing its supremacy ; hence its action became generally vague,

and often subversive. In the other, on the contrary, the In-

tellect, secure of domination, received an exclusively practical

bent, by which it was profoundly disciplined. When the dis-

positions were so opposite, all prolonged contact, even apart

from any frivolous proselytism, would be more likely to shake

Persian obedience than to bridle Greek turbulence. The Kings,

after their usurpation of theocratic authority, must have dreaded

this danger all the more that their exceptional government de-

manded a blind servility, for which sacerdotal rulers have no

Occasion.

Persian aggression, then, is to be regarded as chiefly meant

to check a seditious form of propagandism. But, however

legitimate on grounds of its own, it was directly antagonistic to

the general interests of Humanity, then represented by the

Western home of free thinkers. The Persian theocracy might

entirely disappear, as the Chaldean theocracy had just done,

and as also did even the Egyptian theocracy, without serious

injury to the fundamental progress of the race. For the theo-

cratic type, which will persist till we reach the sociocratic stage,

was specially localised in the vast societies of India and China,

where its preservsition was so essential as to be proof against all

revolutions, internal and external alike. But our intellectual

destinies would, on the contrary, as Condorcet admirably re-

marks, have been gravely compromised had the battle of Sala-

mis proved fatal to that nucleus of Greek life, for which, at the

time, no real equivalent could have arisen elsewhere.

The true nature of the struggle is forcibly attested by the Hence

general manner of its accomplishment. For success mainly rather than

depended on the population specially devoted to the work of the-bruntot
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intellectual developement, while the state which was exclusively

military did not materially share in it, save in the one act of

sublime devotion which was to inaugurate the united resistance.

A lawgiver, more respectable than eminent, failing to perceive

the incompatibility of the conditions of Grreek life with any

system of conquest, had endeavoured to form an aristocracy of

warriors on a too artificial basis. Nevertheless, these abortive

Eomans would have seemed well adapted to supply the chief

nucleus to the armed force of the confederacy. But, on the

contrary, this haughty state, as oppressive abroad as it was at

home, often endangered, nay sometimes betrayed, the common
cause, and is linked with the heroic struggle by the great name

of Leonidas alone. All decisive victories, whether by land or

sea, were essentially due to the Athenians, rmder the admirable

direction of Miltiades and Themistocles. In the whole range

of military history there is nothing comparable to the systematic

efforts of the latter chief to train his nation long beforehand

for the naval success by which alone Greece could secure her

work from interruption.

Though the energy developed by this resistance eventually

led to a more dangerous renewal of ancient quarrels that for a

time had been suspended, it nevertheless produced a long and

notable improvement in the moral dignity of the whole people.

Each little community felt itself honoured by the noble memory

of its voluntary participation in the common activity. The

defence so gloriously accomplished strengthened the disposition

to repress theocratic tendencies, and thereby gave fuller play to

the genius of the nation. From the complementary expedition

of Alexander, admirable as were its foundations (p. 239), no such

reaction could follow. For when it threw the Greek troops

into Asia on the pretext of demanding a guarantee of national

security that was almost superfluous, the closer contact with the

East aggravated the degeneracy of Western morals. And so,

after lasting over a century, the struggle ended by injuring the

two antagonistic civilisations equally, though not before the

cliief fruits of the intellectual construction, which it had been

reserved for Greece to acliieve, were realised. No further dis-

play of collective dignity occurred among this exceptional people

until the period just preceding their incorporation with Eome;

and then, as before, it was mainly the chiefs who evinced any

political qualities.
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Before proceedinfif to examine the intellectual elaboration, phaotioai.CO (OE Indus-.

which forms the principal object of inquiry m the present teiad bk-

chapter, I have to complete this judgment of Greek society by Greeks made

considerine- its Practical evolution in the strict sense. But the grass in any
°

n J J.
useful art.

failure in industrial life is even more glaring than m regard to

military activity, and the explanation is to be found in another

influence of the same disposition. For while Greek turbulence

was as unfavourable to success in the useful arts as to warlike

effort, the martial tastes of the nation recoiled from those servile

labours the habit of which human nature acquires slowly and

against the grain. Our first start in industry constitutes the

most general and most precious result of the theocratic regime,

which hitherto has stood alone in fitly honouring and worthily

directing, after its own way, the efforts of peaceful activity. No
important art can be cited of which either the first germ or the

principal developement is really due to the Greeks, though

their ingratitude and frivolity often disposed them to ignore the

foreign origin of the inventions they applied. Even their naval Nayigation.

triumphs were too shortlived or too secondary to call forth any

marked advance in navigation. That great art could, in the

West, get but little beyond the Argonautic type, until it became

closely bound up with the general policy of Eome. Then it

came to be cultivated steadily, and better than by its theocratic

founders.

We now enter upon the direct examination of the Greek ikteujjo-

Elaboration, and I have first to point out historically, as I have sjlts, pp.

already done doctrinally, the error which still prevails with (i)Estiietio

regard to the Esthetic evolution (p. 151). Western art, sepa- ™p°^2™-m
rated from the sacerdotal stem, was so possessed with pride and jExaggerated

irrationality that it soon overlooked its double indebtedness to of Irtisue

the spontaneous action of Fetichism and the subsequent system-

atisation of Theocracy. Forgetful of its own antecedents, the

priority it necessarily enjoyed over the other parts of the Greek

movement led it to credit itself with the intellectual and even

social foundation of the civilisation from which it sprang.

Hence arose the chronic craze which will do its utmost to make
the Ideal predominate over the Eeal, until sociocratic discipline

phall have taken the place once occupied by theocratic subordi-

nation. During the long interregnum, the exceptional class

exclusively devoted to the culture of the faculties of expres-

sion has everywhere habitually exhibited the most exaggerated
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pretensions, in striking contrast with a most degrading situa-

tion.

In order to judge fairly of the esthetic state of Greece, and

properly to apportion the influence respectively exercised on it

by doctrine and environment, we must first compare it with the

two antecedents by which it was prepared.

Through a misleading confusion of results with tendencies

which induces us to ascribe to the doctrine of Polytheism an

artistic aptitude due mainly to its situation, the Second Causality

obtains a semblance of being more poetical than the First. Had

the latter been able to develope public life, it would have left

incontestable proofs of its esthetic power. For the direct as-

similation of all beings to the human type is in itself more

poetical than the indirect explanation of their phenomena by

supernatural "Wills. This superiority of Fetichism in dealing

with the external world will ever be reflected in a style of com-

position that assuredly emanated from the Primitive belief,

though fables, in their recognised form, were first produced

under Theocracy. The Kelative Spirit of Positivism, which has

to incorporate the Instinct of primitive times with the Eation-

ality of our final state, will revive those touching fictions, and

give them a deep meaning. A proof of this has been spontane-

ously afforded by her who to all time is to be remembered as

my colleague in the admirable type of fetichist poetry appended

to the dedication of the present treatise.

With regard to the Human Order, to which the Direct

Causality could not extend, the poetical successes of Polytheism

are in truth due only to the developement of Sociability. From

the aptitude of fetichists for delineating domestic sentiment

worthily, we may infer that they would have painted civic Ufa

equally well had they enjoyed a sufficient experience of it. The

direct and real representation of human affections was always

more beneficial and more difficult than the arbitrary fictions in

which man becomes the passive plaything of divine caprice.

The natural superiority of the one over the other will be placed

beyond dispute when the tnre power of art, hitherto but imper-

fectly exemplified, shall have been developed by the final regener-

ation of Humanity. Then men's feelings will tell them whether

the Ideal is better cultivated because the Eeal is ignored or

disfigured. Every essentially fictitious regime must at bottom

be anti-poetical, inasmuch as it makes Imagination a substitute
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for Feeling, and so favours esthetic mediocrities, who find it

easy to cultivate a conventional domain. From Homer to

Walter Scott, Western art has always derived its main effects

from a faithful representation of human nature irrespective of

divine influences.

The fuller openinsr up of this its fundamental domain was Greek Art

^
being eman-

the chief gain it derived from its emancipation, when the con- dpatedftom
° ^

.
- priestly con-

ditions of Greek life relieved it from the theocratic yoke, troioouia
develope

Human nature was still too insufficiently understood, and indeed divine typeg
* ^

T • -n J.
^^^ ^° ideal-

too undeveloped, to he susceptible of thorough idealisation. But ise human

Grreek genius turned its peculiar freedom to good account when

it remedied those two deficiencies, as far as might be, by a happy

resort to divine types. So long as art was an appendage of

religious worship, it was only free to develope these types in a

secondary way, for the purpose of giving sufficient precision to the

doctrinal conceptions(p. 189). But under cover of Greek anarchy,

art soon ventured to modify beliefs so ill-defined, in a spirit that

spontaneously sanctioned the noble aspirations or presentiments

of which true poets have always been the best exponents. Greek

art did not owe this modifying power, as the pretended

preamble of the Iliad suggests, to sceptical tendencies, radically

incompatible with all speculative, and especially with all

poetic, depth. Its exceptional independence rather resulted

from the suppleness which absence of social purpose lent to in-

tellectual Polytheism; whereas the sacerdotal inflexibility of

conservative Polytheism forbade a license afterwards still more

effectually checked by the doctrinal rigour of Monotheism.

But the very fact that Art was thus driven to provide itself But only .

with an artificial domain, proves how unfavourable esthetically used this

was a situation which did not habitually impart to it any lofty mSoT^
"

stimulus, tinder Theocracy—though it had to submit to a afadpuneoi^

necessary discipline—it had still the consciousness of being poetryT

closely linked with an imposing worship. That union is im-

mortalised in the incomparable majesty of the Hebrew lyrics,

which, notwithstanding their Monotheistic character, must be

considered the only true type we possess of theocratic poetry. The
Greek situation could never furnish Art with a true social pur-

pose to make up for the loss of its religious office, and therefore

simply bestowed on it a rambling and barren liberty, by which

the highest natures alone profited, although it chiefly tended to

multiply the productions of mediocrity.
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Moreover, the conditions of the transitory artist-class as a

body soon produced among its members a personal debasement,

of which, after thirty centuries, we are suffering the ultimate

consequences. Having lost for ever the social dignity conferred

on them by the sacerdotal regime, artists fell under the arbi-

trary yoke of the great and wealthy, on whom, as a name still

current too expressively reminds us, they depended both for

bodily subsistence and mental initiative. The \mavailing,

regrets lavished on the miserable life led by Homer did not save

his successors from habitually undergoing a yet more ignoble,

though less painful, form of oppression. It is melancholy

to see Pindar wasting his genius in pompous declamations for

the Athletes who fed him. The great poetical compositions

were necessarily free from the pressure of material life. But

this servility weighed heavily on all secondary poetry ; und the

Special Arts, particularly sculpture, painting, and architecture,

were never able to escape from it. Phidias, Apelles, and Ictinus

worked to order as much as their most modern representatives,

though they met with better patrons. The yoke of the theo-

cratic regime was withdrawn ; but a stern fate had decreed that

art should not recover its true social dignity, nor artists their

proper personal independence, until the far distant advent of

Sociocracy.

So untoward a concurrence of adverse influences both doc-

trinal and practical, can alone explain the extreme scarcity of

great poets during the whole period of the Greek Elaboration.

In the course of its thirteen centuries it produced but two

geniuses of really first-rate order, one epic, the other dramatic,

between whom there lay a long interval teeming with medi-

ocrities. A wave of genuine public feeling, rare in that dis-

orderly civilisation, called forth at their appointed epochs the

incomparable Homer and the great ^schylus to endow Hu-

manity with imperishable types of the two fresh developements

that poetry under its newly-acquired freedom was to take. And

here it may be well to carry the foregoing explanation into

detail, and to examine what conditions were essential to these

decisive beginnings of Epic and Dramatic poetry; for, con-

formably with the true nature of human events, all antecedent

and contemporaneous influences contributed their share to them.

If this examination is exceptionally concrete, the occasion is

worthy of it, nor without it could I suflSciently illustrate the
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theory which I have just established in the abstract. More-

over, that theory tends to deepen our sense of the personal

superiority which enabled these noble poets to fulfil their

tasks in an environment utterly unfavourable to the Principal

Art.

This detailed explanation turns mainly on the natural Mainiyde-11- termined by
connection of the two poets with the great struggle which oriental

I have above treated as the one glory of Grreek national

life.

The earlier date of Homer's poems might at first sight seem The Trojan

to exclude such a connection ; for they celebrate a conflict, be regarded

almost accidental, between two peoples intimately related by mencement

ties 01 common origin, language, worship, and even manners, struggle.

And though one of them had undergone some modification of its

Hellenic characteristics by domicile in Asia, it had not con-

tracted any tendency towards the theocratic type of the East.

But this great event, notwithstanding that it arose out of a The niad

domestic incident, was nevertheless calculated to inspire lofty
'"'''°''y^^5'-

strains, from being the only marked instance of really collective

activity among the different Greek peoples who had recently

shaken off the sacerdotal regime. An interval of some centuries

between its occurrence and its celebration in verse had sufficed

to develope the colonisations which were to result in the GrrEeco-

Persian struggle above described. Himself dwelling in the

midst of them, the poet might have some dim presentiment

of a grave conflict, which, taking place on the same ground,

naturally became associated with the memorable expedition to

Troy. The inter-relation of the two events was generally felt

when the crisis began, so that the ancient destruction of a Greek

colony, in reprisal for a violation of hospitality, soon came to

be looked on as the glorious opening of the tremendous struggle

which was engrossing the Hellenic peoples. Indeed the full

popularity of the Homeric songs does not date further back

than that epoch. Thenceforward the collective developement

of Greek nationality led to an even warmer appreciation of the

poem which inaugurated it.

Thus arose, and became a potent influence, the two epic Moral and

- compositions wherein, for the first time, the genius of Man thodty^ot

freely exercised drew a noble picture of public and private paraueied.'

life. In them we may see how the rupture of theocratic bonds aiity^^"^™"

enabled true poets to realise better the fundamental purpose of
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art. Left simply to his own inspirations, and addressing him-

self to peoples exempt from the sacerdotal yoke, he who sang

of Achilles and Ulysses insensibly grew to be the universal

oracle of a society destitute of all regidar instruction. Through-

out his two poems he is ever conscious of the dignity of his

exceptional mission, giving the wisest counsel in the present,

and foreshadowing all that was best in the future. While he

idealised war, he never concealed his personal preference for

the activity of peace. He proclaimed universal brotherhood

with noble coUrage, and this in the face of slavery, an insti-

tution which to his great soul must have seemed all the more

vicious because in that civilisation it could not fulfil its chief

purpose (p. 155). Although his poetic genius has already been

surpassed, his social influence must for ever remain unequalled,

since no analogous situation can again occur. In vain has the

admirable unity of his whole work been questioned by the

stupidity of erudition. Our latest descendants will concm- with

our earliest ancestors in venerating the Western bard whose

personal existence has been denied by anarchical pedants desti-

tute of a spark of feeling.

These epic poems would naturally give rise to great dra-

great Greek matic works, designed to develope their principal scenes more

wToteunder vividly. Yet, though largely cultivated, that form of com-

impuisrof position could evoke but a single master of genuine eminence,
lesistance to

^p^^ j^^j^ ^g^g necessarily concentrated that stimulating impulse

which stands alone in Greek history, and which by virtue of its

high social purpose was calculated to impress upon the drama

a grand poetic character. This influence of public events is

more direct and more incontestable as regards the second form

of the Fundamental Art, than as regards the first.

His dramas. The personal share of ^Eschylus in the glory of Marathon

Sims'.'"'' would of itself prove how deeply his genius was inspired by the

heroic resistance of his country, even if one of his few dramas

which have been preserved to us were not specially devoted to

The Prome- that theme. But the greatest of his compositions, which has

sente the'^'^" been made the text of so many unprofitable commentaries,

craticfeei- appears to me to bear even profounder marks of the anti-

Greece, theocratic sentiments that must have been developed through-

out Greece by the struggle against Persia. In idealising Pro-

metheus, JJschylus purposed to brand the sacerdotal oppression

exercised upon the sage who sacrificed himself that he might
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impart to the Greek nation the principal theoretic and practical

acquirements of the theocratic colony to which he belonged,

acquirements which they wished to keep to themselves, as

mysteries. Such cases must have often occurred during the

continuous struggle which went on between this immigrant and

the native theocracy, till both were, shortly before the Homeric

times, absorbed by the kingly power. From among the legends

that had grown up round the subject the poet spontaneously

selected the one which was most strongly marked, and best

adapted to satisfy the popular feeling against the regime of

castes, a feeling of which his personal sympathies rendered him
the immortal representative. His protest against theocratic

debasement was energetic, but his genius rendered due honour

to spiritual power of the true kind. That power he personified

in the admirable type supplied in Prometheus, who so generously

divulged the secrets of the initiating priesthood, undaunted by

the relentless persecution aroused against him by the corpo-

ration he had abandoned. AH the other plays of JSschylus,

similarly, have an indirect bearing on the same long collective

struggle carried on by his nation, whether they describe the orestaa.

immediate sequel of its Homeric opening, or go back to the ^atnst

partial coalition which was the prelude thereto.
^'"'"''

After the two decisive efforts of Homer and ^Eschylus any why the ex-

further social mission for Greek poetry could have sprung only Aiexande?

out of the complementary military expedition concerning which spire'a great

I have already recorded my judgment. But, notwithstanding
^°™"

its collective form, that concluding movement was both too

personal and too artificial to be esthetically inspiring, even

had the true glow of Hellenic art not already died out. The sophocies.

feeble continuer of the work of ^Eschylus is not without poetic

qualities, but he in his turn is succeeded by the first of the Euripides.

long line of mere writers, whose verse or prose thenceforth was

only efScacious for spontaneously propagating intellectual

emancipation, and too often also moral anarchy.

The servility of the Special Arts ever since their dissociation Deveiope-

from Theocracy dispenses me from dwelling at any length on slj^iafArts

their developement. Destitute of social purpose and personal S^ ^^'

dignity, it never led beyond a technical perfection available JfJ'pr'iSest

only for preparing the real esthetic era yet to come. "With

regard to the art of sounds—the art nearest the parent stem

of poetry, and more than any other identified with affective
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life—no appreciable advance whether in instrumental or vocal

music can be detected which really goes beyond the methods of

fetichist melody and theocratic harmony (p. 114). And as to

the threefold art of form, already mischievously split up from

the very fact of being cultivated to excess, its debt to Grreece

has been much exaggerated.

sciiipture The improvement effected in it was essentially confined to

idealised a sculpturc. There an exceptional perfection of execution was"

beauty. attained, largely due to the circumstance that Greek manners
Architecture ^ a j

and Paint- favourcd the frequent public exhibition of nudity, the value of
lug inferior * -^

_
^

to those of which to technical execution was increased by the prevalence of
Tlieocracy.j "^ -^

an infamous kind of love. These two reasons are quite sufficient

to explain why beauty was fully appreciated only in its lowest

form. The finest statues are idealisations of the human body

so remote from true moral or even intellectual elevation that it

is characteristic of their heads to be too diminutive for either

thought or love. Theocratic types of art, notwithstanding their

shortcomings of execution, generally possess a higher esthetic

power, particularly in the representation of divinities, which in

Grreece were sculptured by artists already sceptical at the bid-

ding of an unbelieving magistracy, for a people who were in-

different. The meagre regularity of the Grreek temple will

never make us forget the rudimentary but imposing achieve-

ments of sacerdotal art. It will always tell of a worship reduced

to out-door processions, and affording none of the collective in-

struction for which vast sanctuaries would have been needed.

Finally, as to Grreek painting, if we set aside technical improve-

ments, there are no indications of any esthetic effects really

comparable with those which—thanks to religious inspiration

and the social purpose of its great compositions—theocratic art

often obtained by its processes even in monochrome. Under

each chief aspect of Grreek art, then, we can establish, in spite

of prejudices interested in maintaining the contrary, that the

esthetic perfection reserved for the normal state of Humanity

'was never developed amidst a moral corruption which was

already provoking the Western revolt of the Intellect against

the Heart.

Thetrueser- The judgment just pronounced is of necessity severe. I

Greek Art must, howevor, wiud up this estimate of the esthetic side of

developed Grreek civilisation by recalling the transitory nature of that

Life and exceptional regime as a whole, and the revolutionary task in-
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cumtent upon it. After producing a few immortal works— assisted

destined to reveal the possibilities of man's esthetic nature movement.

when allowed free play—art soon grew as frivolous as it was

immoral, more particularly in its Special forms. Still it helped

to prepare better times by diffusing an emancipation of thought,

which had become as indispensable as it was inevitable. In one

respect, indeed, as I have already shown (p. 152), its tendency

was distinctly Organic. It aided the growth of Subjective Life,

a result promoted, no doubt, by all Polytheistic creeds, but

which, without the spontaneous assistance of the different Fine

Arts, could never have become sufficiently universal to all classes,

and might even have been lost again. And if this happy

Mental preparation was accompanied by an unhealthy Moral

reaction, in that it stimulated on all sides an excessive disposi-

tion to idealise, we must ascribe this more to the absolute want

of social purpose than to the esthetic tendency itself. However,

the positive advantage of familiarising men with Subjective

Life was one which could not be thoroughly realised till our own
day ; and it was then quite cast into the shade by the nega-

tive value of Greek art, which by handling religious themes

. freely seconded the philosophic movement of Humanity towards

a really new Synthesis. The taste of the whole nation for

esthetic productions must even have helped afterwards to

popularise scientific speculation, by developing the habit of

abstraction, in an elementary degree, among all classes. Thus

the relative spirit of Positivism can alone judge G-reek art fairly

in its entirety, avoiding the two opposite errors of the absolute

spirit, which either stigmatises it in the name of Order, or unduly

extols it in the name of Progress.

That Art, earlier than Philosophy and Science, became de- why its

tached from the theocratic stem was not due solely to its less ™n froS"

systematic and more popular character. Its precocity in eman- trammels

cipating itself resulted above all from its leading purpose— Satf^piii.

the ideal representation of human nature, principally under the sSce.™'*

collective aspect (p. 225). Having such an object. Art could

not but feel keenly that theological doctrine was utterly powers

less as regards the Human Order, and so would find sacerdotal

discipline more oppressive than Science or even Philosophy

did, because they were then busying themselves only with the
External Order. Art would, therefore, be the first to utilise

the intellectual freedom peculiar to the Greek situation, in

VOL. III. H
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which the military principle checked theocracy, and yet could

not itself become preponderant. Poetic liberty naturally paved

the way for philosophic liberty by inspiring ideas concerning

men and society, all the more decisive because there was no

obligation to reduce them to any system. Thenceforth, in

the highest field of speculative thought—that of Sociology

and Morals—the esthetic spirit aimed at rational positivity,

which alone can bring its conceptions into harmony with its

tendencies. The incoherence of the regime, in which war

missed its social end, naturally preserved Greek poetry from

being preoccupied with military interests, and allowed it to

sketch, in a way that does it honour, the sentiment of the

oneness of Humanity, a sentiment already very distinct in

Homer, and in .^Eschylus predominant even over his noble pa-

triotism.

(2) philoso- We now come to the Philosophic and Scientific evolution,

MENT, pp. which was to constitute the principal object of the Intellectual
242-262

i i .^

elaboration reserved for Greece, the work of Art therein hein?
Thislncludes ...i.i -, r^ , .

Scientific • only oue 01 general preparation. Although Greek science and
moTement ./ o j. i. o
till Aris- philosophy Were ultimately separated, yet at first they were so

closely united that the growth of neither can be properly under-

stood unless their ultimate connection be kept in view. That

is why, when I come to examine the scientific developement

proper, I shall limit myself to an estimate of the theoretic pro-

gress achieved after their separation. All previous theoretic

progress I include in the philosophic developement of "which it

formed the chief foundation.

We must In order to seize the character of this decisive movement,

itsGenerai the intellectual source of Western civilisation, we must consider

Eesuita.
^

'
^ first its general constitution, then its necessary results.

(a) General Under the former aspect I have specially to explain how

Bpwtuai the Greek situation, in developing abstract thought, made

condttions diroct preparation for a true spiritual power, whose gradual

pp.'*2i2-2i7. establishment will be the principal basis of the final Sociocracy.

Such a work required the spontaneous concurrence of two sets

of permanent conditions, one intellectual, the other social, which

I shall successively specify.

First Intel- This early developement of abstraction, long restricted to

dition':°in-' the study of the Material World, was at first guided by the,

poiylheStio theoretic influence of Polytheism. Direct Causality was never

^o^^of" able to deal with tlie Human Order, any fetichistic explanation
A.bstroction.
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of which would involve a logical flaw, obvious to the mea,nest

intelligence, since it was precisely to the Human type that

Fetichism referred all phenomena (p. 81). The second or in-

direct Causality rests its chief intellectual claim on its applic-

ability to this supreme domain.

Nevertheless, Theologism throughout was incapable of filling PoiytheisUo

up a gap destined to remain till the establishment of Positivism, attempted,
^ ^ though un-

Had it not been for the social efficacy which theocracy contrived suocesstaiiy,
•' •' to explain

to extract from those childish explanations, their theoretic empti- Hnrmn

ness would soon have led true thinkers to recognise the intel-

lectual impotence of the regime of Causes. For all theological

doctrine consists in attributing human thoughts and affections

to supernatural Wills, which in their turn are equally inexplic-

able, and an insurmountable difficulty is thus merely removed

one stage further back.

Greek Polytheism would feel that difficulty the more keenly

that its abstract tendency had been strengthened and its liberty

enlarged by its want of social coherence. When it came to

investigate the grounds of the divine decrees, it could find no

other course than to reverse its ordinary procedure (p. 75) by
placing the moral in dependence on the physical world. To
dispel his own hesitation between the Greeks and the Trojans,

Jupiter has recourse to the law of Weight, to which he sub-

ordinates their respective fates. A multitude of other poly-

theistic instances show how a consciousness was already gaining

ground that our speculative cravings find their chief satisfaction

in connecting the most complex with the simplest phenomena,

even though the links be purely chimerical. Abstract thinkers

would soon recognise the necessary hoUowness of Theologism

and the natural incompetence of Fetichism in regard to the

Human Order, and would thus feel that the universal synthesis

at which they aimed could emanate only from the regime of

Laws.

But this theoretic issue, though already strongly indicated itwasiess

by the definite establishment of the rudiments of Mathematics, study oj

was still too remote from its most important domain, that of otae™"

Morals and Sociology, to prevent the mind remaining for a

long time fixed upon the Material Order in an environment

which exempted it from dealing with Social questions. Now
Polytheistic doctrine fitted in better with the study of the

material world, though not specially designed for it, than with

E 2
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that of the Human economy ; for deceptive as were its solutions,

they did not constitute the directly vicious circle for the former

•which they did for the latter (p. 218). Their office was

provisionally to supplement the inevitable shortcomings of

Fetichism, as regards Facts to which the Second Causality

applied a doctrine equivalent to that of the First with respect

to Things (p. 123). There could be no such conception as

that of natural laws until the habit of abstract contemplation

had been formed. Fetichist doctrine was necessarily restricted

to concrete contemplation. It is therefore clear that Poly-

theism was indispensable to the first growth of theory. So long

as the systematic study of the material world was passing

•through the notion of Cause to that of Law, divinities were of

greater use to the mind than entities (p. 143). Subsequently

the latter were preferred, since being less definite they were

easier to eliminate (p. 32).

Nevertheless all our speculations would have continued in

a state of perpetual childhood had polytheistic influence reigned

alone. But allied with it we ever discern the growing power

of the positive spirit, its primitive speciality (pp. 31, 32)

being compensated by the generality inherent in the doctrine

of Causes, which doctrine in return derived from that alliance

the impress of reality that belongs to the study of laws. This

simultaneous operation of the two opposing principles had

naturally begun under Fetichism, which, as I have shown

(p. 71), was as well adapted to Law as to Cause. They con-

tinued to subsist side by side without difficulty during the

prevalence of Polytheism ; for that system had mainly grown

out of Astrolatry, which, itself resulting from the first general

reactions in a special department of positivity (p. 95), thoroughly

sanctioned the scientific principle so long as the true Theocracy

held sway. It was Monotheism alone that made apparent the

utter antagonism of the two methods, when during the decline

of Polytheism, while entities were taking the place of divini-

ties, it systematised an absolute philosophy which had already

become incompatible with the sum total of positive notions.

In the early centuries of the Greek Elaboration Polytheism

fully accepted the scientific principle, at that time represented

by the first rudiments of numerical and geometrical conceptions

carried up to the point of their application to astronomy. Thus

did the genius of Abstraction begin its reign, when the various
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concurrent influences of the Grreek situation had spontaneously

released it from any practical destination.

It only remains for me to describe how this release took place, First socialnil J. -n Condition:

and the general constitution of this speculative movement -will Diversion of° ^ in. Greek Intel-

have been adequately explained. It was necessarily due to a leotfrpm

civilisation which, at bottom, was as little military as sacerdotal,

and therefore remained devoid of any distinctive character-

Under the aristocracy of Eome, as under the theocracy of the

East, men with a genius for abstraction would naturally have

turned their hands to practical statesmanship, because a taste

for speculation would have been disdained by public opinion in

the one case and repressed by priestly discipline in the other.

But Grreek democracy, on the contrary, by the very fact of its

anarchical tendency, deterred true thinkers from a collective

activity habitually destitute of all greatness, and which, save

during certain exceptional crises, led to the political prepon-

derance of second-rate intriguers. The most competent states-

men, imable to feel genuinely absorbed by a social mission so

purely intermittent, always took a profound interest in the

evolution of thought. The public, too, even unconsciously,

was actuated by the same feeling,- and its attention was assured

to philosophic efforts, though it not unfrequently preferred

rhetoricians to thinkers. All resistance to the developement

of theory was thus as a rule concentrated in the priesthood

already shorn of its power, and easily controlled by the magis-

tracy.

At the same time the social organisation of Grreece was second so-
° ciai Con-

eminently fitted to stimulate the genius of abstraction, by ^*'™=

directly preparing for it the noblest of missions : that of estab- j?*"'^^^*™'

lishing the true spiritual power. In this respect the political ™ited by

decomposition served as a new impelling force, for it kept ^^^'Sf^J'

before men's eyes the continual spectacle of an intellectual and

moral association between states independent of each other.

That spontaneous church—even then as much a reality as

the cities composing it—could by no territorial restriction be

hindered from arousing in those whose qualities of heart and

mind inclined them towards social generalisations, an unmis-

takable desire for a universal communion. Moreover, though

Gl-reek unity rested on Polytheism, yet the theoretic, and still

earlier, the esthetic, genius, would soon feel that, truly uni-

versal association could only be founded on peaceful activity
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guided by the positive spirit. The order of nature had already

become so far appreciable—even though only by the aid of

numerical ideas—that intellects of a really synthetic stamp

might feel thenceforward that it would be possible to extend the

doctrine of immutable laws in every direction. To construct

that sole basis of a really universal faith became then the prin-

cipal intellectual aim of all thinkers of a high order. They
would thoroughly grasp its direct connection with the social

regeneration consequent on the establishment of Merit as the

qualification for rule, which was already supplying the chief

occasion for democratic turbulence.

The earliest organs of the true spiritual power, which is

nothing more than the normal reaction of intellect on force,

were the Old Men, who, as an institution, were one of the first

results of the Fetichist regime (p. 95). Under Theocracy,

even while still connected with Astrolatry, spiritual power

began to attach more particularly to Birth, as offering a

higher guarantee of capacity, both acquired and hereditary, for

the discharge of social functions. But in the final state,

Sociocracy, Merit will have to be substituted for Birth, on the

same grounds on which Birth superseded Age. The Greek

regime necessarily induced a premature anticipation of tha,t

ultimate order of Society, when it broke down theocratic rule

without replacing it by the military principle, which yet

seemed to offer a sufficient basis for estimating individual

worth. Though the vague desire for the supremacy of Merit

was habitually anarchical, it led the Philosophers to look on

themselves as the future successors of the theocratic Priests,

just as these in their day had replaced the Old Men. They

would also perceive that before the difficult end of Govern-

ment by the Worthiest could be attained, there was an intel-

lectual condition to be satisfied, namely, the discovery of a

demonstrable doctrine capable of guiding the people and its

leaders in the most delicate of human tasks, that of judging in

the abstract what constitutes true merit. But there was also a

social condition to be satisfied which, from the nature of the

Greek situation, the philosophers could not sufficiently appre-

hend, namely, the continuous preponderance of a collective

activity with purposes clearly defined, by which it should be

possible always to determine the concrete classification of indi-

viduals (p. 230).
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Nevertheless, in winding up this summary inquiry, I have Moral supe-

to note the ennobling influence which a dim consciousness of true Greek
°

• T J.1 T philosophers

the far-off mission awaiting their order exercised on tne lives over mere

1 • ml.- "11 I,
ivnter8hke

of the sages who then worthily represented it. I his will be piato.

apparent to all who can distinguish the true philosophers of

Greece from the mere writers still decked with so grand a title.

The latter, for the most part, afforded the puerile spectacle of

a vain pedantocracy bootlessly striving to succeed to the social

function of a proud theocracy by erecting the most subversive

Utopias into systems. The true thinkers, on the contrary,

wisely aware of the incompatibility of their calling with atten-

tion to politics, and spontaneously diverted from industrial

activity by the prejudices of their time, aspired only to obtain

such a control of the Intellect and the Will as was freely con-

ceded to them.

Such are the essential bases of that philosophic constitution (6) Ecsuita

mi .

.

of the Philo-

whose general results I have now to consider. The earliest sopMc Move-

scientific discoveries, due to the decisive establishment of a 247-262.

habit of abstract speculation, claim notice first ; for their Sstraot^^'

-reaction on the whole range of thought became the true found- Sncyci?-^

ation of Greek philosophy, though the special nature of this
[^n'^'

''™°'

influence has hitherto disguised its more general efficacy.

As regards numerical speculations, it was long before Greek m Earliest

science made any marked advance beyond the point already thematicai
and Astro-

reached by Fetichism and Theocracy. But it soon developed the nomioai, pp.

reaction of those speculations on philosophy ; they were, indeed,

one of the chief sources from which abstract thinkers derived

their notions of Synthesis. Seeing that real order is nothing

but invariability of arrangement, the simple series of numbers

—always at first designed more for classification than for

measurement—naturally constitutes the best type of order, a

type at once objective and subjective.

Even before the extension of the Calculus to the laws of Numerical

Geometry began to mark in a direct manner the mathematical tious. sa-

relation between the abstract and the concrete, the Greek bers.

synthesis had found in numerical conceptions alone a basis for

its aspirations after universality. Amidst the subtle generali-

sations thus suggested, two opposing tendencies require to be

distinguished : the one Metaphysical and essentially retrograde,

the other Positive and eminently progressive. Their contrast

comes out in regard to the philosophic properties of numbers,
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pi'operties principally derived from the first three numhers,

which I have called sacred (p. 107), and which also deserve to

be called spontaneous owing to their independence of signs,

and universal as being alone common to all the higher animals.

Men's notions concerning these properties had always been

sound, both when fetichist instinct first unveiled, and when

theocratic wisdom further developed them. But Greek subtlety

often impaired their theoretic character by endeavouring to

subordinate Laws to Causes ; a real retrogression, since Cause

never serves any other end than to prepare the way for Law

(p. 106). Nevertheless, the leading thinkers used these nu-

merical relations chiefly as aids to a better conception of the

universal harmony, deriving from them a sense of connection

between all phenomena whatsoever. Not only were those syn-

thetic views truer than our analytic prejudices would suppose,

but they moreover favoured the precision necessary to Positive

doctrine by establishing immutability in questions of quantity

as well as in those of quality, although this ultimate extension

is but rarely to be grasped (i. 377).

Linear Geo-
^^^ ^® ^^® philosophic value of thosc arithmetical inspira-

Sto ttieo?^^°
tions what it may, the special characteristic of Greek science

Thaie?
^^^ ^^^ decisive progress made in abstract geometry, the expan-

sion of Ayhich, while it was cultivated by Priests, had been too

much repressed by its practical destination. Till then all geo-

metrical notions had dealt with the measm-ement of areas or of

volumes, while linear geometry could not be said to exist. Yet

the latter had to grow out of the other two as their natural

complement, before forming as we now see the rational found-

ation on which they rest. For as the theory of areas and volumes

always reduces comparisons between them to comparisons of

lines, it became in many cases inadequate and even inapplicable

so long as linear relations were imknown, while these latter

again could not be understood without a previous knowledge of

rectilinear figures, which are obviously reducible to triangles.

The study of lines, then, was to be the earliest advance achieved

by Greek genius, thanks to the twofold discovery of the great

Thales, whose name will ever be associated with this first step

in geometrical abstraction. His two laws, of the constancy df

the sum of the angles of a rectilinear triangle, and of the pro-

portionality of the sides in equi-angular triangles, must be re-
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garded as closely connected. From these resulted the theory of

polygons, and even the outline of the theory of the circle, as a

result of the measurement of angles. There is no reason why

the second law might not have been derived in a direct way from

the comparison of areas, as the classical proof of it soon showed.

But in point of fact it was originally a consequence of the first

law, which would immediately explain the properties of parallel

lines, up to that time known only in a purely inductive manner.

The importance of this fundamental advance induces me g"^^''^^™^

here to point out its probable connection with the general body

of previously existent notions, by showing that the method of

areas, employed in a somewhat exceptional way, is sufficient to

lead easily to the chief theorem of Thales. That theorem sub-

etantially is, that any given angle is equal to the sum of the

angles formed by any transversal with one of the sides of the

given angle and the other side produced. Now, measuring each

angle by the infinite area it includes, this relation is evident, if

we substitute for the first of the two latter angles its opposite,

and if, in the case of the second, we neglect the area of the

triangle. This last process logically offers the advantage of

introducing from the very outset of abstract geometry the

essential principle of the infinitesimal method, that is to say,

the power of mutual substitution of any magnitudes whose

difierence is infinitely small compared with the magnitudes

themselves. Although the filiation I am suggesting must, for

want of documentary proof, remain conjectural, it was of con^

sequence to the philosophy of history to frame a clear idea of

the special connection between G-reek speculation and its Theo>

cratic foundation.

Thus at last arose the principal department of geometry, He reformed

T I. r -J. 1 • 1 i.- 1 • i.-i= 1 • -11 Astronomy,
which, trom its logical properties and scientific bearings, will

ever predominate over the two other parts. Thenceforth it was

continuously cultivated, and so the spontaneous institution of

Space (i. 397) came to be developed systematically. The use

of this conception was to enable us to consider extension in the

abstract, apart from concrete cases ; but up to this time it had

remained indistinct, for want of that effective application of the

institution, which the study of lines demanded. But the im-

portance of the new impulse given by geometry was chiefly

ghown in the renovation that Thales worked by its aid in the
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whole body of Astronomy, a science that will ever be indebted

to him for its second mathematical constitution.

Its first, or theocratic, constitution, as I have shown in the

preceding chapter (p. 184), was essentially characterised by the

employment of mechanism adapted for representing those move-

ments of the heavens which first attract man's attention. How-
ever rude such a method, which at present is undervalued, would

remain, it was none the less truly scientific ; for it was the result

of systematic conceptions, and it gave rational previsions, though

both one and the other were wanting in exactness. The Greeks

regenerated this theocratic constitution of astronomy in the first

place, by substituting constructions on a plane surface for con-

structions in relief, diagrams thenceforth replacing mechanical

apparatus, though the latter were never altogether discarded.

That substitution, however, only became possible after an

effective study of linear systems, pursued even till a first con-

ception had been formed of the relations, whether angular or

spherical, between three straight lines which form different

planes around a given point. It was in this way that Thales

and his school, at that early date, constituted Greek astronomy,

which throughout continued to rest on graphic methods. The

employment of calculation, the last stage in the formation of

astronomical science, though instituted by Hipparchus, could

not occupy the first rank until modern times.

But, save in regard to the diurnal motion, celestial science

continued unsatisfactory during this second logical phase. The

rest of its investigations remained empirical or confused. The

fundamental movements of the heavens, however, became better

understood as the substitution of diagrams for mechanism

rendered determinations both easier and more precise. Local

variations, at all events in respect of latitude, thenceforward

grew clearly discernible, owing to the tolerably extended range

of Greek exploration. A general comparison of those variations

enabled the geometric mind even thus early to discover the

double law, which proclaimed the spherical shape of the earth

and the convergence of vertical lines. Although that decisive

advance is commonly attributed to the school of Alexandria, I

do not hesitate to place it as far back as the time of Thales.

The reaction which it exercised on general thought must have

produced in this father of philosophy the first awakening of

systematic Eelativity, the principle of which was established
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permanently in reference to such phenomena as were universally

known. Nevertheless the influence, mainly positive but also

negative, of that change could not fully tell until complemented

by the Alexandrian theory of the earth's annual motion, which

will be considered further on.

In concluding this survey of the first rise of abstract science, Geomotoy

I must note as a main point the extension of Algebra. I have roouof ai-

already shown in the last chapter (p. 147) how much more

emphatically it long bore the mark of its geometrical than of

its arithmetical parentage, though the latter rightly prepon-

derated in the end. The real character of algebraic logic

first came out in the discovery made by the theocrats of the

precise relations between rectilinear areas. But it would be

more especially developed when, from the very outset of Greek

speculation, abstract geometry caused the study of lines to

prevail. Of the two conditions peculiar to algebraic magni-

tudes, their indeterminateness in value has a more important

influence in constituting their true generality than their being

abstract in kind has. Now this indeterminateness is spon-

taneous in geometry, where the intervention of numbers is

simply an, artifice for measuring results. Prolonged efforts are

needed, on the contrary, in order adequately to generalise arith-

metical magnitudes ; for when so generalised they seem desti-

tute of all support, although this higher degree of abstraction

is better adapted to the higher developements of mathematical

reasoning, the deductions of which it simplifies.

The two laws of angles and lines discovered by the founder

of Greek science spontaneously concurred in developing in a

decisive manner the geometrical basis from which algebra arose.

For the first theorem of Thales in a direct manner establishes

an equation properly so called, while the second institutes a

proportion. It is true the theocratic law of the three squares

had already furnished the geometrical type of equations. But

by discovering an analogous, simpler, equally efficient, and more

usual relation between angles, the human mind would better

generalise the equational method of reasoning, which thence-

forth became susceptible of application to all magnitudes what-

ever. Yet despite its natural superiority, that first form of

abstract deduction could not find a decisive field of exercise in

geometry, until the theorem of Hipparchus had founded trigo-

nometry (p. 271). It was more especially the second mode,
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then, albeit less simple and more restricted, which proved

essential to the logical developement of ancient geometry. The

ancient geometers, in fact, managed to develope the Theory of

Proportion for the furtherance of their theoretic deductions far

more than we now imagine.

Such was the first rise of abstract science effected by the

Greeks, and essentially instituted by Thales and his school. I

am compelled to exclude Pythagoras and his disciples from a

share in it, profoundly as I venerate that eminent philosopher.

His true influence I shall soon have occasion to consider in

directly judging of the general reaction of scientific culture on

the universal synthesis. But such an inquiry will be more

opportune when I am in a position to review that cultm-e as a

whole, by taking into account the impulse derived from Archi-

medes and Hipparchus, as well as that due to Thales. Though

Pythagoras may have discovered the law of the three squares

for himself, theocratic thinkers had long before his time arrived

at it by the direct comparison of areas.

The only way in which he might have claimed credit in the

matter would have been by re-discovering the law deductively

as a linear relation from the second theorem of Thales. Now
we have no indication that he actually accomplished that de-

duction, though it did not transcend his logical power. The

supposition that the Brahmins received this great law from him

is as theoretically absurd as it is historically inaccurate. In

vain is it made to rest on the analogy drawn from the commu-

nication made by Thales to the Egyptian theocrats, who before

he visited them knew not how to determine the height of their

pyramids by the length of the shadows cast. This resemblance

is purely superficial, since it overlooks the distinction between

the geometry of areas, the only form cultivated by the ancient

priesthood, and that of lines, which it was reserved for Greek

genius to evolve.

For the sake of the intellectual glory and even the moral

honour of the noble sacerdotal castes, it was incumbent on me

to make this historical explanation. Devoted as they were to

their social mission, and undisturbed by theoretical doubts, they

were unable to develope adequately the speculative capacity of

which otherwise their synthetic genius would have admitted.

Standing alone, as I do, at the point of view from which they

can be judged, it behoves me scrupulously to guard thelntegrity
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of their scientific domain, which has been unjustly curtailed in

favour of a philosopher who would himself have repudiated such

a spoliation. The silence of all the ancients regarding the linear

demonstration of the law of the three squares would, if need

were, suffice to confirm the theocratic origin of a theorem in

which we still trace the particular bent of mind that first led

to its discovery.

Having thus characterised the first steps of Greek science (/s) Bnoycio-

, 1., -r -T-j pedic Eeac-

m Mathematics and Astronomy, I must now consider its ency- tion oi eariy

clopedic reaction on the various kinds of higher speculation and Astro-

then inaccessible to rational positivity. As that reaction had 253-202.

"

always something to do with the vain attempts made to con-

struct an Objective Synthesis, it will be necessary first to

explain the two general impulses by which those abortive ex-

periments were determined.

Abstract Science had by this time been developed enough Mathema-

to render truly philosophic minds aware of its utter incom- tronomy

patibility with all forms of Theology. From the logical point Sued wia

of view this conflict was especially marked, owing to the de-
'^'^°°^''^y-

cisive contrast between the completeness of geometric con-

victions and the uncertainty of theological opinions. Though
their antagonism was less perceptible in regard to doctrine

than to method, the growth of rational prevision in astronomy

no longer allowed of an adequate reconciliation in the minds of

free-thinkers between natural Laws and divine Wills.

This negative tendency of the first scientific movement soon gome phUo-

carried away philosophers in the direction of Monotheism, which, tSned^to

from motives social rather than intellectual, had long secretly Sre a?""'

prevailed with the sacerdotal castes. Thus reduced and con- 'oSn'd'aa''

centrated, Theologism was better able to adapt itself to the syltSon
developement of real knowledge. Nevertheless, there were Mra'*'^"'*'

thinkers who, without renouncing the problem of the Abso-

lute, attempted to substitute blind for intelligent Causes, for

which purpose they strove to institute a purely Objective Syn-
thesis.

Now the same scientific impulse which originated this "third Thus arose

form of Causality seemed also to provide it with a sufficient Metlph'y.'"'

basis to rest on, by means of a complete generalisation of the Sy?™"
conceptions already current with regard to numbers and forms.

But so premature an effort to emerge from Theologism could

lead no further than to a provisional substitution of Entities
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for Divinities, the former becoming invested with the chief

attributes denied to the latter. The fact is that the human
mind can avoid Cause only by accepting Law, and the synthetic

establishment of Law was at that time yet far distant. Though
theological causality was as a doctrine inferior to fetichist

causality, it nevertheless had the virtue of remaining in harmony

with the fundamental spirit of the absolute philosophy, by still

explaining the world on principles borrowed from the human
type. Metaphysical causality does not deserve comparison with

its two predecessors, on account of its radical inconsistency in

pursuing the problem of Origins and Final Causes, while re-

jecting the only solution which it admits ; not perceiving that

the very notion of a blind cause implies a contradiction in

terms (p. 75).

Even vere In characterising these vain efforts of philosophic pride I

syn^heS'™ must for tile present place myself at the Grreek point of view,

possMe.tho always limited to an intellectual coordination. But when,

5s wi then.' after having considered the scientific evolution, I conclude this

row!°°
'^^^' chapter by a general judgment of the Grreek Elaboration, it

will be made clear that every purely partial synthesis, from its

failure to recognise the indivisibility of the human problem,

must of necessity break down (p. 277). And to complete this

speculative examination of such an undertaking, I have to prove

that even assuming it to have been possible and proper, its

scientific basis was wholly inadequate.

Mathema- However great wa.s the synthetic power attributed in those

sei^i''o™iy ^ays to the mathematical laws by which it was sought to ex-

specili°Ge°o. plain all things, that domain was manifestly still too imperfectly

thecaimius. Cultivated for the demands made upon it. The two classes of

mi^'^lna°' conceptions wherewith it dealt, remained essentially incoherent

were sSu^ until by the establishment of Greneral Greometry they became
wantmg. permanently bound up together. Now this far-distant advance

involved the separate developement of Algebra, which had, as

yet, no existence apart from that of its two spontaneous sources.

Lastly, the final element of mathematical science was stiU

entirely absent for lack of any abstract conception of Motion or

even of Equilibrium. This third gap was the more fatal to

the direct construction of an objective synthesis inasmuch as
,

Eational Mechanics necessarily constitute the principal link

between the domain of Mathematics and the whole field of

Natural Philosophy.
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All these special and general grounds account so fully for These at-

the utter worthlessness of Greek efforts at Synthesis, that I synthesis

^ - _ were useful

need not stop to examine those attempts more closely, impo- only by their

tent in regard to the External World, tHey would yet more cai reaction

, r\ 1 on Science.

signally fail where the study of the Human Order was con-

cerned, a subject wholly alien to every absolute philosophy

and necessarily reserved for the relative philosophy. But these

vain strivings of the metaphysical spirit procured for the

positive spirit a generality of which in. itself it was as yet

incapable (pp. 31, 32), and which, though purely transitory,

enabled it in virtue of its reality to give rise in every direction

to fertile suggestions, adapted for the guidance of future efforts.

The insufficiency of these inductive and deductive foundations

did not prevent true thinkers from availing themselves of their

synthetic power, and so arriving at important conclusions which,

though naturally fragmentary, had a decisive and most valuable

influence on method and even on science. These conclusions

were the only valuable results of the series of radically unsound

attempts to found a Synthesis. But if the main end of their

authors was a failure, the accessory results will always remain

an illustration of the theoretic superiority of generality even

when most imperfect, over pure speciality. It is these results

which I am now to estimate.

The first philosophic inspiration due to the encyclopedic BeacUonon
Plivsics

reaction of Greek science consists in the decisive establishment pemooritus

of the Corpuscular hypothesis. Putting aside all the disputes Atomic

about its objective character, that luminous conception should

be regarded as essentially subjective—a logical artifice for

directing our general speculations concerning matter, as was

directly explained in the first volume of this treatise (i. 421).

The Corpuscular hypothesis emanated chiefly from Democritus,

the primitive impulse towards it having been given by Thales.

Long before the time of Physics properly so-called (p. 43), it laid

the philosophical foundation of that science, which, in order to

investigate the general properties of matter, has to substitute

for each continuous substance a discontinuous system of similar

particles.

Secondly, Aristotle's principle of the Plurality of Elements Reaction

furnished a general basis to Chemistry, which any special tey?''Sil."

variations in the number of bodies reckoned as simple can tatistheor

never affect. The original /our elements were so happily ment".'^'"

y
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selected that down to the last century they served satisfactorily

to guide the general course of chemical research (i, 451). But
apart from this the principle of Plurality was in itself sufficient

to ensure the birth of Chemistry, a science which could not arise

so long as earlier beliefs regarding the Unity of matter were in

force. A false importance has been, attached to metaphysical

aberrations concerning numbers, by ascribing to their influence

the conception of the ' chemical quaternity. There is no occa-

sion for such a frivolous explanation, where the direct and

rational one is so obvious. In seeking how far a general pre-

disposition to that pregnant idea was involved in previously

contracted habits of the human mind, we are led back to the

universal tendency resulting from the polytheistic doctrine of

the mutual convertibility of all substances (p. 149). The imme-

diate and unanimous adoption of this necessary principle, at

once objective and subjective, can only be explained by the fact

that, though of Greek institution, it was of theocratic origin.

It was spontaneously subordinated to the Corpuscular hypo-

thesis, and such a connection must have facilitated the establish-

ment and dissemination of the latter.

Thus did the first developement of abstract science in

Mathematics and Astronomy lead the Greek mind to institute

the two philosophic principles requisite for the ulterior cultiva-

tion of the two higher branches of Cosmology. The separation

which astrolatrio theocracy had already established between the

study of the material world and that of the laws of vitaHty—

investigations always confounded under Fetichism—thus be-

came complete. The general foundation so laid gave some

coherence to the employment of entities whose function it was

provisionally to turn the attention of theorists in the direction

of chemical and physical speculation, though the rise of Physics

and Chemistry as positive sciences was still far from possible.

Eeaotionon ^^^ Fetichism had in its own way embraced the whole
Biology.

gg^jj q£ ]\^a_^uj.a,l Philosophy, in the older and proper sense of

the word (p. 37), the higher or Biological department of which

would therefore also call forth decisive efforts on the part of

Greek thinkers, notwithstanding its greater complexity and in-

ferior preparation. For the abstract genius necessarily grasped

in a systematic way whatever the concrete instinct had spon-

taneously sketched out without allowing itself to be ruled hy

those divisions that were subsequently introduced, and which
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were intended to facilitate the progress of the sciences, and not

to build a wall of separation between their, results. The
necessary inconapetency of absolute philosophy, in dealing with

the Human Order, could not extend to the Vital Order, for the

latter long remained united, in that philosophy, with the

Material Order.

Thirdly therefore I have to explain how the incomparable why Dy-

Aristotle completed the provisional formation of Natural Philo- Biology

sophy by instituting so far as was possible the systematic study of was aen

Vitality. To seize the true character of that difficult construe- Aristotle's'

tion, we must always regard it as restricted to Statical Biology of douwo

(i. 522-4). With no physico-chemical science then possible, teatuiena

and in the total absence even of rational mechanics, it would century,

be absurd to expect any abstract advance in Physiology, beyond

the judicious but isolated conclusions of which the genius of

Hippocrates had already supplied the type. Though Aristotle

sketched out the general conception of the two modes of

vitality, yet down to Bichat that primitive division between

the life of Eelation and the life of Nutrition (i. 484), had to

remain almost barren of results, for want of the objective pre-

liminary knowledge that alone could erect it into the funda-

mental principle of dynamical biology. But in Anatomy the

main conceptions are naturally independent of such preparation,

save as a matter of logical sequence, and come within direct

grasp of the inductive spirit, which in Aristotle's case was

always admirably in harmony with the deductive spirit.

All Statical biology rests principally on two closely con- Aristotle m-

nected institutions, at once logical and scientific : the compari- ticaimd^'y

son of organs, and the scale of life. Now Aristotle adequately
^^''*°™y^

sketched out both one and the other, by means of certain

decisive conceptions with which all anatomic speculation will

always be connected.

He compared organs under their geometrical aspect alone. Analytically

only connecting them so far as the diiferences between them ^ra'Sfr^"*"

related solely to position, form, or even size. But this first
^'"^'

mode of comparison, which dealt only with undeniable rela-

tions, gave rise to subsequent comparisons of a profounder

and more general kind, that could not have been made with
requisite clearness and accuracy at an earlier stage. To
Aristotle then is due the. institution of the admirable series

of anatomic relations which by judicious graduation have
VOL. in. s
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since Bichat, tended to link together all the different parts of

every organism.

From these analytical comparisons of organs he in due

course rose to synthetical comparisons of the entire structures

of different organisms. Here he furnished the decisive type of

Comparative Logic (i. 528, Phil. Pos. iii. 445), as well with re-

gard to the coordination as to the construction of groups. Thus

began that vast classification which from Aristotle to Blainville

has been gradually systematised, and has aimed at bringing all

living beings within one hierarchy. All that it now wants is a

concentration from the subjective point of view (i. 530), and an

exclusion of useless or discontinuous terms from the series.

In this way did the spirit of abstraction bring imder system-

atic cultivation the whole primitive domain of concrete spe-

culation which the fundamental Fetichism, from its nature,

always restricted to, the external order, whether in the organic

or the inorganic world. But Polytheism had in its own -way

completed the field of speculation, which the spontaneous reason

of man thus covered, by including within it the Human Order.

And though it was impossible for polytheistic doctrine ever to

become so satisfactory with respect to that Order as fetichist

doctrine had been in its special province, still it sufficed for

sketching out the general speculations regarding the noblest of

all phenomena, to which practical life was of course everywhere

drawing attention. Nevertheless, apart from its illusory cha-

racter, the polytheistic explanation of the Human Order could

apply only to the individual, without embracing the society

which dominates him. For the theological spirit is essentially

and necessarily individualist, and cannot conceive of collective

phenomena except as resulting from individual agencies. Its

nature incapacitates it from framing a theory to interpret the

gradual results of the reaction of individuals, and stiU less

that of generations. Though Theocracy was early led by its

practical mission to form certain rational inductions concerning

Feeling and Intellect, it never rose above purely empirical

views with regard to Social Activity.

The Greek situation, by spontaneously releasing abstract

thought from every obligation of a concrete kind, left it free to

extend even to this last field of positive investigation, to which

the whole study of the Human Order was necessarily subordi-

nate. Emancipated alike from the pressure of a military re-
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giiae and from sacerdotal discipline, speculative inquiry in ttis

field could not be restrained by Theologism, from which it

tended to emerge completely, owing to the continuous joint

action of the other scientific influences. But the pressure of

its metaphysical principles still remained, since the doctrine of

entities, by its source, and even in practical application, was

quite as personal as that of divinities. Law alone, in virtue,

of its reality, has the power to coordinate phenomena of every

description—consequently also collective phenomena, to which

Cause was never adapted. To him who was the most S5rstem-

atic precursor of Positivism belongs exclusively the credit of

having impelled the liberated Greek mind to take firm posses-

sion of this highest domain of abstract thought.

Still the Dynamical study of Sociality remained more pro- whyDy.

foundly inaccessible to the genius of Aristotle, than was even Sgy wm
the Dynamical study of Vitality, which latter, be it remem- sfbie."™^""

bered, should have paved the way for it. Not only is the

cooperation of successive generations, though more important,

always less discernible than the simultaneous cooperation of

individuals, but it had not at that time developed sufficiently

to afford materials for determinate meditations. And if the
Greek mind had been willing to extend its social contempla-
tions beyond its own nationality and even beyond the bounds
of military Polytheism, it would have found its expansion in

the field of dynamics cramped by the apparent immobility of
Fetichism and Theocracy.

Eestricted thus of necessity to statical Sociology, Aristotle, Aristotle

as was shown in the foregoing volume (ii. 234), became the staSSiso-

real founder of that science. It is to me the most marvellous mostm'ar'^^

portion of his vast work, because it was less indebted to pre- ^Sevf
vious preparation and more decisive than any other. No doctrine

"™''"

of negation was so qualified to extricate the human mind from
all theology as that positive construction whereby the scien-
tific spirit claimed for ever as its own the sole domain from
which the theological principle was shut out. This creation
of Statical Sociology, directly connected as it was with the
rational outlines of Mental and even of Moral investigations,
affords the crowning proof of a synthetic power that will never
perhaps be surpassed. Although Aristotle's noble simplicity in
not parading his mathematical knowledge contrasts strongly

s 2
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with the puerile affectation of his so-called master, all his

writings testify how this encyclopedic genius iad prepared for

his career by a mathematical training. This is seen in the

happy use to which he often turns numerical and geometrical

conceptions. His sense moreover of the immense gap existing

in relation to Motion was so strong that he attempted to supply

it by instituting a mathematical law concerning the fall of

bodies. The unsoundness of his hypothesis which makes the

velocity proportional to the space was not susceptible of de-

tection until two centuries ago, and cannot detract from the

incomparable conipleteness of this thinker, who was as great

a sava/nt as he was a philosopher.

Hisextraor. He was SO far above the rest of the ancients, that his

rioritytoaii principal Conceptions—though their force was always felt at

tunkershas ouce—could nevor be rated at their full value till long after-

fuiiyappre- wards, accordiug as the departments of speculation to which

cent times." they respectively belonged were successively invaded by the

positive spirit. His chemical doctrine was not appreciated

till the third phase of the Middle Age, when, under the potent

impulse of free industry, the transmutation of material sub-

stances began seriously to engage the attention of specu-

lative thinkers. In like manner, it was only in the last

century, when it had become possible for Biological philo-

sophy to rise definitely, that the value of his twofold anatomic

construction could be fully realised. Finally, of the work he

accomplished in laying the foundation of Social Statics we are

but now beginning to judge aright, in proportion as we learn

to perceive its necessary relation to the whole subject of posi-

tive Sociology whereon depends the systematic regeneration of

the West. All thinkers should draw profound encom-agement

from the knowledge that their common father didnot receive true

recognition till after the lapse of twenty-two centmies, a period

which, in the life of the Great Being, will count but as a mere

prelude to his eternal apotheosis.

Aristotle in- In my second volume (ii. 243) I have explained the beai-

Mentai ing and reality of the principle of cooperation on which

outline. "Aristotlo based Social Statics. It now devolves on me to com-

plete and systematise it in order to combine dynamical with

statical Sociology. As to the positive study of the human

understanding, it was sketched out when this prince of philo-

sophers proclaimed the necessary subordination of our subjective
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constructions to the objective materials out of which they are

built (p. 15). But that principle was more difficult of ap-

plication than the preceding- one for want of the complement

of Leibnitz and the systematisation of Kant. Positivism now

puts it to a use which will cause men more and more to feel the

profoundness of the conception, and the difficulties that stood in

its way in an age of sophistry.

Although the Greek mind, for all its affected cultivation of Aristotle

the science of Morals, was utterly incompetent for the task, pares the

owing to an insufficient developement of Feeling and even of Moral

Activity, yet the preeminent powers of Aristotle enabled him

to grasp even that supreme science. From his luminous con-

ception upon the nature of the virtues—each of which he re-

garded as being always a mean between two opposite vices,

one of excess, the other of defect—was to spring the positive

institution of theories which weigh our several Affections with a

view to regulate our conduct. For such a conception implies

both the plurality of our propensities and the necessary con-

sensus between them, the twofold basis of the whole science

of Morals. Though Aristotle never distinctly enunciated these

two conditions, they no less than the limitation added to his

intellectual aphorism by Leibnitz must certainly have been

present to his mind. Now this speculative discovery, which

only now can be rightly estimated, was at that time the sole

real conquest made by the genius of abstraction in the prin-

cipal domain of human thought. For the ethical views of

the priests had, from their practical character, remained too

empirical (p. 194).

But for one shortcoming then, the Q-reek mind might be Philosophy

said to have initiated the complete study of the true field of not attemp-

human speculation. What was still wanting, was a first sketch Greets^'
^ ~

of conceptions directly relating to the study of Movement,
whether in society or thought. But I have sufficiently demon-

strated the impotence common to both Ontologism and Theo- '

logism in regard to social dynamics.. That construction was
necessarily reserved for Positivism in which it formed the key-

stone of the arch.

Hence it is needless to expatiate on the radical unfitness of Bat they in-

the Greeks for looking- at history philosophically. There the Sry.'the^'^'

Eomans were to excel them. The national life of. the latter '

For it?"*'™

as soon as their destiny had become fully manifest—^gave.tbem a
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better chance of understanding the past, though they never rose

to a really theoretic view of history. In that field the ancients

were throughout restricted to the task of collecting materials

indispensable to modern thinkers, materials however which

unfortunately for us related to our Western ancestors alone.

Now the Greeks worthily commenced that long work of pre-

paration. It was literary rather than scientific, as when

Herodotus described their principal collective resistance, or even

when Thucydides depicted the deplorable conflict which ensued.

Though these two noble historians do not indeed exemplify the

true character of the theorician, I have no hesitation in

placing them together with their Eoman successors among the

philosophers entitled to lasting .gratitude. For without any

affectation of being systematic, their spontaneous intuitions,

however unmethodical and limited in scope, prove that they

reflected more about social phenomena than the majority of

those who, among ancients or moderns, have been specially

denoted thinkers. Therefore the credit of having instituted

this important preparation belongs to the Greeks. The cha-

racteristic independence of their minds, a result of the general

conditions of their environment, was calculated to admit of,

and even to call forth, an examination of history which in the

theocratic era would not have been possible. The priestly rulers

pronounced personal judgments as to political chiefs intended

for a particular section of the public, but they could not pro-

duce any popular exposition of the succession of social events.

(3) scientao Such then is the estimate I have formed of the principal

(Post^Ss- portion of the Greek evolution. The theoricians to whom it is

pp. 262-377. due, at once savants and philosophers, ever strove to unite

reality of view with generality of conception. But the very

Greek hiio-' success with which they performed a work so worthily begun

^ithl^^^ by Thales and finally personified in Aristotle, was to excite a

Math'ema- profouud divisiou among their apparent disciples. Of this

Astronomy I have yct to speak in order to complete and correct the

p?ogSss.
" account of Condorcet.' The philosophy special to Greece really

ended with Aristotle. After him there came a line of mere

rhetoricians or simple commentators, not to mention the

numerous literary mountebanks bred of different sects which

sprang from the original stock of Greek Philosophy but added

nothing to it. Greek Science, on the contrary, in the eyes of

• Esquisse dcs Progris do I'Esprit Humain, Cinquieme Epoque,
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those wliom the narrow specialism now prevalent blinds to the

previous conquests of the scientific spirit, seems to be then just

beginning. This is of course a mischievous exaggeration.

Still it must be granted that the discoveries of Archimedes,

ApoUonius, and Hipparchus were not only more brilliant and

numerous than those of their common father Thales, but also

of greater consequence to tlie whole future of the race.

My special examination of the encyclopedic reaction exerted The higher
*f r J L

^
sciences not

by the best marked developement of the Abstract genius, has ^^^ *"-

just proved that its philosophic influence was necessarily ex- Greeks alter

hausted when once the Greek mind had sketched out all

departments of the theoretic hierarchy then accessible. There

remained, thenceforth, for Ontology no appropriate field except

the speculative dreams and social Utopias produced in an ever

thickening crop by a too hasty impulse towards Monotheism,

which I described below as being incompatible, until it re-

ceived the practical impulse of Eome, with anything higher

than mere literary work. But Science—though unable as yet

to advance beyond the domain of mathematics and astronomy

—succeeded in wonderfully enlarging this twofold field, too

circumscribed though it was. This it did under the inspiration

of the decisive though partial relations which united it per-

manently to the whole system of abstract inquiry. The
continued working out of these encj'clopedic links had every-

where made it manifest how much more complete they would

have been, had their scientific basis been laid more deeply in

these fundamental studies, which were as necessary for doctrine

as for method. Everything pointed then to the cultivation of

that domain. The same considerations which made manifest

its importance also revealed the threefold imperfection I have

already set forth (p. 254).

And thus the true philosophers came to be succeeded by NobiephUo-

theoricians still more abstract, who, under the simple and now IpMtTf the

so justly discredited name of savants, were to construct the Sns"na
objective basis of a sound philosophy, though that philosophy mo'sT"

itself was denied to the ancient world. But the increasing ex-

clusiveness with which the worthy organs of this construction

devoted themselves to their special work never prevented them
from feeling that the general purpose of all their researches was
to prepare for mankind a regeneration of an intellectual and
even of a social nature. The noble synthetic aspirations which
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spontaneously prompted their zeal for analysis, haVe only come

to an entire end under the academical anarchy of the present

century, and at the very time which the whole course of human
developement had assigned for their systematic realisation.

Thenceforward partly owing to antipathy, partly to im-

potence, metaphysical speculation became detached from the

scientific investigations which alone had sustained it, and heing

thus reduced to its inherent hollowness became, as we see it now,

destitute of all theoretic coherence. But in that day there yet

remained for it a last social office which can never be renewed

now that Ontologism has grown purely subversive. That final

organic function of Greek metaphysics was to aid in instituting

the monotheistic transition by making common cause with

Theology. This task it could not perform save at the cost of

becoming intellectually retrogressive. Science, on the con-

trary, spontaneously pursued a path of unbroken progress, and

it was allowed to do so without interference, because, in con-

sequence of its necessary specialism, it long remained free from

all tendency to negativism, at least of a direct and voluntary kind

(p. 281). This is the Scientific evolution, in the stricter sense of

the word, which I must now consider, in order to furnish an

adequate idea of the whole Greek elaboration, although its

reaction upon Philosophy could be of real avail only to the

modern synthesis.

Before directly examining that intellectual developement,

it will be well to discuss an intervention of a social kind

specially intended to promote it, I mean the foundation of the

celebrated Museum of Alexandria. Far more to science, in

truth, than to literatm-e, did the worthiest of Alexander's

successors consecrate that noble establishment, the rise of which

was in itself sufficient to show how deeply the previous scien-

tific movement had interested the Greek people. Mathematics

and Astronomy were already especially valued as being indis-

pensably bound up with the general course of industrial pro-

gress, and even with the improvement, which had become very

active, of military operations.

But although both the public and the government ever

regarded its scientific objects as of first importance, the

Alexandrian Museum nevertheless soon became more and more

invaded by grammarians, rhetoricians, and sophists, and did not

prove of much use to the true savants. Even in the -case of
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these latter, it showed greater favour to industrious mediocrities,

than to original thinkers, therein following the ordinary tend-

ency of such establishments. To Archimedes and ApoUonius

it was of no service whatever, and the principal labours of

Hipparchus were accomplished elsewhere, so that this institu-

tion did nothing essential for the three great constructions of

Greek science. But it very much facilitated their general

diffusion, both by a continuous course of instruction, and by

preserving the results 'obtained. It must be credited too with

having produced some respectable savants, of the second

order, among whom Eratosthenes and Ptolemy are most pro-

minent.

The real utility of the Alexandrian Museum, then, has been

greatly exaggerated, owing to the influence of the metaphysical

movement, of which it at last became tha principal centre.

Nevertheless its foundation will always mark the separation

between the two scientific evolutions of Grreece, as being a

result of the first, and an auxiliary of the second.

The latter, however, with all its characteristic features had, Eudoxus the
' ' ' last import-

strictly speaking, begun a generation earlier than the era of
'"J**?'""'!^

the Museum, originating with a much undervalued savant, in wmscit
' o o '

equally to

whom may be seen the normal transition between the two Geometry
, , ,

and Astro-

great phases of scientific theory, each of which comprised about nomy.

three centuries. Though in no way a philosopher, Eudoxus of

Cnidus was the last theorician who embraced every form of

speculation accessible to the mathematical spirit with equal

success. He rendered as much service to geometry as to

astronomy ; while soon after his time specialism had reached

such a pitch that these two sciences could no longer in any

noteworthy degree be improved by the same individuals. In

the former, Eudoxus discovered the cubature of the pyramid,-

which led to that of polyhedrons in general, and enabled him
to measure not only cones but likewise the sphere, in terms

at least of its surface, the quadrature of which was reserved for

the genius of Archimedes. Astronomy is indebted to Eudoxus

for the exact determination of the obliquity of the ecliptic,

the fundamental datum of the whole solar theory.

I have now to consider the double series of more special The Mathe.

efforts which, by separating the two elements of the first and Astro-

encyclopedic couple, adequately developed their true character. wereTristo-

Without pretending to any philosophic tendency, all these Piat™imd
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various labours spontaneously underwent the systematic in-

fluence of Aristotle, in -whom the whole of the previous scien-

tific movement was summed up, Archimedes and even

Hipparchus intellectually emanated from Aristotle, as did

Leibnitz, and even Newton, from Descartes. The other schools,

not excepting those that made the gj-eatest noise, never shared

in the great scientific discoveries the reaction of which on

Methods of reasoning was thoroughly repugnant to them.

The bent of Plato's talent—his pompous inscription notwith

standing '—was just as emphatically anti-geometrical as, on the

contrary, the character of Aristotle's genius was mathematical.

This contrast between the two men became more and more

marked in the two paths of speculation of which they were the

respective inaugurators.

At the opening of the second developement of abstract

thought a conspicuous place will always belong to a theorician

who, though devoid of originality, is yet invested with a certain

historical importance, from having become spontaneously the

type of this field of positivity. The mere appearance of a didactic

treatise on geometry, the creditable first fruits of the Alexandrian

Museum, sufficiently proves both the definite coherence already

attained by that science, and the general esteem in which it

was even then held. But the plan of Euclid's work at the

same time indicates what serious difficulties true thinkers had

to contend against, forced as they then were to evolve science

in the midst of a profoundly sophistical environment. It was

in order to protect the purity of geometrical reasoning from

the subtleties of the dialecticians that this estimable teacher

employed those too minute pre(!autions, the irrational imitation

of which soon grew inexcusable. A more eminent man indeed,

might have fulfilled the conditions of the case without damag-

ing the true spirit of discoveries the natural sequence of which

it was at that time easier to exhibit than to disguise.

The second evolution of Greek geometry is mainly com-

posed of the two great achievements of Archimedes and Apol-

lonius. The first of them conformed rather to the earlier

nature of geometrical research. The other tended to open up

a new order of speculation.

During its first evolution the theoretic genius had more

MtjSiU ayeiiiiJL(Tpr,ros eicriTo),
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particularly striven to pursue and complete the laboursto which Pofat^^
^^

theocratic wisdom had limited itself, namely, the measurement Geometry^

of extension, which, in fact, constitutes the final object of all ^^^^^^\-

geometry. But among abstract forms those only had been con-

sidered which can be derived—and that with tolerable ease.

—

from the two elements spontaneously furnished by concrete ob-

servation, namely, the straight line and the circle. Neverthe-

less, the intersection of the surfaces conceived as generated in

this way introduced, towards the end of this first phase, and

without going beyond the range of plane figures, three really new

curves, essentially different from one another notwithstanding

their common origin. These curves opened up that inexhaust-

ible field of geometrical elements, in regard to which subjective

construction long precedes objective contemplation, the latter

in fact being in the majority of cases, never capable of realisa-

tion. The earliest infiuence of these new curves upon theory

was to extend in a very marked manner the ancient geometrical

researches, by at once setting new problems of rectification,

quadrature, and cubature, many of which will ever remain in-

soluble.

It was in regard to the questions of measurement thus AroUmedes
,

greatest of

raised for the five simplest lines that the genius of Archimedes pure geome-
^

r 1 1 i?
^^^ ancient

succeeded in admirably developmg the fundamental scope of or modem.

Greometry. It must indeed not be forgotten that he also en-

larged the domain of the science by establishing the theory of

the Spiral, and what is more by advancing beyond the range

of plane curves through the introduction of the Helix. Still his

characteristic labours are mainly to be found in the measure-

ment of those figures whose elements result from the various

sections of the ordinary cone by a plane. In rectifying the

Circle and quadrating the Sphere, he overcame the difficulties,

which at that time were presented by the abstract deduction

in the former case, and by the concrete construction in the

latter.' The second problem furnished the decisive type of

the transformations peculiar to the Infinitesimal Method for

avoiding the natural indeterminateness of the final limits. In

his cubature of the simplest round bodies generated by the

Parabola and the Ellipse, he gave superabundant proofs of his

genius for deduction, though without striking out any really

• Phil. Pos. i, 133. SyntLese Subjective, pp. 302, 312.
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new path for the Logic of Geometry. Wholly diiferent must

be the estimate formed of his theory of the Centre of Gravity,

by which he established direct relations between Geometry and

Mechanics.

We^must not, however, mistake the real nature of this con-

ception, which, though originating in Statics, is essentially

Geometrical when stripped of all the extraneous attributes with

which its applications to the study of motion and equilibrium

still invest it. In the case of any Geometrical form whatever,

it gives rise to problems necessarily analogous to those which

•result from the various measurements of the form. The labours

of Archimedes taken as a whole render such an analogy at once

* perceptible, whence we infer that this conception enlarged the

general domain of Geometry by effecting a radical transform-

fition, which, though not directly extending the science, exerted

upon it a considerable logical influence.

His attempts ^^ ^his leads us to the endeavours of Archimedes to fill up
inMecnanics J^

stati^s^'^™'
^^^ principal gap in the mathematical system, by founding the

abstract theory of equilibrium. But for want of any rational

conceptions of a positive kind in regard to motion, his labom- in

this field was not connected with its philosophical source, so

that his discoveries remained mere isolated inductions. They

show, however, that th e intellect of the incomparable geometer

was as powerful for induction as for deduction. His principle

of the lever met only certain partial cases, and his hydrostatic

induction led no further than to raise a new order of geome-

trical problems regarding the equilibrium of a floating body.

Nevertheless, attempts such as these sufiiced constantly to keep

in view the already recognised gap in the mathematical system,

and by doing so elucidated the direct relations of this necessary

complement with the whole body of Natural Philosophy. As

this premature effort had not proved altogether abortive,

theoricians could still draw from it the hope of ultimately sup-

plying this encyclopedic link, the decisive importance of which

was being more and more manifested by the developement of

Astrohomy.

His Aiith- Although Archimedes did not busy himself very deeply with

Arithmetic, it is necessary to estimate his theory of geometrical

progression. Combined with that of arithmetical progression,

which had been reached under Theocracy even in its Astrolatric

phase, possibly even under pure Fetichism, it constituted the

metic.
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first and principal type of an immense numerical domain that

will never either receive or need cultivation. It is remarkable

-chiefly as the significant starting point of the summation of in-

finite series, no subsequent examples of -which could ever possess

equal logical or scientific importance.'

It was thus that the greatest of the pure geometers of

either ancient or modem times worthily devoted himself to the

general programme bequeathed by the earlier phase of science.

That programme indicated three deficiencies in the mathe-

matical system. It needed that Geometry and Arithmetic

"should be brought into closer connection, that each of them

should be more fully developed, and that Mechanics should be

founded. All these deficiencies Archimedes tried to supply,

even the last. Though in none of these efforts could he achieve

<5omplete success, he yet pursued them far enough to manifest

definitively their true nature which had been too inadequately

characterised by the geometry of the Philosophical School.

I must dwell less fully on the merits of ApoUonius, who Apoiionuis

ranks second among the geometers entitled to be associated initiation

with the Human Initiation as a whole. Notwithstanding the Srot""^"
n T • • _Li J.1 i> A 1 * 1 Mathemati-

emmence of his gemus, the worthy successor ot Archimedes caispeonia-

-could not exercise so profound an influence even in his own study ot
^

science as his precursor. Still his two laws of the Ellipse, and tions?

as a consequence of the Hyperbola, will always attest his deduc-

tive power, especially when due weight is given to the diffi-

-culties arising at- that time from the imperfection of Algebra,

limited as it still was to the theory of Proportion as coordinated

by Euclid. What ought chiefly to be recognised is, how this

decisive study of the three subjective curves tended to fix and

establish that which, if not the most important, is at least the

most fruitful destination of the G-eometrical spirit, and one

which up to that time had been too feebly characterised.^ The

-deserved predominance of problems directly relating to the

measurement of extension had previously concealed the inex-

haustible class of researches which any form gives rise to when
we simply seek to determine the various ways in which it may
be generated. ApoUonius thus opened up to the Geometric

spirit new paths both inductive and deductive,' and even his use-

' Syiithise Subjective, p. 239.

ii-JPliU.Pos.j i. 358-and-372. Sjnthfese Subjective, pp. 248 and 251,
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less speculations made it felt how important it was to discipline

the genius of specialism which was already tending to waste itself

in frivolous efforts. But the very nature of the scientific evil

revealed also that of the philosophic remedy, by disclosing the

uniformity of each investigation in the case of the various kinds

of figures. Herein lay the germ of the impulse that led to the

foundation of general geometry by Descartes.

From this judgment of the two great geometers, I must

now proceed to estimate the developement of Greek Astronomy

under the spontaneous and combined influence of the various

constructions I have been characterising. The reaction exer-

cised by them upon Astronomy was necessarily in the main

logical ; but they had also with it certain special connections

of a scientific kind. Among these direct relations between the

two elements of the first encyclopedic couple (Mathematics and

Astronomy) the institution of epicycles by ApoUonius is most

noteworthy. He used them even thus early to explain what

appear to be the retrograde motions and stationary positions of

the planets. But more important still is it to notice inversely

how greatly Astronomy increased the coherence and dignity of

Geometry by giving it a general destination which directly

connected it with the whole body of Natural Philosophy.

Thenceforth it could be seen that Mathematics is concerned

with abstract existence, confined to the only phenomena that

are necessarily universal. Number, Extension, and Motion,

while Astronomy deals with their concrete realisation in the

bodies which offer us no other attributes.

As considered historically, this decisive constitution of

Celestial Science was due entirely to the great Hipparchus,

whose glory for a long time remained eclipsed by the excep-

tional success of a skilful usurper. But the reparation, though

accomplished only at the beginning of the present century,

was effectual in proportion to the length of time that the

injustice had lasted. The genius of Hipparchus is as highly

venerated now by the whole of the Western public as if it had

never been neglected. This striking rectification of an error

prolonged through fifteen centuries should inspire full con-

fidence in the wisdom of the Great Being, ever watchful to see

full justice done to her worthy servants. No culpable artifice

—however it may delay the final verdict—will eventually

deprive those seryants of their rightful meed of glory. Putting
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this case and that of Aristotle together, one feels that nothing

can hinder Humanity from assigning to her organs who have

become subjective the rank they are, entitled to hold. She

will do so even before it is possible for her judgments to

result from a complete synthesis, the accurate application of

which when once it is established, will either prevent or

promptly redress all these anomalies.

Before directly characterising the great work of Hipparchus, ge=«^^«^^^y

I must summarily consider two preliminary steps which made
"«^^,^°^^^j,g

fitting preparation for it. His immediate precursor, Eratos- ofsamos.

thenes, had added useful complements to the Astronomy of the

previous period, particularly by his general measurement of

the Earth's circumference, and by improving the special de-

scription of its surface with the aid of the theorem of ApoUonius

concerning charts. But he himself was preceded by a theorician

of greater eminence,—Aristarchus of Samos, who even then

displayed the character of the new Astronomy, by constructing

the logical type of all exact comparisons of the Planetary

distances, though he confined himself to the most favourable

case. These labours taken together completed the constitution

of the fundamental theory of the local variations in the

celestial spectacle, by adding to the influence due to Latitude

the complementary influence due to Longitude, which latter

as being less marked was necessarily the latest to be understood.

Henceforth, the inroad which science had long ere this begun

upon the absolute system in regard to the direction of weight,

became decisive, since the diversity of the seasons, the contrast

between day and night, and the division of time into hours,

became relative notions devoid of all arbitrary tendency.

To estimate the whole work of Hipparchus rightly, we Twofold

-must distinguish in it two main constructions, necessarily in close parchus.
'''"

connection—one logical, the other scientific; the decisive

outline of trigonometry, and the law of the precession of the

equinoxes.

Preparation had spontaneously been made for the former, Heionnda

when the studies of Archimedes concerning the rectification ?^5°°°°"''

of the circle originated a table of chords easily capable of ex-

tension, though it long remained inadequate. But the main
difficulty lay in discovering the law by which the chords of

any two arcs are connected with the chord of their sum or of

their difference- This, problem, the one essential difficulty of
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trigonometry, was resolved by the theorem of Hipparchus on the

relation between the diagonals and the sides of any quadrilateral

described within a circle.

This equation—a direct result of the second law of Thales

—

naturally absorbs the law of the three squares, when the angles

are right angles. But Positivist teaching ought, on the con-

trary, to connect it with the system of relations between the

mutual distances of any number of points arbitrarily arranged,

as derived from this theocratic law (p. 183). These relations,

which are multiplied when the points are more than four in

number, do not cease till the points are reduced to four. If,

however, the four points are then included in the same plane,

their six distances still retain a mutual dependence, specially

indicated by the resolution of the quadrilateral into two

triangles. It is sufficient to simplify the relation when the

opposite angles are supplemental, in order to deduce from it

the theorem of Hipparchus, which thus becomes one of the

corollaries of the law which it originally included, in accord-

ance with the circular character so remarkable in all abstract

truths, and necessarily more perceptible in Geometry than

elsewhere.

This Greek foundation of Trigonometry, though remaining

for a long time imperfect, secured thereafter for Astronomy

its ultimate general constitution, in which calculations took

the place of diagrams, as these latter were at an earlier period

substituted for mechanical apparatus in determining the

ordinary problems. Over and above the direct improvement

thus effected in celestial science, from the greater accuracy and

facility simultaneously imparted to its habitual operations, the

changes so wrought reacted favourably on the whole field of

Mathematics. Not only did the latter science grow more in-

timately connected with that subject which was its most

.perfect sphere of application, but its two elements—the one

abstract and the other concrete—^were better combined in

consequence of their active concurrence to their common end,

a concurrence which was especially calculated to develope

Algebra.

Disoovera Turuiug uow to astrouomy, the principal fruit of the logical

theEqui- renovation iust described consisted in the discovery of the

precession of the equinoxes, which Hipparchus could not have

made, unless he had first founded trigonometry. For the

uoxes.
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.angular or spherical coordinates of the stars presented to him,

after the lapse of two centuries, marked variations ; and no

law for these would ever have been discovered if men had

persisted in referring them to the equator, to which, however,

the observations themselves must be referred. The law by

which they are regulated is discernible only when they are

referred to the ecliptic, and then it is immediately seen that

the latitudes of all the stars remain unchanged, while their

longitudes are increased equally. Thus the difficulty of this

discovery is essentially confined to the transformation of the

natural coordinates into artificial ones ; and this is a simple

problem in trigonometry, the general data of which were

in existence from the time of Eudoxus. When it is solved,

the formulas obtained enable us also to transfer to the elements

given by observation the law of variation determined by the aid

of the elements deduced from calculation, in accordance with

relations that became common to every astronomical investiga-

tion, so soon as Hipparchus had instituted their type.

• This twofold construction is spontaneously connected with

the basis previously laid by the incomparable astronomer for

the exact determination of positions, angular for the heavens,

and spherical for the earth. He was thus enabled to complete)

the rough outline sketched by Thales of the general relations

between Astronomical studies and their application to Geogra-

phy and Navigation. Till then it was only with reference to

latitude, as determined by processes the most simple, that the

existence of such elementary relations had been recognisedi

In extending them to longitude, Hipparchus already dis-

cerned the important distinction between the two essential

eases of the land and the sea. His appreciation of the latter

-case even enabled him to point out with sufficient clearness how
fundamentally any improvement in astronomical prevision

would be certain to react on the necessary developement of navi-

gation. Having moreover indissol'ubly connected astronomy

with geometry, Hipparchus established, in respect to the only

case then accessible, that relation between the concrete and

the abstract which it now remains to systematise throughout all

science, '^lus it was that the second Greek elaboration of

astronomy placed that science on a foundation so rational that

in all essential points it had thenceforth but to consolidate and
perfect itself by gradual developement.

VOL. III. T
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It is needless here specially to consider Hipparchus' various

investigations of the principal planetary movements. That

study, sketched out during the theocratic and philosophic

phases of astronomy, could not, until the scientific phase, rest

on an adequate basis. It revealed, in regard to the sun, the

earth, and more particularly the moon, anomalies complex

enough to awaken even so early a conviction that the circular-

hypothesis would ultimately prove insufficient. That hypo-

thesis could no longer be retained save by combining the

artifice of the epicycle with the expedient of eccentricity.

But, notwithstanding these encumbrances, which were long

to go on increasing, mathematical astronomy was by this time

able creditably to stand its crucial test. It was capable, that

is, of a rational prevision of such compound events as

eclipses, which till then had only been susceptible of empirical

prediction.

Although this specialised and minute study had to all in-

tents and purposes been instituted by Hipparchus, it did not

notably develope until the time of the unworthy successor who-

attempted to usurp his glory. The chief merit of Ptolemy,

indeed, reduces itself to his having detected and formulated the

greater number of these anomalies, especially the lunar ones.

But for this, the inexorable verdict of posterity would have-

pronounced him merely an industrious compiler, as inferior to-

Euclid in reasoning as in honesty.

The labours of Hipparchus, as a whole, raise a problem

already stated in the preceding volume (ii. 3 1 3 ), ofmuch moment

to the philosophy of history. It is this : to explain satis-

factorily the interval of fifteen centuries which separated his

great work from the final renovation of astronomical science

due to Kepler.

The radical imperfection of even the best ancient observa-

tions, consequent on the neglect of all the refractions and

most of the parallaxes, is not an argument that meets the

difficulty, even if to that shortcoming be superadded the ex-

traordinary rudeness of Greek instruments. We are still left

to ask why the time was not ripe for the decisive inspirations

of modern science. For Kepler set out from data in the main

little more accurate than those possessed by Hipparchus ; and

all the improvements made in regard to artificial vision followed

instead of preceding the regeneration of celestial geometry.
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Still less can a solution be found in the diversity of mathe-

matical conceptions and methods, as both cases, notwithstanding

that trigonometry had slowly arisen, were in this point essen-

tially on a level, even in respect to the theory of the ellipse.

A profounder difference might seem to result from the circum-

stance that Kepler, in instituting the first law of motion,

founded Dynamics. But that discovery could in no way have

affected his renovation of Astronomy, of which it indeed

indirectly presupposed the accomplishment. Nor can the

inequality of their success be referred to a corresponding in-

equality of genius in the two men, since the deductive supe-

riority of Hipparchus assuredly counterbalanced the inductive

preeminence of Kepler. Thus neither the historical situations

nor the personal gifts of these two great theoricians can

adequately account for the difference in the results which they

obtained; and the earlier philosopher lived long enough to

have been able to undertake worthily the second portion of the

work that-had to be done.

Such a problem must remain insoluble as long as the General

n n • i • i 1 -IT n Intellectual

scientiiic evolution continues to be considered apart from the and sooia

general intellectual evolution, and even unless it is studied in con-

nection with the whole indivisible developement of Humanity.

But I venture to pronounce it easy of solution from the

synthetic point of view which characterises Positivism, more
particularly as set forth in this treatise. For the bearing upon
Philosophy of the whole work of Hipparchus must have made
him feel deeply how utterly incompatible was the growth of

Science with the ascendency of Theology, even though the

latter had already been attenuated by the corrosive action of

Metaphysics. Astronomy, which had opened up to theory the

first passage from Fetichism to Theologism, was, and indeed

for several centuries had been, impelling the human mind to

emerge from Causality, and concentrate its meditations upon
Laws as opposed to Wills. This inevitable conflict had already

begun during the philosophic phase, and had again brought into

prominence the theocratic hypothesis which, by pointing to

the double movement of the earth, had from the very first pre-

pared the regeneration of astronomical science (p. 185). But
the struggle would be more thoroughly developed during the
scientific phase. This is indicated at the very origin of

that phase, in the attempt of Aristarchus, to whose mind
T 2
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the Pythagorean doctrines under every other aspect were

foreign.

Thus, when we examine the position of Hipparchus, we see

that the intellectually retrograde social influences at that time

urging the G-reek mind to prepare the transition to Monotheism,

alone prevented him from effecting the revolution in Astronomy

which was reserved for Kepler. For this social obstacle, which

was already very marked, was to become ever greater till the

end of the Middle Age, when as theoretic needs recovered then-

spontaneous energy the precursors of Positivism began to pre-

vail more and more over the supporters of Monotheism. There

is, in truth, an intimate connection, not less social than

intellectual, between the doctrine of terrestrial movement and

the Keplerian renovation of celestial geometry, a connection

inseparable even from a decisive developement of abstract

dynamics. The attention of theoricians having already been

directed to the retrogradation of the planets, Hipparchus, after

discovering the precession of the equinoxes, was in a position

to frame the hypothesis of the double motion of the earth,

inasmuch as these two classes of phenomena supplied the basis

of the principal arguments of Copernicus.^ The latter was as

little acquainted as the former with the third mathematical

science (i. 376). That he succeeded in filling up the gap which

had been left by a genius so far superior to his own, merely proves

how unequally circumstances favoured the efforts of the two

men. The first was hampered because he preceded the Mono-

theistic Transition then required by our moral necessities.

The second had the advantage of living when the social efficacy

of that exceptional and thenceforth wholly retrograde doctrine

had entirely exhausted itself. Without arguing this question

further, I have, I believe, advanced sufficient reasons to make

it certain that the perplexing silence of the greatest of astrono-

mical thinkers was consciously determined by the incompati-

bility between science and theology, to which in his day the

former would have to yield (i. 407).

Thus are we driven by the indivisibility of the Western

evolution to refer to social influences mainly the solution of an

otherwise incomprehensible intellectual anomaly. As regards

the partial synthesis attempted by the mathematical spirit,

(p. 254), an analogous correlation, less deep-reaching but better

' ' Traits d'Astronoroie Populaile,' p. S06v
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marked, can alone explain why the developement of Algebra

•was abnormally retarded even after the two sciences from which

it springs, Arithmetic and Greometry, had definitely begun

to be studied side by side. This concert had been instituted

during the philosophic phase, and it continued to be developed

during the scientific phase. And yet it was not until the end

of the latter that the mathematical spirit—by means of the

isolated and profoundly original work of Diophantus—gave

distinct shape to its principal instrument of deduction. But

the explanation in this accessory and complementary case not

only follows philosophically from the fundamental explanation

given above for the astronomical case, but is also connected

with it scientifically. For the same obstacles which repressed

the developement of astronomy would also impede the separate

formation of algebra ; since algebra had been directly connected

with astronomy by the foundation of trigonometry.

The sociological question thus raised and solved naturally stktheti-

leads me back from the special examinations accomplished in sios, pp.
277—289

this chapter to the completely synthetic point of view, which

I must maintain while bringing this historical estimate of the

Intellectual Evolution to a conclusion.

When Greek science separated from philosophy, it aimed Greet

at the better developement of their common tendency towards a coui™oniy

demonstrable synthesis, by establishing those simplest and most "otaaipre-"

general laws whereon all others were to rest, in accordance with PositivSm?

the subordination which had already become manifest (p. 243). paration^'

The developement of science proper, indeed, in time grew to made by°

be so directly incompatible with Theologism as a whole, that
^°°°'^"™'-

all essential progress was brought to a standstill, until the
definite arrival of the true reign of reason. But every partial

synthesis being self-contradictory, the needed intellectual

renewal was necessarily bound up with a social regeneration,

of which poetry had from the very outset of Grreek evolution

evinced a presentiment, by proclaiming the ultimate ascendency
of peaceful activity. Now, before this necessary term of the
Human Initiation could be reached, one condition had still to
be realised, namely, a fundamental preparation which should
distinctly call into prominence the two principal elements of
the normal order—the affective sex and the labouring class, by
the domestic emancipation of the one, and the civil emancipa-
tion of the other. To direct such a transition was altogether
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beyond the power of the positive spirit, at that time restricted

to a sphere of thought quite remote from human interests.

Ontology was impotent to organise anything. The change had,

therefore, to be cai'ried out by a last intervention of theology,

the power of which as a social influence was not yet entirely

exhausted. But that final office could be performed only by

Monotheism, since the whole tendency of intellectual activity,

both esthetic and theoretic, had long been utterly to discredit

Polytheism.

From the very first, Greek philosophy had been alive to

the weakness of Theologism. An environment which deprived

that system of all social utility disclosed the intellectual short-

comings elsewhere concealed by theocratic wisdom or military

activity. True thinkers soon passed from the rejection of

Polytheism to that of Monotheism. Yet even when the in-

tellectual evolution of Greece was at its best, the habit of

undisciplined speculation, introduced amidst the philosophers

a multitude of mere debaters, incapable of creating anything.

Now these men ardently rallied round Monotheism because the

vagueness of its synthesis suited their mental debility. They

beheld a final faith in what was but a transitional belief, a mere

concentration of Polytheism. This latter became thenceforward

the object of a blind criticism which was one day to be extended

to other doctrines less capable of resisting it. But their mono-

theistic convictions were rarely unmixed with selfish motives.

For their view of man's future destiny offered an unlimited

scope to their ambition, which was always both temporal and

spiritual. Their intellectual and moral inability to form a

conception of sociocracy caused them ever to dream of re-

placing the theocratic regime by a preposterous pedantocracy.

After having been long mischievous by the barren agitation

they kept up, these spurious philosophers at last found a use-

ful work to do when the right time came for directly carrying

out the Monotheistic Transition. I shall conclude the present

chapter by specially considering this tendency, common to them

all, though the complete judgment of it will be reserved for

the next. There it will be shown that the provisional insti-

tution of Monotheism was due to social needs alone. But I

have first to sum up and conclude my comprehensive exami-

f nation of the genuine Greek philosophy. This true philosophy

never separated itself from Science, and the analytical develope-
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ment of the latter followed, as I have just explained, from the

synthetic impulse given by the former.

These fathers of Western speculation always owned a joint 0). General

. allegiance to Philosophy and Science, and therefore they must
f^^"'^^.

finally he pronounced the first systematic precursors of Positiv-
f^^^^^^

ism, a spontaneous presentiment of which had already inspired
^'J'=J°f!fj^_

- their worthy predecessors the poets. For the true philosophers
^^^^.^^

kept constantly in view the ultimate construction of a synthesis ™^°^|*f
^

which should be at once real and complete, a subjective struc- P^y^j^?3?|„^,

ture resting on an objective foundation. Gradually to develope
|^^{|^*5^

the latter was their primary business. But they did not under-

rate the need for the former. They even conceived it as

needing to be social, not personal (p. 288), in order to substi-

tute the relative for the absolute ; and as they could not directly

frame the social synthesis, for want of its scientific groundwork,

they filled its place provisionally by making the mental point of

view predominate universally. Their systematic attention

was thus unequally divided between special science, towards

whose enlargement their efforts were principally directed, and

general logic, wherein their instinct dimly saw the promise

of Sociology, which alone can reveal the true laws of the

Intellect (p. 39). Without cherishing any illusion as to

the real value of metaphysical conceptions, they were yet

obliged to have recourse to them for thus provisionally insti-

tuting a subjective doctrine, which was at that time necessarily

destitute of its objective basis. Nevertheless they restricted

metaphysics to the indispensable though merely temporary

function of connecting the various Scientific theories, in the

elaboration of which they made the developement of Philosophy

chiefly to consist.

Then, as now, ontology was the principal food of none but oniypseuao-
-^ ^ "*' *' philosophers

perverted or ill-trained minds, readier at exposition than at origi- cultivated
* ? i o metaphysics

nal thought, which, while aspiring to a universal coordination, for its own

are content with an illusory but easy synthesis. The final

struggle, during the Middle Age, between nominalism and

realism (p. 32) did but bring out systematically the separation

that must always have existed instinctively between coherent

thinkers and vague debaters. Intellects vigorous enough to

have a proper sense of the unreality of Grods could never fail

to see through the emptiness of Entities, the theoretic impotence

of which is not even disguised by any kind of practical efficacy.
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Some, thinkers nevertheless, abstract to excess, were able-

at the outset to gain credence for an Objective Synthesis (p. 254),.

which ever since its commencement under Astrolatry had been

striving gradually to explain all phenomena by laws already

established in regard to mathematical forms of existence, the

necessary basis of all other laws. But, as with the modems, this

materialistic systematisation (i. 39) soon became the refuge of

minds incapable of an attitude of expectation and doubt. Its

necessary insufficiency was for the most part recognised by the

real leaders of the scientific and philosophic movement. They

felt at once that by the widest extension conceivable it could

never embrace the Human Order, that it would fail in attempt-

ing to deal with even vital phenomena, and that it would remaia

limited to the inorganic world, in which department indeed

it long continued to preponderate with some measure of useful-

ness. Under the growing impulse of the first pair of sciences ia

the encyclopedic series, they strove to prepare the future advent

of the other sciences by striking out some decisive conception

in each of them, as I have before explained. But between,

these several isolated conceptions they did not attempt to

institute any objective connection, feeling that it would be

frivolous. This wise abstention is especially marked in the

most universal of all thinkers, who did not try even to com-

bine in that way his three principal doctrines respecting the

World, Life, and Society, but connected them only by his-

provisional system of Logic.

True philosophers can never be wholly blind to the necessary

hoUowness of every partial synthesis, even if it wears a semblance

of embracing the entire domain of speculative thought. Now
the Greek situation, from its marked shortcomings with regard

to Feeling and Activity, particularly to collective Activity,,

was altogether unfavourable to a complete systematisation.

Nevertheless the natural consequence of such a situation was

that men were constantly reminded how much such a synthesis-

was wanted to overcome the deep-seated anarchy of a polytheis-

tic society, which had ceased to be theocratic without becoming

military. The true Greek thinkers were all impelled to emerge

completely from Theologism ; but by the only decisive path,

,

that is to say, by preparing for Positivism, the remote advent

of which they dimly foresaw, and looking on the Greek nation

as a people sacrificed to the general interests of Humanity.

.
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The moral dignity of these men was ever in harmony with their

intellectual sagacity, for they steadily refused not only great-

ness but even wealth. Thus they furnished the best types of

a true spiritual power, though they well knew how distant was

still the day when that power should come to be intellectually

and socially established. Eespecting polytheistic doctrine,

and sometimes.defending it against monotheistic attacks, they

perseveringly aimed at seciuing the final recognition of the

abstract classification founded on individual merit (p. 230),

Yet they never abetted the subversive tendencies of demagogy

and pedantocracy.

All these characteristics, both in respect to theory and to They are

1, 1 f ""'y *° ^
practice, were essentially common to the three schools oi found in ti

r 7 *J

, 1 1 i
• r schools of

Thales, Pythagoras, and Aristotle, to which the real evolution ot Thaies, pj

1 1 • 1 xi. -T- i- J thagoras,

Greek Philosophy must be, once for all, exclusively attributed. andAi-isto

Conformably with the spirit of their respective founders, the

first throughout remained the most abstract, the second the

most social, and the third the most systematic. The first and

the last have already been specially dealt with above, from the

point of view of their decisive participation in the Scientific

evolution. With regard to the former, I have here only to

notice how the noble Thales, by his persistent indifference to

wealth, after he had during a brief space given proof of his

aptitude for honourably acquiring it, furnished even thus early

the true moral type of the contemplative life. With regard to

the third school, I have to add that the encyclopedic genius of

Aristotle was far-reaching enough to embrace Esthetic con-

ceptions, and would even have applied itself to the Practical

problems of industry, but for lack of a scientific basis. The

worth of the Affective part of his nature is attested by his

incomparable maxim respecting women.'

The intermediate school stood too much apart from the Pytsagora

principal intellectual movement to allow of its examination social re-

being combined with that of the first and third (p. 252). By within Poi

placing our estimate of it here, it will form a natural transition

from the precursors of Positivism to the propagators of Mono-
theism. For the wise Pythagoras, while retaining Polytheism,

distinctly aimed at social regeneration, which, when taken up
by ambitious dreamers, soon caused them to busy themselves

' ' Positivist Catechism,' p. 330 of Dr. Congreve's Translation. The allusion is

probatly to Aristotle, PoL I., xiii. 9.
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intellectually about the Monotheistic Transition before the time,

was ripe for it, as I shall presently explain.

^sdomr^ In considering such an intellect as that of Pythagoras, it

tiSetotttm*
would be out of place to assign prominence to the secondary

scientific developements due to his school. His deductive in-

vestigations with regard to regular polyhedrons, his inductive

establishment of the elementary laws of sound, his geometrical

rule of the reflection of light, could add lustre onl}' to a name

less eminent. Pythagoras even deserves honour for having

chosen to limit his scientific office essentially to a worthy pro-

pagation of previously attained theories, by continuously and

systematically applying them. He did not deem it beneath

him to continue the speculations of Fetichism concerning num-

bers, particularly the sacred ones (p. 248). He employed them

for the better discipline of thought, so turning them to a happy

subjective use, not inconsistent with their objective foundation,

in accordance with the freedom often left to the intellect by the

sound institution of abstract theory (p. 80). In like manner

he became the principal upholder of the theocratic conception

of the earth's motion. For he had a sagacious presentiment

that it would ultimately tend to bring about an enduring re-

generation, first of speculation, and afterwards of society ; the

preparation for Sociocracy having thus begun even under As-

trolatry.

His systema- Nevertheless, save as natural links in the chain of philosophic
tic discipline ..., i..,
of life. developement, such minor titles to honour must here be put

out of sight when we estimate the principal quality of this

misjudged sage, which was that he devoted himself deeply to

bringing about the decisive rise of the universal religion.

Feeling how far off must be the realisation of such an aim, his

school had to leave the intellectual preparation for it to the

schools of Thales and Aristotle. They in their turn had to

reserve for the Pythagoreans the task on which the latter

concentrated their energy, of developing the social element of

the future religion under all its essential aspects. Pythagoras

admirably accomplished this great design by instituting a

systematic discipline of life, both private and public, which,

being as voluntary (p. 247; as it was complete, soon formed a

significant contrast with the uncontrolled character of mono-

theistic aspirations. This spiritual government of humanity

was extended in a right spirit to our relations with the animal.
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and even with fhe whole material world, whereby the impulse

originally received from Fetiehism was tm-ned to good account.

Thus arose for the first time on a restricted, but decisive scale,

the direct systematisation of human life, physical, intellectual,

and moral, which Theocracy, for want of an adequately theo-

retical standpoint, had only regulated empirically.

In the application of this reform to society, the wisdom and Eis^m°™i

self-renunciation characteristic of the founder are ever apparent. H^^schori a

Though surrounded by monotheistic influences, at a time when toue|pM-^

Buddha, Confucius, and Zoroaster were striving to reorganise

the three great theocracies, Pythagoras steadily resisted the

vulgar ambition of figuring among the seeming reformers who,

to ameliorate the present, were preparing trouble for the

future. He disdained so cheap an apotheosis, for he felt that

its monotheistic foundation was but the modification of a

synthesis, the total dissolution of which the Greek thinkers had

already foreseen. He recognised the impossibility of avoiding

the Monotheistic Transition, but his genius always looked beyond

it, and his sagacity perceived the danger of beginning the pre-

3)aration for it before social conditions had rendered such a

•change opportune. In common with the true theocrats, he

would have wished the practical ascendency of Polytheism to

be prolonged till the establishment of Positivism. His last

successor, the eminent ApoUonius of Tyana, whom the Christians Apouoniua

so greatly calumniated, displayed the persistence characteristic

of the school in defending polytheistic doctrines against Mono-

theism, while quietly introducing into them some minor im-

provements. The Pythagoreans practically realised the true

ideal of spiritual power by organising without compulsion, and

with constant respect for the real conditions of society, such

cities as spontaneously asked their advice, while always declining

to share in the magistracies which they established.

By a law of logic, of which frequent application has been Pythagoras

made in the present treatise (p. 52), this judgment of the inter- tween

mediate school completes my previous appreciation of the two AristoUe.

systems that preceded and followed it, by bringing out the

general connection between them. Desiring to systematise

.society, Pythagoras had to sanction the developement of abstract

thought due to Thales. For it had laid the first foundation

of the only philosophy capable of ultimately embracing a

•domain inaccessible to any Causality (p. 243). And in thus
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giving the authority of reason to the preponderance -whicli the

theocrats had by instvnct assigned to Morals (p. 175), his influ-

ence must have contributed to make Aristotle extend his ency-

clopedic inquiries even to the Human Order.

This complementary review of the true Philosophy essentially

identified with the office of Greece, by contrast paves the way

for my concluding judgment concerning the spurious philosophers

who, even before Pythagoras, and still more after him, in spite

of all the efforts of his school, strove in various ways to work

out Monotheism as a theory. Being incapable of constructing

a new doctrine, they all confined themselves to breaking up and

modifying his, which, from its direct moral tendency, served

their common purpose better than any other. But the nature

of their influence, both theoretic and practical, soon proved

how unworthy they were to affiliate themselves to that noble

stock.

However severely it may be necessary to judge these

dangerous debaters, I am bound in the first place to explain

the general social need, to a faulty appreciation of which they

are entirely indebted for the reputation they have so long

enjoyed. When I have assigned the reason for the monotheistic

transition, I shall be able to show more clearly how necessarily

disastrous would be the influence of their premature preparation

for it. It would be hard otherwise to understand how the true

thinkers came to be replaced by mere litterateurs, whUe all

vigorous intellects were absorbed in the purely scientific evolu-

tion.

Human developement always tended more and more towards

the universal religion, at first spontaneously tmder Fetichism,

and afterwards systematically under Theocracy. But both these

rudimentary religions in succession pointed to a goal they

could not reach. For fetichist beliefs, in spite of their natural

resemblance to each other, were essentially restricted to the

domestic sphere ; while sacerdotal Polytheism, although it

prepared the way for civic life, could not suffice for any regime

but that of castes. The noble aspirations of the theocrats after

a complete catholicity merely made manifest how greatly such

an aim exceeded the capabilities of any Fictitious Synthesis*

Indeed, with regard to a considerable portion of the human

race, the passage from Fetichism to Polytheism had for ever

destroyed the only unity of which the absolute religion ad^
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mitted. It was impossible even to hope for a real and enduring

fusion between the various polytheistic nations, some of whom
were theocratic, others military, though their divergence in

doctrine was chiefly occasioned by difference of regime. The

three leading cases of Fetichism, Theocratic Polytheism, and

Military Polytheism, when looked at side by side, were sufficient

to show the impossibility of finding any other general rallying-

point than that of a Positive Synthesis, This was always felt

by the genuine philosophers.

But the religfion towards which progress always tended, Monotheism
° •

T
afforded a

the only religion susceptible of catholicity, was to be summed spontaneous
^ °

,

*
.

issue from

up in the central dogma of Humanity, which is a condensation whatseemea

of the entire conception of the Eeal Order, and subordinates cious circle.

Intellect and Activity to Feeling. Now that doctrine could

not arise sufficiently to command general assent, until the con-

struction of the Great Being had proceeded far enough to

enable us to regard all its elements as capable of ultimate

assimilation. On the other hand, such an assimilation would

be unattainable without an adequate community of belief.

We appear then to be involved in a circle from which there is

no issue ; since the union seems to be needed to prepare for

the feith, while the faith is needed to found the union. To
afford a spontaneous outlet from this difficulty was the last

ofiBce which devolved on Theologism, and is to be regarded as

the sole reason for the Monotheistic Transition.

Although narrower in its scope, and shorter in its duration,

this final service of the theolegical philosophy is analogous to

the earliest use of the Fictitious Synthesis in awaking us by
m.eans of Fetichism out of the torpor in which we were kept

by two opposite, but inseparable, necessities (p. 25). It may
also be compared with the service performed by War, in

supplying an outlet for the developement of man's activity,

which was naturally paralysed by an antagonism of a similar

nature (p. 49). In each of these instances the Solution of the

difficulty resulted from the thorough spontaneity characterising

every side of the provisional regime, which could thus always

dispense with the process of gradual elaboration required by the

definitive statb.

In this third case, which is less fundamental and more seemed ca-

special than the ather two, the issue from the deadlock was to be uMymluty,

furnished by Monotheism, the immediate precursor of Western n^"? rJaiiy'
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Positivism. Feeling, as its nature is, had been beforehand

with Keason in anticipating a moral and intellectual catholicit\',

of which the father of emancipated poetry had already sung

(p. 238). But the impulse thus instinctively communicated was

not enough, and there was a deliberate tendency towards a direct

teaching, which might seem likely to be accepted everywhere.

Now Polytheism being unavailable, since it consecrated the prin-

ciple of nationality (p. 2 1 6 ), this officewas necessarily reservedfor

Monotheism, which, from its spontaneous generality, long seemed

as if it ought to be adequate. That, hope was utterly belied bv

the event ; for Monotheistic community of belief never spread

as widely as that of Theocratic Polytheism had done. The

philosophers who disdained the attempt were already in a

position to foresee that it must be essentially a failure. For

fetichist beliefs had proved an insufficient bond of union. And

yet their spontaneoas resemblance to each other was better

suited to such an end than any artificial assimilation of the

various modes of concentrating the gods could be. Apart from

this decisive example, the philosophers had a direct sense of

the impossibility of making all men converge by means of any

other opinions than those capable of being fully demonstrated.

But though the universality of Monotheism was to remain

illusory, the assiduous endeavour after it nevertheless became

alike indispensable and inevitable when the moment had really

come for completing the Western Initiation. For it was not

necessary that the end should be completely realised, in order

adequately to accomplish the essential purpose of such an effort.

The mere growth among the whole population of the West of

this hope of tmion had a direct tendency to fulfil the principal

condition of it ; for in holding out a plausible though unreal

prospect of a universal faith, it allowed the conception of

Humanity to arise. That this intellectual tendency might be

sufficient for its true purpose, monotheistic belief had further

to give proof of its efficacy by uniting peoples pohticaUy in-

dependent of each other. Now that complementary object was

realised throughout the Middle Age among the various nations

of the West, although their cohesion was so precarious, even

within that narrow area, that it already proved Theologism

to be necessarily powerless for the foundation of the true

catholicity.

This is not the place for an appreciation ofthe Monotheistic
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Transition. Its institution and its course will respectively be But the

dealt witli in the two following chapters. All that was needed elaboration

at present was a preliminary statement of its fundamental theismfour

principle, in order to explain how it happened that intellectual before it

preparation for it hegan during the decline of Greek philo- opportune^

sophy. Now to understand the nature of the provisional ofEce cMeToas.

assigned to Western Monotheism is also to see clearly the

radical mistake of attempting to establish it as an intellectual

tenet foiir centuries before its advent as a social force. For a

doctrine long familiar to the sacerdotal castes, and already

propagated among the population of Greece by the initiation

of numbers into the Mysteries, was in no danger of perishing,

though it were left without cultivation until it could be applied

practically. Besides that its essential idea would easily have

arisen in most minds, its continuous preservation was spon-

taneously guaranteed by an exceptional people with whom the Tie Jews,

Greeks had been in intercourse since the time of Alexander.

Vagrant Greek Speculation had, therefore, no excuse for Mental

taking this inopportune direction. The fact is only to be ac- mmaiTnfe-

counted for by the natural combination of mistake in theory Sonothds-''

and misconduct in practice. These debaters imagined a simple phers*!"""""

transition, and one even limited to the West, to be the true

regeneration of the race. They further failed to recognise

the necessity of the prior incorporation which was to unite
under a common rule the various peoples susceptible of partak-

ing in that transition. To this twofold error of judgment was
superadded a special form of moral perversion, from which
alone tendencies so conflicting as were here at work could have
derived persistence and homogeneity enough to prevent them
from neutralising each other. The monotheistic state, being-

thus conceived as devoid of any social aim, promised its

founders the glory of an incomparable apotheosis. It did so
through the need of a revelation which is characteristic of this;

faith (p. 343), and which allows each of its promoters to hope
that he may become its supreme arbiter. This ambition, and the
charlatanism that goes along with it, may be detected even in
the case of the most ancient of these spurious philosophers,
and the only estimable one—dreaming, as they always did, of
a universal theocracy though they could never get beyond their
own local pedantocracy.

The consequences of a Monotheism so instituted were gene-
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They con- rally what might be expected from the twofold vice of its origin.

the 'Wise Thev Continued until the influence of Eome controlled the
Man/ neg-
lecting rambling speculations of Greece and turned them to some useful
Peolingand

i ,i j m •<• •,«•,, .

AgtiTity. pm-posc, whcn the time was really ripe for Monotheism. The
grand conceptions of Pythagoras had degenerated into idle dis-

connected conclusions in the hands of these litterateurs, the

very type of those of our own day. They took special posses-

sion of the field of Morals, in handling which they treated Man
as a purely Intellectual being, always leaving Feeling out of

sight and often Activity. Their attempts to regulate life, when

they had thus deprived it of its principle and its purpose,

merely resulted in dissertations breathing a spirit as selfish as

it was absolute, and which soon began to react disastrously oil

the Heart by sanctioning everywhere the preponderance of the

personal instincts. Any one who at the present time may be

unable to form a direct judgment of their general tendencies

should estimate them indirectly by looking at the results, and

by contrasting these pseudo-philosophers personally with theh

theocratic forerunners and their catholic successors. Even

comparing them only with their Western contemporaries, we

easily see how inferior they were in morality as well as intel-

lect, both to the highminded theoricians whom they had the

pretension to replace and to the noble practicians of Eome who

superseded them. With regard to their private Ufe, it is sufB-

cient to notice their sacrifice of the Heart to the Intellect,

whence resulted a contempt for women and too often a mon-

strous type of love, both which unnatm-al tendencies were

always distinctive of the purely literary class, a class as unfit

for art as for science. But they disturbed public order yet

more deeply in another way. Failing to imderstand the socio-

logical theories which had already been in some measure

sketched out, they preached up then, as they still do now, and

with no greater claim to originality, Utopian schemes subver-

sive of the Family and of Property.

soovates. We cau thus understand the civic motives of the sentence

and sTnsnjie, wliich ultimately consolidated the revolutionary influence of

or'giii^to"o( Socrates, whose old age would have ended peacefully had the

i)huosoptiyl^ magistrates been wiser. . Notwithstanding his good sense and

honesty that estimable debater undeniably shared in the

various aberrations peculiar to the unsound school of thought

I have been describing. The institution of it was indeed
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•cliiefly due to his narrow genius which blindly rejected the

•scientific movement on the vague plea of exclusive devotion to

Morals. But the reprobation ultimately in store for such a phase

of thought must chiefly fall on his brilliant successor, who, for d|^^^°^"^j

all the glorification temporarily conferred upon him bythe Mono- Piato.

theistic Transition, has down to our own day exercised an intel-

lectual and social influence of a disastrous kind. Nevertheless,

the organic character which the theological nature of his retro-

gression iruparted to his rambling ontology will always render

his school superior to the sect of arrogant egoists who from the The stoics.

stand-point of their vain deism attempted at once to govern

theology and science. Had not the influence of Eome ennobled

their purely restrictive discipline by at last communicating to

it a social impulse, these metaphysicians, of all their tribe the

most absolute, would never have produced the exceptional types

Avhose names have made the school memorable.

Upon an exclusively Intellectual Elaboration, as was that of

Oreece, no definite judgment can be passed, until by its necessary

combination with the Active Evolution it becomes possible to

estimate their final resultant (p. 35 1 ). For the present, however,

I have adequately characterised the Intellectual Evolution, at

first Esthetic and afterwards more specially Theoretic, to which

the Grreek people was devoted, and I have dwelt enough for my
pm-pose on the Political episode naturally annexed thereto.

This judgment of Intellectual Polytheism cannot be completed

until Social Polytheism has received due examination, a task

to which I shall devote the following chapter.

VOL. III.
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CHAPTEE V.

POSITIVE THEORY OF THE KOMAN INCOEPOEATION, OE GBNEKAL

ACCOUNT OF SOCIAL POLYTHEISM.

Prefatory
Eemarks.
pp. 290-296.

Office of

Fetichism.

Office of

Conserra-
tiTe or
Theocratic
Polytheism.

The foundations of Human Order as a whole were laid by the

spontaneous action of the age of Fetichism, when it instituted

on the one hand the preponderance of Feeling over Intellect

and Activity, and on the other the subordination of Man to the

World. This twofold basis of our real unity did not lack depth

;

but it was unavoidably narrow. Accordingly, the success of

Fetichism in establishing the Family did not extend to the

organisation of the City ; though by instituting the Priesthood,,

and rendering Sedentary existence possible, it furnished the

permanent foundations, spiritual as well as temporal, on which

the City must rest.

This failure of Fetichism in respect of public life is really

shared by the Theocratic state, notwithstanding the decisive

impulse given by the latter to our social sympathies. To this

second regime we owe the permanent developement of Venera-

tion, the necessary basis of all human discipline. Moreover it

introduced a radical improvement into the social hierarchy, by

transferring to hereditary rank the authority conceded under

Fetichism to age (p. 199). Its failure in the attempt to or-

ganise civic existence resulted from its want of aptitude for the

only form of human activity which is spontaneously collective

(p. 46). It failed, although it actually foreshadowed the ulti-

mate form of social organisation by developing industrial life,

the character of which, however, it was unable to transform

(p. 177). It C3'eated a speculative class ; and yet it could not

institute the normal distinction between Theory and Practice

;

for it directed the mind too exclusively to the immediate appli-

cation of abstract principles, thus dwarfing the growth of the

purely speculative powers.
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Notwithstandinsr the failure of Conservative Polytheism in oaoeof

these two directions, it prepared the theocratic populations for Poiythg^.

the final advent of Positivism, without allowing them, how- into intei-
' 11 l^ctual and

ever, to take any part in the initiatory changes, temporal and sodai.

spiritual, through which it was to be reached. The progressive

form of Polytheism, peculiar to warlike nations, could alone

furnish the necessary complement of the human Initiation; by

giving a decisive start to both Abstract Speculation and Col-

lective Activity. To achieve this double aim, the military

principle had to originate successively, and in distinct popu-

lations, two different tendencies ; one of these, indirectly de-

rived from war (p. 220), resulted in the Intellectual Polytheism

discussed in the foregoing chapter ; the other, directly con-

nected with war, issued in that Social form of Polytheism which

we are now about to consider.

Analysed in this way, the condiplementary Initiation, re-

stricted to Western Europe, is seen to link the Theocratic with

the Sociocratic period by a stage of Transition which is neces-

sarily revolutionary, since what basis of Order it possesses is

famished by the sacerdotal system, while the conditions of

Progress are hostile thereto. The play of these conflicting

forces is more and more apparent in each successive stage of

the transitional movement : the struggle being constantly re-

newed by premature attempts to substitute Merit for Birth as a

criterion of rank, while the framework of society as a whole

continues to rest on the hereditary principle (p. 230).

The task of intellectual and that of social Preparation could sodai Poiy-

not be satisfactorily accomplished by the same people (p. 221). vided'?nto

Each was undertaken and carried through by one exceptional and dS-°
nation out of all those which fulfilled the requisite conditions. rSs. The

Nevertheless the second preparatory stage necessarily became simSt?dthe

capable of assimilating the principal results of the first, in resuite?"*'

which the scientific elaboration, achieved by men of genius,

was never destined for the masses. These were sacrificed in the

natural course of things to the needs of the human Initiation.

But as Social Polytheism was not to develope its aptitude for

speculative culture till after its proper mission was fulfilled,

the two phases of its growth form a natural division of the
subject. They will be treated successively in the present
chapter, in which alone does it become possible to estimate
Progressive Polytheism as a whole (p. 289).

u 2

Greece.
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Before, however, proceeding to examine these two stages of

military civilisation, it is necessary to pass its essential featiores

in review.

These features are all results of its necessary tendency to

complete the human Initiation by establishing civic life on a

basis of a really collective activity. Fetichism having organised

the Family, Theocracy laid the foundations of civil society; but it

could not allow sufficient play to the theoretic and the practical

faculties. This twofold developement of Intellect and Activity,

without which the Universal Eeligion could never have arisen,

was reserved for two military nations. When the warlike

principle, though strong enough to check sacerdotal ascendency,

was unable to realise its own purpose, its latent influence

spontaneously brought about the rise of speculation. As was

shown in the foregoing chapter, the intellectual basis of the

Universal Eeligion was directly laid by a free movement,

esthetic in its beginnings, and subsequently theoretic. "Western

Europe was thus impelled towards a synthesis based on de-

monstrable truths, and capable of guiding a peaceful form of

activity by a complete study of the Eeal Order. For such a

Synthesis, the Greeks, our first Special Ancestors, had laid the

speculative foundation. But this step would have had no real

value, even of a mental kind, if our second Special Ancestors,

the Eomans, had not accomplished their work of social pre-

paration. Had the order of their succession been inverted,

had the warlike preceded the speculative impulse, the latter

would have been crushed. As it happened, however, warlike

activity eventually served to propagate scientific truth through-

out the West, having first fulfilled its proper mission—that of

gradually but irresistibly incorporating all nations living imder

a progressive form of Polytheism iato a single body.

This Social Transition is chiefly marked by its spontaneous

aptitude for bringing us nearer to the real Unity, which had

been completely ignored during the Intellectual phase. Feti-

chism alone had laid down the fundamental principle of this

Unity, when it proclaimed the universal supremacy of the

Heart (p. 77). But this primitive Order did not admit of

being adequately reconciled with ulterior Progress ; and the

latter did not succeed in reestablishing this sole basis of every

synthesis till after a long series of preparatory changes. Theo-

cracy, indeed, embraxjed all aspects of human life in an un-
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systematic way, maintaining the true subordination of its three

elernents ; but from the mistaken position which it assigned to

Intellect, the nature of the government was a contradiction

to the sacerdotal teaching. Still, notwithstanding that it was

thus seriously impaired, the fetichist principle of the preponder-

ance of the Heart was not directly ignored until the Greek

Elaboration, when the speculative faculty was systematically

set up as the prime motor of human life ; Feeling, and even

Activity, being insufficiently exercised.

Eoman civilisation, with a true instinct, repaired this Although it

' ^ did not place

enormous blunder by establishing once for all the supremacy J^^^^s^

of Action over Contemplation. But this step was not sufficient t™ty, it

to reestablish the true principle of Unity in such a way as to
^l*^™^^^^^

be compatible with human progress as a whole. Feeling former.

had still to be put above Activity, as Activity had been put

above Intellect. But the social system of Eome did more than

merely begin the work of regeneration by correcting the

primitive error alluded to above ; for if the preponderance of

Feeling was not proclaimed, it was by no means ignored.

Although the tendency of practical life is always to attach

great importance to acts, and little to inclinations (p. 311), this

abstract defect was in great measure compensated among the

Eomans by the thoroughly civic character ofthe prevailing mode

of activity. Combined and continuous efforts for the public good

developed the principal sympathetic instincts, so as to make it

everywhere clear how great was their spontaneous ascendency

over all sides of an existence in which personal desires had

always to give way to public ends. Eoman civilisation thus

paved the way for the third Transition, without in any way
superseding it. It was reserved for the Middle Age to complete,

as regards the Affections, the preparation which had been

already accomplished, first for Speculation, and then for Action,

by the two previous movements of Western progress.

By virtue of its fundamental conformity with our nature, second char

and its intrinsic coherence, the social organisation of Eome itmstituteci

took the most decisive step towards the final advent of the comtry.thi

Universal Eeligion by working out, so far as was then possible, BtoueTo^'

the sentiment, and even the conception, of Humanity. It did msmity.
"

much to regenerate the principle of Fetichism, by bringing it

into lasting harmony with order and progress. Moreover, it

was above all to develope and consolidate that sole basis of our
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real Unity, giving it all the extension of whicli it was then

capable, by a decisive inauguration of Public Life which had
been out of the question under Fetichism. Although the

Family relation naturally calls forth the instinct, and even the

idea of Composite Existence, yet in this, its earliest form, it is too

restricted, and even too much tainted with egoism, to adequately

cawaken direct aspirations towards the Great Being. Between
Family and Humanity a stepping-stone is needed, and this can

only be found in Country, which must lead to religious Unity.

This necessary link, necessary to the Intellect no less than to

the Heart, which had remained indefinite during the age of

Fetichism, inadequate under the Theocratic system, and barren

during the Greek period, was settled on a lasting basis by the

Eoman movement, taken as a whole. The gTadual incorporation

of such nations as were really susceptible of being assimilated

steadily widened its limits ; until its extent suggested to far-

seeing minds the approach of an association which should be

really universal.

This general outline will give some idea of the necessary

superiority of Social to Intellectual Polytheism. Before, how-

ever, I pass to my abstract examination of its essential properties,

some preliminary remarks are needed to dispel certain scruples

as to such an examination due to a feeling in itself worthy of

respect, but here worked upon by the blind impulse of Christian

animosity.

Although the better sort of thinkers are already beginning

to recognise the salutary influence exerted by the Eoman in-

corporation, declamation against war still hinders any just

appreciation of the System of Conquest. And yet it was this

system which checked the ravages of the warlike instinct, and

at the same time turned it into useful channels. For it not

only always tended to limit conflict to the efforts necessary for

obtaining dominion, but led to a preference of peaceful means

whenever these sufficed to attain the end in view (p. 332). A
comparison of the wars of Eome with those of Greece decisively

confirms what I have said : the former actually cost less, in

bloodshed and oppression, than the aggregate of the latter,

which were even more sanguinary than the conflicts of the

Fetichist period, and quite as fruitless. The same conclusion

would be arrived at if we compared wars waged by Eome with

those deplorable struggles which have ravaged Western Europe
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ever since the close of the mediaeval period. In placing to the

• credit of Koman conquest the wars which it prevented, we feel

that the gain realised was all the greater, because it was precisely

the military nations which were thus bridled, as I shall presently

•explain. And so the natural fatality which subordinates human

progress during our whole Initiation to the destructive instinct,

affords striking evidence of the power of the social Sympathies.

' They were strong enough to purify the worst impulses of human

nature by making them contribute to a noble end (pp. 47-50).

By duly developing the only mode of activity which could
^^^^'^^^ ^^

.at first take a collective character, Eoman civilisation put the Bomancivi-
' ^ lisation spe-

va.nsfuard of our race once for all on the right road to true oiaiandtem-
^ ° porary.

Unity. The completely organic part of the human Initiation

belonged mainly to the theocratic East ; its maintenance there

being essential for the direct connection of the final with the

preliminary form of social order, in virtue of their necessary

. affinity. The work of conservation having been thus provided

for, the warlike West was free to carry out the series of partial

(p. 222) and revolutionary Transitions through which alone the

"preparation of the human race could be completed, and its

final tendency marked out. The intellectual phase was neces-

sarily the first in point of time ; hence its great fruits in the

domains of art and science were obtained at the cost of the

utter degradation of the people among whom it was ac-

complished, and who were led to subordinate everything to

Speculation. The task of starting Western Europe on its

onward course was thus reserved for Eome. By establishing

the ascendency of Action over Contemplation, she corrected the

aberration of Greece, and paved the way for the Affective

Transition.

Although deriving a certain organic character from its its Sevoiu-

continuously social purpose, Eoman civilisation showed deep aency^'gene-

traces of the revolutionary tendency common to. all phases of mate?

the immense movement by which Humanity passes from
Theocracy to Sociocracy. The Eoman constitution rested on
an essentially theocratic basis

;
yet it outran even the anarchy

of Grreece in its hostility to priestly government, giving full

vent to the antipathy specially distinctive of military activity.

If the Eomans approached nearer to sociocracy than did the

G-reeks, they moved further from the theocratic order, notwith-
i Standing all they borrowed from it. Although their inroads on
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the authority of birth were less seditious than those of the

Greeks, they were more radical, because warlike activity has

a special tendency to make personal merit the qualification for

command. In this way they were speedily led to extend the-

elective method, the thoroughly subversive tendency of which

rapidly dissolved their social system, the theocratic principle

having been profoundly shaken, without there being any fit

substitute to take its place. The whole scheme of Eoman life

was spontaneously bound up with the activity to which it had

to minister ; hence it could not but endure, in spite of heavy

shocks, until that activity had reached its culminating point.

But the time necessarily came when the work of conquest could

go no, further ; and when the purpose ceased to exist the dis-

solution of the regime could not be long delayed. The second

Western Transition, in fact, had a shorter history than the

first.

These general observations are chiefly designed to deter-

mine more precisely the point of view appropriate to the

present chapter. I must now proceed without further preface

to the Abstract Examination promised above. To be satis-

factory, it must constantly keep in view first, the temporary

purpose peculiar to the Eoman Transition ; secondly, such

lasting effects as that Transition produced while running its

course. This twofold examination must, moreover, be succes-

sively applied to the three aspects of human existence, and

must take them in the order adopted in the treatment of'

Fetichism and Theocracy.

This rule obliges us to begin with the intellectual, nay,

with the speculative properties. At the first glance, such a

procediire might seem to confirm the disdain inspired by all

our literary and scientific prejudices for a mode of life in

which Activity appears to absorb all other faculties. But

this pedantic objection is readily disposed of by applying the

positive theory of human nature to elucidate the true consti-

tution of our intellectual powers.

What is needed is to draw a systematic distinction between

faculties and their products. But this is not done by the

theoricians by whom the analysis of the mental functions is

always conducted ; and, therefore, even the best of them are

radically unjust in their estimate of practicians. But I have

shown (ii. 263) that all the mental functions are radically
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identical in the speciilative and the practical order of mind

;

which differ only in the relative intensity of meditation as

compared with contemplation, or of deduction as opposed to

induction. Their outward contrast is mainly due to a diversity

of habits determined by a diiference of aim. Speculative and

Practical ends cannot long be pursued together without mani-

festing their mutual incompatibility; and this comes to be

wrongly attributed to personal inequalities. So much for this

error of judgment on its intellectual side. We must further

consider, from the social point of view, that the speculative func-

tion must always remain exceptional, though all minds require

and admit of a certain degree of speculative culture. Accord-

ingly, when the philosopher meets with a people, habitually

preoccupied by a noble activity, and whose social atmosphere is

for a long period hostile rather than favourable to any striking-

achievement in the domain of abstract thought, he cannot

justly conclude that their intellectual faculties are inert, merely

because they are otherwise employed. I have so thoroughly

established the intellectual aptitude and efficacy of Fetichism,

that the reader will not be surprised at my taking this oppor-

tunity of vindicating Eoman thinkers from an ignorant re-

proach, which our own pedants have copied from those of

Greece. The fundamental similarity between the theoretic and

the practical reason is never so clearly shown as in relation to

a mode of activity which incessantly calls for the most vigorous

concentration of inductive and deductive operations of every

kind.

It is especially important that we should form a correct Fetichist,

idea of the intellectual state of the Eomans ;for, apart from ana Greek'

the differences incidental to diversity of belief and of occupa- less favonr-

tions, it furnishes us with a prototype of our normal state, healthy in-

To aid in arriving at a just estimate, let us first of all com- state.

pare it with former situations of the human reason, which,

having at no other time been set in motion by a stimulus of

the same sort, had never presented a similar spectacle. During

the age of Fetichism, public life did not exist ; accordingly,

men's thoughts could not be concentrated, as at Eome, upon
a continuous public aim. The Theocratic system laboured

imder the same defect ; every form of activity was limited to

a corresponding caste ; so that society was held together

only by the bond of a common worship, regulated by the
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priesthood. In the case of Intellectual Polytheism, as it was

incompatible with discipline of any sort, the utter lack of any-

social aim could not but stir up a vague and fruitless intel-

lectual agitation among a people which took no active part

in the elaboration carried out in its midst by a few chosen

minds.

The last case, nearer and less unlike than the rest, furnishes

the most instructive contrast. The Grreeks, like the Eomans,

were preserved from theocracy by their warlike manners. Now
when we see the former taken up with philosophic subtleties

and esthetic trifling, we realise how vain, or rather how fatal,

the exercise of the mental faculties may become, when they do

not minister to any noble end. Nothing is more calculated to

make us appreciate the intellectual and moral worth of Eoman
thought, which was always directed, even in the meanest citizen,

towards the form of activity common to all.

The Final attitude of the human mind will only differ from

this earlier type, in being directed towards a more permanent

and universal object connected with a truer and completer

doctrine. Although human Unity must ultimately rest on

Feeling, and not on Activity, the deficiency of the Eoman

synthesis in this respect was more apparent than real. The

social sympathies were actively stimulated by the eminently

civic character of Eoman life, and thus became implicitly the

principle of daily conduct, as if the normal preponderance of

the Affections had been explicitly recog-nised. When the new

stimulus of Catholicism came proclaiming at last after its fashion

this supreme rule, its influence on practical life tended to lead

us away from our real Human Unity, which was more nearly

approached by the Eoman synthesis,—as nearly, indeed, as

during our Initiation was possible. For the very doctrine

which provisionally inculcated the supremacy of the Feelings,

completely neutralised its effects, by turning men away from

public life, the only immediate stimulus to universal love.

The West would thus have actually retrograded, had it not

been for its Eoman antecedents and the influence of feudal

manners.

Accordingly, the advance made by the human mind under

the Eoman system was more decided than any which had

occurred since the foundations of our intellectual order were

laid by Fetichism. A mode of collective activity suited to
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develope and consolidate the harmonious working of our

faculties had at last arisen. Late as was its rise, it flovv'ed

almost immediately from the earliest phase of human organ-

i-sation ; for it was inaugurated by a people which being little

subjected to theocratic influences, and having been preserved

from the intellectual form of polytheism, would be mainly

swayed by its Fetichist antecedents. The permanent sub-

ordination of Speculation to Action was thus the first step taken

by the West on the direct road to its final Unity. True, this

subordination rested on a mode of Activity which did not

admit of either unlimited duration or indefinite extension.

But this unavoidable defect was compensated by the thoroughly

social character of the Active life, in virtue of which it was

implicitly controlled by the Affective instincts. Before the

latter can assume their final primacy, the regeneration of

industry must be accomplished.

Apart from the main current of its influence felt, if un- Homeas-

consciously, by all free members of the community alike, the and propa-

Roman synthesis continually prompted the men of the finest aidnotaaa

civic qualities to seek for theoretic culture, although they had oj Greek

less leisture to bestow upon it than the statesmen of Grreece.

If, even after the dominant activity of Eome had done its

work, she did not show any decided bent for scientific conquest,

this must be chiefly ascribed to a wise reserve, not to any lack

of ability. Indeed, the most important fruits of speculative

effort had been garnered before the Eoman mind was at

liberty to enter on the field of abstract science ; a coincidence

which to those who have taken pains to master my historical

theory will not appear in any way fortuitous. Eoman thinkers

were thus not tempted to forsake the consideration of social

problems for the pursuit of speculative aims which had already

lost their interest for minds of the highest order. Long en-

gaged in duties of the most ennobling kind which gave an

encyclopedic breadth to their judgment, they soon became aware

of the unavoidable barrenness of all further attempts at philo-

sophical developement. They wisely contented themselves with

profiting by and diffusing the chief results which had already

been attained.

As long as their own peculiar form of activity continued Roman

paramount, it wholly absorbed their constructive powers. The concentra-

concentration of the faculties thus produced will never be oiaiprob-'
lems.
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surpassed ; for our divers powers—of the Heart, the Intellect,

and the Character—were all combined in the steady pursuit of

a common social aim. Accordingly, the reaction of the Roman
synthesis upon speculation was chiefly directed to the general

structure of its polytheistic basis, with the view of adapting it

better to a civic purpose. The hierarchical subordination of

the various deities at last took a pronounced form, superseding

both the loose organisation of Olympus, which reflected the

anarchy,of Grreek politics, and the ihdeterminateness of divine

rank, which in Theocratic societies was necessary in order to

prevent mutual oppression on the part of the chief orders of

the priesthood. "We should also notice the gradual develope-

ment of apotheosis, the use of which had, under the Greek and

Theocratic regimes, been confined to primitive times. We
must not judge of this institution by the abuse it underwent

during the period of Eome's decline ; we might as well judge

of the Catholic practice of canonisation by its degeneracy in

our own day.

A general view of Eoman Polytheism shows that of the

two alternatives available during the primitive confusion of

spiritual with temporal power, the better one consists in

granting absolute supremacy to the temporal, which alone

is capable of exerting a direct and complete ascendency. Its

superiority over spiritual government is quite as real on the

intellectual as on the social side. It furnishes the only means

for remedying, to some extent, the radical weakness of all

theology-—curbing its speculative vagaries by the exigencies

of practical life (p. 175). The more synthetic character of

temporal sovereignty compensates more fully for the un-

reality of supernatural beliefs, while increasing their aptitude

for generalising our conceptions. This order of things did

not prevail until the last but one of the three Organic Transi-

tions (p. 6) ; its late arrival furnishing another proof of the-

precarious nature of Theologism, less homogeneous than that

of Fetichism. Notwithstanding the esthetic charm of the

Polytheism of Greece, the philosophical superiority of Eoman

Polytheism will always command admiration ; for it presented

supernatural beliefs under their most reasonable form, while

turning them to the best use. For it is in a social rather than

in an intellectual direction that Theologism is fitted to be-

useful, and, therefore, it shows to greater advantage in aiding.

political organisation than in guiding speculative research.
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After the iudgment of the Theoretic properties of Eoman (« Esthetic
•> o i i

_ Aptitude.

Polytheism, it is unnecessary for me to examine separately

its Esthetic properties. Its productions, which are often

meritorious, without ever standing in the first rank, prove that

the Eomans would not have shown themselves less apt for art

than for science, had they been able to cultivate the former

before its chief resources had been exhausted by Grreece. Late

comers in the field, they did their best to cultivate these noble

faculties, and so prepared the matchless artistic developement

reserved for their natural heirs.

As for the Practical properties of Eoman Polytheism a d) Practi-

TIT n -IT ^^^ Proper-

separate appreciation of them would be superfluous m dealmg ties.

with a civilisation of which they were the leading feature.

This remark applies, not only to the military activity which is

thoroughly interwoven with every question, whether abstract

or concrete, bearing upon Eoman life. It applies equally to

industrial progress ; the childish disdain for which, exhibited

by the Greeks, was never shared by this noble people.

The industrial arts were cultivated side by side with those industrial

p T-» 1 • 1 acliieve-

of conquest even in the earliest times of Eoman history, and ments.

finally showed a tendency to take their place. The connection

between the various modes of practical activity is so intimate

that they may easily be carried on together, or in succession,

especially if the first in order of time be war, to which, in

virtue of its superior complexity and generality, all the rest

most naturally link themselves. The military West was thus

enabled to construct works fully equal to those of the theocratic

East, often indeed surpassing them both in difficulty and in

usefulness.

Our general survey of the Intellectual constitution of Eoman (3) Afieo:

civilisation is now complete ; we have examined it in relation ciai proper-

to Science, to Art, and to Practical activity. We may now soiisiol

proceed, on the same principle, to review its Social constitu-

tion, by inquiring into its Affective aptitude.

First, we must consider the happy influence exerted on all W nomes-
, tic Aptitude,

the Family relations by the continuous developement of col- pp.soi-aos.

lective activity. This influence is most marked in relation to

the fundamental, or conjugal, tie.

The origin ofMonogamy from the military principle (p. 219) ^'^tment

accounts for its being strengthened and improved in proportion

as that principle acquired greater force. The general superiority

of marriage among the Eomans to the same tie among the
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Greeks is incontestable, frona whatever side we look at it.

Without ever transgressing the limits of decorum (often over-

stepped at Sparta) the Eoman matron, while concentrating her

energies upon her home, took an active interest in public life,

being well aware of its favourable reaction upon private hfe.

She has not yet become the true companion of a husband from

whom she is so often separated ; but he already looks to her for

relief and • consolation amid the labours and the agitation of

public life. To her care the education of his children is com-

mitted in the fullest manner, without distinction of sex; their

special instruction being left to subordinate agents who are often

slaves. This second form of monogamy approaches the normal

type as nearly as the nature of a citizen's duties at that time

allowed. It would not have been safe to abolish the customary

restrictions on the domestic freedom of women, or the arbitrary

divorce to which they were liable, until a peaceful mode of life had

brought the two sexes into daily intercourse with one another.

TjKitmcnt The influence of public upon private life was quite as marked

in reference to ties of Continuity as to those of SoUdarity.

Devoting itself to the systematic culture of the feeling of

reverence in all its branches, Eoman life could not but en-

hance the respect paid to old age, without requiring any of

the unavailing ordinances to which Greek anarchy gave occasion.

This forward step deserves all the more praise, that it coincides

with the growth of the influence given to hereditary rank by the

exigencies of political life. These two principles of ancient

social classification were spontaneously reconciled in the bosom

of each family ; in public life, however, they often came

into collision with each other, the authority of old age success-

fully vindicating its just ascendency. Contrasting Eoman

manners with those of Greece, we readily perceive that this

improvement was due to the collective activity which prevailed

among the former people. For a vigorous developement of

public life is calculated to enhance the twofold claim of age,

a claim resting on past services and on accumulated experience.

Eespect for old age was thus revived by the same causes to

which its first beginnings, in Fetichist times, were due ; with

the added energy derived from 'their operation in a public

sphere, necessarily wider than that of the Family. When

once our modern confusion between intelligence and instruction

has been cleared up by Positivism, practical life will tend to
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restore the Fetichist and theocratic sentiment towards old age,

as it did at Eome after the anarchy of the Greek period.

The ties of continuity at Eome, as compared with Greece, Treatment

were no less improved in relation to the incoming than to the

outgoing generation. It is quite true that neither the authority

of the father nor that of the husband was yet ripe for those

checks which can only become compatible with domestic order,

when the separation between the temporal and the spiritual

power, attempted during the Middle Age, is finally accom-

plished. Nevertheless, although the despotism of the head of

the family had still to remain exempt from any special

or direct control, it was generally and indirectly tempered by

the influence of political life to, an extent which had never

before been possible. This influence perfected every one of

the family relations, and none more than the government of

children. This was exercised in a worthier and less arbitrary

spirit when it became by implication a social function, the

purpose of which was to form worthy citizens, or even women

fitted to train such citizens. The importance of the object,

and the responsibility it entailed, made the authority of the

father less tyrannical, the obedience of the son less servile, and

thus contributed to foster their mutual affection. The spon-

taneous reaction of the idea of Country thus paved the way for

the systematic influence which that of Humanity is destined to

exert upon the Family.

To complete this summary view of the organisation of the Treatment

Roman family, we must notice the decisive introduction of the

supplementary element which till then had not been sufficiently

marked. It grew out of slavery, an institution the capacities

of which had never been developed, owing to the lack of any

truly social aim. As the individual basis of the collective

activity, it now became thoroughly blent with the structure of

Eoman society. It claimed the respect of every citizen, as

securing his private existence, and so enabling him to devote

himself to public life ; and the slave on his side felt honoured

by taking this indirect part in the business of the common-
wealth. The functions of master and slave being quite distinct,

there was no risk of rivalry ; accordingly, mutual ties were
formed, foreign to theocratic manners, and even to the anar-

chical society of Greece, where war was purposeless. The
condition of the slave at Eome was thus, in general, superior
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to any that had been possible before ; it would be superfluous

to compare it with its anomalous counterpart in modem times.

An integral member of the family, as the very name familia

would sufficiently remind us, the slave occupied a position

analogous to that of the children of the house, who were not

less than himself subject to its head. Thus his position

naturally prepared for the institution of domestic service in

the shape it will finally take.

All the improvements which I have enumerated, were

genuine products of Roman civilisation ; they all grew out of

the spontaneous action of its social system, without any real

help from official injunction. Rules of conduct emanating from

an authority which was in its essence temporal, and whose

spiritual attributes were never more than accessory, were futile

in comparison with those by which, during the theocratic

period, the priesthood regulated private life. Thus, though

the magistrates did not meddle in the matter, Roman marriages

were seldom troubled by libertinage with slaves ; habitual

respect for their mutual relation—too equivocal among the

Greeks—being adequately fostered, in the superior and the

inferior alike, by the social atmosphere. On the other hand,

several vices might be mentioned, which no official intervention

availed to modify, because the spontaneous feeling of society

had no special tendency to check them. But the fact is, that

theocratic antecedents counted for much in Roman manners

;

and therefore this powerlessness in relation to morality, ex-

hibited by an authority incompetent for spiritual functions,

must not blind lis to the importance of systematic disciphne,

without which the best of our instinctiveAnd empirical impulses

must ever remain inadequate.

The aptitude of Roman civilisation for the growth of family

life has been shown by the foregoing considerations, and they

may be usefully summed up by an allusion to a general feature

which marked it from its outset. I refer to the institution of

family names, previously unknown, but developed during the

Middle Age, and respected even by the anarchy of modem

times. Due to a wiser estimate of the domestic affections, this

institution reacted beneficially on all the elementary ties,

whether of continuity or of solidarity. Moreover, it led to a

closer interconnection of different families by rendering adoption

easier and more perfect ; the decisive extension of this practice
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among the Eomans foreshadowing its position in the final state

of society. The same aptitude for domestic organisation was

shown in relation to the new families founded by freedmen

;

the freedman assuming the special name of his former master Freedmen

who thus fell naturally into the place of patron. Though a nomm genii-

direct outcome of the increased authority of birth, the introduc- patron,

tion of family names was indirectly due to the collective activity

which embraced all sides ofEoman life. That activity, gradually

developed under a hereditary corporation, must soon have in-

spired its chiefs with a desire to perpetuate the memory of the

services continuously rendered to the state by each family, by

stamping it with a special name.

I have said enough to show how great were the improve- (6) Political

ments introduced into family life by the Eoman type of Soci- ^
'

"
'*"

ability. It exercised an influence even more decided on the

wider relations of the state, whether at home or abroad ; and
to this our attention must now be turned.

And first, under both these aspects, we must understand how («) internal

the idea of Fatherland—alike the necessary forerunner and the tion!°'Ro-

permanent support of the idea of Humanity—came to grow oUtt Son
0™°^'''

of the civilisation of Eome. This institution, which had here-
'"' '"^'^'™''"

tofore been incomplete, was perfected by a happy alliance of

Feeling with Activity, based on a comprehensive Intellectual

developement.

The name itself is enough to show that the. conception jathei-iand,

was primitively limited to the Home. But even in this, imsSt^n'a

its rudimentary form, it presents an essential feature, the otMan'wSt

importance of which waxes with its growth ; I mean the intimate
connection between man and his environment ; a connection
already defined, from the statical point of view, in the pre-
ceding volume (ii. 237). This bond between the individual

and his surroundings precedes, and tends to hasten the change
from nomadic to sedentary life, and thus to work out its own
completeness. When a settled existence became the rule
(towards the close of the Fetichist period) it furnished the
chief basis for the idea and the feeling now under consideration.

From that time forward the notion of Fatherland came to apply
only in a secondary sense to the aggregate of moveable objects
among which a man is born, or among which his life is spent.
It came primarily to denote the permanent seat of all those

VOL. III. X

hi3 Environ
ment.
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moral and intellectual impressions, by whose unbroken influence

the individual destiny is moulded.

But Father- Defined in this way, the idea of Fatherland widens in pro-

stended portion as human growth accustoms each individual to a wider

indimpiiea'a Sphere of relations. During: the infancy, whether of the in-

AotiTity. dividual or of the race, the idea is limited to the connection

between the family and its dwelling-place ; any wider relations

are too feeble to be adequately felt. This initial limitation

corresponds to an existence based immediately on Affection,

and mainly characterised by Attachment, in the strict sense of

the term (p. 156). But though the name must always per-

petuate the narrow sphere from which it had its origin, the

idea does not find its full expression until that sphere is

widened. Otherwise the idea of Fatherland would simply be

alternative to that of Home, and would denote no more than

the spontaneous attachment of the Family to a corresponding

spot of earth. To this purely affective stage must succeed a

period essentially characterised by action. The latter tends to

foster union of a more comprehensive kind, always restricted,

however, within the limits of personal intimacy, and based on

a conscious ^ense of cooperation. These two conditions can

only meet in Civic life, properly so called ; the true institution of

Fatherland must always be associated with such a mode of life,

in which activity and reverence unite round a permanent centre.

But to institute Fatherland is not enough ; if it is to become

fully developed, its active life must have a necessarily collective

character. Without this, the continued cooperation of a number

of families would be illusory.

Hence Homo Thus it is that Humanity will ahvavs remain indebted to
iffoi-dsthe

' '

best type of Eoman civilisation for the permanent institution of Fatherland,
i-''atherland. tit
Danger o£ the first decisivo step taken by Western Europe towards

tan teniien- Sociocracy. For I have already pointed out that the gradual

developement of a system of Conquest, and this alone, could

give birth to an activity truly social, and capable of combining

all individual effort. Even at the present day, the only

organisation called forth by industrial life is that of classes

imperfectly connected with one another, in default of any

impulse sufficiently comprehensive to coordinate everything

while disturbing nothing ; which is the chief problem of

modern civilisation. It is a problem susceptible of only one

solution ; and that solution must be based on the political

oies.
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•cohesion inaugurated by the warlike activity of Rome. Till

-this be done, even the idea and feeling of patriotism, which are

being more and more impaired by the revolutionary tendencies

of our time, must be maintained by continual reference to

'their Roman origin. The conception of Fatherland, at one time

-coextensive with that of Home, is now in danger of being

swallowed up in that of Humanity ; and this error can only be

jemedied by Positivism, when it ultimately controls all as-

pirations after universal association, which are too vague to be

3)racticable. Meanwhile, these dangerous aberrations of the

Heart and Intellect may be moderated by a just appreciation

of Roman life ; especially if we bear in mind that for those

noble rulers of the West the idea of Fatherland was necessarily

limited to the sacred precincts of their incomparable city.

Nothing: is so well adapted to consolidate social ties as their importanoBor of an ob^ec-

habitual concentration about a material seat, which is equally mtc centre
' '' for every

•appropriate to relations of Continuity as to those of Solidarity. "Segree ot

Thus only can our Feelings and our Thoughts acquire a real ciation.

permanence, of which the world outside us, in virtue of its

greater simplicity, offers the only type. When a sufficient

number of hearts and minds are animated by devotion to the

same environment, its synthetic power over each is increased

by their mutual interconnections ; and these, in their turn, are

strengthened and confirmed by it.

Every degree of human association is susceptible of being city is to

thus concentrated ; the locality forming an abiding symbol of whatHobie"

the aggregate phenomena of which it is the seat. One con- ana°Earthto

dition only is indispensable ; the material seat must always be '™'*°' ^'

•coextensive with the habitual relations which it symbolises.

Family is thus represented by the Home ; Fatherland by the

City; Humanity by the Planet, according as the fundamental

bond in each case is affective, practical, or intellectual. As
regards Humanity, the bond, owing to its universality, must
always be mainly of an intellectual kind ; and yet its material

seat may exercise a really associative infiuence over us, not-

withstanding its extent. For a bond of this sort can only be
forged by a thoroughly Positive faith, which will familiarise all

men with the general conception of their common dwelling-

places, wisely contrasted with the other members of our planetary

system. Still, however vivid and complete our notion of the
Earth—first in its cosmic, then in its human relations—may

X 2
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become, our feelings will never be able to connect it with the

evolution of the race, unless they are previously habituated to-

closer and narrower relations. This will always be the moral and

intellectual function of the P^atherland, whose normal symbol

is the City, strictly so called ; for this is the largest organisa-

tion, in which every one of the members can fully realise the co-

operation of his fellows.

But this decisive institution cannot be introduced at will.

Its adequate realisation demands a set of conditions which

were never found together save at Eome. A seat ivithout

phenomena is as ineffectual as phenomena without a seat. Our

native place—even if we were brought up in it—leaves no

dominant impression either on the heart or on the mind, unless-

all our life, subjective (ii. 54) as well as objective, is bound up

with it by the closest domestic and civic ties. It is above all

things needful that our memories of the past, our feelings as

regards the present, our wishes for the future, should be centred

in that place by the consciousness of common efforts for an

object worthy of reverence. Now this implies the subordination

of all individual effort to a public activity capable of being

carried on by successive generations. "Without this, the fixed

place where this common work proceeds, cannot serve as its

symbol to the mind and heart. This is why Eoman ci%'ilisation

alone succeeded in adequately realising the institution of Father-

land, which will always have to be studied at this its fountain

head. Its success in this typical instance should have rendered its

subsequent reproduction easier. But it was never adequately

reproduced, even in the Middle Age. Its universal extension

is necessarily reserved for the Final Eegime ; till then it must

remain an object of fruitless aspirations.

The importance of the dynamical complement which I have

just added to the statical theory laid down in the foregoing

volume, is now apparent (ii. 235-238). It furnishes the key-

note to the political organisation of Eome, in its relation to

home affairs on the one hand, to foreign policy on the other.

For the tendency of its internal economy was to consolidate

the institution of Fatherland, that of its foreign policy to extend

it ; until—in harmony with its normal purpose—it came to

foreshadow Humanity. From whichever side we look at it, we

perceive that this active bond between man and his environ-

ment, while completing sedentary existence, spontaneously
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prepared the way for Sociocracy, and became incompatible

with Theocracy, owing to the gradual substitution of Earth for

Heaven. Directly subordinated to its social aim, Polytheism

could not thenceforward maintain those aspirations after the

supernatural, which it excited under the sacerdotal system, and

which Monotheism has vainly endeavoured to revive in Western

Europe.,

In judging of the internal policy of Eome, I am led in the oiose^con-

first place to notice the decisive change which it wrought in tweenFa-
J^ "

1 1 '
i.

• J. 1 taerland ana .

the tenure of real property. The possession of land, intimately Property.

. associated with the idea of Fatherland, became its best support.

Notwithstanding the vague comparisons excited by our present

revolutionary state, personal property can never stand on a level

with the ownership of the soil. However much it may be modi-

iied, the personal appropriation of any part of our planet must

always confer a more lasting and effectual authority, than the

power inherent in any of the functions that are performed upon

its surface.

"When Eome broke with the theocratic system by defini- At some
1 Property

tivelv establishing: the political ascendency of the temporal gradnaiiy
•' or .r-/.j.-1 superseded

power, this step was confirmed by the institution ot territorial Butnaa title

Tii-i?T_-r *o power.

wealth. This has ever since remained the ehiet basis ot

material supremacy. It soon developed a revolutionary cha-

racter, weakening the authority of Birth, and so striking at the

very root of ancient civilisation. Only in a theocratic society

could the hereditary transmission of public offices be rigorously

-carried out; its ' incompatibility with warlike enterprise be-

coming more and more apparent. As the strength of the

hereditary principle diminished, the principle of wealth, espe-

cially of territorial wealth, not being liable to impairment, gra-

dually brought the dominant caste into persistent rivalry with

the new owners of the soil. At bottom, neither age, nor birth,

nor merit—the three successive principles of social rank—have

any place as such outside the Spiritual order (p. 246), since

Temporal power invariably goes along with material superiority.

Hence it follows, that the supremacy of birth is only suited to a

theocratic society, where it derives its sanction from supernatural

sources. From these flow both sovereignty and wealth ; since

_great possessions have their origin in gifts bestowed upon the

representatives of the gods (p. 201). We thus perceive the

logical flaw, which underlay the internal organisation of the
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Eoman period,—an endeavour to harmonise the theocratic prin-

ciple of classification with an activity which undermined it in

proportion as fortunes independent of Birth were created by

conquest.

Eoman To meet this source of political decomposition, the wisdom,
Knights, or . ^ ^ t j i
Miaaie Glass, of Eoman statesmen early mtroduced a happy expedient, which

stayed the break-up of the system for several generations. The

equestrian order was not instituted merely to moderate the

shock of the frequent collisions between nobles and com-

mons. Its main purpose was to furnish a natural opening for

wealth, and so to turn it aside from any direct struggle witL

hereditary rank, whose ascendency, indeed, it even helped to

maintain, by a gradual affiliation of its members to the ruling-

caste. But the Knights, being allowed to follow industrial or

financial pursuits from which the senators were debarred, and

enjoying an equal share of the benefits of military service,,

came ultimately to be the chief holders of property. From that

time forward the temporal power of Birth was more and more

supplanted by that of Wealth ; the foundations of Sociocracy, as

regards its material constitution, were thus laid, in harmony

with a continuous tendency, manifested even during the Middle

-

Age, notwithstanding the necessary revival of the hereditary

principle which then took place.

The general organisation of property at Eome presents one

decided novelty, illustrative of the sociocratic tone by which

the political situation was pervaded. Confiscation, in the strict

sense of the term, was impossible under a Theocracy ; it was

barred by the, supernatural origin of all great possessions. The

priestly domains might be, and often were, subjected to spolia-

tion at the hands of the warrior caste : they were never legally

susceptible of undergoing an expropriation which would neces-

sarily have appeared sacrilegious in the eyes of all. Accordingly,

the introduction of confiscation, at an early period of Eoman

history, was a sign that property had ceased to be held by

divine right ; that it was henceforward to be viewed as a pm'ely

human institution,—especially property acquired by war, a

continually increasing proportion of the whole. Still it was-

needful that the absolute character of ownership should be main-

tained and even more distinctly asserted, until the time when

all its conditions should be systematised by the final advent of

Sociocracy ; otherwise the most effectual guarantee of its inde-

Sociocratic
institution
of Coniisca-
tion makes
its appear-
ance.
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pendence would have been lost. While assuming the right of

confiscating a domain the tenure of which was implicitly de-

rived from the community, the state did not hold itself compe-

tent to regulate its management. But the right of social

intervention having thus been asserted against the claim of

ownership, the latter has, ever since the Middle Age, been under-

going further modifications due to the principle which is finally

destined to regenerate its character.

Having drawn attention to this fundamental innovation, sooiooratic

I must next notice another of a more general kind, eminently EomanLaw.

characteristic of the sociocratic tendency of the Eoman system
;

I mean its admirable judicial institutions. One special obj ect

of these, which we have chiefly to attend to here, ;was to base

public and even private morality on a foundation not directly

dependent upon supernatural beliefs, though deriving from them

an indirect, general, and essentially accessory sanction. In a

theocratic society, where all decisions necessarily emanate from

the priesthood, it was impossible for any conflict to arise be-

tween human motives and divine commands ; since the two

were spontaneously balanced in the mind of their common

organs. But the essentially temporal authority of the magis-

trate under a military form of civilisation, no longer allowed

him to invoke supernatural sanctions either alone or principally.

Compelled to give reasons for his decisions before the bar of a

free public opinion, to which they owed their surest sanction, he

soon found himself obliged to base them on an immediate con-

sideration of the personal, domestic, or public consequences

appertaining to each case. Thus by degrees was formed an

outline of Morality, strictly so called, empirical indeed, but

never again to be lost sight of ; a Morality no longer resting on

any theological inspiration though still deriving an additional

sanction from it. It is clear that a doctrine of this sort could

only concern itself directly with actions, never with the feel-

ings by which the actions were prompted (p. 293). Still it

spontaneously paved the way for the more thorough attempt re-

served for the Middle Age when the most enlightened thinkers

were ready to acknowledge the efficacy of the Eoman system

(p. 379).

Eoman law, as represented by a digest in which the special cm-pm juhi

decisions of ten centuries are embodied, still holds its ground
°*"^™'"™"-

among us. It illustrates the sociocratic character of the Eoman
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Transition, which will continue to regulate the social life of the

West until the advent of the Final Faith. The mere existence

of a judicial system outside the bounds of the official theologism

affords sufficient proof that the latter was confessedly inade-

quate for the direction of human society ; since earthly rewards

and punishments would be superfluous, if heavenly ones sufficed.

But this implied admission, masked during the theocratic

period by an all-powerful priesthood, is rendered yet more

manifest by the long series of edicts which rest on an exami-

nation, positive in spirit though empirical in method, into the

real springs of conduct, whether public or private.

(^) External Such Were the principal effects of the mode of Sociability

prevailing at Eome upon her internal organisation. To com-

plete this Abstract Appreciation I have still to examine her

foreign policy, to which all other aims were subordinated in

this Transition.

This inquiry has two sides, according as the dominant mode

of activity is considered in relation to those who exercised it,

or those on whom it was exercised.

Effect oi Under the first aspect, what we have here to determine is
military ac-

,t < a r -t -t

ti-rity on the the influence of military life on the individual character ; its
conquerors . -nii. n- i-
indiTidnaiiy. influence on domestic and public relations having already been

considered. Habits of obedience and of command profoundly

modified the moral dispositions of the persons exercising

those functions ; showing the great importance of a common

and abiding aim for the establishment of our true Unity.

For although the common aim in this case could exert a direct

influence only upon actions, it tended indirectly to improve the

feelings by which actions are inspired.

onitivation The developement of Veneration—the chief basis of

lion. military discipline—was the principal fruit, in the domain of

morals, of the warlike activity of Eome. Limited under Feti-

chism to family relations, this sentiment which is the found-

ation of order received from Theocracy the fall extension

appropriate to its high social office. The systematic cul-

ture of Veneration was the best result of the sacerdotal

system. Still, it continued to labour under two essential

imperfections, both of which were spontaneously remedied bj

military civilisation in virtue of a twofold influence of its dis-

tinctive mode of activity. The theocratic type of veneration

lacked precision, owing to the absence of any Practical object

:
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it lacked solidity, owing to its too exclusive connection with

supernatural beliefs.

The piiblic activity of Eome, and it alone, was capable of it was con-
'^ •' '

• 1 J. J iiected with

completing the moral training: of the race m these two direc- anowe

tions, SO as to pave the way for the disposition which will hnaliy with Human

prevail. Veneration thus acquired a definite and ever-present

object, and lost the vagueness inherited from our theocratic

education. On the other hand, it became connected with

purely human motives, and was thus enabled to survive the

decay of theological belief. Amid the revolutionary anarchy

of modem times, our Western form of Veneration is still dis-

tinguished by these two attributes from that which prevails in

the East. They afford direct proof of the general tendency of

Eoman civilisation to draw further away from Theocracy and

nearer to Sociocracy.

It must be admitted, however, that in the Eoman military its character

system, the authority of the chiefs was at first doubly theocratic, gradually

This is shown by their sacerdotal attributes ; it was usual for Theocratic

them to hold pontifical offices as a preliminary to military com- sociooratic.

mands, and they often exercised priestly functions at the head

of their armies. In a yet more immediate way, the obedience

of the Eoman had a decidedly theocratic tinge : it was given

to birth : he reverenced his leaders as personal descendants of

the gods. This was the mainstay of the military patriciat,

and it was independent of any priestly office : it continued to

hold good so long as aristocratic manners maintained their

ascendency ; an ascendency which naturally declined as the

fulfilment of Eome's mission of conquest brought low-born

merit, backed by adequate wealth, into notice. Then Eoman
Veneration tends to lose its theocratic character and to become

more and more sociocratic, human motives taking the place of

divine right. Notwithstanding the progressive weakening of

old beliefs and prejudices, discipline maintained itself so long

as the dominant activity prevailed. For daily life brought

new lessons of the value of subordination, new instances of the

merit of the chiefs.

While developing obedience in the governed, the exigencies cuitivatioii

of practical life fostered a corresponding feeling of Benevolence lence.

in the ruling class, so that command no less than obedience

was invested with a moral character. This immediate effect

of practical life on the former is all the more striking as
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its results were independent of any theological ordinances.

Throughout antiquity, these ordinances could only inculcate

submission ; they could not regulate authority ; hence whatever

merit the latter may have shown must always have been spon-

taneous (p. 198). The laws of human nature might not be

understood ; nevertheless, they produced their normal effects,

by virtue of which veneration on the part of the weak calls-

forth a corresponding devotion on the part of the strong. The

power of hereditary rank was circumscribed by the needs of

practical life ; it might ensure the ascendency of the nobility

as a whole ; but the credit of each individual member of that

class depended on his own conduct. The privilege of birth

did but shape the noble's personal character to social ends ; it

did not of itself endow him with lasting authority. Under

such influences, there occurred many heroic examples of self-

devotion, the purity of which was most unmixed when aristo-

cratic ascendency was most respected.

It would be superfluous to say more about the extent to

which the natural connection of our two highest instincts

(i. 567) was fostered by Roman life. But, apart from this main

current of its influence, the collective activity of Eome spon-

taneously improved individual morality both among the rulers

and the ruled. The continuous sway of a common aim brought

home to every man the need for keeping his private conduct in

harmony with his social office. It is undoubtedly true that

such a culture as this was of necessity limited to the three prac-

tical qualities of Courage, Prudence, and Firmness, the import-

ance of which is most habitually marked in military life. Ac-

cordingly, it could not in any way forestall the proper business

of the mediaeval period—the direct cultivation of the feelings

from which our actions ultimately spring, and upon which the

chief efficacy of character, strictly so called, depends ; for the

three qualities embraced under that term may be tm-ned to

good or to evil purposes (i. 585). Though this action of prac-

tical life upon naorality was rude and inadequate, it was never-

theless a needful step in our Preparation ; for it diffused every-

where a settled habit of self-restraint. The daily exercise of

this habit was ennobled by its social purpose which thus sup-

plied, as far as was then possible, the place of a direct cultuie

of the Feelings : the latter being incompatible with a mode of

life in which attention was necessarily concentrated on Acts.
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We have next to regard Eoman Activity in its relation to Treatoent

the conquered populations ; and here also we are struck by a quered.

no less important improvement which it wrought in Man's dis-

position. Under pure Fetichism, the relations between a tribe

and its neighbours were exceedingly limited, and only led to

conflicts barren of all result. The theocratic system had noble

aspirations after religious universality; and yet the developement

of the arts of peace did not save its representatives from an

isolation judged to be necessary for the maintenance of the

corresponding life and manners. But a proselytising spirit is

inherent in the military principle ; it made itself felt even

under Intellectual Polytheism, as shown by the colonial diffusion

of the Greeks (p. 231). But no true policy towards foreign

nations could be matured amid the vague anarchy of a situation

incapable of any social aim. The relations of the Greeks with

their allies or their tributaries were habitually capricious and

tyrannical ;
quite incompatible, therefore, with any genuine in-

corporation. We are indebted to Rome alone for the rise of the

manners requisite for the compulsory aggregation of distinct

nationalities, preparatory to their voluntary convergence.

The moralising influence of the public activity of Eome is

even more manifest in its eff'ect on foreign than on internal

affairs; indeed it formed an indispensable condition of such

success as habitually attended the Roman arms. We cannot

therefore be surprised to find this noble people spontaneously

developing, in its relations with its neighbours, feelings in-

dispensable to the success of its system of conquests. Virgil's

admirable line

—

Parcere subjectis et debellare supertos—

summarily expresses their attitude with just so much of

exaggeration as properly belongs to poetry.

But the Empire of the West would not have fallen to those Attitude

whose mission it becaine to prepare the world for its final civi- foreign re-

lisation, had not enlightened views of policy usually gone hand usages.

in hand with liberal intentions. Never had Polytheism so fully

developed its characteristic aptitude for facilitating incorpora-

tion while respecting the sacredness of nationality. Nothing in

history can rival the august prudence of the Roman senate,

ofiering a respectful welcome to the deities, of whatever order,

worshipped by subject nations, and even to pure fetiches. And
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yet this attitude would not have heen sufficient, had any con-

tempt on the part of the soldiers neutralised the wisdom of

their chiefs. To give this conciliatory tendency its full effect,

it was necessary that the whole people should spontaneously

cooperate with the ruling class; quite as necessary as in the

case of warlike enterprise; From whatever side we look at it,

we cannot but acknowledge the preeminent aptitude of such a

policy for consolidating military success by civil government

;

respecting the usages of the conquered, so as to bring them

to take part more fully in the civilisation of their conquerors.

The true spirit of incorporation was so characteristic of this

unrivalled people that it displayed itself even in its most

unworthy chiefs ; an ignoble tyrant issuing the decree never

afterwards recalled which gave the right of citizenship to every

inhabitant of his immense empire.

My abstract view of the foreign policy of Eome in its rela-

tion to the Eoman people on the one hand, to the subject na-

tions on the other, is now complete. The internal organisation,

public as well as private, of Social Polytheism, has already

been discussed. I must now proceed to a concrete examina-

tion of its chief results, as regards first the fulfilment of its

own mission, and then the preparation of Western Europe

for the next stage in its progress. To give precision to my
views on this subject, it is necessary to indicate the exact limits

within which the action of Eome was confined.

In the first place, the process of incorporation by conquest

is only applicable to settled populations. Why this is so was

explained in the third chapter (p. 154). Only settled popula-

tions are capable of being really conquered, or of effectually

conquering others. Although a nomadic mode of life may

allow the Feelings and even the Intellect to reach a high degree

of developement, a fixed abode is indispensable for the lasting

success of any kind of Activity,—more especially of any col-

lective Activity. Nevertheless, although tribes of hunters or

of shepherds cannot be directly reached by conquest, it may

exercise a powerful indirect influence upon them by narrowing

the area which belongs to each. Carried far enough, this

compression from without induces nomads to adopt a settled

mode of life sooner than they might otherwise do. This first

limit to the scheme of Eoman incorporation is especially im-

portant in its bearings on the decline of the Empire ; it indi-
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cates the source of the external influences which put the finishing

stroke, as I shall hereafter explain (p. 393), to the internal

decomposition of that compulsory aggregate.

Again, even among settled populations, those which were BesWotion

fully theocratic, and among which the mode of life established ^^^1?^^°^

by the sacerdotal caste was adequately developed, could not be po^tations

really included in this scheme of conquest. Their peaceful Europe.

habits render such populations an easy prey ; but so far from

imdergoing assimilation, they continually tend to modify their

conquerors by the power of an invincible inertia together with

the charm of a more desirable existence. Hence the social

aim of conquest is frustrated in their case ; easily vanquished,

they resist any genuine incorporation. If any well-marked

theocracies were absorbed by Eome they were numerically

weak ; as for instance, Etruria, perhaps the only decided case

of the kind. The incorporation of Gaul succeeded only on

account of the feeble hold of the theocratic system on that vast

region, where the warrior class was already beginning to prevail

over the priesthood when the conquest took place.

Taking these two general restrictions together, we are

forced to conclude that the gradual extension of Eoman domi-

nion was of necessity limited to populations essentially like their

conquerors. Neither fetichist nor theocratic, these countries,

like Eome herself, had spontaneously reached Progressive

Polytheism, by a similar operation of the military instinct in

a sphere suited to its growth. "We must observe, further, that

where the warlike impulse had proved abortive, and Progressive

-Polytheism had assumed a primarily Intellectual character, the

resulting difference was enough to make the incorporation im-

perfect, or rather ambiguous. Eome conquered Greece with

ease ; she never succeeded in thoroughly assimilating her ; and

that too although nothing could have been more friendly than

her disposition towards all the results of Hellenic culture. We
must, therefore, finally limit the domain of Eome to the purely

military nations, every one of which was aspiring to become
the centre of the Western system ; of that system which was to

prepare the way among progressive polytheists for the direct

elaboration of the Great Being. While explaining the suc-

cess of Eoman incorporation by the radical similarity of the

vanquished to their victors, my theory justifies the process,

by showing that Eome, conquering, that she might not be
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conquered, obtained an empire analogous to that to which she

must herself have submitted. It was necessary that a succes-

sion of barren conflicts should be arrested, once for all, by the

union of all warlike nations under a single head ; but why this

headship should have fallen to Eome still remains to be

explained.

The concrete character of this question renders it foreign

to Social Dynamics. Moreover, it is less important than is

generally supposed. The whole of the abstract survey which I

have just completed shows how the actual accomplishment of the

business of incorporation was itself the principal source of

the distinctive attributes of the nation which accomplished it.

Whatever special influences there may have been, they could only

affect the first beginnings of an enterprise iti which but one

nation could succeed, and which spontaneously gathered force

as it advanced towards fulfilment. Thus it is far less important

to explain the natural selection of Eome than that of Greece

;

yet we may reasonably desire to know the chief circumstances

which made Eome the Social centre of the Western system.

Here, therefore, I may fairly introduce a brief outUne of the

considerations bearing most closely on this point.

To begin with, the present inquiry wiU be indirectly helped

by the direct elucidation of the similar question with regard

to the intellectual centre, which had a special place in the preced-

ing chapter (p. 221). It was clearly necessary that the two

centres of evolution—one intellectual, the other social—should

neither be too near each other, nor too far apart ; so as to ensure

their primitive independence and their subsequent coalescence.

These two conditions were indispensable to the fulfilment of

their joint mission ; all the more so, since the two movements

had for a long time to go on side by side, notwithstanding the

necessary priority of the intellectual one. Accordingly, the

geographical relation between Athens and Eome was well

suited for the mutual interaction of their respective functions.

This reason, however, is not sufficiently precise to enable us to

infer the actual position of the second centre from that of the

first, evi^n granting, as we must, that the seat of the social

movement must lie to the west of that devoted to intellectual

progress.

Looking at the matter more narrowly, we see why the

nucleus of military incorporation must be near the sea and yet
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tipon the mainland, so as to render it less accessible, and tjO

concentrate its activity. For the same reasons, it must lie

on the southern confines of the European system, though form-

ing an integral part of the "West. Again, it follows from the

explanation given abovCj that this centre of compulsory aggre-

gation must be environed on all sides by settled populations,

without being too near any great theocratic state. Further,

the ruling nation must be within reach of the sea to enable

it to assume a maritime activity when this becomes necessary

to its progress, without ever ceasing to bestow its chief atten-

tion on continental expeditions, the only sure basis of perma-

nent conquest. Finally, its territory must suffice to feed its

citizens, while prompting them to overflow its limits instead of

retaining them by the attractions of an existence too exclu-

sively industrial. Taking all these considerations together, we
might build up a priori the respective destinies of Athens,

Eome, and Carthage, as was stated in my fundamental treatise

(Phil. Pos. V. 268). Any more elaborate details would not

accord with the essentially abstract character which the Phi-

losophy of History ought to maintain.

A brief review of the social influences which helped, in sooiaicon- ,

concert with geographical conditions, to fix the special centre
'°™'

of incorporation for the West, forms a natural starting-point

for the task on which I am about to enter, the Concrete

Appreciation of the work done by Rome. The main point to

be noticed is the need for a certain admixture of a theocratic

population with the warlike element, so as to facilitate the

initial organisation of the latter. Even some fetichist tribes

were added which were disposed to settle down with a view to

conquest. Without the priestly element, military discipline

would have lacked a sufficient basis of veneration, and this, in

its turn, might have degenerated into a pacific tendency but

for the impulse given by Fetiehism.

Sociological analysis breaks up the period of Eoman in- Aiistooiajao

corporation into three principal phases. The first includes the Sntf''*'
-

absorption of the whole of Italy; the second that of Spain; Sc^qn'^t'

the third, the incorporation of GauL The middle term—that to teSr^
which, here as elsewhere, characterises the scries (p. 52)—is modem"'

ushered in by the struggle with Carthage, and is, indeed, the pur-
pose of that struggle. It is closed by the conquest of Grreeee,

leading to that of Asia Minor and that of Egypt. But |;hese

West.
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two appendages to the incorporation of Spain were never cap-

able of an assimilation that could be compared with that of

the West proper. On the other hand, the intermediate geo-

graphical position of Gaul shows that its full incorporatioa

was indispensable to complete the Eoman system which could

not otherwise have attained a sufficient degree of coherence.

Accordingly, the decisive aggregation of the progressive

polytheists was chiefly to consist in the union with Italy of

the two contiguous regions which separated her from the

Atlantic.

Two remain- Such Were the three elements of which the civilised West,mg nations '

i4*''rf^tT'
™ ancient as in modern times, is necessarily built up. Any

incorporatoa esteusiou of couquest beyond these limits is rendered imperfect

by an insufficient conformity of lang-uage, of worship, and of

manners. This Southern group was considerably augmented

during the Middle Age, by its permanent combination with

the northern pair of nations, Germany and Britain, the an-

nexation of which had already been begun by the Eomans.

But although the normal conditions of incorporation with the

West were fairly fulfilled in the case of this invaluable extension,

the inherent diversity of North and South is a leading fact

throughout the whole of modern history, notwithstanding tbe

noble efforts made by the Catholic priesthood for their intellectual

aad social fusion. Their complete union will soon afford the

first illustration of the necessary aptitude of Positivism for

harmonising all forms of civilisation. Nevertheless, the general

unlikeness between the Northern and Southern divisions of the

Western system will continue to make itself felt even in this

final period of human unity. In my next volume I shall bring

evidence to prove that the regeneration of Europe must begin

in the South, notwithstanding the tendency of the last thi'ee

centuries to change the order of evolution determined by the

whole of our past history.

Why Spain To Complete my general outline of the order followed by
was con- —^ . ^ ^ ,. I'j.
queicdbefore the Komau incorporation, I must here explain an exception to

the laws of Sociology which that outline appears to present.

We can readily perceive why the work of assimilation should

have begun with Italy,—especially continental Italy. But

geographical contiguity would seem to require that Gaul should

have been conquered before Spain.

Two general reasons may be given why matters followed an
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inverse order. First, the attractions offered by Spain ; secondly,

the difficulty of invading Gaul. The Iberian peninsula

tempted the future masters of the West by a more genial

climate, and offered them free access to the Atlantic, the

future boundary of their empire. Moreover, the path of con-

quest was smoothed by the existing divisions among the in-

habitants and by previous colonisation. On the other hand,

the invasion of Graul (if we except its southern shores) offered

hardly any prospect of immediate advantage. At the same

time it bristled with difficulties. The nation was warlike and

united by theocratic ties ; the priestly influence, far from op-

posing military expeditions, was obliged to stimulate them, in

order to delay the imminent preponderance of the warrior over

the sacerdotal caste. Accordingly, the conquest of Graul naturally

became the closing scene of the main work of incorporation
;

it could not be accomplished till the power of Eome had reached

its full maturity. But long before it actually took place, the

propinquity of Gaul exerted an indirect influence upon the

destinies of Eome; for the Gaulish colonies which'were origin-

ally supreme in Northern Italy tended to turn the course of

incorporation in the opposite direction.

Although in the first phase of Eoman conquest the general Krat ahs-

puTpose is less distinctly marked than in the second, the funda- Phase. Con-

mental aptitude for accomplishing that purpose is more deci- itaiy.

sively shown. It lasted longer than the other two taken together,

and thus enabled the Eomans to develope, both at home and
abroad, those qualities which assured their supremacy. I have

already laid down, as an abstract principle, that the social

efficacy of the collective activity of Eome was intimately bound
up with the gradual way in which that activity was developed.

If, in the quick march of Alexander's conquests, we see their

ephemeral character foretold, we may read a sure guarantee of

stability in the slow progress of the Eoman movement. But it

was to the reaction of the external, policy on the internal

organisation, whether of the family or of the state, that the

gradual character of the conquests was most advantageous
; and

it was the internal organisation which became the principal

result of the system of conquest.

A monarchy was needed to guide the movement at its outset ; The Eegai

only by a concentration, of authority could the heterogeneous ZttZlltio

elements of which the population was made up, be sufficiently
^^™'^°'

VOL. III. T
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amalgamated. Nevertheless, the expulsion of the kings speedily

became the first condition of continued military success; a

career of conquest could only he carried on under a hereditary

oligarchy, in which the sacerdotal element was subordinated to

the military one ; for the monarchy was prone to assume a priestly

character. The power of the aristocracy was consolidated by

the slow progress of the earlier conquests, which disposed the

nobles to make needful concessions, and the commons to

yield suitable obedience. Military successes so much disputed,

and won at such risk of total ruin, served to unite the two

classes by making each keenly sensible of the other's import-

ance. At the same time, the restriction of warlike enterprise

within narrow geographical limits, and the short duration of

the campaigns, never allowed military commanders to emanci-

pate themselves from civil authority. Although the influence

of Birth was already being sapped by the inroads of the Elective

tendency, the choice of the people was confined, during the

first period, to the nobility ; individual zeal was thus stimu-

lated without any impairment of corporate ascendency. The

slowness of these initial stages of Rome's progress was so im-

portant, that Dante, in his rapid ideal survey of her career

of conquest, d«votes a line to its commemoration

:

Vineendo intorno le genti TiciBe.'

Civic feeling Between Devotedness and Veneration there is a natural

flaring™!'* reciprocity (p. 212); and this was sure to be most marked

theMrmal" whcu the public activity was wide enough to excite ade-

Civic^nnion quate interest without being too wide to be easily grasped.

oee'ded."'
'^" During the long period devoted to the conquest of Italy, the

general movement could be felt and shared by all ; furnishing,

to all classes, and even to women, a habitual bond between

the interests of private and those of public life. At that time,

more than ever before or since, these two aspects of human

existence were in perfect harmony; a harmony which is the

chief source of human dignity and happiness. Never have

there been so many instances of heroic devotion and of generous

obedience, both shedding equal honour on the Eoman name.

The slow progress of the movement exerted as favourable an

influence on foreign as on home relations ; the ruling people,

' ' Paradiso,' vi. 42.
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during its hard struggle with the nations most like itself, gradu-

ally acquiring an appropriate tone of feeling towards those

which resembled it less. The conquest of Italy laid down, from

the very first, the lines along which the action of Eome should

travel. It foreshadowed, in the North, the final struggle with

Gaul ; it announced, in the South, the absorption of Greece,

whose Italian colonies occasioned the latest conflicts of this

fundamental phase.

A struggle with the Carthaginian settlements, first in Sicily, seoond Aiia-i

then in Spain, served to connect the decisive beginning with Phase. Con-
'^ '

° ° quest ot

the full maturity of the Eoman movement. Spam was the spain
Punic wars.

great battle-field on which the fate of Western Europe was deter-

mined. This second phase affords less material for the socio-

logist than the first ; the conquest of Italy saw the main lines

of the Eoman constitution, both in its domestic and its foreign

relations, laid down ; while the conquest of Spain only paved

the way for the necessary change of that constitution. Never-

theless, the long struggle between Eome and Carthage offers a

high degree of intrinsic interest; for it confirmed the truth

of the natural law, that incorporation resting on an essentially

maritime basis can never be successful.

My whole theory of the system of conquest points to the instability

conclusion that its social purpose, whether internal or external, as comp™ea

no less than its success from a military point of view, depends nentaisn-'"

entirely on a habitual preference of continental to maritime

expeditions. The former alone can be sufiBciently continuous.

Although the sovereignty of the sea might seem to be a natural

privilege of Carthage, the Eomans were not long in wresting it

from her ; and this without ever looking on their fleet as more
than ancillary to their armies. Herewe have a law complemen-
tary to that which makes sedentary existence a necessary condi-

tion of success for any decisive exercise of collective activity; it

is this : that settlements which were the fruit of conquest, were
precarious when founded on maritime, stable when on conti-

nental enterprise.

Practical statesmen must have instinctively perceived these

natural tendencies long before they were formulated by science.

They enable us easily to see that there could be but one issue to

the conflict in which the leading feature was the splendid contrast

between Scipio and Hannibal.. But certain as that issue was
t2

prema^y.
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from the beginning, it required prolonged and stupendous efforts,

during -which the Eoman character matured the three Active

qualities. Moreover, the importance of the object—the posses-

sion of Spain—^justified the elder Cato in his instinctive jealousy

of Rome's only rival.

During this second phase, mainly taken up by the struggle

with Carthage—though it was, after all, but a means to an end

—the Eoman constitution retained its aristocratic character

;

not, however, without undergoing some modifications suggestive

of coming change. The extent and difiSculty of the expeditions

undertaken, developed the pretensions of the lower class,

and furnished them with constant support ; first, by allowing

the growth of acquired, as opposed to inherited, wealth ; secondly,

by inducing generals, even thus early, to seek popularity by

assuming an attitude of antagonism towards their own order.

Compelled to throw open the chief civil and military offices of

the state to the people, the senate (now, more than ever before)

had recourse to artifices based on its priestly attributes, in order

to elude, for a few generations, this decisive concession, the first

symptom of its declining power.

Had the policy of Eome been guided by a prearranged

scheme instead of an instinct of expediency, the incorporation

of Gaul would have immediately followed that of Spain. There

was an exceptional pause between the two operations, notwith-

standing their natural connection ; and this pause was not due

solely to the intrinsic difficulty of the task. Its chief cause

must be sought in the spontaneous impulse which carried the

Eomans eastward after the fall of Carthage. This tendency

would not have been abnormal, had the conquest of Greece

been its only object. The connection of Greece with Italy by

way of Sicily and Epirus made the absorption of the former a

necessary consequence of that of the latter ; but it was more

than this ; it was indispensable if the system of conquests was

to bear all its destined fruits. The intellectual and the social

evolutions, the union of which was needed to prepare Western

Europe for its final state, could not otherwise have inter-

penetrated each other sufficiently for the complete realisation

of their respective purposes. These motives for pushing

eastward apply, however, only to Greece, strictly so called;

they ought not to have postponed the incorporation of Gaul

to the invasion of Asia, where the Romans rushed blindly
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on the footsteps of Alexander, whose traces, however, they never

succeeded in obliterating.

A like empirical error led them, after destroying Carthage, And to

to take up and even to extend her authority over the neighbour-
' ing nomadic tribes. Thus, both in the South and in the East,

the two great limits imposed by sociology on systematic conquest

were violated by a futile attempt to incorporate nomadic or

theocratic populations. These errors were empirical ; but there

were other and deeper sources of disturbance which helped to

delay the assimilation of Gaul. The latter was not accomplished

till just at the close of the third phase, to which it nevertheless

gives its distinctive character.

The various intestine troubles by which the structure of TiM Aiis-
•J tocratic

Social Polytheism was spontaneously broken up, may be ex- ^^^^'g^^'

plained by developing more fully the theory of the collective ^^^;. '^'^-

activity proper to the second Transition lying between Theo- tendenoiis

;

cracy and Sociocracy. For although military supremacy is as

incapable of perpetuity as of universality, the spontaneous decay

of the corresponding social system can never take place suddenly.

Before its final dissolution, and during the period of its greatest

splendour, it was being undermined by subtle changes con-

nected with its foreign action.

In order to grasp their origin and progress, we need only Resulting

complete our survey of the social properties of the military element ot

form of activity, by examining it in relation to Independence. ^S? '"

Hitherto we have studied it only in reference to Co-operation, "a™™.

Its spontaneously collective character renders it equally apt to

fulfil either of these two general conditions of true sociability

(ii. 242). For the developement of a system of conquests ex-

cludes servility as much as insubordination. So long as its

chief aim is unfulfilled, it sways superiors and inferiors alike

and so fosters a habit of honourable obedience. But when
conquest has once reached a point which removes all fear of

retrogression, its further progress modifies, in an equal degree,

the disposition both of the one and of the other. The respect

originally paid to hereditary rank, and speedily modified by its

extension to acquired renown, tends to disappear in consequence
of the false pretensions with which pride and cupidity inspire

the chiefs. Then there is resistance on the part of the soldiers

and so it gradually comes to be recognised that military life

surpasses industrial pursuits as much in respect of Independence
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as of Co-operation. This follows naturally from the collective

character of the former, as contrasted with the more individual

character of the latter.

Applying this theory to the special case of Rome, we are no

longer surprised to find the Roman constitution, which had been

already modified during the second phase, undergoing radical

changes during the third. The aristocracy which, during the long

struggle for Italian supremacy, had nobly identified itself with

the destinies of the Republic, was led astray, after the ruin of

Carthage, by personal ambition ; its members came more and

more to seek the acquisition of great domains in far-off countries,

or the government of wealthy provinces. At the same time, the

senate, proud of a national power which it looked upon as vested

mainly in itself, became less and less disposed to yield to the

demands of the people, even when most just ; the latter gradually

became hostile, and exercised the right, won in earlier struggles,

of electing men of low birth to various offices. This growing

discord did much to retard the great incorporation which was to

distinguish the closing phase of the Roman movement. Instead

of conquering Graul, as the people wished, the senate preferred

to undertake distant expeditions, more flattering to its pride,

more tempting to its greed ; and this notwithstanding the

datigerous facilities offered to commanders for weaning the

attachment of their troops from the state to their own persons.

Again, the selfishness of the senate prevented it from listening

in time to the just claims of the Italian provinces to full incor-

poration by admission to citizenship. The senate was deterred

from carrying out this decisive assimilation by the fear of

seeing new families arise, with which it would have to share

its aristocratic supremacy ; and the concession was not made

till after a short but disgraceful war,—the first sign ofthe spon-

taneous decay which was at hand.

Thus it was that Rome came to be torn by civil strife on

a scale hitherto unparalleled, beginning with the significant

troubles stirred up by the Gracchi about the conquered

territory. From this beginning, the final triumph, of the

popular cause might have been foreseen ; a cause which had

already found devoted champions among noble families. Ere

long, however, Marius rose up from among the people itself, a

hero whose appearance more surely foretokened the inevitable

issue of the coming crisis. Nor are we to regard it as a mere
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accidental coincidence that it was a nephew of Marius who csesar.

afterwards brought that crisis to a close.

The impartiality required by the philosophy of history must
^j?p^j|^^

not prevent us, at the present day, from drawing attention to the to tte Dicta-

general superiority of the popular movement over the resistance

offered by the senate. For the popular impulse, at that time,

promoted such changes in the constitution as were calculated to

give to the evolution of the West the prolongation which was

necessary. That impulse, Uke the opposition of the senate, was

doubtless instinctive; yet it sprang from more disinterested

motives and wiser presentiments. With Greek demagogy the

Eomans had nothing in common. Their chief aim was to con-

centrate republican authority by subordinating the power of the

senate to a permanent dictator. Some such concentration had

become indispensable to the cause of order no less than to that of

progress, now that the dominion of Eome had grown so vast as to

make men anxious at once about its preservation against aggres-

sion from without, and about the policy needed for its internal

management. This twofold urgency must have continually tended

to induce all statesmen of real merit, whether moral or intellec-

tual, to devote themselves unreservedly to the popular cause,

whatever their social position. The noble conqueror of (jaul soon

appeared and confirmed its honourable triumph by his un-

rivalled superiority, which will for ever mark him as the highest

type of the military civilisation peculiar to Social Polytheism.

There is nothing accidental about this coincidence. The Connection

dictatorial transformation of the Eoman order would naturally qurat^"'"'

be wrought by the leader who had just extended Rome's Dpatoi--

military supremacy to its normal limit. Henceforward, con-
*'^'

servation takes precedence of extension. The need of attaining

this natural limit had been strongly felt ever since the decisive

victory won, half a century before, by the worthy forerunner of Defeat of

Csesar, over a Grerman invader. This triumph dispelled all Teuton™y

immediate fears ; but it drew public attention to the permanent """"

incorporation of Gaul as the only bulwark against a danger
liable to incessant renewal—that of aggression from the nomad
tribes of the North-West of Europe. We see how exceptionally

this indispensable adjunct was delayed by a concourse of cir-

cumstances, partly voluntary and partly involuntary, which have
already been explained.

The assimilation of Gaul, together with the partia,lly
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executed plan for the incorporation of Grermany and even of

Britain, thus determined the distinctive character both of the

last phase of the Eoman movement, and of the principal change

in the corresponding regime. In completing the Western State

system, it gave birth to the permanent dictatorship under which

alone its further developement could proceed. The incomparable

organ of this twofold advance proved, more than any other

representative man in history, equal to his great mission.

Wholly emancipated from theologism, Caesar foresaw and felt

in a manner worthy of him the necessary approach of the

reign of Humanity, which had already floated dimly before the

eyes of Scipio. Although the extent of the Eoman incorpora-

tion was wide enough to enable intellects and hearts of the

highest order to form some conception of the Great Being they

had instinctively served, yet they were also aware of the

impossibility of carrying out that conception by the aid of

the same activity which had sketched its outline. Hence the

Dictator of the West, whose powers seemed fitted only for

success in arms, was preparing to substitute industrial for

military enterprise. The admirable works which he achieved,

and those, still greater, which he only planned, some of them

remaining unfinished at this day, form a lasting monument of

his intentions. An infamous murder, as senseless as it was

odious, prompted by metaphysical fanaticism, as well as aris-

tocratic fury, soon furnished an instance of the vast effect which

the assassination of an individual may exert on the destinies of

society.

Nevertheless, this unparalleled crime, which even Dante's

prejudices did not prevent him from stigmatising worthily,

failed wholly to revive a hopelessly rotten regime. Its sole result

was to raise up, after much needless bloodshed, another dictator,

less eminent than the first, though really meritorious. The

Eoman constitution had necessarily maintained its aristocratic

character so long as warlike enterprise was in the ascendant

;

it inevitably assumed a dictatorial form as soon as a policy of

conservation became more urgent than one of extension. How-

ever unworthy were some of the leaders into whose hands the

supreme power subsequently fell, the authority of the senate

could never be restored ; there never was even a serious attempt

to restore it, though it continued to be an object of impotent

regrets. Notwithstanding our classical prejudices to the con-
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trary, dictators wholly ignoble often gained a genuine popularity

which sometimes outlived their fall, simply because they shared

and satisfied the implacable resentment of the people against

the nobility.

The mode in which this decisive Eevolution was accom- un-Boman

plished is worth noting as furnishing a special illustration of the armies

my abstract theory concerning the normal limits of Eoman in- at Pbarsaiia,

corporation. I need only draw attention to the habitual Actium.'

tendency of the reactionary party to lean by preference on the

African and still more on the Oriental populations which

were incapable of being really assimilated owing to their lack

of adequate social and intellectual conformity. In the three

great struggles which mark the successive steps of this mighty

crisis, the vanquished army was entirely foreign to Roman
manners ; whereas it was these that gave the victors their chief

strength, by making them instinctively aware of the opportune

character of their exertions.

The constitution of the Empire must be carefully dis- C?) Motato-
'

tinguished from that of the Monarchy which preceded the aris- pp- 329-351.

tocratic regime, in spite of the interested efforts of the party Nature of

of the nobility to confound them by exaggerating their apparent torship;^"

points of similarity. The title of permanent Dictator, the first seiecale?'^

that was assigned to the chief of the state, is the one which

most exactly defines his oflBce. For it was, in the main, but a

permanent form of the exceptional supremacy conferred, in

times of republican crisis, on the magistrate known by that

name. The need of a special connection with the army soon

led to the adoption of another title ; but this, already familiar Title of

as a reward for success in the field, did not present any more
'"'^*™'*-

real analogy to the early Kingship than the title of Dictator.

The Empire never succeeded in becoming really hereditary

;

it always continued to rest on an essentially elective basis, save
when the character of the ruler inspired such confidence that

he was entrusted with the choice of a successor, who was often

drawn from outside his own family. Moreover repeated cata-

strophes furnished conclusive proof of the substantial difference

between the new rulers of Eome and her ancient Kings.

Looking deeper into the contrast between them, we find Diotatorsiup

that it consists chiefly in the growing substitution of a socio- sSratio
cratic for a theocratic character. Hereditary power, being in- r^heooraSo

compatible with the continuous exercise of collective activity
*'*''''
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had undergone one modification after another ; and the elective

method which replaced it was gradually freed from all restiio-

tions and had now been long in use. Although election is, in

itself, a purely revolutionary principle, its aim is always to favour

merit, which really does govern the clioice, when it is sufficiently

obvious, especially in the case of a chief magistrate. Apart

from the abuses which crept in latterly, the imperial elections

were, notwithstanding their seemingly tumultuous character,

better carried out, as a rule, than the consular nominations had

been before them. This was due to the social superiority of

the army over the mass of the people. Moreover no importance

ought to be attached to the attempts made to give the imperial

power a theocratic character, which was radically neutralised

beforehand by its elective origin. A complimentary title con-

ferred by law, and often pushed as far as apotheosis, sometimes

even before death, proves no more than the servility of the

senate, and the vanity of individual dictators. Polytheistic

beliefs were too much shaken among all classes for these oflScial

- titles to add any strength to a real authority.

If we look at its practical working, we shall see that the

imperial dictatorship, as exercised by all its nobler types, showed

a disposition to break for ever with Theocracy and directly

establish Sociocracy. The empirical tendency of Eoman jurists

towards a social doctrine wholly independent of theological

beliefs manifested itself more strikingly when their influence,

waxing as the military impulse waned, was concentrated by the

supreme representative of imiversal justice. All statesmen

perceived, as Scipio and Caesar had dimly foreseen, that military

activity could serve none but a provisional end ; and that, this

end attained, it should be subordinated to industry. This

growing conviction—a natural result of the irrevocable supre-

macy which Eoman civilisation had always assigned to practical

life—tended more and more to substitute defensive for aggressive

warfare, in harmony with the new situation of the West. It

led the dictators to foresee, and even to prepare the way for,

the final abolition of slavery, by facilitating individual emanci-

pation, by protecting slaves against their masters, and above

all by conferring honours upon freedmen. Eut their chief care

was necessarily directed to the developement and propagation of

the benefits of civilisation by an habitual culture of both an

active and a speculative kind. Although Affective progress
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could not then be appreciated as fully as were the Speculative

and Practical evolutions; still, its approaching preponderance

was foreshadowed by a spontaneous improvement in the liberty p^o^^s of

of women, the growth of which, within the domestic sphere,

soon came to require moral discipline.

This second moiety of the Roman Transition was thus Dictatorial
•^

n • •1 ^snod to be

engrossed by defensive warfare and the developement of civil treated
.^ ^

/-» • under two

institutions ; further, it led the way to the last of the Organic heads.

Transitions included in the Western Initiation. Although this

office was naturally intermingled with the other two, its im-

portance entitles it to separate treatment. I reserve the discus-

sion of it till the close of the present chapter, where the subject

may be treated consecutively and without interruption. I shall

begin therefore by describing the double work of conservation

and of progress, which the dictators directed worthily. I shall

then pass to the complementary movement towards which,

necessary though it was, they became fatally hostile ; a mistake

as unfortunate as it was excusable.

To help the reader in carrying this inquiry further than («) Mmtary
"^

, „ . coneervation

befits the present occasion, it may be well to point out the andcivii
progress, pp.

main divisions of this second period. And first, we must set 331-336.

aside the century which connects it with the Middle Age. For Three phases
embracing

with the official substitution of Byzantium for Rome, and the first three

formal subordination of Polytheism to Monotheism, the Roman our era.

system had really ceased to exist, although the social organisa-

tion which was to take its place had not yet been definitely

established. This reduces the entire period to three centuries,

to each of which its share in the Western transformation is

naturally assignable. Proceeding as we did in the case of the

principal period we may say that they were characterised, the

first by a prolongation of the conquering movement, the second

by an efficient protection of the Empire against invasion, and

the third by spontaneous decomposition.

During the first of these three fresh phases, the previously First Dicta-

subsisting military impulse, though radically spent, continues continua^^^^'

to carry on the great work of incorporation in reference to quest"

certain accessory elements, especially in the North. The
assimilation of Germany and Britain is prosecuted on the lines

laid down by Csesar. A long time had still to elapse before

this necessary completion of the Western system was adequately

accomplished ; still, even the beginning of the process furnishes
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an illustration of an essential feature of Eoman policy,

which, had previously been eclipsed by the splendour of

conquest. I refer to the really admirable union of military

with diplomatic measures. It stands out more vividly at this

juncture, owing to the lesser intensity of the conflicts ; but it

may be distinctly traced throughout all the three ascending

phases of the military movement.

The Eoman's sole desire was to prevail. He had no childish

love of warlike measures, and never hesitated to prefer nego-

tiation when this was sufficient for the end in view. This is

why the incorporating process soon began to be met half-

way by many peoples. For it invariably gave them a direct

share in the benefits of the most advanced civilisation then

existing, while at the Fame time it withdrew them from a

military activity that only caused disturbance. It was only in

Italy that Eome met with any real opposition ; this was offered

by nations, any one of which might originally have had a seem-

ing claim to the dominion of the West, in virtue of its natural

likeness to Eome. In Spain, the native tribes yielded without

much resistance ; a striking contrast to the energetic national

feeling aroused during the Middle Age by an invasion which

was out of place and mischievous. The chief struggle in Spain

was between Eome and Carthage, for the possession of the

country. As regards Gaul, its conquest would not have been

definitively completed by Cffisar in ten years, but for the spon-

taneous aid given by tribes which were no longer swayed by

druidical fanaticism and the ambition of local chiefs. The

same natural disposition reappeared once more during the

occupation of Germany and Britain, so long as Eome wisely

refrained from attempting to incorporate tribes which were

still nomadic. Just as compulsory assimilation became im-

possible or precarious when stretched beyond its normal limits,

so it approached the character of a voluntary adhesion in the

case of populations which were ready for it ; their chiefs alone

rejecting the salutary rule of Eome.

On its civil side, this phase worthily inaugurated the dicta-

torial system. There was a decided advance in esthetic culture,

the impulse to which was given by closer contact with Greek

civilisation. Poetry, indeed, the fundamental art, can show

no name to rival that of Homer or .^schylus ; still, its culti-

vation yielded a larger harvest of estimable works, and brought
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about a more uniform standard of taste than had been possible

under Intellectual Polytheism. As regards the special arts of

Music and Form, the Eomans had to content themselves with

appreciating the works of Greece. Even this passive attitude,

however, is enough to show how much the predominance of

public over private aims disposes men to be sensitive to.whatever

can improve Humanity.

This first phase of the dictatorship was worthily inaugurated sociocratio

by two distinguished types, who deserve to be commemorated Angaftus

here by name. Augustus, the wise heir of the generous Caesar, nus.

nobly overcame the bent he would naturally acquire during his

long struggle for power, and governed the West with a single

eye to social welfare, seeking anxiously to make all classes co-

operate, in their respective measures, for the public good. This

general tendency was vigorously developed by Tiberius. A
comprehensive estimate of his intellectual and moral qualities

will soon efface the stigma attached to his memory by aristo-

cratic rancour, notwithstanding the foulness of his private life

during his later years.

The second period was wisely inaugurated by a noble oM second Die-"

man, who introduced the svstem of adoptive succession which vhaae.
' ^ ± Nerva.

will always remain its distinguishing feature. The example he

set was followed for a long term of years. It is to this system

that the dictatorship of the West owes its noblest type.

Besides his admirable qualities of heart, intellect and cha- Admirable

racter, Trajan is further remarkable for his Spanish origin. Adoption.

This vividly illustrates the thoroughness of an incorporation
^''*^*'^'

which allowed a Eoman emperor to choose a successor of alien

blood. The dictatorship which thus arose during the first half-

generation of the second century was indeed unrivalled ; still,

Trajan was succeeded by a series of men, all chosen by adoption, Hadrian,

and all worthy of their high oifice. It is a pity that the last of pS,s°m! au-

this noble line of chiefs should have been induced by a pedantic
'°"™"

vanity to set aside the wholesome principle to which he owed

his own position, in favour of an unworthy son. Notwithstand-

ing this blunder—all the more indeed, because of the contrast

it provoked—the application to the supreme magistracy of the

custom which had been spontaneously adopted, ever since the

days of feticliism, in the various functions of private life, was

never allowed to fall into oblivion. Tliis extension of the

adoptive method was empirical : but it will always be appealed
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dom, which before long will erect it into a principle. For it

will be an essential complement of the sociocratic mode of suc-

cession, which is determined by the free choice of each organ of

society, with no other intervention.

During this second phase, anxiety to preserve the existing

limits of the Empire prevails so completely over any attempt

to extend them, that the very expeditions, few and brief as they

were, which were seemingly undertaken for aggressive objects,

have rather a defensive than an offensive character. Practical

life is on the threshold of its transformation ; the arts of peace

prevail more and more over those of war ; immense works,

public as well as private, already attest their supremacy.

The readiness with which even the more warlike of the

Eomans accepted this decisive change must be ascribed to the

close natural afl&nity which subsists between the various modes

of practical Life, and especially to the protracted sway of the

most complete of those modes. From the outset of the Western

incorporation, the art of war, in virtue of its greater generality

and more social character (p. 47), disposed men's minds to set

a just value upon agriculture, and all other forms of industry in

succession, of which agriculture is the common basis. The

arts of peace were never despised save by the vanity of Greece,

where a vague activity without any public aim went on in a

thoroughly anarchical sphere. To have their hands free for

conquest, the Eomans were obliged to entrust their industrial

undertakings to slaves ; still, the wealthier citizens—especially

among the knights—furnished many honoiu-able chiefs to com-

mercial and even to manufacturing enterprise. As soon, there-

fore, as public attention tm-ned naturally, in virtue of the

political situation, to industrial pursuits, the manners of the

people were found ready for the change ; a change which diverts

the mind from the most diflBcult to the easiest of conquests.

My abstract survey has sufficiently explained the seeming in-

difference of the Eomans to speculative progress ; hence I need

not now proceed to justify their necessary non-cooperation in a
'

movement which had long since spent itself, and which was not

really renewed till modern times. They were preeminently

fitted for synthetic views by their noble public activity ; they

could not therefore but look down upon philosophical exercita-

tions which the wise scepticism of Cicero had already dis-
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credited. Nevertheless, they were always able to distinguish

between the real thinkers and the mere debaters, at whose

contests they were content to look on. Thales, Pythagoras,

and Aristotle were better appreciated at Eome than by the

Greeks, with whom empty sophists often enjoyed more credit.

As regards science proper, especially mathematical science, the

taste for it was now stronger and more widely diffused than

ever before, although Eoman thinkers, for reasons already as-

signed, could not devote themselves actively to its culti-

vation.

Their chief efforts turned spontaneously to the improvement neveiope-

of History. The time was not yet ripe for any true historical Historical
•^ ^ L J writing from

philosophy ; but the materials needed by sociology could be, Poiybius to

and were being, prepared. History was first instituted, under

Theocracy, in the form of biography ; in the freer atmosphere

of Greece it improved by assuming a collective instead of an

individual character ; on the other hand it lost by becoming a

simple narrative, less fraught with moral significance than the

biography which it displaced, owing to the lack of any social

purpose. Eoman thought, trained in the arena of public life,

gave it, once for all, a decided though empirical tendency to

grasp the true filiation of events affecting humanity. The con-

necting link between the two methods is furnished by the great

Polybius. He was the last organ of Greek sociology, but his

- qualities were developed under the ascendency of Eome, with

which he nobly identified himself, and from which he acquired

the universality which is his distinguishing feature. Neverthe-

less, the second or dictatorial period, furnishing men's minds

with views at once more complete and more connected, raised

up a still better type—the incomparable Tacitus. He deserves

the epithet, notwithstanding that his profound insight is often

seriously impaired by his aristocratic prejudices.

I have still to speak of the third century. This opens Third Dicta-

admirably under the auspices of the young chief who was the Alexander^*'

last dictator endowed with really eminent moral and intellectual
^™™^"

qualities. As regards civil progress, this final phase was simply

an extension of the previous one, with a gradual enfeeblement of

its theoretic and practical impulse by intestine discord andalarms Defence of

from abroad. Its sole distinctive feature was a decisive change tSstelTto™'

indicative of approaching ruin—that occurred in the military
''*''''"^*°^-

preservation of the frontiers. Military expeditions, whether
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offensive or defensive, are no longer a bar to the repeated en-

croachments of various nomadic tribes, to whose demands the

dictators yield in perpetuity vast tracts of land, more and

more near the centre of Western civilisation. These concessions

were always accompanied by the stipulation that the recipients

should honestly defend the Empire. But this obligation was

often eluded. We shall see hereafter that such concessions were

among the essential signs of the spontaneous tendency of the

Eomans towards the political situation which brought about the

temporal organisation of the Middle Age.

The personal character of the dictators, looked at in the

aggregate, suggests an important reflection, due to Greorge

Leroy, on the innate character of the benevolent instincts. For,

notwithstanding the denunciations of Christian writers, we do not

find, during these three centuries, more than a very small pro-

portion of really odious rulers, though they were placed in a posi-

tion especially suited to afford free scope to their propensities,

whatever these might be. The great majority were men of

thoroughly estimable character ; and this is at once a proof of

the innate goodness of the human heart, and of the special tend-

ency of high responsibilities to bring out the nobler elements

of our nature.

In accordance with my plan, the last portion of the present

chapter must estimate the decisive movement by which, during

the three dictatorial centuries. Western Europe was borne

along towards the direct achievement of the last ofthe Transitions

lying between Theocracy and Sociocracy. Because it is the last,

its official supremacy must endure until the Normal State is

sufficiently prepared ; and hence it seems to continue even

now. Such an appearance is delusive ; for this was really the

shortest of the three Western Transitions. Those which were

accomplished under the Intellectual and the Social forms of

Polytheism respectively, lasted, the former thirteen, the latter

eleven centuries. Now the period devoted to Monotheism and

Defensive Warfare required only nine centuries for its com-

pletion ; for it was wholly worked out by the Catholic-feudal

regime of the Middle Age. During the five centuries which

have elapsed since its close, the West has really been a prey to

growing anarchy. The maintenance of order has been left to

reactionists bent upon an impossible restoration of the last

regime. This therefore, though in a state of radical decom-
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position ever since the thirteenth century, will appear to have

lasted until the revolutionary agitation of the West is for ever

quieted by the direct advent of Sociocracy.

The last of our Transitions is chiefly characterised by a de- (<«) spwtuai

cisive separation between the temporal and the spiritual power ; tion, pp. 837

it should therefore be analysed, from the very outset, into two

simultaneous but perfectly distinct transformations, the one

spiritual, the other temporal. Both were Social rather than

Intellectual ; hence both are essentially derived from the civil-

isation of Eome, whose influence, even as regards the spiritual

movement, threw that of Greece into the shade. In studying

the common origin of this twofold change, our first attention

must be given to the filiation of Catholicism, which long con-

tinued to be more sharply marked than that of Feudalism, and so

formed the principal link between antiquity and the mediaeval

period.

The parentage of Catholicism cannot be satisfactorily judged

without examining the general purpose of the third Western

Transition, looked at as the necessary complement of the two

which preceded it, and mainly as the natural outcome of the

second one.

The speculative progress made by Greece, and the scheme Purpose ot

of incorporation worked out by Eome, were respectively des- ^ition was

tined to communicate a decisive impulse to our Intellectual and Feeling-"'*

our Active powers. They failed sufficiently to develope our

Emotional nature, which is, after all, the sole basis of human
unity. This immense defect is most manifest in Intellectual Poly-

theism, which by its tendency to put contemplation above action

led straight to disdain of the aS'ections. Social Polytheism, on
the other hand, as it constantly subordinated the speculative to

the active powers, approached more nearly to the Normal State.

The spontaneously collective character of the activity which it

developed, led it even to cultivate, however indirectly, the

nobler instincts of man's nature, by giving opportunities for

their concerted and continuous exercise. Still, even the second

Transition at last showed its need of some preparation specially

devoted to the Feelings ; the only difference between the two
cases being that the Eomans were always more disposed to un-
dergo this complementary initiation—which chiefly originated

among them—than were the Greeks.

The need of some such preparation springs, broadly speaking, necessity for

VOL. III. Z Moral disci-
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from a growing sense of the urgency of discipline for the specu-

lative and practical energies, in proportion as they are more

mature, and consequently more liable to abuse if left without

control. The spontaneous degeneracy of the Greek Intellect

has been adequately shown in the foregoing chapter. Its

tendency to set discourse above thought led to a profound and

widespread degradation, mental no less than moral. Although

Eoman Activity was not liable to any abuse of equal gravity,

I must explain how its natural exhaustion came to develope

certain vices, which were likewise sufficient to furnish a

reason for the Affective Transition.

Even had that activity been able to endure for ever, its

influence on man's moral nature was not such as would have

dispensed it from having recourse, sooner or later, to the aid of

some direct culture of Feeling ; for of that nothing can ever

supply the place. So long as Eoman activity was stiU in course

of developement, the importance of its results, and the difficulty

of attaining them, absorbed the chief attention of the citizens.

This could not be adequately devoted to the corresponding

affections, the indirect stimulation of which was even hindered by

these practical exigencies. But the inherent weakness of the

military impulse lies in its transient and partial character. By

its greater permanence and universality, industrial life will

finally redeem its provisional inferiority to war as a spontaneous

bond of social union. As soon as the martial impulse had

become finally stationary, its moral action would cease, until

the natural course of events substituted defensive for aggressive

war and, during an appropriate interval, Activity again

stimulated Feeling. Such is the inevitable weakness of any

system which allows human unity to rest on .any but its true

foundation. No sooner do its indirect supports give way, than

it undergoes spontaneous decomposition. This could not occur

if Feeling exercised its normal supremacy.

During the three centuries of the dictatorship, the com-

pletion of the conquest of the West led to a gradual weakening

of the civic impulse, which was the mainstay of the morality,

whether public or private, of Roman civilisation. At the same

time, the vast accumulation of material wealth disposed the

great to yield habitually to the various irregularities fostered

by an idle life, freed as it was then from all systematic check,

in consequence of the irreparable decline of polytheistic beliefs.
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The moral efficacy of these had always been subordinate to

their practical utility, and now had entirely disappeared.

A vague scepticism, thinly veiled by official hypocrisy, had

taken the place of belief in the gods. The demoralisation was

much less advanced among the lower orders. Still the national

idleness gradually corrupted the bulk of free citizens, whom
the rich were commonly obliged to amuse, and even to feed,

so as to obtain toleration for their own sloth. The mass of the

incorporated populations were thus subjected to a growing

oppression from both sections of the ruling people. They

came to feel the want of some universal morality which should

regulate the speculative and practical forces, whose uncontrolled

play was rapidly becoming unbearable.

Spiritual control was needed not only because military which

civilisation was exhausted, but because industrial life was about generate

to arise. This life alone is capable of indefinite extension and partmentof

duration ; its sole inherent fault being that its spontaneous life.

character is individual rather than collective (p. 48). To
prepare for its final transformation, a special Transition was

necessary, devoted to a direct culture of Feeling. Positivism

could never have undertaken to regenerate labour, if this pre-

paration had not been made in the Middle Age, though un-

fortunately the work then done has since been much spoilt.

All the moral needs relating to practical life, whether of the

old or of the new mode, would combine under the Eoman
dictatorship to prompt men to work out a universal religion.

Such an undertaking was premature, and could not but be pro- '

visional, its intellectual and social foundations not yet having

been laid; but its urgency has been already shown in the

preceding chapter. Nothing but the semblance of uniformity

which it created could have enabled men to grasp decisively

the conception of that principle on which the final synthesis

was to be based.

To gain a precise notion of this general need, we must TheAjteo-

observe that the transformation of Roman Society, which was si«on wm
to be directed by the moral renovation, was of two kinds. This cmtinM tm

must be our main guide in determining how long a time weToSe-
was required for the Affective Transition. The Speculative
Transition lasted long enough to embrace all such positive

conceptions as were tolerably compatible with the official supre-
macy of theological belief; stopping short of those scientific

z 2

Ted

:
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theories which were too directly in contradiction with the

fictions of the existing synthesis (p. 276). So too the Active

Transition continued, until all the various populations which

combined a settled mode of life with the absence of theocratic

organisation were adequately incorporated into the ruling state.

Some equivalent condition of limitation must be assigned to

the third Transition, in accordance with the general laws of

human progress.

To do this we need only reflect that the preponderance of

peaceful activity, and the advent of the universal religion,

demand two prior conditions : the emancipation of women in

the domestic sphere, and the personal freedom of the working

class. These two conditions were as indispensable to the final

regime as their opposites had been to the provisional order.

Without domestic freedom, the affective sex could not adequately

fulfil its fundamental task in relation to the moral Ufe of the

active and speculative sex. Again, the gradual abolition of

slavery in all its forms, was essential for the developement of the

industrial life ; for this was the principal preliminary step

towards investing industry with a social character. But with

the adequate fulfilment of these two correlated conditions, the

third Western Transition would naturally be at an end. For

the Final State, at least in its more general features, is thence-

forward capable of being worked out directly.

Having thus defined the social aim of the Affective Trans-

ition, I now proceed to describe its intellectual constitution.

I have already shown (p. 284) that it must necessarily rest

in Monotheism, towards which Western Europe, dming the

century immediately preceding the dictatorial period, was

being gradually impelled by the spontaneous decay of the old

beliefs. The incorporation had then reached a point at which

the need of some universal faith was generally felt by the

various populations to whom Polytheism was no more than a

symbol of their extinct nationality (p. 286), and an obstacle to

the progress of their common civilisation. Social impulses

cooperating thus with intellectual tendencies, the Eoman world

was led to the last transformation of the Fictitious Synthesis,

under which Humanity was destined to accomplish the last of

the Transitions lying between Theocracy and Sociocracy. More-

over, under Monotheism alone could the theological coordina-

tion of universal morality, which had become indispensable to
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Western life, be effected. A plurality of gods could never have

allowed of any such provisional organisation, which involved

the establishment of direct relations between each individual

and omnipotence, with the sole view of ensuring personal sal-

vation.

The state of the Eoman world at once necessitated a trans- Hea of rate

formation such as this, and prepared men's minds to receive condensa-

the corresponding doctrine. Even apart from its intellectual gods into

decay, due to the progress of the theoretic evolution, Poly-

theism was so bound up with the military movement, that it

could not but follow in its steady decline. For its reduction

to Monotheism, all it wanted was concentration ; and this the

majority of minds can accomplish more or less adequately for

themselves, when their attention is turned that way by moral

and social needs. For in every form of Polytheism the place

of a central power is naturally taken by Fate, whose attributes

modify every one of the departments of divine authority

(p. 134). By making such an influence more complete and

active, it becomes easy ito subordinate the various special gods

to this general deity, whose ministers they finally become.

For true Monotheism always imiplies such a subordination

rather than strict unity (p. 31).

This spontaneous concentration was seconded by the Greek secondary

debaters, who, ever since Socrates and Plato, were vaguely busied the^pOTious

in preparing the Monotheistic Transition which they looked of GrTeoer^

on as the final state of human religion. It was not until the

state of the Eoman world rendered the last transformation of

theology opportune that they became of any use; and then

only in a secondary way. But, as was pointed out in the pre-

ceding chapter (p. 287), it was far from necessary that Greek

thought should, during four centuries, have been continually

engaged upon a problem so very simple, the solution of which ,

might easily have been deferred until the moment when it was

required. The intellectual inferiority and moral inadequacy of

these pretended philosophers can alone explain their tendency to

take possession of the doctrines of divine unity and a future

life, as though they had originated instead of merely developing

them. Had those schools never arisen at all, the reason of the

general public would have spontaneously accomplished the

transformation which they hastened ; and the initiatory stage

would then have shown clearer traces of the special elaboration
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•which was rather hindered than helped by their desultory and

incoherent efforts (p. 361).

Not only did the state of the Roman world from the outset

of the dictatorial period, render the final reduction of Poly-

theism to Monotheism a necessary step ; it also determined the

mode of organisation and propagation best suited to the social

purpose of the new faith. For in obliging Monotheism to

grow up under the empire of Polytheism, it set up at the very

outset, and for the first time in history, the separation between

the spiritual and the temporal powers ; a separation, I may add,

which was only maintained during the Middle Age by a similar

situation, namely, by the pressure of outward circumstances

upon a theology ever aiming at Theocracy. Eeduced in this

way, during three centuries, to a consultative office, the new

priesthood could not assume command even after its doctrines

had become legally supreme. The civilisation of Rome had so

effectually subordinated speculation to action, that the new

priesthood found even the most orthodox among the temporal

rulers more disposed to absorb the spiritual authority than to

resign the reins of temporal government into its hands.

This continued antagonism, the sole basis of the separation

which naturally grew up during the Middle Age between the

functions of counsel and command, was also the chief source

of the real superiority of Western Monotheism. To it was due

the essentially affective character of the third Transition. The

wisdom of Theocracy was well aware that human actions are

invariably determined by corresponding feelings (p. 311). But

the power wielded by the priestly caste tempted it to assume the

immediate control of the former, and to neglect the special

culture of the latter. This tendency is so inherent in theocratic

institutions—quite apart from polytheistic belief—that we find

its leading features reproduced in the Hebrew theocracy, not-

withstanding its exceptional Monotheism.

No power whatever, especially if it be theological, cares to

modify the will unless it finds itself powerless to control action

(p. 379). Now this was the inevitable position of the monotheistic

priesthood, which arose under the Roman dominion ; and thus,

spite of the absolute nature of its doctrine, it was driven to

assume the true attitude of a spiritual power, of which the genuine

philosophers of Greece had long been giving an example (pp. 281,

283). Thus there grew up that admirable organisation which.
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throughout the Middle Age, investigated profoundly, though

without scientific method, the whole range of human Feelings.

"We are now in a position to understand the natiu-e of the au mouo-
• 1 ITT -»«-i iTj.jr theisms need

dogma by which Western Monotheism was to be adapted tor aKeveia-

its moral and social office. Though it had arisen out of the uoism needed

discussions which shattered Polytheism, its philosophical inco- carnation,

herence rendered it incapable of resisting similar attacks upon

itself. Hence it required, to begin with, a supernatural revela-

tion. But the need of a revelation is common to all forms of

Monotheism, and is only ignored by the vain Deism of our

modern anarchy. Something more is wanted to define the

attempt then made by the West to found the universal religion

without any further preparation, under the name of Catholicism,

the only name which adequately expresses its significance. This

form of Monotheism, justly termed Eoman, is chiefly dis-

tinguished from its fellows by its consecrating the broad

division of human power into Spiritual and Temporal. The
character therefore of its doctrine might be expected to corre-

spond to this distinctive attribute, and to institute such a form

of revelation as should be best fitted to ensure the independence

of the priesthood. It was no longer enough that communica-
"

tions from above, meant to serve as the groundwork of a belief

beyond the reach of discussion, should be transmitted through

a spokesman specially entrusted with the function of imparting

them to the body of the faithful. Such communications had
now to be direct ; they had to be made by means of an in-

carnation of the deity, sufficiently prolonged to enable the

main foundations of the doctrine, the worship, and even the

life, to be laid by the personal authority of the divine author.

It would be out of place to say more at present about this in order to

necessary condition, which will be more fully explained in the ^fiot
ensuing chapter, where its connection with the chief articles of pS^r!"'

the Catholic creed will be shown. But it was necessary to

point out here how Western Monotheism, rising under a govern-
ment profoundly hostile to it, was able to secure from that

government respectful treatment for its priesthood, by placing
it under a divine head instead of representing it as the creation

of a mere prophet. The priestly dignity was thus raised to
quite a theocratic level ; and the result attained would even
have overshot the mark, had not the tendencies of the doctrine
been always limited by the situation. Throughout the whole
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of the Monotheistic Transition, the priesthood repeatedly made
the government feel the impropriety of imposing human
commands on men who were under the immediate direct

tion of the divine will. But the situation always proved

so thoroughly antagonistic to any usurpation on the part of the

spiritual power, that its conflict with the temporal authority

never did more than protect its own reasonable independence,

and hardly even that. These brief hints are enough to indicate

the perpetual antagonism, which was the keynote of Western

history during the Middle Age.

The spontaneous fulfilment ofthe special conditions necessary

for the rise of Catholicism amid the existing conditions of the

Roman world was aided by two influences, one collective, the

other individual. They are both worthy of mention.

The source of the former was pointed out in the Third

Chapter, where I adverted to the exceptionally monotheistic

character of the Jewish theocracy (p. 202). This did not form

a part of the Empire till the close of the military period ; but

it had been familiar to the Greeks ever since the foundation of

Alexandria. The common aspirations of the West after universal

Monotheism naturally, among the Jews, took the form of a

complete extension of their nationality, which had always been

singularly isolated by its peculiar creed, and had long waited

for the unconditional triumph announced by its prophets and

now, as it seemed, coming to pass. Jewish enthusiasm was

better suited than Greek philosophy to promote the establish-

ment of Western Monotheism. The latter was enabled to Unk

its own revelation to the Mosaic, which rested on a majestic

basis of historic memories, and the sanction of Scriptures already

regarded as divine.

Catholicism reaped two advantages from this connection ; it

was able to elude discussions as to the source of its authority,

and it was spared the trouble of working out an independent

concentration of Polytheism; that task having already been

accomplished by the Jews. The Hebrew Scriptures will always

furnish the philosophic historian with 'the best materials for

studying the transformation of gods into angels ; because the

latter, in their new position of ministers, retain an importance

showing what their rank had once been. There is yet a third

advantage to be mentioned. The elaboration of the CathoUc

ritual was facilitated by its connection with Judaism. Its chief
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itivals were borrowed from Mosaism, as well as the insti^

bion of the week. The latter, it is true, sprang up sponta-

ously everywhere (p. 108) ; but it was nowhere truly complete,

cept in Judsea. Moreover, the whole course of Jewish history

is a preparation for the monotheistic separation between the

iritual and temporal powers ; dating from the time when the

irrior class obtained a decided supremacy over the priesthood,

at is to say, about six centuries after the foundation of that

ceptional theocracy. For in the prophets who arose under the

ugly power, the Catholic priesthood found a theoretic type on

lich it could model its attitude more closely than on the

tttern furnished by the Greek philosophers ; though in these

tter the normal features of the true priesthood were better

efigured.

These remarks suggest a historic parallel between the Jewish J«™^*-

id the Greek nationalities. It was fated that both should be
°J|*;,ft'=^-

crificed to the fundamental evolution of Humanity; the g°*j°^^"-

rmer by its premature adoption of Monotheism, the latter

f its exaggerated devotion to the Intellect. The precocious

[onotheism of the Jews caused various moral and intellectual

regularities which may still be traced in the members of that

Lceptional body. But the degeneracy of the Jews was really

:ss profound, and therefore more easily remedied, than the

sgradation of Greece. On the other hand, the latter did

lore service to Humanity ; it will always be associated with

Lir scientific developement ; while the former only modified

special Transition, which might have been accomplished

;herwise. Nevertheless, Catholicism owes a debt of gratitude

) Judaism which it has never paid; Positivism alone can

Lscharge it, as the systematic organ of the gratitude of the

reat Being to all her servants collective as well as individual.

The service rendered by this nationality to the Mono- second ac-

leistic Transition, is nobly personified in its true founder, fluenoe : st.

[is public mission was fitly crowned by his personal abnega- real founder

on. The tendency of the Positive spirit to unmask sooner or ucism.

iter all the frauds of history has already been exemplified in

le last chapter by the rehabilitation of Hipparchus, whose

ime had been eclipsed during fifteen centuries by that of a

ever usurper. I must here furnish a still more decided in-

ance of this normal aptitude by tracing Western Monotheism,

rongly termed Christianity, to its real source.
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It -will not appear surprising to any intelligent thinker that

this error should have maintained its ground so long, when he

reflects that there were neither principles nor organs for its

correction, and that the religion is one which has always heen

admired or cursed, never judged. My readers are already

aware ' that I regard the incomparable St. Paul as the real founder

of Catholicism; so that here I need cnly point out the preeminent

value of the services he rendered, and explain the sublime devo-

tion which led him to attribute them to another.

Though he wrote nothing but letters, these are enough to

prove decisively that he alone among his contemporaries grasped

the doctrine as a whole. But neither then nor at any other

time has it borne being treated of as a whole ; for it was seen to

abound in contradictions whenever its inherent intellectual

weakness was not corrected by its social purpose. All the

essential conceptions of Catholicism, whether as regards the

doctrine, the worship, or the life, are distinctly, though not

systematically, laid down in these little treatises. Their merits

contrast forcibly with the moral and intellectual vagueness of

the more highly venerated books among which they are placed.

I need only particularise his theory of man's nature, in which

the human problem is at last directly propounded in terms of a

permanent antagonism between Nature and Grrace,—a contrast

which Positivism expresses as a continuous struggle between

Egoism and Altruism.

To explain the self-abnegation of St. Paul it is only neces-

sary to expand the principle already enimciated—that for

the construction of "Western Monotheism a divine revealer was

specially required, in order to secure the adequate separation of

the spiritual from the temporal power.

This necessary condition seems to imply in the founder of

the new religion a mixtm-e of hypocrisy and fascination, which

must always remain incompatible with true gToatness, whether of

the Heart or the Intellect. From this difficulty there was only

one issue—that the true author should voluntarily subordinate

himself to one of the many adventurers who would at that

time be constantly making efforts to inaugurate Monotheism

;

aspiring, like their Greek forerunners, to the honours of per-

sonal apotheosis. St. Paul was soon led to single out from

' Positivist Catechism,' p. 400 of Dr. Congreve's translatioB.^
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aong this army of prophets the one who sustained snch a

laracter most perfectly.

Of Hebrew origin, but educated under Greek influences,

id already a Koman citizen, St. Paul began by feeling con-

mpt for a man of this type. But in meditating on the estab-

ihment of Monotheism, he soon perceived the useful purpose

which this dawning success might be turned. St. Paul was

lus saved from the necessity of any personal degradation, and

labled freely to develope his real mission. The progress of

le movement soon furnished evidence of the value of the solu-

on he had found, and filled him with a deep and real venera-

on for a type henceforward to remain ideal.

My explanation of the origin of Western Monotheism would Hostility of

3 imperfect without some attempt to solve the historic paradox toCatiioUo-

the fatal antipathy felt towards the movement by all the first three

)blest representatives, whether speculative or practical, of natural La

Oman sociability. For this aversion became the chief source
' the exceptional obstacles which beset the rise of the Catholic

ransition, although the dictatorial situation as a whole had

lontaneously prepared the way for it. There is no instance

;tter fitted to impress- us with the importance of neverjudging

ly moral and social doctrine without taking surrounding cir-

imstances into account (p. 84).

We might have anticipated that the Eomans, accustomed

I they were, ever since the establishment of the dictatorship,

I regard their own evolution as a necessary step towards the

lal organisation of Humanity, would have found it easy to

asp the meaning of the new Transition, and to see that it was
le natural continuation of that which went before it. But
ley had no historical theory to guide them ; hence the normal
der of things seemed to them to be at band. The Christians

II into the same error, although their notion of the normal
der was a different one. Accordingly, so far from recognising

e necessary character of the Monotheistic Transition, Eoman
inkers viewed it as directly hostile to the general destiny of
e race. Their error was lamentably great, but it was un-
oidable. It was due to the intellectual and moral defects of
e new doctrine ; and no one could at that time calculate the
gree in which these would be subsequently neutralised by
e situation of Western Europe. Tacitus and Trajan may
)11 be excused for having looked on the rising faith as the
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enemy of the human race ; for they could not foresee that it

would be modified by the Social Environment in a way which is

even now misunderstood by all except advanced thinkers (p. 384).

Looked at in the abstract, without reference to the social

sphere in which they were applied, the doctrines of Catholicism

must needs have been intensely repugnant to thinkers and

statesmen, whose intellects were on the very threshold of the

positive stage, while their hearts had been already stirred by

anticipations of the reign of Humanity. For these doctrines

are inevitably opposed to the continuous progress of Feeling,

Intellect, and Activity ; as will be shown when they come to

be directly estimated in the next chapter. This threefold

antagonism is common to all forms of Monotheism ; but it was

exceptionally prominent under Catholicism, which laid most

stress on the prospect of eternal salvation of the individual

;

whereas among the Eomans, and even among the Jews, that

incentive had always been secondary to motives of a purely

human order.

The immediate effqpt of putting personal salvation in the

foremost place, was to create an unparalleled selfishness ; a

selfishness rendering all social influences nugatory, and thus

tending to dissolve public life, to which practical wisdom

rightly looked for the broad regulation of real existence.

Hostile as it thus was to Solidarity, the new faith conflicted

even more directly with Continuity. For it taught its votaries

to condemn the whole of their historic- antecedents, especially

those connected with Eome. It was as unfavourable to In-

tellect as it was to Feeling ; in consequence of its tendency to

bury speculation under the stupid uniformity which the con-

solidation of divine agencies gives to all theological explanations

of phenomena, thus making them more absolute (p. 144). The

optimism, which was a necessary corollary of these views, was

equally incompatible with any developement of Industry, while

a vague sense of fraternity tended to condemn all Warlike

activity. These various defects, which I cannot now discuss in

detail, have become only too apparent since the state of Western

civilisation has outgrown this transitory form of belief. And

yet its oflicial supremacy must continue until the direct rise of

the Final Eeligion.

The above criticism is accurate so far as it goes. But the

next chapter will show that the doctrines of Christianity, when
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bjectedto the pressure of a suitable Social Environment and ^^^^^os-

plied by a priesthood worthy of its oflSce, did really exert an ™^*^™/p-

fluence as salutary as it might, on a priori grounds, have

en expected to be disastrous. The exceptional preoccupation

men's minds with their eternal salvation confirmed the

paration between the temporal and spiritual powers, by ap-

opriating to the priests a domain exclusively their own, and

le which, in virtue of its supremacy, gave them the means of

mtinually intervening in the concerns of all believers. To

leok self-interest ofa real and mundane kind, Catholic discipline

lied in the aid of an imaginary interest (p. 378). In doing this

seconded the spontaneous energy of the sympathetic instincts,

though the Christian creed denied their very existence. But

jne of these compensations could have been foreseen by Roman
atesmen, who could not but be shocked by the antisocial tone
' the new opinions.

They are fiurther reproached with having been blind to the Moreover,

oral perfection supposed to have been exhibited by certain aeiiwasnot

ipresentatives of these opinions. It is easy to explain their ainarytype

;titude, at all events towards the personage for whom this perteouon.

aim is principally set up. The forgiveness of injuries had

sen largely practised, especially by Alexander and by Caesar,

efore the Christians claimed this virtue as exclusively their

ivn ; a claim they themselves solemnly belied in the case of

leir divine model, when they proscribed the whole Jewish

ation for ever to avenge the death of a single victim. Again,

len who had been used for centuries to admire the real

evotion of Curtius or of Decius, could not but feel contempt

ir the childish fiction of a self-sacrifice, which consisted in

ibmitting to death with the certainty of resurrection on the

lird day.

Such was the inevitable impression produced on Eoman TMshostm-

olytheists by the Monotheistic Transition at its first ap- SinT™""'

sarance ; and it quite accounts for their obstinate hostility. Smob-
he personal dijGSculties which thus stood in the way of the lpre^*^j

ioneers of the new faith were easily overcome by the heroic
^*"""*'''™-

srseverance of men who felt themselves charged with the moral
iture of the human race, as the Greeks had previously been
ith its intellectual destinies.

But nascent Catholicism had to contend against impedi- Pemioioua

lents of another order, from which it never quite succeeded in GreSeL
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disengaging itself. I allude to the sham philosophy to which

our learned men unscientifically attribute its intellectual pre-

paration fp. 284). As a fact, its chief adversaries were furnished

by Greek culture which surrounded it, with a swarm of sophists

and rhetoricians even more dangerous in their friendship than

they were in their enmity. This was the chief source of the

many subtle heresies, among which the social impulses derived

from Eoman civilisation had to make their way. Throughout

its , whole career, Catholicism had to contend against these

metaphysical tendencies, which ultimately wrought its disso-

lution when it ceased to be in adequate harmony with the

situation of Western Europe. A heavy price was thus paid for

the secondary cooperation of the Grreek intellect, with which

the third Transition might have always dispensed, as it did at

first ; and this notwithstanding the eminent worth of several

exceptional types, though even these were the worse for their

origin.

I have yet to speak of the new organisation of the "West in

its temporal aspect, so as to complete my general view of its

connection with the main current of Eoman civilisation. This

second division of the subject may here be treated more briefly

than the first ; for the political filiation, though less consciously

felt, is really more easy to be traced if we put ourselves at the

right point of view, than the continuity of speculative thought.

It will be for the next chapter to reduce to its right proportions

the exaggerated influence ascribed, in reference to the present

matter, to the invasions of nomadic tribes ; invasions, be it also

observed, which were not at all fortuitous.

From whatever side we approach the temporal organisation

of mediaeval Europe, we cannot but recognise that it was the

natural outcome of the growing changes which affected the

social system of Eome during the three centuries of the dictator-

ship. Its leading feature—the substitution of defensive for

aggressive warfare—was incontestably due to the fact that the

scheme of conquest had reached its normal limits. From the

same source were to proceed the two other general tendencies

which essentially distinguish the Feudal from the Eoman order.

In the first place, ancient slavery was necessarily reduced

to serfage, strictly so called, in proportion as the military

movement waned before the advance of industry. The historical

theory of this decisive change is indicated in the judicious
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smark of Gibbon ' on the spontaneous restriction of the slave-

ade to the interior of the Empire, after conquest had reached

s natural limits. Such a tendency as this could not but lead

) the attachment of the enslaved families to the soil, and their

smoval was thus rendered less arbitrary. Again, the decom-

osition of the West into a numl^er of independent States,

rowiDg progressively smaller, was another necessary con-

iquence of the gradual predominance of defensive over

aggressive warfare. The political situation of Eome was already

iclining so strongly in this direction, that the dispersive

jndency may even be traced in the Byzantine Empire, not-

ithstanding its recent concentration. It would be easy to

stend a similar view to the less striking differences between

'eudal and Eoman civilisation. But a special inquiry into

leir political filiation belongs properly to the next chapter

;

ly present object being merely to point out its general out-

nes.

My abstract survey of Social Polytheism, which took up final esti-

le earlier part of the present chapter, was followed by a progbes-^ ^ JT J J gjyj. Poly-
irvey of its concrete results ; and this has now been com- theism in

111 ^1 BOTH ITS

leted by an adequate explanation of its tendency to issue bkahohes.

aally in Defensive Monotheism. The historical connection of

lese two stages of human developement is peculiarly important

) us at the present day ; for it is the direct link between

icient and modern times. Henceforward it ought to be con-

dered as established ; moreover, the sequel of this volume

ill set at rest whatever uncertainty might still remain upon
le subject. In conclusion, I shall briefly recapitulate my view
' Progressive Polytheism as a whole. My complete judgment

it had to be reserved till after its constituent factors had
;en independently examined, as was pointed out in the closing

ords of the preceding chapter.

The office of Progressive Polytheism in the grand human
solution was briefly this : to guide the Western world through

3 principal Transition from Theocracy to Sociocracy. In order

accomplish this task, it was necessary to divide it into two
ccessive operations, the one intellectual, the other social •

id Progressive Polytheism had to adapt itself spontaneously to

e respective exigencies of each case. Hence there arose the

' ' Decline and Fall of the Eoman Empire,' chap. ii.
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two essential forms of Military Polytheism, the one in Greece,

the other at Eome. The former guided the intellectual move-

ment, esthetic in its beginnings, and finally theoretic, which

was to prepare the Speculative basis of the Normal State. This

function was performed by a decisive developement of abstract

thought, which had been incompatible with Theocracy. After

the foundations of this first movement had been securely laid,

the second led the way directly towards the Final constitution

of society by irrevocably subordinating Intellect to Activity.

This it did by adequately developing the only form of civic

life then possible, and so giving a higher character to the

Veneration already cultivated by Theocracy. Man's specu-

lative and active faculties having thus been drawn out, the

Western Initiation had to be completed by an attempt to

regulate their spontaneous exercise during a third Transition,

specially devoted to Feeling, as the other two had been to

Intellect and Activity respectively. This Affective Transition,

which will be discussed in the next chapter, was necessarily in

closer connection with the Active than with the Speculative

phase. The latter, indeed, was rather a hindrance to it than

a help, and did not find room for usefulness tiU the close of

the Middle Age. Then the inevitable exhaustion of Defensive

Monotheism brought once more into the foremost place the

question of intellectual regeneration, which had long been kept

out of sight by social exigencies.
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CHAPTER VI.

POSITIVE THEORY OF THE CATHOLIC-FBTJDAL TKANSITION, OR

GENBEAL ACCOUNT OF DEFENSITE MONOTHEISM.

IE distinguishing feature of mediaeval civilisation was the pkefatort

rofold nature of the aim in view, and the combination of two pp. 353-359.

iterogeneous elements for its attainment. In the two previous

ransitions our intellectual and -our active powers had been view from"

rgely developed. The necessity for controlling them now tweiran-

icame paramount, and the establishment of such control te regarded,

rmed the general object of the succeeding period : a period Catholicism

nsecrated to the great motor force of human life. Feeling, ism : their

'

Lit another and a more special advance towards the final state pSTto Ss-"

IS also effected. It set women free within the family, and weT their

gave personal independence to the working class. This ^"0"™'

leoial result was at once a symptom of the larger movement, vromenTnd

id a means of furthering it. It showed that some organisa-

on of life had really been effected, and it was the best

larantee for its efficiency. In the pursuit of these objects

le two elements of this third historical phase spontaneously

)ncurred—Catholicism contributing, however, more largely

I the general object. Feudalism more to the special.

Comparing these two simultaneous movements, we see that special pur-

le circumstances of the time and the doctrine employed connected
^^

indered a satisfactory issue impossible, except in the second SS)'rMiife°dl

istance. The first object failed for two reasons. The forces vosT(oSj

hich it was sought to control had not yet assumed their true ^th Oatho-

laracter ; moreover the accepted creed was both intellectually
^^"^ '^'^"

id morally insufficient for the task. What was essentially

quired was to control the two great constituents of the Final

:ate, that is to say. Positive thought and Industrial activity
;

id yet neither of them at that time had become sufficiently

•ominent. Moreover the Catholic dogma, holding as it did

) relation to public life, was obviously incapable of organising

VOL. III. A A
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it. Yet, inevitable as the failure was, the mediseval attempt to

systematise man's life will remain for ever admirable. The

aim was true ; and though it was missed, yet the conditions of

attaining it were indicated ; and thus the plan requisite for

the true regeneration of society was unmistakably marked

out. I shall even show that, under most important aspects,

especially those of social life, Feudal Catholicism inaugurated

the normal state of society, so far as the doctrine and the

environment rendered it possible to do so.

To judge Western Monotheism fairly, it is necessary to

bear in mind that its mission was simply that of directing the

moral or affective phase of progress. When its adherents

blindly and persistently put it forward as the permanent

organisation of society, its incompetence becomes obvious.

And, as this empirical mode of regarding it is a bar to the

formation of any just judgment, it is desirable to show dis-

tinctly the radical incapacity of theological doctrine for any

true coordination of human affairs.

The essential value of the Fictitious Synthesis, as the whole

of this volume will have shown, lay in its perfect spontane'ous-

ness (p. 98). But it is only the primitive stage of Fetichism that

can be called spontaneous in the strict sense of the word. It

brought out in the simplest way the two aspects, subjective

and objective, of all true systematisation, the subordination of

Man to the External World, and the predominance of Feelmg

over Thought. No construction was possible till long after-

wards, and none was attempted. Theological belief, on the

contrary, as seen in its most characteristic phase. Theocracy,

was essentially systematic. And in its more concentrated form.

Monotheism, this tendency was of course developed to the fuU.

But the result was simply to show the total incapacity of the

method based upon Causes to effect the coordination destined

ultimately for the method of Laws.

The incapacity of theology in this respect is a necessary

consequence of its fictitious nature. To systematise partially,

being impossible (p. 254), Positivism alone can construct a true

Synthesis, because it alone covers the complete circle of fact.

A doctrine inapplicable to any one of the three essential parts

of human nature is ipso facto incapable of systematising the

rest. Now of the three successive phases of the Absolute

Philosophy, Fetichism alone kept emotional life directly in
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;ew. Polytheism was more favourable to the intellectual and

ractical sides of our nature. But this was due far more to

le instinctive efforts of its founders than to the character of

le doctrine itself ; and it was, moreover, effected at the sacri-

36 of Feeling. Monotheism, it is true, seemed in the West

> restore the Heart to its proper position. But this was the

isult of external influences ; for in the East, where the situa-

on was different, we find Monotheism sanctioning the warlike

fe. Neither of these results had any relation to the doctrine

I question. They are simple consequences of the Social Envi-

mment, which in the one case tended to encourage, in the other

> obliterate, the distinction between the temporal and the

jiritual power.

Monotheism, though alwavs in collision with Intellect, was The most

~r~. ,. •,.,•, ,1 • that can be

ivourable alternately to Feelmg and to Activity, as the varying said for the!,• ,T i'_Lii T j_
Monotheistic

eternal influences miarht determine ; though it hart no direct doctrine is

n ,1 j_ j^ T-i j_- 1 • ii that it lent

Dtitude m this respect comparable to that oi r eticnism m the itseii to the

le case, or Polytheism in the other. Now, as we know, through

lis indirect channel great results were attained even in the

jmain of Intellect, so long as the priesthood of Western Europe

^mained worthy of its mission. This concentrated form of theo-

igy makes its feebleness in construction singularly apparent

;

nee just where the motive for coordinating is strongest, it

3pears unable to reconcile its own self-contradictions. Feti-

lism is the only consistent phase of Absolute Eeligion, because

takes its stand upon emotion solely, and wholly disregards any

sasoning process ; whereas theology, and monotheistic theology

ipecially, gave a strong stimulus to argument. None but the

elative Eeligion animated by the Positive Spirit can stand the

:st of rigorous examination ; a test which, far from encouraging

lepticism, leads to permanent and systematic construction.

But if we seek in Monotheism for that only which it was

ally capable of effecting—the guidance of the last Western

ransition—we shall find that its allotted task was well per-

rmed. This successful result must not, indeed, be ascribed

the monotheistic doctrine, but to the wisdom of the priest-

)od and the influence of the situation naturally and concur-

ntly reacting upon it (p. 349). Still it was necessary that

e doctrine should be not incompatible with such reaction
; a

ndition satisfied by the elastic character of all fictitious faith,

id the persistence of such elasticity even in Monotheism was
A A 2
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but too clearly shown by the abundant growth of heresy within

its borders.

With these few remarks upon the proper point of view

from which the study of the Affective Transition should be

approached, I now proceed to the more distinct consideration

of the general purpose aimed at, availing myself of the

principles laid down in the third chapter (p. 156, &c.).

I there stated that, in addition to the moral results proposed

in this Pinal Transition, there was also an intellectual purpose,

and one equally accordant with the temporary mode of activity

which this phase was to stimulate. I must now explain the

mutual adjustment of these two aims, which at first sight seem

hardly reconcilable. It is a point important to clear up,

whether we look at this Transition from the abstract or the

concrete side ; for on it depends our comprehension of the

intimate connection between Catholicism and Feudalism, which

never ought to be regarded separately.

When speaking of the part which each of the three phases

of Absolute Eeligion had taken in the Human Initiation,

looked at as a whole, I observed that Fetichism gave the great

stimulus to our emotional. Polytheism to our practical. Mono-

theism to our intellectual powers (p. 158). But in considering

more specially the course followed in our iinoral developement,

I pointed out that Monotheism was directed principally to-

wards the culture of Benevolence ; Fetichism and Polytheism

having educated the instincts of Attachment and Veneration

(p. 157). It does not seem at first sight clear what there is in

common between these two points of view. It is this. The two

Polytheistic Transitions had evolved the forces of man's nature.

To Monotheism fell the task of attempting to control them.

To make my meaning clearer, I may contrast the discipline

attempted by Monotheism with that instituted under Theo-

cratic systems. The difference lies in the fact that Theocracy

controlled forces that were as yet insufficiently developed:

Monotheism undertook the task when their growth was far

advanced. The consequence was that, whereas the former

succeeded, the latter failed. But the failure of the mediaeval

attempt should never hinder us from acknowledging the

loftier nature of its aim. For the first time in history the

great problem of human nature, destined ultimately to be

solved by Positivism, was approached with a full conception of
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5 arduousness. Theocratic discipline attained its object

icause all it attempted was the consolidation of Order :
Pro-

ess being left untouched. Monotheism, on the other hand,

iled, precisely because, following on the recent stimulus given

intellectual and to active life, it endeavoured to satisfy the

)posed conditions of reformation and conservation, which

ositivism alone can reconcile. Hence Theocracy was able for

time to maintain itself empirically, through the power

wntaneously acquired by the theocratic caste. But the dis-

pline at which Monotheism aimed was complete and system-

tic, although the doctrine on which it was founded was

[adequate.

And thus it came about that Monotheism especially in

i''estern Europe stimulated intellectual life from the very fact of

aving to deal with the most comprehensive and arduous of all

roblems, that to which every other is ultimately subordinate,

o solve the problem was no doubt impossible : but the mere

ideavour to solve it was fertile in results, intellectual as well

3 moral. And the training imparted was of the greater value

tiat it reached every class in society, owing to the spontaneous

ivision between the temporal and the spiritual power. The

riesthood having no longer the compulsory power possessed

y the old theocracies, its authority resting almost entirely on

he unforced assent of its adherents, it had the strongest

lotive for rendering every one capable of comprehending the

octrine. The mental training which resulted differed pro-

oundly from that which was elicited in Greek civilisation. The
itter was limited to a few select minds. It laid down the

heoretic basis on which the final state of society must rest

;

lut the general body of the people was of course unconcerned,

xcept in the esthetic productions by which the scientific

movement was accompanied (p. 226). Consequently the Greek

lovement, being a preparation for a future far distant, in-

vitably ended in degrading the population in the midst of

chich it took place. The Catholic movement, on the contrary,

)eing an attempt at a consistent system of morals, provoked a

pirit of rational discussion amongst every class of Western
ociety.

Looking now at the moral aspect of mediaeval history, we connection

hall find the foregoing tendencies resulting in a special impulse otH^e°^tii

the instinct of universal Benevolence. The first sources of
°'^°'''^™*'
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this were the aspirations to spiritual universality from which

Catholic doctrine derived its name. But it was afterwards

aided by the restraining influence exercised by Catholicism on

the higher classes, who had hitherto never acknowledged any

compulsory obligation (p. 198). The task set before Mono-
theism, being to regulate human forces, its efforts were concen-

trated on the more prominent agents, until it fell into decline,

and the sphere of its operation was limited to the lower ranks.

But, during the time when the control of the governing classes

was the main consideration, a special impulse was given to

Benevolence, properly so called, distinguished from other

social instincts, by affecting our conduct towards all who are

subordinate to us. Hitherto this highest of all the instincts

had never been stimulated except in such indirect ways as the

circumstances of the time might have suggested (p. 313). For

the first time, under Monotheism, it was held up as a normal

obligation, specially binding on all who held positions of

authority.

Thus it was that the moral and the intellectual operations

of the third Transition, which at first sight seemed divergent,

are perfectly harmonious, because concentrated on a common

social purpose. This object gave, on the one hand, an in-

tellectual stimulus to the whole Western population, while at

the same time rousing and sustaining the benevolent sympathies

of its leaders. Such a residt could not, it is true, be fuUy

realised in any but the Final State of society. But it was

helped forward by the character which public life assumed in

the Middle Age. The substitution of defensive for aggressive

war, though incompatible with the full developement of in-

dustrial activity, yet rendered military activity intermittent.

Grovernmental action, becoming discontinuous, was made more

amenable to discussion (p. 53), more dependent upon voluntary

adhesion, and therefore more susceptible of moral influences.

We come back thus to the twofold source from which the

moral and intellectual character of the Middle Age has issued

:

the separation of the temporal from the spiritual power, and

the preponderance of defensive over aggressive warfare. To

these it was due that a doctrine, the direct tendency of which

was anti-social and hostile to free inquiry—as many instances

have shown where it has not been accompanied by a com-

pensating systeyn—had for several centuries the efi"ect of
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ffusing intellectual life, and of stimulating the noblest of our

apathies.

Having thus defined the general signification, and cleared ^^^^
• the seeming incoherencies of this period, I now proceed to w^^^iata

i more detailed consideration ; dealing first, as in previous catMMsm;

ses, with the abstract, secondly with the concrete aspect ; or, *^^fly*^_

other words, first with the characteristic features, secondly

;th the results attained. The distinction is in the present

se exceptionally definite, owing to the constant opposition

itween the spiritual and temporal elements, a contrast less

riking in the older and less unstable phases of Western

)ciety. And though both elements must be kept in view

iroughout, it is still true that in our abstract estimate we

all dwell more upon Catholic thought; in oui' concrete

timate, upon Feudal action. So shifting and transitory was

is latter, that I shall be obliged to consider separately the

ree phases of which the Middle Age consists, and to apportion

e results specially due to each.

Beginning then with the abstract point of view, and follow- abstract

,g the course adopted in previous chapters, we may consider ™f' w-

rst the Philosophical and Scientific features of the period,

icondly its bearing on Art and Industry, and finally its Moral

id Political aspects. It will be well, however, to begin by (D Preiimi-
^ "^ nary inquiry

jamining more closely the attributes common to all forms of into essen-
° '^

tial nature

[onotheistic belief. Its seeming want of pliancy is apt to otMonothe-

, , . ^^: pp.

revent us from recognising how complex and many-sided its 359-364.

ifluence really was, and how fully it was capable, under

litable circumstances and in the hands of a properly qualified

riesthood, of conciliating, and ultimately of incorporating

le various tendencies of the time. Eesulting from a con-

snsation of Theologism, it led Western Europe on towards-

)mplete emancipation from all supernatural conceptions. That

3ry concentration, which seemed at first sight likely to

lengthen them, served only to set their absolute nature in

clearer light. A few remarks upon this point, which is most

;sential for any clear comprehension of the mediaeval period.

In Monotheism, as in Polytheism, two distinct modes of Monotheism

slief existed side by side, the one specially adapted to culti- £o^*7°

ited minds, the other to the general body of adherents. The
rmer, though it could never become widely popular, yet was

^er extending with the growth of knowledge, under the
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favouring circumstances of the time. Therefore the inevitable

mixture of these two modes, which admit ofmany intermediate

degrees, comes to be in this case of more importance than in

the case of polytheistic religions.

The distinction is not quite identical, however, with that

which we remarked in Polytheism as dependent on its two

modes of evolution from Fetichism : namely, the spontaneous

developement of the abstracting faculties, and the systematic in-

stitution of Astrolatry (p. 139). It was the spontaneous form

of Polytheism, as adopted by military populations, untrammelled

by theocratic government, in which Western Monotheism

invariably originated. To the systematic Polytheism of the

sacerdotal castes we owe only that exceptional form of Mono-

theism adopted by the Jewish theocracy. Issuing, however, as

it always does from the progressive, and not from the con-

servative phase of Polytheism, Normal Monotheism nevertheless

falls naturally into two distinct divisions. The distinction, less

marked than that of the two polytheistic modes, corresponds

to the subdivision of military Polytheism into its two branches,

the intellectual and the social.

I have already explained the way in which the philosophical

discussions of Greek thinkers and the political action of Eoman

statesmen combined in preparing the way for Western Mono-

theism (p. 341). The influence of Eome was undoubtedly of

greater moment ; but that of Greece had a marked though far

from beneficial effect in hastening the advent of Catholicism,

and even in the formation of its doctrine. From these different

sources two kinds of Monotheism sprang up simultaneously, to

which we may apply the same epithets as to the two forms of

military Polytheism, being in fact their reproduction in a

condensed form. For Catholicism took an intellectual or a

social direction according as the influence of Greece or of

Eome predominated. Indeed we may go back to the two

fundamental divisions of Polytheism, and call the first phase

of Western Monotheism the systematic, the second the spon-

taneous phase.

By whatever name designated, the essential distinction

lies in the different degrees in which each of the two constituents

of Monotheistic faith, Eeason and Eevelation, entered into com-

bination ; their adjustment being in every case imperfect and

precarious. Eevelation was of course the source of any in-
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aence, whether intellectual or moral, that such a doctrine

)uld possess (p. 343); and Eevelation -was the prominent

ement in the Catholicism of the people, governed as it was

f the social impulse due to Eoman civilisation. Where

ith is not amenable to proof, practical wisdom always

iggests the limitation of thought within the conditions which

le real purpose of the faith requires ; reserving the reasoning

,culty for consequences, rather than for principles. But the

rstematic form of Monotheism, created chiefly by Greek

linkers, is marked by the opposite tendency. Most of the

eresies can be traced to this source. Eevelation was not

[deed excluded, but it was made to rest on Eeason. The very

ustence of God was brought within the scope of argument,

id all his essential attributes were determined in like manner.

; is striking to notice how different was the attitude of the

irliest Catholics towards Jewish Monotheism, according as they

ere Greek or Eoman. The Eoman tendency was to accept

le connection with Judaism as a check upon error and as a

lid foundation for Christian institutions. Whereas by the

reek mind it was accepted with difficulty, as seeming incon-

stent with its own competence in matters of faith.

A more attentive scrutinv of the play of these historical The genuine
Greek Phi-

irces will, however, reveal a third element—one to which the losophy con-

ord intellectual may be applied with greater justice. In heaituer

leaking of Greek Monotheism I have dealt as yet only with

lat more diffuse form which Originated with Socrates and
lato, when Philosophy had begun to degenerate, and debaters

id taken precedence of thinkers. But the succession of

le three great schools, described in the fourth chapter (p. 281),

id placed Greek philosophy on a firm basis before these fatal

gns of decay had appeared. For three centuries there was a

)ble array of thinkers who in practical wisdom were worthy
heritors of the old theocracies, and who distinctly fore-

ladowed the sociocratic priesthood of the future. Absorbed
they were, and rightly so, in framing their theories, they all

resaw the intellectual and moral necessity for a Monotheistic
lase of progress. To initiate it was not their task ; but the
eatest of them, Aristotle, moulded the doctrine into the
ape which, when the social utility of Monotheism was ex-

lusted, was best calculated to promote the reviving claims of
tellect. He supplied a new conception, calculated to reduce

element.
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theology to its narrowest limits : the combination of a Supreme

Will with immutable Laws.

Regarded historically, the Monotheism of Aristotle, system-

atic in the truest sense, was evolved from the analogous form of

Polytheism originating, as we have seen, in Astrolatry (p. 139).

Astvolatry invariably implies Astrology ; and this leads at once

to a fusion of the faith in Law with the faith in "Will, and to a

gradual restriction of this latter (p. 127). The form of Poly-

theism deduced from Astrolatry never failed under priestly

direction to exhibit the same tendency. The incomparable

Aristotle, to whom Theocracy had bequeathed its best traditions,

gave a systematic form to this concluding phase of supernatural

faith. Instinctively he foresaw the intellectual requirements of

Western Europe ; and the peculiar circumstances of Grreek

society left him perfectly unfettered. His scheme was this.

There was a Supreme Power regarded as a general arranger

of the Laws of the Universe, the sole responsibility being

thrown on his two ministers. Nature and Fortune; metaphy-

sical abstractions, of which the first represented known Laws,

the second the unknown.

At the same time there was nothing in this conception in-

compatible with the belief that there might be intermediate

beings concerning themselves with terrestrial and human

affairs. It could also adapt itself to any Revelation that might

hereafter be called for. Its relation to Astrolatry is shown by

the implicit sanction spontaneously given to this mode in the

Monotheistic Theocracy (p. 344) ; a fact only to be explained

by community of origin. But this solitary exception, in a nation

so peculiar and a polity so artificial, is enough to show that a

doctrine of this kind could never become really popular. For,

although there was nothing in it to sap the vitality of Mono-

theism, it was yet too abstract to affect any but cultivated .

minds, so long at least as Catholicism retained any real power.

Nor were the subsequent attempts of Deism to popularise it of

much efficacy.

Yet, restricted though its sphere was, the systematic Mono-

theism of Aristotle exercised a real and increasing influence

over the whole mediaeval period. It was adopted in principle

by St. Paul, the true founder of Catholicism, who was deeply

imbued with the best products of Greek thought, and under-

stood their bearing upon his scheme of social reorganisation.
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one can fail to see the obvious connection between this

inception of Aristotle and St. Paul's theory of the antagonism

Nature and Grace. There was, however, a deficiency in

le groundwork of the Greek thinker which would have

ndered Monotheism unavailable as a moral agency; and

ds the superstructure of the Eoman supplied. In St. Paul's

heme it was only the outer world, vital or physical, that was

ft under the dominion of Aristotle's metaphysical abstractions :

le government of human affections was entrusted exclusively

1 the Supreme Power, As for the social order, regarded as dis-

nct from the physical and from the moral order, it could not

iter into theological systems, absorbed as they were with indi-

dual considerations, and incapable of rising to the collective

jint of view. The sphere of Intellect, the connecting link be-

veen the inner and the outer world, was not precisely appor-

oned during the mediaeval period, though there was an. in-

easing tendency to substitute the conception of Heaven for that

' God (p. 141), as indicated by the steady growth of Astrology.

Yet, notwithstanding this important difference, the Mo-
)theism of St. Paul was never brought into antagonism

ith that of Aristotle. For although, owing to the ciroum-

ances of his time, the prince of philosophers was more con-

irned with the intellectual than with the moral conditions of

le last preparatory phase, and therefore was not sensible of the

jficiency in his scheme, yet room was allowed for supplying it.

nder this aspect, as under others already noticed, his doctrine

as left in exactly that degree of indetermination which admitted

satisfying at some future time conditions that for the moment
luld not be kept in view.

The result therefore at which we arrive is this. Eliminat- The church

g from consideration the obtrusive but not really important for^oth"""

irticipation of the Greek debaters, we may distinguish in ^'pmu™
'estern Monotheism two essential constituents : the one social, notMsmf

"'

e other intellectual ; the one spontaneous, the other system-

ic ; the one adapted to ordinary minds, the other to the

iltivated few. And at the same time we find the possibility

r wise men, animated with a due sense of practical necessities,

fusing these two elements into one. True, the tendency of

e first kind of Monotheism was towards complete Supernatu-

lism, of the second towards complete Positivism. But both

bserved a common social purpose ; and this, so long as the
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priesthood remained worthy of its mission, was enough to allow

of their harmonious adjustment. Supematuial explanations

were accepted simply from the lack of scientific knowledge, and

while they satisfied a real want, no one thought of rejecting

them. The fact is that untrained minds are more anxious than

men of learning to substitute, as far as possible, fixed Laws for

arbitrary Wills ; not merely from the pleasure taken in contem-

plating them, but for the practical reason that, by permitting

prevision, they facilitate action. And at the same time intel-

lectual extravagances, if connected provisionally with moral

necessities, commend themselves to systematic thinkers even

more forcibly than to ordinary people. Thus it was that every

section of Western society was led into the course of which the

Affective Transition was the issue. They accepted Monotheism

as the instrument of social reorganisation, restricting its intel-

lectual scope to the domain of undiscovered laws, a domain

constantly decreasing with the growth of knowledge.

The true type of Catholicism involves therefore a fusion of

the intellectual Monotheism of Aristotle with the social Mono-

theism of St. Paul ; these being condensations respectively of

spontaneous Polytheism, as based upon Abstract Contemplation,

and of systematic Polytheism, derived from Astrolatry (p. 139).

In the hands of a wise priesthood the combination of these two

aspects was found adequate for the requirements, which were

already beginning to conflict, of the Heart and the Intellect, by

bringing reason and revelation alternately into prominence.

From this leading thought, which wiU be found to underlie the

whole chapter, I pass naturally to the consideration of Western

Monotheism as a philosophical system.

Philosophically, as I have said, it owes everything to the

wisdom of its priesthood working under the stimulus of a

peculiar situation. Note, first, that its fundamental principle

was necessarily incoherent. The fictitious nature of Theology,

as I have before shown, is a bar to systematisation, since consist-

ency can only exist in such thoughts as are based upon fact.

Polytheistic systems had evaded the diflSculty by allowing ima-

gination free play and by not attempting rational explana-

tions. Monotheism however could not thus ignore reason ; and

yet, since the absolute Synthesis rested not upon reason but

upon feeling, the concentration which resulted was inevitably

self-contradictory. It necessarily invested the Supreme Power
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ith an attribute inconsistent with his other moral and intel-

ctual endowments, the attribute of omnipotence.

In a religion of many gods, no one of them could claim to For omnipo-

! All-powerful ; and imperfections, moral or intellectual, did science, and

>t interfere with the supernatural character. The attribute fection are

' immortality was here the principal distinguishing feature. aWe.

I other respects Man was the type : a type only so far idealised

at the limit of his ordinary faculties was overstepped ; a thing

,sy to men ignorant of natural laws, then conceived of vaguely

I Destiny. It was only in power that these creatures of Ima-

mtion surpassed ourselves ; their greatness, though adequate

I the results attributed to them, was yet relative, not absolute,

ut the conception of a single Grod involves a type of absolute

Brfection, complete in each of the three aspects of human
iture, affection, thought, and action. Now such a conception

lavoidably contradicts itself. Infinite power, on the one

md, and infinite wisdom and goodness, on the other, are

lalities that cannot be reconciled. For either this all-power-

il being must be inferior to ourselves, morally or intellectually,

else the world which he created must be free from those

,dical imperfections which, in spite of monotheistic sophistry,

ive been always but too evident. And even, were this second

ternative admissible, there would remain, on the principles

id down in the first volume (i. 331), a yet deeper inconsist-

icy. Man's moral and mental faculties have for their object

1 subserve practical necessities. But an omnipotent being
in have no occasion either for wisdom or for goodness.

From these contradictions there is no escape except by Manichsean

ipposing the material power of this Being neutralised by
oral and intellectual weakness. But as this hypothesis at
ice destroys those moral and social qualities of theological

ith which form its principal value, I only mention it to show
le impossibility of maintaining so incoherent a belief apart
om its special and transient purpose. A confused sense of
.ese inconsistencies gave rise to the Manichsean heresy which
r arresting the concentration of Polytheism at the stage of
aalism, that is, of two divine principles, Grood and Evil, did
ore than any other to retard the progress of Catholicism,
it this expedient, though intended to meet intellectual diflB-

Ities, was never so satisfactory as the free division of labour
ider Polytheism; for which, if viewed as a systematic scheme
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adequately representing the vast diversity of phenomena, an

even larger number of divinities would he found requisite

(p. 143). And, while it could not satisfy the intellect, Dualism

would have been wholly antagonistic to the social requirements

of the time. The coordination of Morals provisionally effected

by Monotheism would have been impossible. Manichaeism

therefore was ultimately rejected by the Western instinct,

although it always retained sufficient defenders to enable us to

appreciate its injurious moral influence. The absolute point

of view from which modern anarchy regards Monotheism was

not taken in the Middle Age. Mediaeval Catholicism was

regarded by contemporaries simply as a means of guiding the

West through its last Transition. What the ultimate issue

should be men were content to leave uncertain.

And if we resume in our systematic review the same attitude

that our ancestors took spontaneously, we shall see clearly that

the philosophical character of Western Monotheism, despite its

radical imperfections, was sufficiently in keeping with the

provisional purpose which it served.

On the negative side, a philosophic mind can see in it now,

what its adherents could hardly appreciate, a very remarkable

tendency to undermine theological conceptions to the full

extent compatible with the vitality of those that were to be

retained. The contrast with Polytheism will render this

tendency more evident. Note in the first place the wise re-

strictions placed by Catholicism on miracles. The very notion

of miracle was foreign to Polytheism, because in a world

where everything was marvellous, nothing could be miraculous.

This alone shows the extent to which, in the elaboration of

Western Monotheism, the conception of Aristotle preponderated

over that of St. Paul. The belief that the laws of nature are

occasionally suspended implies the belief in their existence on

ordinary occasions ; and this was favoured by the overwhelming

pressure of practical necessities, under which Catholicism was

introduced and applied. And, independently of their own in-

clinations, the priesthood, and especially their chief, would feel

it necessary to maintain a constant check upon the exercise of

miraculous powers which, if allowed free play, would have been

a constant source of danger to the government of the Church.

To suppress it entirely was beyond their power ; bound up as

it was with the whole Monotheistic doctrine, which regarded
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e fixed order of nature simply as a result of a Superhuraau

"ill. But instinctively miracles were restricted to the domain

Lth which inductive reason is more concerned than deductive

-the domain of physical laws. The sphere of human nature

IS left untouched. No one ventured to emancipate God from

le exigencies of Logic.

Note in the second place the stringent limitations imposed
J*^''^^;'*^^^.

J Catholicism upon oracles and revelations: a restriction *''"^-

iforced alike on intellectual and on social grounds. These

ipernatural communications were less difficult to restrain than

iracles, because entering less directly into the principle of

[onotheism. Their extreme frequency under Polytheism, and

ren under Judaism, would have been in Catholicism a dis-

irbing element fatal to its true purpose. The oracular power

as therefore concentrated in the visible Head of the Church,

ecognised as the permanent interpreter of the divine will,

J was thus made the supreme judge for Western Europe,

evelations were still occasionally made, but were never

lowed to proceed to an extent injurious to the power of the

riesthood. They were limited to secondary questions ; the

•iginal Revelation being upheld as adequate to supply ex-

lanations for all ordinary cases.

A yet further illustration of the true spirit of Catholicism
"ifefo™**'^

the restriction of theological existence to the minimum of C^'^b"^
iiration. Bv making the creation of a soul dependent on the ii?ungi":«-

rmation of a body, it suppressed a vast series of extravagant ™°^"g

.

jtions relating to the antecedents of each individual existence, *°^^-

bich had arisen under Polytheism (p. 180), especially since

le Buddhist reformation of Brahminism. The Monotheistic

)ctrine on this point, especially in the West, fixed men's

loughts more firmly on what was now the basis of the

dritual power, the future life. Had not Eoman civilisation

epared the way for this change, the complete erasure of each

an's past life might have been a real hindrance to the sense
' social filiation. But in the Middle Age it had the reverse

feet. It preserved the memory of real events from com-

itition with imaginary fancies.

The positive aspects of Catholic Philosophy are less striking Positive in-

an the three negative aspects here indicated. Yet it directly cathouo

slped the human mind forward towards maturity, and it also '
°^^ ^'

istened the close of its provisional phase. I shall limit
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myself to its principal feature, first as to metliod, secondly as

to doctrine.

As to Me- First, then, it completed the preparatory framework of

veioped logical procedure, by developing the last of its three elements.

Signs. The first step had been taken spontaneously by Fetichism,

where the reasoning process was subjected to the constant sway

of Feeling (p. 99). Thoughts were linked together by the

affections which gave rise to them. But this mode of associa-

tion, though strictly in accordance with the general arrange-

ment of the cerebral organs, whether in man or other animals,

must always be too vague, and can never be sufficiently mthin

our own control, to satisfy the requisite conditions, either of

inductive or of deductive reasoning. Polytheism therefore in-

troduced a second and more available instrument, the use of

Images (p. 142), which formed so striking a part of its system,

and which under Fetichism had been too limited. Images act

as intermediaries between feelings and ideas, bearing an equal

relation to both, so that the combination which results is more

definite, though attained by a less direct process. Still, even

images are not always available ; and this is one reason why

the logic of animals, limited as it is to the use of this instru-

ment, is essentially inferior to our own. In man the reasoning

powers are intrinsically superior ; but their further developement

is largely due to the employment of artificial Signs, which

complete the connection of images with thoughts, and also

with feelings ; and which facilitate the meditative process,

especially when abstraction is needed.

The value of signs depends on their being completely under

control, so that the relations instituted by them axe precise,

though at the risk of indirectness and uncertainty. We can

weU understand the empirical exaggeration of their value,

which, till the rise of Positivism, led to the belief that signs

were the sole material of Logic (ii. 202) ; whereas their function

is simply a more perfect association of the two previous ele-

ments, which are possessed by animals equally with om-selves,

but which in them are disconnected from signs. Their im-

portance, however, though unreasonably exaggerated by meta"

physical conceit, is nevertheless very great ; and it is one source

of the superiority of Man to the species standing nearest to him.

The logic of signs is more perfectible than the others, because

more amenable to volition; it therefore expands more rapidly with
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;e progress of Civilisation, Its origin dates from the most

imitive times. Still, under Fetichism, and even under Poly-

eism, its distinctive character was never exhibited. Mono-
leism for the first time developed its full powers. Independ-

itly of the erroneous tendency in Monotheism to discourage

restrict the use of images, the attempt to reduce the doctrine

system gave rise everywhere to a series of deductive efforts,

which the use of signs became indispensable. I am speaking

incipally of Western Monotheism, which, by its separation

temporal from spiritual power, stimulated both in public

id private life constant examination of the practical results

Uowing from the accepted creed.

Passing from Method to Doctrine, the influence of Catho- As to Doo-

3ism upon thought would have been disastrous but for the ttSsm
°™"

itecedent influence of Polytheism. The uniformity of the Sho/
:planations offered by Monotheism is enough to crush all

''^''"

ioculative efforts in minds that have received no other train-

g (p. 144). But with Greek and Eoman civilisation to

•eserve the West from this danger, Catholicism was of service

i the intellectual movement, by its combination of wholesome
scipline with loftiness of purpose.

During the childhood of our race the intellectual faculties But for its

died into play were specially those of Contemplation : concrete torm'a'syn-

(ntemplation in the first stage, abstract in the second (p. 123).

. was for the period of our adolescence to complete our mental
aining by stimulating Meditation. Now the influence of

[onotheism upon our reflective faculties was not less than that

Fetichism upon Observation of Things, and of Polytheism on
bservation of Facts. The inductive faculty, connected as it

with that of abstract observation, having been partially

oused by Polytheism, Monotheism was eminently calculated

stimulate deduction. Under its influence there was a con-
ant effort on the part of all minds to establish a complete
mthesis based on Eevelation, requiring, therefore, for the time
• objective basis. And this unanimous effort was consecrated by
e two results aimed at : Moral Purification and Contemplation
the Divine Essence, the one being real, the other imaginary,

it both alike efficacious so long as the Monotheistic Transi-
m lasted. It was the object of Meditation to attain the second
these results by means of the first ; thus giving the highest
VOL. III. B B

thesis.
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possible sanction to the theocratic rule that every other study

should be subordinated to the study of Man (p. 17.5),,

The various forms of Monotheism were alike in this syn-

thetic tendency. But in none was it so striking as in the Mono-

theism of the West, where, owing to the separation of temporal

from spiritual power, the guidance and the growth of Feeling

became all-important ; so that priesthood and public were alike

brought to the true source from which alone the coordination

of human life can issue. And although the coordination then

attempted could only be provisional, for want of a scientific

basis, yet it brought deeper knowledge of Man than could be

attained under theocracy, the empirical precepts of which, be-

ing enforced by government, needed no systematisation. Until

the rise of Positivism, there was no conception of human nature

so comprehensive and adequate as that of Catholicism. The

work of governing souls preserved it spontaneously from the un-

natural separation of heart and intellect, due originally to Grreek

Metaphysics, and fostered by the anarchy of modern thought.

Examined more in detail, the Philosophical influence of

Monotheism leads to the consideration of its Scientific tenden-

cies. To these I now pass, reserving, however, certain points

for the concrete review of the subject.

The influence of Polytheism upon intellectual progress was

in the first place favourable. It brought knowledge of facts, and

suggested modes of correlating them (pp. 142-144). But ulti-

mately the too great speciality of its supernatural machinery he-

came an obstacle both to the discovery and to the propagation

of truth. The science of antiquity was limited by the general

course of social evolution to Mathematics and Astronomy.

But independently of this, the Polytheistic faith, with its

universal introduction of divine agency and exclusion of human

thought, would have interposed fatal obstacles to the progress

of Physics or Chemistry. Even in the field of Astronomy the

conflict became apparent. It would have been impossible for the

Alexandrian school to complete and propagate the discoveries of

Thales, had Polytheism retained its vitality.

But the social atmosphere resulting from Monotheism,

especially in the "West, was, up to the end of the mediasval

period, more favourable to scientific progress. The tendency

to regard all phenomena as linked together, vague always and

chimerical very often as the links might be, prepared the
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public mind for the acceptance of scientific theories, and placed

Thought in its true position—hitherto only recognised empiri-

cally—of superiority to Expression. Meanwhile cultivated

minds were stimulated to such further researches in Natural

Philosophy as were compatible with the recognition of Divine

Supremacy, and the concentration of the Divine influence on

human affairs left a wide field open for the study of inorganic

and even of organic nature. The general results of Greek

Astronomy were at once incorporated by Catholicism, and their

connection with its ritual ensured the speedy recognition of

their importance. True, the connection was not nearly so close

as it had been under the old theocracies ; but it was strength-

ened by the influence of Hebrew Monotheism, so deeply

imbued with Astrolatry. In other departments of Natural

Philosophy nothing could be done except to accumulate

materials. The rise of Chemistry was specially favoured by

the industrial tendencies, which now began to assert their final

supremacy. And greater attention was paid not merely to

Medicine but to Biology, so soon as burial of the dead became

again the universal custom. It had been practised by the

peaceful theocratic societies ; but warlike nations had been

obliged to burn their dead, otherwise no relics of them could

have been preserved.

In fact, it may be said generally that the position occupied

by Science in the Catholic system was compatible with greater

results than could be realised in the Middle Age even under

the most favourable circumstances. The priesthood, absorbed,

and rightly so, in moral questions theoretical and practical,

could not but feel spontaneously their connection with the

whole subject of Natural Philosophy ; and though unable to

devote sufficient attention to it, were disposed to favour its

progress. So long as its real power lasted, Catholicism looked

favourably on Astrologers and alchemists who in those times

were the only students of inorganic Science. While insisting

that there should be no attack on the received faith, it yet

interposed no obstacle to progress. The collective tradition of

the race was placed in its true position relatively to individual

thought; as pointed out in the admirable sentence of the

limitation: Omnis ratio et naturalis investigatio fidem
sequi debet, non precedere, nee infringere—' All reasoning and
inquiry by natural methods ought to follow faith, not to precede

£ E 2
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or weaken it.' We may regret, indeed, that so salutary a

check could not have been longer preserved. It would have

been well if the philosophical study of human nature could

have been left to theological influences till it had become

really ripe for Positive treatment ; so that the disastrous inter-

regnum of metaphysical ambition might have been avoided.

The domain of Theory was indeed insufficiently separated in

Catholicism from that of Practice. For this an encyclopedic

doctrine was necessary, complete materials for which have but

recently been worked out. But the best possible preparation

for such a doctrine was made by definitely setting apart the

contemplative class ; and by depriving it of the governmental

authority which had been so fatal to it under Theocracy,

hankered after as such authority has always been by pedant-

ocracy, whether ancient or modern.

The negative and positive features of mediaeval thought here

described are due to the spiritual rather than the temporal order.

There was, however, a constant intervention of political and

popular influences, too important to be overlooked, which went

far to prevent or to remedy the aberrations innate in theolo-

gical doctrine, and which, in some instances, gave a special

direction to the Catholic movement. But the important modi-

fication introduced by the Feudal spirit into the faith and

worship of the Western Eepublic may be reserved for the

concrete division of the subject.

Still more prominent were these secular influences in the

artistic movement of the Middle Age. And to this I now

pass, indicating merely its more general aspects, and reserving

its most important results for the concrete examination.

Mark, in the first place, that the Affective Transition was

eminently calculated to strengthen and systematise subjective

life. The sense of ideal existence had arisen under Polytheism

when every one held constant intercourse with beings of ficti-

tious origin (p. 241). But the influence of these familiar

relations both on minds and character was weakened by their

incoherence, their want of concentration upon a definite object.

This defect was supplied by Monotheism. All thoughts upon

the unseen world had now a common centre, and were directed

towards Eternal Salvation, which consisted chiefly in contem-

plation of the Supreme Source of power. The imaginative

faculties of the Western world were prepared for that constant
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id unanimous action which alone can enable us in the Final

;ate to realise our bond of union with the generations before

id after us.

Secondly: The esthetic character of the Middle Age is ^^^1^^
lown in the recasting, which now took place, of European ""^"j^™^"™-

nguage. Fetichism had based language on Feeling (p. 110).

1 its further developements under Polytheism, Imagination

id been the dominant influence (ii. 80). Monotheism supplied

hat had hitherto been wanting, by increasing its capacities as

reasoning instrument. For this is the principal feature of the

lange undergone by language when reconstructed on the

atin basis, and modified by contact with Germanic races, in a

ate of society which had already begun to assert its rational

id pacific character. Entrusted as it was with the old lan-

jages and also with the general conduct of life, the Catholic

riesthood took a prominent part in these changes, common
LOUgh they were to all classes. They were limited to the

iree associated populations of Italy, Spain, and France, which

one were ripe for them. Could the spiritual unity of the

'^est have been maintained, this threefold nationality might

we been enlarged, the northern dialects have been absorbed,

id uniformity of language established throughout the West,

.odern anarchy has postponed this result. But the Middle

ge admirably foreshadowed and, by so doing, helped forward

3 future realisation.

With regard to Art strictly so called, the condition most Medtevai

sential to its growth, a standard of life admitting of idealisa- favouribie

3n, was uniformly and spontaneously fulfilled during the

ffective Transition. The mediaeval doctrine was, no doubt,

ifavourable to Art. Imagination was repelled alike by
iristian reasoning and Christian Eevelation. Except the

pocalyptic vision of the Last Judgment and a few admir-

ile hymns Mediaeval Christianity produced no poetry. But
lat was wanting in the spiritual influences of the time was
iply compensated by the political influences. War had now
3umed its defensive aspect ; and the great military expedi-

)ns of the Middle Age were nobler subjects for the poet than
the combats of ancient history. The developement of home

e was another and a most favourable condition. Lastly,

letry could now enter upon what will finally be its most im-
rtant field, the field of History. The succession of modern

to Poetry

;
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life to the life of antiquity furnished sufficient scope ; and the

future was so far manifest as to admit of idealisation.

But these tendencies were almost neutralised, or rather

their result was long deferred, by the unsettled character of

the time. Art, I have said, requires a standard of life capable

of being idealised. But it also requires that this standard

shall be maintained long enough for the poet to depict it

worthily ; and this was incompatible with the rapidity of the

Defensive Transition, each phase in which had passed before men
were fully aware of its coming. The slow formation of the

new language was also an impediment to Poetry, which never

tolerates a dead language ; although the mistrust of the Italian,

until Dante had proved its power, was such that Dante himself

began by composing in Latin.

Yet the beautiful though unfinished poems of Chivalry

which appeared in every part of the West towards the end of

this period prove the esthetic tendencies of a civilisation

which indeed, in receptiveness of Art, was superior to that of

Antiquity. Moreover, the more rational structure of Modem
language, involving as it did some phonic defects, led to the

compensation of those defects by rhyme, and thereby brought

a general improvement of poetic style. This device was at

once adopted in Latin hymns, where, pedantic prejudices not-

withstanding, it is an evident improvement ; and it is equally

suitable to the most, musical languages, even at their very origin.

In those of the Special arts, which, from being less definite

than the General art, were more compatible with mediaeval

worship, the progress effected in the Middle Age is incontestable.

In music, both instrumental and vocal, great results were effected.

In Architecture, the least ideal of the plastic arts, we must go

back to the old theocracies for anything comparable in esthetic

power to those sublime cathedrals in which Monotheism showed

that religious expression did not lose in majesty by gaining in

concentration and distinctness. By a natural process these

buildings became sanctuaries for all the arts, and were specially

favourable to Sculpture, which, in spite of technical deficiency

and imperfect materials, produced works of a very high order

and well worthy of their sacred purpose. And apart from these

results the position of Art in the social fabric should he

specially noted. Substituting the tradition of Theocracy for

that of Grreek disorder, it became again a sacerdotal function
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». 189), foreshadowing in this respect the Sociocracy of the

ture. True, this, like so many other mediseval tendencies,

as imperfectly developed. But the function was sufficiently

srformed to prove its value to those who can so far divest

lemselves of modern prejudices, as to reject the erroneous

:planations of the triumphs achieved by Art in the last three

inturies.

The foreffoine: remarks will suffice to indicate the esthetic (3) Praotioii
a o

• • n Properties.

laracter of Defensive Monotheism. I pass now to its miiuence

1 practical life. Here it owed everything to the environment

:

le doctrine of itself was incapable of giving sanction to activity J^hesete^

' anv kind. The same incapacity is indeed found in every the Muation,

lase of the absolute Synthesis : but the concentration of theo- tiim.

gy into Monotheism exhibits it in the strongest light. Feti-

lism, inapplicable though it was to the active faculties, had yet

•oved on the whole favourable to their developement. Poly-

leism, both in its conservative and in its progressive form,

id been of service both to the industrial energies of the

dividual, and to our collective energies as employed in war.

ut the sole object of Monotheism being to unite each man
I Grod, man's material existence, in which social cooperation

Lays so prominent a part, was completely set aside. True,

lere was a vague tendency to encourage the transformation

\ War from its aggressive to its defensive form ; there were even

ime aspirations towards the general establishment of Peace,

ut most of this was due to the wise direction impressed upon

le common faith by the priesthood. The true type of Christian

fe is a distinct sanction of inactivity. This is specially

lustrated in the curse of Grodupon Labour, and in the absolute

indemnation of War.

But obstructive as the creed might be, the circumstances nefensiTe

' the time invariably stimulated the twofold action, industrial dSriai""!*

id military, by which Man and Society were to be trained for
'^'"p™^"*'

e normal type of life. I reserve for the concrete division of

e subject my judgment of the great defensive expeditions of

e Middle Age ; the last great result remaining for War to

complish. My explanation of the industrial movement will

II under the same head. It may be remarked, however,

nerally that all the essential conditions of pacific activity

ire here satisfied ; so that the social transformation of industry

uld now begin.
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In the first place, the working class was gradually elevated,

first by the change of slavery into serfage ; then by the abolition

of personal servitude ; lastly, by securing free citizenship. This

result attained, industrial life began spontaneously to assume

its proper organisation. A distinct separation appeared

between the employers and the workmen ; and the different

orders of Capitalists began to be recognised. Lastly, rapid

though the Mediaeval Transition was, pacific activity had time

to display itself in those useful arts which naturally illustrate its

social character. The final abolition ofWestern slavery led, even

then, to the substitution of external agencies for human force.

In this abstract review of Defensive Monotheism, we have

hitherto been considering its intellectual aspects, theoretical,

esthetic, and practical. Before passing to the concrete division

of the subject, we have to speak of what constitutes its principal

value, its moral and political qualities.

To appreciate them rightly I must explain, as I have done

before when speaking of the philosophical character of

Catholicism, the difificulties offered by the doctrine : difE-

culties only to be surmounted by the practical wisdom of the

priesthood, or by the stimulus of external influences.

Intrinsically, the Catholic creed is even more anti-social

than anti-philosophical. Let us again examine the conse-

quences of its central dogma. The principle of Omnipotence

involves egoism both in the Deity and in his worshippers

even more certainly than it involves unwisdom. For since the

principal purpose of human affections is to supply the force

required for surmounting the practical and theoretical diffi-

culties of human life, there can be no proper sphere for then

exercise in a being for whom no such difficulties exist. As he

can always supersede the reasoning process by direct inspection

of each special case, true Meditation is for him out of the

question. Of this Dante was deeply conscious even in the case

of the angels.' So too, his desires being gratified as soon as

formed, they can consist in nothing but pure caprices ; there can

be no appreciable motive either from within or from without.

And, above all, these obscure caprices must of necessity he

purely personal ; so that the metaphysical formula To live in

Self for Self, would be alike applicable to the two extreme

' Paradiso xxix. 71) &o.
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ades of the vital scale. The type of divinity thus approxi-

ates to the lowest stage of animality, the only shape in which

Fe is purely individual, because it is reduced to the one

motion of nutrition.

This apotheosis of absolute egoism tends directly to check doctrine oi

le growth of Sympathy in the Monotheistic believer. His ff^^^'^d

iture existence, if he is saved, is to consist in contemplation ^^j^fJ"
^ this Being, and Ms earthly life is intended to prepare him ^^^'^

ir it. And further, since life on earth is to be thus absorbed

I celestial objects, sympathy for others becomes a dangerous

Lstraction, in which the true believer is warned not to indidge,

ist he should imperil his highest interests, those relating to

is own salvation. Under none of its forms is Theologism

iequate to represent the social point of view ; but under the

[onotheistic form there is thus a special reason for denying the

Dontaneousness of benevolent affections, whereas it had been

uite consistent with Polytheism. The Christian theory of

or ' life of pilgrimage ' could not recognise these affections.

: regarded man as isolated from his fellows, as Corneille

uts it :

04 tous les hommes vont, aucuns ne vont ensemble.

All men go there, but none go together.

During its decline, Catholicism made an effort to retain

idividual adherents, women especially, by dwelling on the

erpetuity which it gave to our dearest ties, ignoring the fact

lat of two friends one might have failed to satisfy the condi-

ons under which alone Salvation was granted. As Morality

as more and more sacrificed for the sake of preserving Faith,

lis sophism gained ground rapidly ; and much use has been

lade of it by Protestants and Deists, who do not consider the

iconsistency which results from its general applications. For,

ipposing it to be only with his nearest friends that the believer

encouraged to hope for eternal union, yet, the promise being

jld out to the majority of families, we arrive at once at

liversal Salvation ; disregarding the doctrine that Salvation is

icertain, and limited to the few.

Yet, notwithstanding the absolute egoism of the Divine But these

pe, the formal denial of disinterested Love, and the direct ^c^^wSe

notion ^iven to utter absorption in Self, the influence of t™Som
itholicism on the moral life of the Middle Age was of the hood!^"'*"
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greatest value. Our altruistic instincts, stimulated as thi

were by the practical movements of tiie time, were stroi

enough to overcome the disadvantages of the Western cree

so long as its moral dangers and its intellectual weakness we:

compensated by the existence of a worthy priesthood. Fi

personal morality, indeed, Catholicism did more than Feuda

ism. In domestic life both were alike efficacious. But it

to the temporal rather than to the spiritual power that v

must attribute the elevation which took place in social life.

Further, though the systematic denial of benevolent pn
trine of pensities could not fail to be attended with pernicious result
Grace. Love ^

fuUndi™^"
'^^^ ^^® effect of Theology in this matter is not to be confoimde

reotiy. with that of Metaphysics. The utter baseness of the doctrii

did not show itself, theoretically or practically, until the perio

of modern anarchy had set in. In the Middle Age, there wj

a compensation, however imperfect, for the lack of spontaneot

affection, namely Supernatural Grace, which Thomas a Kemp:

admirably defines as the equivalent of Love

—

Gratia sii

dilectio—Divine inspiration being substituted for human iir

pulse (p. 346). Moreover the control steadily maintained ove

man's selfish passions, based on the preponderance of heavenl

over earthly interests (p. 349), was indirectly favourable to th

growth of the higher sympathies, though their existence wa

denied. Lastly, the Love of God, though it could never becom

really disinterested, supplied a vent for these feelings ; and an

kind of exercise is calculated to strengthen them (p. 28). Al

these compensating considerations disappeared when the theo

logical dogma became a metaphysical theory ; the mischie

wrought by it in modern times, which nothing but Positivisi

can repair, is therefore no measure of its influence in th

Middle Age.

Influence on It is Only in the field of personal life that Theological disci

life. Mo- pline can establish itself fully. This is especially true of Mono

ed rather theism, which is distinctly opposed in doctrine to the idea o

collective existence, and from which no immediate or system

atic action upon society can ever be expected. But the result

effected by Catholicism in this elementary region of Moralit

were admirable. True, the personal character of motives fo

action was retained and even strengthened : their transform

ation in a social sense was reserved for Positivism. But th

than acts.
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reat result, which so few appreciate rightly, lay in the pre-

onderating importance given to the training of Feelings as

jmpared with the performance of Actions (p. 342). This

)llowed from the separation of the advising from the govern

-

ig power, which was not consciously aimed at, but arose spon-

meously from the circumstances of the time. So long as the

riesthood retained a direct control over action, no attempt was

lade to control the desires by which action was prompted

;

Ithough the paramount importance of these was not unrecog-

ised, as theocratic writings, especially those of Judsea, will

3stify. And this state of things, grateful alike to man's pride

nd indolence, even the Positivist theory of human nature

rould be powerless to rectify, without the complete restriction

f the contemplative class to its proper sphere. But when

riests find themselves unable to prescribe actions, they, like

'omen, set themselves to modify motives. And this is what

Dok place in the Middle Age. The political situation, making

; impossible for the priesthood to determine results, induced

bem to control tendencies.

Whatever its historical source, the time for this funda-

aental change being fully ripe, the effects of it remained con-

tant through all the disturbing forces of later times. It marks

he first step of Western Society towards a sound system of

ethical principles and practice ; because it involves a definite

ecognition of the preponderating importance of Feeling ; a

ruth which Fetichism spontaneously proclaimed, but which
mder the various forms of Polytheism had remained too much
a the background. The elevation of character which took

ilace in the Middle Age has at last trained us to an ethical

fcandard, by which the outward results of action are thought
f less consequence than the inward tendencies which it had
isplayed or stimulated.

The special aspect of personal life in which Catholic disci- Regulation

iline was so effective, was the regulation of sexual desire, the
aost turbulent of all our instincts. In controlling the nutri-

ive instinct Catholicism was inferior to Theocracy, notwith-
tanding the personal value and the indirect social action
f its system of fasts. And the same must be said of other
latters relating to bodily health, especially in all that con-
erned cleanliness, whether personal or public (p. 195). Pro-
ress in this direction for which men were well prepared,

of sexual
instinct.
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was put back by the indifference of Catholicism. Concentral

too exclusively upon moral purity, men forgot that phygi

purity must always be the first stage of personal disciplii

and passed it by as useless for the salvation of the soul. I

the sexual instinct, influenced as it is more by cerebral than

bodily conditions, had never yet undergone any adequate
:

straint, and here the superiority of the Affective Transition v

unquestionable.

The requirements to which this instinct relates can be

easily reduced, that it is more susceptible of modification th

any other. But this very fact renders it peculiarly liable

morbid persistence ; the adjustment between propensities a

results being generally imperfect in human nature, and specia

so in this case. To control it efficiently has, therefore, alwg

been, and ever will be, regarded as the highest test of hum
wisdom. In no other field is there the same combination

importance in the end with difficidty in the means. The ta

was reserved for Catholicism, requiring as it did that culture

our innermost nature which till the Middle Age had be

neglected. A celibate priesthood experiencing the need

controlling indulgence among its own members was natura

disposed to make such control its chief care. It is to priei

even more than to women that we owe the importance attach

to sexual purity as an agent not merely of moral but of inti

lectual and even physical progress ; a step which, in spite

the anarchy that followed, has left an ineffaceable stamp on i

subsequent history,

condemna- Next in Order to this great achievement we may rank t
taon of Pride ° •'

and Vanity, regulation of the nobler personal instincts of Pride and Vani

which, from the fact of being higher, are more dangerous a:

less amenable to discipline. Hitherto they had never be

placed under special restraint ; and indeed men usually thoug

better of themselves for possessing these feelings, though oft

disapproving their exhibition in others. But Catholicism, in

task of disciplining human forces, could not but take account

instincts which, though originally they had stimulated o

energies, were now their principal means of perversion. Bj

spontaneous anticipation of positive principles it rose to t

point of regarding these potent instincts as radical infii-mities

human nature. Its rule of humility has become discredited h

the doctrine from which it issued. But Positivism adoj
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id confirms it ; since the very conception of moral progress

-esupposes the constant sense of actual imperfection.

A third contribution of Catholicism to personal morality is in|raigion

s stringent prohibition of suicide. Though based on egoistic

rounds and stated too absolutely, this reform, which modern

larchy has unduly depreciated, paved the way for the Socio-

•atic view of the subject, namely, that of all our powers life is

lat of which Humanity can least allow her children to dispose

rbitrarily. A rule so alien to former standards could never

ave been established, but for a doctrine which isolated each

idividual before the Supreme Power, and held him guilty for

reaking the bonds providentially assigned to him.

In domestic life two decisive steps were taken during the
|^^™'J

™

.ffective Transition, due alike to its Catholic and its Feudal

lement—the emancipation within due limits of women, and

rational restriction of the authority of the father and the

usband.

As to the first of these results, Catholicism was not, as is^_improTe-

enerally supposed, the exclusive agent ; but the inculcation position ot

f purity already spoken of rendered the result possible. The

lanners of Eoman society during the empire had shown clearly

nough that, without this condition, the removal of restraints

pon women, so far from favouring the growth of affection,

rould have resulted in general disorder. Starting from this

lasis, it is Feudalism which is to be credited with the principal

inprovements in monogamic marriage, which by Catholicism

ras regarded as a state inferior to celibacy, though necessary

s a concession to human frailty. But the feudal chiefs, partly

rom the moralising influences of public occupations (p. 302),

artly from their stationary life and the iijtermittent nature of

tieir activity, were more disposed to recognise the true position

f woman, and the value of domestic ties. This was the principal

Durce of the indissolubility of marriage, and of the freedom of

'oman—two conditions gradually felt to be necessary for the in-

uence of the one sex upon the happiness and moral progress of

le other. A celibate priesthood could have no experience of these

[1-important feelings, though it might sufficientlyunderstand the

itisfaction of desire. In the relatively small importance which

. attached to widowhood as compared with virginity Catholicism

as indeed inferior to previous systems.

For the internal arrangements of the Family, Catholicism
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Limit!,tion did more than Feudalism, without however achievinar
ot marital u n . •

i j_i • i
and paternal result 01 such paramount importance as those just mentioi

The action of the priesthood on domestic life was for the n

part unconnected with doctrine, and due simply to the sf

taneous separation of the two powers ; it became enfeeb

therefore, as soon as that premature division of functions

brought to an end by the usurpations of the civil power.

Defensive Monotheism lasted long enough to strike a fatal I

at the despotic authority of the head of the family, which

been sanctioned by Roman civilisation, especially with reg

to children. Here the priesthood showed itself true to

original mission of regulating human forces, and provei

worthy exponent of the general tendency of the West towj

Sociocracy ; since the ultimate discipline of man's powers wo

be impossible were the most precious of his possessions,

family, left to arbitrary caprice. Feudalism, in spite of its

aggerated views of personal independence, was animated by

same feelings. Its public spirit which had already shown it

in a less favourable instance, that of material prope

prompted it to this reform.

Influence on From the private aspects of mediaeval morality, whet
Public Ufe. . , . . , , \ , f; . IT
Obstacles mdividual or domestic, I pass now to its public aspect, -^

oocinne. reference first to internal, secondly to foreign questions. H

it is that the priests and statesmen of Catholicism found tl

principal field. But in order to estimate their work arigh

must first point out the obstacles created for them by tl

doctrine. Otherwise we shall fail to understand the anomal

position of a priesthood compelled to systematise a social st

incompatible with its dogma, so that whatever results is

obtained were due mainly to the promptings of pract

wisdom.

Antisocial The Only principles of which human life can be really

care'for
° gulated is this : Universal Love inspiring collective activit]

sairation. effect wise modifications in the established order. Now the c

trine of Monotheism was wholly inconsistent with this {

gramme. Anxiety for salvation and zeal for the pubUc g

remained to the end irreconcilable ; for devotion to God

impossible without isolation from the world. Social Contini

was even more alien to Catholicism than Solidarity, since

our polytheistic and fetichistic predecessors fell necessa

under its ban. Its connection with Judaism might have c(
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ensated the evils of this rupture with the past, had not the

3gratitude of Christendom towards the Jewish population

roken this artificial tie. Eespect even for individual an-

estors, which had been carefully inculcated by Polytheism

p. 197), was seriously weakened by Catholicism, since there was

othing to prevent the believer in his zeal for his own salva-

ion, from imagining the damnation of every one else. The

estoration of theocratic burial, which had been temporarily

uspended during the military phase of Polytheism, must

e attributed to the reverential feeling not of Catholicism

lut of Feudalism. Catholicism would have restricted it to

aints.

As in such a faith there could be no real consistency, the But clergy

lexibility common to all theology, even in its concentrated toconsiS-

Qonotheistic form, enabled the priesthood, so long as it remained taSed's^ecii-

rorthy of its mission, to reconcile theory with practice. No and penS-

Doner had Christianity triumphed, than two contradictory

rinciples which proved the groundwork for yet further con-

essions, were generally accepted, save by a few fanatics.

I'irst, the Christian type of life was never fully realised, except

ly the hermits of the Thebaid. These men by narrowing their

?ants to the lowest standard were able to concentrate their

houghts without remorse or distraction on the attainment of

alvation. But absorption in the affairs of heaven was soon

een to be morally as well as physically incompatible with
ctive life, since the world, which the ascetic in his pious in-

olence was striving to forget, was all the while gratuitously

laintaining him. But this tendency, though frequently in-

ulged during the decline of Catholicism, especially under the
isturbing influences of Protestantism, was held in tolerable

heck during the Middle Age, the priesthood with instinctive

dsdom consecrating the practical duties of each adherent. The
;cond fact is that eternal damnation, with all its tremendous
ifluence, never induced men to abandon their criminal law
iferior though it was in precision and completeness to the
iscipline of the church. Indeed in the struggle between the
vo powers a special sanction was given to this inconsistency,
he domain of criminal law was claimed by the ecclesiastical

)urts, on the ground that the denouncer of sin must be the
3st judge of crime.

And it is not merely that Monotheism was flexible, as all
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its heresies abundantly prove. Wisely interpreted, its princij

of Divine Love and its exhortation to moral progress becai

a twofold though indirect source of social inspiration.

Polytheism had gone very far towards humanising supf

natural types. But the incarnation of the supreme power w

a still more striking evidence of the growing tendency towar

complete identity between the adorer and the adored. Ai

when this was supplemented, first, by the institution of t]

Trinity, which perpetuated the relation effected during tl

temporary incarnation, and secondly, by the mystery in whi(

each believer repeatedly incorporated the Divinity into his ov

substaace, men had before them in the Grod of the Middle Aj

a foreshadowing of the Humanity of the future. Still mo
effective did the connection become when the invocation of sain

had superseded the worship of angels ; thus diminishing the o

jections inherent in the absolute nature of the divinity, ai

also affording an imperfect compensation for the apotheosis •

Polytheism. Again, social results of a less comprehensive bi

most direct and definite kind flowed from the steady and energet

concentration of all Monotheists, especially in the West, upc

moral progress. This result is in fact connected with that la

mentioned ; since ultimately the regulation of our highe:

aspirations was recognised as the sole sphere in which tl

Deity could intervene, (p. 371). Thus in one way or other, tl

culture of the heart becoming the central object, the who!

extent of its proper field was rapidly opened, and the obstac](

originally interposed by the doctrine were removed. A socii

purpose being absolutely essential to the developement or eve

to the maintenance of a higher moral standard, the failure (

Monotheism in this respect, while a striking proof of its ii

consistency, was no bar to the continuance of a work so oppoi

tunely begun.

But all these influences were too vague and indirect t

create the political qualities to which the great results of th

Affective Transition, whether temporary or permanent, wei

due. The work would not have been done, or would have bee

done inadequately, but for the impulse of the social enviroi

ment (p. 348). On it depended in great measure these develop!

ments of doctrine ; and by constantly supplying them with ns'

life, it saved them from the danger, always imminent with such

faith, of degenerating into mysticism. The standard of dail
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fe, itself a product of the Western situation, gave it a pre-

mderating share in the education of public morality. For in

lis Feudalism was more concerned than Catholicism.

The political character of the Middle Asre is embodied in laea and
^ _ , . 7 .

Standard of

hivalrv. The chivalric rule of life. Fats ce que dois, advtenne Dnty Feudal
•^

1 \ t r
i^s-^her than

we pourra (Do thy duty, come what may), though it was left cathoiio
;
as

)r Bayard, its latest representative, to utter it, sums up in one tiie Duel.

icomparable sentence the whole of feudal civilisation. Those

ords will ever remain as the first direct evidence of man's

rogress towards the substitution of altruistic for egoistic life.

heir meaning may be found condensed in a word dear to

iir forefathers—and still surviving, officially at least, in those

Western countries where Feudalism has been least altered—the

'ord Loyalty, which admirably combines the two essential qua-

ties of the Middle Age : Devotion and Sincerity. I may
3mark too that the ethics of Chivalry, as thus expressed, indicate

higher degree of intellectual emancipation than is commonly
ipposed. The rule of duty is set forth regardless of conse-

uences—even of those in a future state. Public opinion was

Fen then the basis of the system ; the hope of heaven had less

'eight than that of living in men's memories ; and thus the

ertainty of eternal suffering was no bar to the performance of

Dcial obligation. The best illustration of this frame of mind,

s Condorcet has justly remarked, is the case of duelling. Here
'e find the most orthodox believers disregarding the threats of

leir religion during a course of centuries ; whereas the substi-

ition of industrial for military life in our own day is rapidly

Dolishing the custom.

In all these respects the ethics of Chivalry were largely TheSocio-

ifluenced by the political situation, the main feature of dmcSfot"

hich was the conversion of offensive into defensive war. Ik^^v^l"

ilitary life, before its final disappearance from Western aaUsmf^""

urope, spontaneously put forth its noblest influence on the
elings. Becoming defensive, without losing its collective

laracter, it was compatible with the highest morality, a thing
ipossible in antiquity, when the intense desire and the urgent
scessity for victory left little room for scrupulousness as to
•w it was attained ; and thus attention was called to acts

ther than to motives (p. 311). Not till the Middle Age do
) find constant reverence for truth, the fulfilment of promises
ce made, and abhorrence, of treachery, prevailing as the
VOL. III. c c
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standard of conduct ; forming, in fact, the basis of sociocrat

morality, as expressed in the Positivist rule of Living witho

Concealment. When I pass to the concrete branch of tl

inquiry, I shall bring forward unmistakable evidence of tl

tendency of the Middle Age towards Sociocracy : a tenden

which, amid all the obstacles of Christian doctrine, was mo
distinct and continuous than in the Roman period. All th

Catholicism contributed in this respect was the negative rath

than positive influence of its complete abolition of heredita

priesthood, the last important trace, as it had been the fii

beginning, of the institution of Caste.

Tendencies such as these, to which the institution of ecclei

astical celibacy is in great part due, enable us to explain t

apparent anomaly, that the influence of Birth gained apparent

new vigour during the Middle Age (p. 310). The fact was the

as selection by Merit was still premature, though priests ai

statesmen might desire and forecast its advent, the revival

the authority of Birth was as important for progress as f

order, at a time when elective succession would have develop

all its subversive tendencies to the full. Succession by Bir

was in perfect keeping with the defensive and intermitte

character of the collective activity ; and it was an essenti

guarantee of both the results attained by the Affective Tram

tion (p. 353), especially of the emancipation of the lahourii

class. In truth it was wealth rather than birth that was t

source of power. The influence of birth was chiefly of

moral kind, and conferred less political ascendency than

Grraeco-Eoman times. The increasing obligations imposed

feudalism on territorial property, which yet was more aiisl

cratic than any other, furnish convincing proofs of the sociocra

character which inheritance had already assumed, and of

wide divergence from the theocratic type.

A few remarks on medisevalism in its widest relatic

will complete our abstract analysis of its social character

tics. In binding together the strictly Western nations, Cat!

licism directly assisted Feudalism. The one furnished a co:

mon faith and the guidance of a common priesthood ; wh

the other, by its united defensive action and similarity

manners, made the practical life of the various peoples hon

geneous. The principal result of Defensive Monotheii

namely the substitution, in the five advanced nations, of fi
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fgregation for the forced incorporation of Eome, was thus

ndered possible. But for promoting convergence with popu-

tions outside the limits of the West, the temporal influence

ice more (p. 315) showed itself superior to the spiritual; a

iperiority which will be reversed in the Normal State. The

uth was that, with all the pretensions of Catholicism to uni-

jrsality, the exclusive character of its creed never failed to

ispire hatred and contempt for populations which refused

I accept it. These empirical pretensions became absurd as

ell as mischievous when a second Monotheism, equally abso-

ite, had arisen and had divided what was once the Roman
orld between two irreconcilable religions. Whereas the simul-

meous rise of Chivalry in' both quarters was a proof that the

militude in social environment, imperfect though it was, con-

•ibuted more than any theological belief, Mussulman or Catholic,

)wards the universal union ultimately to be attained by man.

Before passing from the abstract to the concrete point of (s) sam-

iew, it may be well to sum up the foregoing remarks in a Scathou™

'nthetic review of the feudo-catholic constitution, and thus to re^me, pp.

lace the great results which I am about to describe in a clearer
^*'"^'*''

ght.

Under whatever aspect we regard the medieeval regime we its two

m always trace it either to the separation of powers, or to the ^nc™™**'
:ansformation of war from aggression to defence. To the ^^Jw^"
rst of these two fundamental characters we owe the whole i°mation'o£

iructure of Catholicism ; to the second, that of Feudalism.
^^'

lach, thus proceeding from a single source, was, therefore,

rictly homogeneous ; and the spontaneous connection of the

vo fundamental principles led to harmonious adjustment of

le results.

In the case of Catholicism, this filiation of principles is Aiithedis-

bservable, not merely in its regime, in the strict sense of that d^ttiZs of

ord, but in its ritual and even in its doctrine. From the s'i'iX^ftom

rst origin of Occidental Monotheism, as I showed in the pre- ofTowe™

jding chapter (p. 343), the separation of powers^ recognised as Moraiityf
"*

necessary condition of a systematic and comprehensive basis

•r morality, suggested the primary dogma of the Incarnation,

ther supplementary doctrines natui-ally followed : first, the

all and the Eedemption of man ; secondly, the Trinity and the

:ystery of the Eucharist. These five doctrines taken together

rm an indivisible whole; inexplicable till Sociology had
c r 2
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pointed out the temporary purpose, first of the entire synthesis

then of each part separately ; for each contributed to the grea

social result. A similar estimate may be formed of variou

secondary institutions, such as Purgatory, the Adoration o

Saints, Confession and Absolution, and many others. Tb
ground for them will always be discovered either in the mora

purpose of the system, or in the necessity of fortifying it

spiritual independence. The Damnation of all unbelievers

which ultimately became so utterly revolting to men's feeling

even more than to their intellect, was yet necessary for consoli

dating faith, on which the wliole coherency of the monotheisti

system depended.

When we find the great Mahomet weeping over his mother'i

tomb, because he felt that he could not pray for her, we fee

how indispensable was the doctrine of Damnation for thi

permanency of an undemonstrable creed. But for this painfu'

exclusiveness-—which has continued long after its value ha:

passed away—the spirit of discussion inherent in Monotheism

especially in its Western branch, would have thwarted all tht

moral aims of Catholicism, by giving free play to doubt. Th(

Positivist, though he too is bound to press his own creed,

is the only religionist who can respect all other creeds, eithei

on the ground that they converge towards his own, or that hif

theory of human nature prevents him from exaggerating the

influence of convictions upon conduct.

Within itself, the constitution of the priesthood was always

weakened by the antagonism between the principle of Birth

which Catholicism was bound to discard, and that of Merit, foi

which the time was hardly ripe, the result being to leave toe

much scope for Election. This revolutionary tendency once

sanctioned was inevitably extended, and it often weakened the

authority of the popes, who found it hard to surmount an in-

fluence to which their own position was due. Councils were ir

fact always a source of difficulty for the popes ; and the various

questions arising with reference to faith and discipliae would

have been dealt with more efiectually without them. Positiv-

ism will, for the first time, exhibit a full developement ol

spiritual authority, dispensing as it does with all ofiicial as-

semblies, and taking its stand on a doctrine that can always be

demonstrated, and therefore that can never admit of an appeal

to majorities as the final resource against doubt. Celibacy oi
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e clergy, again, was a radical defect in the constitution of the

iesthood ; necessary for the suppression of sacerdotal caste,

.d a valuable guarantee of independence, but inconsistent with

e moral purpose of mediaeval society. The working of the

cerdotal system was impaired by these defects, due, it will

1 remarked, to its doctrine or to external circumstances;

aereas the better side of the system is to be traced to the

isdom of the popes. The time not being ripe for the estab-

;hment of the permanent priesthood, it was only to be ex-

icted that the internal organisation of Catholicism should

il through want of adaptation to the world around it.

Feudalism, on the other hand, was spontaneously adjusted AiuhediB-

\-wT n 1 J • 1 tinctive in-

the political conditions of the time. We find, accordingly, stitutionsof

. , ,. ,T , ., Feudalism

odern preiudices to the contrary notwithstanding, tnat its sprang from
, , . .,1 . r J J. 1 Transtorma-

adingr institutions were more m keeping with its tundamentai tion ot war,
_ , . - .

,

,

T • i , J- 1 r • f to the end of

•inciple. Its basis being the substitution ot deiensive lor Free Labour,

fgressive warfare, its destination the gradual emancipation

the labourer, its action was always opportune, and therefore

ways coherent. These two general aspects of Feudalism are,

i I have shown, no less intimately correlated than those ot

atholicism ; and they suf&ce for its complete explanation,

he mode in which they resulted in the two essential features,

e substitution of serfdom for slavery, and the hierarchic sub-

vision of authority, has been already pointed out (p. 376),

id will be more fully illustrated in the concrete examination
' the subject. In this place I subjoin merely a brief review

" the political principles and social purpose of the regime.

Feudalism inaugurated, and for a short time practically Law of

irried out, the true principles on which political authority iSchy\
lould be organised. The theocratic influences which hitherto ofProteoMon

id complicated men's notions on the subject began now to
afen°e*^"

ear themselves away, and government, properly so called, was

;en to consist in the spontaneous arrangement of material

irces, subject ultimately to the systematising influence of the

riesthood. The simplest distribution of temporal authority is

lat based on the greater or less intensity of the powers of

3tion, and for this the progressive scale of feudal functions

as well adapted. To recognise obedience and protection as

jciprocal duties was to proclaim the true law of the political

ierarchy, which had, indeed, been empirically applied before,

ut, owing to the insufiScient separation of the elementary
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powers, had not admitted of distinct enunciation. And thii

Feudalism solved, in the transitory mediaeval system, tbi

grand problem of adjusting cooperation with independence, ai

adjustment which has now to be introduced into the Fina

Order.

The feudal solution was well and strikingly illustrated ii

the institution of Chivalry, where the extreme of devotion an(

the extreme of freedom are reached simultaneously. Thi

practice of voluntary unpaid protection had doubtless alway

existed ; but never, till then, had it been embodied in a specia

institution. War had to reach its defensive, and therefon

intermittent, phase, before its nobler representatives could havi

either the leisure or the will to devote their powers, individualh

or collectively, to the suppression and reparation of social injus

tice. The absence of political centralisation created no doubt i

special necessity for chivalry ; this defect, however, had beei

compensated by the influence of the Church, and would o

itself have been wholly insufficient to bring about the suppb

of a want which exists in eveiy civilisation alike. Chivalry ii

its origin inevitably partook of the military character whicl

belonged then to all collective action. But Industry is fa:

more congenial to its nature, and, when once adequately orgatt

ised, can alone bring it to full maturity.

Up to this point, I have been examining the two aspects o

Defensive Monotheism from the abstract point of view. I pasi

now to the concrete branch of the subject, commencing witl

the study of the fourth century, the doubtful borderland whicl

links or separates the Middle Age and Antiquity. Here wi

naturally find all the essential elements of Catholic Feudal

ism assuming a definite shape. Eoman history then bein|

regarded as closing with the third century, and Mediseva

history as beginning with the fifth, the fourth is to be lookec

on as an interval dming which the imperial dictatorship wai

paralysed, and, as a direct consequence. Catholic feudalism

though not yet actually established, was ready to appear.

The two facts which mark the beginning of the century—

the official adoption of Monotheism, and the removal of thi

seat of government—were the final and decisive issue, thougl

their bearing was unperceived, of the spontaneous renovation fo:

which the West since Caesar's time had been preparing. Th(

connection between these two procedures was understood in th(
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iddle Age even by men who regretted it, as the line of Dante

ows

—

Per cedere al Pastor si fece Greco.

Giving -way to the Shepherd he made himself a Greek.

he Catholic system, as embodied in the structure of its

•iesthood, of which the Papacy was the corner-stone, could not

lach maturity until the new faith had been protected by legal

nction from the dangers of discussion, against which it was

ways powerless. The three previous centuries having suffi-

ently elaborated the doctrine as a whole, that is, not merely

le dogma and the ritual, but also the rule of life for the

riesthood as well as for the people, the principal institu-

ons of Catholicism could now begin to arise, though of course

ibject to further developement. In substituting a neweduca-

on for that previously supplied in Western Europe by Poly-

leism, it was necessary for Monotheism to provide, within as

ell aswithout the sacerdotal class, an organisation commensurate

ith its claims to systematise human life. For this purpose the

rincipal Jewish traditions presented themselves most oppor-

mely ; and they were most skilfully blended with much that:

as naturally borrowed from the Eoman synthesis, although

ttle gratitude was shown by Catholicism for either of these

ery definite services. Still the splendid 'prestige attaching to

le name of Rome descended, as was their due, to the Western
hristians, who now became the true heirs of Social Poly-

leism ; and the more so that their practical tendencies

radually separated them from the degenerate tradition of

reece, henceforth to be appropriated by their Byzantine
vals.

Viewed politically, the revolution of the fourth century Temporal

dd the foundations of Feudalism, by bringing about that very D™is"on of'

Dlitical decomposition which was to form the distinctive tet'Sp'*'"

:ature of the defensive regime. The formal division of the Feutofdis-

mpire was reserved for the close of the century, centralisa-
"*^**'°°-

on of power being still necessary for the legal organisation of
atholicism, a task accomplished by the great Theodosius, the
rst statesman who entirely effaced the traces of the mad re-

gion attempted by a crowned sophist. But in reality the
irtition, which had taken place at intervals during the previous
sntury, had become permanent as soon as the true centre of
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dictatorial government had been abandoned. The barbariai

Invasions, which previously it had been possible to commuti

into voluntary compacts, now became simply violent seizure

of Western territory. The first consequence was the irre

vocable separation of the East from the West—a developemen

of the old discrepancies which, even in Ceesar's time, had been si

marked that Poetry had traced them back to the days of Troy

The second result was that the true Eoman world split u]

into States which became more and more independent, and thi

spiritual centre of which was finally to be changed. The com

mencement of a feudal hierarchy, and even the first germs o

chivalry, became now Sufficiently distinct to admit of persona

exemplifications, as in Aetius, for instance, who was a strikiii|

illustration of both tendencies.

While these important movements were proceeding, thi

ecclesiastical and civil power, in addition to their own interna

developement, were spontaneously concerting their action. Th(

priesthood, as the only authority that was fully recognised

gave an efficient sanction to social progTess, Teutonic as wel

as Roman. Of Roman civilisation it was a better representa-

tive than the Magistrature ; and yet it was sufficiently sym

pathetic with the barbarian world. Foreseeing the forces a

work in this quarter, it sought to restrain them beforehand bj

missions conducted with great wisdom and often at persona

risk.

Starting from the close of this preparatory century, I nov

proceed with my concrete review of Defensive Monotheism

The period of its duration may be divided into three phases

each lasting about three centuries. In the first phase, beginning

with the fifth century and ending with the seventh, we havethi

formation in its outlines of the new Occidental state system, ai

a general result of contending forces in Church and State. Ii

the second, ending with the tenth century, the consolidatioi

and growth of this aggregate is eflected by a series of defensiv*

wars against polytheistic populations who alone were sus-

ceptible of incorporation into Catholicism. In the third phase

ending with the thirteenth century, the Western Republic is

finally completed and knit together by common action against

Mahometan invasion, a struggle admitting of no assimilatior

on either side. This division is guided, as in Eoman history,

by political not spiritual changes, the former being here ol
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reater importance. We shall find, however, on the spiritual

de, correlated characters less prominent but equally definite.

Followinsf this plan, which coincides, and not accidentally, oorrespona-

ith the succession of the three French dynasties, 1 have first to tbree French

1 1 'J. J.I-
dynasties.

leak of the inevitable barbarian invasions, which it was the

jlitical aim of mediaeval society to bring under sufficient

)ntrol.

The precedinsf chapter has shown that there were two sorts (2) Mrat (or
^ o ir Fundament-

populations over which Eoman civilisation had no real
f^'^'^^^

jwer: the theocratic, which it could not assimilate ; and the 7o6),pp.393-

Dmad, which were unsusceptible even of conquest. The first

^ these were not likely to offer any direct resistance to Eoman
lie, however oppressive it might become. But the others,

hose mode of life demanded vast areas of territory, were

radually confined to a narrower space by the extension of the Barbarian
'

1

settlements;

Impire, and were thus forced into sedentary life before their

fvn developement had spontaneously prompted it. The demands
F agriculture soon tempted them to leave the unfavourable

round to which they had been driven by the pressure of

ioman conquest, and to secure, whether peacefully or by force, a

;ss intractable and better cultivated soil further West. Military

rganisation in the true sense was never developed, but in-

reasing success was gained in this hitherto unknown process

f invasion, the result being not so much conquest as colonisa-

on. Thus the first step towards the military type of existence

as taken ; but all further progress in this direction was
iopped, first, by the pressure of these tribes upon one another,

ad, secondly, by the necessity of combined resistance to the
jmpetitors who were following them. Their energies were
len diverted from conquest, and concentrated on the defence
' their colonial settlements. Military aspirations were not how-
ler crushed, but being turned aside from their normal course

). 220), they produced exceptional disturbances during the
[iddle Age ; and of these certain traces even yet remain.
This inevitable struggle, ramifying as it did more and Fawnred

ore widely, and fusing to a large extent the yellow and the ciSdsm
hite races, must be regarded in its ultimate results as £m;^°'"^*''

vourable to the Affective Transition in both its aspects.

3th spiritually and temporally it rendered it easier and more
pid. Several of the invading tribes were already converted
the religion of the West, and those who were not so previous
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to their settlement, offered but little resistance to Catho

missionaries. Their polytheism was in fact recent, and fi

from all theocratic tendencies ; and it was now seen to

wholly unadapted to their altered circumstances. No fai

but that of Monotheism could consecrate their new mode

life ; and the resistance of their priesthood, whose influen

had never become firmly established, proved wholly unava

ing. The erroneous view that Feudalism originated with t

German tribes is an exaggeration of the fact that they show

a spontaneous affinity for its principal features, such as t

change from slavery to serfage, and the hierarchic subdivisi

of authority : institutions easier to accept for those who ha

never aimed at conquest than for those who are abandoning

But the only mediaeval institution really traceable to a Gc

manic origin is the practice of duelling, springing from i

incomplete suppression of the military phase, and holding i

ground more tenaciously in the districts last invaded, as is i

directly shown by the taste for litigation in one of tl

provinces of France.

We need not therefore be surprised to find, even at tt

early date, and before the successive waves of invasion hi

ceased, the feudal type of character clearly traceable. Tl

century which began with the sack of Eome by Alaric end<

with the noble government of Theodoric, the first great repr

sentative of the mediaeval period. In spite of the spirit

independence roused by the excessive centralisation of tl

Empire, the sociocratic tendencies of the new European syste

were so strong, even with respect to questions of property, th

powerful chieftains would deign to accept, sometimes even

solicit, land held upon limited tenure. The prevalent inclin

tion for rural life was favourable to the emancipation both

women and of labourers. It brought the moral characteristics

women into prominence, and it facilitated the transformation

slavery into serfage. Three types of womanly influence, right

canonised by the Church, mark this period : the admirab

wife of the founder of the French Monarchy ; the peasant ma

who stayed the progress of a powerful invader ; and the nob

slave who was not prevented by the prejudices of the time fro

ascending the first throne of the West. The true importan

of this phase will be better appreciated when it is contrast!

with the exceptional century which preceded it ; althou^
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Monotheism had then won its victory, and had already modified

Roman society. From this point of view a philosophic historian KnigMs^rf

will find much truth in the poetical exaggeration which carries Tawe.

back the institution of chivalry to the time when its principal

Features became manifest, though as yet necessarily in an in-

Bomplete form.

Unquestionably from this period we may date the origin of change from

Industrial life, its first step being the transformation of slavery serfage.

into serfdom, which was effected in the earlier part of the

Middle Age. The slavery of Greece and Eome, where the

workman was an article of sale, had no domestic ties, and was

excluded from the- national religion, was an institution no less

durable than the aggressive military system, of which it formed

the domestic basis. Serfdom, on the contrary, was essentially a

transitional state. Closely bound to the soil, admitted to every

family relation, joining in the national worship, the serf needed

but a slight advance of public opinion and morality to pass into

the state of complete freedom. The first mediaeval phase did

ill that was needed to'wards a general apprenticeship in industrial

Life by means of this intermediate condition of serfdom ; the

stimulus of independence counterbalancing the antipathy to

labour which all men at first feel. In the case of agricultural

serfs, however, the further delay of the next step is to be

,

specially accounted for, not merely by the less active and less

social character of their employment, but by the residence of

bheir chiefs amongst them, which rendered their emancipation

it once more difficult and less urgent. But, looking at West-
3rn civilisation as a whole, the evil was more than compen-
sated by the consequences which this seigniorial life entailed

m the city populations. It had the effect of clearing out from
;hem that mass of idle plebeians whom the Eoman patriciate

ivere obliged to amuse and feed, but who now, when they were
lot reduced to serfdom, became the armed retainers of feudal

ords: a most valuable result, which, but for the barbarian
nvasions, could.never have been,accomplished.

This first mediaeval phase offered most favourable oppor- Growth of

unities for spiritual influence; not, throughout the whole power'sfst
ubsequent developement of the church, was that influence ever SS."
lisplayed in a more noble, pure, or indeed efifective form. It
ms not merely that the clergy, being at that time always
loman, had a strong inducement to protect subjects of their
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own race from the violence of foreign rulers. It was that thes-

rulers were penetrated with the sense of the superiority o

Eoman civilisation, and of respect for its consecrated organs

Women were favourable to a religion which dealt with inwan

feeling rather than outward observance (p. 379) ; and the"

were specially attached to monastic institutions, by which eacl

castle was brought into connection with some religious house

The ascetic mode of life, purposeless and unregulated in th^

hermit, proved, in the organising hands of Saint Benedict, o

the greatest value morally, intellectually, and even materially

although subsequently to the seventh century the evils o

convents became greater than their usefulness. At this time

however, they formed an excellent school for the secular clergy

as illustrated in the case of the eminent Bishop of Seville ; am
they initiated the admirable series of foreign missions by whicl

the great Pope who so nobly recognised the true worth o

Trajan ^ prepared for the extension of the Eoman world of th

West to its normal limits (p. 320).

We find, moreover, in the monasteries of this period, volun

tary poverty practised precisely to the extent most favourabl

to spiritual independence, which subsequently became under

mined by the wealth of the priesthood, especially by their terri

torial possessions. Palliate this degeneration as we may, b;

remembering how unripe the age was for the separation c

Church and State, we cannot but regret that the priesthoo

should not have continued to depend, as was the case in primi

tive times and, with few exceptions, during the whole of thi

early period, on free donations, principally from private sovircei

A reasonable measure of independence was all that was wantin

for the clergy to effect a reformation in family life more iir

portant and more difficult than any political triumph. The

prevailed on the new rulers of Europe, in spite of the difficultie

caused by their Arian tendencies (p. 205), to accept the essentis

conditions of Occidental marriage. We shall appreciate th

full magnitude of their success by contrasting it with the irt

potence of the Byzantine clergy, who, though dealing wit

nominally orthodox chiefs, found them inflexible in maintainin

the Eoman principle of temporal ascendency. Yet, though tl

separation of Church and State was never effected in the Eas

the Grreek clergy were of use in maintaining the intellectui

' Dante Purg, x. 74.
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idition, which in the West was justifiably postponed to social

icessities.

In the last century of this first phase a revolution burst ^fa^^f^M^^

in seventb
century

;

rth in the East which exercised a profound influence on the ^ seventh

biole course of medisBval history. I refer to the rise of Ma-

)nietanism, of which the general principle may be here

dicated.

This revolution was the work of a man who combined in a ^SmTn
lique degree high qualities of heart with those of mind and

^'^fp^^^^

laracter. Unprecedented, but well-timed, it exhibited, in ^^^^o^_
leir fullest light, the two characteristic features of the Middle

ge : the aspiration for universality in religion, and the establish-

lent of a new nation. The Monotheism of Mahomet was a new

id not inadequate solution of the great problem which pressed

i strongly on the East as on the West. With admirable

istinct he felt, though obscurely, the inconsistency of the

leological principle with the separation of Church and State

;

1 inconsistency manifested by the nullity of the Grreek

riesthood, and the inadequacy of the Western Church. The
Lternative was the concentration of the two powers as practised

y Polytheism ; and this he adopted, though he would have

ecog-nised the moral and political advantages of such a real sepa-

ition of them as Positive religion will effect. He was thus

rought back in the direction of Hebrew Monotheism, of which
e might have proved the true Messiah. But his warrior life

:ept him clear of theocratic tendencies ; the simplicity of his

octrine was suited to the life, and was calculated indeed ulti-

lately to lead to entire emancipation. The combination of the

wo satisfied the aspirations of his followers, to whom universal

ominion had been the goal in view. But the principles of

be new faith limited their ambition ; and they were content
settle down, like Grermanic invaders, rather than as Eoman

onquerors. After the failure of this empirical attempt to
icorporate the West, Islamism finally abandoned it altogether

9 Catholicism, and confined its aim to the Empire of the East
ill the mutual antagonism of the two Monotheisms, under
lodern revolutionary influences, should result in their simul-
meous decay.

Such then were the results of this important period. Out- ooByergenoe

ardly all seemed disorder and decay; but in reality the estab- auri„Tthta

shment of Western unity was proceeding more surely than
'"""^"
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before, by the close contact into which all the non-theocra

populations were being forced. This mixture of races, incli

ing all except the black, was most favourable to the grow

and acceptance of the conception of Humanity, showing as

did how each separate movement was spontaneously convergi:

to a common centre. It became more easy than it had be

during the compulsory unity of Rome to see how "Western ii

tiative was paving the way for universal regeneration, destin

ultimately to include the great theocracies which, passive

they might seem, were patiently abiding the issue.

"We come now to the second period of Defensive Monotheisi

It will be remembered that social developement by the genei

law established in the first chapter of this volume, has thr

degrees: it is first civic, then collective, ultimately univers

(p. 57). The second of these degrees is that specially distin

tive of the Middle Age, as the first is of Grreece and Eom
and as the last will be of Modern life when systematical

organised. In the eighth century this collective life becom

first clearly visible. The previous period had destroyed tl

compulsory unity of the Empire, while maintaining the resul

of Roman civilisation ; but the voluntary imion to be subst

tuted for it had not been yet established.

To understand the "Western system, we must regard it

resulting from a spontaneous combination of two conditior

the one spiritual, the other temporal, both connected with tl

circumstances of the time. First there was common action f

defence of the newly-acquired territory against new invasioE

which otherwise might have gone on indefinitely. Yet th

collective activity would not of itself have sufficed to found a ne

organisation of the "West. The second condition necessary wi

the moral bond of union established by the priesthood, whoi

influence, hitherto almost exclusively personal and domestic, wi

now extended to public life. In the second period, therefor

we find a consolidation of the two powers which contrasts mo;

strikingly with their previous condition. Hitherto free ai

independent growth of each social element had been desirabl

"What was needed now was a dictatorship to concentrate evei

effort against the constant peril of new invasions, and final!

to put a stop to them altogether. And at the same time tl

Catholic hierarchy began to rally more closely round the Papac;

as the best means of giving coherence and continuity to ii
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ccidental action. The connection of these two simultaneous

langes became apparent at the close of the great wars of this

5riod, aggressive in form, but in reality defensive. The final

lack to polytheist invaders was effected by their conversion

» Christianity. Only thus could they become members of the

(""estern system.

Of these two movements the temporal was as yet the ^^^^^^

lore prominent. But it is important to mark the first steps fonse\eo-

iken by Catholicism at this period in consecrating and Pepin,

mtrolling political life. "We find the first example of this

lost legitimate extension of the spiritual power at the com-

lencement of the second phase ; when the French aristocracy,

erceiving a dynastic change to be necessary to their defensive

ction, consulted the Papacy and obtained its sanction. No

lore striking proof could be given of the sociocratic character

'hich Eoman history had stamped on Western statesmanship,

'or the grounds of the Pope's reply ' were as purely human as

liose of the nobility in consulting him. He, no less than

hey, declined to place the hereditary principle on a superna-

ural basis, and consecrated it, not as an absolute truth, but

imply as a guarantee of good and peaceful government. From

he wise counsel then given dates the direct political autho-

ity of the Popes. Catholicism had been already recognised

IS the supreme arbiter of disputed questions in private life.

't was now entrusted with the moral control of political

[uestions.

But, natural as this result might seem, it implied the tern- Temporal

loral power of the Popes : an institution calamitous in two ways, of™op£"in

)ut rendered necessary by the unripeness of mediaeval society ceiaryevii.

or the separation of Church and State. The ethical principle

if Catholicism, purely personal as it was, and logically exclud-

ng even domestic relations, was incapable of direct application

o politics (p. 378). A forced construction of the principle was

lecessary, depending mainly on the position of the Pope as the

lead of European society. To maintain this position it was
issential that he should be independent ; and as the incom-

)etence of the Christian dogma gave no warrant for his posi-

ion, the only alternative lay in his acquisition of temporal

lower, to secure himself against being overwhelmed by the

brces with the control of which he was entrusted. This is the

' That he -who had the power of King should also have the title.
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explanation of the ' States of the Church ' settled upon th

Popes by the Dictators of the West, whose wise instinct recog

nised the necessity of this permanent guarantee. Its ultimat

dangers, which I have now to indicate, were not then expected

The mischief resulting from the anomaly was that it contri

buted to the moral corruption of the clergy, and that it renderei

the political unity of Italy impossible. In every bishopric, i

every abbey, the example set by the papal principality wa

to some extent followed. The consequence was a rapid de

velopement of the theocratic tendencies inherent in all Mono

theism, and specially favoured by the consecration of th

Jewish type. So long as the secular clergy were really worth

of their mission it was only in monastic institutions that th

degeneracy was observed. These had already, by the middle c

the ninth century, lost all civic value, and stood in need of

reformation which, when it came, was as fruitless as it wa

noble (p. 408). But before the end of the Middle Age th

degradation had extended to the whole priesthood, and, as

shall point out presently, brought about its irreparable decline

In the second place, the Papal territory made it impossible t

unite Italy under a single government. Of such a governmen

the Popes must have been vassals : a position incompatibl

with the dignity of their Occidental office. Thus temporal a

well as spiritual motives operated to prevent the rise of any Italia:

power capable of subduing the multiplicity of small states whic'

there as everywhere else had been formed during the Middl

Age. The collective nationality of Italy was thus irrevocabl

destroyed. It could not survive the decline of Roman power t

which it owed existence ; though it has left behind it vai:

regrets, and has often prompted unfortunate schemes, of whic

Positivism alone can show the hopelessness.

Continuing the history of spiritual growth during thi

period, we find greater fulness given to the worship of saint

for which hitherto the history of the Church, forced as she wa

to exclude all that sprang from an alien stock, had been to

brief to supply suflScient types. As this defect, however, n

longer existed, the institution was legitimately extended, an

never was its value more felt than in this time of self-sacrificin,

usefulness. It acted favourably on the system of Catholic doc

trine, by introducing the precise measure of Polytheism re

quired for the popular acceptance of Monotheism, which noi
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could offer the right degree of speciality in the objects of

worship, and in the mode of explaining events (p. 143). The

irrational objections of Protestants and Deists on this head can

but strengthen the admiration of philosophic minds for a reli-

gion which, by giving prominence to human types, was pro-

moting Sociolatry, just as the organisation of society was

bending towards Sociocracy. The contrast of Byzantine Mono-

theism with true Catholicism under both aspects should also

be remarked. In the barrenness of Monotheistic dogma, the

Fairies of Arabian and Scandinavian story had been eagerly

welcomed. The growth of Saint-worship supplied better moral

md even intellectual food. And this the more, that the sphere

)f each saint became soon much more special than that of the

pagan gods, who were never limited exclusively to single de-

Dartments, since otherwise they would have been hardly dis-

;inguishable from the fetiches in which they originated (p. 208 ).

Apart from its moral value. Saint-worship, by its bio- Educational

2;raphies and even by its legends, was of great use in diffus- Legends ana

^ng the sense of historical tradition. The blind refusal of tory^

Catholicism to recognise any past but its own was no doubt in-

3ompatible with the true historical spirit. But the priesthood

sndeavoured to compensate this defect by connecting the

aistory of the Church with its Jewish antecedents, and even
with the Eoman empire ; thus enlarging and generalising the
listorical sense of Modern Europe as compared with that of

Vntiquity, whose records had been confined to matters of
lational interest. The full bearing of this change, which
)ecame more manifest in each century, could only be appreciated

)y the educated clerical class. Still, slight indications of the
niuciple were conveyed in the course of common instruction

,nd these were rendered popular and palpable by the institu-

ion of saints-days, which familiarised the Western World with
be principal phases of Catholicism.

During the whole of this second period the temporal aspect statesmen
f progress is far more remarkable than the spiritual. A p-lanr-P

""reemi-,,..-, -^ gj-ciin^c nent than
t the principal characters of the time shows this clearlv TVot churchmen

-i
(* T n -I

J ' '^^ "'^ during Se-
single name oi the first rank is to be found in the priesthood •

""""^ ^'"'^^

hereas among statesmen we find three men of remarkable
lough unequal power—Charlemagne, Alfred, and Otho. In
le succeeding period the spiritual leaders are more prominent

VOL. III. D D
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than the temporal ; the contrast, in either case, being due

the peculiar necessities of the time.

Throughout the first series of the defensive wars of

Middle Age, the great object was to complete the Europ(

system by the final amalgamation of the nomad polythei;

They were thus induced to fix themselves upon the parties

portion of soil which they were then occupying ; and th

ultimate conversion to Christianity completed their incor

ration. It needed an extraordinary combination of repress

with conciliatory measures to put an end to a series of invasii

which seemed likely to prove an indefinite check to what i

now the common object of all aspirations, temporal or sp:

tual, the growth of peaceful civilisation. Without proof of i

force possessed by Western Europe, tribes to whom agricultu

toil was irksome would never have made up their minds

settle within the unpromising regions to which previous stri

gles had confined them. But the fuU effect of this display

force was not reached till they had been thoroughly incor]

rated in the European system ; and of this the one condit

was that they should embrace the Catholic faith, the recognii

symbol at that time of social progress. The value of this
^

of civilisation was rapidly acknowledged, and Germany in tu

becoming the barrier of Christianity, repelled the subsequ(

invasions of northern and eastern polytheistic nomads, chie

of the yellow race.

Though no part of Western Europe was excluded fr

this series of events, yet, as we might expect from its nati

and conditions, it was instituted by the central nation, n(

other being then sufficiently organised for the purpose. It

was disabled by her fatal want of political concentration,

which we have already spoken : Germany was at first exclud

as being herself the object of the movement ; though, in

subsequent stages under the great Otho, she did good servi

The British constituent, though its incorporation had b(

irrevocably accomplished by its conversion during the f

medieeval phase, was still too undeveloped for any exter

action. Spain, too, suffering from Mussulman invasion wh

was now threatening to involve the whole Western world

abject servitude, could only participate in the common worl

defence by maintaining a heroic struggle against her c

oppressors. Thus it was in France that Defensive Monothei
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first concentrated its efforts. Here the indispensable dictator- chari«-

, , ,. magne

ship of the incomparable Charlemagne met in a systematic g'^^stte

way the necessities of the time both spiritual and temporal. Eepnbiic;

As great almost as Caesar, and in a better position, his dominion

—

as to the permanence of which he was under no illusion

—

founded the Western Eepublic, and thereby, in spite of the

protests of Constantinople, gave the final blow to the Western

Empire. His preference for the arts of peace was n6ver lessened

by his military achievements ; and he thus stands out as the

best type of the sociocratic tendencies of the time ; a less pure

type however than Alfred would have been had he occupied the

same position.

With the establishment of the Western Eepublic the or which
J: , the centre

European system gradually changed its centre. This result was to be

did not it is true become thoroughly complete till the succeed- Jrom Home
=" •'

^
. . to Paris.

ing phase : but I note its commencement here, because it is

obviously connected with the substitution of a voluntary asso-

ciation of states for compulsory unity. So long as the Empire

lasted, the political centre of the system was, as I have pre-

viously explained, necessarily placed upon the territorial margin

(p. 319). But in the free association of modern states the

outlying members naturally group themselves round the cen-

tral nation, recognising its moral leadership in the work of

modifying the social order, without the least political sub-

servience. Thus the whole result of the Middle Age is in-

volved in the fact that Paris now became the final centre of the

Occidental system, instead of Eome.

A few remarks on the intellectual movement will complete inteiiectnai

our review of this second mediaeval period. Though still ^J'om^m^

obscured by the pressm-e of social necessities its importance
'"™'*°''^''^-

was now increasing. Modern language, of which the funda-

mental conditions had been already determined by the previous

contacts of invaders and invaded, now bega,n to assume its

definite form ; resulting, as in the old theocracies, from spon-

taneous popular growth systematised by the priesthood, who
showed great skill in combining the two divisions of the

Western world. The priesthood itself, as the depositary of the

ancient language, derived advantage from the change. The
use of Latin brought steadier direction and closer concentration

of their work. It gave effect, too, to the wise restrictions pre-

Adously placed on the general reading of the Hebrew Scriptures

D D 2
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which inevitably fostered retrograde aspirations towards moi

theistic theocracy.

Tbeoretio As to intellectual pursuits in the domain of philosop

culture con- and scieuce or even of art, they necessarily remained still

Maiiome- abeyance, so far as the West was concerned ; not that the put
tans,

or its spiritual leaders were hostile to them, but simply in

the extreme pressure of social exigencies. But Mahometani

compensated this defect more effectively than Byzanti

Christianity had done during the previous period. Making

attempt to effect a separation of the two powers, it was spai

the tedious struggles of the Western vv'orld to effect this resu

irreconcilable as it really is With the whole principle of theoloj

I have shown how all the complications of Catholic doctri

and ritual connect themselves with this separation. The si:

plicity of Mahometan doctrine, when the two powers w(

united, corroborates my remarks. The Mahometan mind ^

thus free to develope its sociocratic tendencies in the directi

of art and science, and rose at this time to its highest point

the two branches which then were accessible, sacred architectv

Aibategnius. and astrouomy. The great name of Albategnius illustrates t

sanction justly accorded by Islamism to Natural Philosophy

sanction given quite spontaneously when it produced a you

Abderr- priuce who helped to advance aU branches of Cosmoloj
aman

. -Qq^qj-q ^^j^q gjj(j ^f ^jjg tenth ceutury so high was the reputati

of the schools of Seville and Cordova, that occidentals of no

even priests, overcoming their theological prejudices, resort

to them as the only means of completing their education.

Industry and During the progress of the foregoing intellectual and poll

cal movements, the general features characteristic of the Fir

Order of society were coming more and more distinctly into vie

Of the emancipation of women I need not speak in detail ; tl

had begun under the preceding phase, and was now shrq

being consolidated and enlarged, ao as to prepare the way 1

its ultimate developement in the institution of chivalry. B

what is specially to be noted is the first appearance of t

Industrial order ; a fact due to the final abolition of serfage

cities and boroughs. The enfranchisement of the rural popul

tion, depending as it did upon freedom in towns, was still u

accomplished. But among the more crowded populations wi

whom it mainly rested to solve the problem of Western laboi

the personal freedom of the workmen gave wider scope f
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;he essential characteristics of industrial activity whether

:n the individual or the community. Its full developement

lowever required what was not brought about till the next

phase, the distinction between employers and workinen.

Manufacturing industry was still limited to what was required

for the supply of immediate wants (p. 413), although Commerce

ffas extending its operations, and availing itself of the conquest

of Spain to connect the principal capitals of Europe with those

af the Mahometan world. There was this compensation how-

ever in the narrow scope of manufacture, that its material

security favoured the growth of industrial habits.

I come now to the third, and principal phase of the Middle W ThM

Age. And if my general theory of history should have failed
P^Ji.^iMol

as yet to prove satisfactorily the transitory nature and purpose of
^^f}^^-

Feudal Monotheism, all doubt upon this point can hardly fail to

be now set at rest. Of the three centuries embraced in this

phase, the eleventh, the twelfth, and the thirteenth, the first

was occupied in completing the structure of Catholic-Feudal

Society, and the last showed signs of its irrevocable decay. Only cuiminatea

in the twelfth century does it appear in its true splendour, with century,

its short-lived powers called into full exercise.

The first mediseval phase stimiilated independence : the capetian

second cooperation. In the third phase the prominent feature not dicta-

was the tendency to bring these two fundamental conditions of presidents

social union into adjustment (ii. 242). The instrument for this Hierarchy.

end was the feudal hierarchy, the full establishment of which

could not take place till the time came when both necessities

were experienced in equal force. The Western Eepublic had

required a dictatorship for its inauguration : but this soon

became incompatible with its working, by suggesting a return

to the compulsory system of imperialism. The so-called suc-

cessors of Charlemagne made vain attempts to prolong a short-

lived authority which had now became incompatible with

social progress. In France where Feudalism was more distinctly

developed than elsewhere, the third phase, like the second,

began with a dynastic change, which reduced the monarchy to

the mere presidency of the feudal hierarchy.

Apart from its immediate value as a defensive system. Graduated

Feudalism stands out as the first type of the right organisation oiTn'depenT-

of man's practical forces. Theoretical force, the supreme organ Ttype'^Sf

'

of human synthesis, admits of complete concentration. It gStion.
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might be condensed within a single brain, could it dispe

with the necessary agencies for disseminating its influei

But in practical life the case is reversed. Here the capacil

are independent of each other ; and the problem is to coordin

them in graduated succession. Ofsuch an organisation the feu

hierarchy is as yet the sole example ;
presupposing always

division of the two powers, which in the Middle Age was bet

appreciated by men of action than by men of thought,

was from a sense of the urgent importance of establish:

Feudalism more promptly and thoroughly that England accep

so easily the substitution of a Norman for a Saxon aristocra(

a corresponding change to that which France, on similar grouu

had made in her Une of kings a short time before.

But Feudalism secured independence as well as cooperati

Its hierarchical organisation established the latter : the fom

was guaranteed by hereditary succession to fiefs, an institutioi

valuable to the vassal as to the lord. The gradual transfom

tion in the tenure of military benefices, conferred at first

fixed periods, afterwards for life, had prepared the way for t

change. This is enough to show that the motives for it Wi

purely sociocratic, and quite disconnected from any theocra

conception of caste. It was a pledge at once of fitness and

permanence. Its true character is best shown in the rigon

obligations imposed upon the possession of land, under i

penalty of confiscation (p. 310), which was frequently appb

though not with the efiicacy of that more perfect mo
standard which the Final Synthesis will supply. The opportui

ness of these new conditions appears from the fact that in ma
cases they were brought about by a voluntary substitution

feudal for alodial tenure, so as to exchange a dangerous a

profitless isolation for a regular protective discipline. We fi

here spontaneously arising that principle of free choice whi

should ever guide our transition from the absolute to t

relative conception of property, so soon as the general rules

Practical life have become sufficiently established.

Feudalism being now fully mature, two kindred influenci

which had for some time been growing but of which the comple

manifestation had hitherto been checked, now displayed thei

selves : the social power of Women, and the institution

Chivalry. The Castle dates from the first mediseval phase, tl

Court from the second : feminine influence therefore hi
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already begun to act on public as wall as on private life. But

its full force was not shown till the third phase, when through

the fortunate aggregation of families, every feudal residence

being both a castle and a court, public and private life were

brought into combination. Meantime Chivalry, the tenden- Kmgiithooa.

cies to which had been steadily growing but as yet had only

shown themselves in individuals, now became organised in a

large and regularly appointed class, without however sacrificing

the due independence of each member. This was a conseqiience

of the feudal principle of primogeniture, which ensured the

integrity of the fief and the performance of the services

connected with it, but which left many members of noble

families without either wealth or official duties : precisely the

conditions which the life of chivalry required. The tie which

bound them to their families meanwhile remained unbroken

;

and in the same way women, at the very time that their influence

was growing, accepted a position of more complete subordi-

nation to their husbands, and substituted the marital for the

naternal name, a practice which, however universal subse-

quently, was at first limited to the aristocratic class. Yet

one more step was taken in perfecting the type of family life.

The standard of domestic service, even before the complete Domestic

abolition of serfage, was enlarged and elevated. The highest
^^™'^-.

ranks took a part in it, either in the course of education,

or indirectly through certain high functions which were assimi-

lated to it.

The full developement of feudalism coincided with that of Popes presi-

the central institution of Catholicism, the papal power. The ooowentar

popes now became the recognised chiefs of the Western Ee-
®^''*"°'

public ; the bond of union being simply the similarity of educa-
tion, religion, and life, systematised by a common priesthood.

The Empire, which the necessities of defence against bar-

barism had localised in Grermany, was now merely a symbol
of reaction, leading throughout this period to dangerous
collisions ; the new state of things being very imperfectly
understood either in the papal or the imperial camp. Yet
through these and other obstacles, springing from the pre-
maturity of the division of powers, papal ascendency main-
tained itself with credit, so long as any useful function was left

to it as the regulator of Western Society. In the three Eminent
centuries of this period we find three great types; the incom- g^^lLment-
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parable Gregory VII., to whom the efficient organisation

the Papacy is principally due ; Alexander III., who had t

good fortune to exercise it most beneficially ; and the grt

Innocent III., with whom the time of its public utility v

brought to an honourable close.

Side by side with these three political organs of the spiriti

power, we find corresponding representatives of its mo:

action
; purer types of the priestly character, because entir(

unaided by temporal force. The age of Hiidebrand was a

that of the best attempt to reform monasteries, made by Sai

Bruno ; who struggled however in vain with the fact tl

these institutions no longer served the purpose to which th

vitality during the first mediaeval period had been due. Th
chief value now lay in forwarding the views of the Papacy as

the celibacy of the clergy; the danger being lest the genei

tendency to hereditary succession should extend to the prie

hood especially now that their wealth was constantly increasir

The twelfth century produced the man who was in every resp«

the most perfect type of Catholicism in its maturity, the i

comparable St. Bernard, specially remarkable for his trium

over a dangerous sophist honoured by a love he ill deserve

The final century was nobly inaugurated by the great i

Francis, who attempted, though in vain, the only reform

which Catholicism was capable, the substitution of compulse

poverty for the disastrous wealth with which the priestho

was now burdened.

To understand the full bearing of this noble reformatic

which, failing from its own weakness, showed the doom ii

pending over the whole Catholic system, we must examine t

influence which it exercised both on worship and on doctrii

In itself it was simply a matter of discipline ; but from t

first it was bound up with the tendencies towards the supi

macy of the Virgin, so prevalent throughout the centm-y of t

Crusades, the combined result of womanly influence and

Chivalry. The Virgin was felt to be a better representati

than Grod of the one final object of Western aspirations

Humanity. Saint Bernard had lent his full sanction to tl

phase of feeling, while endeavouring to regulate it by elimini

ing the mystical element which impaired its social effica(

A more decisive step was taken in the thirteenth centiu

initiated by the pious dreamer represented in Dante's Parad:
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as endowed with the prophetic spirit,^ and carried out by Abbot.^^

the worthy predecessor of St. Bonaventura in the generalship Jo^^"*^^^

of the Franciscans. The aim of his book, which, though the^.int™.

now unappreciated, was then the organ of the noblest aspira- t^ Ever-

tions, was to bring prominently forward the third person of Gospel.-

the Trinity, and thus to inaugurate the reign of the Heart,

eliminating a provisional law which represented the reign of

Mind.

This beautiful idealisation of the Virgin, the one really M^^o'^atry

poetic product of Catholicism (p. 373), is due to the collective
|™;j°^^y_

Western mind, as may be seen by the contrast of the Byzan-

tine type, the origin of which doctrinally was the same. Trace-

able in germ to the earliest phase of the mediaeval period, it

is in the third phase that it was first fully elaborated under the

influences of Chivalry, prompting hearts imoccupied by earthly

passion to adore the Queen of Heaven. And the encourage-

ment given to such adoration repaired in some measure the

fundamental defect of Catholic dogma, the omnipotence of the

Supreme Power (p. 365 ). The influence now stibstituted had no

direct action, it could only mediate ; it was, therefore, the

better adapted to call forth spontaneous emotions of love. And

the halo thus thrown round the womanly type rendered it a

far more effective precursor of Humanity than the divine ideal

had been ; failing, it is true, to express her energies of Thought

and Action, but giving prominence to Feeling, to which these

must ever be subordinate. And thus it has been that notwith-

standing the inevitable failure of the reform attempted in the

thirteenth century, the worship of the Virgin, foreshadowing the

Sociolatry of the future, has always advanced through all

the disturbances of modern times in those Western nations

where the continuity of moral and social growth has been

least broken.

Let us now define what were the political, intellectual, and
social results of this final phase of mediaeval history.

Politically it brought about the completion of the Western Political

Eepublic, the greatest result of the Middle Age, by calling into tlm
°'

exercise its collective energies as organised in the feudal c™^^''^
hierarchy. As Catholicism proved unsuccessful in checking the

tide of Mussulman invasion by conversion, it became necessary

to use repressive measures so soon as Europe was sufficiently

' Dante, Par. xii. 140.
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united for the purpose. Hence a second series of defensi'

measures of a very different character from those of an earli

period (p. 402). In the first series, war had only been carri(

into the enemies' territory with the view of forcing its pol

theist occupants to settle there, and ally themselves wi

Western civilisation by a process of conversion through whi(

other allied tribes had already passed. But in dealing wi

monotheist nations, defensive war necessarily approximati

more nearly to a war of conquest : and fruitless attempts

this direction were made by ambitious leaders of inferi

powers. On the whole, however, the crusades maintained the

defensive character, in accordance with the wise views

Hildebrand, who even before his elevation to the Papacy hi

formed a systematic conception of them as a means of rallyii

Western Europe by the only bond of union, her common fait

against the imminent danger of subjection.

From this point of view they were undoubtedly successfi

At the end of the twelfth century, the West had no longer ai

serious cause for alarm. Their further continuance was d
to empirical impulses which, much as we may admire the moi

and even the political character of the saint-king with who

they ended, were more and more alien to the tendencies

the times. Danger from within ceased simultaneously wi

that from without : the decisive victories of the Christians

Andalusia rendering the Mussulman cause in Spain hopele

The result soon proved equally fatal to both these transito

systems. The crusades of the eleventh and twelfth centuries d

monstrated the impossibility of conquest on either side, andth<

aspirations towards absolute universality of faith thus neutn

ised one another. But on the Western Eepublic the effect w

profoundly invigorating. All its component parts had bor

an honourable part in the struggle, and waiving national an

pathies had freely recognised and confirmed the leadership

the central nation—France. And these expeditions were

less remarkable for the mode in which they were conduct

than for their motives and their result. Nothing could

better calculated to foster the essential feature of Feudalism, t

blending of independence with cooperation. Throughout th«

long struggles it was to voluntary service that the West ow

its deliverance. And this was offered by all ranks, and by i

ages in free subordination to the best leaders. Especially
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this true of the first crusade, which was indeed not merely the

most spontaneous, but the most decisive.

As for intellectual culture, although, till the close of the ^"teiisctuai

Middle Age, it necessarily gave way before the pressure of *^^^^«. p^-^

social requirements, yet the growth of art, philosophy, and scieatiflc.

science during this final phase was very much more rapid than

in the preceding one. Western language being now sufficiently

formed forthe purposes of Poetry, everything pointed to a decisive

attempt to idealise the vigorous life of the time, had it not been

for the fatal want of durability in the mediaeval system. But

. what will always remain a conclusive testimony to the esthetic

capacity of a faith which, transitory as it might be, was yet

complete and universal, are its religious edifices. These belong Architeo-

essentially to the third phase, and especially to the century of

the crusades, though, as they were the fruit of voluntary efi'orts,

their completion was sometimes delayed. Of philosophic cul-

ture, I need only say that it showed a definite tendency to

resume the march of speculation, which since the times of the

Grreek thinkers had been suspended by the legitimate claims of

social progress. The eagerness in its prosecution, while it had

the effect of strengthening the prominent position of Paris, could

not lead to any speculative discovery. The metaphysical system Metaphysics.

on which- such extraordinary enthusiasm was lavished was a poor

copy of that which had long ago been worn out, and indeed

condemned, though on empirical grounds. But with Science Eiseot

the case was different : for although no new conceptions of deci-
''''™'^*'^y-

sive importance were established, yet it stimulated three minds
of the highest order in the ranks of the priesthood, Albertus

Magnus, Eoger Bacon and the synthetic genius who forms their

connecting link, the incomparable Thomas Aquinas, a man of

equal intellectual and moral greatness. Following in the track

opened by Mussulman thinkers, the Catholic mind now culti-

vated the various branches of Natural Philosophy, especially

Astronomy and Biology ; and began to enter on the new and in-

termediate science of Chemistry,which bore so directlyon modern
industrial life (p. 43).

In this arrangement of the Sciences we see a first step Thus was
towards the formation of their Encyclopedic classification, between
which, so long as there was no intermediate term between the and"BMf
study of the world and the study of life, was impossible. They
were now seen to form parts of one whole ; and the consequence
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was that the direction of scientific study passed gradually in

the hands of the physicians who were at that time alchemis

and often astrologers. The Mathematicians never entire

recovered their old ascendency. And this change was the mo
striking that medicine throughout the Middle Age had be(

monopolised by the regular Clergy. It corresponded with tl

fact that Philosophy and Science, separated in the degenera

days of Grreelc; thought, were now permanently united.

The harmony of these two aspects of the speculative mini

which found expression in the honour now paid to Aristotl

was the natural result of the social purpose which the priesthoc

from the first days of Catholicism had kept in view, and whi(

predisposed them to all synthetic views. Their office of regi

lating human life had early led them to feel the necessa:

relation of moral laws with the laws of matter and also wi1

the laws of mind. And such views were specially strengthen(

during the third mediaeval phase by the rise and establishme:

ofmodern industry ; which, bymaking the importance of ration

prevision palpable to all, greatly contributed to the recogniti(

of Science as the basis of philosophy.

These two influences brought about that fortunate crisis :

media3val controversy known as the contest of Nominalism wit

Eealism, which, though it led to the discovery of no new trut

yet reduced the question of synthesis to a more satisfactory fori

(p. 279). During the whole of the final phase the discussic

indicated the growing aspiration, dim as it might be, for subje

tive unity based on the substitution of Laws for Causes. In tl

thirteenth century Science was formally introduced into the cu

riculum of ecclesiastical study framed at the time when tl

schools annexed to cathedrals were transformed into imiversitif

And although the scientific quadriviicm was preceded by tl

literary and metaphysical tnvium, yet the coiu-se of the

logical study was considered incomplete without it. T]

knowledge acquired was indeed rudimentary, leaving out

sight the greatest results of Grreek thought : still it was not t

after the Middle Age, when the priesthood had degenerated, th

it was entirely dropped from the course of clerical instruction

The social result of this third phase was the definite i

cognition of industrial existence ; the natural consequen

and complement of a series of events which had begun wi

the institution of Serfage, and of which the principal featu
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had been the emancipation of workmen in towns. These latter,

when personally free, had not been slow in throwing off the

shackles of a social system which had not b.een framed with a

view to industrial activity, and which therefore could not con-

trol it. As far back as the eleventh century, industrial cor-

porations obtained recognition as accessory members of the

feudal hierarchy. In Italy, indeed, where owing to an excep-

tional dispersion of forces (p. 400), the pressure of the feudal

aristocracy was not felt, the political freedom of the towns

was often injurious, by stimulating reactionary tendencies of a

military kind (p. 50). But in every other case it was of great

service, by giving free scope for the organisation and develope-

ment of industrial activity.

The great step to be taken was to effect a definite separa- Rise ot

, employer

tion between employers and workmen. The radical transform- class,

ation of industrial life, from its purely individual to its collec-

tive phase, was impossible until the directors of industry had

established their authority over the workmen. It is only by

working for a future or distant purpose, not precisely deter-

mined in the present, that a true sense of the social dignity of

labour is gained, and thus a personal occupation elevated into

a civic function. The establishment of the employing class

followed naturally from the previous emancipation of serfs in

towns ; which allowed individuals in many cases to amass the re-

quisite amount of capital. Commerce experienced this change

before Manufacture; and thus by enlarging the scope of the latter,

helped to solve the principal difficulty of industrial organ-

isation ; manufactures, when fully developed, standing midway
between the production of raw material and the distribution of

the final result. Before the end of the Middle Age the new
mode of activity had taken root in the Western Eepublic, and
its growth in every branch was such as to survive the dissolu-

tion of those political and religious ties apart from which it

could not have originated. Under the wise management of

some remarkable traders, worthy types of the industrial chief

ofthe future, Italian commerce was brought into contact with the
Hanseatic league through the agency of the Flemish towns ; the
marvellous creation of Holland having already been effected.

But pacific organisation would never have become possible

if Agriculture, which is its basis, had not been able to rise from ''°° °* ^'^''''^•

its condition of servitude. It might seem at first as if in this
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case, contrary to the general rule, the employing class were

advance of the workmen : since in proportion as their milite

activity diminished, feudal chiefs tended to become directi

of agriculture. But such a transformation was alien to th

character and repugnant to the prejudices of the time : i

could it ever take place except in the case of those retard

populations, whose developement in the immediate future «

be specially conducted by systematic agencies (p. 208). It \i

partly the general sense of this incompatibility that delayed <

abolition of serfage. It seemed impossible to devise any mc
of culture which, while bringing greater profit from the lai

should renovate the condition of the labourers. Yet this v;

remaining instalment of personal freedom was attained withe

effort by a combination of moral impulses and industrial cc

ditions, as soon as the pecuniary equivalent for service could

exchanged for the products and merchandise of towns. 1

much has been made of a bull on the universal abolition

Western slavery. It was merely the sanction of a revoluti

which had been already effected, and which was but little

fluenced by such vague motives, especially in the case of ecc

siastical domains where the serfs had been better treated. Wi
we reflect that Christianity has done nothing to abolish serfs

in Eastern Europe, we shall see that the share of Catholicism

its suppression during the Middle Age was due to the priesthc

acting under the influence of the situation, and not to the d

trine.

This completes our view of the last phase of Defens:

Monotheism, which has now been dealt with both from 1

concrete and the abstract point of view. I shall conclude

briefly summing up the total results of mediaeval history, so

as may be necessary to account for the exceptional period

revolution which followed. It will be seen that Catholic Fi

dalism, so far from growing stronger during the process

developement, tended on the contrary towards dissolution

proportion as its transitory mission approached fulfilment.

P'rom whatever point we regard the Monotheistic synthe

the contradiction inherent in it is evident ; so that any ascei

ency which for a time it may obtain, must be simply ba

upon social considerations. Its aspirations for universal

were speedily proved hopeless by the appearance among its o

followers of dissidences more insurmountable than those ti
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separated it from Polytheism. The almost immediate schism

of the Eastern and Western churches showed that even popula-

tions that had been brought under the same temporal system

could not be spiritually united. And the final blow was given

by the struggle with Islamism, utterly annihilating on either

side- the hope of arriving by theological methods at a common

standard of faith and life, although the longing for it has been

ever on the increase. The monotheistic portion of the white

race was divided between two irreconcilable religions, while

the yellow race adhered to Polytheism, and the black race to

Fetichism.

The mixture of populations in the course of the Middle Age it had

enabled Monotheism, both in its Eastern and Western forms, to the conccp-

accomplish its principal purpose—to prepare for the conception manity

of Humanity, by spiritual communion on a sufiBciently large realising it.

scale to give distinctness and prominence to the problem of a

universal faith. Unconsciously men's u.inds were led to seek,

though for a long time vaguely, an intellectual and moral

rallying-point capable of uniting those whom the absolute

synthesis rendered more and more divided. Monotheism had
afforded a clearer glimpse of Humanity than Polytheism or

Fetichism could ; but the contradictions inherent in it ultimately

tended in the opposite direction, by creating insrumountable

divergences, imperilling Continuity even more than Solidarity.

We shall see its incoherence more clearly by separating its its incohe-

moral and its intellectual aspect. Its influence on the active bot^intei-

energies we may disregard, these being always incompatible MolaL
°'°'*

with a supernatural synthesis (p. 26).

Itself the product of discussion in which it continued to be intellectual

constantly plunged, Monotheism was yet never able to make head fS^aTto
against the controversies of its own creating. The arguments oul^on'aia

which ruined Catholicism in after times had all arisen during 6oSri''s«.

its time of growth. It could only refute them provisionally,
"°'°'

under cover of the social necessities which it satisfied ; and
this is the only direction in which a philosophical explanatiou
of mediaeval dogmas must be sought. So long as such an ex-
planation was really valid, men were tolerant of the most con-
tradictory propositions. Exceptional minds there were, most
of them issuing from monasteries, who kept up the successions
of ]?eresy. But their best efforts found little response from the
public, to whom the end was far .more important than the
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means : so that these unwise attempts were easily controllei

suppressed.

Far different was their reception when the elemen

truths of morality had been generally disseminated, so that

humblest believers were on the level of the most leat

doctors with regard to fundamental principles, and the (

difficulty consisted in their wise application. The prob

then was to organise the new life of intellect and indui

which Catholicism had helped to establish, though Cath

discipline could never become adapted to it. Its solul

required a synthetic scheme of the world, of life, and of socii

It was necessary therefore to prosecute the objective inve

gations instituted by Greek thinkers so far as might be neec

for the direct construction of the Positive Synthesis, wh

alone was capable of systematising the life of Western Euro]

As soon as the general instinct of this necessity begar

stimulate thought, Catholicism, powerless to direct the mo
ment, became inevitably hostile to it ; and thus roused all

impulses of heresy into decisive action. Industry was by 1:

time sufficiently developed to show itself incompatible, whet

morally or intellectually, with all kinds of Theologism, and es

ciallywith Monotheism. The tendencies which it fostered w
to neglect hopes of heaven for occupations on earth, and

replace arbitrary decrees by immutable laws, the only means

attaining certainty of prevision, and thus of regulating actio

The new turn thus given to the Western mind was indical

in the thirteentli century by the ascendency of Aristoteli

over Pauline Monotheism. The former acquired a sort of o

cial sanction from the respect accorded by the Schoolmen

the prince of philosophers who had never before received su

honours. The astrolatric origin of his Monotheistic schei

then becomes evident in the increasing influence of astrolo^

which indeed covered almost entirely the departments of t

two metaphysical beings (p. 362), who in Aristotle's schei

were the ministers of the supreme Mover. Even the moi

attributes which St. Paul in his contrast of Nature and Grra

(p. 363) had specially reserved for the Divine Action, we

seriously impaired by the infliience of Astrology, as we may s

throughout Dante's poem. Against these new tendenci(

which it was powerless to control, and of which no one cou

foresee the issue, Catholicism with an instinct of incipie:
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decline* took violentlf repressive measures which speedily" churoiiro-

aroused irreconcilable hatred. Two generations after bt. iSernara, secutiou;

who had presented spiritual discipline in its noblest form, the

Papacy diverted the energies of the crusaders against heresy,

and consecrated the monastic order which had been specially ^^i"'™""-

founded to preserve the Faith at any cost.

And from the moral point of view the incoherencies of Moral inco-
r hereoce of

Monotheism, so soon as its social utility was exhausted, were catboiici.-im
' •' mlgnonng

equally incompatible with the maintenance of its power. It ^^'™°^'?|

had successfully maintained continuous progress in purity of tiwBeneTo-

feeling ; but its inevitable disregard of civic life liad never been stinots.

accepted outside the priesthood. In spite of its elementary

precepts as to despising the world and public opinion, the most

religious knights were not less anxious than the warriors of

Eome to live again in the hearts and memories of others. At

no time was there any hesitation in regarding public life as

the best guarantee for the steadiness and dignity which private

life demanded in return for the training which it gave in true

social sympathy (p. 348). The non-existence of inherent pro-

pensities to good was, it is true, asserted theoretically ; but

practical instincts were already leading to a suspicion of the

radical inconsistency of founding moral progress upon gigantic

egoism. From the first it had been recognised as the problem

of "Western Europe how to regulate the sum of human forces,

their separate developement having been carried far enough
during the periods of their special culture (p. 356). Now the

Catholic solution was only adequate in the personal spliere ; it

could hardly be made applicable systematically to domestic rela-

tions : and it failed entirely in the sphere of social life, which
since the abolition of slavery was spontaneously growing in

importance.

A course of industrial and scientific growth, ending ulti- Catholicism

mately in the complete establishment of that universal moral rltaSi'ade.

standard which as yet was but vaguely indicated, such was the
obvious programme arising from the changed condition of
society. Catholicism, though it tended in the direction of this
programme, yet was never able to comprehend it sufficiently to
superintend its fulfilment. And as, apart from its moral
resistance to anarchical tendencies, it could give no help to
the intellectual and social movement, it became now irrevocably
retrograde. But its opposition, aided though it was by the

VOL. III. E E
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temporal power, was neutralised beforehand. It was me-

the unanswerable fact of the extreme simplicity of

Mahometan creed, which contained within itself the princ

heresies of Western Europe.

These remarks on the necessary incoherence of Fe
Monotheism have referred to its spiritual side only. It

only, on this side that its claims to completeness and perman

needed a definite judgment. As to the temporal organisa

of the Middle Age the danger is rather that of underra

in our modern ingratitude the real coherence of the Fe
System, so often described as anarchic, though in realil

presented frequently a most admirable and complete typ

Sociocracy.

Naturally the defensive period exhibited less coherence

durability than the period of Eoman incorporation. After

second phase of mediaeval history polytheist inroads had cei

to be formidable ; and all anxiety as to Mahometan invas

whether from within or without, was dispelled in the tl

phase. Most of the popes in the thirteenth century u

exposed to the shallow and at last hackneyed reproach, i

they were abandoning the holy places to imbelievers, the

being that practical statesmen felt at that time perfectly sec

Thenceforward Feudalism ceased to have any defensive purp

and being happily unadapted for wars of conquest, its aci

became desultory and objectless, losing all collective charac

and very soon showing subversive tendencies. Still Wesl

aristocracy preserved its superiority in manners. In perse

dignity and social devotion it remained for a long time

pattern for the newer elements of society.

These qualities however were not enough to enable it to

tain political ascendency, for which the principal conditio!

capacity to direct the activities of the time. And the fei

chiefs, as I have already shown, could not even make th

selves agricultural employers, much less bankers, who are

only competent superintendents of industry. It was not me
that for a long time Western manners encouraged tendencie

an opposite kind, too plainly perceptible in the present day, ]

as will be seen in the next chapter, war was kept up by kii

especially in England, with the view of prolonging their dii

torship. Thus the transformation of Feudalism into Indus

alism became impossible : and the West was left as destil
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-of practical as it was of spiritual leaders, until the new growth

of thought and activity attained sufiaciently large dimensions.

Here then began the extraordinary revolutionary movement to

"be described in the concluding chapter, in which the new

•elements of society worked themselves out empirically, while

,tthe old authorities were undergoing spontaneous decay.

And not merely were Catholicism and Feudalism each Theocratic

separately weakened. We find further illustration of the in- ofciergy

, .11. ti'i 1-1 , repressed

stability of the system m the discord which now broke out by kings,

between its two elements. For this the reader will be prepared absorb

by what I have said before as to the incompatibility of the jSwe".*

division of the two powers with the absolute tendencies of theo-

logy and warfare (p. 53). The systematic presidency which it

-was necessary that the mediaeval priesthood should obtain, caused

it to degenerate more and more in the direction of theocracy

:

and nothing could repress this tendency but the overpowering

sense of its social mission, which proved strong enough to

resist the specially corrupting influences resulting from its

wealth. That mission sufficiently fulfilled, the papacy of the

thirteenth century began at once to claim absolute rule, and

backed its usurpations by a series of internal crusades. By
common assent the temporal chiefs repressed these extrava-

gances : but they in turn were led to excesses in the other

direction, which, though less dangerous, lasted longer. A The Tom-
singular combination of both errors is seen in the famous order

^""^

of the Templars, which had been instituted during the special

pressure of the crusades with the view of allying, under the wise

discipline of St. Bernard, military energy with the sacerdotal

character. Their contact with Mahometanism had rendered
them the earliest organs of theological scepticism ; and, exposed
as they were to moral corruption on both temporal and spiritual

sides, they speedily developed in either direction a most
lawless ambition, more subversive though less uncontrollable
than that of the popes.

Thus the result of the Affective Transition was to place Europe

Western Europe in this unprecedented position, that while t^ll^hT
the old order of man's life was irrevocably destroyed, the Final
State which could alone replace it still remained invisible. It
followed that the spirit of generality and the sense of duty were
inevitably overwhelmed for a long time by increasing anarchy

;
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but for which the new elements, incompatible as they w
with the official standard of life, could never have arisen,

close this volume with an account of this singular revoluti

which in essential features was common to the whole West, s

in which the theological and military system was necessai

maintained in appearance until sufficient preparation 1

been made for the Positive state.
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CHAPTER VII.

POSITIYE THEOKT OF THE VBSTEEN KEVOLTJTION ; , OR GENERAL

ACCOUNT OF THE TWOFOLD MODERN MOVEMENT.

Under Fetichism, as we have seen, the institution of the retkobpec-

Family was established. Theocracy, which followed, organised maey,

Society upon the double foundation received from Fetichism, "*" *^i"^^*"

«!onfirming the habit of sedentary life, and creating a dominant

priestly class. Being however the earliest systematic form of

the social community, Theocracy, after having presided over

tjhe initial developement of the various human energies,

eventually became obstructive to their further decisive advance.

The Speculative and Active faculties were unable to obtain

sufficient scope except in populations where an ardour for

conquest had at an early stage transformed Conservative

juto Progpressive Polytheism. This indispensable evolution

was accomplished in Antiquity by two successive Transitions,

both mainly confined to the Western world : the intellectual

career of Greece, and the practical career of Eoman civili-

sation. By the first of these Transitions the West became

disengaged from Theocracy, and by the second it received

3 powerful impulse towards Sociocracy. Eventually the two

Transitions coalesced ; and then in the Middle Age came

Defensive Monotheism, to direct a concluding Transition,

the special office of which was to institute the due supremacy

of the Affections, and thereby to discipline both the prac-

tical and speculative energies, whose spontaneous growth had

shown the need of control. In the course of these pro-

gressive changes the Absolute Synthesis came to the end of

its resources both for intellectual and social guidance ; for, its

proper function having been to found Order, it proved unable

to promote Progress except by suffering it to take a character
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more and more revolutionary. A subversive tendency was

fact developed in all the three Transitions, as each in ti

pursuing its own exclusive object, helped to ruin Theoci

without being able to establish Sociocracy in its place, ;

most conspicuously was this apparent in the concluding ]

diseval Transition. There a direct rupture of social contini

stood forth in profound contrast with a systematising aim.

Nevertheless by such partial instalments the human Ini

tion was completed, upon the general foundations which '.

been laid by Fetichism and Theocracy. Looking at this pre

ration as a whole,we see Fetichism, Polytheism, and Monothei

presiding respectively over the universal culture of Feeb

Activity, and Intellect (p. 356). Looking at our moral edi

tion during the same periods we find that these three systi

specially developed, the first Attachment, the second Venerat

and the third Benevolence.

Of the three Transitions the first having been exclusr

devoted to mental progress, had naturally tended to
^

entire preeminence to the Intellect. The second recti

this error by definitively subordinating Speculation to Acti

the third completed the correction by assigning supr(

importance to the culture of the Afiiections.

It might have seemed that the West having passed thro

this threefold education, was competent to directly instii

the Final Order, the general principle of which was to coi

iji developing a combination of the two later Transitions

carrying forward the intellectual methods which had origin!

in the first. But the third Transition having rejected (

tinuity with the past, such a fusion remained necessa

impossible until the two elements of the Normal State-

relative spirit and pacific activity,—had each received a spt

culture and thereby attained a sufficient growth. For 1

alone could avail to combine the just ascendency of Feel

over Actions (p. 379), with the due subordination of privat

public life (p. 382).

At the close of the Middle Age military activity and

absolute spirit were spontaneously exhausted. Then pa

activity, and the relative spirit decisively arose, and the

natm-e of the human problem came fully into view. The

forces, which alone it had been possible hitherto to regi'

were in truth purely provisional,- and their office, necessary
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temporary, was now essentially fulfilled. The forces which

henceforward were to prevail—the Eelative Spirit and In-

dustry—^were eminently capable of discipline, their natural

tendency being to recognise the controlling influence of affection

over action, and the subordination of theory to practice. This

twofold tendency, however, could not take shape until the new

forces themselves were decisively developed ; a condition equally

necessary for the establishment of the rules suitable to their

normal exercise. The preparatory course thus requisite had

therefore to be in the main empirical, since the old regime,

besides being worn out, was quite unfitted to conduct it, and

yet from the speciality of the Eelative Spirit (p. 244) and

the vndividuality of Pacific Activity (p. 48) there was the

greater need that their characteristic developement should take

place under some stimulus of a general character. But such

a stimulus could not at that time exist. The Final Synthesis

therefore had to be founded upon a dispersive Analysis, and

Industry, before it could become collective, had to be cultivated

individually.

Hence it was that the series of the three Transitions, which Hence the .

had led the West from Theocracy step by step on the way to chaiaoter ot

Sociocracy, was destined to be followed by an uneisampled tionaiT

Eevolution ; a Eevolution in which the decomposing process dnringwUch

seems to be unaccompanied by any recomposition. Nevertheless eSS ot

both movements did go on together, and the only difference were form-

in this respect that distinguished the Eevolutionary period
™^*

from the preceding Transitions was that its destructive work,
which is alone appreciated, concerned the entire system of the
ancient order; while its constructive task, which is in the
main ignored, was by the conditions of the case directed ex-

clusively upon the special elements of the Final State. This
difference necessarily resulted from the more profound natura
of the renovation which was now to be accomplished : the
regime of humanity was not to be merely modified, it was to be
radically changed. When the West passed from Polytheism to
Monotheism, the rise of the one had always accompanied the
decline of the other, thereby preventing all anarchy, because
the later synthesis emanated from the earlier one, which had
long indicated the approach of its successor. Very different

was the issue from Theologism towards Positivism. Society
felt itself in a profoundly anarchical situation. The dissolution
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of the ancient regime was palpable, but no sign of the new or

could be descried. In fact the conception of the latter requt

the destruction of the former, as well as the direct and la

rious construction of its own proper elements, the general ci

vergence of which could not be observed so long as 1

opposing system seemed still to subsist. It was not theref

until the Western Eevolution was approaching its close, tl

general conceptions and social aspirations could receive £

really decisive impulse ; the old organisation having beeo

impotent, and the scattered rudiments of the new order bei

insufficient.

The three Transitions, each with its exclusive aim, 1

more and more threatened the destruction of the fundamen

order of society ; but their organic character had always sa\

them from such a catastiophe. Each, in developing one of I

three general divisions of human nature, had imduly negfed

the other two. Nevertheless, however excessive or even vicic

might be the disproportion in each of these systems,

never went so far as to leave Western life deprived of all uni

The synthesis, inasmuch as it was partial, was necessai

always insufficient and precarious ; still life, both private a

public, at no time ceased to be concentrated more or less uj

some definite aim. It was only at the close of the Mediae

period, when Theologism was worn out, that the West began

lose all general direction ; which from that date failed m^

and more during the five centuries that were to elapse bef

the advent of Positivism.

To appreciate correctly such a Eevolution, we must alw;

conceive it as an intellectual more than a social one, althoi

both these characteristics are necessarily to be found ii

movement which was to issue in the total regeneration

Humanity. The Eoman and Medieeval Transitions had su

ciently trained Sociability, but the cultivation of the Inl

lect had remained virtually suspended since its signal advai

among the Greeks. And now, under the impulse of i

Catholic-Feudal system, the West had just accompUsl

peacefully the most difficult of temporal revolutions, i

irrevocable abolition of Slavery, which taken in conjunct

with the emancipation of Women formed the general basis

the final civilisation. It remained only to solve the grs

problem which these new conditions presented, namely, how
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organise rightly the life of the people. This was now left to

individual efforts, neither the Family nor the State any longer

earing for it after the cessation of serfdom. Such scattered

attempts did indeed contribute to prepare the new social

life. But the solution of the general problem depended prin-

cipally upon the Intellect, as it consisted above all else in

systematising universal morality upon a real, instead of upon a

fictitious basis.

The passage from Polytheism to Monotheism is the only

movement that admits of any points of comparison with the

Modern Eevolution ; and there the difficulties on the contrary

had been social rather than intellectual. For the principal

requisite in that case was to prepare the two grand social

changes—the emancipation ofwomen and the abolition of slavery

-—which were destined to be accomplished by the Affective

Transition. On the mental side the task was in the main

confined to effecting the concentration of the previous poly-

theistic synthesis into a monotheistic one, with a view to the

separation, of the temporal and spiritual powers (p. 342). With

this modification Theologism was adequate to frame the purely

provisional coordination, which was all that general morality

then required. But the final systematisation of morality was

to depend upon a synthetic study of the Inorganic World, Life,

and Society ; and this could be attained only after long and

severe labours. We must then regard the Revolution which

(iommenced in the fourteenth century throughout the West as

consisting principally in the renovation of the human under-

standing by the complete and final substitution of relative for

absolute conceptions. It was thus, both in point of difficulty

and importance, a movement incomparable with any other.

The reconstitution of society, which will terminate it, will

in truth consist only in a decisive application of the new
religion.

These considerations may help us to a clearer idea of the critical or

essentially anarchical character of the Eevolution. The in- dortrinrin

tellectual regime, notwithstanding increasing modifications,

had hitherto escaped radical changes : now it was to be recast.

Such a transforming process necessarily continued to be for a
long time critical before it could become organic, because the
subjective synthesis could not be formed without the previous
elaboration of its objective materials (p. 33). Losing its
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ancient principles, without finding new ones, human rea

was compelled to construct provisionally a negative doctrint

unexampled nature, which endeavoured to erect into a sys1

the absence of all rule.

Contrast From its commencement the Eevolution of the W
between

andDertric-
^^i^played this exceptional character both in its intellecl

thTrCT^u-"'
^^^ ^^ ^*® social efforts. Thus already in the popular ins

*'°.°^'^y rections of the fourteenth century we see the revolution

instinct everywhere working in two principal forms anta

nistic to one another : where its aim was reconstruction,

demand was for Liberty ; and when its bent was destructi

then the appeal was to Equality. A corresponding contrasi

from that time observable in intellectual criticism : no'B

was the Metaphysical tendency which predominated, now
Positive principle ;—the one leading to universal sceptici

the other preparing an unalterable synthesis. As the Eeve

tion was more mental than social, the anarchy in theory nei

sarily even surpassed the disorder in practice. The former

carried to the point of directly denying aU spiritual author

and attempting to set up in its stead absolute individuali

just as in science the doctrine of specialism was proclain

and all encyclopedic subordination renounced.

TheDKtruc- Nevertheless, however extraordinary the license actu;
tive spirit

-^ -^

wasindis- reached in this situation, where no complete discipline
pensable to :> r r
reoonstruo- possible, it is important to observe that a condition of Negativ
tion, no *• ^ *- °
compromise jiad become not merely inevitable, but also indispensa
witli Theolo- J ? X-

gism being especially with relation to the intellectual problem. We i
possible, r J i

respect the design of those who in the hope of averting anar

Would have prolonged the ascendency of Theologism tUl

advent of Positivism, but we must see that at bottom this

a Utopia', as little desirable as it was practicable. For

Diderot has wisely remarked, incredulity is necessarily

first step towards a sound philosophy, though that philoso

itself in no wise consists in doubt. But further, a prelimii

stage of Negativism was at the close of the Middle Age

more urgent, because the Intellect could then only esc

total retrogression by complete emancipation. In truth, w^

ever sophisms metapliysicians might urge to the conti

Catholicism had reduced the theological principle to

simplest creed that the situation of the "West admitted,

the East alone the Monotheistic faith had succeeded witl
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incoherence in adopting a yet simpler form, but that was pos-

sible only by reason of the social policy of Islamism, in which

the spiritual power had remained combined with the temporal

(p. 397). The mind ofthe "West had, then, to choose between the

entire maintenance of the Catholic system, and the irrevocable

elimination of all Theologism, putting aside the vain compro-

mises dreamed of by metaphysicians in their impotent ambition.

Now between these alternatives there could be no hesitation, ^rforethe^^

so long as the anarchical character of the modern movement Theoiopsm

remained latent; that is, during the first two centuries of the
^^^^^^^

Eevolution ; in a word, until the outbreak of Protestantism, i;^"^'"^'

For it was impossible that those who allowed their intellectual

inquiries free scope should avoid feeling that Catholicism had

become finally incompatible with speculative progress ; for the

extension of that progress, upon the scientific basis transmitted

from the Greeks, was to be henceforth the principal task of

the human mind. Science alone was competent to dissipate

the indefinite doubts which Theologism was already exciting

on every side, and so to institute a true discipline, first of the

intellect and then of society. The exploration of the cosmic

order was obviously important for the developement of industry

;

but what was more, all superior minds began to recognise that

the time was ripe for founding on a demonstrable faith the

direct reign of Humanity, which was now becoming not merely

a powerful sentiment but a distinct conception (p. 438). This

tendency was the general result of the aspirations of Catholicism

combined with the reaction of Islamism. It required, however,

of human reason to disengage itself equally from both mono-,

theisms, in order to construct apart from all Theologism a.

complete and permanent synthesis, such as alone could obtain

the universality always sought for, but never reached. Ac-

cordingly in the concluding century of the Middle Age we find

that a disposition to dispense with Theologism had become

common among the true thinkers of both the East and West.

Complete emancipation from Theologism, though in the first Ana with

instance inspired by the demands of the intellect, was presently gross.
'"''*'

needed on social grounds. For Catholicism, in becoming re-

trograde, had lost its moral worth because it was unable to

maintain its spiritual independence. It soon bartered that

independence for material security, when the usurpations of the

temporal power could no longer be resisted. Thenceforth
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instead of controlling the strong, Catholic discipline tend

only to keep the weak in blind subjection to their yoke, tumi:

its vague doctrines to the support of a general policy, t

reverse of that which had so long been its special honoi

Such servility was at first exhibited only towards the greal

powers of society, but in the end it extended to the least co

siderable, so as to revolt generous hearts no less than superi

intellects. Catholicism was in itself so repulsive to bo

Intellect and Feeling (p. 348) that its proved value i

social purposes had alone made men endure its dominio

otherwise our pious and chivalrous ancestors would, like oi

selves, have felt its intrinsic faults. When, therefore, its tr

mission was exhausted, and it only prolonged an official €

istence by obstructing not merely the intellectual moveme
but social progress also, these latent antipathies followed free

their normal course. In all minds of any vigour the emancij

tion reached the point of discarding belief in God. For tht

they felt, was the source from whence the irrationalities th

were beginning to shock even average intelligences dr(

their sanction : nothing, it _ seemed to them, could appe

strange to the mind that admitted the idea of Omnipotence.

Western Monotheism, having finally lost its moral a:

social efficacy, thenceforth deserved no respectful treatme

beyond the gratitude due to its ancient services. Its hoU(

domination had now become as hostile to Order as to Progre

for it put under a ban every attempt directly aiming at t

formation of the Eelative Synthesis, which alone could institn

a real general discipline. I have already shown in the four

chapter of this volume how the progress of Greek science m

arrested by Theologism, but for which Astronomy would ha

then achieved those decisive steps which were in consequen

postponed to modern times (p. 275). The spirit of oppositi

in that case is to be chiefly attributed to the near advent

Monotheism, wliich, having a more absolute doctrine th

Polytheism, repelled more energetically theories of a positi

character. If then the Monotheistic belief had not suffer

even the developement of physical laws, it would now interd:

with special animosity the discovery of intellectual laws a:

the conception of moral laws.

For want of power to embrace any past but its O'w

Catholicism always hindered its believers from rising to t
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true historic point of view, honourable as were the efforts in this science, mn

direction of the priesthood during the Middle Age (p. 401)'. science.

Now it is only by contemplating the entire course of the human

Initiation, especially the fetichistic and polytheistic stages,

that the real laws of our intellectual evolution can be per-

ceived (pp. 38-40). As to moral laws, Catholicism forbade

the very idea that a domain which the Deity had specially

reserved to himself (p. 370) could be accessible to rational pre-

vision, Besides, it denied the existence of the benevolent

instincts, the primary basis of moral science. Yet it was on

moral science that the direct construction of the Final Synthesis

was to depend (p. 41). Thus the Catholic system stood in the

way of each of the three essential divisions (p. 42) of that

synthesis, obstructing physical, intellectual and moral laws

alike. Its opposition, resting on inertia, and fortified by self-

interest, became as repugnant to Feeling as it was to Intellect,

and thus justified destructive tendencies.

Had the Critical movement confined itself, in accordance "^^ destmo-
tionofTheo-

with the metaphysical spirit, to mere modifications of Catholic- logiam there-
^ •'

/v. 1
'""^^ needed

ism, it would never have suflBced ; or rather it would have raised to be com-
plete.

new obstacles to the Western Eevolution by turning it aside

from the task of coTtvplete regeneration. As the foregoing

explanation shows, the destruction of theological beliefs needed

to be radical if it was to exercise a decisive influence, by per-

mitting the intellectual and moral elements of the new Syn-

thesis to be elaborated. Without such complete emancipation,

which might be summed up in dropping the fundamental dogma
of Theism, the West would have kept floating intermin-

ably between anarchy and retrogression, in a series of vain

compromises as injurious to order as to progress. This was in

eflect felt by niany energetic thinkers from the thirteenth

century downwards, a century which was in all respects the

direct precursor of the Western Eevolution. Theological un-

belief then developed itself : above all in the ranks of the regular

clergy who were most disposed to speculation of a decisive

character, and among the higher chiefs of the secular clergy,

who were in the best position for appreciating the general

direction of modern tendencies.

If the course of this revolution could have been systematic, imaginary

• 111 11 picture of an
these two centres of emancipation would have enabled it to Emancipa-

^ tion carried

escape its principal conflicts, and so to be more peaceful and "i^t by the
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Monastic rapid. Animated by a worthy spirit and guided by a s

education, the Monastic orders might have become the nu

of a philosophic priesthood, disseminating intellectual en

chisement with a wise circumspection which need never

been soiled by hypocrisy. The Franciscans were espec

suited for a transformation of this kind. Under the condii

upon which their order had been instituted, they might e

have rendered themselves independent of the now degr

Papacy ; and they had been always disposed, alike in heart

mind, to undertake a religious reformation. Acting in

manner, they might have guided the spontaneous tendc

already active in Women, to convert the prevailing adora

of the Virgin into a direct preparation for the Worshi]

Humanity (p. 409). Thus systematised, the spiritiial m
ment" might have worthily assisted in the concentration of

temporal power then destined to take place, and have save

at the same time, from the serious abuses which impaired

social efficacy.

whysnch an This IS of course a mere utopia, I offer it for considera
issue wns '-

imposeibie. only for the purpose of showing more clearly the princ

source of the fatalities which determined the actual cours

events. That such a policy was impossible was not chi

due to the demoralisation of the clergy, whether regulai

secular, degraded as both were—even among the Mendic

orders—by riches and idleness. The main reason lay in

mental contradiction involved in the institution of sucl

systematic course, since it supposes as accomplished the \

revolution which it is intended to carry out. For the i

could only arise out of the true theory of history,

construction of which, on the contrary, was to be the v

mate product of the Western movement. If that the

could have appeared in the thirteenth century, it would s

have overcome the moral obstacles of the situation. For

see that these became aggravated principally in conseque

of there being no general dogmatic belief qualified to reanim

the higher instincts of man, which had been dulled by

exhaustion of theology. The noble aspirations both of pri(

hood and people, which had just called forth so many eff(

to establish an effective spiritual government, would h;

eagerly welcomed the doctrine which alone was destined

solve the inevitable problem raised by the Mediseval civili
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tion. In efforts renewed on such a basis, and certain not again

to
i

fail, tlie clergy would have found their safeguard against a

corruption which was more the result of their impotence than

the source of their degradation.

The modern Eevolution being principally an intellectual complete

one, it is not surprising that the chief perturbations which otthesoien-

marked its career should at first have arisen out of the specu- thinkers,

lative interregnum which'grew up after the failure of Theologism

and lasted up to the advent of Positivism. According to the

hypothesis just offered, this unavoidable lack of spiritual

direction suffices to explain the increasing anarchy which

characterised the movement of the West. We thus recognise

how well suited to the time was the doctrine of Complete

Negativism, which was inspired by the positive spirit, and was

always ready to adopt whatever compromises were required by

the social and political situation.

But though Complete Negativism was the main agent in incomplete

the revolution it was not the most apparent one. The same ottheMeta

fatality—^the absence of the true theory of history—gave rise

to the noisy career of Incomplete Negativism which was in-

spired by the metaphysical spirit and became the main spring of

Western disorders. Its appearance was inevitable ; for Onto-

logy, having conducted the concentration of Polytheism into

Monotheism, could remain subordinate to Theology so long

only as the latter was able to maintain its ascendency by

satisfying moral and political requirements. As soon as that

social office of Theology was radically worn out, the natural

consequence was that the Metaphysical spirit resumed system-

atically the pretensions which it had always kept alive

spontaneously by originating various heresies. From' the

thirteenth century Metaphysic had held predominance in the

educational course instituted in the first instance for the

Priesthood (p. 412): it now aspired directly to the absolute

government of Humanity, combining quite naturally Greek

pedantocracy with papal usurpation. Such a vain scheme of

domination required then, as now, that emancipation should

always continue incomplete, in order to allow Ontology to set

aside Positivism and Theologism alike. Thus the political

ambition and the mental impotence of the Metaphysicians

developed throughout the West a disastrous hesitation between

the faith that was discredited, and the only faith that could
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Solentlfid

Negativism
would have
sunk into
hypocritical
dilettan-

teism, but
for popular
earnestness.

"Which how-
ever, at first,

for want of

enlighten-
ment leant
to Incom-
plete Nega-
tivism.

take its place. Such an ambiguous tendency, though ful

dangers, nevertheless became the direct complement of

true emancipation, and even served to assist its indirect

pagation by giving timid minds a bias in its favour.

Complete Negativism, being confined to the higher mi:

might have soon degenerated into a system of hypocrisy

which the general aim of the Western Eevolution would l

been neglected for the intellectual satisfaction of the few.

was necessary that the people should intervene in the strug^

not merely to overcome the political resistance which

efforts for intellectual emancipation were sure to provo

but above all to continually reimpress upon the mei

movement its proper social destination, which was the m
in danger of being overlooked because merely speculative (

Acuities were increasingly absorbing the attention of mod
thinkers. For the Middle Age had bequeathed to the Vi

two grand problems, both equally inevitable : the due

corporation of the proletariat into industrial civilisation, i

the substitution of a demonstrable synthesis for the mo
theistici faith. These two questions were profoundly connecti

since the true theory of imiversal morality, which alone ^

capable of ordering practical life, could only be reached b

positive systematisation. The people were incompetent

solve the united problems ; but they looked with an increasi

interest to scientific inquiries, instinctively feeling, though

a confused manner, that there must lie the germ of soc

regeneration. On the other hand the thinkers, being enga|

in objective researches, which of necessity could never atti

a unifying generalisation, would out of weakness and also

difference have allowed these researches to degenerate ii

rambling abstract speculations of no real use, had they not be

recalled to their proper social aim by the influence of i

proletariat which urged them to concentrate their scienti

labours upon the subjective synthesis, the only unity hencefoi

possible.

For such a cooperation it was necessary that the mass

the people in the West should participate sufficiently in t

modern emancipation. But Complete Negativism presuppos

a range of mental culture beyond that which had been univ

sally diffused by mediceval civilisation. Hence this consequen(

the peoples of the West during several centuries welcomed t
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incoherent schemes of metaphysicians, who while pretending to

consolidate the principles of Monotheism stripped it, piece by

piece, of all the institutions relating to life, worship and even

doctrine which had enabled it for the time to hold together. As

long as this equivocal kind of emancipation remained purely

spontaneous, it j)romoted the true enfranchisement. But a

time came when metaphysicians, in pursuit of their own
ambitious schemes, converted the resentments aroused by the

resistance of the retrograde party into a rallying point, and so

strove to systematise the Incomplete emancipation. Thence-

forward it became directly hostile to Complete Enfranchise-

ment.

Serious as were the dangers both intellectual and social of Thus people
were spared

this mcoherent system, it nevertheless preserved the reason of tte disas-

trous conse-

the West from the disorder inherent in the completely negative quencosot

111 being with-

state. lor m spite of hopes invariably deceived, each neW' outasyn-

curtailment of the indivisible theological synthesis was at first

hailed as a conservative modification, when at most it was only

a preservative against absolute scepticism. We may at the

present day appreciate the service so rendered, when we observe

how the best members of the proletariate often persistently

cling to the last rags of Theologism, in order not to be left

deprived of all faith whatsoever.

In some minds that were fully emancipated, the same need some of the
^ ^ scientific

sought satisfaction in doctrines of a different kind, not less men aimed
^

^
at an Objec-

illusory, and even more precarious, but essentially analogous, ^jj^?^"'

Such thinkers in renouncing Theologism did not renounce the

Absolute problem, although Theologism furnished the only

solution of it. Few intellects indeed, especially if cultivated,

know how to wait patiently in doubt, and withal prepare, as

did the true philosophers of antiquity. Hence the vain search

after an Objective Synthesis, more absolute than any theology,

was resumed in modern times in the West, on the old Greek

foundations (p. 280), and with an ardour enhanced by the hope

of discovering a substitute for all theories of supernatural

causation. The result was to aggravate the general inco.r

herence, which consisted in maintaining the ancient aim

while abandoning the ancient and , only possible means. By
such a course, it is true, these speculative students found

satisfaction for the need (more pressingly felt than in Greek

times) of provisionally avoiding pure Negativism, which yet

TOL. III. F F
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(2) Organi-
sation of
Modem
Transition,

pp. 434-146.

Its various
concurrent
forces are to
be described.

First Force
(fundament-
al): Women.
Modem
Transition
embraced
Intellect and
Activity, but
neglected
Sentiment,

their vain doctrines compelled them to set up under ot

forms as the true philosophy. The illusion of Causalitj

this its last stage became especially noticeable in minds devc

to the study of natural laws, then confined to the physicii

who soon gave ground for the adage already a proverb in

sixteenth century, Tres medici, quatuor athei—'Three p
sicians, four atheists.'

In thus estimating the nature and office of the Mod
Movement, I have in fact entered on the Abstract examinat

of it. This I have now to complete by describing its organ:

tion and progress. I shall then pass to the Concrete vi

which I must treat at greater length than in former ca

because this concluding chapter is exceptional, in that it d(

not merely with the Past but with the Present and the imi

diate Future. On the other hand, the Abstract view will

quire comparatively less explanation.

The very name of Organisation seems inapplicable to

exceptional a Transition, the nature of which, dispersive wl

it was not subversive, rejected anything like general harmo

Under this title, however, I must describe that spontane(

aggregate of various forces which habitually contributed to

Modern Movement. For that purpose I have fir.st to determ

the field of operation for the Negative and Positive evoluti(

through which the West was now to pass.

As previously explained, the Modern Transition comp

hended at the same time both Intellect and Activity, 1

always put aside Feeling. This broad statement dii-ectly su

up all the essential characteristics of the Western Eevoluti'

Inasmuch as it was destined to develope the theoretical a

practical elements of the final civilisation, the Eevolution ^

obliged to neglect that part of our nature which exercises

general control over human existence. For as it was unc

the Mediaeval system that the Affections had recently gair

their predominant influence, they could not at this peri

inspire discipline except by appealing to doctrines now d

credited, and henceforth hostile to the new forces, Indusi

and Science. Again these new forces, though they can now

regulated only by the influence of Feeling, needed in the fi

instance to develope themselves sufficiently. Morality a

had at the same time to disengage itself from the damagi

alliance with Catholicism, contracted during the period of
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•decisive culture. On the negative aide then the work of

preparation required that the West should provisionally re-

nounce the synthetic habits which had prevailed during the

Middle Age. In short, the necessary break up of the Catholic-

Feudal system, the last form of the theological and military

civilisation, could not have been accomplished if the existing

general views, which were all bound up with the ancient

order, had maintained their ascendency.

This repudiation of Catholicism and Feudalism was in every Thus it cus-

/respect the saddest necessity of the Modern Movement, which only source
-- -, _,^, of synthesia

thus became self-contradictory. For though reorganisation ana broke

was its goal, it was yet putting aside the synthetic instinct. Past.

The West was drawn on to misunderstand and even to reprobate

the entire Mediseval civilisation, especially its fundamental in-

stitution, the separation of the temporal and spiritual powers.

Nevertheless the final problem essentially consisted in com-

bining that separation with the decisive predominance of public

Over private life which had been established in the Roman
Transition. It is true that the continued developement of

Intellect and Activity spontaneously produced a universal

admiration for Antiquity, which had been falsely judged by
Defensive Monotheism. But this reaction was merely empirical,

and was due more to hatred of the Middle Age than to love of

the earlier civilisations, as we see by the superior honour that

was generally accorded to the Greeks over the Eomans, in

consequence of the modern revolution being more intellectual

than social. The result was a more serious break in the chain

•of the Western past than even the discontinuity introduced by
Catholicism. For now the only bond was sundered between

modern and ancient civilisation, so as to render any theory of

history impossible. Yet only by such a theory was the future

of Humanity to be regulated, a juster presentiment of which

had been attained during the Affective Transition than under

•either of the other two.

An attitude so full of contradiction could not prevail uni- Women

versally: above all, it necessarily called forth resistance from their regret

,, _/ '
•',

• r- ii Tn- 1 fortheMid-
tne Heart. Accordingly, from the opening or the Modern dieAgepre-

Movement, Women, without either approving or condemning complete

Antiquity, spontaneously regretted the Middle Age. They Contmuity.

alone could sufficiently value Feeling, and duly honour the

•Catholic-Feudal system for having conferred upon it a just

F F 2
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the Modern
Transition.
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iil): Science,
ilathemati-
cal and As-
tronomical
studies re-

sumed ;

ascendency over the Intellect and even over Activity. Per

Western Revolution, therefore, they never felt any gem

sympathy comparable to that with which they had hailed

advent of Catholicism. But this holy resistance of the lov

sex is far from deserving to be regarded as an obstruction :

the contrai-y, it ought to be put at the head of the organis

forces of the Modern Movement, which thus was saved froi

total rupture with the Middle Age, and Chivalry its sum

substance. The problem then before Humanity could ne

have been finally solved had that bond with the past b

lost. Women preserved it. They thus took a profound j

in the Western Eevolution as a whole, notwithstanding tl

repugnance to its subversive and dispersive tendencies, whi

though necessary as a preparation for the future, starved

Heart. By such antipathy, so constant and so legitims

Women spontaneously indicated the final condition of

Modern Transition : which could not issue in the true regene

tion of society, unless the loving sex cooperated by uphold:

the paramount claims of the Affections ; claims which are

last satisfied by Positivism.

The Middle Age, then, by emancipating Women, had 1

the general basis for the organisation of the ]\Iodern ]Moveme

By their profound influence, passive indeed but universal a

constant, moral order was preserved from complete dissoluti

With such a safeguard to Order, ProgTess could for a long ti

continue dispersive, and even finally become subversive, wr

out irremediably compromising the civilisation of the We
Subject always to this fundamental influence of Women, 1

organisation of the Modern Transition proceeded chiefly v.m

the general guidance of Science and Industry, the special for

which the Mediseval system had definitively introduced

elemerits of the Final Order.

The scientific labours of Greece were now resumed. I

earliest efforts were still concentrated on the first encyclopei

couple. Mathematics and Astronomy, until those decisive resii

were obtained, which had in Antiquity been prevented by Thi

logism (p. 275), but were now to-form the theoretic basis

the intellectual regeneration. This basis being laid, modf

reason rapidly initiated the remaining physical sciences, a

tlien under the impulse of social exigencies proceeded to t

direct culture of its principal domain the Human Order (p. 3
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True, this plan could not be systematically conceived until the

present day ; but it has been spontaneously followed since the

fourteenth century: for though the necessary laws of the

intellectual evolution were yet undiscovered^, the course of

mankind was empirically guided by them. The widespread

zeal for abstract inquiry, which the West instinctively foresaw

would be tlie principal outcome of the modern revolution,

naturally called forth simultaneous efforts in all departments

of science. These labours, however, so far as they attempted

the higher subjects, proved in the main abortive, producing

nothing but materials, often of doubtful value. On the other

hand special researches, happily directed, led to definite

results : these alone now remain.

Although the successful cultivation of science necessarily Xnathe

continued for a long time restricted to the studies instituted chesof

by Antiquity, the mind of the West did not revert to the purely losophy

abstract regime of the Grreek specialists (p. 263). For the

Eoman and Catholic-Feudal influences had irrevocably sub-

ordinated theory to practice, and shown that speculative labours

must have a social purpose ; thus discrediting vain researches..

At the same time the decisive extension of the scientific domain

by the full introduction of Chemistry and the steady progress in

the elements of Anatomy, preserved Mathematical and Astro-

nomical studies from their ancient isolation. The mental and

moral degradation of our modern savants is apt to give us a

false idea of the physicians of that time, who, succeeding the

monks (p. 411) in the cultivation of natural philosophy, were at

once alchymists, astrologers, and even algebraists. Engaged
in carrying forward the work of Archimedes, Apollonius, and

especially Hipparchus, with which they had become acquainted

through Arabic channels, they were the better disposed to

accept the philosophic discipline instituted by Thales and

Pythagoras, and above all by Aristotle (p. 281).

Such impulses towards systematic conceptions were, indeed, Positi™

inadequate. Nevertheless the thinkers of that date felt them- otthe

selves charged with the fundamental destinies of Humanity ; moTement.

the decline of Monotheism making it evident that the con-

struction of a truly positive philosophy must be the sole basis

of Eeligion. The gradual study of the universal Order had

now acquired an importance hitherto impossible ; hence specu- -

lations of a too narrow aim were discouraged, and a disposition
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arose to explore the lower scientific subjects with a view to asce

to the higher. At the same time there was a direct advar

towards the reign of Humanity. The Sentiment of Humani
which had been familiar to the best of the Eomans (p. 293), h;

under the influence of tlie Affective Transition, taken a pui

and more complete form (p. 415). Under the same influence t

corresponding Conception had also been empirically wroug

into shape. Nothing but the scientific developement cor

content the Intellect, nothing but the conception of Humani

the Heart ; and both seemed urgently needed now that Thf

logism was worn out. All true thinkers regretted no 1(

than Women, though in a different manner, the loss of t

admirable unity which had been given to Mediaeval life

general concentration around the idea of God. Witho

wishing to return to that provisional condensation of po]

theism, they aspired to replace it by a systematisation mo
durable and more complete, founded upon Humanity. B
they felt that before such a solution could be reached, Scien

must be adequately extended, thereby spontaneously acquirii

a noble spirit, and a discipline resulting from its destinatic

although the connection between Science and Eeligion con

only be instinctively grasped at that time.

Negative In its negative aspect this theoretic developement reacted •

the movement of decomposition, giving it both more consisten

and more discretion. I have already shown that complete eman(

pation, which was the only mental condition decisively leadii

to either intellectual or social regeneration, was always inspir

by scientific ideas. But it must also be observed that, h

there not been such a firm basis in the background, the i

complete scepticism of the Metaphysicians would have produc

no lasting impression. From its characteristic incoherence

was unable to hold its ground in the serious controversi

imdertaken by the true theologians, against whom Ontolo:

never succeeded except by invoking popular passion to the a

of its sophistries. The pursuit of science also preserved mode

reason from the degeneracy into which the Greek mind h

fallen ; a danger still real at this time, when the general co

dition of the "West was giving a provisional ascendency to t

Metaphysical spirit,

rtmdament-
^^ *'^® temporal side, the principal directing force of t

ai): Indus- Exceptional Transition was the growing power of Indusfa
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although that new mode of life, like military activity in the try. its

past (p. 48), was without any regulation, save such as it struck bearing.

out for itself in its working. But although Industry was far

from having yet acquired a truly collective character, it had

been steadily advancing in that direction ever since the decisive

separation of its functionaries into Employers and Workmen

(p. 413). The desire for organisation was on the increase:

even from the outset it had ennobled many individual efforts,

wherein the instinct of the West recognised the initiation of

a concert more vast and durable than the union for warlike

purposes, which was now worn out. Meanwhile the habits of

public and even private order, which naturally belong to

Industrial life, tended in some measure to regulate it. For

this purpose, however, it was most essential that the pro-

ductive class should concentrate their efforts on their proper

social destination, and carefully avoid being led away into

warlike schemes which, from old prejudice, naturally held for a

long time the higher place in their estimation. In the case of

the principal nations, this needful restriction was sufficiently

secured by pressure on the part of the older powers of society,

as I shall presently explain. The spontaneous discipline thus

enforced upon the modern elements provisionally compensated

for the fatality which would not allow them to become capable

of systematic order, until they had gone through a long ex-

perience necessarily tentative and special. In Antiquity, on

the contrary, the military principle had provided society at

once with an appropriate organisation.

To display clearly the continuous effect of the growth of urban in-

Iridustry upon the general organisation of the Modern Move- toba con™"

ment, I will now separately examine, first the influence of the

employers, and then that of the workmen. This investigation

I shall confine to Urban Industry, after having explained how
it necessarily came about that Eural Industry was disqualified

from taking a share in the direction of the Western Eevolution,

and could do no more than passively accept its chief impulses.

This isolated position of the rural population, which still Rural indus-

forms a powerful obstacle to the real organisation of modern disorganised

active life, did not result only from the comparative narrowness landlords

of view characteristic of agfriculturists, and from the less social industrial
class

character of their daily habits. It was due above all to the

fact that this the fundamental industry had been set on foot
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under equivocal conditions, which prevented a sufficient harmoi

between employers and workmen. For the direction of ag]

culture belonged to the feudal lords, who long possessed tl

principal domains, and yet remained sti angers to industri

habits in consequence of their persistently military charact«

This they could never sufficiently throw off, notwithstandii

that they had ceased to lead a martial life. Now although

is thoroughly normal that political power should accompai

superior civil function, there must at the same time be di

homogeneity between the general organs of practical life ai

its special agents. With this fundamental condition Em'

Industry could not as yet adequately comply. The class

farmers which arose was insufficient to fill the gap, for ev(

with long tenures they never had the real superintendence

agriculture ; and yet they helped to support the ambiguoi

attitude of the lords of the soil who played the part of offici

directors.

Grand dm- The iiistitution in the West of two distinct classes, employe
sion of the

^ , i • n ^ i • i
Industrial and Workmen, was thus virtually confined to commercial, ai
Glass.

more especially manufacturing industry. Nevertheless it becan

the most important social instrument through which practie

life contributed to the organisation of the Modern Movement.
The Em- A powerful directing class is essential, in order to rend
ployers.

^ ^
operations on a great scale possible. Here then was t]

principal source of the decisive transformation, towards whi(

modern industry was tending more and more, as it rose fro

a personal to a collective character (p. 192). The use

machinery, which, after the abolition of serfage, had be(

gradually introduced, and was necessarily taking an importa:

place in the new constitution of industry, greatly strengthen!

this disposition : it contributed to develope the dignity of tl

workmen not less than the power of the masters. But,

proportion as pacific activity extended and took a more regul

shape, the directing class felt their natural responsibility towar-

their agents enlarged likewise. They came to understand mo
and more that the grand problem bequeathed by the Midd

Age—the social incorporation of the proletariat—was main

for them to undertake. Conscious of power and of a missio

tlie best of them became animated by a sentiment of civ

grandeur, which, far from proceeding- solely from the person

instincts, was mainly the result of social inspirations prompti
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by their eminent position. They spontaneously aspired, it is

true, to political authority ; but in this there was nothing to

blame, except when they fell into a blind imitation of feudal

tvpes, and showed a tendency to disdain their own class instead

toi a desire to Mct as its directors. For it was necessary that a

proper ambition should be developed in these industrial leaders,

in order that they might, as the laws of modern civilisation

required, take the place of the ancient temporal chiefs, getting

rid at the same time of the ambiguous intermediate class, to

whom they indeed continued too long subordinate.

As regards the Workmen, their social influence was already, TheBm-

in conformity with its nature, more moral than political. They
''°^

gave the Modern Movement the consistency which resulted

from weight of numbers. Above all, they gave it dignity ; for

their position recalled continually the practical problem

bequeathed by the Middle Age, the incorporation of the
,
pro-

letariat as the legitimate consequence of their enfranchisement

from serfage. Nor was the force of this claim by any means

destroyed by the vicious aspirations which made individual

workmen often struggle to become employers in far greater

numbers than were required to recruit the list of industrial

chiefs. The deplorable frequency at a later time of such in-

•stances of personal ambition did indeed tend to conceal the

true social question under a mere illusory solution ; but the

. necessary failure of most of these attempts was sufficient of

itself to maintain the unalterable programme of modem life.

Thus, mainly, did the Eevolution of the West, while developing

an ever-increasing anarchy, acquire a cliaracter of moral
' grandeur unlike anything that had gone before, by pursuing

the practical regeneration of the people, the larger portion of'

whom had hitherto been sacrificed.

Over the Negative movement Industry spontaneously Negative

exerted a consolidating and even a regulating influence. I indSfy!

have already shown how it disposed all the Western popu- complete,

lations towards the Complete Emancipation, by gradually incomplete

substituting Laws for Causes, and happiness on earth for tioru""'^*'

salvation in heaven. It was the universal attraction inspired

by the developement of pacific activity in the West, which more
than anything else excited antagonism between the World and
Ood; amid the vain regrets of Cljristian moralists, whose

complaints already betokened that the final reign of Humanity
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was at hand. Again, in tlie political conflicts which 1

Modern Transition called forth, the intervention of the ind

trial leaders, being determined by their natural predilection

favour of progress, generally tended to give the ascendency

the better side. At the same time, practical life restrained i

subversive passions emanating from Incomplete Emancipati

which must have been widely destructive to social or(

amongst the idle populations of Antiquity, above all those

Grreece. The fatal rupture with the Middle Age was consid

ably mitigated by the spontaneous gratitude of the industi

classes towards the Transition to which they owed their r;

Such sympathy, which supported the just regret felt by "Won

on this subject, was naturally developed especially amongst

"Workmen. They were less forgetful of their ancient slav

than the Employers, who were absorbed in practical concei

and even in the vain desire to ignore their own humble origi

Mntuaireao- Thus the two elements of modern civilisation, the theore
tion of Sci- ^

ind^striaf
^^^ ^^^ practical, tended separately to direct the Eevolution

movements, the West. If now we consider their joint effect, we obse

how each strengthened the proper action of the other, h
in the Positive and in the Negative fields of operation. 1

natural affinity between the scientific spirit and industi

life (p. 53), manifested itselfgradually druing their simultane

career, which was preparing and even announcing their non

cooperation. "Whilst Science tended to systematise IndusI

Industry gave to Science an assured object, in following whicl

gained a spontaneous discipline well qualified to check use

speculations. Further, in urging the practicians towards C(

plete Emancipation, the theoricians found in them the clas;

citizens that was most disposed to further the entire renovai

of human reason,

rnndament- In the Organisation therefore of the Modern Movem
affective,' positive as well as negative, the fundamental elements y<

andprao- ' three: the feminine resistance, which preserved morality, :

tical.

the theoretic and practical forces which were thereby enal

to act freely on society without endangering "V\'estern civil

tion. There was however a subsidiary but essential force wl

spontaneously aided the threefold principal force. This I

now briefly indicate.

Fourth Force It Consisted in the influence of Art. The esthetic facul

Art. are of all our intellectual qualities the most prominent
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the most popular, since they are naturally related to the whole

of our existence. Under the imptdse which they had received

from the Mediaeval Civilisation, they put forth, during the five

centuries of the Exceptional Transition, a brilliant activity,

and reached a point of cultivation far in advance of any

former period. For want however of general guidance and a

social aim they produced no proportionate result upon the

general movement. From the commencement their influence

was essentially on the negative side, especially with respect to

the intellectual evolution : the naturally organic and synthetic

character of Art being overborne by the irresistible circum-

stances of the situation. Nevertheless modern Art modified

both the materialistic tendencies of scientific studies and the

^elfish spirit incident to industrial occupations. If in each of

these directions it was always less fruitfal than the influence of

Women or even than the action of the proletariat, yet in both it

spontaneously helped those more important forces, in spite of

the vicious organisation of the transitory class (p. 236) which

still kept up functions destined in the future to revert to the

Priesthood (p. 189).

The Modern Eevolution was thus ruled by a.natural combina- Hetcroge-

tion of the various forces, whose function was to prepare by contributing

both negative and positive operations, the final regeneration. Transition.

If the forces emanating directly or even indirectly from the

deposed Catholic-Feudal regime had held entirely aloof from

this decisive movement, we see now that its course would have

been essentially the same, under the sole impulse of its proper

elements. But such a neutrality was not possible. I must

now therefore complete the foregoing explanation by pointing

out how these forces, though of heterogeneous origin, really

coopeirated in the new movement. We shall see that their

imposing rank made them appear to preponderate in an evolu-

tion to which they could in truth be only ancillary.

Let us consider these forces, as we did the principal ones, Pifth Force

in the order of decreasing importance. First, then, we must ncous):^the

note the action of the Temporal power, which, at the close of

the Middle Age, had finally reduced its Spiritual rival to a '

subaltern position. It now exercised both a repressive and a

protective action over the whole field of the modem movement,
.and for the most part with salutary results, until it was forced

by the violent outbreak of anarchical tendencies into a retro-
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grade attitude, which for a long while had belonged only

the priesthood. Its contribution to the Eevolution consist

chiefly in the shelter it gave to true liberty, a fundameni

condition of such a Transition. For the disturbing speculatioi

being intellectual rather than social, at first threatened or

the clergy, and occasioned little anxiety to political rule

whether monarchical or aristocratic. But in the department

active life, the industrial classes were the first to provoke tl

protective power to assume another attitude. Being still unc

the sway of military prejudices, they were often carried aw

into courses essentially retrograde. This was especially tr

of the employers. For although the workmen continued

evince their instinctive dislike to military life, the ambiti

of their chiefs was constantly urging them into attempti

vicious conquests ; conquests that first aimed to bring t

rural populations into subordination to the towns, but befc

long were directed against rival cities. This deprav

militarism which was so baneful to Italy in her exceptiona

dismembered state (p. 413), was in other parts of the Wi

naturally bridled by the political compression steadily exert

by the older powers, now becoming more and more conce

trated. Moreover whichever of the two feudal elements, 1

central or the local, became dependent, continued for a lo

time to exert over the general movement—and this is especia

true of the local power—an influence more pm-e and not 1

useful than that of its successful rival, by furnishing represei

ative types of nobility and social devotion. These displaj

the now expiring virtue of the ancient hereditary principle.

sbrtiiForos. The influence of Theology was necessarily less saluta

neous)'^the becausc it could only take the form of resistance. Sv

resistance however proved of service in controlling the ci

stantly dispersive and frequently subversive tendencies, incidi

to the process of emancipation, which were leading directly

moral degradation. We must even regret that Theology i

not still more effective in restraining the metaphysical agitati

which was doomed to be perpetually exciting popular passi

against every kind of authority, above all spiritual author:

and was thereby threatening to prolong the Eevolutionary Tr

sition indefinitely. Again, in opposing Science, the action

Catholicism was for the most part beneficial rather than otl

wise. Theorising minds were thereby warned off from soi

Church,
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and inoral philosophy, which the ambitious spirit of ontology,

was tempting them to undertake, before their encyclopedic

preparation had been carried far enough. Add to this that the

old priesthood spontaneously exerted an elevating influence, by

the supreme importaiice which it habitually assigned to moral

culture, in contrast to the growing indifference to morality

characterising the revolutionary classes. In this direction, how-

ever, the influence of Women was both more pure and more

decisive.

Having now pointed out how the fundamental organisation SaborOmate

of the Modern Movement was spontaneously complemented strumentaj

by the two elements of the Catholic-Feudal system, I have derniran-

yet to describe briefly two subordinate instruments of these,

which by reason of their noisy self-assertion are still sup-

posed to have had the principal directing power. I refer

to the Metaphysicians and the Legists, two classes which,

though distinct, were yet closely connected with one another,

having both sprung from the final phase of Defensive Mono-
theism. They were equally ambiguous in character, and had

equally transient functions, but they were of unequal utility. In

appearance at least, and to some extent in reality, the Meta-

physicians became the organ of the Spiritual authority in the

Western Eevolution, and the Legists the organ of its Temporal

government. For the Eevolution, though professing to deny

it, practically accepted the separation of Church and State

irrevocably commenced during the Middle Age.

Notwithstanding their intimate community of origin, educa- sorenth

tion, and even manners, the Legists should always be dis- strumentai):° •'
the Legists;

tmguished from the Metaphysicians, above whom they were soon

raised by their connection with active life. While the Meta-

physicians had sprung from the clergy, the Legists had issued

fi'om Feudalism, and for a long time merited the confidence

which, in virtue of the generality of their political views, the

ancient Temporal power and the new Industrial element united in

according to them. For command the legal class was unfitted,

being merely the temporary organ of a liybrid function which

mixed up the moral judgment appropriate to the Spiritiial power
with the coercion belonging to the Temporal power ; but for

that reason also it was the more disposed to act as a useful instru-

ment ofthe scientific and industrial forces which were destined to

obtain predominance. In the principal struggles of the period the
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juridical corporations spontaneously supported the better ca

until they were tempted by political successes to aim a

domination false in principle, and incapable of being worl

P^om the moral point of view the modem lawyers wortl

carried on the great work which had been handed down to th

across the Middle Age by their ancient predecessors : I nii

that of empirically instituting rules for public and priv

conduct (p, 311), independent of all supernatural sanction.

Eighth With regard to the Metaphysicians, pedantic as was

stramentai): form of their Writings, they always belonged, as they do st

physicians, to the literary, rather than to the philosophic class, and th

influence during the whole of the Modern Transition did m
harm than good to both mind and heart. They were pa

sitical products of a passion for theorising, which was fatally

advance of its true destination. Debaters,—fit successors of i

Greek Sophists,— they were capable of no other work than tl

of disseminating everywhere the Incomplete emancipation,

the manner I have described above. But as this was a nee

sary service,—for otherwise the people could not have boi

their due part in the troubled movement of the West,—we ;

obliged to class the Metaphysicians, though in the lowest rai

among the spontaneous auxiliaries of the Eevolution. '\

must also credit them with the diffusion of a Logic, which serv

for provisionally colligating our abstract conceptions.

<3) Course o£ To couclude the Abstract Appreciation of the Weste

Transitiou, Eevolutiou, I must describe the course it would necessar
pp. J-

. £^2^^^^^ . g^^^ jjj doing so I shall obtain the general plan to

observed in the Concrete Appreciation.

During the We must first of all recognise, contrary to the irratioi

centuries it opiuiou which stiU prevails, that the Modern Transition nec(

sarily continued for a long while spontaneous, before it cou

become systematic. The old theory of human nature, wbi

always exaggerates the influence of tlie intellect over condu

goes so far as to represent the Western Eevolution as resultii

from the advent of negative doctrines. The formation of the

•doctrines thus becomes inexplicable. This is why the gre

European agitation is generally supposed to have commenc

cnly in the sixteeenth century ; the two preceding centuri(

notwithstanding their. essentially revolutionary character, ben

classed as belonging to the Middle Age. This is an error

radical importance. When in my fundamental treatise I la

was sponta-
flifcons, nnt
^sj^tematic.
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the bases of the philosophy of history which has been built up

in this volume, my principal difficulty, as regards modern times,

consisted in decisively rectifying this radical error, which

affected the view of the entire past. But since 1841, all per-

sons of good judgment have adopted, more or less avowedly, my
conclusion that the commencement of the fourteenth century

forms the true point of departure of the Modern Movement,

both negative and positive.

Far from having originated the Western Eevolution, the The critical

negative doctrine could not come into existence until the de- sprang irom

composition of the Catholic-Feudal system was sufBciently originate the

advanced ; a decomposition essentially spontaneous, the chief cathoUo-

component elements of that system having begun to clash with regime.

one another as early as the thirteenth century (pp. 414-420).

For the several critical dogmas had all this characteristic : each

claimed to consecrate a merely passing condition of non-govern-

ment into a normal type for all time. Now this anarchy must
necessarily have existed prior to the metaphysical attempt to

systematise it, although that attempt contributed in turn

to develope the anarchy. The remark obviously applies to Private
r •> J cr Judgment

the fundamental dogma of the Metaphysical creed, a dogma was exer-

1-1 1 • 11 . „ ''•sea before

which could never have arisen, unless a long series of spour " was
claimed as a

taneous discussions had previously extended step by step RigM-

a spirit of Inquiry necessarily incompatible with complete

Faith. The spontaneous disturbance, therefore, of beliefs

came first ; and then ensued a freedom which depends solely

on the mental situation, no mere decree availing either to

produce or hinder it. Invariably the accompaniment of an

intellectual interregnum, it naturally arises when the prin-

ciples that once ruled the mind have lost their ascendancy

;

and it necessarily ceases as soon as another system of doctrine

prevails.

When this fundaniental error is corrected, we see that the Cathoiioor-

first phase of the Western Eevolution, comprising the fourteenth broke down

and fifteenth centuries, consisted of the natural sequence of thouo doc-

decisive conflicts between the principal elements of the Catho-

lic-Feudal constitution, both temporal and spiritual. These

contests were, from every point of view, only the prolongation

of those which had preceded the close of the Middle Age ; and

they gradually brought on the final disintegration of the ancient

system, without any help from dogmatic Negativism, the
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Eise of the
three Abso.
Inte and
Negative
Dogmas

:

Right of
Private
Judgment,
Sovereignty
of People,
and Equal-
ity.

Eevoltof
Kethorlands
and English
Eebellion.

These dog-
mas directly

defeated re-

trogression,
and indirect-

ly led to
substitution
of Relative
for Abso-
lute.

agents in the work being indeed unconscious of what they wi

doing. This was especially true of the spiritual order ; t

Catholic regime was utterly breaking up of itself; though i

worship and the doctrine remained intact, except that \

movement towards Complete Emancipation was always gaini

ground, as minds disposed in that direction were natura

drawn on by the general situation.

This imperceptible decay made the Metaphysical doctri

alike inevitable and indispensable. Its office was to diffi

the Incomplete Emancipation, under the impulse of which t

popular masses throughout the West were to take their part

the general agitation, and so ensure the Modem Eevoluti

reaching its social goal. During this phase liberty of discussi

was always confined to the authorities ; but their constant ex(

cise of it necessarily extended the habit to the entire publ

who were often called in by one or other of the contendi

parties. As soon as this disposition became general a

sufficiently pronounced, the metaphysical mode of thoug

exalted the existing fact of such liberty into an eternal dogn

Thus the fundamental principle of the negative doctrine v,

produced, ready to be solemnly announced at the first oppc

tunity. During the two political crises which were its ii

mediate consequences, it gave birth to its two complementa

dogmas, the Sovereignty of the People, and Social Equalil

Thus gradually arose a unique system of Absolute Negatic

which under each of the three aspects of our natm-e set up t

condition of non-government as the type of the regeneration

Humanity.

Such a consecration of modern anarchy would necessar;

become as antagonistic to the Final, as it was to the Provisioi

regime, when once the demolition of the latter had gone 1

enough to make a direct reconstruction possible, and ev

iirgent. But up to that point, which was the proper issue

the general agitation of the West, the Eevolutionary doctrii

in following its bent, fulfilled an indispensable office. It ma
manifest the hopeless dissolution of the ancient system, a:

indirectljr prepared the true reorganisation, which was the or

refuge against an entire subversion of society. Over and abo

the immediate services rendered by these anarchical dogmas

defeating retrograde tendencies, we are bound to own that, b

for their temporary triumph, the West could never have be
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moved irrevocably onwards towards the normal order of human
existence, or have even clearly discovered its fundamental

principle.

Thus the Modern Revolution shows two modes, or rather spontaneous

two successive degrees : the one spontaneous, belonging to its moTto\^st.

first two centuries, the other systematic, which prevailed during

the last thr^ee. The initial phase was necessarily common to

the whole of the West. National varieties it might have ; but

such diversities were always mere transient results incident to

the main process of disintegration ; they never affected its

substantial accomplishment, which was equally decisive every-

where. It is the spontaneity of this unperceived movement
which has led to the unscientific confusion of the first two

centuries with the Middle Age, of which they seemed to be a

simple continuation ; the process of dissolution not being

noticed until the Protestant explosion, when it is evidently

already consummated. No sooner, however, had Negativism

arisen, than material disorder followed upon spiritual anarchy

;

and then, but too late, the dangers of the situation dawned

upon those populations of the West which, in consequence of

their previous incorporation into the Eoman polity, had been

sufficiently penetrated by the influences of the Affective Tran-

sition. Progress now became directly incompatible with Order

;

and the West naturally fell asunder into two opposite camps.

In one of these the negative doctrine was welcomed in the

interest of progress, in the other it was repudiated by instinc-

tive fears for morality. The Northern couple took the former Attitude111 towards

course, the Southern couple took the latter ; and necessarily systematic
'^ '

- phase of

SO ; the result in either case being determined by a long chain England and

of antecedent circumstances, commencing: before the consti- of itaiy and
. Spain;

tution of the Western republic (p. 403), which was now for the

time dissolved. Amongst the central people, sympathies arising of France,

from geographical position enabled the retrograde principle to

triumph officially over the anarchical movement, but only after

a protracted struggle, the effect of which was to dispose this

nation before long to the Complete Emancipation.

When we reflect upon it, this partition of the West will i*.™
^«^^

appear to have been just as necessary for the systematic, as tlie
*|5f ^^^l"""

previous unanimity had been for the spontaneous decomposition,
"rg^i,""'

If the spontaneous movement had not taken place everywhere, werywhere.

the Republic of the West would now have been destroyed with-

voL. III. G a
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out any power to reconstitute itself. On the other hand

the Incomplete Emancipation had universally prevailed, 1

illusory solution would for an indefinite time have tur

aside the Western peoples from the true regeneration, wh
the chief dangers of anarchy would have continued to increi

So also, had the Catholic policy of resistance succeeded throu,

out Europe, it would have become the basis of a system!

reaction, directed above all against the Complete Emancipati

which had hitherto been unperceived and even tolerated. Th

was nothing fortuitous, then, in the division : on the contrE

such division was the decisive mark of the second part of

Modern Eevolution.
.^yBtematio But if we compare this part of the Revolution with 1

J base diTi- ^ ^

fled into fij-gt -^^ goon obscrve that it consisted of two successive phas
] Totestant- ^
i^m and distinguished by different dogmatic conditions, which, aga

l^'fa
P"- prevailed in different local areas. So long as the decompositi

in France, continued spontaueous, the process, as has been stated, t

essentially uniform everywhere. But when it became syste:

atic, degrees appeared; the reason being that the negati

doctrine at first represented merely the Incomplete Eman
pation, which was disposed to go different lengths towai

Completeness. In the two northern nations, this semi-enfra

chisement, having officially triumphed, established a repressi

action more antagonistic to the Final regeneration than ev

the policy of resistance, which obtained in the southern coup

But the central people to which, ever since the foundation

the Western Eepublic, had belonged the freely accepted lea

ership of the common movement, now assumed the initiati

in a radical negativism openly incompatible with every moc

fication of the ancient system. Preserved from Protestantisi

the P"'rench nation was able to pass directly from Catholicis

to Complete Emancipation, although at first it seemed inclin*

to stop at Deism, a vain scheme differing from the now decayc

Christianity in nothing but the rejection of Eevelation, which

the necessary basis of every practicable Monotheism (p. 361).

recently mentioned reasons for considering the first stage

negativism both inevitable and indispensable : the same reasoi

lead to the like conclusions with reference to this final stag*

and I need not give here special explanations which belor

more properly to the concrete appreciation. But if Deism wi

an essential step, without which the Western Eevolution mu!
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have failed entirely, we also see that such a condition was

properly required only in the Central People, although it was

afterwards empirically imitated in the surrounding countries

where its presence was an evil.

By combining this subdivision with the principal division chronoiogi-

11 iii^iV. -1 oal determi-

we are able to construct the general plan of the Exceptional nation of the

Transition which from the sociological point of view is mapped Phases.

out into three successive phases, in which the decomposition is

first Spontaneous, next Systematic but Incomplete, and lastly

Systematic and Complete. The first phase comprises the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries ; the second carries us to the

simultaneous triumph of Gallicanism and Anglicanism at the

commencement of the last half-generation of the seventeenth

century ; the third brings us down to the advent of the revo-

lutionary crisis in France. Though this distribution seems

here determined by the movement of decomposition only, it will

appear, when I come to examine the entire subject in its

concrete aspect, to correspond no less with the movement of re-

composition. But the character of the latter being less marked,

it was better in the first instance to construct our plan without

reference to it.

The course of these three phases, the Spontaneous, the Grad"?'*?-
r ^ sr 5 gravation or

Protestant, and the Deistic, will be found to present a continuous anarchical
^ ^ ^ symptoms

;

developement of all the intellectual and social characteristics,

whether positive or negative, which I have assigned to the

Western Eevolution. In proportion as the old creed dissolves

away, we see mind isolating itself from mind and choosing a

narrower range, while an increasing preference is given to study

of detail over general views (pp. 31, 423). At the same time we
observe intellectual anarchy gradually impairing established

moral precepts : first those relating to public life, then those

which concern the domestic relationships, and at last even

those which regulate personal conduct. An increasing spirit of

egoism tends to destroy the best traditions of the Middle Age,

gradually bearing down the resistance of the female sex under

the ambitious promptings of undisguised pride and vanity, and,

too often, of transparent greed. All trace of the normal separa-

tion of the two powers disappearing before the usurpations of

the State, polity becomes materialised, and everywhere there is

a cry for laws to regulate what must depend solely on manners.

On the other hand, notwithstanding the increasing speciality A°°"™i^''-

o a 2
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of scientific investigations, speculation soon produced deci

results, which directly contributed to prepare the Final Synth*

Already a larger knowledge of the order of external nal

had given rise to a positive faith, which, as its ascende

extended, restricted metaphysical vagaries to the field in wh
for want of Laws, Causality still bore sway. At the se

time industrial progress, now drawn into closer connection -^

the scientific spirit, was more and more tending to orgai

active life, by its institution of the hierarchical order of

productive classes (p. 440). Industrialism also exerted an

fluenee which counteracted the metaphysical assaults on i

raiity, so tbat, in the midst of modern anarchy, increas

ci<vilisation continues to involve a decreasing preponderance

the personal instincts, especially the nutritive and the sexi

Despite then the dissolution of the old bonds of union and

imperfection of the new, the movement of recomposition, o

fined though it was to special departments of thought, \

maintaining the Western Eepublic against the various influen

that were at work to subvert it, and so was already indicati

its future fitness to form the basis of a general reorganisatio

It is these two simultaneous movements which I have n

to judge, following the plan just laid down. I shall carrj

on to the present time by adding the Positive estimate of 1

French Crisis, which was necessary to complete the Westf

Revolution, and will be the direct source of Regeneration

During the first phase of the Modem Movement the varic

contests which had been commenced in the Middle Age wi

carried on with marked aggravation, thus involving the ir

vocable decomposition of the theological and military syste

The priesthood throughout the "West is reduced to subject]

by the government ; and, concui-rently, one of the two eleme:

of the feudal polity, in some countries the local, in others i

central, is radically subordinated to its rival. Then, as <

inevitable issue of this break up in Church and State, th(

appears a temporal Dictatorship, which maintains mater

order in the midst of the intellectual and moral disorder, a

thus provides the necessary security for constructive eflfo

towards the final reorganisation.

The degradation of the Spiritual power belongs mainly

the fourteenth century; the concentration of the Tempo:

power to the fifteenth.
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The sovereignty which the popes of the thirteenth century J^^^^^"**

for a moment usurped over the sham empire of the West was
at'AvimonT

soon outweighed by the decisive ascendency established by the

head of the central nation over the degenerate occupants of

the Holy See, the papacy being during two generations reduced

to the most unequivocal dependence. How far it had fallen

from its high authority throughout the West was then made
clear by the total failure of the efforts, worthy as they were,

made by the priesthood, to prevent the deplorable wars of that

period, wars whose source was mere ambition that had no

longer any systematic check. When the Holy See recovered its

nominal liberty, the Popes were so conscious of the irretriev-

able decline of their authority that they henceforth directed

their chief attention to their local dominion in Italy, which up

to this time they had regarded as a matter of quite secondary

interest.

This voluntary abdication on the part of the Papacy soon ^'jj^^

, led to a dissolution of the ties which had kept the various
J^^'ty^j

national clergies in subordination to its central control. Each
co^^yf'^'^^

national church seeingthe Pope powerless to direct the West,and

finding itself dependent on the Temporal power for material

existence, accepted the headship in things spiritual usurped by

that power. Th^ fifteenth century was from its commence-

ment distinguished from the foregoing one by a decisive co-

alition of the national clergies against the central sacerdotal

authority. They strove to make the Pope systematically submit

to the periodical control of an insmrrectionary assembly.

Upon this break up of its organisation Catholicism every-
^*^'™e'i,g.

where fell into a state of incurable decay, although the creed
aeSfo^n Go."

still remained ofiBcially intact, if we except the steady progress ^™^™upi.
of the Complete Emancipation, which such a condition of the

ecclesiastical world naturally favoured. The Priesthood, having

lost their general power over the West, proceeded next to cut

away the root of their national authority, by renouncing their

spiritual independence for the sake of preserving a mere

material existence. The bargain thus irrevocably struck soon

destroyed the credit of the body. Henceforth they were ready

to make their doctrines give an absolute sanction to the

usurpations of the Temporal power, regardless of the moral

office which had formerly been the foundation of their as-

cendency (p. 395), Thus forsaking her social mission, the
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Church in every country sank into irretrievable corruptioi

such as Dante had long before indicated in the speech 1

assigns to St. Bonaventura' respecting the degeneracy of tl

monastic order, best qualified by the principles of its institi

tion to renovate the clergy (p. 430). Hence arose the desire, s

unanimously felt in the fifteenth century, for an empirici

reform which was to regenerate the head and body of Catholii

ism without altering its fundamental constitution.

Although the old system broke up as completely on its Ten

poral as on its Spiritual side, yet the dissolution of Feudalisi

wore a very different form from that of Catholicism, since it cor

sisted in strengthening the forces which were alone then capab]

of preserving the West from entire anarchy. Dictatorships wei

established by a series of efforts prompted by ambition an

not by any far-sighted purpose. This ambition was often retrc

grade in its tendencies, especially as regards war, which, no^

tliat the Popes were powerless, broke out with a mischievoii

vigour not possible in the Middle Age. Hume has wit

justice represented the deplorable hostility of the English t

France during this period as chiefly due to the culpable polic

«f their kings, who hoped so to find vent for the rebelliou

pugnacity of their nobles. A similar policy can alone explai

the singular fact that the dominion of the Arabs was allowe

to linger on in Spain, altiiough it had received its death-woun

in the middle of the thirteenth century. However, notwitl

standing all such baneful instances of misdirection, the result c

power having no longer either counsel or check, the tempors

dictatorship for a long time maintained an influence whic

was as favourable to progress as it was indispensable to order.

To frame a proper conception of the nature and ofiBce c

this dictatorship, we must in the first instance distinguish it

two general forms : the monarchical and the aristocratic.

The monarchical form was the only fully normal on(

because there was a spontaneous tendency in the feudal consti

tution to give the central power ultimate predominance ove

the local, as we see for example in the forfeitures incident t

the regime of fiefs. The original tendency in this directio:

more and more prevailed as the anarchy in spiritual affair

made the concentration of the temporal authority more urgent

To that end everything now converged especially in France

" Paradiso xii. 112-126,
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where, since the close of the Middle Age, the characteristic

features of the Western movement had been most clearly

marked. Under the eminent Louis XI,, the best type of the

modern dictator, the ancient system was broken up, and the

elements of the new system developed, to an extent which

contrasts strikingly with the backward conditions of the

countries in which aristocracy tended to prevail over royalty.

In maritime nations, however, the temporal dictatorship Aristooratio

took the aristocratic form. It suited them, because such pietejiorm

. 11^^ Venice
populations were more exempt from war, and were also more Miaiing.

addicted to commercial conquests, which made it possible for

the leaders of industry to be incorporated with the ruling

nobility. Venice was the earliest, example of this exceptional

polity. But the most remarkable developement of it was in

England, where the Norman invasion had given rise to a

special class intermediate between the nobles and the burghers.

The artificial nature, however, of this incomplete form of the

dictatorship was shown by the lateness and difficulty of its

institution, which did not take place until the Modem Move-

ment had reached the end of the Protestant phase ; whereas

both in Spain and in France the complete dictatorship had

been established by the end of the earlier phase.

While, however, in most countries of the West the central or Moral office

monarchical element of the Temporal power became paramount, racy, under

the local element found compensation for political decadence

in developing its moral dignity.

During all this phase the nobility, especially in France,
nXTiasfea^

furnished the new classes of society with important models,

both of sentiment and conduct—thus proving that heredi-

tary wealth may have a salutary effect, even when unaccompa-

nied by hereditary functions (p. 202). But such examples were

chiefly to be found amongst the affective sex, the social

mission of which lay at that time with its aristocratic members,

they alone being sufficiently penetrated with the mediaeval

spirit to maintain a just resistance to modern anarchy. There

was, however, an admirable exception which, even thus early,

announced the final superiority of the proletarian woman, in The Maid of

the case of the incomparable heroine who devoted herself with '^'^™^'

such precious results to the independence of France.

The institution of mercenary troops expanding into stand- Paia armies,

ing armies was gradually developed during the whole course t'on.
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of this phase, and is a broad proof hoth of the profound decaj

of military habits and of the decisive predominance of peacefd

activity. For, except by the combined operation of these tw(

general currents, we cannot explain how every nation in th<

West now came to adopt an innovation, which was so in-

compatible with the pride of the military character, that eithei

the Eoman or the feudal society must have rejected it witl

disdain. But, more than this, the moral degradation of the

nobility commenced when they preferred to accept a functior

which converted them into passive instruments of the politica

authority, rather than place themselves at the head of th«

agricultural classes and superintend the cultivation of theii

domains (p. 414). Nevertheless, standing armies proved at thii

time a most useful support to the monarchical dictators, and

for a while without inducing warlike excesses. They were al

first employed as a means of order; thus announcing theii

final transformation into an engine of police, when the Wesi

shall have got rid of those anomalies which form the source o:

modern wars. Further, the expense which permanent armiei

entailed led to the introduction of continuous taxation, whicl

had been an impossibility in the Middle Age. Such taxatior

had a tendency, which was soon shown, to institute a relatior

between private fortunes and public needs, and thus to initiate

a special feature of the sociocratic regime.

This phase should be considered the one most favourable

to the useful action of the Legal class, especially the judges

for as they then held in the political system a merely sub-

ordinate position, such as suited their true character, the]

were saved from a corrupting ambition. They rendered valuable

assistance in concentrating the temporal authority : at the

same time by means of their empirical rules they succeedec

in putting a check upon the arbitrary tendencies of the

dictatorial power which they generally supported. Thei;

influence was chiefly developed in maintaining the seciu"ity o

Property. This fimdamental institution, in consequence of the

principle of confiscation being no longer guarded by the feuda

rules, seemed threatened with an instability that must have

proved directly incompatible with the free career of practica

life. The only resource which the lawyers had to prevent o:

repair that danger was to reestablish the right of independen

ownership sanctioned by the Eoman regime, which, however
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did not claim for property the inviolability now insisted upon

(p. 310). This return to the absolute principle of Theocracy

became, if we compare it with the mediaeval practice, a real

retrogression, of which the West now feels the effects in the

subversive tendencies which it has provoked. At this time,

however, it was rendered necessary by the exigencies of the

situation, for no other guarantee for property was then possible.

So far as concerns the movement of decomposition, we may Political im-

sum up the whole of this phase in the decisive advent of the systema-

temporal dictatorship. For this result represents both the

mental anarchy and the moral corruption of the time in the

increasing materiality of political aims. An avowed egoism in

fact became more and more supreme in .politics. We even

find a writer erecting this low morality into a system and Maohiaveiii

treating one who personified it as a type of statesmanship. Borgia.

And though it was only in Italy that such principles were

avowed, where, owing to the exceptional disunion, base means

could not be disguised under any great end, the disposition

was universal.

In the Positive movement during the first phase of the W PoBitive
^ ^ movement..

Modern Transition, I have to estimate first the Theoretic, then pp- *67-46i.

the Esthetic, and lastly the Industrial developement.

It was not at this time within the competence of abstract («) Phiioso-

speculation to produce any decisive result in either Science or sdentmo

Philosophy, because Complete Emancipation was not sufficiently These were

advanced to allow of the renovation of Astronomy, which was ratory, the

about to form the principal province of objective inquiry, being even

Although the decline of Monotheism had brought into clearer tor the deci-

view the importance of the Positive belief as being the only Astronomy.

guarantee now possible against absolute scepticism, yet on the

other hand that very decline, and all the more because it was

spontaneous, showed with increasing plainness how serious was

the final incompatibility of real science with all theology what-

ever. Accordingly intellectual emancipation had to become

more general before mathematics could venture to proclaim

irrevocably the double movement of the earth. Nevertheless,

towards the end of this phase there was manifested, to a degree

before unknown, a presentiment of this decisive step, and also

of its reaction on Philosophy, in the writings of a remarkable

though vague thinker whose moral integrity was not affected ^'^^'^

by his elevation to the highest ecclesiastical dignities. Not
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to speak of the stimulus furnished by the developement (

Chemistry and the advance in human anatomy, the final pre

paration that the new Astronomy required was now accon

plished by the extension of algebra and trigonometry, each i

close connection with the other. The Arabs had substitute

sines for chords : the mathematicians of the West now intn

duced the tangent.

In this phase we should especially remark the constitutio

of the theoretic movement, both as regards the speculatior

pursued, and the speculating class. It was founded on th

conceptions, truly encyclopedic though necessarily imperfec

which prevailed during the thirteenth century (p. 411).

It is entirely summed up in the simultaneous culture (

astrology and alchemy, carried on chiefly by the physiciani

Such a scientific regime was very superior to that fostered h

the Academies towards the close of the second phase, and sti.

more during the third. In its scope it admitted of grea

results ; it only failed to produce them in consequence of th

general intellectual situation of the West.

It has been too little observed how important from th

encyclopedic point of view was the definitive introduction c

Chemical conceptions into the system of Natural Philosoph]

Chemistry, though it had made its appearance in the las

phase of the Middle Age, did not show its decisive characte

until the first phase of the Modern Transition, when the phj

sicians, who had succeeded to the place of the monks in scientifi

culture, spontaneously directed their researches towards th

principal destination of Chemistry, the linking of Biology t

Cosmology (p. 43). A further consequence was that the fur

damental dogma of the invariability of natural laws undei

went its most difficult transformation, in being extended t

phenomena eminently modifiable. The scientific appreciatio

of such phenomena at last cleared true P^atalism of the absolut

character (p. 134), which had been a bar to its complet

generalisation.

Although Astronomy and Chemistry continued too muc

apart for want of the intermediate science of Physics, which we

not formally instituted until the succeeding phase, yet the ga

between them was more apparent than real, because Physic

properly so called, were then distributed in a confused mannf

between those two sciences. There was nothing therefore t
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prevent thinkers from apprehending the principal encyclopedic

relations, so far as the recognised range of science and philo-

sophic aim permitted. Such comprehensiveness of theoretic

views, which was afterwards lost until the advent of Positivism,

hecame during this period familiar to physicians. They felt

the importance of Chemistry, both in its abstract and its

concrete relations, to the science of Biology and the art of

Medicine ; and they were unable to separate it from Astronomy.

Natural Philosophy being thus united on the one side to its

mathematical basis, on the other tended to advance towards

the human province, which was to be its ultimate destination,

and the necessarily indivisible life of Man began to be the

subject of positive study in its most simple and general aspect, >

namely, the material one. The audacious projects which were

at this time put forth, having for their aim to make humanity
Ser^g^gione

more perfect in its material conditions, have been too Bimrvite.

much misunderstood since scientific conceptions have suffered

general dispersion. True philosophers, however, will a,lways

see in those speculations the power of the encyclopedic regime,

which was afterwards dissolved in the anarchy of academic

specialities. i

As regards philosophy, the tendency of such a regime was Reaction ot

to modify the general system of human thought by carrying science on

further than the Middle Age had done the ascendency of
'"

Nominalism over Eealism. The success obtained in this direction

constituted the most decisive step towards the direct advent

of the sound philosophy, until Hume's stimulating inquiry and

the results worked out by Kant. Not only did it announce

the final substitution of Law for Cause, but it likewise indi-

cated, in the midst of the preparatory objective investigation,

the presentiment of a subjective synthesis : I refer to the

importance claimed for artificial logic as the provisional bond

of all our thoughts (p. 280). Although the organs of this

reaction of science upon philosophy were more often monks

than physicians, yet none the less was the movement essentially

related to the encyclopedic studies peculiar to the latter.

Doctrinal considerations lead us to such a conclusion ; but

there is also the historical fact that the study of medicine had

an especial attraction for the monks, so much so that the popes

had specially to forbid it to them by several bulls.

At the opening of this phase, under the unperceived
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impulse derived from the Middle Age as a whole, the Modei

spirit developed its esthetic side and produced the incomparab

epic, which still forms the highest glory of human art. Althou^

the aim of this characteristic poem was to idealise Catholicisi

yet the predominant spirit is that of the Revolution. Ni

only does the sceptical tendency find special vent in occasion

protests; we recognise it above all in the audacity of tl

general conception ; for to subject religious beliefs to poetic;

judgment was to admit that they were decaying. Such trea

ment of such themes would in the foregoing century have bee

reprobated as sacrilege ; and in the succeeding one would hai

seemed superfluous. Again, though Dante's disposition was 1

care only for the intellectual aspects of the mediaeval civilisi

tion, he unconsciously pictures its social character, admirab'

yielding himself to its moral influence, as in the cardin;

instance of his abhorrent condemnation of treachery (p. 385

Lastly, his announcement, in vague but profound language, i

the final regeneration completes the fitness of this poem 1

represent the Modern Revolution as a whole, and even to sen

as a conspectus of human history, although his blind partialil

for Classical Antiquity obscures the dependence of the presei

upon the whole range of the past.

Grreat as was the impulse imparted by such a brilliai

example, it was insufficient to enable Dante's successors to ove

come those obstacles to Art which rapidly arose from the no

shifting and confused character of the general situation (p. 374

Moreover, the fresh forces of inspiration were spoilt by tl

classical tendencies of the time, especially by the honom- paid i

the Grreeks in preference to the Romans, whose superiority w;

felt by the legists alone. Nevertheless, in the fifteenth centur

the poetic movement yielded an admirable fruit in the myst

compositions that issued from the monastic class, which hi

naturally escaped the special form of degeneracyjust mentione

These constitute the last product of Catholicism, Posterr

will never cease to revere the rude but sublime outline of tl

systematic picture of human nature, the origin of which a va

erudition now dares to contest, robbing the humble author

his glory in order to assign it to the metaphysical spirit whi(

is justly reprobated in his book. In reading it, we may, 1

merely substituting Humanity for God, continually recognise tl

spontaneous presentiment of the normal harmony of our existenc
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even in the midst of a synthesis which, though necessarily im-

perfect, is yet always superior to the dispersive theories of the

Eevolution. In passages where such a substitution becomes

impossible, we can easily verify to ourselves that the sole

hindrance is the egoistic character inherent in the provisional

system (p. 376). The compositions of this order, notwithstanding

their speculative appearance, are essentially esthetic works ; and

they characterise, from the sociological point of view, the second

century of the Western Eevolution. In the previous century

the genius of Catholicism had been devoted to the spiritual

government of society; in that which followed it was to be

absorbed in controversies for self-defence : in this century alone

it could foster the mental and moral disposition required for

the production of such mystic pictures, which were continued

a little while longer by the other sex, and then ceased altogether, st. Theresa.
,

With regard to the developement of Industry during the (v) Practical
or Industrial

initial phase of the Modern Movement, I have first to examine Eesuits.

its nature, then its organisation, and lastly its result.

In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries all the essential Nature of
Industrial

branches of material production received increased attention, movement.
* ' Manufacture

but the chief care was bestowed on manufactures, in preference jaa inland
' * trade predo-

not only to agriculture, but also to commerce, at least to minateover
•J fD ^ ' foreign com-

foreign commerce. For there could be no moral reconstruction meroe.

of the Western Eepublic, to make up for its political dissolution,

until the progress of industry should have inspired all the com-

ponent populations with sympathies based on practical life, but

strengthened also by agreement in intellectual, and even esthetic

views. Till then every modern people was exclusively occupied

with improving its own position, and would therefore pay chief

attention to manufactures, together with the internal commerce

incident thereto. The disadvantages of such restriction were

naturally diminished, especially in France, and to a nearly equal

extent in Spain, by the establishment at this period of the

temporal dictatorship, which absorbed the industrial cities in

the great nationalities then provisionally instituted. This

superior importance acquired by manufacture, which of all

industries is the most central and the most marked in character,

favoured the general coordination of pacific activity, and at

the same time brought that new mode of life into clearer

contrast with the former warlike one.

Taking this direction, industrial life now spontaneously
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o/indurtrki
^'^^^'iced towards its normal constitution upon the bases whi

Sta™t ' ^*' ^^'^ gained during the Mediaeval Transition (p. 41 3). It w

ani'lr ^' *^^® *'^™® ^^^^ ^^® cardinal division between employers ai

pouSoai*at
'"^ employed—the condition of all modern labour, but eminently

titude. manufactures—received its decisive developement, in proportic

as the permanence of hired armies was extinguishing militai

activity. Eelieved from all feudal service, the popular mass(

of the West could now finally range themselves under the ne

directors of their practical life. During the fourteenth an

fifteenth centuries the ordinary conduct of such industrii

chiefs towards the proletaries bore traces of their still recei

fraternity, as is illustrated by the judicious remark of a

English historian,' that wages were then more liberal tha

at a subsequent period. The solidarity of the two classes thu

gradually acquired a civic character, and was farther strengthene

by their united action in the conflicts which from time to tim

occurred between the monarchical and aristocratic parties fo

political supremacy. For the industrial instinct led hot]

employers and employed to support everywhere that partj

whichever it might be, which, although originally the weaker

was destined eventually to prevail. Two eminent men of thi

period, one a Frenchman, the other an Italian, furnished evei

thus early a worthy type of the industrial patriciat. But the]

had no successors. Each of them showed by his conduct thai

pacific activity might go along with the completest socia

devotion, and even with profound aptitude for civic government

T must now estimate the general results of this spontaneous

developement of Industry, with the view of explaining its moK
systematic progress during the next phase of the Moderr

Movement.

The inven- The simultancous appearance in the fourteenth and fifteenth

this phase to ceuturies of several admirable practical inventions must have

by its gene- always Seemed fortuitous, until my fundamental treatise (Phil.

teristics. Pos. vi. 106) fumished for the first time the proper explanation

on sociological grounds. We cannot conceive the true filiation

of these various discoveries except by appreciating the con-

vergence of all the conditions, both positive and negative, of

this phase : we then see that such improvements had always

for their ultimate object the further developement or consolida-

tion of Industrial life.

Jacques
Coeur and
Cosmo de'

Medici the
Elder.

Eesults of
Industrial
movement.

' Hallam, Europe during the Middle Agee, ch. ix. part ii.
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At first sight it might appear unreasonable to assign such Fire-ams

an aim to the general change which took place during this

.period in the system of arms, principally those of offence, but

eventually those of defence also. We may, however, easily

satisfy ourselves on the point by remarking the evident

tendency of the new method of warfare to reduce, if not to

suppress, military apprenticeship among those nations in which

pacific activity was becoming the ruling condition, and war

exceptional. We cannot explain how it came to pass that the

invention of fire-arms, which was very easy, and also very

ancient, was not sooner introduced into the West, except by

the fact that it was now required by the new mode of life

among the more advanced populations.

The same explanation applies even better to the more Printing.

important and less easy discovery now made, which completed

the fundamental institution of Writing by accelerating the

production of copies, thus admirably connecting the develope-

ments of speculation and practice. The difficulties to over-

come were considerable ; but the special preliminary conditions

having been realised (Phil. Pos. vi. 112), the invention was now
accomplished, because it was called for by the general aspira-

tions of the West ; where since the twelfth century the universal

demand for instruction had been continually prompting ex-

periments to discover a mode of facilitating transcriptions.

This art has an exceptional character : under the conditions of

modern anarchy it has ministered chiefly to vicious tendencies

:

but a noble destination is reserved for it in the final regeneration

of society, when it will be subjected to a wise moral control.

To complete the special illustrations of the general view Discovery oj

I am advocating, I would here assign a like sociological ex- of'serroute

planation to the two great feats of Navigation which form the

industrial link between the first and second phases of the

Modern Movement. Having regard to the knowledge attained

during the scientific career of Greece (pp. 271, 273), and diffused

throughout the West during the Middle Age, we shall see that

the employmeiit of the Compass and the consequent maritime Mariners'

progress came as soon as they were opportune. Commerce,
°°™'"^^-

after its internal developement, was everywhere seeking foreign

outlets, and these, owing to the disturbed condition of the West,

were necessarily distant : no wonder, then, that a century of

such attempts, all made with a like aim, resulted in the dis-

covery of America, and an Oceanic route to India.
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We may confirm ourselves in this normal tendency

account for practical improvements by their social opportun

ness if we consider the progress of Arithmetic in this phas

It consisted in the adoption for general use of the decim

calculus, and the Arabian, or rather Hindoo notation. Boi

these improvements had been familiar to the best minds sim

the commencement of the third phase of the Middle Age, y
neither could become popularised until three centuries afte

wards, when their proper utility was brought into clear vie

by the extension of industrial life.

To link more closely together the positive and negati\

aspects of this initial phase of the modern revolution, we shou]

now observe how the same spontaneous character, which v

have already noticed in the process of decomposition, marke

also that of reconstruction. It was in fact impossible that an

systematic impulse should be applied to either science, or ar

or industry, until they had acquired a developement capable (

inspiring and guiding such intervention. Hence the foregoin

explanations have in every case shown that the advance i

each of these three provinces was essentially spontaneous. A
influence derived from artificial encouragement was reserve

for later times.

In entering upon the examination of the second Moder

Phase, during which the negative movement was whoU
dominated by the outbreak of Protestantism, I must ofier

preliminary explanation in order to place my readers at th

proper point of view for judging this period. From th

irrational importance still attached to the rise of the Critics

doctrine, and also from national vanities, it is common to re

present the nations which adopted that doctrine as the mos

advanced members of the West. This illu-sion seems also t

be confirmed by the fact that the populations which continual

Catholic fell behind in the industrial and even in the scientifi

race. Now it is desirable to dissipate such pretensions at th

outset, for they have become a hindrance not only to the forma

tion of a sound judgment of the past, but also to the tru

conception of the future, especially the more immediate future

The error will be effectually dispelled by two consideration

equally indisputable, and intimately connected with eac]

other. One is derived from the abstract appreciation of thi

disturbance, the other from a concrete comparison of thi

nations who accepted it or rejected it.
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Looked at in its whole course, it was a movement of Tenets of
' Lutner,

empirical negation at first directed against the regime only of
go^^^'g™*.

Catholicism, then extended to the worship, and finally to the ^^^^°^,

dogma, and really constituting a series of intervening steps
t^i'^**"n^

between Catholicism and Islamism. The oriental Monotheism

had in fact, nine centuries before, accomplished all the essential

changes that make up the claims of the three successive

founders of Protestantism. Now not only can no doctrine

which is purely critical deserve profound esteem, but we see

that this particular one had really no important difficulty to

overcome, except to obtain a convenient opportunity, and this

was provided in the decisive disintegration which Catholicism

had undergone during the preceding phase.

On these grounds .the nations of Southern Europe from the to southern
" ^ Europe they

first could not but disdain the so-called Eeformation. which on were intei-

lectaally

the negative side was far from sanctioning the degree of contemptible
" ° °

. .
and moraUy

emancipation already familiar to them, while from the positive repulsive.

point of view it only propounded an incoherent modification

of the old belief. Their governments were very soon aroused

to its political dangers by the attacks on social order which

followed upon the outbreak of the critical doctrine. But the

peoples had already rejected that doctrine because it was so

bare of moral attractions ; they saw that its various sects agreed

only in renouncing the best institutions of Catholicism, pur-

gatory, the worship of saints, and above all the adoration of

the Virgin, the true goddess of Southern hearts.

All the poetical monuments of this period coincide with the superior

. .
emancipa-

more direct historical records m attesting that at the openme: tionofsoniii

.
° shown by its-

of the sixteenth century the South was m advance of the Worth appreciation
•' rtf T\an ha ar^ri

in respect of intellectual emancipation. The success of Dante's

poem was for a long time confined to the Southern populations,

and shows their real mental attitude. They honoured Art for

spontaneously usurping that most decisive of religious ofiBces,

the final judgment of individuals (p. 200); an office which

the Church reserved for its invisible Head. As regards Spain

in particular, we need but consider all the intercourse, hostile

at first, but afterwards of a pacific character, which had in that

country continued between two irreconcileable monotheisms, to

recognise that Catholicism, as being the official faith, had

become more than anything else a symbol of nationality. If

emancipation had first crept in among the Templars in

YOL. III. H H

of Dante and
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consequence of their relations with Mahometans it is easj

to understand what an influence would be exercised by i

more complete intercourse prolonged through the whole of the

first Modern phase, and, with few intervals, under peacefu

conditions. Hence it was Spain which spontaneously producec

the poetic representative of Complete Emancipation, althougl

it was necessary that every nation of the West should in tun

bear its part in working out the movement. As for France,

she had always taken the initiative, and maintained the

direction of the decisive measures which brought about thf

spontaneous decomposition of Catholicism. The reaction ol

this social disturbance upon thought, together with the special

relations existing between the Central nation and the Southera

Occidentals, could not but make her people almost as familial

as they with an unbelief which went far beyond the parody oi

Islamism set up by the doctors of Grermany.

The North- As regards the Northern peoples, the inferiority of theii
em nations iip. if»i/Y^.
-wcreasback- civilisatiou would of itself be a sufficient proof that the success
ward intel-

lectuaiiy as of Protcstautism among them by no means resulted from a
they were

. "^ . n t
socially. more advanced emancipation. This remark especially appues

to the country in which the first outbreak of the Critical

doctrine took place ; for the Grermans having been incorporated

into the European system later and less completely than any

other nation, were in the sixteenth century the least cultivated

of all the populations of the West, and the least disengaged

from old warlike habits. In England social needs rather than

any intellectual demands were the chief inducement to the

people to accept Protestantism,

ima-inary In Order to mark with greater precision the character oi

ofavoiun-' the Protestant movement, I will here introduce an hypothesis

up of (he analogous to that which I employed above with respect to the

otgrnii ation Westem revolution considered as a whole (p. 429), but in this

in 1376. instance my hypothesis will more nearly correspond to the

actual possibilities of the case. On returning from Avignon,

the Popes, conscious that their spiritual authority was fatally

on the wane, turned their chief attention to their temporal

principality. Now if this policy of transformation, instead of

being merely empirical, could have been thenceforth sys-

tematically designed and directed, it would have led to the

suppression of clerical celibacy, with a view to making the

papal throne, like other sovereignties, pass by hereditary trans-
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mission, which men would have preferred to the nepotism

soon afterwards prevalent. By thus gradually relinquishing

its spiritual character, the Papacy would have sanctioned the

spontaneous dissolution of Catholicism, and would have dissi-

pated in advance thosejealous apprehensions of its tyranny which

were the main motive for the outbreak of Protestantism. Such a

policy would have further required that the pope should abolish

simultaneously the convents and universities, transferring to

the different national governments the direction of the special

schools, especially those of Law and Medicine, of which indeed

they did make themselves masters before long. At the

commencement of the fifteenth century the Papacy had still

sufficient influence to have secured an acceptance in every

country for this final exercise of its power, which was in full

conformity with the real needs of the West. True, the meta-

physical form of emancipation must still have prevailed with

the Northern peoples, but since there would have been neither

intellectual organs nor social passions to aggravate its action,

violent secessions would have been avoided.

This hypothesis may be of service in helping us to perceive The -Retor-

that the success of Protestantism is to be principally attributed wouid"then

to the need felt for escaping from the domination of the avofded!"

Papacy which, having become essentially Italian, pressed most

heavily on the North ; while in the South it was practically

nullified by the nationalisation of the clergy. This preliminary

question having been settled I proceed to examine this move-

ment of revolt, which was at first partial in operation, but

before long excited a general ferment.

The fundamental principle of the negative doctrine appeared inteiieotnai

at the outset in the asserted right of every one to constitute PrStant-

himself supreme judge upon religious questions, irrespective oTpriTate*

both of his own competency and the authority of the past,
'"'^ement.

During the Protestant phase this individualism did not extend

beyond the interpretation of the revealed books, but in the end

it could not but embrace the entire domain of theology. Even

its earlier field comprised divagations wide enough to render

all spiritual organisation impossible ; thus manifesting how
essentially anarchical was the principle which exalted individual

opinion against the judgment of society. But though each

fresh innovator endeavoured to confine scepticism within the

limits he chose to lay down, such arbitrary bounds were one

BH 2
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after another extended, and Negativism attained in the end the

full scope its true destination required. At first it was the

Catholic regime alone which was dissolved by a series of illo-

gical assaults ; but the like process soon impaired the worship,

and finally nullified the doctrine by assailing the special condi-

tions on which Western revelation rested (p. 387).

The negative doctrine, having thus obtained a firm footing

in intellectual matters, required to be extended to social ideas

to qualify it to become provisionally the systematic organ of

the spontaneous aspirations of the West towards universal re-

generation. And this was in fact the principal result of the

political application of the negative doctrine to the two pre-

liminary crises which were soon excited by the inevitable

struggle between the disintegrating spirit and the counter-

acting policy of oppression. In the most honourable and

least stormy of these modern conflicts, the revolutionary

principle put forth the dogma of the Sovereignty of the

People, the first purpose of which was to deliver Holland from

the yoke of Spain. After having thus proclaimed the right of

external liberty, metaphysical negativism set itself to internal

reform, and attempted in an abortive but well marked under-

taking, to regenerate England on the principle of Equality.

These two contests, admirably conducted by the two most

eminent statesmen of Protestantism, gave the critical doctrine

its decisive developement. The principle indeed of Private Judg-

ment directly assumed Equality as its fundamental condition,

and could appeal to no other authority than the Supremacy of

Numbers. But the two derivative dogmas, though involved in

the fundamental ©ne, «ould not have gained sufficient hold if

each had not been inaugurated by a special application.

Thus arose in the West a systematic anarchy, such as up

to that time had never been known, which characterised the

interregnum necessarily intervening between the failure of

Theologism and the advent of Positivism. Its general principle

consisted in this, that the Individual, in direct revolt against

the Eace, now recognised no other authority than his own

for the decision of all questions whatsoever, above all the

most important and the most difficult. This principle

had been first inspired by the mental cravings which Mono-

theism excited but could not satisfy ; in the sequel, however, if

served as the organ of social aspirations which took for granted
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that an order which had become retrograde must be dissolved.

Neither in its intellectual nor its social aspect could it be

confined to the countries in which Protestantism was officially

adopted. Amongst the populations which continued Catholic

in name the same tendency was equally active, and even gave

birth to national heresies, which were fully as contrary to the

mediaeval ecclesiastical order as the Protestant dogmas them-

selves.

Not to speak of the intellectual aberrations which are its The critical

direct characteristics, the disease which had thus attacked the paired sense

West soon impaired sociability by the indirect sanction which mdty and

it necessarily accorded to absolute individualism. Solidarity anatostereA

suffered ; but the principal danger was to Continuity, which

became gradually more ignored until men came even to deny

that the present owed any subordination to the past or any

obligation to the future. The reaction of this mental and

social disorder upon the affections consisted in stifling Venera-

tion, the normal basis of human discipline, and in developing

Pride, the chief source of insurrectionary passions.

Under the Spontaneous phase, this modern anarchy had Deterfora.

commenced its moral ravages by dissolving the ancient ties of priTate ufe.

public life, which was henceforth openly given over to egoism, of Divorce.

The Protestant phase carried on the like process into domestic

life, directly threatening the fundamental bond of marriage by

an anarchic retrogression in favour of divorce, and even by a

tendency to the dogmatic revival of polygamy. Happily both Luther and

aberrations were spontaneously frustrated by the ancient habits authorise

of the West, which were in full conformity with the true nature Hesse to

of modern civilisation; but they nevertheless left everywhere -Jives at

deep traces, which were aggravated under the Deistical phase,

and are too perceptible even now. Thought and Feeling hence-

forth underwent a common deterioration which was manifested

in the general and increasing repudiation of the Middle Age,

and a more distinct contempt for the resistance of women to

the Eevolution. The Aristocracy having become morally

degraded (p. 455), the opposition of the affective sex to modern

barbarism was henceforth exemplified among the middle classes ;

and when they too became corrupt, it was left to the women of

the proletariat to play this part.

Having thus characterised the main current of the Protestant

niovement, I have to speak of its necessary reaction upon the

once.
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concentration of the temporal power which had commenced i

the preceding phase. But, before doing so, I must estimat

the principal effort of resistance made by Catholicism agains

the dissolution of Monotheism.

This consisted in the attempt of the Jesuits to regenerat

the Papacy, the spiritual office of which had been really i

abeyance since its transformation into a temporal sovereigntj

As it had been the vital centre of the Catholic system, it

decay, whether manifest or unacknowledged, had occasionei

all the deteriorations which the regime, the worship, and evei

the dogma of the Church had everywhere undergone. Of th

connection between these facts the eminent founder of JesuitisE

was deeply convinced : accordingly, under the modest title o

' Greneral ' of the order, he set before himself the task of estah

lishing by the side of the Eoman prince a true Pope, a fre

leader of a new clergy, to overcome Protestantism by reor

ganising Catholicism.

That such was the design of Jesuitism becomes undeniabl

when we study the nature and course of this institution, no

only at its commencement, but also during the whole of th

first generation of its activity, which is now too much con

founded with its subsequent career. The noble enthusias

who, in founding the Jesuit Order, announced himself as thi

defender of Catholicism and the adorer of the Virgin, deserve

from the sociological point of view to be honoured as the tru

succe.ssor of the church-reformers of the thirteenth centur

(p. 408), whose failure he wished to repair. Profoundly shocke(

by the degradation which the spiritual power had everywher

undergone in various forms since the close of the Middle Age

he endeavoured to arrest the dissolution of religion by recon

stituting Catholicism upon the basis of the worship of thi

Virgin, the goddess of the West. Attributing the failun

of his Franciscan predecessors to their efforts being toi

dispersed and too dependent on the general ecclesiastica

system, he instituted his order with the design of once mor

uniting the functions of preaching and confession, and separate(

it from the nominal chief of the Church with the view of bette

subordinating it to its real chief. He strove to get the tru^

Priesthood everywhere transferred to his Jesuits, by procurin|

for them the general direction of an education suited to tb

aspirations of the time, and the superintendence of the foreigi
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missions which the universal expansion of the West seemed to

demand.

Such was the original plan of Jesuitism. It differs little sociooratio

from the scheme I have hypothetically suggested as capable, eaiiy Jesuit-

had it been adopted at the commencement of the fifteenth

century, of preventing the outbreak of Protestantism. The
intellectual and social ascendency to which the new corporation

aspired was in fact equivalent to the abolition both of the old

monastic orders and of the universities which fostered the

metaphysical spirit. The essential difference between the two

methods consists solely in the maintenance by the Jesuits of

the celibacy of the priesthood. Originally adopted by them,

in imitation of the elder brotherhoods, as a guarantee of

independence and a basis of discipline, this obligation soon

became a source of moral corruption. With that exception

we are bound to recognise that the action of Jesuitism was

inspired by a sincere and deep desire to reestablish the spiritual

authority in a fit manner, by making it better qualified to fulfil

its social oflSce than in the Middle Age. The sociocratic tend-

ency of this grand effort is clearly shown in the energetic

protests of the first .Jesuit fathers against the usurpation of

spiritual functions by the temporal power.

This was the true Eeformation of the sixteenth century ; ks success

but it failed more rapidly and more completely than that of
""p"^^'" ^•

the thirteenth, being overborne by the same fatality more fully

developed (p. 430). Measures which, if taken a century before

the outburst of Protestantism, might have sufficed to prevent

it, were now impotent to stay its course. Nothing could now
avail for such a purpose but that which was not yet possible

—

a radical change of doctrine, the substitution of Positivism for

Theologism. For the explosion of Negativism was creating a

dim feeling of the profound incongruity of Catholicism with

the scientific spirit and the industrial mode of life, both of

which were evidently destined to prevail, while neither could be

disciplined except by a demonstrable faith. In short, mental

anarchy having become systematic, nothing could hinder- it

from running its entire course, because the final solution

required as a preliminary condition the full developement of

such, anarchy, at least in the central nation.

Although this fatality was beyond the ken of the founders

of Jesuitism, it was not long before their successors perceived
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the impossibility of regenerating Catholicism. Thenceforth

they confined their efforts to systematising the policy of obstruc-

tion and retrogression. Thus the plan which had been originally

designed to direct a progressive reconstruction became totally

perverted. The reactionary policy soon rested its success on

a vast hypocritical conspiracy. Men of emancipated minds,

the large majority of whom belonged to the cultivated classes,

all made common cause with the Jesuits against the enfran-

chisement of the people from theology, lest their joint domina-

tion should be imperilled. By lending themselves to this

compact, the freethinkers purchased full toleration ; while as

to their private life, now that it was freed from the only

effectual control of public convictions, they secretly abandoned

themselves to their personal inclinations.

And so, before it had been fifty years in operation, this

chimerical scheme for spiritual reorganisation turned into a

system only too real of hypocrisy and obstruction, which, to

arrest mental anarchy, developed moral corruption. To illus-

trate this contradictory tendency we need not have recourse

to the equivocal evidence alleged by a blind hatred of the

Jesuits ; it is enough to point to their disastrous multiplication

in every coimtry of colleges,—institutions, the like of which

were as unknown to the Middle Age as to Antiquity. Now
although the Jesuits were disqualified by their celibacy from

fully appreciating family life, they knew that the principal

merit of Catholicism had really consisted in fostering the due

developement of all family ties during the whole Mediaeval

period, a period which for that reason I have termed the

Affective Transition. Nevertheless, so absorbed were they in

their reactionary task that they scrupled not to compromise

moral progress by cutting off the young from domestic relations,

hoping by a system of scholastic seclusion to withdraw them

from the general movement of emancipation. Such isolation

of the young, however, could never have become a common
practice witliout the consent of families. Here then we may
satisfy ourselves how far mental anarchy had at this time ex-

tended its dissolving influence upon morality. It had reached

even the hearts of mothers.

In this its final form, Jesuitism did not merely call forth

the hatred of Protestants. It also met with continuous and

profound opposition from the Catholic populations, among
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whom its career- became really an incessant struggle, especially

as against the more ancient organs of the defence of theology.

Its tendency to renovate both the regular and the secular

clergy could not but excite the special antipathy in Spain of

the Dominicans, and in Italy of the Franciscans, because these

orders had respectively assumed in those countries more or less

completely the practical direction of the national church, whilst

the endeavour of Jesuitism was to subordinate all national

churches to the universal priesthood. The principal develope-

ment of Jesuitism was accordingly confined to France ; but

there too it encountered obstacles, less concentrated indeed but

more decisive, from the metaphysical corporations, who were

the rivals of monks of every kind. Nevertheless, from a

sociological point of view, Jesuitism must be considered to be

the last form of Western Monotheism. Notwithstanding all

appearances consequent upon its official suppression, it cannot

cease to exist until theology itself ceases to be. While the

title of Catholicism, can be properly applied only to the normal The aegene-

condition presented by the Mediaeval Church, the name of Oathoucism

r-. • I'l n (. • ^1 • ir*T is more pro-,

Jesuitism, which recalls a fictitious founder, suits the final periy called

- . _ Jesuitism.

degeneration oi the supernatural system better than any such

appellation as Popei'y, since the decline of the Papacy every-

where preceded that of the Catholic belief.

I now proceed to characterise the course of the decom- W Tempo-
^

. ral Decom-

position of the temporal organisation during the second phase
^"^'Ijg";-,

of the Modern Movement, in which all political action was

soon centred in the general struggle between Jesuitism and

Protestantism.

The direct effect of the outbreak of the negative doctrine consisted

.
during this

was to develope everywhere to a further deffree that fusion of Pbasein
• ' ° further and

the temporal and spiritual powers which had spontaneously systematic
* ^ ^

. p , usurpation

commenced during: the first phase. This corruption of the bybtateof
« . ., . spiritual

polity which had constituted the chief progress of civilisation powers;

in the Middle Age, was common to all Europe, but was first

systematised by Protestantism, the success of which arose

chiefly from its inherent tendency to subordinate the priest-

hood to the government. Having rejected all spiritual autho-

rity by exalting the right of Private Judgment, it could only

avoid entire anarchy by subjugating the Church to the State

—the latter power representing the material supremacy of

Numbers, according to the principle of Equality. Catholicism,
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however, suffered at the same time a nearly equivalent sub

jection and degradation, although in this case the fundamenta

separation of the two powers was never formally disclaimed

The real difference between the two modes of degradation wa
reduced to this, that in Catholic countries only the highes

ranks of the priesthood were filled by State-nominees, wh(

retained their hierarchical influence over their subordinates

whilst in the Protestant states the usurpation of the terapora

power extended even to the lowest clerical grades. Thi

diversity simply means that the clergy in each case natu

rally tended to support that system of dictatorship which wa
most able to guarantee them a livelihood. Catholicism wa
thus led to give its assistance to the ascendency of monarchy

and Protestantism to favour the supremacy of aristocratic rule

In Catholic and Protestant countries alike the dictatoria

form of government now made a conspicuous advance b;

successfully usurping the chief functions of the priesthood

whilst continuing to maintain a purely temporal character

For it everywhere drew to itself the supreme direction o

public education, special as well as general, and endeavoure(

to assume a kind of universal direction like that of the ancien

theocracies, with the full consent of servile churchmen, wh^

were now ready to grant to the strong dispensation from al

duties on the sole condition of orthodoxy. It is important t-

vmderstand that such was the origin of this vicious concentra

tion, of which the advantages were but partial, and indeei

more nominal than real ; whereas its general influence ha

proved disastrous, for it has leagued together all ambition

persons, whether of the speculative or active class, against th

separation of the two powers.

On the purely temporal side, the dictatorial rule obtain©

in every country an indirect support from the ultimate tend

ency of the negative movement to throw its weight on th

side of whichever of the two temporal elements had alread

acquired a preponderance over the other. But this result wa

for a long time hindered by the encouragement that Protesi

antism at first afforded to the defeated power, which had i

the first instance been disposed to acquiesce in its subalter

position. Thus, if we compare the two principal cases, w

may observe how Protestantism soon inspired both the Englis

monarchy and the French nobility with the hope of recoverin
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the political ascendency which they had lost. These two

reactions, opposite as they are, admit of the same explanation,

if we consider that Protestantism had two forms, and was

disposed to support monarchy or aristocracy, according as its

own organisation was episcopal or presbjrterian. In England

this gave rise to long conflicts : the papal power having been

there officially transferred to the sovereign, the nobility had

hard work to reduce his authority again to that condition of

political nullity to which it had been spontaneously brought

during the preceding phase. In France the leaning of Pro-

testantism towards the defeated power produced no grave

disturbances, until the crown itself, under the influence of an

aristocratic court, vacillated in its policy, and hung back from

supporting the Parisian populace, whose sure instinct and

energy, in spite of demagogic seductions, saved the centre of

the West from Protestantism. Nevertheless in France, as in Butflmiiy

England, the form of dictatorship which had been instituted jJlctarorship

in the first phase had acquired complete supremacy at the Fran^na

close of the second, and the subaltern element ratified its own ll^^f^'

final degradation by consenting to adorn the triumph of its
^"^lana.

rival, which soon took a retrograde direction.

Throughout all the stages of its gradual rise to full power. Dictatorship

the modern dictatorship pushed on without intermission the ^one°es-

spontaneous decomposition of the ancient political organisation, than^itelie-

Thus. more especially if we examine the monocratic mode, the "^^ ^^^^^'

only direct and complete form of the dictatorship, we see

arising out of its very triumph a decisive decline in cha-

racter, which was the first symptom of its final ruin. From
the commencement of the second phase, kings had grown

strangers to the real government of their afiairs, both at home

and abroad, so much so, that one of these unreal dictators lost Fr«nois i.

a famous battle because he was ignorant of the number of his

soldiers. Ministerial power, completed by diplomacy, continually

tended to become predominant, and royalty was soon reduced

to occupy itself with display, such as had been hitherto

disdained by the worthy organs of a concentrated temporal

power. In the case of the aristocratic mode of dictatorship the

same excessive accumulation of incoherent attributes in the

ofiBcial government led to a similar surrender of essential

functions : the process was tardier and more disguised ; the

result was the same in the end. In every country persons
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holding apparently subaltern offices, and springing from all

classes indiscriminately, obtained, no less than the great Eiche-

lieu, political supremacy, which being now dissociated from the

class in which it formerly resided was destined to keep drifting

promiscuously until a new class should arise to hold it. What
made this transformation more decisive was the further lowering

of military functions which had been already affected by the

institution of paid armies. The chiefs of these forces now

passively subordinated themselves to ministers or diplomatists

who were often strangers to war, and had sometimes sprung from

the lowest ranks.

As for the special elements of the Modern Transition, the

influence they had for a time exercised was now seriously im-

paired in the midst of their apparent triumphs, in consequence

of the unreasonable ambition which tarnished for ever the

honourable character they had manifested during the first

phase. The Judiciary, claiming the credit, especially in France,

of having brought about the dictatorial power, to the rise of

which they had merely contributed, strove to monopolise the

ministerial functions, in proportion as these became of capital

importance. They even endeavoured, by making their offices

transmissible by purchase, to establish themselves as a dominant

caste in close relation to the nobility, and to assume the political

pretensions of that order. The sovereigns, however, easily

overcame this new obstacle in their path, so long as they them-

selves maintained a truly progressive character, that is to say,

until the commencement of the third phase. Moreover to-

wards the end of the second phase these former allies of the

crown found, to their surprise, their own special functions

directly abridged by the institution of the Police, which having

up to that time served the tribunals only as a passive instrument,

now tended more and more to supersede them. As for the Meta-

physicians, their previous success against the clergy during the

first phase led them now to become throughout the West the

systematic organs of resistance to the Jesuits. They formulated

such resistance into dogmatic shape by promoting the various

national heresies. The radical incoherence, however, of their

theories never allowed them to gain any permanent advantage

over the last defenders of western monotheism. Like the legists,

the metaphysicians soon became impressed with a retrograde

tendency, to develope which became the final aim of both.
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Before describing the positive movement of the second phase The Nega-

^ , , .
tive move-

I must here complete my examination of the nesfative movement ment exten-

during that period by pointing out how the modern revolution ism;

spontaneously extended to Islamism, the decomposition of which

was profoundly connected with that of Catholicism. Philoso-

phers at the present day should familiarise themselves with this

connection in order that their sociological conceptions may
sufficiently correspond to the general situation common to all

the advanced populations. Nothing can better show what must

be the true nature of the universal religion than the fact that

it is bound to reconcile these two opposite religious experiments.

During the first phase of the Modern Movement, Islamism y^'°'}j^/'"

had completed its destined area as a political power by the S'^o^'Jof*

gradual conquest of the East, which Catholicism, by a tacit universauty.

compromise, spontaneously abandoned when crusades fell into

desuetude. Despite theological prejudices, the Wegtern nations

always instinctively felt the social superiority of the Mussulmans

over the Byzantines. They preferred the avowed fusion of the

,
spiritual and temporal powers to a deceptive separation; ac-

cordingly they made no effort to save the Byzantine empire.

After reaching this final limit, Islamism lost, no less than

Catholicism, the enthusiasm with which the hope of universality

had long inspired it. The process of its spontaneous dissolution

was nevertheless somewhat retarded at the commencement of the

second phase by maritime expeditions, which, taking the place

of the former land invasions, served for a while to sustain the

prestige of the Mahometan name. This however was soon re-

vived by a decisive victory, the only one of which the West could Battle of

boast since the close of the Middle Age, but which must also

recall the religious dissensions and political jealousies that threw

the common defence into the hands of the Spanish Dictator.

When the Monotheism of the East had finally lost its comparison

initial impulse, a tendency to spiritual decay soon appeared. lamTm'and

This was much facilitated by the union of the two powers and ism.^ ™
'

by the simplicity of the creed. Under both these aspects the

gyst-em of Islam had always presented the type to which the

efforts of Protestantism were now aspiring. Its organisation

did not admit of any metaphysicians or even legists, properly

so called : a fact which now proved to be a compensation for

its comparative imperfection during the Middle Age, when
Catholicism had justly obtained the direction of social progress.
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From my theory of the general division of the Moder

Eevolution into two periods, the one of spontaneous, the othe

of systematic decomposition, it is easy to see that such

distribution applies only to the West, because it depend

upon the separation of the two powers. In the East, th

process of spiritual decay always remained spontaneous. I

necessarily commenced as soon as the military enthusiasm wa

radically exhausted by the accomplishment of the principa

Mahometan conquests, and it never became ambiguou

(p. 464). If Islam appears to have maintained its full powe

longer than Catholicism, this was only because it had beei

later established. Preserved from the Incomplete form o

emancipation, the Mahometan mind soon attained Complete

enfranchisement. Thishowever was spontaneously confined to tli(

governing classes,- anarchy and retrogression being thereby botl

avoided. In this special manner, then, the East preparec

herself for the decisive adoption of the universal religion (ai

soon as that faith should be sufficiently elaborated in th(

West), in virtue of the solidarity between the two civilisation

which had already been developed and even recognised, befoK

the end of the second phase.

The positive movement, from whence the ultimate solutior

was to issue, thenceforth became common to both parts of tht

Eoman world, in consequence of the noble readiness of the

Turks to adopt Western progress, which indeed at first owed

its prolongation, after the break up of ancient civilisation, tc

the intervention of the Arabs. Both in East and West, the re-

generation in speculation, art, and practical life now advancec

beyond the stage of spontaneous action which had marked

the first phase. Political rulers bestowed their encouraging

assistance, which took more and more a systematic character

Of this policy Colbert furnished the best example. It should

be noticed that the dictatorial form of government, from whence

such assistance and direction came, was native in the East,

while in the West it had only been established after long and

difficult efforts. Of course the positive progress of which I am

speaking should be especially studied in the central seat of its

activity
; yet it was important here to mark in advance how

it will finally be extended to the populations which are most

favourably disposed to accept the lead of the West. For without

this preliminary explanation, an erroneous idea might have beer
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formed respecting the area over which, at the close of the Middle

Age, the intellectual and social problem had spread, under the

unifying influence previously transmitted from the Eoman
dominion.

The general motive which inspired the policy of systematic Bncomage-

state-aid towards the positive movement was not the same in Dictatorial

the third phase as in the second. For at first the dictatorial ments.

governments hestowed their patronage in this direction with a

view to amplify their own glory and power, but in the end they

found it imposed upon them as a social duty. During both

phases, h.owever, the nature and the efficacy of their interven-

tion were much influenced by the mode in which the dictatorial

rule was constituted. Monarchical governments contributed to

the movement more order, and aristocratical governments more

liberty.

Without insisting further upon these general distinctions,

I will now proceed to estimate the special developement

accomplished during the second phase of the Modern Eevolu-

tion, first in the province of theory, then in art, and lastly in

practical life.

As scientific investigation produced decisive results during (a) scienti-

this phase, it will be proper to examine the advance in Science

before the consequent progress in Philosophy. Both these

evolutions were alike profoundly governed by the definitive

discovery of the double motion of the Earth. Nevertheless, it

is convenient to estimate the direct influence of that doctrine

before pointing out its indirect consequences.

I have already shown in the fourth chapter (p. 274), that noctrfneof

the delay in discovering the true theory of the Earth's motion «onofthe'

should not be ascribed to the insufficient qualifications of became so*^

ancient science, but in the main to the adverse character of the tnn?;°™°'"

prevailing philosophy and the corresponding constitution o£

society. This explanation I would here confirm by calling

attention to the manner in which the reconstruction of

Astronomy now took place. The new doctrine was no sooner

announced than it began to gain rapid predominance,

although the special knowledge on which it was based had not

become more complete than in Antiquity. The only really

novel steps required were, first, the establishment by Kepler of

the uniform and rectilineal character of every motion, and,

following upon that, Galileo's law respecting the compatibility
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of the special motion of any part of a system with the commc
motion of the whole.' Now, although both these discoverii

were difficult, they depend upon such everyday observatioi

that they must have been arrived at long before, unless tl

human mind had been diverted from them by a philosophic;

disposition determined by social influences. The truth wi

that the doctrine of the Earth's motion was incompatible wit

all Theologism, and could not be fully recognised until M(

notheism was radically worn out. But it now became i

opportune as previously it had been the reverse. For tl

Negative outbreak was making it clear that nothing but

Positive synthesis could henceforth unite the intellects of tl

West ; and for such a synthesis this new discovery furnished tl

first basis. Moreover, although the new astronomical theor

rests upon mathematical ideas which have now made their wa

everywhere^ yet its full results are still not appreciated excej

by intellects sufficiently emancipated. The like reason explair

why it was more rapidly received in the first instance amon
the Northern populations than among those of the South.

If we look at the course of this great revolution in scienc

we shall find that it confirms the judgment we have jus

arrived at from the sociological point of view. To the leame

class the double motion of the Earth had become so ni

cessary that they adopted it a century before those proofs wer

discovered which we now deem the most decisive. Th
public also required no other preparation to enable them t

pass from the ancient to the new system than two intermediat

steps, each of which occupied but a single generation : firsi

the adoption of the Sim as the true centre of the planetar

motions ; and, secondly, the acceptance of the Earth's rotatioi

A transformation so radical, and rendered all the more decisiv

by the futile resistance offered by theology, showed that th

Western populations were prepared to change, not merely thai

scientific theories, but their spiritual guides also. Th
Positive faith, which was already established in the domain c

Mathematics, now showed its capacity for extension to al

classes of phenomena ; for here was the new Astronomy, simpl

because it was opportune, winning universal acceptance with

out demonstration—individuals, as in all such cases, subordi

nating their judgment to that of the race.

' Astronomie Populaire, pp. 386-388.
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As regards t,heoretic results, the revolution in Astronomy its special

gradually brought about the systematisation of the special oonsequen-

sciences which make up Cosmology (p, 42 ), with the exception veries ot

of Chemistry, which was necessarily reserved for the next leo, and

phase. First Kepler deduced from it the final constitution of Physics in-

Celestial (ieometry, which is inconsistent with the immobility separate
scieucc.

of the Earth. Next, animated by the same doctrine, Galileo

founded, and Huyghens completed, Eational Mechanics. Then

upon this twofold basis, Newton constructed his general theory

of Celestial Mechanics, the developement of which belongs to

the third phase. In this manner, society being ripe for the

change, the renovation of Cosmology was accomplished in a

single century—a result which the genius of Antiquity had

failed to attain, solely because prevented by social conditions.

The first encyclopedic couple having been definitely consti-

tuted, the second couple was soon completed by the introduc-

tion of Physics as the intermediate science between Astronomy

and Chemistry. Synthetical minds could thenceforward grasp

the entire hierarchy of Natural Philosophy, so as to feel the

necessity for constructing the sciences relating to Life and

Society, in order to effect a final combination of the whole

with Moral Philosophy—which, and which alone, could form

the final term of the positive conception.*

To the renovation in Astronomy thus brought about by the
o/^™^.t|g

social situation, we must also ascribe another consequence, which andteibnitz.

' Encyclopedic Hierarchy, from the Historical point of view :-

1. MiTHEMATlCS.
r Cosmology.

Preliminary Science, Physics.

2. AsTEONOMY.
3. Physics (proper).

or Natural Philosophy,
j

(4. Chemistry.
V 6. BlOLOSY.

Final Science, j 6. Sociology (proper),

or Sociology. | 7. Morals.

From the Dogmatic point of view the arrangement is somewhat different :—
( Abstract, or 1. Mathematics.

Cosmology . . J (2. Astronomy.
( Concrete, or Physics.

|
3. Physics (proper).

( 4. Chemistry.
Preliminary, or 5. Biolosy.

Sociology .

. Final, or

6. Sociology (proper).

7. Morals.

VOL. III. I I
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if less direct was more profound—I refer to the admirab!

revolution which Descartes accomplished in Mathematic

especially by founding the science of General Geometry
(]

254). The progress of Algebra -which in Antiquity had bee

arrested in the same manner as Astronomy (p. 276), no

became indispensable to the advance of astronomical scienc(

of celestial geometry in the first instance, and soon afterward

of celestial mechanics. Descartes began by developing Algebra

he then, with that systematic genius which marks him as th

greatest of modern philosophers, came to perceive that thi

logical instrument might furnish means for generalising an

coordinating geometrical conceptions. By his decisive combi

nation of algebra with geometry, the philosophy of mathematic

was constituted on the basis of a general relation between th

abstract and the concrete. Nor was it long before the sami

relation was extended to mechanics, so as to transform algebr;

into a universal nexus of all mathematical conceptions. Bu
to qualify Algebra fully for this eminent function, a fina

developement of it was necessary. By founding the infini

tesimal calculus, Leibnitz at length enabled the Cartesiai

generalisation to be applied to the most direct and the mosi

ancient department of geometry (pp. 182, 248).

We thus recognise the logical and scientific bond actuallj

connecting all the great discoveries of the second phase wit!

the revolution in astronomy which, as we have seen, had itsel

resulted from the convergence of social influences. Th(

theoretical progress of this period was confined to Cosmology

and even essentially to its first two departments. These, how-

ever, formed the necessary basis of the Positive Synthesis

and, though isolated, showed already a power to make £

decisive impression upon the general system of human thought

Some important notions were also started in Chemistry, and

still more in Biology, but they were too precocious to have anj

theoretic value until they were reconstructed later on, wher

the time was ripe for them.

There is nothing then to prevent our perceiving that thf

social influences of the new astronomy tended to the entin

regeneration of Philosophy. The establishment of the Earth's

motion was destroying Theologism, and consequently also Onto-

logism (p. 32), by inaugurating Positivism ; for to substitute.
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once for all, the relative idea of the World for the absolute

conception of the Universe, was to inaugurate Positivism.

Thus at last ended the domination of Astrology, which, having

had its source in Astrolatry, had necessarily prevailed even over

Theology, so long as the earth was regarded as the centre and

ultimate purpose of the system of nature. Henceforth the real

connection of the Earth was limited to the planetary group of

which the sun is the focus, and beyond the internal economy of

which we cannot healthily speculate, since the other worlds

cannot affect it in any way. Moreover, as this tiny field only

deserves our interest so far as it concerns Humanity, Subjec-

tivity, as well as Eelativity, became at last a predominant

principle in natural philosophy.

After this transforming conception, every Objective Syn- synthetic

thesis became at once useless and vicious. If the incom- Descartes,
Bacon, and

parable Descartes fionstructed the best type of one, he did so wieir succes-
^ ./

1

?
gQ^g^ Hobbes

only in order to bring into clearer view the need of subiective Leibnitz,
•I ^ •> and BosBuet,

unity by showing the impossibility of an objective coordination

reaching beyond our notions respecting the inorganic world.

His theory, however, though provisional, was of eminent service.

While immediately furnishing a powerful stimulus to the

improvement of the lower sciences, it enabled the Positive

spirit to give direct evidence of its capacity for carrying out

the final systematisation, and even thus early to get rid of

Entities. Connected as it was with the entire body of mathe-

matical science, the impulse thus given by Descartes cooperated

with the logical influence of Bacon to produce a first outline of

the sound philosophy. We shoidd also remark that the serious

gaps which remained unfilled were better indicated in the

general conceptions put forth by these illustrious men than in

their special precepts. Descartes was so far alive to the need

of an essentially subjective synthesis that he attempted to

construct one, though his effort was illusory and even retro-

grade, because he founded it on individual intuition. But

Hobbes soon perceived the true nature of the problem, and,

following in Bacon's track, contributed the only real improve-

ment to social science which had been accomplished since the

time of Aristotle. Leibnitz and Bossuet also did much to further

the tendency towards a Subjective Synthesis : the former by his

two conceptions of the dualism between Man and the World,

I I 2
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and of the alliance of Philosophy with History ; the latter by

admirably inaugurating the direct appreciation of the entire

past of human civilisation.

Under the impulse so given towards the Subjective Syn-

thesis, and by the renovation of Cosmology, the system of

speculation which had been established in the Middle Age,

and developed during the first phase of the Modem Move-

ment, was at the end of the second phase in a condition of

dissolution (p. 458). On the one hand, the geometers being

more and more absorbed in working out their own special

subject, could no longer, as formerly, become physicians.

On the other hand, the physicians found themselves less and

less able to make their biological inquiries fit on to the cosmo-

logical studies which had hitherto been so justly considered

their necessaiy preparation. Attempts were made to unite

these two learned classes by founding scientific academies, but

such artificial bonds failed altogether to overcome the in-

creasing incompatibility of the divergent lines of inquiry.

Natural Philosophy, being thus divided, gradually fell into a

veritable anarchy : and as its professors were mostly mediocri-

ties attracted by the artificial encouragement of endowments,

the result was not so much a division of labour as a dispersion

of thought. At the same time Moral Philosophy was radically

sundered frona its scientific basis, and handed over, as formerly in

Greece—with a few admirable exceptions—to vague and feeble

minds, often coupled with hearts corrupted by a preposterous

ambition- Thus it was that the spirit of Grenerality sponta-

neously disappeared in the West at the very time when, in

consequence of the increasing anarchy, it was most needed

there : nor did it reappear until objective science had grown

complete enough for the advent of the Final Synthesis charac-

terised both by Eelativity and Subjectivity.

The Theoretic progress of the Protestant phase having been

judged, I must next estimate its Esthetic developement, which

is essentially reducible to the growth of the Fundamental

art.

The first phase of the Modern Eevolution, transmitting the

Mediaeval infiuence, produced an impulse which gave rise in

the second phase to a truly admirable poetic mo^ement, in

which all the nations of the West took part. If the German
people formed a partial exception, this was not due solely to
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the Protestant agitation, but is to be attributed principally

to the tardy developement of their language, although proofs

of its esthetic capabilities had already been given by Holland,

in this as in other respects, the foremost representative of

Grermany. This general poetic activity derived its source from

the profound inspiration which had been imparted to all the

"West by the poem of Dante and even by that of A'Kempis,

which by their pictures of the Middle Age cooperated, each in

its own way, in inaugurating modern civilisation.

The general tendency of the West towards a rational and in spae of

pacific mode of life had now become predominant enough to call ism.

forth an indirect and preparatory idealisation of it. The Art

thus evoked naturally found its chief subject in private life ;

but it succeeded in embracing public life also by drawing its

themes from the Past, as the Present was too unsettled for such

a purpose. In both these fields of poetic activity Protestantism

was an obstruction, disturbiiig the domestic relations, and in- >

spiring dislike to the Middle Age, the memories of which were

alone able to stir the popular heart. This is why Aristocratical

power, wherever it was in the ascendant, seemed to be less

favourable to Art than Monarchical rule. The patronage of

Sovereigns, lavish as it was, turned out to be better suited to

stimulate mediocrity than to assist genius. There is in truth

no better proof of the natural energy of our esthetic facidties

than their immense developement at this time in the midst of

such a confused and fluctuating situation, where mental and

moral anarchy was tending to paralyse the guidance coming

from the Past.

At the commencement of the second phase appeared an Anostoand

epic poem unlike anything which had preceded it, to set before

the West an admirable spectacle of private and public life

combined, though not giving the latter its due relative dignity.

In it Ariosto also furnished indirectly the first rudimentary ex-

ample of Historic poetry, by painting the life of the Middle Age,

the chivalrous character of which he brings out most powerfully.

In' his steps followed Tasso, with a composition of purer taste,

but otherwise less remarkable. This attempt at a direct

idealisation of the crusades was inspired by a worthy spirit, but

the poet failed to appreciate the difficulty of such a task, which

could not but be premature, so long as it was impossible to do

justice to both Catholicism and Islamism.
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Cervantps Stimulated by these two Italian types Spain soon produced,
and Calcle- „ .

^^
, , , '

ron. tirst in epic romance, and then m poetical drama, incomparable

representations of private life, both in its personal and its do-

mestic aspects. In Spain more than in any other country had

this, the fundamental form of human existence, escaped the

injurious influences of modem anarchy. Accordingly, both its

aspects are found delineated in happy combination in that

marvellous composition, in which Cervantes so naturally gathers

all the family affections round a character of the most eccentric

individuality, striking out, at the same time, though he was

not aware of it, the true theory of Madness (p. 1 9). Thus was

the way prepared for Calderon, whose best dramas directly

idealised the whole group of domestic ties, with admirable

skill bringing home to the heart their natural fitness to consti-

tute the chief basis of human happiness.

Shakespeare, The profoundly original genius of Shakespeare sought to

andMoii&e. represent the union of private and public life, assigning its due

preponderance to the latter, and breaking free from the tram-

melling distinction between the epic and dramatic forms, a

distinction wliich is more seeming than real, and will in the

end be given up. The Protestantism, however, in the midst

of which he lived, made him turn away from the Middle Age,

and even hindered his attaining a due appreciation of An-

tiquity, so that this freethinker was obliged to devote his

chief pieces to the illustration of periods that were too near

his own time to admit of being satisfactorily idealised. Ac-

cordingly the decisive introduction of Historic Poetry was

reserved, in the natural course of events, for the great Comeille,

who in an incomparable series of dramas portrayed with true

insight all the principal phases of Eoman civilisation, at that

time better adapted for ideal treatment than any other. After

this grand representation of public life in the Past, the Modern

Movement, whether in its critical or organic aspects, could be

represented only in pictures of private life. Both these aspects

are estimated, not systematically indeed but spontaneously, in

the incomparable set of pictures by Moli^re, who knew how
both to stigmatise the retrograde classes and to correct the

errors of the representatives of progress. Justly feeling the

Western Eevolution to be in its real natu.re more intellectual

than social, and having experienced the impulse of the Cartesian
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philosophy, he strove to discredit the Metaphysicians, and at the

same time to set right the Physicians, who were taking up a

false attitude in proportion as they were losing their scientific

primacy. Thus in all its forms modern poetry fulfilled more

or less directly its mission of helping forward on the one hand

the negative movement, and on the other the positive work' of

construction—in both functions alike following the impulse

given to it by its sublime father (p. 460).

The inimitable poem of Milton was the final manifestation Miiton.

of this kind. It was more truly esthetic than any of those we

have mentioned, because in it the organic genius was pure from

any debasing admixture of the critical spirit. Set free from

public life by the failure of a premature political crisis, and

seeing around him no satisfactory types of private life, this

noble republican could only create a vague ideal picture under

the patronage of a moribund theological creed. Such a design

could produce no decisive results. It serves nevertheless as the

highest measure yet reached of our poetic powers, while letting

us see that their principal developement is reserved for society

in its final and regenerated state.

With respect to the Special arts, the really eminent advance The special

during the second phase was confined to the three arts of Form ; tiouiariy

for Music, which by its nature must be preceded by Poetry,

necessarily remained limited, almost as much as in the Middle

Age, to the service of Theology. In the plastic arts, the main

progress was in Painting. Under the admirable impnlse given

by Italy, Holland Spain and France produced an immense series

of pictures of truly permanent worth, although their principal

merit lay in the skill of their execution. The retrograde tend-

ency to commemorate military or theological types in the

midst of an industrial and scientific civilisation—to com-

memorate them therefore without enthusiasm or conviction— .

deprived art of all genuine originality, except as regards the

insufficient province of private life.

Provisional as was this developement of the secondary arts, Art a bond

yet, combined with that of the principal art, it availed to draw the west.

forth and cultivate our esthetic powers, and even to prepare

them for their final destination (i. 243). Moreover, the simul-

taneous progress of the arts throughout Europe during this period

had a tendency to compensate for the estrangement between the
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nations of the West produced by intellectual anarchy. This

admirable harmonising ofBce belonged principally to Poetry,

which, just because it lost so much of its charm in translation,

Goneiai soou led to a general study of the languages of Southern

Italian Ian- Europe, especially of that one which was from its birth destined

render.

to become finally the Universal Language.

(S) Practical To Complete my judgment of the Positive movement during,

Besuits. the second phase of the Modern Eevolution, I have still to

estimate the Industrial developement. And first I must describe

the systematic encouragement which it everywhere met with at

its rise.

state patro- The favouT which every dictatorship, whether monarchical

dMtry or aristocratic, showed towards Art and even towards Science,

by percep- was prompted mainly by a desire to adorn its rule, apart from

vices it coaM any personal sympathies of particular rulers. In some cases,

however, this natural disposition was strengthened by a spon-

taneous appreciation of the social influence of the intellectual

evolution. The noble protection Louis XIV. always bestowed

on Moliere, which constitutes his best title to fame, did not

proceed merely from his genuine admiration of the poet

during the period while his dictatorship was still progressive
;

it arose from his perception that the poet's penetrating criti-

cism might serve him in the task of humbling the aristo-

cracy and even the clergy. This influence of Intellect,

however, was generally too little understood to have any

considerable effect upon the habitual conduct of governments

:

the desire of glory was nearly always the leading motive of

their patronage. On the other hand, the protection they

accorded to Industry was essentially due to the new means they

saw it could give them for the increase of their political

power ; furnishing them with the wealth which had become

indispensable for the support of military ascendency. The

deplorable wars for the possession of Italy, and afterwards the

more honourable struggles which arose out of the religious

conflict, created throughout the second phase an urgent demand

for the developement of modern armies beyond the resources

previously possessed by Western governments. Forced by this

necessity to be continually augmenting the public expenditure,

the dictatorial rulers were one and all impelled to countenance

more and more industrial activity. The spontaneous advance

of Industry had alone enabled them to impose regular taxes.
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and its further developement could alone make the taxes more

productive. Industry therefore henceforth took its place in the

system of Western polity.

This connection between Governments and Industry ac- Govern-

celerated in two ways the dissolution of the old regime, and to become

the preparation of the new. On the one hand modern govern- national

ments became in. consequence more and more sociocratic,

despite the theocratic character which the servility of the

priesthood was continually endeavouring to bestow upon them.

Throughout the West political rulers, whether monarchical or

aristocratic, were now forced to have recourse to the public in

order to meet the expenses for which they could no longer

provide, as in the Middle Age, out of their own domains
;

accordingly they of necessity transformed themselves into

responsible administrators of the national wealth. Private

property, likewise, which the lawyers were declaring to be

absolute, at the same time began to assume its proper cha-

racter as a social institution (pp. 310, 456). Not only was the

authority of the public treasury over individual possessions

generally recognised, but the owners of wealth showed their

readiness to accept a moral responsibility for its application,

such as was now universally required of the state. On the

other hand, in their increasing efforts to systematically develops

Industry, modern rulers revealed the fact that for such a

function they were disqualified by their military character, so

that the need of a new government gradually began to be

felt.

A further effect of such state protection was that the Voluntary

general character of Pacific activity became better appreciated Pacific acm-

everywhere. Hitherto, because it had been spontaneously distinctly re-

formed during the preceding phase upon foundations laid in the

Middle Age (p. 414), this character had not attracted decisive at-

tention. As Industry was now tending to become the principal

object of modern polity, it began to manifest the fundamental

change which it was introducing into the practical life, not only

of the individual but of the community. From that time for-

ward, men began to t'pei that although the constitution of society

on its temporal side must always rest ultimately on force, a

profound transformation in practice had nevertheless been

gradually taking place, ever since the abolition of serfage, by
the substitution^ of Wealth for Physical Compulsion as the
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ordinary means of maintaining discipline in all material

undertakings. In the new activity there was nothing either

of military oppression or of theocratic authority ; and though

it more and more tended to become collective, all its coopera-

tion was conditional upon free consent. This had been the

noble aspiration of the Middle Age (p. 389), and Industrial life

alone could realise it. Masters and workmen were learning to

renounce resort to military force or even judicial authority for

the settlement of their disputes, and were becoming content to

look simply to the concession or refusal of voluntary coopera-

tion. Industrial struggles were thus reduced to the normal

antagonism between capital and numbers (ii..326).

This natural organisation, however, was disturbed during

the second phase by an abnormal tendency, which rose sponta-

neously and was aggravated by the systematic patronage of

Industry mentioned above. The directors of the new activity,

instead of making it their aim to take the place of the ancient

patriciat by a suitable adaptation of the feudal type, en-

deavoured, like the lawyers, to incorporate themselves into

the now degenerate aristocracy by the help of marriages and

even by obtaining grants of nobility. The normal spirit of

fraternity, which had been growing up during the preceding

phase between employers and employed, gave place to an

increasing disdain on the part of the industrial chieftains for

Labour, which they began to regard simply as the private

basis of this so-called exaltation in rank. Aristocratic go-

vernments gave less countenance to this aberration than

monarchical ; but, on the other hand, they upheld more tena-

ciously the political preeminence of the ancient patriciat,

Under both forms of the dictatorship, the tendency towards

collective action, which industrial life had spontaneouslj

manifested during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, was

now obscured by the vain ambition of employers, whose chiel

object of success was to desert their class. Nevertheless, th(

direct developement of modern manners did not fail to continue

amongst the workmen, above all through their increasing

dislike of military life. This dislike obtained freer scops

in consequence of the desuetude of feudal obligations, anc

became so general that voluntary recruiting was found to be nc

longer adequate for the maintenance of the armies that wen
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always increasing in number. Hence during the wars which

brought the second phase to a close, a system of forced military

service was everywhere introduced.

Looking at the special results of the Industrial develope- Manufac-

ment during this period we find that they were chiefly com- dustry be-

mercial, . whereas in the preceding phase they had chiefly dominant.

related to manufacture. That pacific activity turned chiefly in English ooio-

this direction resulted naturally from the universal extension of trasted.

the Colonial System founded at the close of the first phase.

Colonisation was pursued more systematically or more spon-

taneously, according as it was directed by monarchical or

aristocratic governments. This contrast comes forcibly into

view if we compare Spain which had reached the complete

dictatorship a century before France, and England, the typical

instance of the incomplete form, although she only entered

upon a colonial career in imitation of Holland. So systematic

was the colonial work of Spain that it soon became an indis-

pensable element of her retrograde policy. It not only enlarged

her material resources, but, what was still more important, it

supplied her people with a moral and mental outlet, by which

the most unruly spirits were dispersed far from the mother

country. On the other hand, the English colonies were

essentially the fruit of free expeditions ; the founders were

private adventurers, who, far from being willing agents of a

dictatorial policy, were often themselves fugitives from poli-

tical or religious persecution.

We may trace the consequences of this natural contrast in Negro sia-
•^ -^ very woi-st

the institution, baneful as it was unstable, which everywhere m colonies of
' •' Protestant

disgraced the expansion of Western rule. Colonial slavery has and Ansto-
o 1

^

./ cratic na-

no claim to be considered as even a retrograde institution, for ^^°^-

it differed radically from the slavery of Antiquity, which had

always a normal character, so long as it merely meant that the

producer of wealth was necessarily subordinate to the conquering

warrior. But when it means the subjection of the labourer to

an employer, it is equally degrading to both one and the other.

It can never be anything else than a social monstrosity ; an

infamous oppression inflicted on the affectionate black race by

the intellectual white race, in abuse of the power that had been

developed by Humanity for their due cooperation and common
welfare. But the depravity of the system manifested itself in
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its worst form in the colonies of aristocratic and Protestant

states.. Owing to their free origin, these societies eluded the

spontaneous control of modern morality over daily life more

easily than those organised under a rule of monarchical and

Catholic centralisation.

Everywhere, however, the conduct of the Western Priest-

hood in the face of this shameful institution completed the

full measure of their social degradation. They showed them-

selves incapable of applying their own doctrine, and even

scrupled not to resort to absurd sophisms for the pturpose of

confirming the oppression of the subject race. In every other

respect also we must consider that the colonising expansion of

the West accelerated the radical dissolution of the theological

and military system, by extending industrial life, and pre-

senting the problem of universality on a wider scale than

before. At first indeed it seemed to give a new life to both

Theologism and Warfare, in finding them a new field. But

before long colonial experience helped to discredit the one and

supplant the other, for it showed that a demonstrable faith and'

a pacific activity were alone suited to the whole of the human
race.

The examination of the second phase of the Modern Transi-

tion having now been completed, it remains for me to esti-

mate the third and last. This was the shortest but also the

most decisive. Anarchy reached such a pitch that the urgent

need of reconstruction became evident ; but the organic prepa-

ration for this was still incomplete.

This final phase occxipied the century commencing with

the expulsion of the Calvinists and the triumph of the An-

glicans, and terminating with the outbreak of the French

Eevolution. We must now concentrate our attention more

than before upon the negative movement, which is the ex-

clusive characteristic of the phase ; the positive movement

being merely a continuation of the course pursued before. We
shall comprehend this agitation better as a whole if we sub-

divide it into three periods of about equal dui-ation. First

comes a generation of retrogression : then follow two genera-

tions of progress, in which the critical philosophy attacks the

spiritual and temporal orders successively.

We have seen that during the first or Spontaneous phase of

the Modern Movement, when there was as yet no indication
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that it would take a subversive turn, the Dictatorship was ™™*^^'

thoroughly progressive. But during the second or Protestant spaiu.

'

phase, the outburst of negativism showed such anarchical

tendencies that governments were thrown back into a retro-

grade attitude. In Spain, indeed, this transformation had

been already consummated, for that country having been the

first to develope royalty into preponderance, was naturally the

earliest to exhibit its degeneracy. Nevertheless the reactionary

movement, as first exemplified in Spain, was essentially a policy

of self-defence, since it consisted principally in preserving the

southern West from Protestantism. But this policy took a

more pronounced form when extended to the central nation,

whose rulers, especially the great Eichelieu, whilst protecting

the Protestant principle abroad, had always managed to keep

it within bounds at home. Accordingly in that country, no

less than in others, royalty had no sooner consummated its

triumph over aristocracy and clergy than it fell into retro-

grade courses, swayed partly by its inclinations, partly by its

' fears. Thenceforth it became the rallying point for the servile

remnants of the various classes whose ruin it had effected, and

with their concurrence set itself to organise an active resistance

to the Modem Movement as a whole. Although the popular

revolution in England had necessarily failed because it was

premature, it had opened the eyes of statesmen to the radical

subversion towards which the West was tending, without at

the same time indicating to them that a better order was at

hand.

This irretrievable degeneracy of French royalty is the more Louis xiv.,,.,,, becomes re-

sharply marked for having begun under a dictator, who had acttonary

shown himself nobly progressive during the first half of his fluenoe ot

reign, until the death of the eminent Colbert, and the triumph Maiatenon

;

of a scheming adventuress. After that, the retrograde policy

passed under Jesuitical impulses, and both at home and

abroad obtained a plenitude of activity such as had never

been possible before. It aimed directly at the universal

destruction of heretical influence, in spite of the decisive com-

promise which since the middle of the seventeenth century had

divided the West between Catholicism and Protestantism.

The limits then established coincided, as was natural, with

those which separated the monarchical and aristocratic modes

of dictatorship. Nevertheless, so normal is the preponderance
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of the central power that two Protestant countries, Prussia and

Holland, the one Episcopalian, the other Calvinist, formed

noble exceptions to this rule, and were governed monarchic-

ally ; while there is no instance of a Catholic country

governed aristocratically. This religious division of the West,

so essentially in conformity with its political division, sur-

mounted the culpable efforts of French royalty to destroy it,

and received complete confirmation in the issue of the dis-

astrous wars which occupied the first generation of the third

phase. At home too, the same reactionary policy failed, no

less unmistakably ; a signal manifestation being furnished on

the occasion of the funeral of the degenerate dictator, when

the population exhibited their unanimous abhorrence of the

hypocrisy of the Government.

To complete my account of the retrogression during this

first generation, I must show how it extended essentially to

the other mode of Dictatorship, the perfect type of which is to

be found in England rather than in Sweden. The British

aristocracy, whilst battling abroad under their Dutch chief

against French royalty, endeavoured at the same time to set

up at home a system of hypocrisy even more hostile to the

Modern Eevolution than that of the Jesuits, against which

they exclaimed so loudly. The premature crisis directed by

the great Cromwell, had been a warning to monarchs that the

movement of the West would everywhere result in the re-

publican situation, which indeed is alone compatible with

final sociocracy. But it had also thoroughly impressed upon

the lords that this issue, whenever it should be realised, would

prove anything but a consecration of Parliamentary ascendency

and that, on the contrary, it would ensure a stronger prepon-

derance to the central power. Moreover, the English patriciat

had taken alarm at the subversive dispositions which had shown

themselves as the natural sequel of an attempt based on a

purely negative doctrine. Accordingly, as soon as they had

made good their triumph over Jesuitism, they organised

retrogression, with the view of maintaining both public order

and the ascendency of their own class.

In France, as compared with Spain, the reactionary policy

had assumed a more oppressive form, but it had not succeeded

in obtaining so firm a hold, because it was less in harmony

with the situation. For in France it had commenced a century
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later, and during this interval there had been a spontaneous

progress of the Complete form of emancipation. But in

England, the half satisfaction which Protestantism afforded to

the want felt for spiritual enfranchisement had, more than in

other countries, brought the negative movement to a natural

halt, each individual insisting that it should stop at the point

occupied by himself. In England too, the alarm felt at the ap-

parition of the Levellers had specially aggravated the estrange-

ment, elsewhere notuncommon,between employers and employed,

and the result was to bring about an alliance of the bourgeoisie

with the nobility by the aid of the intermediate class, which

had in earlier times united them against the throne. Never-

theless what specially strengthened the reactionary attitude of

England was the rise and persistent pursuit of a thorough-

going system of national egoism such as the Venetian had only

exhibited in a rudimentary form when indtistry existed on a

narrower scale. So it was that the British patriciat organised

against the regeneration of the West a resistance that was

more subtle and dangerous than any other, because by holding

out as the true national object commercial conquests abroad,

instead of social reform at home, it corrupted even the

popular instinct.

The two modes of Dictatorship having thus become equally (^j spiritual

retrograde, though under different forms, there was no other rran'STfe-

issue left open to the modern movement than a radical agita- ronnli'^-

' tion directed alike against Protestantism and Catholicism.
™'^^"

Without such a decisive effort the West must have continued

to float indefinitely between two tentiencies, which had become

equally vicious and incapable of serving Order any more than

Progress. But it was in the central nation that this explosive

force necessarily exhibited the greatest intensity. Thence-

forward we see JVance recovering the normal initiative con-

ferred on her by the Middle Age, although during the second

phase, from exceptional circumstances, the focus of the West

might seem for a time to have shifted elsewhere. If France

now acquired a larger territory and a more complete solidarity

than any other member of the Modem Eepublic (p. 403), it was

mainly to guarantee her independence and to insure the effective-

ness of her presidency over the West. For neither the tenden-

cies towards anarchy nor the aspirations after organisation could

ever have become sufficiently decisive to bring about a real
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reconstruction, unless they had been first developed amongst

a people powerful enough to make itself respected by all, while

stormily working out the problem which concerned all.

In France, therefore, during the second generation of the

third phase, the Critical doctrine was put forward directly,

and became popular, whereas before it had only been pro-

pagated indirectly by means of its partial application. True,

in theory it had already been generalised by eminent thinkers,

especially by Hobbes in the supplementary ideas he contributed

as to a combination between freedom of thought in spiritual

matters and dictatorial power in temporal government ; a com-

bination which characterises the true regime of the Modern

Transition. The new effort, therefore, did but expand and

popularise this negative system. Accordingly the leadership

of the revolution naturally passed into the hands of the sub-

altern class of writers, which university culture had multiplied

throughout the West, and which, ever since the isolation of

philosophy during the preceding phase (p. 484), had been of a

literary, rather than of a philosophic turn. These men now
eagerly accepted the glorious mission which called not so much
for thinkers as for preachers. Their best type and their natural

leader devoted his long life to tlie work of extirpating

reactionary beliefs, and from first to last displayed an ad-

mirable combination of secondary faculties, especially a sagacity

that, unsympathetic as it was, showed itself often worthy of

being compared to feminine intuition. Nevertheless, whether

from their innate feebleness, or from their desire to humour the

weakness they attributed to the people, these litterateirrs con-

fined themselves to prolonging the Incomplete Emancipation ;

the rejection of Kevelation being the only point in which they

went further than the Protestants. Although their vain Deism

could have no coherence, even of an intellectual kind, yet it was

the last halting-point of Negativism, and, as such, soon did

more to impede the solution of the Western problem than it

had at first done to further it.

Being naturally absorbed in the work of demolishing

Christianity these inconsistent organs of the final emancipa-

tion found themselves obliged in the main to pay respect to

the temporal dictatorship ; and this, notwithstanding the hope-

lessly reactionary character which it had assumed, especially

in France. At first this attitude was necessary : for the
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revolution was in its nature an intellectual rather than a

social one, and if religion and political institutions had been

simultaneously assailed, the inevitable result must have been

total anarchy. Nevertheless, it was impossible for Deism,

aspiring as it did to universal domination, to refrain from those

political applications of its principles which had formerly con-

stituted the strength of Protestantism. This final extension of

Negativism was ever becoming more urgently needed, as the

dictatorial G-overnment became more degraded. But though the

locality was to be the same, new organs were required, and in the

third generation of the phase they appeared. These, in their turn,

from the same motive inversely applied, respected the Spiritual

order and framed a Deism more akin to Christianity ; whereas

• that of their predecessors had leant rather towards Positivism.

Thus arose the provisional schism between the followers of

Voltaire and those of Rousseau, the former being the more

rational, the latter the more passionate ; but both alike incon-

sistent in protecting the system which they were demolishing.

This inconsequence on their part appears more striking if

contrasted with the thoroughgoing revolutionary policy of Crom-

well's Independents, who, despite the inadequacy of their doc-

trine, and with nothing but a confused instinct to guide them,

had energetically sought after a complete regeneration.

Owing to their tendency to neutralise each other, these two Third or

inconsequent schools, each at once anarchic and retrograde, schoo/of

might have prevented the third phase from attaining a eScipatea

thoroughly decisive character, had it not been for the spon- "^
^'

taneous predominance of a third school, whose Complete Eman-

cipation could not fail to give an impulse towards reorganisation.

In truth, the eighteenth century, unsatisfactory as it inevitably

was, would not be worthily represented by mere literary men in-

capable of producing a single new conception. Their temporary

popularity could not outlive their provisional services ; and

they have already ceased to eclipse the school of genuine

thinkers who in the future will alone be the definitive repre-

sentatives of this phase. The last school, undazzled by an

imposing political fabric, and free from all supernatural beliefs,

strove to form a direct conception of the final regeneration as a

whole, so far at least as was possible while the organic move-

ment was still so imperfect. Their minds were constantly

absorbed by the future, but at the same time they yielded

VOL. III. K K
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a proper submisBion to the dictatorsliip, then in its decline,

maintaining towards it an attitude equally removed from

servility and disrespect. Without disguising their conscious-

ness of their own superiority over the one-sided schools, they

were never jealous of the temporary renown which these latter

were to achieve by a work better suited to the time, and therefore

more readily appreciated by the public. They even attempted

to establish a practical reconciliation between the Philosophical

and the Political forms of the Critical doctrine, as l)eing both

equally necessary, giving, however, a preference to the former,

because it was more in harmony with the nature of the Western

revolution, of which they themselves alone constituted the

complete organs.

This grand school, the sole representative of the eighteenth

century towards both the future and the past, furnished the

connecting links to the seventeenth century in the person of

Fontenelle, and to the nineteenth in that of Condorcet. Its

special organs naturally group themselves around two types

of the first order, Diderot and Frederick, the former a thinker

and the most encyclopedic spirit which has arisen since Aris-

totle, the latter a practical genius who, in political capacity,

comes nearest to Caesar and Charlemagne. But these two

essential representatives of the third phase had not equal

opportunities of making their personal value felt; one was

permitted by circumstances to pursue his true vocation, the

other was not. And so, whilst the dictator furnishes the best

model of the modern politician—as having established, in ac-

cordance with Hobbes's ideal, a reconciliation between power and

liberty—the philosopher, born to construct, saw himself com-

pelled to take part in the work of demolition, which alone was

then practicable, and never found an adequate field for the em-

ployment of his principal faculties. Nevertheless Positivism,

which always permits the worth of a man as an individual to

be appreciated, even wben it has to be disentangled from his

historical situation, will soon procure for the greatest genius

of the eighteenth century a final ascendency such as will be

a just compensation for the fatality which thwarted his life

by external hindrances and filled it with bitterness. Between
these two types, though they never came into personal contact,

there is a natural connection ; and round them will always be

grouped the men who were the chief glory of those days, and
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who can never find a place in either of the secondary schools

—Hume, d'Alembert, Montesquieu, Buffon, George Leroy,

Turgot, &c. As for the men who were illustrious purely by
their services to science, they too ought to be classed with this

supreme school, which alone was capable of appreciating their

labours. For the savants, from their want of philosophic views,

were becoming unworthy to admire Clairaut, Lagrange, and

Berthollet.

It was owing to the part which the Organic school necessarily Diderot,

took in the elaboration of the nega.tive doctrine that the two d'AeJtiert,

incomplete sects were enabled to develope their respective tend- tmumm-
encies without their common destination being marred by to^cooperate

their mutual antagonism. Diderot's energetic wisdom founded cioBcdia."''^"

the Encyclopedia as a sort of workshop in which the Political

school—which had hardly yet assumed a distinct character

—

might cooperate on tolerable terms with the Philosophical

.school. This concentration of efforts tended to remind the

writers of their organic purpose, in the midst of their critical

labours, by constantly bringing back their thoughts to the

construction of a complete synthesis. The plan of the Ency-

clopedia also did something to remedy the anti-historical spirit

of the third phase, partly by the direct opening which it gave

to history proper, but still more by its method of tracing the

filiation of scientific conceptions. Diderot himself, however,

had too synthetic a mind to be deceived as his colleague was

with regard to the nature and destination of the compilation,

which was calculated to bring into clearer light the impossi-

bility of constructing any system at that time.

So really dominant was the Organic school during the third
?.^"J"""'.

phase, that it was one of its subaltern members who first pre- polarise a
^ '

.

^ doctrinB

sented to the world the Critical doctrine m the shape of a formulated
' byHelvetiua.

definitive system. That system starts with Equality and ends

in Individualism, for in attributing the differences of results

exclusively to outward circumstances, it postulates that all

intelligences should be deemed intrinsically equal, and that

morals should be based on personality alone. The eloquent

sophist who popularised the negative polity had only to develope

this ingenious work. It was the natural summing up of modern

metaphysics, of which Diderot alone among his contemporaries

felt th6 radical error.

To the great school of the eighteenth century we must also

K K 2
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two the more important was the attempt made by Jiconomists

to discQver the laws of the material existence of societies by

studying such existence apart from the intellectual and moral

order. The enterprise was necessarily abortive because it

rested on a vicious method. Still the labours of those who
took part in it helped on the revolutionary cause by casting

discredit on the system of patronage, which the governments

of the West had adopted towards pacific activity. They also

facilitated the positive evolution in so far as they brought the

attention of theorists to bear on industry, and made men begin

to feel the contrast between the ancient and the modem
civilisation in respect to practical life (p. 51). Secondly, the

study of legislation, especially of penal law, helped to demon-

strate the urgency of a general reconstruction of society. Here

the Advocates showed their tendency to supersede the Judges,

who by this time had become irrevocably identified with the

reactionary dictatorship. It was only by means of these two

accessory studies that negative metaphysics succeeded in pene-

trating immediately to Catholic populations, where indeed

jurists and, still more, economists received their first patronage

from the empirical instincts of statesmen.

I have now suflBciently shown how the work of elaborating

the Critical doctrine in its application to society was definitively

set on foot. It will therefore be easy to complete this examina-

tion by determining the influence which it exercised upon the

developement of modern anarchy. Dispersion of thought had

by this time reached such a point that the followers of the

. negative doctrine were divided into irreconcilable sects. But

where the mental disorder more particularly displayed itself

was with regard to the conception of the past—though it was

precisely here that the one possible solution was destined

ultimately to arise. The two incomplete schools had both

tended utterly to disregard the historical point of view, the

one reducing to a system that reprobation of the Middle Age

which up to this time had been merely spontaneous, the other

shutting out from consideration the entire past, except when

it sought to obtain credit for its own abortive Utopias by

presenting a perverse picture of antiquity. As for the effect

Disastrous
effects of
Negativism
on public
and private
life.
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upon society, it may be easily imagined what mischief fol-

lowed from a doctrine which, from whatever aspect it looked

on humanity, placed perfection in a state of non-government.

In morals Deism first promoted the attacks of Protestantism

on the regime of the family to the point of ignoring marriage

altogether, and then directly impaired personal discipline by

sanctioning suicide (p. 381), and by holding up pride and

vanity as virtues (p. 380). In politics it completed the

discredit which had fallen on the doctrine of the separation of

the temporal and spiritual powers, by aiming directly at the

establishment of an absolute supremacy of numbers, the result

of which would have been to leave no guarantee for material

order except violence and corruption.

Yet from this impure and contradictory source was destined Through

to spring the first manifestation of the decisive tendencies of ever, appear
first aspira-

the West towards the final regeneration. This was the work tionstowards

of the Organic school. In estimating its programme as a whole, generation.

what strikes us most at the present time is how altogether

incompatible it is with the views and sentiments inculcated by

the two Critical schools, although it never disavows these

schools. For we see this curious contrast—on the one hand a

thoroughly sociocratic republic, having its foundation in a

generous impulse for a universal education in which morality

was to be detached from theology of every kind ; and, on the

other, a brutal domination of numbers, a flat denial of the

existence of the benevolent instincts, and a complete disdain

for the cultivation of feeling. This inconsistency is explained

by my theory of history, which shows how impossible it was at

this time for the positive movement to keep pace with the

negative impulse. Nevertheless, such contradictions enable us

to see beforehand that the first attempt at regeneration, as'

directed by such a philosophy, was necessarily doomed to utter

failure.

In spite of all these vices, negative metaphysics during the Three tri,

last generation of the third phase, by virtue merely of being ^latMsm

:

suited to the time, obtained three characteristic triumphs over cf'jSuitaT

the reactionary dictatorship, and this amidst the universal won'otTur^

plaudits of the public of the West, including even the aristo- ran r^toTu"

cracy and the clergy. The first and most decisive of these

triumphs was the official abolition of Jesuitism. This measure

emanated, it is true, from Catholic jealousies, but the whole

tlon.
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advantage of it was reaped by the revolutionary philosophy

which thus found itself aided by its natural adversaries; so

completely had all parties alike at that time lost sight of

general views. The second triumph was when the Encyclo-

pedic school was summoned directly to govern, in the person of

its most eminent practical statesman, whose short administration

soon made men feel that nothing but a convulsion of society

would get rid of the dictatorial coalition which was a bar to

all progress. Thirdly, negative metaphysics became the faith

of the people from having presided over the American crisis.

Though the chief import of that movement lay in its being the

commencement of the irrevocable disruption of the Colonial

system, which at that time was everywhere bound up with the

retrograde policy, a secondary and more special result was that

the want of organising power in the doctrine was disguised by

the part it played in American emancipation. For, though it

could not direct internal reorganisation, it showed itself able to

break a foreign yoke just as it had done before in Holland.

To complete my review of the third phase, I must now
describe the march of the Positive movement. That move-

ment of necessity still remained in a purely preparatory stage

;

nevertheless, it pointed to the final solution, the outlines of

which were indeed directly sketched by the last representa-

tive of the Encyclopedic school (p. 527). The encouragement

which during the preceding phase governments had every-

where accorded to Science, the Fine Arts, and Industry now
assumed a more systematic character, thus pointing to what

will one day become the principal function of modem states-

manship. The consequence of the brilliant progress made in

these three directions was that governments could no longer

look on their patronage as a resource, of which they were free

to avail themselves at their option, for procuring their own
glorification and aggrandisement, but were compelled to exer-

cise it as an official duty, the discharge of which placed the

recipients of the public bounty under no sort of personal obliga-

tion.

In examining the progress of speculation I must on this

siuto." These occasion treat of Philosophy before Science, thus inverting the
now resume j ^ • ^ -r t i -i

• ..
primary im- Order which 1 adopted in reviewing the second phase. For

Philosophy, though still too weak to make decisive progress,

had now grown so far independent of fresh acquisitions from
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Science as to be able to hold her own. This was owing to the

force of the subjective impulse which had already followed upon

the renovation of objective studies. Thus early appeared the

normal tendency of Philosophy to rule Science, while founding

itself upon Science, when each should be sufficiently regene-

rated by the universal substitution of the Eelative for the

Absolute.

Towards this chansre, which amounted to nothing; short of a steps to-
° ' ° -wards Eela-

radical transformation of the human understanding, a direct ^Tity.

step was accomplished by two spontaneously convergent disser- derot, and

tations of capital importance ; first, that of Hume against
, ,

Causality, and then Diderot's discourse on the two principal

cases of Intellect deprived of one of the senses. Kant's

treatise was really no more than a methodical summary, appear-

ing somewhat late in the day, of the results of these two works,

for it consisted in the enunciation of certain formulae, cha-

racterising aptly enough the fundamental dualism between

the spectacle and the spectator (ii. 310), which had already

been seized partially by Hume and completely by Diderot. If

Philosophy had not been by an unfortunate necessity isolated

from Science, the powerful thinker who, pursuing his speculations

freely under the worthy protection of the great Frederick, sought

for a complete synthesis, would have felt that the preparation

thus made must continue to be merely negative until Laws

should be everywhere substituted for Causes. But that substi-

tution could not be decisively effected until the true laws of

mental progress should be discovered ; in other words, until the

foundation of Sociology (p. 39). But Sociology required for

its basis Biology, which was still wanting, although everything

indicated that it would soon be supplied. This explains how
it was that, after having long waited for the objective basis

indispensable to the subjective synthesis that had been vainly

sought for since the time of Descartes and Leibnitz, the

German philosopher was impelled by his systematic instinct to

create an illusory fabric such as Hume and Diderot had alike

disdained.

' True Subjectivity was now drawing near; and what an- preparations

nounced and hastened its coming was the natural convergence logy.'^'stati-

of the social necessities with the intellectual cravings of the tionTot vioo

period. For to this end were working together all the efforts qSfe^™**'"

which tended to constitute Humanity, as a whole, the subject
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of scientific meditation. Thus from the Statical point of view a

profound sense of the existence of Sociological laws had already

been manifested in thesystematic studies of the eminent Vico, and

also in the historical inquiries, incoherent as they were, of his

successor Montesquieu, although neither was able to add anything

to the foundation which Aristotle had laid, and Hobbes alone

had done anything to improve (pp. 259, 483). But Vico and

Montesquieu had alike radically misconceived Social Dynamics,

although that was the study on which especially depended the

direct construction of a social science capable of solving the

problem of the West. The first germ of the fundamental notion

of continuous developement dates from the grand controversy

which inaugurated the third phase, and which was prompted by

the scientific impulse of that time. That impulse was worthily

represented by Fontenelle, who already felt that it was possible

to forecast the progress of thought. But these introductory

speculations, which at first related exclusively to mental

developement, were afterwards extended to Social develope-

ment by Hume's indirect dissertation ^ on the general com-

parison between the Industrial Civilisation of modem life and

the Military Sociability of the ancient world (p. 51). In

another direction we find the same philosopher commencing

the refutation of the Egoistic Metaphysics ; ^ a refutation

afterwards decisively completed by Greorge Leroy on the plan

suggested by Diderot. Thus at last speculative reason was

brought into harmony with the practical instinct of mankind

as to the natural existence of Altruistic Sentiments. Philo-

sophy thus furnished support to the direct effort of the

admirable Vauvenargues to revive the cultivation of the heart,

then universally neglected, by means of a sounder know-

ledge of human nature, which that noble thinker saw had its

centre in the affections.

These were the chief contributions of the third phase

towards the final regeneration of Philosophy. They could not

give decisive results ; still in all respects they paved the way

for the approach of the Subjective Synthesis which Descartes

had projected, and which had been more thoroughly conceived

by Leibnitz. But this general tendency did not immediately

react upon any special branch of thought except History. This

' Essays on Commerce and The Populousness of Ancient Nations.

^ Essay on The Beason of Animals.
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study grew and improved. Hume, and Eobertson also, by their

historical works, did something to remedy the revolutionary

impairment of Continuity. The best exponent of the Critical

doctrine (p. 496) was himself unconsciously so much influenced

that he devoted a part of his career to History, the oppor-

, tuneness of which he felt. It was only in the purely Political

school (p. 511 ), just where it should have been most appreciated,

that the need was ignored.

The Scientific movement during this phase presents three (p) scienti-'

principal features : the complete systematisation of Astronomy,

the decisive advent of Chemistry, and the direct preparation of

Biology.

With respect to the first of these—and to this the develope- Astronomy

ment of Eational Mechanics, and even the necessary extension pietelan?'

of the Calculus naturally belong—the third phase is entitled thesoiar
'

to the entire credit of having constructed the theory of
^^^

gravitation. True, the general principle of this theory'^had

been discovered by Newton towards the end of the second

phase. But that eminent founder of celestial mechanics had,

in respect to this subject, really done no more than present in

a dynamical form the geometrical laws of the great Kepler

relating to the elliptic movement of the planets and the

satellites by treating these bodies as if they were homo-

geneous spheres, each condensed into its own centre. This

proved the gravitation of each planet towards the focus of its

orbit, and even—^judging from the case of the moon—the

identity of this celestial force with terrestrial weight. Still

the explanation could not then be extended, except by a vague

induction, so as to refer to the same force the action of all the

various planetary masses on one another. This final complement

of the theory could not be definitely added until the secondary

influences of the heavenly bodies on one another had been

studied so as to explain both the special perturbations of the

elliptic movement and the exact configuration of our planets.

Hence arose the admirable series of laborious investigations by
which the worthy successors of Newton developed the main
influence of his fundamental law, first on Science and then on

Philosophy. Thenceforward Astronomy was summed up in

this general fact : that aU the molecules of our world gravitate

towards each other in direct proportion to their masses and in

inverse proportion to the squares of their mutual distances.
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but with the same intensity in every direction. This me-

chanical systematisation, like the geometrical systematisation

which served for its basis and was perfected by it, rests

necessarily limited, both for statical and for dynamical

purposes, to the internal constitution of the solar group with

which alone Man is concerned (i. 411), any attempt to extend

it to the heavenly bodies beyond being iiTational and useless.

This limitation of Astronomy, ignored only by academic

specialists, completed the demonstration of the impossibility of

.

finding an Objective Synthesis, and so confirmed the tendency

which had been bequeathed by the preceding phase to search

for the Subjective Unity. It led genuine thinkers to make the

earth the centre round which they grouped all their astronomic

studies, and irrevocably to dismiss from their attention even

those members of the solar system which exercise no influence

on the human planet. At the same time, by a series of special

proofs, Eelativity became closely bound up with Subjectivity,

especially after scientific demonstrations had cleared away all

element of the Absolute from the notion of Weight, the case

in which, more than in any other relating to matter, such a

transformation of ideas might seem to be impossible.

But, whatever might be either the immediate import or

the indirect results of the grand elaboration of Astronomy,

the encyclopedic influence of the third phase consisted chiefly

in the decisive advent of Chemistry, which completed the

constitution of Cosmology and the preparation for Biology,

and linked them together (p. 411). This intermediate science

cannot be truly systematised except under the subjective impulse

of the sciences constituting the Final division (p. 481). This

was soon proved by the inevitable failure of the brilliant theory

which inaugurated it (Phil. Pos. iii. 189). Nevertheless, the

effort to found Chemistry was wholly opportune, and the first

check which it thus experienced did not deprive it of its prin-

cipal value, consisting in its reaction both on Philosophy and

on Science. Thus it was a philosophical advance that even

the elements were treated as substances undecomposed without

being pronounced undecomposable, since the principle of Eela-

tivity was thus introduced into the most searching study of the

constitution of matter. So again, from a scientific point of

view, the general analysis of the solid and liquid substances

that form man's terrestrial environments, enabled thinkers at
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last to institute directly the fundamental conceptions of Bio-

logy-

Before this last preparation, Biological speculations had been Biology

:

decisively ushered in by the institution of a general comparison ciaSra-

of living bodies, from both a statical and dynamical point of
'°"'

view ; the study of life being necessarily an indivisible whole,

the first step was to form an immediate appreciation of the

largest and most abstract relations, partial difference.^ being

always considered in reference to the general coordination. It

was thus that Linnaeus, following the lead of Bernard de Jussieu,

created the fundamental theory of Classifications. To this Buffon

wa^ certainly an opponent, but on empirical grounds only

:

indeed, his genius unconsciously promoted the theory by im-

parting to it a synthetic spirit and a subjective destination,

both of which were lost sight of under a mere objective analysis.

At the same time, Haller . and Vicq-d'Azyr gave a better

direction to the preliminary studies which, during the pre-

ceding phase, had been made in Anatomy and in Physiology,

and thus prepared the field for Bichat, from whom the re-

generating impulse was to come. When once Eelativity com-

bined with Subjectivity had become the accepted principle of

Cosmology, the philosophical foundations were laid for Biology,

which had only to complete them by developing such attributes

as it was especially qualified to appreciate ; and this without

waiting for its own constitution as a science.

During the last generation of this phase, the academic Growth of

world had made no contribution to science except in elabo-

rating the theory of the mechanism of the heavens ; and its

anarchy was now notably aggravated by the advent of Chemistry

which curtailed still further what had once been the encyclo-

pedic domain of the physicians (p. 459). Already in the pre-

ceding phase they had lost the presidency over science generally,

but they had still retained in their hands the cultivation of

chemistry. And in so doing they were only fulfilling the

requirements of the subjective hierarchy, inasmuch as the

proper destination of Chemistry is to provide conceptions to

serve as connecting links between Cosmology and Biology

(p. 481). But the laws of combination being now developed

into a special study. Chemistry became the exclusive property

of an intermediate class of savants to whom the cosmological

.and biological points of view were alike unknown. Being thus

Specialism.
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pursued in a more irrational manner than any other science,

it soon passed under the yoke of geometers ; so much so indeed

that biologists found themselves obliged to seek an escape from

mathematical oppression by establishing an Academy of their

own. This parcelling out of natural philosophy into three

irreconcilable divisions reacted on the first pair of the ency-

clopedic hierarchy, which having from this time attained their

partial systematisation, now took a retrograde direction towards

objective metaphysics, as is already exemplified by the Calculus

of Chances and even by Sidereal Astronomy (i. 381, 412).

(y) Esthetic In Esthetic progress a phase devoted to the establishment

Poetry takes of absolute scepticism could hardly show any results beyond

notSs?^"^ those which are to be attributed to impulses previously in

operation. In the fundamental art, the only advance con-

sisted in the worthy developement, especially in France and

England, of a form of composition which had already come

into vogue under the indirect influence of the Middle Age

—

I mean epic idealisation of private life, both personal and

seif-Baoriflce
domestic. Nevertheless I cannot here pass over, because it has

oi Voltaire. \,qq^ go little Understood, the self-sacrifice made at this time

by the tragic poet who was then directing the Spiritual

Emancipation, and who niade his dramas subordinate to that

object, thus renouncing unostentatiously the first place in the

second rank of poets, which he might have secured if he had

laboured for it. In the special arts, the only important feature

presented by this phase was the decisive rise of Dramatic

Music. Here the most touching of the arts, under the impulse

of poetry, is detached at last from its theocratic stem, and

devoted to the direct expression of purely human sentiments.

At this period also theatres multiplied everywhere, and although

Operatic this devclopemeut, except in the case of the opera, was purely

provisional, it must here be recorded as a spontaneous symptom

of the irresistible impulse that was urging the West towards

a new life.

(S) Practical With regard to the industrial order, this phase brought into

beBuit™
"" full operation two elements of progress closely connected and

Maohineiy? equally adapted to mark the pressing need for the final

organisation of the practical forces of society, all the essential

preparations for which were now matured. The two previous

phases had successively developed Manufacture and Commerce

;

under this phase Banking grew up, which till then had not
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been a sufficiently distinct business for want of a suitable field

for its operations, althougb its germs had been introduced in

the Middle Age. Even at its rise, this highest form of Industry-

showed signs of its normal aptitude to become the systematic

bond of pacific activity, since from the first it acquired a

political character by its connection in all countries with that

necessity of modem states, national debts. At the same time,

as a result of the whole body of theoretical and practical know-

ledge, the institution- of machines received a greater develope-

ment than during the whole period which had elapsed since

the abolition of serfdom, when it first became incorporated as an

essential element of Western life. It had the effect, however,

of aggravating the tendency of employers to separate themselves

from the working class, thus showing that although the proper

constitution of the industrial ranks was becoming continually

more urgent on social grounds, it was a movement which

was being as much retarded by moral errors as it was being

advanced by the superior methods of industry devised by the

intellect.

The wars of this period, arising out of the expansion of the ^"^^^^
cdlonial system, must here be noted, because they were a spon- 5°*^^^ *"

taneous symptom of the decisive transformation which now at ^*'-

last passed over the military protectorate of Industry. Hitherto

Industry had been encouraged by governments from the desire

of political aggrandisement ; but from this time forward armies

were kept up principally to push commerce. This reversal of

policy was a source of both moral danger and material weak-

ness; but it deserves to be mentioned here on sociologic

grounds, as constituting a proof at once of military decline

and industrial ascendency.

I will now complete this concluding chapter by a summary thbfrehch

estimate of the necessary crisis m which the Westerti Eevolution pp- 609-531.

found its issue in France. The features to be noted are, first,

the Social movement, and then the Mental developement, the

two together leading up to the solution of the general problem.

But in judging them I must restrict myself to what is strictly

necessary to explain the result, putting aside whatever is merely

a spontaneous prolongation of the previous movements, whether

positive or negative. Such accessory considerations, if intro-

duced here would only confuse our conception of the upshot

of the "Western Eevolution. Moreover they may be found
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discussed in the sixth volume of my fundamental treatise (Phil,

Pos. vi. 416-488).

movment™ -^^ *° *^® social movement, the judgment which I have just

pp. 6io-52is. passed on the last phase as a whole suffices to explain how it

^evitabie
^^^ ^^^^ *^^ regenerating impulse soon changed into a sub-

smd in.3is. versivc commotion. This unavoidable but unfortunate alteration

itTfS" nS.*"^
resulted mainly from the unequal rate at which the negative and

versiye. positive evolutions had proceeded ; the former now necessitating

a renovation which the latter was not yet ready to direct. All the

religious faiths had broken up, and the reactionary dictatorship,

which rallied around it the fragments of the ancient regime,

had irrevocably fallen into discredit. The only bond that kept

such a society together was the Affections ; but these too now

began to exhibit a profound deterioration, resulting from the

anarchy of Thought. This was shown by the steady decline of

the influence of women and by the increasing insurrection of

the intellect against the heart. On the one hand, Science was

still limited to the study of inanimate nature, and was even

tending towards its present degeneracy under the rule of special

Academies. On the other hand. Philosophy, for the want of

an objective base, was wasting itself in vain aspirations after

a subjective synthesis. Thus the organic evolution was unable

to satisfy the wants created by the critical movement. A social

upheaval then became inevitable, and indeed was also indis-

pensable if the regenerating conceptions were to be decisively

extended and freely propagated. To account for the fatal

direction which this necessary commotion spontaneously took

we have only to consider the general state of speculation at the

close of the deistic phase.

KrstEea- The revolutionary party was divided into three schools, and
son
presided over no One of them was suited to preside over the renovation which,
by Rous- ^
eeaiiists. though being worked out in France alone, was anxiously ob-

served by the whole West, because destined to be universal.

The school of Diderot, inclining by nature to organisation,

though, for want of a positive doctrine, necessarily vague, had

possessed a greater number of eminent members than any

other. Preserving this preeminence, it now produced two

worthy types, one a practician, the other a theorician : the

great Danton, the only statesman the West can boast of since

Frederick, and the admirable Condorcet, the one philosopher

who, in the midst of the storm, pursued his meditations for
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the regeneration of society. But this supreme school was

too imperfect and too little understood to command habitual

assent, although whenever a specially difficult emergency arose,

it was always appealed to. Hence the direction of the Revolu-

tion oscillated between the Philosophical school of Voltaire, and

the Political school of Eousseau ; the first sceptical and pro-

claiming Liberty, the second anarchical and bent on Equality ;

the first frivolous, and the second declamatory ; both alike

incapable of constructing anything. Nevertheless the school

of Eousseau, just because it alone possessed what seemed to be

a doctrine, soon acquired predominance and kept it for a few

years, during which the Contrat Social inspired more trust

and veneration than ever were commanded by the Bible and

the Koran. For want of a theory of society, the instinct for

regeneration was obliged to guide itself by such maxims as

were already familiar to it from the course of previous struggles,

and a denial of government of every kind was spontaneously

erected into the final type of human order.

Such an illusion had no chance of being subjected to a PeoondEea-

rational judgment, since it sprang precisely from the absence rent success

of the doctrine which would have enabled men to estimate it tionsdireo-

aright. Its hoUowness could not be detected by the light of tivism eise-

mere experience, for, up to that time, the application of the

Negative Metaphysic to politics told in its favour. Its im-

potence to construct might indeed have been long before learnt

from the abortive issue of the English Revolution, had not the

want of a theory of history blinded statesmen to the real source

of that failure. The only country where the Critical doctrine

had worked not unsatisfactorily was Holland, where the revo-

lution only consisted in casting off foreign oppression, with-

out producing any internal reform. The same doctrine had

failed in England, where it had been called upon to direct a

reorganisation which presupposed a positive conception of

modern society. But the failure in this case was ill-understood

and little known ; besides, it seemed to be compensated by the

recent success of the Negative Metaphysic in the American

Revolution, where the two earlier cases appeared to be combined,

though the Dutch type alone was really reproduced. Thus it

was that, on the one hand, the impossibility of recognising the

futility of the Critical doctrine and on the other the necessity

of having a theory of some sort, combined to create and to
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maintain the fatal illusion under which the direction of the

Revolution was handed over to the Critical school, to be retained

by them until their triumph discredited them for ever.

This unavoidable mistake is sufficient to explain how a

movement, which was at first proclaimed by the common voice

to be Organic, degenerated into a subversive revolution. Never-

theless the disaster was notably aggravated by the radical

incapacity of the last of the French kings.

At that juncture almost the sole revolutionary measure that

was really indispensable was the suppression of royalty. That

the throne was of itself tottering to its fall became plain when

the people of Paris freely followed with songs of joy the coffin

of the imposing dictator who had commenced the work of

retrogression. But the abolition of the throne did not mean the

abolition of the modern Dictatorship ; on the contrary it had

to be maintained and only, needed to be transformed in a re-

publican sense. And this indispensable change the reigning

monarch might have accomplished peaceably in such a way

as to preserve his power and to deserve glory, if he had had

the wisdom to value at its true worth that ornamental theo-

cratic inviolability with which he had been invested by a

decayed faith. Unfortunately he was a man without energy,

or any moral worth beyond a personal good nature useless for

any social end. Although he was not fit to carry out the

policy I have indicated, he might, if he had been really

honest,- have rendered an equivalent service by nobly abdi-

cating' at the time when the fall of the Parisian fortress before

the indignation of the populace brought home the gravity of

the situation even to the dullest. His non-performance of this

duty, independently of his culpable intrigues, justifies his

tragical end. His abdication would have placed the chief

power in the hands of a brother worthy to work out the change

to a republic, as was shown by his wisdom when too late he

became dictator ; public order would have been in the main pre-

served ; war would never have been declared ; the subversive

agitation would have been confined to the spiritual domain ; and

France would have been spared the sanguinary explosion which

arose chiefly from the circumstances of a desperate defence.

To all these influences, social and personal, must be added

another which arose out of an empirical estimate of the dif-

ference between the political institutions of France and England.
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In the absence of a true theory, the break down of the monar- isminflrat
•^

.
two Assem-

chical mode of dictatorship naturally disposed men to imitate wies, and

1 . n Parliamen-

the aristocratic mode. This tendency was especially marked taiwm in

in the first Assembly, which, following the authority of Mon-
tesquieu, strove to reduce the French crisis to an importation

of the political regime of England, and even went so far as

to start a parody of her national church. This disposition

not only disguised the republican character of the movement
during its earlier period, but impaired it when the course of

events had for ever cleared away the illusions as to a constitu-

tional monarchy. For empirical reformers, even when giving up

the phantom king, still clung mischievously to the parlia-

mentary regime, in , spite of its being an institution contrary

to the entire past of France. Ambition? metaphysicians were

thus led to imagine that the change to a republic meant the

reign of an assembly, and unhappily such a chimera was too

much in acQordance with the general spirit of the Critical

doctrine not to find general acceptance alike with the Eousseauist.

Mountain and the Voltairean Girondins.

Danton and his followers, who represented the school of Danixmians

Diderot, were superior to these demagogic illusions. They truroonoep-

alone carried on the traditions of France by looking on the luiionary

republican situation as destined not to confer a triumph on Thrfrpromi-

the local authority, but to give fresh life to the central power, 3™t°of°May.'

the ascendency of which was indispensable. And so, when the

British aristocracy founded a reactionary coalition to suppress

the impulse for regeneration, and when the national defence

became the first public necessity for France, the government of

the country naturally passed into the hands of these distinguished

leaders, who were as well qualified by heart and intellect as

they were by character. Their ascendency of ten months,

intervening between the indispensable expulsion of the talkers

and the sanguinaiy triumph of the fanatics, is the period

which in the final judgment of history will always represent the

one French Assembly that deserves to be remembered. For

then, athwart clouds of metaphysics, shone out the admirable

conception of revolutionary government, and the result was a

dictatorship worthy of being compared with those of I^ouis XI.,

Richelieu, Cromwell, and even Frederick. It directed the

defence of the republic with irresistible energy, and at the same

time completed the abolition of royalty by sweeping away the

VOL. III. L L
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various fragments that had appertained to that institution.

Judging that the time had now come for coordinating in

a normal system the various empirical elements of the organic

movement, this progressive dictatorship dared even to suppress,

with proper discretion, the state patronage which the retrograde

dictatorship had conferred upon them. Especially should we

admire it for the discerning energy with which, in the face of

prejudices not yet altogether discredited, it abolished the

Scientific Associations. For these had now become hostile

to speculative progress by their irrational constitution, which

enabled a majority, necessarily consisting of incompetent

persons, to decide all questions.

But when Danton had succumbed to the sullen jealousy of

a sanguinary declaimer, the new Dictatorship degenerated into

a reactionary anarchy which is, and will remain, unparalleled.

No sooner was the independence of France fully secured against

both domestic and foreign enemies than there was an attempt

to regenerate society by direct means, those who made it not

having been able to see in time that the dominant doctrine,

thenceforward identified with the national defence, was power-

less for construction. Arbitrary power was in their hands ; they

made a most decisive application of their theory ; and its sub-

versive character stood revealed. For in order that "it might

triumph, it became necessary to extend the system of san-

guinary oppression to the elements of the new system no less

than to the fragments of the old. Whoever now-a^days has any

inclination to regard negative naetaphysics as representing the

instinct for progress may here learn how inherently incom-

patible with the notion of continuous developement are the

Eights of Man, in their very conception stationary and unalter-

able. Short as was this period of madness, public opinion,

occasional oscillations excepted, always looked on the triumph

of the Critical doctrine as a decisive proof of its worthlessness,

for there were no exceptional circumstances save the fact that

it had got hold of power. This explains why republican

convictions melted away with those persons who had no

other basis for their belief than metaphysical dogmas, and

why the same convictions held their ground exclusively in

the school of Diderot, whilst the schools of Voltaire' and Eous-

seau furnished instruments to the reactionary tyranny that

followed.
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In this manner a social commotion of decisive character, xheHevoiu-
, . . - , 1 • 1 tionary cen-

lastmg five years, ushered in the exceptional century which turj-begin-

was to separate the extinction of Theoloffism from the advent of uesbetween
^ °

, the death of

Positivism. Although the third generation of this century is Theoiogism

still in the future, I shall he able to determine its character sive advent

.
of Positiv-

by inference from that of the first two generations. I postpone ism.

doing so, however, until my account of the Final State shall

have been completed in the following volume. At present I

have only to explain how the necessary solution of the Western

problem began to make its appearance from the time of the

French crisis.

That thorough upheaval had been mainly accomplished by its first eve
" * J L mj years showed

the school of Diderot in their remarkable ten months of power, the impossi-
^

, bility of

But that period had been preceded by the eight months in founding
' ^ ^ ^ anything on

which the Voltaireans displayed their social impotence, and was Metaphysi-
1 ./ i cal (ioctnne

followed by the four months which revealed the anarchical of Rights of
^ Man.

nature of Eousseauism. As a whole, therefore, the crisis left on

men's minds a double impression. It brought home to them

the urgent need of escaping once for all from the theological

regime, and the hopelessness of attempting to construct any-

thing on the basis of metaphysics. Henceforth the problem

.set before the West was how to satisfy these equally urgent

conditions. Divine Eights had become retrograde ; Human
Eights are always subversive ; both had therefore to be super-

seded by Universal Duties founded upon intelligible rela-

tions.

In a word the real want was to establish the true religion, Dantoniaiw
*^ saw the need

to discover at once for public and for private life a single of a tine re-

centre round which men may rally their feelings, their thoughts, worship oe
1

J J & ' o ' Goddess of

and their actions. This want Danton alone and his representa- Reason in-
^ adequate.

tives had worthily comprehended. They had even made an

attempt to satisfy it, which, though necessarily a failure, we of

the present day ought none the less to regard as truly honour-

able to them. Compared to the vague conceptions on the

same subject that have been put forward by emancipated

minds in ancient or modern times, it shows a notable

advance, inasmuch as, substituting the subjective for the

objective, it abandoned the adoration of the outer world in order

to give predominance to the human type. That this substitu-

tion fell short of what was required is to be attributed to its

metaphysical origin. For it was because metaphysic was

L I; ^
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incapable of rising to the contemplation of society as a whole

that it was forced to select for worship man's most individual

attribute. Still such an experiment, however futile might be

the answer it offered, made the question itself felt, and so

shines in marked contrast with the frivolity of the Voltaireans,

who evaded the problem on the plea that it was useless, and

with the vanity of the Rousseauists, who thought it was solved

when the inconsequent rationalism of the Protestants had been

extended to Revelation.

A Dictator- After this series of proofs it was patent that every doctrine

to preserve then knowu, whether metaphysical or theological, was unfit to

freedom of serve as the religion of society ; it therefore became necessary

aiscuasion. that the temporal dictatorship should resume fresh energy in

the centre of the West until the decisive advent of the new
faith. During that interregnum, the duration of which no one

could forecast, material order would have to be maintained in

the midst of intellectual and moral disorder. Not only Ls

Material order always the necessary basis of the other two

orders, but it was then specially indispensable'for the purpose of

ensuring the calm without which the religious solution could

be neither thoroughly worked out nor freely propagated. This

condition, no less difficult than important, required that the

nation invested with the initiative should be placed under a

strongly concentrated government, but that the new dictator-

ship should feel bound to renounce all spiritual supremacy in

order to guarantee freedom of exposition and even of discussion.

This was necessary to the elaboration of the theory, a work

which, charged as it was with the destinies of mankind,

deserved profound respect rather than bare toleration. Such

then was the political problem of the transitional situation

:

energetically to maintain material order, judiciously to assist

the developement of industry, and scrupulously to respect the

intellectual movement, however irregular it might become.

This last requirement indicated the approaching reinstatement

of religious discipline as the one authority competent to put

an end to mental aberrations of all kinds by the only appro-

priate remedy—the establishment of fixed convictions common
to all.

Dictatoreu
Nevertheless, as no government, be it ever so practical, can

being neoes- altogether dispense with some general doctrine, this dictator-
santy retro- ox o 5

grade in ghip, in Order adequately to fulfil its transient destination,
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could not avoid assuming: a character more or less reactionary, principle
<=> '11 could never

for so long as the final conception of order had not arisen, all do its work

notions of it were necessarily connected with the old type. As

to the metaphysical spirit, after the decisive proof it had

given of its anarchical nature, it was forced to retire into oppo-

sition, forfeiting whatever share in the government it had been

suffered to take before the Eevolution, when as yet its tendency

remained unknown. It was necessary therefore that the

transitional dictatorship should be animated with Catholic pre-

dilections, on the condition, however, that it should make no

attempt to enforce them by oppressing religious liberty. That

such an arrangement was not impracticable there was a long

course of experience to show, and indeed no lack of direct

types ; for during several centuries the P'rench royalty had

managed to maintain a popular attitude, notwithstanding the

aristocratic tastes of its sovereigns resulting from birth and

educ9,tion.

But the situation, if it necessitated such a regime as I have Bonaparte

described, also tended to compromise it, inasmuch as the ushes

arrangement could be nothing more than au empirical one.

Except on the contingency of a series of Fredericks, a secular

dictatorship which had no theory to enlighten it, could not be

exercised without often falling into contradictions. Its most

energetic organ was a capital example of this fatality. He
restored several institutions that the Dantonian party had hap-

pily suppressed, although such factitious restoration was in no

respect necessary for order, and in some cases even raised serious

dangers for himself. His official reestablishment of Catholicism

may be explained—though not justified—by his own personal

inclinations and by the apparent desire of the people. Its free

exercise ought to have been protected, but all state subsidies

withheld. On the other hand, his restoration of the University, suppressee

which was an act far more injurious, was a piece of inconsistency Mm-ai and°

due solely to his want of theory. For he had a profound preju- sdeacS! but

dice against ontology, and before thus reconstructing the main t^ifniver-

stronghold of these doctrines he had himself wisely suppressed
^^^^'

the Academy that had been their centre. Such contradictions

serve to show how difficult it was then for such a policy to be

carried out in a worthy way, simple as it now seems at first

sight when systematised. How this latter result was gradually

attained I will now proceed to explain in a general manner
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and so complete my social estimate of the movement belong-

ing to the two generations which separate us from the third

phase.

For the systematic combination of Material Order with

Intellectual Preedom government had to undergo two suc-

cessive modifications, thirst, the retrograde tendency had to

drop so much of its intensity as was incompatible with

spiritual freedom ; then the central power had to recover the

ascendency' it had lost from having been thus liberalised.

The retrogression really dates from the legal establish-

ment of Deism, for that was the beginning of a series of oscil-

lations, all more or less stormy," which are destined to continue

until the Final Transition shall have been systematised by the

Positive religion. But it was not possible that the alternate

successes of the theological resistance and the metaphysical

attack should present the sanie character after the great crisis

as before it. The second of thes6 conflicting influences had"

been as much favoured by the government as by the public

while its anarchical tendencies remained latent. But now that

illusion on this head had been once for all extinguished, states-

men were obliged to repel the metaphysical spirit as often as

any popular manifestation in its favour showed that it was

gaining ground, which, however, was mainly occasioned by,

provocation from retrograde follies. Short fits of anarchy, pro-

ducing in their turn long periods of, first, acute, and then

chronic retrogression—such had now become the natural course

of the malady of the West.

Owing to the inefiaceable horror which had been every-

where inspired by the bloody triumph of the Deists, the retro-

grade tendency soon afterwards reached its maximum, and the

apparent result was to reestablish the military and theological

system in its entirety, Catholicism and war being both brought

back together. And this double programme received a deplorable

support from public opinion. The republicans indeed opposed

it, but they were unable to make any effective appeal either to
•

the reason or to the passions of their countrymen. It is true

that the spiritual influence and the temporal power could never

act thoroughly in concert, but neither was prevented by hostility

towards the other from taking an active part in this retrograde

policy.

History has too much ignored the immortal school which
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arose at the commencement of the nineteenth century under cathoiiore-

the noble pi-esidency of De Maistre, and was worthily com- Maistreex-

pleted by Bonald with the assistance of Chateaubriand's poetry, ness of nc

These teachers succeeded in systematically discrediting nega- but Mth'

tivism by proving that its vices, which were empirically deciiao.

perceived, were by no means fortuitous, but, on the contrary,

were the necessary result of the doctrine, and would reproduce

themselves whenever that doctrine prevailed. The demonstra-

tion so given ran counter to modern prejudices, but it was one

which only incurable revolutionists can deny. Accordingly it

soon told on public opinion and brought about a vague reaction

against the preceding century, though the ancient faith con-

tinued steadily to decline. Thenceforward there was a general

recognition of the constant need of a religion of some sort, and

metaphysicians found it to their interest to make their deism

more reactionary though it remained as anarchical as ever.

Moral culture remained as neglected as before, but nobody

ventured, as in the eighteenth century, to dispute its im-

portance. There even appeared an affected sentimentality which

spread everywhere. The result on honest minds was to produce

a hypocrisy not unlike that of Kant, who, after having decisively

demonstrated the unreality of supernatural beliefs, had made
an attempt to reestablish them on the plea of their necessity

to society. In him this was sincere : but in the case of others

—

especially vulgar natures, whether of the revolutionary or the

reactionary type—the same disposition was full of danger both

to the intellect and to the morals. At the present day, how-

ever, we must acknowledge that it helped to state provisionally

the problem of the West.

With respect to the war, posterity should rather direct its Muitkry

reproaches against the public opinion of France, than reserve prendi'

them all for an empirical dictator carried away by his mill- biamedmorf

tary instinct, which the people might have easily controlled if pa?tef°°*'

they had withstood it at the outset when he first went astray.

All that would have been necessary was to have passed a noble

censure on the spoliation of Italy and the invasion of Egypt.

Instead of that these two deeds of oppression only evoked

unanimous enthusiasm throughout France and especially from

the literary class. From the moment that the complete

success of the republican defence had been established by the

provisional occupation of Belgium and Savoy, all military
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activity became necessarily opposed to the mission which France

had to discharge towards the Western World.

At the outburst of the French crisis the people had nobly

pledged themselves to make no conquests even for the purpose

of propagating their institutions, which could only obtain uni-

versal prevalence by means of voluntary adhesion. But these

solemn declarations were quickly forgotten when the meta-

physical doctrine which had formulated them lost its ascendency,

as it did after a decisive trial. The consequence was that a

career which had begun so nobly speedily underwent an un-

exampled perversion, and the vain pretext which was at first

put forward of a compulsory propagandism was soon superseded

by an avowed selfishness. Such is the weakness of sentiments

resting on no fixed convictions.

But even in the midst of this anomalous warfare the modem
instinct for peace maintained its character. Wars like these,

however great their popularity, could only be carried on by

that system of forced conscription which had originated in the

second phase, and had gradually expanded during the third.

Nor were the officers slower than the rank and file in giving

proof that the love of the military profession was spontaneously

on the wane. For, notwithstanding the seductions offered by

marvellous promotion in the army, civil careers were invari-

ably preferred by all who were free to choose. The decline

of the military sentiment is further proved by the power

which now fell to both gendarmerie and police, who seemed on

the way to supersede the army and the law-courts, although

there was no lack of time-serving magistrates and unworthy

warriors.

When the final orgy of the military instinct was completely

exhausted, the second genei'ation of the Exceptional Century

was inaugurated by an incomparable peace under the best of

the five dictators that have arisen since Danton. This put an

end to all danger of retrogression, which derived its strength

chiefly from war. Spiritual liberty rose of its own accord under

the mere impulse of peace, and notwithstanding hindrances

thrown in its way by government. Nor was it long before the

intellectual principle which was to solve the problem of the

West made its appearance, as I shall presently explain. But

one consequence of the fall of the reactionary tyranny was a

fatal attempt to found a Parliamentary regime, which, without
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bping able to acquire a firm hold on any class, least of all upon

the people, still gained credit by contrast with the late oppressive

centralisation. This fresh mistake was more mischievous and

more lasting than that which had preceded it, notwithstanding

that it brought with it peace and liberty. It profoundly damaged

men's hearts, minds, and characters, by developing habits of

corruption, sophistry, and intrigue. And such vices as were

natural to the system were still further aggravated by the

opening it gave to litterateurs and lawyers to exercise an

influence over Society. These classes, under types which

became more and more degraded, now established themselves

as the provisional directors of public opinion, first in the

tribune and then still more in the press. In order the better

to appreciate the ravages that such a regime could not fail to

inflict on the intellects and morals of the generation during

which it prevailed, it should be borne in mind that at its

outset a coalition formed itself to turn to profit the opportu-

nities for evil which the circumstances of the time naturally

presented.

After a brief episode all those who had ambition but no coalition of
Bonapjlrtists

convictions were tempted to form a coalition for the purpose of and Robcs-
pieriists.

furthering their own political advancement, mutually conceding

to each other two deplorable rehabilitations, in the teeth of the

opinions respectively avowed by the parties to the compact.

The success which attended this immense confederacy of the

PVench press, notwithstanding the noble protests that were

made against it, is easily accounted for by the mental anarchy

of the time which left the public without protection against

any temptation, if only sufficiently prolonged or well concerted.

Amongst the confederates, posterity will be unable to distin- Depiorawe

'guish any figure but that of a song-writer, who, however, from B^anger."'

his evil influence deserves to bear on his own head the disgrace

of the entire plot.

All the same, this unexampled collusion could never have Mischievous

really succeeded had not the governments of the West made ofEarop™^

it possible beforehand by their unwarrantable interference with Tfter wato-

the internal affairs of France, though in the preceding year '"'

they had been wise enough to show respect for her due inde-

pendence. From this mistaken policy, Frenchmen came to

associate for a time their sense of nationality with their recol-

lections of the retrograde tyrant, and this association in turn
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helped the illusion by which the militaiy dictator was destined to

pass into the standing representative of revolutionary tendencies.

The Western governments hastened to aggravate their fault

by a disposition to subordinate their collective policy to an

essentially Oriental power, which they now admitted to their

common deliberations, and often even allowed, nominally at

least, to take the lead. As this alliance was motived solely by a

similarity of official religions, for that very reason it was neces-

sarily of a retrograde character, because it strengthened the

tendency to bring about the factitious restoration of the fallen

faith. The motive, however, was more apparent than real,

inasmuch as it soon served to awaken the just antipathies of

the West towards the Grreek church. It had always been the

Ottoman policy to abstain from any interference of this kind

with Europe, although from time to time since the Middle

Age the mutual influences of Islamism and Catholicism upon

one another had often brought about an' intimate connection

between the destinies of the Turks and those of the West.

Had Russia followed this discreet example, had she felt that

it never belongs to less civilised populations to control those

that are more advanced, her government, which at home was

progressive, would never have compromised this character

by becoming the chief hope of an impossible retrogression

abroad.

Thus, under a combination of influences, some foreign,

others domestic, France fell into a course of aberrations which

in the history of this exceptional century will distinguish the

generation of Parliaments from the generation of the Eevolution.

If, however, the complete extension of modern anarchy long

retarded the rise of the organic doctrine, it also brought out

into clearer prominence the double want of the time—a spiritual

reconstruction and a temporal dictatorship.

The negative metaphysic met each fresh difficulty by a fresh

proposal of destruction. From criticising political power it

now passed to questioning social ties, and started Utopian

notions subversive of both family and property. Women
began to affect a vain sentimentality and suffered in conse-

quence a notable loss of real influence. Indeed the attitude

of the affective sex deteriorated so much that there were even

women who themselves became organs of anarchy. The dis-

persive tendency of special sciences reached the lowest point
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of degeneration and afforded a proof how wise it would have

been to keep in force the first suppression of the academic

regime which was now struggling to stifle the synthetic

dis(!ipline inaugurated by the New Philosophy. But the course

of intellectual and social divagations tended quite as much

to expose the error of reactionary inclinations as to show

the danger of revolutionary aspirations. God was invoked

alike in both camps ; Deists denied the programme of the

eighteenth century, and Catholics accepted the doctrine of the

Sovereignty of the People. There was thus no refuge left

for either Order or Progress, except in the rising Eeligion of

Humanity.

Whilst confusion of this sort was spreading far and wide, the The long

growth of industry consequent on the establishment of peace motedfand

throughout the West naturally brought to the front the great ^^by°tl°e

question of modern times, the incorporation of the proletariat Labourques-

into society, which had been ignored so long as the anomalous

interval of warfare had lasted. This influence of peace on the

social question became all the more irresistible because, the

greater the internal disorder, the less disposed or able were

statesmen to indulge in war. The British aristocracy, which

tefore had banded the West into a league against France in

order to prevent the propagation of republican principles, now
found itself compelled to base its entire policy on the main-

tenance of a permanent peace under which the growth of

popular tendencies was inevitable.

Two disturbances, one at Manchester in 1819, the other at peterioo

Lyons in 1831, the former the more violent, the latter the more ^'dtouriec-

characteristic, were the forerunners of the decisive explosion of Lyon's.

June 1848, the result of which was once for all to inaugurate

the proletariat question in the metropolis of the W^est. The
true solution of that question had been already indicated

'by the New Philosophy. It lay in the establishment of a

new universal morality, constructed on a positive basis and

worthily applied to all ranks alike by a universally respected

priesthood which should be the normal arbiter in the main
conflicts arising out of practical life. This would realise system^

atically the programme imagined by the Dantonians spon-

taneously. For they alone had appreciated the interdepend-

ence of the two problems bequeathed by the Middle Age

—

the incorporation of the proletariat into modern society,
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and the replacement of supernatural creeds by a demonstrable

faith.

As for the revolutionists they were incurable. Seeing nothing

beyond their own vain deism, they split up the Western problem,

and strove with only too much success to occupy the proletariat

with metaphysical expedients, which, as purporting to regulate

by laws matters essentially depending upon manners, were at

once anarchical and retrograde. Developing the programme

which had been indicated under the bloody rule of the Eous-

seauists, they made the (Organisation of Industry consist in the

abolition of the one basis which the past supplied for it, the

general distinction between employers and employed (p. 439).

But if these subversive Utopias obtained a deplorable credit

with the people, the blame must rest on the apathetic and

incapable policy of the Conservatives, who, throughout this

period—brief intervals of oscillation excepted—were everywhere

in possession of temporal ascendency. Though always talking

about a general reconciliation of Order with Progress they

allowed the very doctrine which completely instituted it to rise

before their eyes unnoticed. Their hand-to-mouth policy was

unable to cope with Communism except by measures of repres-

sion which proved a double hindrance to the true solution by

raising the persecuted anarchists into martyrs, and by creating

a feeling that the fundamental institutions of society did not

admit of being defended by honourable means. In short, but

for the part thus played by Conservatives, history would be at

a loss to explain how it was that throughout the West the

party of progress found itself for a time under the leadership

of revolutionists, who, partly from their metaphysical notions

and partly from ignorance, necessarily worshipped immobility.

The Christian conception of Fraternity having become incapable

of sanctioning the legitimate aspiration of the proletaries

they were obliged to fall back provisionally on the Rousseauist

doctrine of Equality, which degraded their sentiments by

stimulating envy against eminence of every kind, and distrust

towards all authority.

This estimate, from the social point of view, of the generation

of parliamenteers may be summed up by the remark that the

objects aimed at in the two camps necessarily and mutually

neutralised each other. The retrograde policy of the empirical

Conservatives turned out utterly futile : the more sweeping and
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severe were the measures of repression they promulgated, the

more steady was the advance of anarchy. The futility of the

Eevolutionary policy is equally demonstrated by failure. The

acute or chronic agitation, being destitute of organic quali-

ties, gains none of its objects. On the contrary it continually

causes the weight of law to be thrown on the side of the

reactionary principle which had lost all hold of opinions and

manners.

As the natural consequence of this situation prevailing in the Pariiamen-

centre of the Western movement, the Parliamentary regime fell taciiiuted

everywhere into discredit, and all the efforts made by empirical preventing
^ ./ jr oppression;

politicians, placemen no less than demagogues, were unavailing

to restore it to ascendency. It had beeii introduced in order

to guarantee Liberty ; but in practice it facilitated oppression

by dividing responsibility. And in this degeneracy revolutionists

must be held equally guilty with reactionists ; for, being con-

scious that their doctrine was no longer capable of bearing a

thorough examination, they strove more and more to stifle

discussion under the pretext of Equality. Thus constituted,

the Parliamentary regime was equivocal, inconsistent, and

enervating to all government ; and so, when called upon, as

it soon was, to maintain order, it simply produced a crop

of agitation and intrigue. So contrary was it to the entire

past of France that, in the space of thirty years, it failed to Ha.5 neyer

gam any hold on the working classes or even on the bourgeoisie, popular ex-

and this in spite of the special facilities it held out to ambitious testant

mediocrities. The natural antipathy of all Catholic populations

towards this Protestant or rather British form of constitution

first found vent on the liberation of Spanish America. For

when the Colonial system of that continent broke up, as that of

British North America had done before, and the Revolutionists,

like their Dutch prototypes, abolished the central control of the

parent state, they abstained from transferring political power to

local assemblies, so that all their subsequent conflicts turned

only on a change of dictators.

After such examples it was easy to foresee that the Parlia- Kevoiution

mentary regime in France was doomed to speedy extinction as Tocawy ,'

incapable alike of consolidating order and of prompting hereditary

progress. It could not hold out much longer when a decisive ™"° ^"

insurrection had overthrown the solemn sham of a strictly here-

ditary throne existing in a situation which, after the capture of
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the Parisian fortress by the people, was always republican, and

in its place had set up political reality. The exposure once for

all of this imposture seemed to result for the moment in a

rehabilitation of the un-French constitutionalism, owing to the

empirical illusion that the overthrow ofmonarchy must mean an

exaltation of the local power at the expense of the central. But

this metaphysical error could not now become so firmly rooted

as in the old revolution, because the tendency of the republican

situation to guarantee progress and to endanger order had

become too plain to be denied. Fresh agitation soon added

confirming proof, and induced besides a general feeling that

republicanism would admit, just as much as it required, the

continued preponderance of the central power. When the

Parliamentary regime had completely developed its dangerous

influences by extending its intellectual and moral debasement

even to the proletariat, an energetic and thoroughly opportune

stroke abolished it for ever, without meeting any resistance.

The more the people reflected on this interference by the

executive, the more they endorsed it ; and from that time the

dictatorial principle, though its title may vary and it may be

clothed in legal fictions, has been irrevocably established.

Thus it was that the regenerating doctrine, after having

been retarded in its early course first by an oppressive cen-

tralisation and then by a dispersive constitutionalism, at last

shook off these impediments. Its advent will be the distin-

guishing feature of the third generation of this Exceptional

Century ; the first generation having been characterised by

revolution leading to retrogression, the second by parliamen-

tarism ; while the upshot of both was a suSicient combination

of dictatorial power with liberty, allowing for the oscillations

resulting from the absence of sound theory. Having thus

traced the history of events that brought about the situation

suitable for the developement of spiritual reorganisation, I

will now explain the process by which the religious and

philosophic elements of the doctrine of the West were gra-

dually wrought into shape. This final chapter will then be

completed.

From the Theoretic point of view Positivism was the result

of a combination, at first spontaneous, afterwards systematic, of

two decisive impulses proceeding, the one from Philosophy, the

other from Science.
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The first of these Impulses emanated from the combination («) pwioso-

n 1TAHA* phic Results,

of the two opposite influences of Condorcet and De Maistre,

the first revolutionary, the second retrograde ; the one thinker

having been influenced by the French crisis, the other by the

reactionary movement which followed it.

In the midst of the storm the last representative of the condorcet
^ indicates

encyclopedic school, with an incomparable devotion, undertook true founda-

to found Polity upon History at "a. moment when anti-historic
f1^°^'

''"'

opinions and feelings were at their strongest. With ruins all create that
r o

_

o
_

Science.

round him, and seeing social speculations ending in incoherent

negativism, he felt that the only means of rallying opinions

was to subordinate the study of the Future to the interpretation

of the Past, as the one foundation for fixed and common con-

victions by which society could be regenerated. But his.

attempt, admirable as it was, served only to indicate, once for

all, the basis on which spiritual reorganisation had to be built.

It necessarily failed because thought was not ripe for it ; for

the scientific preparation was insufficient, being still essentially

limited to Cosmology. Biology not yet having arisen, the

genius of Condorcet could not make up for the deficiency,

and his Sociological speculations were necessarily wanting in

positivity. His revolutionary prejudices also helped to mislead

him, inspiring him as they did with a blind hatred towards the

Past which he wished to explain. And so as a whole his essay

was inconsequent ; for it represented final progress as the result

of an unbroken series of retrogressions.

It was the spectacle of this inconsistency that prompted ue Maistre

De Maistre to undertake the work in which he worthily appre- spectiorthe

ciates the Middle Age, at least on its spiritual side. How * ^°'

thoroughlyopportune was this rectification ofprevailing doctrines

was soon proved by the decisive reaction which set in every-

where in favour of our pious and chivalrous ancestors. We
must even attribute to this impulse the definitive rise of the his-

torical branch of epic poetry in the admirable novels of Walter

Scott—a path which Chateaubriand had already attempted

and Manzoni afterwards pursued. So far from upsetting Con-

dorcet's project of basing polity on history the influence of

De Maistre corroborated it ; for, by throwing light on the

conditions of its success, he hastened its realisation, which

must have come sooner or later. The doctrines of the retro-

grade school were duly completed by the statical concep-
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tions of Bonald, and diffused everywhere a feeling that the

Past as a whole cannot be understood unless it is steadily

respected.

Thenceforward the problem of constructing Sociology was

reduced to the question of how to effect a satisfactory recon-

ciliation between the two antagonistic influences of Condorcet

and De Maistre, the one furnishing the principal idea, the other

the view essential to its completion. But put in this form the

question at first seemed insoluble, since all the energetic minds

of the period were radically divided between two schools to all

appearance incompatible with each other, though both alike

found favour with the public. The reconciliation could only

be accomplished in a region of speculation lying above both

revolutionists and reactionists. Here it is that the philosophic

root of Positivism joins its scientific root, which alone could

furnish inspirations capable of becoming universal.

Whilst this preparatory conflict was going on, biology was

rising irrevocably on the basis of chemistry in the decisive work

of Bichat, who was followed by Broussais. Then Grall, following

on the speculations of Cabanis, completed the work of Bichat.

Previously to this Lamarck had summed up the results of

all these preliminary attempts to institute a comparison of

living beings; striving to reconcile vital spontaneity with

the influence of the environment. To this, which had been

hitherto left out of sight, he gave for the time exaggerated

importance.

His work paved the way for Bichat. This incomparable

thinker now found himself in a position to establish directly

the fundamental conception of Life by combining once for all

the two aspects from which every being can be regarded, the

statical and the dynamical. First he established the com-

plete separation of the vegetal from the animal life ; then to

this physiological basis he gave anatomical support by his

admirable theory of the tissues : the general tissue for imiversal

functions : the special tissues for functions of a higher order.

After Bichat it became possible to form a conception of

the study of Life as a whole—that is as a synthesis ex-

hibiting in more and more complete developement the har-

mony which necessarily subsists between acts and their

agents. His efforts, however, in this direction were not fol-

lowed up, and in consequence the establishment of a synthesis
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such as he had in view remains to be definitively accomplished,

and this can come only from the regenerated philosophy. Bichat

was soon succeeded by Broussais, who completed the general

theory of normal life by extending it to pathology. Ever since,

disease and health have ceased to be regarded as radically

separate from each other ; the differences between the two

being recognised as diflferences only in the degree of inten-

sity in the phenomena, the nature of which remains unchanged.

But the labours of Bichat and those of Broussais were apparently

concentrated on the bodily life, whether vegetal or animal. The

cerebral life was still neglected, though it alone constitutes

the link which immediately connects biology with any inquiry

on positive principles into the order of man.

Nevertheless, by an advance which is readily accounted for cabanis ana

by the indivisibility that characterises the study of life, bio- * '

logical conceptions rapidly spread to the higher domain of

man. First Cabanis, rising above meta,physical prejudices, pro-

duced a lasting sense of the futility of any attempt to investigate

the intellectual and moral functions apart from the inferior

attributes of animal life. Indeed his elaborate and conscientious

work established the general interdependence of all the func-

tions by the inverse process of proving the dependence of the

lower on the higher. Thus the way was prepared for the con-

ception of Gall, by which it became for the first time possible

to institute the positive theory of human nature. That theory

reconciled the obvious fact of the plurality of these mental and

moral functions with the fact that all alike had their seat in

the brain. Under the impulse of Gall's genius, and despite

the defects- and imperfections of his work, the dualism of

body and soul, which had hitherto baffled genuine science,,

became a positive notion, based on the regular correlation

between the life of the brain and the life of the body. These

general tendencies towards a reconstruction of the study of

Man were specially forwarded when Gall endorsed George

Leroy's empirical refutation of previous theories as to the

sympathetic instincts. These were now definitely established

as belonging to distinct organs in the brain.

Such was the twofold scientific preparation which, joining The two

with the twofold philosophic impulse mentioned above, enabled i^^of'sS.'*'

the Positive spirit to take definite possession of the domain of coveSdlJy

Society, where alone it ^nds the limit of its continuous exten-
*''' ^^'^^"t,

YOL. III.
'

M M
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sion. For this purpose all that was needed was that the demands

of science and the exigencies of politics should make themselves

felt with equal force in a young mind aspiring *to realise the

connection which had been bequeathed by the Middle Age
between the solution of the proletariat difficulty and the

demonstrable synthesis. So it was that in 1822 I was led

to discover and announce the first two sociological laws (p. 58).

These laws are intimately allied, as is sufficiently clear from

the fact of my having simultaneously discovered them both.

In their combination they constitute directly the basis of Posi-

tivism such as I have definitively developed it in my philo-

sophic treatise.

But that work which was finished in 1842 remained purely

intellectual, although, as my earlier essays had sufficiently

shown, its purpose was social. To accomplish this final mission

it was not enough that human progress was at last reduced to

positive laws which, in a complete explanation of the past,

satisfied the test of verification prescribed alike by Condorcet

and Descartes. Although, by virtue of its characteristic reality,

Positivism had embraced moral phenomena sufficiently to re-

cognise gradually, in the midst of rhodern anarchy, the funda-

mental truth of the preponderance of the heart over the

intellect, it was still inadequately developed from the affective

point of view. From the absence of any direct and continuous

appeal to feeling, its normal ascendency was not duly recog-

nised. Yet without such recognition the synthesis could not

be complete ; and if not complete, then neither could it be

decisive, even intellectually ; much less could we rise by it from

Philosophy to Eeligion. The necessary complement of the

system was now supplied by an angelic inspiration too soon

developed by death,' and sufficiently described in the dedication

of this treatise.

In that outpouring of my heart the religious side of

Positivism found its fundamental expression, and a few months

later my public course of lectures for 1847 marked the definitive

advent of Positivism by concentrating our Feelings, our Thoughts,

and our Actions around Humanity, the final substitute for God.

Thenceforward commenced the work of elaborating simulta-

neously the doctrine, the worship, and the life proper to the

demonstrable faitli, and the reduction of these to a complete

' Appendix to the Preface, p, xxTJi,'
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system is the main object of the present treatise. So opportune,

however, was this advent of Positivism that in the next year it

so far extended its social influence as to undertake the regulation

of the present with a" view to the future as deduced from the

past, by means of a treatise in which, in order to meet an Publication
•^

i- 1 • 1 of'Geueral

urgent need, I anticipated the normal conclusions of this work, view.-

The views there put forward were presented in an imperfect

form and isolated from their connection with the synthesis as

a whole. Still they met with a public appreciation sufficient

to bring home to practical men who were complete strangers to

the Positive Eeligion how universal its power really is. Later

on, I interrupted the present doctrinal work in order to write ruHioation

a little treatise in which there are undeniable traces of the Cate.iiism.'

subjective assistance of my eternal patroness, and which

completed the constitution of Positivism by systematisiiig its

propagation. From this time dates the commencement of the

gradual reorganisation of the West, the peculiar work of the

third generation of this exceptional century. For woman, whose

influence has always been opposed to the influence of modern

society, has now come to constitute its principal support, and

her conversion is due to the fact that Philosophy has been

transformed into Eeligion. The positivist Priesthood, finding

itself chiefly hampered by unscientific anarchy, will make good

its title TO social ascendency by putting an end to the meta-

physical plague,, against which governmental action will never

prove successful.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION OF THE THIRD VOLUME.

In comparing this volume as a whole with the preceding one,

we see that in Sociology, even more than in any other science,

Dynamics must henceforth be regarded as only a vast corollary

to Statics. If we contemplate the history of the entire past,

stretching from the first rudiments of civilisation down to the

present condition of the most advanced nations, the spectacle

presented to us is that of an uninterrupted developement of

the order determined by the fundamental laws of human
nature. Tlie long series of movements—movements which at

first sight appear confused and even mutually opposed—make

up the preparatory evolution of the Great Being from which

we emanate, and of which we shall for ever form a part, if only

we have worthily served her. Humanity has now completed

her Initiation, for she has arrived at a full consciousness of

her destiny, as indeed is proved by the mere execution of the

picture of the past, which I have just completed. She now

begins to systematise her conduct with a view to bring it into

conformity with the order of the world to which she is subject,

and which at the same time she perfects. She therefore re-

nounces the fictions which she created for herself as the guides

of her infancy, but in renouncing them she never forgets the

services they rendered before they became incompatible with

her progress.

Always and everywhere men have been more and more ruled

by the whole body of their predecessors. The empire of the

past is one which the present can modify but can never escape.

But before this subordination could be recognised, a long

period had necessarily to elapse, during which each man sought

elsewhere for a power to guide him. With this view he trans-

ported the human type to beings outside his race—at first to

real beings, and then to fictitious ones : and thus each individual

was enabled to provide himself with a synthesis at once personal

and absolute. So long as this search after Causes prevailed
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over the study of Laws it prevented the real Providence from

being recognised, by turning men's minds to imagine fictitious

influences. At the same time the numerous and continued wars,

aggravated as they were by the mental divergencies resulting

from such vague doctrines, made it impossible to conceive of

a collective Being composed of diverse elements which seemed

incompatible with each other (p. 53). Still, in the midst of

these wars and these fictions, Humanity was maturing, and

when at last they were exhausted she arose, and taking her

stand on peace and truth ushered in the Universal Eeligion.

Unity of faith is an object which mankind has' always

pursued, but has hitherto never attained. Unity seemed to

exist spontaneously at the commencement of civilisation,

Fetichism hg,ving long prevailed everywhere, even before the

time when difference of race had been effected by the con-

tinuous action of the material environment. But though this

primitive mode of the provisional synthesis lasted longer than

any other, at the present day it survives only amongst a

minority of our race, which proves both its own instability

and the incapacity of Theologism for becoming universal.

Moreover, what uniformity there was in Fetichism was more

apparent than real, being due only to its spontaneity. For the

adoration of the outer world gave rise to diverse and often

antagonistic worship, down to the time when Fetichism became

astrolatric. Until it took this shape—from which it soon

passed into Polytheism—its social efficacy was confined to

domestic life. In fact, the constitution of the Family and the

subordination of Man to the World are its fundamental services,

though it also helped to lay the basis for Public Order in so far

as it brought about the prevalence of Sedentary life and the

rise of the Priesthood.

Theocracy followed, and its faith being better qualified

than that of Fetichism to inspire a wide and complete assent,

systematic efforts were now made to establish a universal re-

ligion. But those efforts also failed. On the one hand the

imaginary nature of the doctrines could not but engender dis-

cordances of opinion, on the other the political government

with which those doctrines were of necessity bound up inter-

posed a social barrier to their universal extension. All that

the sacerdotal castes achieved amongst the populations subject

to their sway was to carry the systematisation of human life
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further than Fetichism could do, and to prepare for the yet

distant Positive Synthesis which alone can regulate human
relations on the vastest scale. This provisional coordination,

in which discipline preceded developement, instead of following

it, degenerated everywhere into oppression, and, had it remained

unmodified, would have left no free career open to the Intellect

or the Activity of man. Such a modification, however, came

to pass in the nations which had been saved from Theocracy

by Military Polytheism, and amongst them now commenced

the evolution peculiar to the West. Greece elaborated Science

;

Eome incorporated the nations ; the one country directing the

mental, the other the social preparation for the Positive state.

But both of these Transitions were partial ; and ended in mani-

festing the necessity of providing some control for the forces of

Intellect and Activity which they had respectively developed.

Their combined result therefore was the Third Transition,

which related to Feeling. In this phase Monotheism sought

to systematise life as a whole, by establishing a separation

between the two human powers. But this was a premature

attempt which could not but prove abortive, and the result

was that Theologism was exhausted before Positivism was

ready to take its place. Hence the Eevolution of the "West,

which broke up the Preliminary Eegime, and at the same time

developed the elements proper to the Final Order.

From this double movement there is a single issue—the

Universal Eeligion. It has now been decisively ushered in,

and stands before us to-day at once as the necessary outcome

of all anterior preparations, and as the indispensable basis for

future efforts destined to overcome modern anarchy. It points

out, and itself completes, the kindred collapses of Theologism

and War, and is thus already able to calm aU anxiety by showing

that only a brief transition Separates us from the Normal State.

A thoroughly homogeneous polity, based on a complete explana-

tion of the past, will guide us directly towards the futm'e, with-

out any risk of the recurrence of storms which really arose from

the impossibility of systematising the progress of the West.

By way of summing up this volume^ I will now carry further

the mathematical illustration which I employed before to repre-

sent the conclusions of the preceding one (ii. 385). I then

remarked that Statical Sociology merely ascertained the general

system of the asymptotes belonging to the orbit which Humanity
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may be said to describe, but that it did not decide the character

of the curve itself: those fundamental data being such that

they might be equally well satisfied by more than one curve.

But Social Dynamics have, now determined the actual curve,

for they have explained in detail an arc of sufficient length to

enable us to foresee what course the arc must take when con-

tinued, with as much accuracy as is suited to the practical aim

of a study in which we must never try to forecast too precisely.

The fundamental theory thus stands completed and confirmed.

The laws originally deduced from an abstract examination of

human nature have been demonstrated to be real laws, explaining

the entire course of the destinies of the human race.. Sociology

has, for each epoch in turn, exhibited the present as the neces-

sary outcome of the past, and so has enhanced its own authority

by a continuous accumulation of decisive proofs. It is there-

fore now in a position to set about constructing a forecast

of the future, and that by a direct procedure. But this new

inquiry, whether pursued from a Statical or a Dynamical point

of view, must always be limited to what is strictly requisite for

the practical wants of man. Otherwise it cannot fail to de-

generate into the pedantry of the Academies—a fault inex-

cusable in a science which especially professes to expose the

mischief that pedantry has wrought both to the heart and to

the intellect. In truth. Sociology is under a special obliga-

tion to respect the encyclopedic system which it has consti-

tuted : it must uniformly give the first place to Moral Philo-

sophy ; and this, if it is to serve as a practical rule of life, must

in its turn be based upon an adequate understanding of the

World and Humanity.

Accordingly in my next volume I shall complete the found-

ation of Positive Eeligion by laying down the general theory

of the Future of Humanity. This decisive complement of the

system will consist in portraying the Normal State with as

much definiteness as is requisite for practical purposes. Even
within these limits the task would have been impossible had

it not been preceded by an adequate explanation of the past.

As this process will be based on the general combination of the

present volume with the preceding one, so will it more completely

bring out their necessary connection. There will thus be a

double guarantee for reality. But besides this the theory will
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be verified by what is the most conclusive test of all : it will

be showa to be in complete harmony with the wants of the

time. For it will launch in a worthy manner the Organic

Transition, the accomplishment of which is reserved for the

third generation of the present century. Henceforward those

who desire to terminate the Revolution of the West will have

no excuse open to them for not accepting the mental and moral

obligation of acquainting themselves with the only laws capable

of regulating the Present with a view to the Future on the

basis of the Past.

END OP THE THIRD VOLTJME
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The Geology of England
and Wales ; a Concise Account of

the Lithological Characters, Leading
Fossils, and Economic Products of the

Rocks. By H. B. Woodward, F. G. S.

Crown 8vo. Map & Woodcuts, 141.

Keller's Lake Dwellings
of Switzerland, and other ]*arts of

Europe. Translated by John E. Lee,
F.S.A. F.G.S. With 206 Illustra-

tions. 2 vols, royal 8vo. 42J-.

Heer's Primasval World
of Switzerland. Edited by James
Heywood, M.A. F.R.S. With Map,
19 Plates, & 372 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

8vo. i6j-.

The Puzzle of Life and
How it Has Been Put Together ; a

Short History of Praehistoric Vegetalale

and Animal Life on the Earth. By A.
NiCOLS, F.R.G.S. With 12 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo. 3^. dd.

The Origin of Civilisa-
tion, and the Primitive Condition of
Man ; Mental and Social Condition of

Savages. By Sir J. Lubbock, Bart.

M.P. r.R.S. 8vo. Woodcuts, i8j.

Light Science for Leisure
Hours ; Familiar Essays on Scientific

Subjects, Natural Phenomena, &c.

By R. A. Proctor, B.A. 2 vols,

crown Svo. "Js. 6d. each.

A Dictionary of Science,
Literature, and Art. Re-edited by
the Rev. Sir G. W. Cox, Bart. M.A.
3 vols, medium Svo. 6y.

Hullah's Course of Lec-
tures on the History of Modem
Music. Svo. Zs. dd.

Hullah's Second Course
of Lectures on the Transition Period
of Musical History. Svo. ioj-. dd.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia
of Plants ; the Specific Character,

Description, Culture, History, &c. of

all Plants found in Great Britain. With
12,000 Woodcuts. Svo. 42J.

De Caisne & Le Maout's
Descriptive and Analytical Botany.
Translated by Mrs. Hooker ; edited

and ananged by J. D. Hooker, M.D.
With 5,500 Woodcuts. Imperial Svo.

price 3 1 J. td.

Rivers's Orchard-House

;

or, the Cultivation of Fruit Trees under
Glass. Sixteenth Edition. Cro%vn Svo'.

with 25 Woodcuts, 5^.

The Rose Amateur's
Guide. By Thomas Rivers. Latest

Edition. Fcp. Svo. 4f. td.

Town and Window Gar-
dening, including the Structure, Habits
and Uses of Plants. By Mrs. BuCKTON
With 127 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 2s.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia
of Gardening ; the Theory and Prac-

tice ofHorticulture,Floriculture, Arbori-

culture & Landscape Gardening. With
1,000 Woodcuts. Svo. 21J.

CHEMISTRY and PHYSIOLOGY.
Experimental Chemistry

for Junior Students. By J. E. Rey-
nolds, M.D. F.R.S. Professor of Che-
mistry, University of Dublin. Part I.

Introductor}'. Fcp. Svo. \s. dd.

Practical Chemistry; the
Principles of Qualitative Analysis.

By W. A. Tilden, D.Sc. Lond.F.C.S.
Professor of Chemistry in Mason's Col-

lege, Birmingham. Fcp. Svo. is. 6d.
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Miller's Elements ofChe-
mistry, Theoretical and Practical.

Re-edited, with Additions, by H.
MACLEOD, F.C.S. 3 vols. 8vo.

Part I. Chemical Physics. i6j.

Part 11. Inorganic Chemistry, 24?.

Part III. Organic Chemistry, in Two
Sections. Section I. 3U. bd.

Annals of Chemical Me-
dicine ; including the Application of
Chemistry to Physiology, Patliology,

Therapeutics, Pharmacy, Toxicology,
and Hygiene. Edited by J. L. W.
Thudichum, M.D. Vol. I. 8vo. 14J.

Health in the House

:

Twenty-five Lectures on Elementary
Physiology in its Application to the
Daily Wants of Man and Animals.
By Mrs. Buckton. Crown 8vo.

Woodcuts, 2s.

A Dictionary of Chemis-
try and the Allied Branches of other
Sciences. Edited by Henry Watts,
F.C.S. Svols. medium 8vo.;^i2.i2j.6(/.

Third Supplement, completing the
Record of Chemical Discovery to the
year 1877. Part II. completion, is

now ready, price soj'.

Select Methods in Che-
mical Analysis, chiefly Inorganic. By
W. Crookes, F.R.S. With 22
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 12^. 6cl.

The History, Products,
and Processes of the Alkali Trade,
including the most recent Improve-
ments. By C. T. KiNGZETT, F.C.S.
With 32 Woodcuts. 8vo. 12s.

Animal Chemistry, or the
Relations of Chemistry to Physiology
and Pathology : a Manual for Medical
Men and Scientific Chemists. By
C. T. KiNGZETT, F.C.S. 8vo. i8s.

The FINE ARTS and ILLUSTRATED
EDITIONS.

Notes on Foreign Picture
Galleries. By C. L. Eastlake.
F.R.I.B.A. Keeper of the National
Gallery, London. Crown 8vo. fuUy
Illustrated. \Infrepa) ation.

Vol. I. The Brera Gallery, Milan.

,, II. The Louvre, Paris.

,, III. The Pinacothek, Munich.

In Fairyland ; Pictures
from the Elf-World. By Richard
Doyle. With 16 coloured Plates,

containing 36 Designs. Folio, 15^.

Lord Macaulay's Lays of
Ancient Rome, with Ivry and the
Armada. With 41 Wood Engravings
by G. Pearson from Original Drawings
by J. R. Weguelin. Crown 8vo. ds.

Lord Macaulay's Lays of
Ancient Rome. With Ninety Illustra-

tions engraved on Wood from Drawings
by G. Scharf. Fcp. 4to. 21 j. or imperial
i6mo. IOJ-. dd.

The Three Cathedrals
dedicated to St. Paul in London.
By W; Longman, F.S.A. With
Illustrations. Square crown 8vo, 2lj-.

Moore's Lalla Rookh.
Tenniel's Edition, with 68 Woodcut
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. loj-, (td.

Moore's Irish Melodies,
Maclise's Edition, with i6i Steel
Plates. Super-royal 8vo. 2ij.

Lectures on Harmony,
delivered at the Royal Institution. By
G. A. Macfarren. 8vo. 12^.

Sacred and Legendary
Art. By Mrs. Jameson. 6 vols,
square crown 8vo. ;^s. 15^. (,d.

Jameson's Legends ofthe
Saints and Martyrs. With 19 Etch-
ings and 187 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 31J. kd.

Jameson's Legends ofthe
Monastic Orders. With 11 Etchings
and 88 Woodcuts. 1 vol. 2ij-.

Jameson's Legends ofthe
Madonna. With 27 Etchings and 165
Woodcuts. I vol. 2IJ-.

Jameson's History of the
Saviour, His Types and Precursoi-s.
Completed by Lady Eastlake. With
13 Etchings and 281 Woodcuts.
2 vols. 42^.
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The USEFUL ARTS, MANUFACTURES, «&e.

The Elements of Me-
chanism. By T. M. GooDEVE, M.A.
Barrister-at-Law. New Edition, re-

written and enlarged, witlr 342 Wood-
cuts. Crown 8vo. ts.

The Amateur Mechanics'
Practical Handbook ; describing the

different Tools required in the Work-
shop. By A. H. G. HOBSON. With

33 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 2s. (>d.

The Engineer's Valuing
Assistant. By H. D. Hoskold,
Civil and Mining Engineer. Svo.

price 3 1 J. 6a?.

Industrial Chemistry; a
Manual for Manufacturers and for Col-

leges or Technical Schools ; a Transla-

tion (by Dr. T. H. Barry) of Stoh-

mann and Engler's German Edition of

Payen's 'Precis deChimie Industrielle;'

with Chapters on the Chemistry of the

Metals, &c. by B. H. Paul, Ph. D. With
698 Woodcuts. Medium Svo. 42J.

Gwilt's Encyclopaedia of
Architecture, withabove 1,600 Wood-
cuts. Revised and extended by W.
Papworth. Svo. ^23. (>d.

Lathes and Turning, Sim-
pie, Mechanical, and Ornamental. By
W. H. NORTHCOTT. Second Edition,

with 338 Illustrations. Svo. l8.r.

The Theory of Strains in
Girders and similar Structures, with
Observations on the application of

Theory to Practice, and Tables of the

Strength and other Properties of Ma-
terials. By B. B. Stoney, M.A.
M. Inst. C.E. Royal Svo. with 5
Plates and 123 Woodcuts, 36^-.

Recent Naval Adminis-
tration ; Shipbuilding for the Purposes

of War. ByT. Brassey, M.P. 6 vols.

I

Svo. with Illustrations by the Chevalier

E. de Martino. [in the press.

A Treatise on Mills and
Millwork. By the late Sir W. Fair-
bairn, Bart. C.E. Fourth Edition,

with 18 Plates and 333 Woodcuts,
I vol, Svo. 25,?.

Useful Information for
Engineers. By the late Sir W.
Fairbairn, Bart. C.E. With many
Plates and Woodcuts. 3 vols, crcvit

Svo. 3IJ. dd.

The Application of Cast
and Wrought Iron to Building
Purposes. By the late Sir W. Fair-
bairn, Bart. C.E. With 6 Plates and
118 Woodcuts. Svo. 16^.

Hints on Household
Taste in Furniture, Upholstery,
and other Details. By C. L. East-
LAKE. Fourth Edition, with 100 Illus-

trations. Square crown Svo. 14;.

Handbook of Practical
Telegraphy. By R. S. Cuixey,
Memb. Inst. C.E.
Plates & Woodcuts.

Seventh Edition.

Svo. i6j.

A Treatise on the Steam
Engine, in its various applications to

Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, Rail-

ways and Agriculture. By J. Bourne,
C.E. With Portrait, 37 Plates, and

S46 Woodcuts. 4to. 42J.

Catechism of the Steam
Engine, in its various Applications.

By John Bourne, C.E. Fcp. Svo.

Woodcuts, (>s.

Handbook of the Steam
Engine, a Key to the Author's Cate-

chism of the Steam Engine. By J.

Bourne, C.E. Fcp. Svo. Woodcuts, gj.

Recent Improvements in
the steam Engine. By J. Bourne,
C.E. Fcp. Svo. Woodcuts, (>s.

Examples of Steam and
Gas Engines of the most recent Ap-
proved Types as employed in Mines,

Factories, Steam Navigation, Railways

and Agriculture, practically described.

By John Bourne, C.E. With 54
Plates and 356 Woodcuts. 4to. 70J.

Ure's Dictionary of Arts,
Manufactures, and Mines. Seventh

Edition, re-written and eiJargedby R.
Hunt, F.R.S. assisted by numerous
Contributors. With 2,604 Woodcuts.

4 vols, medium Svo. £"]. Is.
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Cresy's Encyclopaedia of
Civil Engineering, Historical, Theo-
retical, and Practical. With above
3,000 Woodcuts. 8vo. 25^'.

Kerl's Practical Treatise
on Metallurgy. Adapted from the last

German EditionbyW. Crookes, F. R. S.

&c. and E. Rohrig, Ph.D. 3 vols.

8vo. with 625 Woodcuts. £^ igs.

Ville on Artificial Ma-
nures, their Chemical Selection and
Scientific Application to Agriculture

;

a Series of Lectures given at the Ex-
perimental Farm at Vincennes. Trans-
lated and edited by W. Crookes,
F.R.S. With 31 Plates. 8vo. 2ij-.

Mitchell's Manual of
Practical Assaying. Fourth Edition,

revised, vi'ith the Recent Discoveries

incorporated, by W. Crookes, F.R.S.
Crown 8vo. Woodcuts, 31J. 6d.

The Art of Perfumery,
and the Methods of Obtaining the

Odours of Plants ; the Growth and
general Flower Farm System of Rais-

ing Fragrant Herbs ; with Instructions

for the Manufacture of Perfumes for

the Handkerchief, Scented Powders,
Odorous Vinegars and Salts, Snuff,

Dentifrices, Cosmetics, Perfumed Soap,

&c. By G. W. S. PiESSE, Ph.D.
F.C.S. Fourth Edition, with 96 Wood-
cuts. Square crown 8vo. 21s.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia
of Gardening ; the Theory and Prac-

tice ofHorticulture, Floriculture, Arbori-

culture & Landscape Gardening. With
1,000 Woodcuts. 8vo. 2IX.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia
of Agriculture ; the Laying-out, Im-
provement, and Management of Landed
Property ; the Cultivation and Economy
of the Productions of Agriculture. With
1, 100 Woodcuts. 8vo. 2IJ-.

RELIGIOUS and MORAL AVORKS.
A Handbook to the Bible,

or. Guide to the Study of the Holy
Scriptures derived from Ancient Monu-
ments and Modern Exploration. By
F. R. CoNDER, and Lieut. C. R.
CoNDER, R.E. Second Edit. ; Maps,
Plates of Coins, &c. Post 8vo. fs. bii.

A History of the Chiirch
of England ; Pre-Reformation Period.

By the Rev. T. P. Boultbee, LL.D.
8vo. 15J.

Sketch of the History of
the Church of England to the Revo-
lution of 1 688. By T. V. Short,
D.D. Crown 8vo. 7^. 6d.

The English Church in
the Eighteenth Century. ByCharles
J. Abbey, late Fellow of University

College, Oxford ; and John H. Over-
ton, late Scholar of Lincoln College,

Oxford. 2 vols. 8vo. 36.^.

An Exposition of the 39
Articles, Historical and Doctrinal. By
E. H. Browne, D.D. Bishop of Win-
chester. Eleventh Edition. 8vo. l6s.

A Commentary on the
39 Articles, forming an Introduction to

the Theology of the Church of England.
By the Rev. T. P. Boultbee, LL.D.
New Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Sermons preached most-
ly in the Chapel of Rugby School
by the late T. Arnold, D.D. Collective

Edition, revised by the Author's
Daughter, Mrs.W. E. Forster. 6 vols,

crown 8vo. 30J. or separately, 5^. each.

Historical Lectures on
the Life of Our Lord Jesus Christ.
By C. J. Ellicott, D.D. 8vo. 12s.

The Eclipse of Faith ; or
a Visit to a Religious Sceptic. By
Henry Rogers. Fcp. 8vo . e,s.

Defence of the Eclipse of
Faith. By H.Rogers. Fcp.8vo.3j.6(/.

Nature, the Utility of
Religion, and Theism. Three Essays
by John Stuart Mill. 8vo. los. 6cl.
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A Critical and Gram-
matical Commentary on St. Paul's
Epistles. By C. J. Ellicott, D.D.
8vo. Galatians, %s. 6d. Ephesians,

8j. 6cl. Pastoral Epistles, loj. 6d.

Philippians, Colossians, & Philemon,
los. 6cl. Tliessalonians, Is, 6d.

Conybeare & Howson's
Life and Epistles of St Paul.

Three Editions, copiously illustrated.

Library Edition, with all the Original

Illustrations, Maps, Landscapes on
Steel, Woodcuts, &c. 2 vols. 4to. 42^.

Intermediate Edition, with a Selection

of Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts. 2 vols,

square crown 8vo. 21s.

Student's Edition, revised and con-

densed, with 46 Illustrations and Maps.
I vol. crown 8vo. ^s. 6d.

Smith's Voyage & Ship-
wreck of St. Paul ; with Disserta-

tions on the Life and Writings of St.

Luke, and the Ships and Navigation of

the Ancients. Fourth Edition, revised

by the Author's Son ; with a Memoir
of the Author, a Preface by the Bishop
OF Carlisle, and all the Original

Illustrations. Crown 8vo. "Js. 6d.

The Angel - Messiah of
Buddhists, Essenes, and Christians.

By Ernest DE BuKSEN. 8vo.ioj.6rf.

Bible Studies. By M. M.
Kalisch, Ph.D. Part I. The Pro-

phecies of Balaam. 8vo. \os. 6d.

Part II. The Book of Jonah. 8vo.

price \os. 6d.

Historical and Critical
Commentary on the Old Testament

;

with a New Translation. By M. M.
Kalisch, Ph.D. Vol. I. Genesis,

8vo. i8j-. or adapted for the General

Reader, 12s. Vol. II. Exodus, 15^. or

adapted for the General Reader, \2s.

Vol. III. Leviticus, Part I. 15^. or

adapted for the General Reader, 8j.

Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part II. 15^. or

adapted for the General Reader, 8j.

The Four Gospels in
Greek, with Greek-English Lexicon.

By John T. White, D.D. Oxon.
Square 32mo. 5^-

Ewald's History of Israel.
Translated from the German by J. E.

Carpenter, M.A. with Preface by R.

Martineau, M.A. s vols. 8vo. 6y.

Ewald's Antiquities of
Israel. Translated from the German
by H. S. Solly, M.A. 8vo. 12s. (>d.

The Types of Genesis,
briefly considered as revealing the

Development of Human Nature. By
A. Jukes. Crown 8vo. Ts. dd.

The Second Death and
the Restitution of all Things ; with

some Preliminary Remarks on the

Nature and Inspiration of Holy Scrip-

ture. By A. Jukes. Crown 8vo. 3J-. 6d.

The Gospel for the Nine-
teenth Century. Fourth Edition.

8vo. price loj. dd.

Supernatural Religion

;

an Inquiiy into the Reality of Di-
vine Revelation. Complete Edition,

thoroughly revised. 3 vols. 8vo. 36^.

Lectures on the Origin
and Growth of Religion, as illus-

trated by the Religions of India

;

being the Hibbert Lectures, delivered

at the Chapter House, Westminster
Abbey, in 1878, by F. Max Muller,
K. M. 8vo. loj. td.

Introduction to the Sci-
ence of Religion, Four Lectures de-

livered at the Royal Institution ; with
Essays on False Analogies and the

Philosophy of Mythology. By F. Max
MiJLLER, K.M. Crown 8vo. \os. 6d.

Passing Thoughts on
Religion. ByMissSEWELL. Fcp. 8vo.

price 3J". dd.

Thoughts for the Age.
By Miss Sewell. Fcp. 8vo. 3^-. 6d.

Preparation for the Holy
Communion ; the Devotions chiefly

from the works of Jeremy Taylor, By
Miss Sewell. 32mo. y.

Private Devotions for
Young Persons. Compiled by
Elizabeth M. Sewell, Author of-
'Amy Herbert' &c. i8mo. 2s.
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Bishop Jeremy Taylor's
Entire Works ; with Life by Bishop
Heber. Revised and corrected by the

Rev. C. P. Eden. 10 vols. £i. $s.

Hymns of Praise and
Prayer. Corrected and edited by

Rev. John Martineau, LL.D.

Crown 8vo. \s. bd. 32mo. \s. dd.

Spiritual Songs for the
Sundays and Holidays throughout

the Year. By J. S. B. Monsell,

LL.D. Fop. 8vo. Sj. .i8mo. 2s.

Christ the Consoler; a
Book of Comfort for the Sick. By

Ellice Hopkins. Second Edition.

Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Lyra Germanica ; Hymns
translated from the Gernian by Miss C.

WlNKWORTH. Fcp. 8vo. 5*.

Hours of Thought on
Sacred Things ; Two Volumes of Spr-
mons. By James Martineau, D.D.
LL. D. 2 vols, crown 8vo. "js. 6d. each.

Endeavours after the
Christian Life ; Discourses. By
James Martineau, D.D. LL.D.
Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. 7^. 6d,

The Pentateuch & Book
of Joshua Critically Examined.
By J. W. CoLENSO, D.D. Bishop of

Natal. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Lectures on the Penta-
teuch and the Moabite Stone ; with

Appendices. By J. W. Colenso,

D.D. Bishop of Natal. 8vo. I2y.

TRAVELS, VOYAGES, &c.

TJie Flight of the ' Lap-
wing'; a Naval Officer's Jottings m
China, Formosa, and Japan. By the

Hon. H. N. Shore, R.N. With 2

lUustratiuns and 2 Maps. 8vo. 15^.

Turkish Armenia and
Eastern Asia Minor. By the Rev.

H. F. TozEK, M.A. F.R.G.S. With

Jlap and 5 Illustrations. 8vo. l6s.

Sunshine and Storm in

the East, or Cruises to Cyprus and Con-

stantinople. ByMrs. Brassey. With

2 Maps and 114 Illustrations engraved

on Wood by G. Pearson, chiefly from

Drawings by the Hon. A. Y. Bingham;

the Cover from an Original Design by

Gustave Dore. 8vo. 21s.

A Voyage in the 'Sun-
beam,' our Home on the Ocean for

Eleven Months. By Mrs. Brassey.

Cheaper Edition, with Map and 65

Wood Engravings. Crown 8vo. 7s. td.

Eight Years in Ceylon.
°y Sir Samuel W. Baker, M.A.

Crown 8vo. Woodcuts, yj. (>d.

The Rifle and the Hound
in Ceylon. By Sir SamuelW. Baker,

M.A. Crown 8vo. Woodcuts, V- °d.

Sacred Palmlands ; or,

the Journal of a Spring Tour in Egypt
and the Holy Land. By A. G. Weld.
Crown 8vo. 7^. 6d.

One Thousand Miles up
the Nile; a Journey through Egypt
and Nubia to the Second Cataract.

By Miss Amelia B. Edwards. With
Facsimiles, &c. and 80 Illustrations en-

graved on Wood from Drawings by the

Author. Imperial 8vo. 421.

Wintering in the Ri-
viera ; with Notes of Travel in Italy

and I-'rance, and Practical Hints to

Travellers. By William Miller,

S.S.C. Edinburgh. With 12 Illus-

trations. Post 8vo. Js. 6d.

San Remo and the Wes-
tern Riviera, climatically and medi-

cally considered. By A. Hill Hassall,

M.D. Map and Woodcuts. Crown

8vo. IOJ-. 6d.

Himalayan and Sub-
Himalayan Districts of British

India, their Climate, Medical Topo-

graphy, and Disease Distribution ; with

reasons for assigning a Malarious Origin

to Goitre and some other Diseases. By
F. N. Macnamara, M.D. With
Map and Fever Chart. 8vo. 21s.
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The Alpine Club Map of
Switzerland, with parts of the Neigh-
bouring Countries, on the scale of Four
Miles to an Inch. Edited by R. C.

Nichols, F.R.G.S. 4 Sheets in

Portfolio, 42J. coloured, or 34?. un-

coloured.

Dr. Rigby's Letters from
France, &c. in 1789. Edited by
his Daughter, Lady Eastlak E. Crown
8vo. 10s. 6(1.

The Alpine Guide. By
John Ball, M.R.I. A. Post 8vo. with

Maps and other Illustrations :

—

The Eastern Alps, \os. 6d.

Central Alps, including all

the Oberland District, yj-. 6d.

Western Alps, including
Mont Blanc, Monte Rosa, Zennatt, &c.
Price 6s. dd.

On Alpine Travelling and
the Geology of the Alps. Price is.

Either of the Three Volumes or Parts of

the ' Alpine Guide ' may be had with
this Introduction prefixed, is. extra.

\VORKS of FICTION.

Novels and Tales. By the
Right Plon. the Earl of Beacons-
field, K.G. The Cabinet Edition.

Eleven Volumes, crown 8vo. 6s. each.

Endymion, 6s.

Lothair, 6s. Venetia, 6s.

Coningsby, 6s. Alroy, Ixion, &c. 6s.

Sybil, 6s. Young Duke &c. 6s.

Tancred, 6s. Vivian Grey, 6s.

Henrietta Temple, 6s.

Contarini Fleming, &c. 6s.

Blues and Buffs ; a Con-
tested Election and its Results. By
Arthur Mills. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Yellow Cap, and other
Fairy Stories for Children, viz.

Rumpty-Dudget, Calladon, and
Theeda. By Julian Hawthorne.
Crown 8vo. 6s, cloth extra, gilt edges.

The Crookit Meg : a
Scottish Story of the Year One. By
John Skelton, LL.D. Advocate,
Author of 'Essays in Romance and
Studies from Life' (by 'Shirley').
CrowH 8vo. 6^.

Buried Alive ; or, Ten
Years of Penal Servitude in Siberia.

By Fedor Dostoyeffsky. Trans-
lated from the German by Marie von
Thilo. Post 8vo. iQs. 6d.

' Apart from hs interest as a picture of prison life,

Buried Alive gives us several ciu-ious sketches of
Russian life and character. Of course it is of the
criminal side, but it seems to agree \\'ith what we
learn from other sources of other classes.'

St. James's CJazette.

Whispers from Fairy-
land. By the Right Hon. E. H.
Knatchbull-Hugessen, M.P. With
9 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Higgledy-piggledy; or,
Stories for Everybody and Every-
body's Children. By the Right Hon.
E. H. Knatchbull-Hugessen, M.P.
With 9 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. y. 6d.

Stories and Tales. By
Elizabeth M. Sevstell. Cabinet
Edition, in Ten Volumes, each contain-
ing a complete Tale or Story :—

Amy Herbert, 2j. 6d. Gertrude, 2j. 6d.

The Earl's Daughter, zs. 6d. The
Experience of Life, 2s. 6d. Cleve
Hail, zs. 6d. Ivors, 2j. 6d. Katharine
Ashton, 2j. 6d. Margaret Percival,
y. 6d. Laneton Parsonage, y. 6d.

Ursula, 3J-. 6d.

The Modern Novelist's
Library. Each work complete in itself,

price 2j. boards, or 2s. 6d. cloth :

—

By Lord BeAconsfield.

Lothair,

Coningsby.

SybU.

Tancred.

Venetia.

Henrietta Temple.
Contarini Fleming.

Alroy, Ixion, &c.
TheYoung Duke, &c
Vivian Grey.

By Anthony Trollope.
Barchester Towers.
The Warden.
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THE MODERN NOVELIST'^S -LlBViKRY—cmtinued.

By Major Whyte-Melville.

Digby Grand.

General Bounce.

Kate Coventry.

The Gladiators.

Good for Nothing.

Holmby House.
The Interpreter.

Queen's Maries.

Byjhe Author of ' The Rose Garden.'

Unawares.

By the Author of ' Mile. Mori.'

The Atelier du Lys.

Mademoiselle Mori.

By Various Writers.

Atherstone Priory.

The Burgomaster's Family.

Elsa and her Vulture.

The Six Sisters of the Valleys.' 1

Novels and Tales by the Right Honourable the
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